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Robert Baird

p

lease let me explain. Because I've
never been especially adept at
making lifelong commitments
and irrevocable decisions, when it came
to naming my new column, "Aural
Robert," to start in the February issue,
Managing Editor Debbie Starr and I
decided to call in some consultants. So
we gathered the passionate (and supremely efficient) minds of the Stereophile production staff added anear-lifethreatening amount of margaritas, and
put the question to them.
A number of contenders emerged
from this entertaining evening: "Tracks,
Cracks, and Wax" (too gross); "Gorillas
in the Mist" (too hairy); "Smell the
Glove" (too Spinal Tap); "No Tongues"
(too Madeline Kahn); "Groovy Stuff &
Flooby Dust" (too drug-induced); and
"Baird's Den" (need Iexplain?). The two
finalists were "Hear and Now" and the
other, shall we say, more flamboyant
choice. The evocative, edgy "Aural Robert" was ajoint creation of art czarina
Natalie Brown and production manager
Phil Baca. Instead of skipping astone
across the top of the water, we decided to
drop aboulder straight in and let the ripples spread. I'm sure this title will generate acertain amount of outrage, but rest
assured that Imean this in only the most
humorous and prismatically twisted way.
To be serious for amoment, Iam
very excited to be the new music editor
of Stereophile. Before Ilaunch into my
plans for the future, there are afew
things from the past that need to be
acknowledged. Richard Lehnert, who
created not only this position, but also
the entire music section of the magazine, deserves an immense amount of
credit for ajob well done. Happily, Richard remains apart of the organization,
having returned to what he loves best:
copy-editing.
When it comes to Wes Phillips's excellent and slyly opinionated "Quarter
Notes" column, WP will continue to
review audiophile issues and reissues,
although certain discs may be important
enough to review in both "Quarter
Notes" and the regular Record Reviews
section. Iam elated to announce that I
have successfully lobbied (more like
shamelessly flattered) Wes into beStereophile, January 1997
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dazed — Ihave neither the space nor
the desire to disparage their risks,
whether they succeed or not.
This is agood time to discuss my own
personal musical tastes. Overall, there
isn't agenre of music that Idon't know
and in most cases, enjoy. In adulthood, if
that's what you can call my present state,
my musical tastes have become omnivorous. My favorites? Off the top of my
head: Opera of all kinds; genuine jazz;
big, lush German Romanticism; the
Haggard, Cash, and Jones school of
country music; the No Depression trend
in countrified guitar bands; jump blues;
In adulthood, if that's
New Orleans R&B; and acid jazz, to
what you can call my
name afew. What are my dislikes? Ifind
"lite jazz" about as appealing as leprosy. A
present state, my musical
lot of mainstream ..p/country leaves
me cold. Ifind it " cult to listen to anytastes have become
thing where the message is overtly murderous or macabre.
omnivorous.
Three life experiences had an enorMany of you know that Icame to mous effect on my attitude and abilities
Stereophik following astint as editor-in- as amusic editor. First, Iwas fortunate
chief of CD Review. Iplan to implement enough to have a wonderful father
some of the same changes here that I (now passed) who taught me, among
brought to that magazine, beginning other things, that Ellington, Basie, and
with: afive-star rating system for re- Armstrong — as opposed to Miller,
views, new writing voices, awider vari- Dorsey, and Shaw — were the true
ety of music covered, amore appealing essence of jazz. At 18, Iaccidentally
design, and my new column. In the sunk astraight-blade hunting knife into
coming months, the very popular my left hand and so ended any dreams
"Building a Library" department will of being aserious instrumentalist. Lastly,
expand to cover jazz, world, rock, and for ashort time in the Eighties Iworked
other kinds of music. The music section in marketing and publicity for asymwill also become more timely. While it's phony orchestra. Being in the trenches
true that some discs need time to perco- infected me with azealot's fever to keep
late into the brain, there will not be classical music from disappearing.
One of the main reasons Imoved to
reviews of discs that were released 12
Santa Fe to join the staff of what is easimonths ago.
My theory on good and bad reviews ly the world's best high-end hardware
is simple: The majority of StereophiWs magazine is its Letters section. Stereophile
record reviews will be positive, focusing readers care deeply about their systems
on the best in music of all genres. We and what they play on them. I'm hoping
will also, however, print negative re- that the music section will soon ignite
views. If amajor artist releases astinker, some of the same kinds of fanatical
for example, we will call it as we hear it. praise and damnation that the equipWhen it comes to independent labels — ment reports —not to mention Wes's
aparticular favorite of mine and most of infamous "Car Tunes" column — now
the other musically obsessed souls I inspire. Please tell me how I'm doing —
know — we will review as much as pos- either by normal mail (which is hauled
sible, focusing again on the positive up to Santa Fe by wheezy burros) or via
rather than the less-than-inspiring. my much quicker e-mail address,
When it comes to indies — from John BairdRC@Aol.com. Until next month,
Marks Records to Hightone to Sun- good listening.

coming aregular contributor to Record
Reviews. About two weeks into my
tenure here, Isuddenly realized (after
reading "Quarter Notes") that Ihad one
of the best music writers Iknow laboring one floor below me. It's apleasure
to have awriter of Wes's taste and talent
in my section. Someday Imay even
coerce the inquisitive, inspiring, and
entirely inimitable John Atkinson to
squeeze arecord review into the eight
and ahalf miles of copy he miraculously produces for each issue.
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You Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator" interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science
behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.

Patented MITI Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound, and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.

I

MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

A
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MITerminator interconnects now have new high-performance
RCA-type connectors These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They

iconn - interchangeable
connector system

properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

MIT's exclusive coon - system for speaker cable con
tions is so innovative, it has apatent pending. and
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to icon
interchangeable connector types, you'll always ha
right connector to fit the terminals on your ampl
speakers. iconn's gold-plated connectors assure u
contact resistance and contamination-free coon
best sound quality.

With MITerminator interfaces starting at just $39.95 interconnect and $79.95 speaker
(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

MITerminator -2
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Why MITerminators
sound better
Superior Final Energy Component
In transmitting electrical energy. cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately. as
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shown in the plot. the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12 -gauge "zip cord" and atypical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
employing the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.

Superior Efficiency
MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio
signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase
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relationships. all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearities make them much
less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for -zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion. loss of image quality, and excessively -bright" treble sound.

•

As you can see from the plot. MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordi0%

nary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size (the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers. but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technology provides a lifelike,
focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented
Terminator
technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best.'
Music Interface Technologies" MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA
Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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[Recommended Components]
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...
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250 Watt/Channel Class A/B
Pure Triode Mono Blocks
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We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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...Cary Style
We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...
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SLA-7oB Signature
65 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
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We recommend you invite friends and putt all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
---.6411118r—
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3o Watt/Channel
Integrated Amplifier
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May we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
dealer? Just call us, We recommend it!
.101111.

SLM-wo
loo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Mono Blocks.
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The Signature ol Vacuum Tube Audio...

adioqiesign
111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 419-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828

—V.B. Keefe, Jr, on the Studio/100
Audio Magazine/July '96

—Andrew Marshall, on the Studio/80/CC-450/A0P-ASO
Audio Ideas Guide, Summer 96 Issue

High praise for PARADIGM'
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS...
dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking
high-end sonic performance!

i ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art inhouse R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference.. electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!

Snuiso/20

1
Snolue/60

n

Snalo/80

Studio/100

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!

PARADIGM. REFERENCE
enGenE,D PERFORMANCE ,OR JRS ,CAND '<WE TnEATER'.
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Small pumpkins, horror shows,
subscribing on the cheap, reviews, and reviewing
Scull's horror shows
Editor:
Ihave noted with amore than passing
interest the complaints from readers in
recent issues over the inability to relate
to the products reviewed by Stereophile.
My contention is that it's not the
products or any intrinsic characteristics
thereof, it is the reviewers! Most of
Small pumpkins
Stereophiles writers spend more time
Editor:
Here is asuggestion about away to adding their personal vignettes and
please both the subscribers who com- anecdotes to the review than focusing on
plain about the preposterous prices and the purpose of the review: their opinion
implausible claims of current high-end of the product under review. Icannot
equipment, and those who insist upon read another word about Jonathan
remaining at the cutting edge of the Scull's wife's comments or Sam Tellig's
audio universe: Publish the new and wife's comments, or relate to Bob
old Stereophile concurrently. Reprint all Reina's friend's review of Mission
those cranky and fun-to-read old issues speakers on the beach.
The solution: Bring back Corey
put out by J. Gordon Holt, starting
from Vol.1 No.1 in September 1962, Greenberg. He's floated from magazine
and make them available as an alter- to magazine since leaving Stereophile
native to the current issues. Iimagine a and could probably be talked into
lot of subscribers would take both, and returning. Granted, he laces his reviews
only asmaller number would drop the with personal commentary, but it does
current magazine in favor of the old. tie back into the review. Ican more
Either way, however, you might come closely relate to a story of how a
speaker can hit "lease-breaking" levels
out ahead.
Ibuy almost all of my equipment than Ican wade through the Frenchused, and alot comes from tag sales and language inserts in one of Scull's horror
dump picking. Most of what Iget goes shows.
Name &address withheld by request
to friends and students who simply
want something cheap that sounds pretty good, but Ihave gotten some pretty
estimable equipment, which Ikeep —
McIntosh, Revox, Nakamichi, and so
Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
on. Ihave apretty good idea of what is
Editor, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502good and what is not so good (mostly
5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John
Atkinson, 74472225@CompuServe.com or
gained from reading all the back issues
Stereophile, 288-3236@Mcimail.com .If you
of Stereophile at the Swarthmore College
have problems with your subscription, address
your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at 103230.635@
library back in the mid-'70s), but Icould
Compuserve.com .We regret that resources do
use areference library to help, one that
not permit us to reply individually to letters, parwent later than 1975.
ticularly those requesting advice about specific
equipment purchases. We arc also unable to take
It may seem like small pumpkins to
telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.
set up a$100 stereo for astudent, but
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
when a16-year-old realizes how much
would have to be assessed—and we don't have
time to do it anyway! Although all letters are
better something like aMaranta 1060
read and noted, only those of general interest are
with apair of Bozaks sounds than the
selected for publication. Please note, however,
all-in-one mass-market things their
that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more
friends have, aseed has been planted
than one topic. All correspondents should
that may grow into something.
include their name, address, and adaytime teleLike maybe asubscriber to Stereophile.
phone numbec
Nat Eddy
Deep River, CT

You are?
Editor:
Please review cassette decks, blank
analog tapes, and analog reel-to-reel
decks. We out here are still using them,
lots.
Richard Austin
Atlanta, GA
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The French have words for it
Editor:
From reading Jonathan Scull's reviews
and other articles, Igather that his
French wife Kathleen is not only an
audiophile but also agood reviewer in
her own right. So why not have her
write about her opinions on equipment?
Ki Suk Hahn
Address withheld by request
Some wags conjecture that it is Kathleen who
actually writes Jonathan's reviews. Having
witnessedJ-10 in action both at the keyboard
and in the infamous ribbon chair, Iam sure
that this isjust ascurrilous rap-Scullian minor.
But yes, maybe K-10 can indeed be persuaded
to contribute.
—JA
Asubscriber for life?
Editor:
Thanks for running the Jadis ad: "Only
apiano comes between me and my
Jadis" (November '96, p.17). Ihaven't
laughed this hard since Ifirst saw the
Cello ad. So just how does aGabrielle
Jane Dugan, "Mother of Four," pay for
those speakers and that piano? Food
stamps? Welfare checks? I'm laughing
so hard, I'm in tears!! Ican picture
Saturday morning on the homefront:
"Brandon!! Stop stuffing the cat in my
precious horns!!!" Or: "Alice!! Get that
bowl of Froot Loops away from middle
CH!" Ilove it! Is Northstar Leading The
Way serious??
Please keep up Michael Fremer's
great "Analog Corner" and I'll be asubscriber for life!
Leland A. Beaman
Vacaville; CA
Subscribers should come first
Editor:
Have any of you guys ever been to one
of those marketing seminars? The most
pertinent idea Iheard at one was, "Your
most important customer is the one you
already have. You should do everything
possible to keep him/her." Itherefore
find it annoying to be told what agreat
deal I'd be getting, renewing my
subscription for $35 per year, when in
each issue there are about five cards that
11

You be the judge!

For more information please contact your nearest Classé Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.
5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Québec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

LETTERS
tell me that anew customer would only
have to pay $20 and get afree CD to
boot!
David Bennett, Ph.D.
Modesto, CA
Ssshhh—Don't tell publisher Larry Archibald
Itold you this, but it's perfectly okay with me
every 12 months, you let your current subscription lapse and take out anew subscription
at the introductory rate. Other than the milky discounts we offer current subscribers to
renew in atimely manner, this is the cheapest
way to keep Stereophile arriving in your
mailbox. 71e trick is timing the new subscription to startjust right, so that you don't get two
issues one month or, woe, miss an issue altogether. But hey, you want to save money, you
should be prepared to take some risks.
—JA
Look after the subscribers first
Editor:
Istarted reading Stereophile in January
1996 and have read every issue cover to
cover since then. Ithoroughly enjoy the
magazine in all respects ... except that it
is not unusual to see the latest issue on
a San Francisco Bay Area bookstore
rack as much as two weeks before my
copy comes in the mail. This seems a
little long, even accounting for Postal
Service delays.
John McLeod
Lafayette, CA
john_mdeod@designlink.com
Although all copies are printed at the same
time, we do try to ensure that subscribers, who
are mailed their copies by the printer, get their
Stereophilesfirst. We instruct our printer not
to ship the new issue by truck to the various
newsstand distributors until anumber of days
afit7 all the subscriber copies have been put in
the mail. Nevertheless, the vagaries of the
USPS second-class mailing system mean that
it is still possible for newsstands to get their
issues first. Our Circulation Director, Mary
Olivera, would welcome suggestions on how to
give better service in this respect.
—JA
It don't seem right ...
Editor:
Why do you (and most other publications) print the e-mail addresses of letter writers? No one prints street
addresses. While it would be easier for
me to send this letter over the Internet,
Ihave opted to spend the 32 cents.
Who needs more (possibly) unwanted
correspondence?
Edward Claymore
San Francisco, CA
... do it?
Editor:
I've always wondered why all magazines that publish letters to the editor
list the writers' e-mail addresses. They
don't list people's street addresses. (I get
Stereophile, January 1997

goal (though an unachievable one given that
we only have the resources to publish about
160 reviews each year) is to report on any product that our readers might be interested in buying. Yes, it is true that, like all other review
With all letters we receive— whether via fax,
magazines (other than Consumer Reports),
e-mail, or snail-mail — we honor requests not
we borrow our review samplesfrom the manuto publish aname or address (though letters
that do not include either tend to go straight facturers. (We are not given samples)
into the roundfiling cabinet). It should also be However, we have occasionally bought a
review sample when the manufacturer of a
noted that, unless specifically marked otherwise, we assume that all letters are intendedfor product that we fed our readers need to know
about has not wanted to cooperate with us. As
publication.
Interestingly, none of the magazine editing to tvhether this practice has any influence on
the outcome of reviews, athorough read of a
textbooks Ihave on hand discusses the whys
and wherefores of "Letters" whims. But I few issues' "Equipment Reports" will give you
believe that magazines publish correspondents' the appropriate answer: No, it doesn't have any
addresses in the spirit of informed and vigorous eect, other than sometimes making it hard to
subsequently obtain review santples of an
debate that lies behind the First Amendment.
aggrieved manufacturer's oilier products. —JA
The person whose letter is published is basically hanging out his or her shingle and inviting
discussion. Ifhis or her idea is worth expressing Record reviews...
in public, he or she is obliged to make it possi- Editor:
In the October '96 Stereophiles "Letters"
blefor others to respond, Ifeel. (It isfor this reason that Ihave no truck with online forums column (p.17), Nikolai Dimoff wrote
regarding album reviews, "I am not so
that allotv correspondents to hide behind aliasmuch interested in whether or not the
es or givefalse e-mail addresces)
reviewer likes arecording. What Iwant to
However, magazines gave up publishing
readers' complete street addresses because of ¡ni- know is what the chances are that Iwill
vary issues and because of the lade of physical like the recording or not..." (emphases
added). On the same page, Frank
security An audio magazine's "Letters" column,
fer example, would otherwise be no more than a Demie suggests that readers be apprised
directory ofaipensive
systernsfor the bentfit of reviewers' listening tastes and that, in
of would-be thieves. But as an e-mail address fairness to the artist under evaluation,
has no connection with aphysical location, Ifrel music for reviews be assigned to writers
with corresponding tastes.
it appropriate to publish it.
—JA
Ithink, however, that if areview is
written with proper regard for its audiEquipment reviews
ence —in Stereophilès case, for interestEditor:
ed music lovers and shoppers who may
Iam anew subscriber to Stereophile and
neither know nor share the tastes of the
a"budding audiophile." Literally all the
reviewer — then neither of Dernie's
dealers I've spoken with, for one reason
conditions need be met.
or another, have all lodged the same
Radler, reviewers should express their
complaint about Stereophile. A product
opinions honestly and intelligently
only gets reviewed if it is given or loaned
while maintaining an objective enough
to the magazine. Ifind this disturbing, to
say the least. As Iunderstand it, Stereophile stance to give readers a good idea —
through descriptive terms and referobtains its review items/products via
submissions by companies looking for ences to similarities and differences
between the artist being reviewed and
press — hopefully favorable. I also
other prominent artists — of whether
understand you do not obtain products
they would like or dislike (or simply just
to review via purchase; so what about all
want to hear) the album in question,
of those wonderful products out there
regardless of how the reviewer feels
that do not "play the game" by donating
about it.
their products for your review?
Often I read a rave review of a
We, your readership, are being cheatrecording and come away knowing that
ed out of knowing more about all prodthe album simply isn't for me, however
ucts, not just the ones from the "donor
much the reviewer may have liked it.
pool" that are submitted for review.
Stereophile has the all-encompassing Likewise, there are times when an
album is panned (eg, Allen St. John's
responsibility of reporting on all prodattempt last September (p215) at ridiucts, whether bought, borrowed, loaned,
culing Grant Lee Buffalo's brilliant
or submitted.
Greg Nixon
Copperopolis by quoting its lyrics), but
Grayslake, IL
enough description is given to alert me
Iagree with you, Mr. Nixon: Stereophile's to the fact that Iwould probably love it.

enough mail as it is!) Thanks.

Steve Geist
E-mail address withheld by request
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Individual Reactions
May Vary
Some people appreciate the difference
between compact disc players.
So do we. Audition the critically acclaimed
Sony CDP-XA7ES.
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Also relevant, of course (though a
much lower priority), is areviewer's personality. Certain reviewers instill confidence through their tone and musical
priorities —Richard Lehnert, Wes Phillips —and this can very often cap my
decision to purchase. But personality and
opinion must be tempered with references
and descriptive "reporting" about the
music, to the extent that this is possible.
Dimoff hits on atroubling point the
case where two credible (and, in this case,
trusted!) writers differ not only in their
opinions, but on the "facts" of arecording: Wes Phillips describes PopeMusic's
"Emperor" concerto as offering "a palpable sense of the hall," while Mortimer H.
Frank claims of the same recording that
"little sense of depth is suggested."
Perhaps the writers could have been
more specific in their assessments by giving some indication of their preferences,
but discrepancies as dramatic as this are
rare, and Ithink readers have to be somewhat flexible in their assessments; no
review is perfect. And, as Phillips says in
his reply to Dimoff, knowing the reviewer
does help —itjust shouldn't be necessary.
Writers need to focus on the music
(and lyrics) at hand, drawing on an artist's
history and persona only as either
applies directly to the work under
review; readers don't need masturbatory
blather about how awriter was the first
on his or her block to appreciate an
artist, or third-rate stream-of-consciousness ranting that bewilders rather
than enlightens. (I'm no fan of Tori
Amos's Boysfor Pele, but Iwouldn't have
known what to think if I'd read Beth
Jacques's review (May '96, p243) before
buying it.)
Looking forward to reading reviews
from Robert Baird!
Michael Mikesell
New York, NY
You canfind Aural Robert's contributions in this
issue's 'As We See It."
...and record reviewers
Editor:
Barbara Jahn's half-paragraph dismissal
of Maurizio Pollini's towering performance of Liszes Piano Sonata in Bminor (August '96, p.169) calls into
question, for me at least, her credibility,
or at least her perseverance.
Iown four CDs of the Sonata,
including Teddy Teirup's spirited performance on the Water Lily Acoustics
label, Minoru Nojima's mechanical
version for Reference Recordings,
Deszo Ranki's 1975 Denon PCM
recording about which nothing further
Stereophile, January 1997
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an interest in listening to my woes and
later writing about my failed attempt to
get my Denon CD player repaired so it
would stop its intermittent skipping
("Industry Update," July '96, p.45), a
wonderful thing occurred that delightfully restored my faith in the basic
goodness of people.
A reader named Albert Sekela was
evidently so moved by the story that he
gave aProceed CD player to me! The
fact that Mr. Sekela responded to my little struggles around arranging rides and
logistical brawn just to get the malfunctioning CD player to and from the store
where Ibought it, to no avail, was an
indication of pure empathy and compassion when it comes to the importance of music in one's daily existence.
Ihave asneaking suspicion that Mr.
Sekela must have experienced something similar at one time. He knew
exactly the level of frustration and disappointment aperson feels when operating from the perspective of aconsumer
with aperfectly reasonable expectation
that malfunctioning equipment will be
analyzed and eventually repaired to
one's satisfaction. However, personal
experience all too often proves otherwise, as one comes to recognize that reasonable expectations do not operate
here. A person begins to realize that
unless s/he is thoroughly informed
about the inner workings of the equipment, s/he cannot expect that s/he will
get afair and square deal when in need
Agreat product at agreat price?
of repairs.
Marta Van Leuven
Editor:
San Rafael, CA
In the October '96 issue (p.85), Tom
Norton wrote about the LAT International room at HI-FI '96: "Their Faith misplaced?
room was a'silent' display, so nothing Editor:
really jumped out at me." When Iwas As a reader of some 10 or so years
in the room, they were playing music, (maybe more; definitely pre-JA), Ifinaland pretty nice-sounding music indeed, ly feel compelled to put pen to paper
with Audio Alchemy electronics, LAT concerning two issues that Ifeel have
wires, and ahome-brew sub-sat system. more than alarge bearing on the audioIbought their digital cable at the show... phile community today: upgraditis and
beat my old one hands down. Tried retailer demonstration facilities. Ialso
their interconnects ... out with the old, feel there are points of connection
in with the new. Next went my old between the two.
First, Ithink the root of the problem
cables. All of the discarded were at one
is that both the public and the retailers
time on your Recommended list!
LAT has agreat product at agreat give more credence to apositive magaprice ... My guess is that they are asmall zine review than they do to their own
company with aloyal customer base ears. How can aperson buy acompowho don't wish to risk a review in nent, only to later say, "I hate the sound
Stereophile. But they sure passed my test! of it!"? Ilike to read reviews for the
Steve C,olameco insight they give me about the reviewHaddonfield, NJ ers as much as the equipment. Now
Scolamec@ix.netcom.com when it comes down to buying some
gear, Igo with the ear (I have two).
Second, what asad and sorry bunch
Faith restored
(in general, thankfully not all) hi-fi
Editor:
Because my neighbor Barry Willis took retailers are. Good ones are rare. Far too

can be said, and Pollini's DG masterpiece.
To paraphrase Ben Heppner in an
article from the same issue, it's alot
more fun to listen to a pianist play
phrase-to-phrase than note-to-note.
This is the approach that amaster such
as Pollini takes, and which few other
pianists can match when playing apiece
as challenging as the Liszt Sonata.
While Iagree with Jahn's statement
that Pollini's rendition should be
"deemed one of the most attentive to the
Sonata's overall shape," Iam floored that
she finds him "too impersonal and colorless." The power in Pones confident
hands, his phrasing, his pauses, all keep
me on the edge of my seat for 27 minutes. Ithink Jahn may actually be put off
by technical excellence, and disbelieves
that aperfect performance can also be a
heartfelt one.
May Isuggest that Jahn upgrade her
hi-fi system, which Iam sure is incapable of dynamic nuance; or, better still,
go over to the house of an audiophile
friend and take another listen to Pollini.
If she still thinks he's not worth afull
paragraph, then Iwill accept her opinion as such. As it stands, the article leads
me to discredit her judgment or, at best,
to suspect that she was too tuckered out
by the time she reached Pollini to care
about one more damn disc. James Saxon
Parlatek, SA., Costa Rica
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Ir31.5
Reference CD Transport

Extraordinary attention to detail, unequalled performance, and a
modular design that allows acomponent to preserve its state-of-the-art status even as technology evolves,
combine to define aMark Levinson Reference product. After four years as the standard against which
all high performance digital transports are measured, the N°31 Reference CD Transport is now updated to the N°31.5. A look inside reveals ameasure of refinement which guarantees its stature as atrue
reference standard well into the future. Retaining the innovative three-stage mechanical isolation of
the earlier Reference, the new N°31.5 adds Madrigal's proprietary Closed-Loop Jitter-Reduction system and anew balanced drive for the digital output, yielding adramatic improvement in the quality
of the outgoing signal. In addition, the N°31.5 incorporates significant new digital signal processing
capabilities that optimize the digital signal prior to its being sent to the digital audio processor, for
further improvements in both clarity and dynamics. And, in accordance with our definition, the N°31
maintains its Reference status via cost effective update to N°31.5 options. Discover how meticulous
attention to every detail results in uncompromised performance at your Mark Levinson dealer soon.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Iri
P.O. 13ox 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at hop,/ /www.madrigal.com/
Adonation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
11 AHarman International Company

many times I've walked into very reputable stores stocked with gear that gets
orgasmic reviews, to sit down expectantly to hear asystem that costs asmall
fortune, only to think, "Nice, but cold as
ice." Ihave no doubts that this gear
could be mindblowing, but the result
when Ido the taste-test ranges from hohum to "Is this guy deaf?"
Maybe someday, somewhere, someone will explain to me the logic of
cramming astore with agreat range of
great gear, only to demonstrate asystem
that doesn't communicate. And yes, I
feel the public only have themselves to
blame, because we buy hi-fi the same
way we buy washing machines and
fridges: with our eyes.
Let's face it: The retailer is supposedly relying on the superiority of
the gear to provide his income. If he
can't demonstrate that superiority, what
makes you think that after you've
handed over your money he is suddenly going to discover the secret to
unlocking its hidden potential? If it
doesn't sound good in the store, don't
buy it from that store. That is the only
cure for upgraditis. The bonus is that it
weeds out the retailers who only give
lip service to high fidelity.
In the last 10 years the only components Ihave changed in my system have
been interconnects (twice; Istill use the
upgraded ones on non-hi-fi VCRs, etc.)
and speaker cables (needed greater
length in new installation), phono cartridges (there is no replacement for the
Garrott Brothers, R.I.P.), and amplifiers
(Maranta PM-4 taken out by lightning; is
this proof that God likes tubes?). Yet I
have asystem that, due to the familiarity
Ihave with the intricacies necessary to
get the best out of it, leaves people
floored at the communicative nature of
the music.
Asystem must give the music. Period.
If acomponent is only superior in one
area (see JGH's Audio Glossary book), it's
different. Truly superior componentry
improves everything in one fell swoop
(again, see Glossary), leaving the listener
in no doubt. It does not lead to upgraditis, gives long-term satisfaction, and is the
best advertisement for high fidelity.
Look, Iknow that this is getting alittle long-winded, but when are you guys
going to emphasize to your readers that
they can't rely on "Recommended
Components" to assemble a system?
They need to get out there and listen, and
tell the dealer what they think of his
demonstration (politely, of course).
Vive
Steve Howard
Noosa Heads, QLD, Australia
Stereophtle, January 1997

everything sounds different. The system
that sounded mellow and sweet is now
I'm ready to pull my hair out. Why is it cold and bright. And every dealer has difso hard to find agood tube preamplifi- ferent advice as to what cables are best
er for under $2000? Irealize that it's not suited to which components and which
difficult to walk into adealership where components are best paired with one
high-quality components are sold and another. This is supposed to be fun—so
walk out with a great-sounding pre- why is spending $2000 so painful?
Iwant to make adecision that Ican
amplifie4 but why is "great sound" so
subjective? Ivisit my local dealers, I live with for at least afew years. Ican't
look, Ilisten, Icall dealers who advertise afford to go out and buy anew preamp
in Stereophile to get their advice —every- whenever Iget the whim, or when the
one has different opinions as to which audio press changes opinions. A great
components Ishould insert into my sys- way to gain access to different systems is
tem. Iknow that my ears are the final to listen to afriend's, but all of mine are
judge, but some reassurance would be content listening to JVC rack systems
nice, just to let me know that Imade from K-Mart. Listening is the true test,
the right decision. Imean, what if I'm but can you realistically bring home
your five "semifinalists," audition them,
tone-deaf
My system isn't great, but it does and make your final decision within a
sound pretty good. The next improve- week? Sometimes components really
ment that Iwant to make is to add a have to grow on you. Is there some kind
tube preamplifier. I've been afraid of of audio forum on the Internet where
tubes for long enough. Iwant to hear listeners can exchange views regarding
components?
Dave Brown
what I've been missing.
dbrown9640@gnn.com
But man, why does this first step
seem so final? Picking out my Aragon
Wefeel your pain, Mr. Brown. You should try
8008-BB amplifier and Micromega
Stage 3CD player was easy. My Mag- the various Internet newsgroups — rec
neplanar MG2.5/R speakers Ifound audio.high-end, recaudio.misy rec. audio.opinused at aprice Icouldn't afford to pass ion — as well as The Audiophile Network —
(818) 988-0452 (modem) — and the
up. (Besides, I've always loved MagCEAUDIO forum on CompuServe Good
gies.) But how do you choose the perluck in your 'lung!
fect preamp for your system?
About amonth ago Ihad my heart
set on the Sonic Frontiers SFL-1. Ihad You could get shot for this
listened to afriend's, it sounded great, it Editor:
got great reviews ... but Icouldn't find a There are anumber of crimes inflicted
dealer in my area. So Istarted calling by audiophiles on unsuspecting friends
around, and that's when the confusion and family, some so severe as to warrant
began. "Oh, the SFL-1 is okay, but the being shot by afiring squad. We are talkdynamics are a little soft—you pro- ing about depriving Junior of a$2000
bably wouldn't like it. The Coun- mountain bike, Sis of a$1000 trip to
terpoint SA-1000a is much better." So I cheerleading school, and precious Wife
took that grain of salt and did alittle of the $5500 facelift. All of this while
you spend precious disposable income
more research. What about that SEP-1
by Golden Tube, or the Melos SHA on exotic audiophile gear upgrades, all
Gold? A given dealer may love acom- aimed at squeezing the last bit of perforponent, while another shoots it down in mance out of your overpriced "high
flames. Maybe I'll listen to the Audible end" audio system.
It is beyond astounding what audioIllusions Modulus 3A. Icalled around
to find adealer and get some advice. phlles pay for Hannonix and Shun
"Oh, it's okay, but you should try this Mook pucks, carbon-fiber shelves,
preamp or this other one that we have Goldmund cones, VPI bricks, etc. Theoretically, at least, these tweaks are supin stock." What do you do?
It's so easy when you're buying acar posed to control unwanted resonance
or atruck. You read Car &Driver, test- and vibration. Lord knows, it's everydrive some vehicles, and the differences where: airborne, chassis-borne, created
are very pronounced. A vehicle doesn't by buzzing transformers, ducking
DACs, whirring motors, and don't fordrive totally differently when you
change gasoline brands or put on differ- get sustained low-bass reproduction (if
ent tires. But matching components for a you have any).
Well, if you want alower noisefloor,
high-fidelity system is so subjective.
Change one cable or put some "stick-on tighter bass transients, and a cleaner
sound dots" on acomponent, and poof overall midrange (even a more clear
Pull out that hair!
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The Reviewers' Choice is Clear'
Synergistic Research
"Am Ihearing things?' Robert asked when he first listened to the A/C Master Coupler. No, he wasn't,
because all the rest of us heard the same thing, which was basically more. More highs, more (and
more distinct) lows, and especially, more imaging and abigger soundstage... Not only did it
sound better than ageneric AC cord, it also sounded clearly better than the AudioQuest
high-end AC cable we had been using... Synergistic's A/C Master Coupler made a
huge difference in the sound of our system..."-Home Theater October 1996
Pg.126 on our A/C Master Coupler $250 per 5ft. coupler

"This stuff sells for less
than half the price of TARA
Labs' best. Its performance not
only continues to impress me as it ages
in the system, but presents astrong challenge
to all of the other, much costlier cables I've used
in recent months." -Guy Lemcoe, Stereopbile
May 1995 Vol. 18 No. 5Pg. 161 on our Alpha Sterling
Interconnect -$150 per 3ft. pair

Synergistic Research Signature Nos. 2&3: $605/10' pair:
"High-rez, wide-bandwidth cables that let the music
speak for itself..." •Stereopbile April 1996
Vol. 19 No. 4Recommended Components

"Call now for your FREE 'Explorer's Guide"

800-578-6489

Ave. Newport Beach CA 92663 za phone "14.642.2800 fax 14.642.2900

Synergistir Research

L
picture from your laserdiscs) ... you could
get shot for this. Stop reading now if you
are too fainthearted to get shot, or too
lazy or cheap to motor on down to your
local shooters' supply and get shot. By
now, Ihope you get it. Specifically, buy
as many 25-lb bags of #6 lead shot that
you can carry in two trips. The average
system can use four. (I know —your system isn't average.)
Instructions: Place bag of shot inside
an old black sock. It looks better. This
may be aproblem for you engineers
who wear white socks with everything.
If so, pass on the black sock —it's simply a nonfunctional aesthetic consideration.
For years, white-socked engineers
have been attempting to control vibration and resonance by adding mass. In
most applications, it works. For example, the most exotic state-of-the-art reference CD transport, the Mark
Levinson No31.5, includes anearly 12lb block of aluminum to control resonance. The No31.5 costs $9475. Four
bags of shot... that's 100 lbs, costs only
$76. A much higher dollar-to-weight
ratio.
Back to Instructions ... Play afavorite
"demo" CD (no violins, no Enya!).
Listen carefully to the leading edges and
bass transients. Then get shot... place
one bag each on your CD transport,
your DAC, your preamp, and power
amp (I have them on the 180-lb
Dunlavy SC-IV speakers). Push the
Play button and be amazed. It's tweakdom heaven because it works.
Obviously, you could run out of black
socks; and, depending on your system,
you may need more or fewer bags.
Enjoy yourself.., you could get shot
for this.
Mike Rofarad
Phoenix, AZ
You could also get stands
Editor:
Ihave been reading Stereophile for two
years now, and the importance of speaker stands has always been stressed.
However, Ihave never read anything
that would convey exactly what the difference between el-cheapo stands and
something alittle more serious is. I
just
upgraded my stands from O'Sullivan
wood stands to Spica Gravity stands.
There is no way to quantify the difference between the two! Imaging is
significantly improved; the mids and
highs are considerably more liquid; and
the bass is awhole level of performance
better.
Iurge your writers to fill in some
missing information about exactly what
Stereophile, January 1997
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is going on, because it was apurchase
that Imade entirely on faith (since no
high-end stores carry el-cheapo stands
to compare to agood pair). Also, it didn't seem to make sense that the little
vibration that the old stands were allowing would degrade the sound as much
as it did.
David A. Sadd
sa96da96@acs.wooster.edu
Or at least remove your glasses
Editor:
Yes, removing glasses really does
improve listening. As with many other
tweaks, some won't notice the difference. Those people are better off
working on their listening skills than
trying to invalidate what others have, in
fact, experienced. Any lack of scientific
evidence pro or con says more about
the interest and state of science in these
areas than it does about the veracity of
anecdotal observations.
Here are afew more free tweaks.
Any decent audiophile system should
be resolving enough to demonstrate
their effectiveness to an interested listener. They'll get you closer to the
music, and trying them out will help
make you abetter listener.
Listen late at night. The improvement from 6pm to lOpm is gradual, but
the quality after lOpm is significantly
better than in the daytime.
Leave your digital and solid-state
components on all the time. A good
CD player or DAC can take amonth or
more to reach maximum performance;
yet, even once thoroughly burned in,
peak performance can be lost with as
little as an hour of downtime. This
"tweak" has the side benefit of extending equipment life.
Control vibration. Use stiffness and
mass to your advantage. Components
will sound better on the floor than on
just about any rack. Carbon fiber is the
best material for controlling vibration,
but it's not free, so you'll have to experiment with household items. Phone
books will work. Put your CD player
on one so that the chassis and not the
feet rest on it. Place one on top also. Be
careful not to cause overheating! Lay
something heavy on speaker cables —
shot-filled dive weights work great. The
more cable you cover and the more
mass and stiffness you can get, the better the results will be —just don't use
anything magnetic, and don't deform
the cable!
Control RFI. Everybody should
know to keep cables apart, and to cross
them at right angles when crossing is
unavoidable. But how about this one:

turn off your circuit breakers to all
other circuits. Because all the other
wiring in the house connects to your
breaker panel, it all functions as agreat
big RFI antenna. By flipping the breakers to all other circuits, you greatly
reduce the RFI getting into your system. The difference in the daytime is
minimal because RFI is swamped by all
the powerline noise. But by midnight,
the improvement can be quite dramatic. As one recent guest told me, "it made
ahuge improvement."
Not all neophyte listeners will say
these tweaks make "huge" improvements. Usually it's just audiophiles who
exaggerate improvements! But what
this tells me is that people who are truly
in love with music will love anything
that gets them closer to the music.
Music lovers are often better able to
appreciate improvements than audiophiles who come to the session loaded
down with techno-prejudices and pseudo-science. They also would rather listen to music than spend time talking
about listening to music! Maybe that's
why they seem to hear better. But that's
another subject for another day!
Chuck Miller
Redmond, VA
Better than live?
Editor:
Barry Willis's recent article on the true
goal of audio ("Illusions, Riddles, &Toys,"
November '96, p.87) resonated with my
views on the reproduction of music. I
have afew things to add, and would like
to present aslightly different spin on the
points Mr. Willis made so well.
Ihave felt for some time that the
real goal of audio is not to accurately
reproduce live music. It is simply to
achieve the most satisfying listening
experience in one's home (or car).
Measuring the success or failure of a
stereo system on how "real" it sounds
places aconstraint on the quality. It can
be much better than real.
When nonaudiophile friends come
over and listen to my Class A/B system,
they will often make the statement,
"This sounds better than live!" Ihappen
to agree. Ihave personally never had a
live music experience that sounds as
good as my stereo. Granted, Ihave not
been to concerts at the great venues, but
Idon't hear the Portland Symphony
Orchestra at the Arlene Schnitzer
Concert Hall to experience superior
fidelity. Igo because Iwant to experience alive music event, with the
excitement and emotion it so faithfully
gives. When Ihear live jazz or blues,
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the fidelity is usually awful. The room
has poor acoustics, I'm off to one side,
and people are invariably talking and
clanking their glasses. How in the heck
do Iknow what a real acoustic bass
sounds like? Ican tell you that the string
bass coming out of my Mirage speakers
sounds better than anything I have
heard live.
Can you imagine avideo recording
of an opera that placed awide-angle
camera in one ideal seat and recorded
the whole event from that perspective? The use of multiple cameras
with zoom capability and several
microphones allows us to see and hear
detail we would never be able to experience at the real thing. In these
respects, the recording is clearly superior to the live event. Fortunately, the
producers understand this and give us
avideo/audio experience that makes
no attempt to fool us into thinking we
are sitting in the concert hall.
The same holds true for sports. Ihad
to chuckle when Iwas acorporate box
guest at aSeahawks game and found
TV monitors in front of each seat. Here
were some of the best-located, most
expensive seats in the stadium, yet they
felt the need to have TV monitors so
you could see the game bettez Irealized
then that the goal of sports TV coverage
is not to recreate the live event. To
watch, understand, and experience
details of the game, TV is far superior to
the real thing.
Ibelieve the same holds true for
audio. Probably 80% of my music collection was recorded in a studio or
empty concert hall—there is no "live"
event to recreate. The pieces that were
recorded live sound better to me than
any live concert Ihave been to. If this
means that my system is not faithfully
recreating the live event, then that's fine
with me.
Steve Starr
Vancouver, Washington
sl4starr@ix.netcom.com

that the sad, complaining souls who
lament the high price of high-end equipment would do well to thoroughly read
Stereophile and learn to appreciate why the
gear is so expensive. The research, build
quality, and —let's face it—the awesome financial risks these brave builders
of outstanding technology take, year in
and year out, all contribute to many a
justified price tag, in my opinion. Stay at
home with your "three-in-ones and
realistic Home Theaters" in total and
blissful ignorance!
My second and more important point
is the fact that electronic reproduction of
music has become an art form in itself!
For many people worldwide, "Home
Music Playback" bears far more relevance to their everyday lives than expensive
concerts that plow out the same old
"mainstream" repertoire.
Being as Iam aprofessional orchestra
violinist, asession didjeriduist (the didjeridu is anative Australian Aboriginal
wooden trumpet), and an avid audiophile, Ibelieve I'm in areasonably good
position to note musical trends.
Of course, "live" music is the ultimate —but what percentage of people
really get to listen to top-quality performances on a strictly regular basis?
Especially when they can just chuck a
CD on the tray anytime? Is there essentially a difference if music is a truly
"Sonic Art" and great sound is the transport of such art?
This is no longer the 19th century,
when the only way to hear music was at
a concert. As technological sophistication increases, the boundaries of
both live and recorded music will blur
and even overlap.
So back to my first point —don't
rubbish excellent sound gear. Think
yourselves lucky to be able to have the
Chicago Symphony's Mahler Eighth
performed in your living room seven
nights aweek!
Harry Wilson
Queensland, Australia

Interesting points, Mr. Stan: See Steven Stone's
interview with J. Gordon Holt elsewhere in
this issuefor the opposite view.

Surround sound is live
Editor:
Except for J. Gordon Holt, Ifeel that
Stereophile does not take Home Theater
and surround sound for music seriously.
Ithink Ihave an excellent music system, but Iadded aFosgate surroundsound processor primarily for music.
The system is used for video only 5% of
the time. Ihappen to enjoy the surround modes of my Fosgate preamp for
avariety of music, including most classical, because it creates more of the
presence in the recording venue.
Straight two-channel stereo cannot fill

At least it's more accessible
than live
Editor:
Living in far-oft Australia, Ilook forward with great anticipation to each
month's Stereophile. It constantly proves
to be educational, stimulating, and at
times entertainingly controversial. The
"world" perspective is particularly refreshing to us in "The Land of Oz."
Iwish to cover two main points. First,
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the room and envelop me like aconcert
halt [See my article elsewhere in this issue on
the making of Stereophile's Serenade CD
—Ed] Go listen to some live music, and
listen to the whole room as well as the
soundstage. Most recordings today are
close-miked from over the conductor's
head, or in the face of asmall group, or
artificially created. The ambience of the
room is minimized because most systems cannot reproduce it. Top surround
processors can extract it without any
additive distortion.
Ijust attended the Bellingham Festival of Music: two weeks of concerts
presented by The American Sinfonietta
and the Miami String Quartet. (Their
most enjoyable Mendelssohn CD is
available as Summit DCD 180.) Most
nights Isat up close to focus on the
soundstage perspective and detail of the
music. The real soundstage does not
have the pinpoint location of my home
system, but the blending of the individual instruments and power of the
enveloping sound always surprises me
by being so different from stereo music
across one end of my music room.
Roger L Weiss
Lynden, WA
Good sound or no sound?
Editor:
Stereophile should do an article on reliability. You should ask your readers for
the breakdown rates of their equipment
and publish the results. You may also
want to include in this list warranty data
as well as service/repair anecdotes.
And although the bottom line of
Stereophile has always been sound, this is
to some extent related to reliability. The
manufacturer who creates a greatsounding product at a low price, but
which only lasts a few months, has
almost artificially boosted the sound
quality of the product by sacrificing
those design features that should normally ensure reliable operation. What's
more, if aproduct spends, say, 50% of its
lifetime getting repaired, then for half of
its lifetime it has no sound at all. This, in
the end, should be averaged into the
evaluation of its total sound quality!
G. Emory Anderson
ganderso@notes.cc.bellcorecom
Up to snuff?
Editor:
In the November 1996 Stereophile
(p.143), Wes Phillips and Tom Norton
review the Audio Research VT130SE
power amplifier. In the same issue's
"Manufacturers' Comments," William
Z. Johnson, president of Audio ReStereophile, January 1997

A bullet-proof
argument for the
new B&W 600 Series.
The use of our patented Kevlar conies
is reason enough to choose the new:B&W 600 Series.
After all, Kevlar has always been the standard
in B&W's best and mot expensive
loudspeakers.
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But that's just the' start of our bullet-
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End of argument. Any 'questions? Fire away.
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search, deduces from TJN's measurements that the unit reviewed wasn't
working up to snuff— that afew tubes
may have gone bad.
All right, fine. But, assuming that
Johnson's suggestion is right, if neither
Phillips nor Norton suspected aglitch,
how then can the end-user tell that his
Audio Research amp (for convenient
example) is doing what it should? Most
of us don't have, nor do we know how
to use, test equipment.
One's preference for tubes or transistors aside, when a solid-state device
goes sour, the result is audible as some
kind of godawful noise —hum, sputter,
what-have-you — or silence. I should
think that the owner of a$7495 amp
would want it to perform to its maximum capability. Short of replacing all
tubes on schedule (whether or not one
hears the need), there's really no answer,
is there? I'll take vanilla. Mike Silvenon
Brooklyn, NY
Down in the noise?
Editor:
My LP12/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/
Ekos/Arkiv analog rig is the same as
JA's. The Arkiv has very low 150tIV
out-put, so Iwonder if noise is aproblem with the phono stages he uses (a
Mod Squad Phono Drive or Audio
Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box).
Iam using aCoda FET01 with its
phono stage set to high gain (57dB). Lack
of gain doesn't seem to be aproblem, as
Itypically listen at volume control settings from 11:00 to 1200 for asatisfyingly high playback level, but noise is higher than what Iwould wish at these settings. Background noise is clearly audible
at the listening seat some 9' away or so.
It's not necessarily intrusive when playing arecord, unless the record has aquiet
surface and the music passage is quiet,
but Ican't help wondering how much or
if the sound quality of my LP playback
would improve if the phono stage was
quieter. (Aside from noise, I'm very
happy with the Coda's phono stage
sound quality).
Craig Hampton
champton@gate.tinkerafmi
Noise and confusion
Editor:
Imust admit to some confusion. Michael
Fremer refers to the 57dB of available
gain of the Sonic Frontiers SFP-1
Signature MC phono preamplifier as
"moderate" (February '96, p.126). Yet in
his review of the Audio Research PH-3
(September '96, p.127) he mentions that
54dB is "plenty of gain" and 'should be
compatible with virtually every [MC]
Stereophile, January 1997

cartridge currently out there." As someone who is looking for aphono preamp
suitable for use with alow-output MC (a
Linn Troika), some clarification would
be appreciated.
No name given
Ambler4@aoLcom
The Troika is still one ofmyfavorite cartridges,
and works well with the Naim Prefix. As Mr.
Hampton notes, Imainly use an antique Mod
Squad Phono Drive EPS with my Troika
and Arkiv cartridges, with occasional use made
of aVITB. The Phono Drive is very sweetsounding but is alittle too noisy in absolute
tenns. By carefully adjusting the gain of the
preamp vs the main preamp volume control
setting, Ican arrangefor the electrical hiss to be
below the groove noise meaning that it is tolerable By the way, the champion standalone
phono stage when it came to low noise was
the long-discontinued Vendetta, designed by
John CurL
Regarding the review comments' discrepant), our anonymous correspondent noted, this
might in part relate to the differences in noisefloor between the units. When Robert Harley
reviewed the SFP-1 in September 1993
(VoL16 No.9), he found that while it had a
very high 58.3dB of voltage gain, its
unweighted noisefloor measured around
-65dB rd 1
Voutput and was dominated by
low-frequency components. While Tom
Norton did measure the PH-3 as having
slightly lowergain, 54dB, its unweighted noisefloor lay at -75dB, effectively giving it around
an extra 6dB of dynamic range
—JA
Idon't blame you for being confused — Iwas
too after Iread your letter. But there is an
explanation: When Iwrote the review of the
Audible Illusions 3A and auditioned the
Sonic Frontiers phono section as areference
known to Stereophile readers since it had
been reviewed and recommended, Iheard a
difference in sound in terms ofperceived noisefloor and dynamics which to my ears clearly
favored the Audible The Sonie by comparison, sounded "gray" and lackluster. It lacked
the liquidity and dynamic punch of the
Audible Iattributed this, probably incorrectly,
to the lowergain. When Ireviewed the 54dBgain Audio Research PH-3, I
found the gain
sufficientfor all of the cartridges Itried it with,
both in terms of subjective S/N ratio and
dynamics—as well as the overall sound.
Unfortunately, Idid not go back and reread
my Audible review. Had I, Iwould have corrected myself.
In discussing the SFP-1 with another
reviewer, Ibrought up the fact that it used a
particular brand °Dinned tube coolers. He told
me that, in his experience those coolers imparted preciseb,the kind of sound Iwas hearing
from the Sonic on all tube gear with which he
had tried them. When Iasked arepresentative

ofSonic Frontiers Y.
Icould listen again without
the coolers before sending the phono section
back in case that had been the cause ofmy dissatisfaction, Iwas told, 'No, send it back immediately. Removing the tube coolers would be an
unacceptable modification!'
Sony for the confusion. Clearly, the Sonic
Frontiers with 57dB ofgain has sufficient boost
spec-wise for any low-output MC cartridge jf
the 54dB Audio Research does! The issue is
therefore which you think sounds better But
then, that's usually the case isn't it?
—MI,
Flow soon we forget!
Editor:
Every time Iread about moving-magnet
load capacitance —in Martin Colloms's
review of the Conrad-Johnson EF-1
review, for example (October'96, Vol.19
No.10) —you will hear from me! On
p254, the measurements section states
that 470pF input capacitance is amoving-magnet rating. It is not! For instance,
Stanton requires 275pF, Goldring
requires 200pF, Linn is 200pF, Shure is
250pF.
Not considered here is the contribution made by the interconnect cables
(approximately 300pF) and the tonearm wiring (approximately 100pF). The
total capacitance seen at the cartridge
pins is therefore 470-F3OCH-10870pF!
This high value of load capacitance will
resonate with the cartridge coil inductance to produce an audible peak of
+4dB at about 7kHz. Is it any wonder
that moving-magnet (and -iron) cartridges get abum rap!
But what really gets my goat is that
reviewers and engineers alike still disregard the contribution made by the
cables and internal wiring. The bottom
line is, when the capacitance is optimized, moving-magnet cartridges are
capable of stellar performance.
I would like to recommend that
Stereophile update its phono-section
measurements to include afrequencyresponse plot using a500mH choke in
series with the generator to simulate a
moving-magnet cartridge, and a20011H
choke to simulate ahigh-output moving-coil. This information would be
very helpful toward understanding the
audible effects of cartridge loading.
For more information on this subject,
readers should see the Audio Anthology,
Vol3 (p.71), available from Old Colony
Sound Lab.'
Kevin A. Barrett
President, K-A-B Electro-Acoustics,
Plainfield, NJ
1 Old Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243,
Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-6371 (24
hours). Fax: (603) 924-9467.
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Art meets technolo
Combine innovative digital data
retrieval technology with inspired digital to analog conversion and witness
the artful expression of Madrigal's
engineers. The result is acarefully
crafted compact disc player that clearly
benefits from the leading edge technology used to develop the highly
acclaimed CDD Compact Disc Drive
and DAP Digital Audio Processor.
The CDP Compact Disc Processor
employs the same elegantly designed
transport mechanism and Closed Loop
Jitter Reduction" circuitry found in
the CDD, virtually eliminating jitter related distortion. The CDP also includes
the same dual differential 18-bit

digital to analog conversion found in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box component in this class.
Features like HDCD° decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion,
provide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value, the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible from its

reinote. The CDP can perform as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.
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The ADC
Editor:
In the November '96 "Letters" (p.14),
you replied to aquery from Raymond
Haeffele concerning the tracking-force
recommendation for a long-discontinued (if not extinct) phono cartridge
described as an "ADC XT-IV." You
asked if "Anyone 'out there' [had] any
more concrete information?"
Since I have a collection of the
October issues of Audio (the directory
issue), Idug back until, in the October
'82 edition (how time flies!), Ifound a
listing for the "Integra XT, Series IV,"
which Itake to be the cartridge in question. In the "Tracking Force" column,
the range listed is 1-1.5gm. While your
"recommendation" of "between 1gm
and 125gm" lies within the manufacturer's stated range, Ifeel that is too low.
My experience with ADC carts
(admittedly, not the one in question)
indicates that they do best when using
closer to the maximum recommended
force [of 1.5gm]. Thus I would recommend something between 1.3 to
1.5, using 1.3 if the arm is of low mass,
and 1.5 otherwise. No compliance figures were listed, but relying again on
experience with ADC carts, most of
their better ones (this one listed at just
over $100 in 1982) were of high compliance, and at their best in arms of low
mass.
K.E. Lang
Tire Ultimate Line
Cartridge Mounting Hardware
balang@l201.imainfomaitcom
Picky, picky, picky
Editor:
Okay, okay, I'm being picky again
about the photos — in this case, the
photo of the Bryston BP-25 shows a
headphone jack that isn't mentioned in
the review. Now it just so happens that
Ijust bought one of these gems, and
mine has the headphone jack. All of
Bryston's literature on the unit (that
I've seen) doesn't show the jack, so one
must assume it's abrand-new feature
that has been added without jacking
(pun intended) the price by even one
Canadian cent.
FYI: Beats me what a"Roscoe S-1"
screwdriver is. However, the Canadians
(not just Bryston) have an obsession
with using square-drive screws. In the
US the drivers are sold under the
Scru l
oxTM name, and what appears to be
the same system is sold in Canada
under the name Robertson. It seems
like anything designed and spec'd in
Canada uses them in everything from
yachts to electronics to God knows
Stereophile, January 1997

what? Sears now sells the #1 and #2
Robertson drivers in the US (and
maybe other sizes in stores closer to the
Canadian border).
Jim Cobbs
Jac@wrIcaixtwricorg
The final word
Editor:
The curious and somewhat startling
effect on demagnetizing CDs is not only
real but also, at this point, unexplainable.
We have interviewed several CD manufacturers and have been assured time
after time that there is nothing magnetic
in aCD: It is composed of acrylic plastic
and aluminum, neither of which is susceptible to amagnetic field. Nonetheless,
the effect of demagnetizing aCD is evident to even the untrained ear: The
sound is richer and more complete, the
stereo definition is enhanced, and the
soundstage is broader. Moreover, not
only are CDs affected by demagnetization, the same effect is found with the
sound on video laserdiscs.
Over the past several months we have
demagnetized about 400 CDs belonging
to approximately 30 people and played
them on systems ranging from a$150
boombox in the street to a$75,000 highend audio system in acontrolled environment (thank you, Commercial
Electronics in Vancouver). In each
instance, the differences were noticeable.
In fact, the difference was comparable to
acable or amplifier change. One thing
for sure — this is an inexpensive tweak
you can try with any system.
The demagnetizing effect on aCD
seems to be in the differences of attack,
sustain, and delay of the recorded notes.
Obviously, it's impossible to add data to
the medium, and no changes are made
to the reading lens of the CD player, yet
the effect is of the player being able to
read what previously it was unable to
read. We have been assured that this is
impossible.
We used aRadioShack video/audio
tape eraser (Part 44-233A). With the
CD label-side up, we ran the tape eraser
over the disc for about five seconds, then
played the disc. We have found that
about five seconds is optimal; alonger
demagnetization time does not result in
increased useful effects. In demagnetizing discs, we have heard the same
improvement, no matter the manufacturer or when produced. We have gold
discs as well as discs almost adecade old,
2 It must have killed the folks at Bryston, but the
remote-control unit uses ordinary Phillips screws to
hold it together, so we benighted souls South of the
Border can open 'cm up to change the battery.

and the effect was exactly the same as on
abrand-new disc.
We then decided to see if this effect
would work on gold-substance recordings as well as aluminum. We demagnetized Billie Holiday and Ray
Ellis's Lady in Satin (Columbia 53814,
remastered with Sony's 20-bit Super Bit
Mapping). The strings sounded more
lush, and the relative position of Billie
Holiday's voice was more forward. It
seems the effect is created no matter
what the substrate is made of.
We demagnetized laserdiscs with the
bulk eraser. The chain for our system is
a ProScan PSLD41 disc player, a
Panasonic VSX-D3S amp feeding PSB
Alphas at four corners, and a PSB
SubSonic III powered sub. The receiver
is a Mitsubishi CS-40FX1 40" direct
view. We found that demagnetizing a
laserdisc is best done inside its jacket,
since marking the disc while demagnetizing is only too easily done. Also,
demagnetizing alaserdisc takes longer
than with aCD, 20 seconds being optimal. One of the first discs we demagnetized was the THX release of The
Empire Strikes Back. The THX "sting,"
one listener commented, "held on"
once demagnetized, and Chapter 2
(main titles and scroll) sounded fuller.
Most noticeable was that the subwoofer
impact was greater. However, several
noticed that high frequencies sounded
cleaner and less brassy.
One highly technical and sophisticated instrument in testing was the
Read Rattle-o-metern' (patent pending). This device is asheet-metal TV
tray (ca 1975) supported by abrass-plated X-frame that came with the tray. On
this is $1.64 in change (four quarters,
four dimes, four nickels, and four pennies). Placed correctly, this will rattle
and buzz at certain bass frequencies, the
lighter coins rattling first. What we
noticed was that, with demagnetization,
the heavier coins rattled (previously
they did not), and the lighter coins rattled for alonger period. There was no
change in volume, yet there was adistinct change in bass response.
Joe ICane's Video Essentials was used as
atest.3 Listeners noted change to the
Swelltone and to Joe's personal "sting,"
and to the sound on side two's Chapter
15 "Video Test Material."
Michael Black Read
President, Michael Black Read Consulting
White Rock, BC, Canada
3If you are reading this, Joe, thank you for this disc: it
should be given as apremium when any TV is sold.
The Mitsubishi sounds and looks waaaaaaay better.
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NOW WHO'S IN CONTROL?
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Control.
SONIC FRONTIERS' new LINE Series
preamplifiers now allow you to take command of your
audio/video system from the comfort of your chair. Our
uniquely engineered remote control is machined out of
solid aluminum, providing today's audiophile with the most
intuitive remote in the High End market. Its tactile buttons
offer you full function control of volume, mute, balance,
phase, stereo/mono, input selection, standby, SSP bypass
and even 4levels of display intensity for those of you who
like to listen in light, dark, darker and darkest rooms. We
even made each button feel different and positioned them
logically, so you could work them simply by touch!

ments to make them our most musical and transparent
sounding preamplifiers yet, with bass that will show you
who is really in control.

At SONIC FRONTIERS, we've been listening to both the
sound ... and to our customers.

Find out how to take control of your music system in amost
unique, sophisticated, and yet elegant manner -audition a
LINE 1or LINE 2preamplifier today. For the dealer nearest you, or to receive acomplete set of literature on these
exceptional new preamplifiers, please call, write, fax, or
E-Mail us today.

The genesis of our LINE Series preamplifiers began with
the circuit first pioneered in our award-winning SFL-2
however, we have added many improvements and refine-

At SONIC FRONTIERS we do not subscribe to an elitist
attitude which says: "This is the High End. You are not
supposed to want that." Fellow audiophiles, you CAN
have your audio cake and eat it too, IF you seek amanufacturer who is dedicated to eliminating the barriers of
sonic performance, ergonomic flexibility and value equally and concurrently. They need NOT be mutually
exclusive ideas.
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario. Canada, l6H 514

Tel

(9051 829-3838

Fan, (905) 829-3033

(-Mail -SFIElsonicfrontiers cons

WWW hap•//www sonicfronslers corn

It came wedged between styrofoam, and produced that most wondrous ofeffects — aleft and right
channel Suddenly yourfavorite songs sounded like music, and not the intercom system on a
WWII submarine. You've come along way in your appreciation ofaudio since then. All the way
to NHT We create some ofthe industrys' most celebratedproducts, including the Model 2.5.
It features components and ideas fiom our acclaimed bookshelfspeakers, together with abuilt-in
subwoofer, producing the clarity and imaging ofthe finest 2-way designs with the dynamic range

e

ofmuch larger systems. We're able to design
products such as this because, like you, we've
never lost our love for sound.

WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.
S.) CALL 1-800- NHT -9993: (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD., 514-631-6448, NHT WEB SITE: hup://www.nhthifi.corn

High End in the US, UK, Japan, Cyberspace
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Writer Lewis Lipnick, listed for the past
nine years on our masthead as Stereophile's "Musician-in-Residence," is no
longer with the magazine. Lewis, who is
principal contrabassoon with the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington, DC, last contributed an equipment
report (about aCello system) in our July
1995 issue (Vol.19 No.7). We wish him
well in his future endeavors.
JAPAN
Barry Willis
After agestation fraught with problems
and a difficult delivery, the Japanese
electronics industry has finally given
birth to the Digital Versatile Disc
(DVD). DVD machines went on sale in
Tokyo the last week of October, but the
comedy of errors that has plagued the
format since its inception continued.
Consumers discovered that there was
nothing to play on them.

Hardware makers, eager to bring the
players to market before the midwinter
holidays, and anticipating the simultaneous release of as many as 50 software
titles, rolled products out as early as possible. But "development problems," primarily concerns about copyright, delayed the release of DVD software. Film
companies had already stalled until a
scrambling technique had been agreed
upon as away to prevent widespread
pirating of copyrighted material, meaning that they were too late for early
fourth-quarter software production.
As of the first weekend of
November, only three DVD titles were
reported as being available in Japan, and
two of these had problems —in particular, we understand that they either
would not switch scenes properly, or
suffered from occasional and unrepeatable "blocking," where the picture
breaks up into grossly pixelated areas —
and were quickly withdrawn "to evaluate compatibility bugs." The only disc

CAL
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event
ifyou're putting on
something in March 1997 you should get the
information to Debbie no later thanJanuary 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shot's and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible.
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non from EAR with interconnects and
speaker cables from Hovland. Contact
Alan M. Kafton, 940 East Cavalier Dr,
Phoenix, AZ 85014, tel. (602) 277-0799
for more information or to reserve a
spot. Location to be determined.
CALIFORNIA

•Vincent Bruzzese of Totem Acoustics and Nico Disselkoen of Sphinx
will be traveling through California in
order to give seminars at the following
locations on the following dates:
• Monday, January 13: Ahead Stereo,
ARIZONA
•Friday, Jan
24, 7:30pm: LISTEN- 7426 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90036. Tel. (213) 931-8873.
head, anewly formed society for musi•Tuesday, January 14: Atlantic Stereo,
cal enjoyment based in Phoenix, is sponsoring a lecture by Water Lily 445 E. 17th St, Costa Mesa, CA 92627.
Acoustics producer and engineer Kavi Tel. (714) 646-8895.
•Wednesday, January 15: The Analog
Alexander on non-Western traditional
music forms and the analog recording Room, 1416 Fruitdale Ave., San Jose,
CA 95128. Tel. (408) 971-6158.
process. Joining Alexander is Dan
•Thursday, January 16: Future Sound,
Meinwald, US importer for EAR Elec851 California Dr, Burlingame, CA
tronics and West Coast representative
94010. Tel. (415) 342-1476.
for Diapason loudspeakers. Meinwald
• Friday, January 17: Harmony Audio
will demonstrate the new line-stage,
phono-stage, and integrated amplifica- Video, 333 West Portal Ave, San Fran-
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that would play without problem was
apparently a DVD "computer magazine." Hardware makers were reassuring consumers that 40 or more titles
would be available by the New Year.
Deborah Lamascus, aspokeswoman for
Matsushita, said that because the release
of software will lag hardware by only a
few weeks, it "won't have adamaging
impact on hardware sales."
Some industry analysts think otherwise, and also point out the DVD's current lack of recordability as ahuge marketing obstacle. That wasn't the case, of
course, with the audio-only CD, but in
what will undoubtedly be primarily a
video-driven market, consumers grown
accustomed to recordability may balk at
aplay-only format.
Probably not coincidentally, while
the first DVD machines were being
offered for sale in Japan, Sony and
Philips announced plans to build and
market an erasable, reusable 650Mbyte
CD-R, called CD-RW (see elsewhere

cisco, CA 94127. Tel. (415) 661-2525.
• Monday, January 27, 6-8:30pm: The
new Berkeley location of Music Lover's
Audio (1995 Eldorado, off Shattuck
near the Albany Tunnel) is presenting
an audio and video cable seminar with
Doug Blackwell of Transparent
Cable. Seating is limited, so call (510)
841-7166 for reservations.
DELAWARE

• Friday, February 14, 5pm: Overture
Ultimate Audio/Video (2423 Concord
Pike, Wilmington) will host Mark L.
Schifter, Vice President of Genesis Technologies, for an open discussion of several Genesis products and design philosophies. He also will be at the store on
Saturday, February 15, 10am-5pm, to
meet with customers and offer new Genesis consumer-financing options. For
more information, call (800) 838-1812.
GEORGIA

•Sunday, February 16, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society (Hellenic
Center, 2124 Cheshire Bridge Rd., At29

Turn it on and you're in adifferent world.
Turn it up and you make kindling.

Atruly great amplifier preserves all the delicacy and nuance of music. And still has
the power to grab you by the lapels and give you agood shake. That's our 125 watt
per channel, THX-certified HCA-1000A. Its circuitry was designed by John Curl,
whose legendary components have transported more music lovers than most airlines.
And like our seven other stereo and multichannel amplifiers, it's fully direct coupled
for the purest possible sound, and incorporates the largest power supply in its class.
In fact every Parasound amplifier, from $250 to $2,250, will inspire your imagination.
But please be careful, and keep that far away place safe and sound for your next visit.

PARASOUND
0 1996 hominid Products. I
OC. (415) 397-7100 •In Canada.
(604) 9884966. THX iz amgiatered trademark of Lumsfilin. LW.

in this month's "Update"). 1997 is going
to be avery interesting year.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
My own take on the apparently halfcocked DVD launch in Japan is that,
while this month's Winter Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas will sec
all the big hardware manufacturers
demonstrating DVD players for Spring
US availability, the really serious American market push won't occur until
late summer, to build up momentum
for the fall 1997 season. By then, all the
software bugs and compatibility problems will have been worked out, and we
will see major mass-market action.
An aspect of the DVD encryption
scheme that seems to have received little attention is that the discs can contain a geographic key. A European
owner ola player who buys amovie on
DVD in the US might find that he
can't play it when he gets home. This
way, cinematic movie releases can take
place at different times on different
continents without the nearness of the
release schedule being upset by graymarket disc imports.
Other than the fact that it seems
wrong to introduce a deliberate software incompatibility when the hard-

ware was intended from the outset to
echo CD in being a world standard,
another thought strikes me: Such asoftware key, as in some shareware computer programs, can be used to limit the
length of time during which adisc can
be played. I'm sure that software companies in general would much prefer
their customers to pay a continuing
series of small sums for their copyrighted material rather than just the one
medium-sized sum when they buy a
disc. Is it possible that, some time in the
future, you will buy aDVD that has a
time stamp preventing it from being
played after acertain date unless you
pay afurther fee? Or am Ijust being
paranoid?
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Nothing much happens in panel speakers for years. Then, within acouple of
weeks of Mission/Verity's announcing its
radical new NXT "multi-mode" stiff
panels ("Industry Update," December
'96, p33), comes news of apotential rival
from NCT (Noise Canceling Technologies) of Baltimore, Maryland, via its
subsidiary in Cambridge, England.
The closeness of the two names is
unfortunate, as it seems bound to create
some confusion between the two tech-

CA
lanta) is hosting Albert Von Schweikert
for a seminar featuring the Von
Schweikert Research VR 3 and 4
series audio and Home Theater loudspeakers. For information, call Chuck
Bruce at (404) 876-5659, or e-mail
Greg Kelso, gkelso@uga.cc.uga.edu.
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• Monday, January 6, 7-9:30pm: The
Upper Ear (3900 West Charleston, Las
Vegas) is presenting apre-CES seminar
with Brad O'Toole of Transparent
Cable; audio and home-theater cabling
will be discussed. Seating is limited, so
call (702) 878-8212 for reservations.

MAINE

• Saturday, February 8, 2-430pm: Hi
Fi Exchange Sr Custom Electronics
(202 US Route 1, Falmouth) is presenting aseminar with Doug Blackwell of
Transparent Cable. Topic of discussion: Cables, with and without their
networks. Seating is limited, so call
(207) 781-2326 for reservations.
MINNESOTA

• Minnetonka has anew audio/video
outlet opening in January. Great Plains
Audio, Video, and Furnishings plans to
offer the Twin Cities area achoice of
reference-quality audio and home-theater equipment in addition to manufacturer seminars. Call (612) 466-2434 for
more information.
Stereophile, January 1997

nologies. There are outline similarities,
to be sure — both use fiat panels, for
starters —but the detail of company
backgrounds and the developments so
far are actually quite different.
NCT has been around since 1983, and
holds awhole raft of seminal patents in
the field of noise cancellation, which has
hitherto been its main preoccupation. I
well remember trying some quite uncanny noise-canceling headphones a few
years back which could make the
London Underground sound as quiet as
the back of alimousine. That this could
lead to panel loudspeakers is not perhaps
immediately obvious, but starts to make
sense when you consider the implications of canceling unwanted noise in a
space larger than aheadphone earpiece.
NCT has been working on Active
Noise Control (ANC) systems for cars
over anumber of years, using conventional speakers, but ran into difficulties
over the cost (of DSP processing and the
number of drivers) and the weight penalties involved. NCT hold patents on fitting
noise-canceling sources into seat headrests, which gives better results than doorpanel speakers because of closer proximity to the cars —but there are four headrests to do, and that's another cost penalty.
It was at this point that somebody
came up with the idea of using the car

NEW YORK

• Sunday, April 13, 10am-4pm: The
Western New York Audio Society will
hold a Swap Meet at the American
Legion Stephen Sikora Post #1322, 950
Payne Ave., North Tonawanda (across
from Mid-City Plaza). Admission is $2.
For more information, write WNY
Audio Society, P.O. Box 312, North
Tonawanda, NY 14120, Attn: Swap
Meet Committee.
NORTH CAROLINA
• Those interested in organizing
and/or participating in an audiophile
society in the Greater Raleigh area
should call Frederick Zoltewicz at (919)
899-6730.

VIRGINIA

• Thursday, February 20, 7-9pm:
Gifted Listener Audio (5700 Pickwick
Rd., Centreville) is presenting aseminar
on audio and video cables with Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Cable.
Seating is limited, so call (703) 818-8000
for reservations.
INTERNATIONAL:
GERMANY

• May 8-11: The German High-End
Society's 16th annual High-End Equipment Exhibition will be held at the
Hotel Gravenbruch Kempinski near
Frankfurt am Mein, and will feature
products and equipment from over
350 manufacturers. Trade day is May
8, 10am-8pm; May 9to 11 is open to
the general public, 10am-6pm. Trade
visitors may preregister. For more
information, contact the High-End
Society Marketing GmbH, Hatzfelder
Strasse 161-163, D 42 281 Wuppertal.
Tel: (49) 202-70 20 22. Fax: (49) 20270 37 00.
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The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world.You'll find brilliantly innovative design and advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such critical acclaim.
"...In the end, Iwas delighted with the performance
of the KEF Reference Four..."
"...you won't be disappointed with the result..."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Vol. 19No.3 March 1996

.The Model Four's response within 30 degrees of
the axis is extremely uniform in both the horizontal
and vertical planes; KEF's Uni -Q>
speaker systems are easily the best I've
measured in this respect..."

.This speaker has adegree of slam and overall
dynamic range associated with the best at two or three

"...be prepared to enjoy yourself
alot..."

times the price..."

D. B. Keele, Audio magazine

Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News
KEF AND UNI -0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI•O IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA INC.. 89 DOUG BROWN WAY. HOLLISTON. MA 01746 TELEPHONE (508) 429 3600
KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED. ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE. KENT. ME15 60P U.K.

TELEPHONE: 1.44 (0) 1622 672261
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The experience
of sound

headlining as apanel speaker, using experience gained from controlling panels in
industrial noise suppression. A modern
car headliner is alight, stiff self-supporting structure, and could be driven by tiny
piezoelectric actuators hidden in the gap
between it and the metal roof panel.
NCT has been working with carinterior component manufacturer Johnson Controls (of Plymouth, MI) and
acoustic experts Applied Acoustic Research (part of Chicago-based Oxford
International) to develop the concept.
The powerful DSP (digital signal processing) necessary for noise-cancellation
is still too expensive for motor industry
line-fitting (give it time), but the headliner-speaker for the in-car entertainment (or hands-free mobile phone) was
scheduled to be demonstrated at this
month's WCES in Las Vegas.

Somebody came up
with the idea of
using the car headlining
as apanel speaker.
Dubbed TDSS (Top Down Surround Sound), the self-supporting headlining panel is driven by several tiny
piezoelectric actuators and operates
above 180Hz (below which conventional parcel-shelf woofers are used). A
degree of controlled decoupling in the
system gives some localization to high
frequencies in the interests of stereophony, while the proximity of transducer to head and ears ensures good clarity.
The next and latest stage has been to
take the piezo-driven panels into the
home and develop their domestic potential: The goal was to create aflat,
hang-it-on-the-wall "picture speaker."
This proved quite difficult, but the current prototypes are only 2" thick,
absorbing the rear radiation within that
depth. Like the car system, they're currently operating above about 180Hz
and alongside conventional dynamic
bass units, but NCT expect that careful
development of panels, and particularly
the mechanical link to the piezo actuators, will bring this frequency down.
Unfortunately, the first demonstration of NCT's domestic FPT (Flat Panel
Transducer), hastily arranged in response to the Mission/Verity announcement, took place while your correspondent was out of town. No subjective
impressions yet, but atrip to Cambridge
is being planned. Idid form the impression that the priority is to make the
Stereophile, January 1997

speaker as discreet and "invisible" as
possible, rather than seeking to maximize sound quality.
That same demonstration included a
ceiling-tile variation on the FPT theme,
echoing part of the Mission/Verity
demo some weeks earlier, and suggesting that NCT and NXT could well turn
out to be rivals with some areas of overlap, even though their approaches are
somewhat different. How this will pan
out with patents, prior art, and so on is
anybody's guess.
It's also too soon to make meaningful
comparisons. Mission chose to "go public" early on with what looks to be a
sound theoretical basis, while the company's hi-fi heritage should ensure that
audiophile perspectives are taken into
account. NCT appears to have been
actually working on transducer panels
for rather longer, but quietly and alongside associates in order to bring products
to the market. The theory here seems
vaguer, but the company has probably
accumulated rather more empirical
know-how at this stage of the game.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
VLSI Technology of San Jose, CA, has
announced the development of an
audio chip-set for personal computers
that promises to deliver surround effects
using only two stereo speakers. VLSI's
Digital Signal Processing program is
based on the so-called "head-related
transfer function," which enables humans to localize sounds in space by left
and right differences in timbre and
arrival time. The chip set is called the
Songbird 3D DirectSound accelerator.
The HRTF model used by VLSI was
developed by NASA for pilot training so
that a warning signal, for example,
would be perceived as coming from the
direction of the threat. [My experience of
HRTF demonstrations has been that, because
of gross physical deerences in pinna/earlobe
shapes, aone-size-fits-all program cannot be
used without adding some degree of compromise in the sense of image stability and/or
localization accuracy. —Edl
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Harbeth Acoustics, Ltd. has named
Lauerman Audio Imports (519 Noelton
Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919. Tel: (423)
521-6464. Fax: (423) 521-9494) as the
exclusive US distributor for its loudspeakers. Harbeth Acoustics was founded by Dudley Harwood, a leading
member of the BBC Research Development team that designed the LS3/5A

and the "father" of the polypropylene
cone. Harbeth continues to manufacture the LS3/5A, and has an exclusive
license to manufacture the IS5/12A.
Contact Steve Lauennan for pricing and
dealer information.
Daniels Audio Corporation has
moved. Its new address is: 1001 Humphrey, Oak Park, IL 60302. Tel: (708)
383-3319. Fax: (708) 383-3230. Web
page: http:\\www.danielsaudio.com .
The firm has recently introduced aline
of single-driver speakers to complement
their CD players and audio cables.
Audio Note UK Ltd. has announced
that Mr. Alesa Vaic (formerly of Vaic
Valve) has entered into amanufacturing and distribution arrangement
whereby they will jointly develop,
design, and manufacture arange of AV
high-gain, small-signal, directly heated
triodes, as well as AV Super Lineardriver and medium to high-power
directly heated triodes.
Audio Note UK Ltd. has advised us
that Mr. Vaic's association with Vaic Valve
has been completely severed and that legal actions (supported by Audio Note)
have been brought in the Czech Republic
against Mr. Riccardo Kron and his companies, alleging breach of contract, patent
infringements, and related damages.
The first fruit of the collaboration, a
highly linear version of the 300B
dubbed the AV300B SL, was due to
become available in late December.
Costing $425, the AV300B SL will be
warranteed for 12 months or 2000
hours. Additional products will be available in 1997.
Loudspeaker manufacturer Coincident Speaker Technology now has a
website: http://www.enterprise.ca/coinddIcstihtm
UNITED KINGDOM
Martin Colloms
Articles have been recently circulating
(cg, The Economist, August 24, 1996;
Stereophile, Vol.19 No.11, p.35) concerning the US company American Technology Corporation and their development and announcement of an apparently exciting new form of loudspeaker.
On the face of it, this speaker and the
claims that accompany it are fascinating.
According to the various reports, the
"unique" technology allows for the creation of virtual acoustic sources — invisible phantom "loudspeakers" — anywhere in adefined area.
These sources are small regions of
acoustically excited air, and in theory
will possess some amazing properties
compared with conventional technolo33

THE END OF THE ICE AGE.

Conrad-Johnson melts away all doubt of whether digital
can achieve the musical results of analog reproduction. The
DR-1 transport, D/A-2b tube dac and DIA-3 solid-state dac
offer stunning musical performance starting at the
affordable price of just $1195.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703-698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

conventional stereo image. This is not
acoustic holography, but as far as the
customer is concerned, the result could
come close.
If this sounds too good to be true,
then note that the press releases talk of a
working demonstrator ayear or so in
the future, and that ATC has offered no
useful data for frequency response, dynamic range, or distortion.
What is known is ATC's application
of highly concentrated beams of sound
energy focused by parabolic acoustic
mirrors and energized by high-power
piezo crystal transducers. At this point
bells rang in several speaker laboratories
in the UK, and the cat was out of the
bag at last.
For an air speaker to operate, two
acoustic beams must intersect at apoint
in space. The beams must not be audible in themselves. For an audible result,
some kind of energy transfer must
occur, in this case the interniodulation
or beating of the two beams.
The beams operate as ultrasonic carder waves in the 200kHz region, in theory above and beyond audible perception.
These carriers are so powerful that, at
their point of intersection, the energy
level is sufficiently great for the variation
in air pressure to become nonlinear, fol-

gy. In amodern context, the ability to
place asound source at will could be
useful for special effects in movies and
theater productions. One could envisage a new form of stereo sound in
which major sound sources are realized
as discrete positions rather than by relying on the moderately successful illusion provided by two-channel technology, this employing phase and intensity
information to give the impression of a
three-dimensional soundstage.
An "air" speaker would possess vestigially low moving mass and hence
would have aperfect transient response,
no specific resonance, and no bandwidth limitation. This is the goal of the
ionic drivers presently available but
rarely used for high-treble reproduction
in speaker systems.' An "air" speaker (as
ATC might envisage it) would suffer no
diffraction, might have near-spherical
radiation properties, and not interfere
with the listening-room decor. If well
placed, in theory there is no reason why
two such sources could not re-create a
1In an ionic driver, air is ionized by means of aradiofrequency discharge across apair of electrtxles to create a conductive plasma. Applying audio signals to
modulate the radio-frequency energizarion results in a
physical pulsation of the small plasma region, thus generating audible sound from avery small source. Horn
coupling is generally used to improve loudness.

lowing the adiabatic law. Such fast
changes in pressure correspondingly and
instantaneously change the local temperature of the air. There is asquare-law
relationship between pressure and volume, and this "curved" transfer function
is the "surface" against which two carriers are distorted or mixed, resulting in
sum and difference tones.
If one carrier is set at 200kHz and the
other at 2011cHz, the sum tone remains
inaudible at 401kHz, while the difference tone appears in the audible range at
1
kHz. (This technique was actually tried
out by Dr. Peter Fryer some 15 years ago
at Wharfedale, England.) In theory, one
carrier may be modulated in frequency
from 200 to 220IcHz, while leaving the
other at afixed 200kHz. At their physical intersection, audible sound would
then be generated over arange essentially from DC to 20kHz, and require no
diaphragm to accomplish the feat!
However, the more you think about
it, the longer grows the list of problems
ATC USA will need to solve:
•Loudness: Only asmall proportion of
the acoustic power from the beams is
converted to audible difference-tone
energy. By definition, the whole modulation signal must fit within the carrier
power window. Effectively, the two
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Heard any good movies lately?

'7000

1715Z.

Adcom's 5-channel GFA-7000 amplifier is playing to rave reviews.
That's why Adcom's GFA-7000 has five separate amplifier
modules, each rated at 130 watts into 8ohms*. To assure
that no channel of information is compromised, each
module must be capable of delivering all its power all the
time, so each amplifier channel is given its own power
supply and is mounted on its own circuit board. Even the
toroidal power transformer has individual secondary windings for each amplifier module. With the GFA-7000, you'll
never get stuck without enough power. It's like having true
all-wheel drive.
Today's movie soundtracks demand more than conventional home audio systems can deliver. That's why Adcom
developed the Home THX® certified GFA-7000 power
amplifier. With our GFA-7000, the movies you play at
home will sound just the way the filmmakers intended. But
that's not all. Adcom engineers went beyond the demanding
requirements of THX® and created ahome theater power
amplifier that's caught the attention of the world's most
critical audiophiles as well.

The GFA-7000 is really five amplifiers in one.
The quantity and quality of power needed to faithfully
reproduce the full range of frequencies and overall dynamic
range of today's exciting soundtracks are highly demanding, especially considering that top home theater systems
can utilize five separate full range speaker systems.

Movies or music, the GFA-7000 delivers
areal performance.
The power amplifier is the heart of every high performance audio/video system. It is also the foundation on
which Adcom has built its reputation for performance and
value. You can be sure our GFA-7000 amplifier is an
audiophile's amplifier, first and foremost. And because it
exceeds THX® specifications and is ready for Dolby AC-3,
it is sure to be the ticket to amovie buff's heart as well.
Listen to an award-winning movie or your favorite
music on an Adcom GFA-7000. You'll hear what Adcom
is always talking about. Two thumbs up for performance
and value.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics, Inc. Montréal. Quebec (514) 344-1226
THX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.

• 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
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Power ratings are to FTC requirements. Continuous average power at any frequency between 20Hz and 20kHz with all channels dnven at less than 0.05% THD

beams must operate constantly at full
power, class-A, if you like. This logically sets the maximum available loudness,
which theory dictates will be quite low.
•Efficiency: Based on afrequency-modulated carrier, the efficiency at practical
beam energy levels is approximately
0.1%, between 1
/
1
0and I/50 of conventional speakers, themselves regarded as
low-efficiency.
One acoustic watt is equivalent to an
audibly loud maximum sound level.
Those ultrasonic beams would have to
be running at perhaps 1000W each to
deliver such alevel If this is unacceptable or impractical, then curtailed peak
sound levels are certain.
• Frequency response: The laws of
physics state that the output of the lower
frequencies is proportional both to the
energy level and to the size of the
source. Lower audio frequencies have
larger wavelengths and require correspondingly larger sources to couple useful energy into the air load.
The acoustic source for the beam
loudspeaker is necessarily small; namely,
that limited region of high acoustic
power where the beams intersect.
Consequently, not only will there be no
bass, there won't be much midrange
either. Coverage of lightweight female
vocals and the treble range is the likely
span of this proposed technology.
•Safety: No doubt A'TC has considered
in some depth the effects of high-power
ultrasonic acoustic beams on humans and
other life-forms. It's known that this level
of power and frequency is used for
descaling and cleaning of inorganic structures, and if misused could have health
implications. Domestic animals may well
be sensitive in this frequency region.
•Multichannel playback: For stereo
operation, separate pairs of beams are
needed for each sound source. For
multichannel surround applications,
the complications become mind-boggling. Ten high-power beams must be
precisely aligned for a five-channel
Home Theater array, while stray interaction between beams would give rise
to confused, distorted phantom
images. It's easy to envisage these
occurring, given the likelihood of multiple beam reflections from the several
acoustically hard surfaces in aroom.
•Long-range projection: Ultrasonic frequencies arc progressively absorbed on
transmission through air, particularly
humid air. Over 10 or 20 meters the
power loss for the projected beams
becomes significant, impairing performance.
•Lifetime: When run constantly at full
Stereophiie, January 1997

power, ultrasonic beam emitters will
have lifespans closer to that of atungsten
lamp than the several decades of use possible from conventional speakers.
•Fidelity: Some loss of fidelity can be
expected at the conversion stage from
an audio signal to the frequency-modulated ultrasonic carrier.
In addition, while the transient performance of the energized air source is
potentially excellent, this may not be
true of the highly resonant, potentially
modal generators.

For multichannel
surround applications,
the complications
become mind-boggling.
•Matching: Special amplifiers, equalizers, and modulators are required; this
system will not be adrop-in replacement for conventional speakers.
Overall, considering the many factors
involved, it seems unlikely that this proposed ultrasonic loudspeaker system has
agood chance of supplanting conventional electrodynamic loudspeaker technology.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Not only the press but the Internet was
alive last fall with discussion of the FMcarrier, heterodyning air-loudspeaker
concept described by Martin Colloms
above. At the end of Octobe4 Jim Croft,
Vice President of Research and
Development of Washington-based
amplifier manufacturer Carver Corporation, posted apress release to the newsgroup rec.audio-high-end, outlining his
company's involvement with American
Technology Corporation.
"Carver Corporation and American
Technology Corp. Tuesday announced
that in anticipation of aformal license
agreement they have entered into a
collaboration agreement on the codevelopment of ahigh-quality home
audio sound system using customized
Carver high-fidelity audio components
employing the innovative HyperSonic
Sound (HSS) reproduction technology.
HyperSonic Sound is an entirely new
method of audio reproduction whereby sound is generated directly in
midair, without the use of loudspeakers. The technology uses ultrasonic
waves that interact in space to generate
and place full-spectrum audio. Since
none of the bulky, distortion-produc-

ing elements of conventional speakers
are used, sound quality is no longer
dependent on speaker size."
In subsequent discussion on the news
group —point your Web browser to
www.dejanews.com and search for a
thread called "Carver Corp. developing
heterodyning, ultrasonic speakers" —
Croft addressed some of the concerns
raised above by Martin Colloms. In particular, he pointed out that, while the
200kHz beam indeed has atight dispersion pattern, and while Carver's analysis
"of the audio dispersion pattern is not
conclusive ... it seems to be narrow but
not identical to the ultrasonic. As the
signal demodulates to audio, the audio
signal's virtual source size may be whatever the ultrasonic beamwidth is at that
point in space, which is somewhat
wider than it was at the actual transducer. More experiments are needed before
we can quantify this with confidence."
In aconversation Ihad with Croft in
mid-October, he also confirmed that
they are using just one beam and ultrasonic transducer, not two. With the twobeam approach, it apparently takes an
ultrasonic sound-pressure level of 140dB
to reproduce an audio spl of 90dB, confirming MC's conjecture about the low
conversion efficiency of the heterodyning process. But with one beam, Jim's
Internet messages indicated that the
power requirements for the necessary
RF amplifier appear to be more modest:
"50W to achieve +115dB."
As BW said above, 1997 is going to
be an interesting year.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
The entertainment industry has moved
another step closer to integrating with
the online community. N2K, Inc. (for
Need 2Know), aNew York-based label that distributes music through the
Internet, has hired legendary record
producer Phil Ramone to sign artists for
its Encoded Music division. The artists'
performances will be recorded and
released in "enhanced CD" format,
playable on computer CD-ROM drives
as well as normal CD players. N2K will
embed software in its releases to link
users to artists' sites on the World Wide
Web. Each enhanced CD will also
enable its owner to enjoy 15 days' free
connection to the Internet.
N2K operates Music Boulevard, an
online site for CD sales, as well as sites
for rock, jazz, and classical music. The
company also plans to produce "cyberconcerts" for the acts on its roster, and to
release singles over the Internet. Ra37

IT'S NOT THE SIM...
IT'S THE SHAPE.
t's very simple. The conductor carries the signal. A
.
.able's

ability to deliver linearity with frequency, its

airiness, its transparency, weight, soundstage, clarity...
all of these factors are determined, more than anything,
by the conductor.

By magnifying a Rectangular Solid
Core' conductor 150 times, you see
the rectangular cross section that
results in its superior performance.

At TARA Labs, this is more than theory. We have the
years of research and testing to prove the relative
importance of conductor design and cable geometry.
We also have test results to prove that our Rectangular
Solid Core cables are more linear with frequency, and
therefore more neutral, transparent and accurate, than
using round or stranded conductors.'
Which just goes to show you don't have to be the
biggest. You just have to be in shape.
NOW IMPORTANT IS WIC

CONDUCTOR?

Conductor Sloe and Shape
Due to increased flux density at the center of around conductor, current distribution
is non-uniform, with significant high frequency roll oft The Rectangular Solid Core"
conductor has the same cross-sectional area as the larger conductor, and therefore
the same current carrying capability. But current distribution is uniform, resulting in
less high-frequency loss.
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Conductor Arrangement/Cable Geometry
1394
Dielectric Material
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/

Due to its lesser flux density, aRectangular Solid Core"'

I

Conductor Material and Treatment

conductor will be more linear with frequency than a

Cable Design/Performance Paradigm: The conductor itself is by far the most

round conductor of the same cross-sectional area. The

significant element in determining a cable's performance. These ratios are

RSC conductor has auniform current distribution (less

supported by TARA Labs' in-house testing and research.

high-frequency attenuation), whereas the round
conductor is non-uniform in its distribution.

TARALUS
http://www.taralabs.com
541/488-6465
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esults and Inst.:bon ,on sellmq up alesfing apparatus snail ,to the one used by TARA labs. request acopy or TARA Labs Wilde paper "Constant Current Impedance Tesbng' (CCITt." or read it on the TARA Labs home page
rn". RV. and Constant Current Immtance Teeny are trademarks ol TARA Labs. Inc

mone was quoted as having hopes for
the rebirth of the single through the
'Net. (A cut from David Bowie's new
album was originally only available on
N2K's Bowie site.) The anticipated
improvement of audio and video distribution and reception technologies —
such as the RTSP development announced by aconsortium of Silicon Valley companies in late October —will
make the capture of high-quality content by end users all the easier.
N2K's top management has an excellent track record. Chairman Larry Rosen
was aco-founder in 1982 of jazz label
GRP Records, which was one of the first
American labels to release CDs. In only
eight years, GRP grew to become the
biggest label in jazz. But whether
Encoded Music will flop or fly is an
open question. Previously, the threat of
piracy and copyright infringement have
made the music industry loath to use the
Internet as anything other than apromotional tool. There were reports from
Europe over the weekend of November
16-17 that two songs from the pop
group U2 had been distributed over the
'Net without authorization from the
group's label. By Monday, November
18, CD copies of the pirated songs were
already in circulation.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Carbon fiber isn't exactly new, but its
use as astructural material is relatively
new to hi-fi component design and
manufacture, and seems to be attracting
an increasing amount of attention in
Britain these days.
It all seems to have started with a
small engineering-led company from
the north of England called Wilson
Benesch, which introduced ahigh-end
turntable afew years back that used carbon fiber as the key element in the subchassis structure. This was followed by
the beautiful ACT One carbon-fiber
tonearm, the elegant ACT One loudspeaker, and now arange of four cartridges and an attractive turntable table,
all of which use the magic fibers as key
elements of construction. [See Jonathan
Scull's interview with Wilson Benesch principals Craig Manes and Andrew &holey in
Vol.19 No.12, p.170.—Ed.]
Carbon-fiber composite (CFC) materials just happen to offer certain characteristics that the clever designer can
use to advantage. Milnes stresses the
usefulness of acombination of low mass
(hence minimal energy storage) and
exceptionally high stiffness, alongside a
degree of control over damping. Above
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all, CFCs offer aflexibility unknown
with "older" materials like metals, giving a freedom to tailor the various
mechanical parameters far more precisely than was possible with simpler
engineering materials. Though such
extra flexibility can be adouble-edged
sword, increasing the chances of getting
it wrong, the rewards are there to be
had.
Wilson Benesch is already well on
the way to building acult following,
especially in Germany. The only component I've managed to try so far is one
of the cartridges. Despite some system
compatibility problems, it still delivered
amagnificently open midband, which
seems to be the most obvious subjective
benefit of CFC.

The threat of piracy and
copyright infringement
have made the
music industry
loath to use the Internet
as anything other than
apromotional tool.
My own first CFC encounter was
with some speaker stands from UK
company Stands Unique. One of these
used asingle vertical rod between base
and top plate, in either tensioned steel
or tensioned carbon fiber. The sonic difference (using Totem Model One
speakers) was quite dramatic, the CF
version sounding altogether more open,
delicate, and realistic in the voice band.
This effect was even more obvious with
athree-CF-rod prototype, though here
the bottom end seemed a little less
authoritative.
The third piece of the carbon-fiber
jigsaw made its debut at the Ramada
Hi-Fi Show last September. Yorkshire
speaker builder Castle Acoustics has
always been known for the excellence
of its high-class cabinetwork, so it came
as asurprise to find it introducing aradical new drive-unit with aresin-bonded
long-fiber carbon diaphragm in their
new and modestly priced floorstanding
Avon and stand-mounted Eden. Cones
using short fibers added to apulp mix
have been available for some time, but
this form of construction — somewhat
analogous to a ICevlar structure — is
new to the UK scene. And again,
despite all the caveats surrounding hotel

demonstrations at shows, there was that
delightfully open voice quality.
"Three swallows don't make asummer" is an ancient British saying that
acknowledges the unpredictability of
the British weather. Likewise, it's premature to predict that carbon-fiber
composites are going to take serious hifi by storm. But all three initiatives are
throwing up some very interesting
products that do seem to share some
family resemblance in amidband openness and delicacy that many audiophiles
will find very attractive.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
At aSan Francisco press conference in
late October, Sony Corporation and
Philips Electronics NV announced plans
for anew variety of CD. Designated
CD-RW (for CD-ReWritable), it will
offer 650 megabytes of removable,
rewritable storage time and access time
in the 300ms range. The announcement
was made in conjunction with HewlettPackard, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, and Ricoh, who participated in
the design of the new format. Mitsubishi and Ricoh have committed to
making CD-RW media.
Recorders using write-once CD-Rs
have won limited acceptance for domestic audio use, due to the high costs of
the hardware and, until recently, the
blank discs. The lack of the ability to
erase and rerecord is amajor market
obstacle. John Boose, general manager of
Colorado Memory Systems at HP, quoted in the October 28 issue of Electrical
Engineering Times, said that the results of
an independent market survey indicated
that "people do have astrong emotional
need to have rewritability on their CDs."
One of the joys of CD-R, however, is
that once a recorded disc has been
"fixed" by writing aTable of Contents
(ToC) to the same place on the disc as it
would be on an audio CD, the CD-R
can be played on any CD player or CDROM drive. Unfortunately, this won't
be true for CD-RW. The reflectivity of
the CD-RW medium is only 15-20%,
compared to 70% for atypical CD and
65% for aCD-R. This lack of compatibility is recognized as aserious marketing problem. The CD-RW drives
themselves, however, should be compatible with all varieties of 5" disc —
CD, CD-R, DVD — regardless of their
level of reflectivity. The format specifies
afeature called "MultiRead," which will
automatically adjust the drive to the
laser pickup to compensate for differences in media reflectivity.
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a machine for music.
a new moveunei.ï..
a salute to fidelity.
From Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem
and the New
All tube processing, uniquely adaptable,
singularly affordable. Contact Sonic
Frontiers for a free informational
booklet on the essential principles of tube
electronics and for the anthem brochure
containing complete details and
specifications on this revolutionary
new line of tube gear.

The Anthem Integrated 1 - 25 watt power amp
and 12d13 lenestage (accessible separately).
Also available with an optional MM phono

2790 Brighton Road, Oakvfle. Ontario, Canada. L6H 5T4
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(905) 829-3838

Fax

(905) 829-3033

SFIgsonicfrontiffli.com
VVWW: http .//www sorucfrontiers.corn/ANTHEM

The New Anthem Amp 1 - 40 watts of push-pull
ultra-linear, all tube power (using EL34 output tubes).

The Anthem Pre 1 - an MC phono preamp with
external power supply.
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There is some question whether CDROM and DVD drive vendors will see
MultiRead as a valuable addition to
their products, even though the cost of
including it will be negligible. As of this
writing, Hitachi, Mitsumi, Pioneer, and
Sanyo are supporting Philips and Sony
with commitments to include MultiRead in their next-generation drives.
Jan Oosenveld of Philips said that the
CD-RW drive will debut in the first
quarter of 1997 at aretail price of about
$1000. The rewritable blank discs will
cost $20-$25 each.
DENMARK
Steven Stone
On arecent trip to Denmark, Idid some
decidedly nonscientific research into the
retail music scene there. Like most
Americans, most Danes buy their music
at such large chain stores as Fonos or
HMV. Prices for new CDs range from
79 DK ($13 US) for specially priced new
releases to 139 DK ($23) for most new
CDs. Not asingle piece of new vinyl was
available at Fonos or HMV. Shame. LPs
seem to be the exclusive province of
enthusiast and specialty stores.
In Aalborg, the north Jutland city
famous for aquavit (good stuff— try
some), there was a wonderful store
called Laeseheston, which sold not only
CDs but Danish romance novels, videos, adult XXX fare, and, most important, LPs—roughly half the store was
devoted to racks of used vinyl. Although
much of the material was pop of dubious quality (unless multiple copies of
Bryan Adams and Fleetwood Mac are
your idea of a musical motherlode),
there were some interesting jazz and
classical discs mixed in among the
dreck. Prices were very reasonable,
between 20 and 60 DK ($3.33 and $10)
per record. Used CD prices were slightly higher than in the States, with everything but the K-Tel compilations priced
around 60 DK ($10). Laeseheston also
has stores in Frederikshaven and Silkenborg. Definitely worth avisit.
In Copenhagen, the Accord chain of
neat shops boasts "the largest record selection in Scandinavia." The branch Ivisited
was right next to the Kongens Nytrovat at
the corner of Bredgade and Gothersgade.
It occupied about 1800 square feet on
two floors, with three quarters of that area
dedicated to vinyl. Ifound The Mothers
of Invention's Freak Out! for acool 600
DK ($100 US). They had an impressive
collection of Decca opera boxes priced at
around 450 DK ($75 US) each (after all,
they're only ablock from the Copenhagen opera house). Their jazz section
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was also full of odd, collectible stuf
including an import LP by James Blood
Ulmer. If Accord's other three branches
are like this, they're "must-sees" for any
Copenhagen-bound vinyl junkie.
In my perambulations around Copenhagen Icame across several shops that
specialized in contemporary dance music
and techno-pop. One store combined
racks of 12" singles with hangers full of
the latest in club clothes — one-stop
shopping for your dedicated night-clubber. Doc Martins seemed to be the most
popular thing in footwear. Ouch. Since I
don't do techno, Ibreezed through this

In one day, merely
walking haphazardly
around Copenhagen, I
visited 10 shops that sold
LPs. Except for parts of
New York City, Iknow of
nowhere in the States
where you can find so
many vinyl shops within
walking distance of
each other.
shop so quickly Ididn't even get its name.
Baal journalism. But it was just down the
street from the Bass Shop and Candy
Records, so it shouldn't be hard to find.
The Bass Shop isn't arecord store at
all, but aspecialty music store dedicated
to bass guitars. Their window had a
1962 candy-apple-red Fender six-string
baritone guitar along with a1964 silver
Fender Precision Bass. Neither of these
beauties was for sale — they're part of
the owner's personal collection. Inside
was an assortment of four-, five-, and
even six-string basses, along with cool
accessories and fake-books. Iwas excited, and Idon't even play bass. JA would
have gone nuts.
Just down the street from the Bass
Shop is undoubtedly the best jazz and
rock LP shop in Copenhagen. Candy
Records is owned by Jan Mellin, and he is
one serious record &natic. You won't find
asingle CD in his store; according to Jan,
"CDs still suck." His in-store stereo consisted of aMicro Seiki turntable, early70s Accuphase integrated amp, and big,
mean Tannoy speakers. Jan admitted that
this was just his "store rig"; his "very seri-

ous" system is at home. Ibelieve it.
Candy Records is about 1200 square
feet on two levels. The main floor has
rock LPs, 12" singles, and abit of jazz.
Downstairs is the mondo collectable
rock and jazz stuff. (Jan doesn't do classical.) Among the treasures in his basement was asealed copy of the first Big
Brother and the Holding company LP.
How rare is that? There were mint
copies of almost everything Mingus,
Monk, and Coltrane ever released, and
rock oddities — like aDutch pressing of
Cat Mother and the All-Night Newsboys' Albion Doo-Wa — were available in
Jan's rare records stash. Ipicked up a
never-released-in-America version of
The Best ofBuck Owens' Buckaroos for $20.
Don Rich was aGod. Candy Records is
located at Foelledvej 3, 2200 Kbh N.
Tel./Fax: (45) 31 35 65 60. Iwandered
into afew more used record and CD
stores before my feet gave out, but none
were as impressive as Candy in tenns of
selection, condition, and overall variety.
In one day, merely walking haphazardly around Copenhagen, Ivisited 10
shops that sold LPs. Except for parts of
New York City, Iknow of nowhere in
the States where you can find so many
vinyl shops within walking distance of
each other. If I'd had abike with asidecar and asteamer trunk to ship my finds
home in, rd have gone totally berserk.
My tip to American Stereophile readers
visiting Copenhagen: Leave room in
your suitcases for some vinyl beside
your boxes of Cuban cigars.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It's sad to report the death of British
music journalist and leading Dylanologist Joint Bauldie, in ahelicopter crash on
October 22. John was widely respected
for his contributions to the monthly
music magazine Q, and was aparticular
expert on Dylan and his music, writing
several books on the subject as well as
founding fanzine The Telegraph
His brush with international stardom
came in 1991, when he was flown to
Hollywood as aGrammy nominee for
his outstanding sleevenotes accompanying Dylan's The Bootleg Series, Vols1-3.
The paths of freelance journalists cross
infrequently, but we were both closely
involved in the launch of British Home
Theater magazine Home Entertainment,
which he edited as afreelancer. When a
full-time editor was appointed, the staff
pondered what role to credit John in the
overlap issue, eventually settling for the
simple phrase "nice guy." Which about
says it all.
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Make enough trouble and
people always start talking
11.1111.1etstar Reference Amplifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No. 4)

"Innovative, powerful (350 Wpc) power amplifier
that impressed RD [Robert Deutsch] with its
dynamics and sense of power in reserve, while
sounding impressively neutral."

Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Fall 1996
(Vol. 2, No. 3), Robert Deutsch

"It's very modestly priced but doesn't sound like
it...There are two groups of audiophiles to whom
Iparticularly recommend the TFM-35x: those
who are drawn to the tonal qualities of tube
amplifiers but don't want the responsibility
of their care and feeding, and those who are

At Carver, we've found that making trouble is usually
the first step in making real audio progress. For nearly

attracted to the sound of the Carver Lightstar

twenty years we've built audio components around

Reference but deterred by the price.. .ln the

controversial design concepts in order to break through
traditional price/performance barriers.

run for their money."

right system, it can give the big boys agood

The three amplifiers shown here continue that
tradition. The awesome Lightstar Reference is our most
articulate technical statement ever as well as Carver's
blueprint for the future. The lessons we learned during
its development are now common denominators for
every Carver amplifier design. As aresult, people are
talking about the latest Carver amplifiers in terms usually
reserved for far more expensive models, such as
"innovative," "powerful," and even "magic."
To achieve this level of performance, technology and

1.1.111111Ihr Plifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19. No. 4)

"I was expecting competent performance; what
Igot instead was magic,' enthused TJN [Thomas
J. Norton] about the six-channel Carver...
'My favorite current multichannel amp."

value in asingle precision chassis, we design and build
these amplifiers in our own factory just outside Seattle,
Washington. Hear the technology that has the experts
talking at your authorized Carver dealer.

1996 Carver Corporation. All rights reserved.
THX is aregistered trademark 01 LucasFilm, Ltd.
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Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
For authorized dealer locations call (206) 775-1202
http://www.carver.com

Scrap Heap," "Lies, Damn Lies, and
tensive list without descriptions, try the
CYBERSPACE
Audio/it links page. Audiolit also runs a Cables," "The Mobile Fidelity Mobile
Jon Iverson
GAIN System. Or, Why Money Most
virtual audio show for viewing recent
It's been about ayear and ahalf since
Always Wins."
products from several manufacturers.
Stereophile last checked in on audio
Professional audio equipment manuCovering the broader field of concyberspace (in July 1995, Vol.18 No.5),
facturer Rane has set up one of the best
sumer electronics, E/Tinvti is one of the
and in computer time, that's almost two
places to learn about both professional
better sites for up-to-date news and
human lifespans. (Its been said that to
and consumer audio/video terminology
rumors about the mainstream audio biz.
calculate adog's age relative to humans,
at the Rane Professional Audio Reference
Of special note is the often critical inforyou multiply its years on earth by seven,
mation and commentary regarding page. Audio, video, and digital concepts
and to calculate the age of something in
arc explained clearly and succinctly in a
the computer biz, you multiply by 75! I DVD. The E/Town site is updated alcomprehensive alphabetical glossary
most daily, and includes equipment rewonder how you calculate the relative
with links.
views as well as forums for opinions and
age of magazines...)
One of the liberating aspects of the
questions.
The newsgroups described in Jason
WWW is its complete and utter disreFor aview into the world of profesChervokas's article have continued to
spect of physical place —you can call up
sional audio, AudioWorld Online offers
be popular arcas for discussing all things
information from anywhere in the
valuable industry news and links.
audio, but what has changed dramaticalworld
with a few keystrokes. Thus,
Among
the
pro
audio
and
video
features
ly are the number and quality of sites on
checking out the international hi-fi
are several articles pertaining to DVD,
the World Wide Web (WWW). In
scene is apiece of cake. This also means
surround formats, record labels, etc.
fact, aswarm of new sites have hatched,
that audio promoters from anywhere on
Venturing further to the outside, we
some have mutated, and others have
the planet now have direct access to
find The VXM Network. In among the
died since that last report. This update
American audiophiles.
brainy think pieces on molecular comwill concentrate on the growing numFrom Malaysia comes Audieile &
ber of virtual online magazines, some- puting and neural networks, the future
of two-channel and multichannel audio AV. Not only is this one of the best sites
times referred to as "Webzines." While
from anywhere, but they sport afeature
is discussed from atechnically informed
these WWW sites are often extensions
that, if you wish, sends you an e-mail
and critical viewpoint. Provocative essay
of real-paper magazines, many are new
each time the page is updated. Reading
titles
abound:
"Why
the
High
End
is
commercial ventures or labors of love
about the hi-fi world from the Macreated by small groups of enthusiasts or About to Climb to the Top of the Audio
individuals. Future updates will cover
noteworthy sites from manufacturers,
DIY stuff, and useful trade journal/
Cyberspace Links
organization sites. We'll also look into
Note: Because the time from writing to publishing this article represents several
the growing business of buying/selling
computer years, some of the sites linked here will have changed. In order of
new and used equipment.
appearance:
There are now thousands of Websites
devoted to audio. In fact, the sheer
HiFi pages
http://www.unik.no/-robert/hifi
number of people who dedicate apage
Audio files
http://bundy.hibo.noArpd/audio.html
to exposing their personal audio system
Audiolit
http://audiolitcom/links.htm
to the world is in itself astonishing. If
E/Town
http://www.e-town.com
you crave info on digital, analog, tube
AudioWorld Online
http://www.audioworld.com
equipment (single-ended or not), horns,
The VX/vl Network
http://www.man.com
and/or surreal audio phenomena, you'll
Rane Professional
http://www.rane.com/digi-dic.htm
find enough stuff to waste hours gatherAuclioFik & AV
http://wwwjaring.my/star/audio
ing facts and opinions. Think of the
Audio Video Rumors
http://www.cyb-live.com/magazines/avrumors
Web as ahuge audio library where the
Audio Review
http://www.mclinkit/audio
book you want isn't already out on loan,
HVT On-line
http://www.hvt.n1
and anyone who feels like expressing
Japan Audio Society
http://plaza2.mbn.orjp/-JASinfo
themselves has put a volume on the
CYBERFi
http://www.virtual-publishing.comIcyberfi
shelves. Which is exactly the problem:
Audio Ideas Guide
http://www.io.org/-audioid
It can be atedious chore to find good
Hi-Fi playground.
http://www.lu-fi.com
material among the piles of ASCII. But
Home Theater Online
http://hometheatermag.com
fear not: Following are what may be
Soundsite
http://www.soundsite.com
some of the more useful sites for
Horn Speaker Home Page http://invalid.ed.unitno/-dunker/homs.htrn1
Stereophile readers. (WWW addresses
The Absolute Sound
http://www.theabsolutesound.com
are listed in the sidebar.)
Auclioweb
http://www.audioweb.com
A good place to start looking is the
Soundstage
http://www.sstage.com
HiFi pages links page or the Audio files
Audio Revolution
http://www.audiorevolution.com
site. These arc comprehensive lists of
Audiophilia.
http://www.frontnet/audiophilia/aucliophilia.html
links (with brief descriptions) to releGoodSound
http://www.goodsound.com/
vant Websites and newsgroups. In fact, a
BOSE FAQ
http://cenian.ecn.purdue.edu/-busenitilbs.html
lot of the sites mentioned in this report
HI-FI '97
http://intemetroadrunnencom/hifi
—Jon Iverson
can be linked from these pages, and it's
alot easier to click on alink than to type
afinnicky WWW address. For an exStereophile, January 1997
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Now the Theta That Brings You the Music
Can Take You to The Movies, Too
We live in atime of Change. Theta has made areputation over
the last nine years for building components that do not become
obsolete. Casablanca is the full realization of this ideal: configured
specifically for your needs now, it can quickly and easily be
reconfigured and upgraded for your future needs.
Casablanca's open architecture allows for choices in capabilities
and quality levels now, for upgrading later, and updating as
industry standards change. Casablanca can be configured as a:
•high performance D to A converter
•high performance analog preamp
•high performance digital preamp
•surround sound processor with Dolby Prologic*
•surround sound processor with Dolby 5.1'
•surround sound processor with Dolby AC-3 .
•surround sound processor with DTS Coherent Acousticst
•high fidelity video switcher

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION
5330 Derr Aie., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079
polln is a registered trademark ill ItitlIn Laboratories Licensing Corp. tin"; Coherent Acoustics is a registered trademark of Digital Theater ti)stems.

laysian perspective puts anew spin on
things. Especially interesting is learning
about local dealers, distributors, and
audio characters. The tone of this site is
lighthearted yet informative.
Audio Video Rumors, from the Philippines, has just started up and primarily
promotes its real-world publication. Not a
lot of online information yet, but new features and content are appearing. Another
refreshing slice of the audio world.
If you can read Italian, the AUDIOReview site looks to have good info on
companies and links to audio shows in
Italy. And if you can read Dutch, try the
HVT On-line site. Although mostly in
Japanese, the Japan Audio Society site has
an English section with info on hi-fi
shows in Japan.
CYBERFi (no association with Fi
magazine) has been publishing exclusively on the Web for almost two years,
which makes it one of the first (over 100
computer years old!). Originating in
England, the extensive reviews and features have adecidedly British emphasis.
Several useful sites hail from Canada,
among them the Audio Ideas Guide home
page, largely areflection of the paper
magazine. And after arough birth, Hi-Fi
Planround is up and running again. One
of the more commercial sites, Playground
offers quite a few areas to explore,
including links to audio magazine ad
pages from Fi, The Tracking Angle, Positive
Feedback, and others. The only problem
is that the "ads" or links for the manufacturers and magazines represented are
self-contained Website ads operated by
Hi-Fi Playground. Makes one alittle suspicious of the editorial content.
Not exactly devoted to audiophiles
but one of the slickest commercial sites
that keeps evolving is Home Theater
Online from CurtCo./Freedom, publishers of Home Theater magazine.
Changing graphic "themes" (autumn
was atribute to Piet Mondrian) keep
the site feeling fresh. There are anumber of product reviews, contests, discussion areas, and some limited advice on
setup and so forth. The biggest gripe is
the number of menus one has to negotiate to find actual information. But
once you get to them, two of the more
useful pages are the Product and Dealer
Locators. Products can be searched by
function (audio power amplifiers,
laserdisc players, standalone D/A converters, etc.), and price range. Note that
few tweak audio products are in the
database at this point. Dealers are listed
by state, with an extensive listing of
product lines carried in each store. Since
most manufacturer sites don't include
Stereophiie, January 1997

dealer lists and addresses, these pages
can help you reverse-engineer the location of adealer in your arca for aspecific company.
Soundsite, like Hi-Fi Playground and
Home Theater Online, mixes business with
pleasure. It's not clear whether these
commercial sites are advertisements with
content or vice versa. They often have a
high menu-to-information ratio; ie, lots of

Accessing Audiovveb feels
like stumbling onto an
abandoned ship that still
has the engine idling.
menus to get lost in, but often not
enough payoff when you finally find
something. However, the graphics (which
honor classic radios) are quite good.
Horn loudspeaker addicts can find
info and links at the Horn Speaker Home
Page. This site is operated by aNorwegian
engineering student who claims the following about his audio obsession: "This
activity efficiently drains my bank
account and leaves me in astate of total
poverty at the end of each semesten"
The past few months (about 38
Webyears) witnessed the rise and fall of
the initial Website The Absolute Sound.
What looked to be an interesting combination of information, speculation, and
industry gossip never played past the
opening volley. Perhaps they discovered
that starting asite is relatively easy, but a
lot of work is required to keep it interesting and updated, and to make it pay
for itself. All that remains is asilent black
memorial with the magazine's logo. [The
TAS site has since been reinvigorated by magazine contributor Ann Turner, apparently on
her own initiative. — Ed]
One of the originals, Audiotveb has
been around almost two years and
claims up to amillion "hits" amonth. In
addition to extensive buy/sell pages,
they have online discussion areas and
information from about adozen hi-fi
magazines, including Audio Adventure,
Listener, and Audio Amateur. The drawback is that alot of material here is relatively stale. Accessing Audioweb feels like
stumbling onto an abandoned ship that
still has the engine idling.
Soundstage, edited by Doug Schneider,
started back in late '95 and features
thorough reviews of two-channel products, accessories, and recordings. About
halfway between acommercial site and
a "my system includes" page, they

appear excited about everything they
present. Music and equipment reviews
change monthly, but unfortunately are
not often critical.
A unique feature of the Audio
Revolution site is apage where questions
can be sent by e-mail directly to various
industry experts. A discussion forum
and "best of' opinion section are also
included.
Just launched and not fully operational until January 1997 is Audiophilia.
Not much content yet, but this one
holds promise.
[As we went to press we heard of another
new sitt GoodSound, mn by Marlon Feld.
It offers "a complete education in finding and
buying an excellent stereo on abudget."—
Ed.]
And finally, one of the more amusing
little corners on the Web is the BOSE
FAQ. Although this page (not from
Bose) primarily describes the controversy aroused in audio newsgroups by the
mention of the word "Bose," apragmatic discussion on how to audition loudspeakers is also presented.
This magazine's High-End HI-FI
Show has aWeb page, but at this point
you may be wondering: Why no site
from Stereophile itself? It's gotta be just
right...

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
Improve your FM reception.
Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.

MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST-2, the rest are
only copies.

There is only one

USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Stratheam Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583
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Df Excellence.
M

ore than two decades of
experience as an American
manufacturer of precision hi-fi
equipment have taught us afew
valuable lessons. Like how to
improve the playback resolution of
recorded music without sacrificing
musicality, convenience or affordability. How to design and engineer
products that fit the widely varying
system needs—and budgets—of
music lovers around the globe. And
how to continue
PHONO

PH3

providing parts and service support
for every model we've ever manufactured, reaching back more than
aquarter-century.
In short, we've learned how to keep
an eye on the future without losing
our grip on the past.
What really sets Audio
Research apart is more than a
versatile array of quality products. It is aphilosophy committed to High Definition - in
sound, service and product
support. So that you can
enjoy pride of ownership
and peace of mind for as
long as you own an Audio
Research product.

SDP1

SDA I

To discover more about
Audio Research, visit one of
our authorized retailers soon.

n./1P LI FIERS

VT6OSE

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION"

5740 Green Circle Drive/Minnetonka Minnesota 55343-4424
PHONE: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
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• Introducing the AmfiTheater 1surround sound
receiver — all the convenience and affordability of
a5-channel receiver combined with the power and
flexibility of more expensive separate components.
• Engineered in America by Mondial, the originators of the 3-channel amplifier, the AmfiTheater 1
is the product of the smartest thinking in audio
today.

It delivers a sound so rich and powerful,

it's sure to please any audiophile.

What's more,

with it's 5channel + subwoofer line stage outputs,
it's designed to accommodate your needs for the
future.

This allows you to upgrade by adding

external power amplifiers.

Now you can design

your system around your taste — not your receiver's limitations.

And with features like Dolby®

Prologic, DSP, DVD-ready input and RDS tuning,
it's the ultimate unit to build your home theatre
around. • Stop by your quality audio dealer today
and listen for yourself. The AmfiTheater 1is priced
under $500.

And that should make a lot of audio

afficionados very happy.

BY

MONDIAL
DESIGNS
LIMITED

MONDIAL

,0 Livingstone

Telephone

1

AUDIOPHILE

ANYTHING.

Avenue, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
914-693-8008
Fax 914-693-7199
http://www.mondialdesigns.com
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Audiolab 80005
his could be the year of the just buy an outboard phono stage.)
Back
in 1986 Ireviewed the original
Now,
consider
the
advantages
of
inintegrated," Andy Singer
Audiolab 8000A integrated —quite fategrated amps.
said to me the other night.
vorably, as I recall (Stereophile, Vol.9
First, economy —for the manufacAndy is President of Sound by Singer,
No.1, p.43). It was agood-value product
turer and for you. It's much cheaper for
the prominent New York City retailer
for
the money, and indeed has become
the
manufacturer
to
build
on
one
chassis
— aguy in the center of things.
something of aclassic. It's still in prothan on two. And you won't need an
"Funny, I was thinking the same
duction.'
expensive pair of designer-label interthing," Isaid.
The 60Wpc (into 8ohms) Audiolab
connects —figure you've saved at least
For years, integrated amplifiers have
8000S
is a new design built on the
$100
right
there.
found favor almost everywhere in the
same chassis, and retails for avery keen
Second advantage: sound quality.
world —but not in North America. If
As Antony Michaelson, Managing $995. The 8000S dispenses with tone
you're a serious audiophile, you want
controls and the phono stage. If you
Director of Musical Fidelity, says, we all
separates. As Beavis and Butt-head might
want aphono stage, you have to go
know
that
certain
very
modest
intesay, integrated amps are for wusses.
outboard —Audiolab's 800OPPA, for
grated amps have tended to sound
This may be changing.
instance, at $1295. Or—for alot less
much better than we might expect.
For starters, the high prices of hi-fi
money — with something like Creek's
Says Antony, "Integrated amplifiers
separates these days may be pricing
OBH-8 outboard moving-magnet
work
so
well
because
the
OV
of
both
the
many people out of the market. Intestage ($199) or OBH-9 moving-coil
preamp and power-amp stages is at
grated amplifiers and CD players (as
stage
($249).
exactly
the
same
potential.
The
OV
on
opposed to separate transports and
The Audiolab's big advantage is flexthe preamp will frequently be different
DACs) offer agood way to economize
ibility. For all practical purposes, you
from that of the power amp, resulting in
without sacrificing sound quality
have aseparate preamp and power amp
sonic anomalies. When this is added to
Integrateds cut down on dutte4 too —
that
just happen to be built on the
the
differences
of
connectors
and
interfewer boxes, fewer interconnects.
connect cables, alot of the advantages of same chassis. So you have all the flexiToday's integrated amplifiers are bebility of separate units, plus the econoseparating the pre- and power amplicoming more of aclass act. They sound
my and possible sonic advantage of
fiers disappear."
better —and this is true pretty much
having preamp and power amp toDo
you
really
need
separates?
across the board. Creek, Naim,
gether. This is avery well-thought-out
As Andy Singer sees it, yes... if you
Audiolab, Musical Fidelity —all make
integrateds with sound quality that want the ultimate performance. "But to product.
You can reconfigure the unit any
get good sound for the least amount of
compares very favorably with separates,
which
way with asimple twist of the
money,
integrated
amps
are
a
smart
although usually at lower power levels.
"mode" switch on the front panel — no
move."
Integrateds also look better than they
There's another factor Andy didn't internal re-wiring needed. Iwon't bore
once did — not so crude and homemention — the fact that many makers of you with all the details; adealer can
made. They tend to be more powerful,
demo the unit and show how it might
modestly priced separates seem to have
putting out more current into lowwork best for you. But let's just look at
lost their interest in purist audio prodimpedance loads.
afew of the options.
ucts. The development resources now
First, you can use the 8000S as an
go into Home Theater.
Why separates?
As
a
result,
you
just
don't
get
a
lot
of
Years ago, one justification for sepanew, relatively inexpensive preamps and
rates was to keep electromagnetic inter1 Audiolab: Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd.,
power amps. The manufacturers are too
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon,
ference from the power-amp stage from
Combs PE18 6XY, England, UK. Tel: (44) 1480busy qualifying for TFIX certification
interfering with the phono stage.
415600. Fax: (44) 1480-52159. North American disand the like. The audio purist on abudtributor: Artech, RO. Box 1980, Champlain, NY
Nothing like separate chassis.
12919. Tel: (514) 631-6448.
But many folks no longer need a get may have to turn to integrated amps.
phono stage. And most integrateds
now come "standard" sans phono, with
onboard phono stages available as an
option. Outboard phono stages are
readily available at all price levels —
which wasn't true a few years ago.
Plus, with proper shielding, the
power-amp stage shouldn't compromise the phono stage, and certainly
shouldn't compromise the performance
Audiolab 80005 integrated amplifier
of aline-stage. (If you're really worried,

„
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integrated; then, when you get the
bucks for amore powerful separate amp
(like the $1099 Audiolab 8000P 100Wpc
job), you can shut off the 8000S's power
amp and use it as apreamp — or leave it
on to drive your headphones.
Or —a better idea if your speakers allow for bi-amping —you can use the
8000S's 60Wpc to drive the tweeters,
and the 8000P's 100Wpc to drive the
woofers. Instant upgrade, and you don't
have to sell what you've already got. No
money lost!
Interesting Options: If you want to
do surround sound, you've got some interesting options. You could go out
from the 8000S into asurround-sound
unit, then back into the 8000S for your
front or rear channels. The possibilities
are limitless. No other integrated amp
on the market that Iknow of offers this
range of flexibility.
Like an increasing number of integrated amps, the Audiolab 8000S comes
with a hand-held remote that controls
source selection and volume. And the
Audiolab's remote will mn most, if not all,
functions on almost any Philips-based CD
playet (It controlled most of the functions
of my Marantz CD 63 SE, for example.)

mazy

SPACE

Compared to the original 8000A —
admittedly, aproduct Iauditioned adecade ago — the Audiolab 8000S sounds
cleaner, clearer, perhaps quicker. But
I'm sure that the 8000A, which sounded slightly grainy in its original version,
has been improved over the years.
When critics talk about good solidstate sound, the Audiolab 8000S's is
the kind of sound they usually mean. It
gets the job done, and has no obvious
areas of weakness.
The bottom-end performance is as
good as you could expect from a
60Wpc solid-state amp — tight, taut,
tuneful. The midrange is neither edgy
nor irritating, and the treble is extended
without sounding grainy. Without
reaching new heights of transparency,
the amp resolves detail reasonably well,
considering its $995 price.
The protection circuit built into the
8000S mutes the amp momentarily if it
clips badly... or, in my case, if it trips up
the protection circuitry in the speakers, as
it did, at very loud levels, with my Quad
ESL-63 USA Monitors. (It was hard to
tell which was shutting down first — the
speakers or the amp.) Iheard no adverse
effects from the amp's protection circuitry up to the moment of turnoff.

At its competitive price, the Audiolab
8000S is a very strong product —especially if its configuration flexibility appeals to you. This flexibility makes it
unlikely you'll outgrow the product.
Want to add surround-sound? Bi-amp?
Add asecond pair of speakers? (There
are two sets of speaker outputs.) No
problem. And if the Audiolab 8000A is
any indication, the 8000S should turn
out to be exceptionally reliable.
Again, the versatility is outstanding:
six inputs, three tape loops, two preamp
outs, high-quality headphone amp (the
headphone jack is powered off the
power-amp stage). Heck, people have
spent half this price or more for aheadphone amp alone. The Audiolab 8000S
had no problem at all driving the Grado
RS-ls — my beloved Grado woodies.
Faults?
There is the lack of an onboard
phono stage, even as an option. Ultimate transparency — that combination
of resolution, detail, light from within,
that characterizes a great amplifier —
you're just not going to get that for $1k.
The sound tends toward the clinical
without quite getting there—this is
classic solid-state sound; the 8000S is
not trying to imitate tubes.

noon Flecironicç. adivision of Denon Corporation (USA). 222 New Road. Parsippany, NJ 07054 (201)575 /8
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Myryad MI-120
Myryad may be anew name in the myriad of British-built electronics, but one
of its founders has been in the biz for
about 20 years.
Myryad was founded by Chris and
David Evans. Chris was aco-founder of
A&R Cambridge, now called Arcam.
When Arcam did an outflux from
Michael Zeugin's Audio Influx Corporation afew months back, Colin Hinkins
of Ruark suggested that Mike listen to
Myryad.2
Like the Audiolab 8000S, the
Myryad MI-120 is rated to deliver
60Wpc into 8ohms. Unlike the Audiolab, you can have the Myryad with or
without phono. For $899, you get it
with line-stage only. Add $100 for an
onboard moving-magnet module or
$130 for onboard moving-coil. You or
your dealer can install.
Like the Audiolab, the Myryad MI120 has avery good headphone amp
built in—it runs off the power-amp
2 Myryad Systems Ltd., 2 Pipers Wood, Waterberry
1)rive, Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XU, England, UK.
Tel: (44) 1705-265508. Fax: (44) 1705-231407. US distributor: Audio Influx Corp. P.O. Box 381, Highland
Lakes. NJ 07422-0381. Tel: (201) 764-8900. Fax: (201)
764-8479.

stage, as does the Audiolab's. But the
jack is hard to find on the front panel,
being almost indistinguishable from one
of the input or tape buttons. The headphone jack is also located in a place
where you might scratch the faceplate

The Myryad Ml-120
is amite more musical
than the Audiolab
8000S ...
if by "musical"
you mean sweeter,
smoother, more liquid.
plugging and unplugging your 'phones.
Awkward, that. There are four line
inputs and two tape loops —that's if you
don't replace one of the line inputs with
aphono stage.
Again like the Audiolab, the Myryad
features asmoothly functioning remote
control. But the supplied remote controls
just the amp —not aPhilips-based CD
player too, as does the Audiolab remote.

Is it a Knob... or a Blob? The
Myryad MI-120 is attractively styled,
with alook that's both contemporary
and retro. But the high style brings
mixed benefits. Take the volume control knob — please. The illuminated
LED wedge is neat, allowing you to see
the position of the knob from across a
room. Less neat is the fact that the
recessed knob —almost ablob, actually—
is hard to get hold of manually, unless
you finger-twirl it by the wedgie. The
input buttons are hard to manipulate,
too — although easy from the remote.
Use the remote, the Myryad MI-120
seems to be telling you. For the most
part, Idid. With no complaints.
The finish is good, although Iwould
have welcomed rounded edges on the
faceplate and less of agap between faceplate and chassis.
System flexibility is more limited
than with the Audiolab.. But you may
have all the options you need. As Iunderstand it, you can't operate the preamp and the power amp entirely independently of one another, as you can
with the Audiolab. In other words,
while you have access to the preamp
section's output, there is no direct power amp input.

For 87 years, Denon has pursued one--and only one--goal: the faithful reproduction of the original performance Whether it he
aconcert or studio performance, ablockbuster film or amusic video, the goal remains unchanged to reproduce exactly what
the artist or director intended.
This philosophy is present in the full range of Denon Home Theater components, like the cost-no-object AVP-8000 Tuner/
Preamp Processor, the new audiophile Dolby Digital (AC-3) A/V Receivers and the highly affordable
Dolby Pro Logic A/V Receivers.
Because at Denon, we remain faithful to the artist and to every one of our customers.
The Foe Name of Modal Nome Theater

DENON

The VR-3, grille cloth removed,
MSRP I1850/pair.

Inside. the Von Schweikert VR-3 and VR-4
loudspeakers expose their superior engineering.
But it's what you get out of them that's
most revealing. The VRs put out unsurpassed
performance to bring forth swelling emotion;
a deliberate result of putting more inside,
where it counts.
The VR-4, grille cloth removed,
I3450/pair.

"The best we've heard!

'711e VR-4 succeeds like hardly any other loudspeaker.

"We chuckled when we realized that the VR is supposed to stand for Virtual Reality, but our scornful
smiles were soon changed to amazed silence...

"Excellent spatiality and high transparency with full
harmonic sound."
Daniel Schmid,
Sound Plus, Switzerland, No. 6, 1996

"Irrespective of the size of the room and irrespective
of where you are sitting -or standing -you will
experience an ultra precise and shocking three
dimensional stereo accuracy.
"...the VR-4 without trouble can send vibrating shock
waves of precipitous 'body bass' through the listening
room. Everything else may have been shaking but the
speakers remained standing firmly as sandbags.
"Rarely words such as authority and control have
been so adequate as here, and one could easily
believe that the VR-4's bass was equipped with
active power steering."
Mats Meyer-Lie,
& Music Magazine, Sweden, September 1996
"I can confidently say that the Von Schweikert
Research
are the finest loudspeakers Ihave
had the pleasure of hearing in my listening room.
They hit all my hot buttons -deep articulate bass,
timbrel accuracy, fast, open, three dimensional
soundstaging... you know what that means don't
you? I'm buying the review pair!"
Stuart A. McCreary,
Positive Feedback, Vol. 5No.6, 1995

REINVENTING

"Von Schweikert 's achievement in the VR-4... places
it in that rare category of speaker design that Iwould
term 'significant.' This is an accomplishment that
establishes anew level of pedo-rmance and expectation
for speakers anywhere near its price point."
David Robinson, Editor,
Positive Feedback, V01.6, No.4
"I don't care fyou have $1000, $5000, or more,
you owe it to yourseIf to hear these speakers.... They
are so good that you shouldn't compare these speakers with others in ¡their/ price range, compare them
with speakers costing much, much more. ...I encourage anyone to seek these speakers out. Drive 500
miles f you have to. If you don't, you may miss
out on the best value in high-end audio today."
Doug Schneider,
Soundstage!, www.sstage.com

Visit www.VonSchweikert.com. For the dealer
nearest you or more information phone 315-779-8748
or write 800 Starbuck Avenue, Watertown, NY 13601.
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most highly revealing, analog sound.
Ifind the A-2's cosmetics outstanding
for the price — this amp, simple as it is,
looks expensive. (The chassis is metal,
the faceplate black acrylic.) The frontpanel volume and selector switches
each have asexy red light that comes on
when the unit is powered.
At $699, Istrongly recommend the
A2 —but not for everyone, and almost
certainly not for rockers, who won't give
Tubelike Sound: So what's so special
arat's ass about the warm, rich midrange
about the A-2?
and smooth, grainless treble. But the A2
The sound, stupid.
may be agodsend for those who love
Idon't mean to be rude. But the
sound is very special, and not at all what vocals of any kind, who dig chamber
music, who get it up over the sound of a
most people are used to hearing (suffering?) from inexpensive equipment. In a tenor sax, who want abeauty of tone that
you rarely get with inexpensive electronword, it's tubelike ... in another word,
ics. There's probably nothing else out
musical — the antithesis of lean, analytithere quite like it at the price. And if
cal, hard, etc.
you're thinking that this might make the
The sound is about as smooth, sweet,
full-bodied, rich, liquid as Ihave ever perfect gift for Mom or Dad, you're
heard from asolid-state amplifier, at any probably right. Sony Ididn't review it
sooner —but it only arrived two weeks
price. You might almost think you're listening to a classic tube amp —say, a before the deadline for this column.
A niche product, then. But that could
Conrad-Johnson MV55. Almost, but
not quite — because class-A transistor probably be said of the Audiolab and the
Myryad, too. More for music lovers —
sound is somewhat different in characespecially classical and jazz — than for
ter from classic tube sound.
audiophile detail freaks.
The A-2 is kind to older recordings.
One more thing.
Kind to edgy digital, too —it seems to
Iknow what Isaid about the need to
rub the sharp edges off all those jagged
spend $2k or more for really great
Os and Is. It will probably sound great
sound from an integrated amp. Ithink
on inexpensive speakers with atendenthat's true. But when you buy an intecy toward shrillness or brightness.
grated for $1k or less and an updated
model appears in another year or so,
But... Here's my reservation.
you're not so likely to get the upgrade
With apair of refined, nonedgy, highitch as you would be if you bought
resolution speakers like the Cabasse
more expensive gear.
Farda 400s —price not yet set, but
probably from $2000 to $2500/pair —
the Musical Fidelity A-2 could sound a Smoked fish
More than adozen people have asked
little too polite, too smooth, too dark.
me about Tor Sivertsen's source of
Some of the life, and especially the light,
went out of the music —and some of smoked fish and other Scandinavian
delights — Tor, you'll remember, is
the sparkle went, too.
Now it's true that some of the light with Conrad-Johnson. Fortunately, you
can order these gourmet delights by
goes out of the music with the Myryad
and the Audiolab also. But the A2 miss- phone and have them sent by UPS or
FedEx.
es the last ounce of resolution, extension
You can phone Peter at Scandia Food
in the treble, and acrisply articulated
sound. It does sound full, rich, warm. It and Gifts, 30 High Street, Norwalk, CT
06851, (203) 838-2087; or fax him at
won't make bad speakers or bad record(203) 838-1831. Tell him Sam sent you.
ings sound worse. You probably won't
go crazy with expensive interconnects The new location is near Stew Leonard's supermarket, so you can make a
or speakers. But Ithink you will lose
double hit —Scandia and Stew's in the
some of the music's light and life.
same day. High Street is off Route 1,
The moving-magnet phono stage is
good but not outstanding — as best as I about half amile west of Stew's, just
before the intersection with Route 7.
can judge, it lacks the ultimate in resolution and detail but certainly doesn't do Along with other Scandinavian treats,
the store is famous for its holiday hams
anything wrong. At least you don't pay
— this is where our Christmas ham is
extra for it. Match it with aRega 3and
coming from. Ican almost taste it now.
aGoldring G1020 cartridge, as Idid,
Happy eating!
and you'll have quite pleasant, if not the

else on top of it and blocking the top
vent. On the plus side, the A-2 comes
standard with amoving-magnet phono
stage. The A-2 is abuy-it-and-forget-it
product... or atry it, buy it, and forget
it product, as is the case when you buy
from Audio Advisor. You can't upgrade
by adding another power amp because
there's no preamp out.
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Free perking
Happy eating, too, when you visit
Carnegie Hall. In October, Ioffered to
disclose — to the first 30 people — the
name of agood restaurant near Carnegie Hall that will park your car for the
evening... free. Guess how many people asked?
One.
That's right. Uno. Iguess everyone
else is too busy listening to his/her
stereo. So now that Iknow Iwon't lose
my parking space, Iwill reveal the name
of the restaurant for the other two of
you who attend Carnegie Hall: It's
Bello, at the northwest corner of 9th
Ave. and 56th St.
The maitre d' is Carlos; you can call
him at (212) 246-6773. (Tell him Sam
sent you.) Free parking — Carlos must
sign the back of your ticket — is
around the corner on 56th St. before
9th Ave. at BSK Parking. There are
two parking garages close together—
you don't want the second, or else
you'll have to pay! BSK is the first. The
yellow FREE PARKING FOR BELLO sign is
usually out. Sadly, Bello is closed
Sundays.
If you're especially hungry — I
always am — order the stuffed veal
chop. The Falstaffian figure in the blue
blazer and pig tie, holding court with
his Russian wife in the far back corner
on the right, will be me. As Marina
would say, this is aplace for serious
eating. Here you'll find no teensieweensie designer dishes designed for
plate appeal and nothing more. No
diet dishes, either. Real food! No gawdawful Manhattan yuppies, either —
mainly older folk like me. (Nevertheless, my 27-year-old daughter loves
the place.)
A good time to try Bello—and Carnegie —is before Saturday-evening concerts of the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. Ilike the conductorless Orpheus because you usually avoid the
hype associated with other, larger orchestras — the flashy conductors, the
13-year-old child-prodigy cellists, the
$100-a-pop concert tickets to pay for
the million-dollar-a-year conductor and
all the hype. Orpheus tickets, downstairs, are $48. The two remaining
Orpheus-series concerts this season are
on March 15 and May 3. Call Carnegie
Charge at (212) 247-7800. For information on subscribing for next season,
write Orpheus, 490 Riverside Drive,
New York, NY 10027, or call them at
(212) 678-1704. Be sure to tell the
Orpheus to tell Jerry that Sam sent you.
Cheers.
S
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50W +50W Stereo Amp. +10x Une Stage,5 x12AU7 +4xEL34, Full FunctionMachined Aluminum Remote,
Motorized ALPS Volume Control, 2Une Inputs & 1Tape Loop, On/Off/Standby Power Switch, Left/Right Gain
Controls. Mute Switch, Convertible to Power Amp. or Pre-Amp. Optional Black Finish, 17'W x12"d x4"h, 35 lbs.
Prouoly Made in USA

US$980.00
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way. Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657 Specifications subject to change without notice.

Visit us at 97 WCES, Alexis Park, Suite 2267
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100W + 100W Stereo (200W Moilo).1 x6SL7 + 10 xEL34 Push-Pull Class AB, Ultra Linear,
Transformer Phase Splitting, Cathode Follower Output Stage, 0 Feedback, Toroidal Power
Transformer, High Current Choke Filter, XLR Input (Mono), 20"w x 15"d x 8.5"h, 65 lbs,
Proudly Made in USA
US$1,780.00
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657 Specifications subject to change without notice.
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ultimately boils down to this:

You can let other folks dictate

what's cool. Or, you can trust

your own gut. And your own

ears. And in the process. actually

Sometimes,

the

most

evolve your own standards.

important

voice

to

listen

to

(Remarkable what alittle self-

is

the

one

inside

your

head.

confidence can do.) By then, you

might even appreciate something

like the CL-10 Multi-Disc 20-Bit

Server...Its unique union of sophis

ticated technologies is engineered

to deliver only one thing—quality

you can hear. Play on...

qh.
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Michael Fremer

B

e
fore beginning my regularly
scheduled column, let me
respond to Charles Hansen's letter (November 1996, p.16), which
JA kindly headlined "Fremer Was
Wrong." [Hey, it didfollow aletter headlined
"Fremer Was Right."— Ed.] Hansen writes
"... unless they've changed it since I
purchased
mine, the Shure ... is virtually unusable
for moving-coil cartridges. The main
beam is made of aferrous material —
the powerful magnets in amoving-coil
cartridge will clamp the gauge to the
cartridge, flattening the cantilever in the
process." (my italics)
I've been reviewing moving-coil cartridge after moving-coil cartridge in
Stereophile and using my trusty Shure
gauge to set tracking force on all of
them. As Ihaven't noticed any flattened
cantilevers, it appears Shure has changed
the gauge's beam from aferrous material to aluminum. Hansen could have
picked up the phone and called Shure
or, God forbid, me — then he wouldn't
have confused and/or panicked readers.
Get the Shure for $15 and rest
aSHUREd you'll come within 0.1 grams
of the true VTF compared to the deadon accurate $649 Wind electronic unit
you'll read about afew paragraphs down.
As for his comments regarding azimuth adjustment, well, yes, it would be
wonderful if Audio-Technica would
once again manufacture their cartridge
analyzer, and it would be wonderful if
everyone could afford one should they
make them available again. Iwill push
for that. And it would also be nifty if
everyone had the Ortofon test record
with modulations only on one groove
wall. But this, Mr. Hansen, is the real
world, and those are not options for
most people.
Yes, the out-of-phase/summed method gives you equal output in both
channels, which does not necessarily optimize azimuth — ie, where each channel's generator is at right angles to its
respective groove wall. But having used
this method to set azimuth on dozens of
cartridges over the past few years, I've
found it to be at least agood starting
point from which to adjust by ear, and in
many cases — especially on the finer
cartridges — to be the precise point
Stereophile, January 1997

your platter bearing to any downward
pressure.
Like the original Orbitrac, the 2 is
designed to rotate around apost inserted into the record hole. And like the
original, the 2 is made right here in
Amurrica, in Bellingham, Washington.
My conversation with an Allsop representative made it clear to me that the
company is committed to offering aserious product, carefully thought out and
meticulously manufactured. Allsop's
cleaning fluid uses a highly purified
alcohol base — along with other chemically pure ingredients the company
wouldn't divulge to me.
If you're tuning in late and don't understand what the Orbitrac fuss is all
about — especially with vacuum-operated cleaning machines available at reasonable prices — the last thing you want
to do is press your vacuum machine's
lips onto adirty record. Instead, you first
use the Orbitrac to loosen and remove
surface dirt, thus precleaning the record
before vacuuming. Otherwise you'll contaminate your vacuum machine's pads

where the sound is optimized.
So perhaps Ishould have made it
clear that setting azimuth by the out-ofphase method, like setting it by eye, is
not always precise. But my experience
has been that it most often is precise —
or so close that I'm satisfied, and I'm
pretty picky. At least this pretty much
assures that you can leave your balance
control set in the middle!

It's back!
Here's some good news: Allsop's
Orbitrac record-cleaning device, which
we've been tirelessly lobbying for on
your behalf, is officially back in production, though initially in limited
quantities, as the company susses out
our tweaky comer of the marketplace.
The all new Orbitrac 2is available from
enlightened retailers, or directly from
Allsop — (800) 426-4303 — for $24.99,
chump change by audiophile standards.
Iwrite this without actually having
seen or used the product, but an Allsop
spokesperson assures me that by the time
you read this it will be available, as will
the all-important replacement pads. I'll
give you the handson lowdown next
time. The Orbitrac 2
ALLe)p
is an entirely new
product, custom-engineered for today's
post-modem vinyl enthusiast, Iam told
And Ibelieve.
Patented Record cleaning System
While the original
Orbitrac was round,
the 2is arectangular
ne*Ef :
NG CAeRIGGES.
affair 7" long and
2" wide. It comes
with two feltbottomed cartridges (actually boiled cotton,
to provide a totally
C'bitrac •
iwbi!!ac
lint-free cleaning sur«;=
2.1
face), two one-ounce
41101.11.14
4111
bottles of cleaning
fluid, astorage case, a
nap-lifting brush, and
a mat upon which
you do the actual
cleaning. You don't
Allsop's Orbitrac 2
want to be subjecting

Orbitrac 2

•
,y

•z›,if

11111
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

TOFIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
AND FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST LINN DEALER CALL 1-8o0 -LINN HI -Fl.

LINN HI-FI
music for life
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imaginatively titled Test Record (HFN 5
001). The inner gatefold annotation and
accompanying diagrams explain, among à
other things, the differences between
"tracing" and "tracking," the relationships between effective arm mass, cartridge mass, and compliance and system
resonances, and describe what skating is
and why it occurs. Though dryly written and occasionally difficult to follow,
read it over enough times and you'll
know more about the subject than some
reviewers.
As for the record itself, be forewarned! Each band contains alocked
groove —you have to get up and move
the arm to start the next one. Not for
lazy people, but then there are CDs for
them. The record contains the usual
channel identification, voice phase
check, and pink-noise balance tests. It
The Winds ALM-1
also has more useful bands, including
three bias-setting (anti-skating) tones of
increasing intensity Each of the three sweep from 16 to 6Hz, but cut L-R,
bands is a 300Hz tone laterally cut tests your arm/cartridge's vertical
behavior. If your resonant frequency is
(L+R) at +12, +14, and +18dB.
If you hear buzzing from the right above 15Hz (bringing it close to music's
channel, you need to decrease anti-skat- frequency range), or if it's below 8Hz
ing. If you hear buzzing from the left (bringing it close to where record warp
channel, you need to increase it. The and other imperfections can excite it),
instructions are less than clear on this: the instructions advise you to "try
"If there is any hint of instability (dis- adjusting the damping of the arm."
torted or buzzing sound) on one channel or the other, then adjust the bias
compensation accordingly."
If the azimuth is correct,
"Accordingly"? What the heck does
that mean to the novice using the disc
when you switch your
for the first time? Nada, of course.
Would it have been so hard to tell users
preamp to mono the
that right-channel buzzing means too
much anti-skating, and left too little?
signals should cancel out,
No. But anyone who's ever tried to set
leaving you with minimal
up acomputer is more than familiar
with this kind of inexplicable factual
or no sound.
omission.
Side two gives you three more bands
of 300Hz tones (+15dB) — at the
What would be so difficult about
beginning, middle, and end of the disc
— so you can test the consistency of telling users what the effects of more or
your arm/cartridge's performance less damping would be instead of just
across the great divide. There are three advising them to "adjust" the damping?
other very useful diagnostic bands. One Oh, those Brits!
There's also a band for adjusting
contains a low-frequency, laterally
recorded (L+R) sweep from 25Hz azimuth (the cantilever's perpendicudown to 5Hz with voice identification, larity to the grooves); it consists of a
overlaid with alkHz pilot tone. This 300Hz, +6dB (L-R), or out-of-phase,
allows you to both see and hear the res- tone. If the azimuth is correct, when
onance point of your arm/cartridge you switch your preamp to mono the
(every arm/cartridge has one, of signals should cancel out, leaving you
course). When it occurs, hopefully with minimal or no sound. If you don't
somewhere between 8and 15Hz, the have amono switch, you can still use
pilot tone will go from steady to "war- the band by Y-connecting your arm
leads and plugging the single output
ble" and your arm will begin to shake
into one phono channel (MUTE YOUR
like Katherine Hepburn.
A second, similar low-frequency PREAMP FIRST!).
Stereophile, January 1997

Arm Load Meter

Despite my few complaints, this is a
very useful disc. Available in the US
from Acoustic Sounds (see below) for
$25, and perhaps from other vinyl vendors. Get it and you can really optimize
your arm/cartridge's performance, once
you've got the overhang and VTA properly set.
Camarillo, part two
Two columns ago I recounted the
unlikely story of how Don Machmis
saved the presses at RTI. Here's an even
more unlikely tale: how Acoustic
Sounds' Chad Kassem, now partnered
with Machmis in AcousTech Mastering
on-site at RTI, came to be one of the
world's leading dealers of used audiophile vinyl, areissuer of new audiophile
vinyl and gold CDs, and the head of an
award-winning record label.
Isat down with Kassem during my
visit to RTI in Camarillo last summer
and let the tape roll. As is so often the
case, the record wheeler-dealer got the
bug when afriend "sat me down between two speakers and told me to
'shut up'." Kassem had gotten his friend
into audio years earlier and then had
lost the jones. This experience rekindled his enthusiasm. (How his friend
got the talkative Kassem to keep his
mouth still is amystery Stephen King
couldn't solve.)
Years earlier, Kassem had bought a
few half-speed-mastered Nautilus and
Mobile Fidelity records, mostly because
he was looking for the music. He was
never "blown away by them," he told
me, because even though the record
jackets said "listen to the difference," he
really didn't hear much on his non63

"remarkable"...
"flawless"... "astonishing"...
"a landmark"... "the best"
CS.5

CS3.6

GG ...one of the best speakers available at any
price—Thiel's full size CS.5. ›,
Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

CS1.5
e
4 The CS1.5 is alandmark speaker of the

I
()90s...an astonishing speaker. ,5
—Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

"...the CS3.6s outperform every other
speaker I've heard in their price class... >>
—Robert Harley,
Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS7
C‘Thiel's CS7 loudspeaker is one of the finest
sounding loudspeakers that Ihave heard.
—Anthony Cordesman, Audio, August '95

CS2 2
44 Ithink they are one of the best,
it not the best, performers Ihave
come across. ›,
—Andy Benham, Hi Fi Choice
U.K., Winter '92/93

CS5i
CC Acompletely flawless design. ›,
—Nagashima,
Stereo Sound/
Japan, Winter '93
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From left to right: CS.5, CS2 2, CS6, CS5i, CS7,CS3.6, CS.5, SC
-Priced from $1,450 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully hand era1W in a- ciety
of finishes from the world's finest woods.

IEL

Ultimate Perf rmance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems
Call or write for our 36-page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
11-11EL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mailethielaudio.com

11-11EL
Dealer List by State
Palm Audio Video Huntsville, AL 205-8305020 •Audio Excellence San Francisco. CA
415-433-1335 •Bay Area Audio San Jose, CA
408-255-0735 •Christopher Hansen 2 Los
Angeles, CA 310-826-8286 •dB Audio
Berkeley. CA 510-548-8733 •Digital Ear
Tustin, CA 714-544-7903 •GNP Audio Video
Pasadena. CA 818-577-7767 •Wilson Home
Theater Systems Woodland Hills, CA 818883-2811 •Soundings Denver, CO 303-7595505 •Take 5Audio New Haven, CT 203-7771750 •Overture Wilmington. DE 302-4786050 •Audio Visions Tampa, FL 813-8712989 •House of Stereo Jacksonville, FL 904642-6677 •Sound Components Coral Gables.
FL 305-665-4299 •Classic Audio & Video
Honolulu, HI 808-732-9625 •The Good Ear
Boise, ID 208-323-8292 •Audio Consultants
Chicago. IL 312-642-5950/Evanston, IL 847864-9565/Fiinsdale, IL 708-789-1990/
Libertyville. IL 847-362-5594 •Champagne
Audio Champaign, IL 217-355-8828 •Sound
Productions Carmel, IN 317-844-1103
•Audio Labs Des Moines, IA 515-288-2216
•Audio Odyssey Iowa City, IA 319-338-9505
•Planet Audio Davenport, IA 319-344-8833
•Audioport Overland Park, KS 913-341-2222
•Bill Hardy's Stereo Shoppe Lexington, KY
606-272-7278 *Audio Orleans Metairie. LA
504-831-0050 •The Listening Room
Pikesville, MD 410-239-2020 •Stereo Shop
Arlington. MA 617-648-4434 •Stereo Center/
Front Row Flint, MI 810-732-2220 •St. Louis
Sound St. Louis, MO 314-993-0002 •Hal's
Stereo Trenton, NJ 609-883-6338 •Steven's
Audio Bernardsville. NJ 908-953-9750
•Stuart's Audio Westfield, NJ 908-232-0483
•The Candyman Santa Fe, NM 505-988-8933
•Audio Visions West Babylon, NY 516-6613355 •Innovative Audio Brooklyn, NY 718596-0888 •The Listening Room Scarsdale.
NY 914-472-4558 •Lyric Hi-Fi New York,
NY 212-439-1900/White Plains, NY 914-9497500 •The Sound Concept Rochester, NY
716-442-6050 *Audible Elegance Cincinnati,
OH 513-793-3737 •Hi-Tech Hi-Fi Lyndhurst,
OH 216-449-4434 •Paragon Sound Toledo.
OH 419-882-1010 •Progressive Audio
Columbus, OH 614-299-0565 •K-Labs
Premium Audio Tulsa. OK 918-665-1113
•Audio Gallery Pittsburgh, PA 412-521-9500
•Nicholson's Stereo Nashville, TN 615-3274312 •Statement Audio Knoxville, TN 423693-0084 •Dallas Audio Concepts Dallas, TX
214-360-9520 •Don's Hi Fidelity Amarillo,
TX 806-353-9625 •The Groove Audio Video
Houston. TX 713-523-2900 •Hi-Fidelity of
Lubbock Lubbock, TX 806-794-4507 •Audio
Design Salt Lake City. UT 801-486-5511
•Audio Systems Richmond, VA 804-780-2528
•Gifted Listener Centreville. VA 703-8188000 •Nuts About Hi-Fi Silverdale. WA 206698-1348 •Definitive Audio Seattle, WA 206524-6633/Bellevue, WA 206-746-3188 •Hi-Fi
Heaven Green Bay, WI 414-494-8999
Appleton, WI 414-954-9777 Canada: Audio
Ark Edmonton, AB 403-453-6624 •Sounds of
Music, Calgary, AB 403-265-1393 •Sound
Plus Vancouver, BC 604-873-4571 •Brack
Electronics Toronto, ON 416-366-3636/
Thornhill, ON 416-881-8832
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audiophile rig. "I thought it was gonna
come out of the speakers and slap me
upside the head and say, `Hey, look how
much more .awesome!' Ididn't think
much about them after that because I
didn't hear the difference," he told me
in his James Carville—like Louisiana
drawl.
But after his friend sat him down a
few years later, Kassem clearly heard the
difference. At about that time he noted
that some half-speed records were
beginning to appreciate in value. While
the local record store in Salina, Kansas
(where he'd subsequently moved) was
selling MoFis and Nautiluses for $16,
stores elsewhere were advertising certain titles for $40 and more.
Sensing a growing market, Kassem
started buying duplicates of titles he
already had. This was just around the
time CDs were introduced. "The best
way to build acollection is to buy, sell,
and trade," Kassem said. And that he did
— all for his own personal use.
Attention K-Mart Shoppers! One
day Kassem went to a K-Mart and
found Mobile Fidelity drilled cutouts
for $2.99. "$2.99?" he thought. "K-Mart
bought it for less, and wherever they
came from, there's gotta be more! They
had Rickie Lee Jones, everything!" he
remembered, "all the good ones, even
Aquahing!"
Kassem started asking where the
records came from, beginning with the
checkout girl and working his way up.
"Come here on Saturday at noon —
that's when the guy fills up the bins,"
someone told him. Sure enough, on
Saturday the guy showed up with
records. "Hey, man, where'd you get the
records?" At first the guy didn't want to
divulge his source, but eventually he
did: it was a big wholesaler. Kassem
called and eventually got through to the
head cheese, who told him he didn't
have any more but that perhaps the guy
he got them from did.
So Kassem called the next guy up in
the vinyl food chain and asked him
about the MoFi cutouts. "Okay, we'll
send you out alist," the voice on the
other end of the phone told Kassem. "I
got the list," Kassem remembered, his
eyes almost misting over. "There were
110 MoFis between 50e and $4!"
This was 1986. "They had Rickie Lee
Jones, Elvis Presley, Gerry Rafferty,
Gordon Lightfoot, Steve Miller, Aqualung, Ry Cooder, Tony Bennett and Bill
Evans, Some Girls—they had 110 of
them," he recounted.
Kassem photocopied the list, putting
at the top, "Pick any 10 for $100, postage

included," and ran an ad in the back of
Audio magazine soliciting readers to
send for his 10-for-$100 Mobile Fidelity
catalog. While Kassem bought multiples of some titles in advance, most of
what he bought was only after customers responded to the ad.
"Ten for $100 — that's like nine
bucks apiece delivered to your doorstep,
and you could get Rickie Lee Jones,
Elvis, you know?" Did it do well? "It
kicked ass," Kassem told me. Did the
distributor really have abig enough supply to feed the demand? "They had shitloads."
Turns out the distributor was in Saint
Louis and had bought over amillion
dollars' worth of records from MoFi.
The growing popularity of the CD had
probably given the company the willies.
Ironically, the infusion of cash is probably what kept MoFi in business and
allowed it to get into gold CDs.
"Some people are too scared to dump
their inventory," Kassem continued. "I
think it was genius of [Herb Belkin] to
make adecision."
Back to Kassem's story: The MoFi
10-for-$100 offer was ahuge success,
netting him capital and agreat mailing
list. He'd been working as acook at five
bucks an hour, reinvesting his money in
records. "People could remember coming over to my apartment, and all Ihad
was abox of records the size of amilk
crate. And then it was double that, and
double that, and pretty soon it filled the
whole apartment."
Kassem started buying the in-print
titles directly from MoFi and selling
them mail-order. So while he was getting into the mail-order vinyl business,
"a ton of people were getting out. Iwas
going totally against the grain. CDs
were coming out and people who loved
LPs were worried and were paying anything for them. And there were other
people dumping them for nothing! So I
could buy them at the lowest prices and
sell them at the highest prices!"
Isn't that nuts? "I wasn't born and
weaned on Beethoven, man. I was
Clifton Chenier, you know?" As for
how Kassem learned about the audiophile lust for RCA Living Stereo and
Mercury Living Presence LPs, and how
he began reissuing collectible classical,
jazz, and pop titles on his own Analogue
Productions label — read our next
installment.
S
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Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!
Plus the greatest hi-fi show in the world in everyone's favorite vacation city!

HIFI '97 is happening in San Francisco at the legendary

Westin St. Francis Hotel. May 30 -June 1, 1997.
Order tickets now and save!
Last year, the Show was so big it took two issues of
Stereophile to tell you about it. Virtually every hi-fi magazine
in the world was in attendance. Audiophiles flew in from everywhere.
This year, the Show will be even better. Incredible free
concerts — worth more $$$ than your 3-day Show Ticket!
Plus informative seminars — also free!
Best of all, it happens in San Francisco — everybody's
favorite vacation city — the weekend after Memorial Day.
You can make the Show part of your early summer vacation.
Get aspecial room rate at the legendary, luxurious Westin
St. Francis Hotel for your entire stay...if you act fast!
See and hear the newest stereo and home-theater
products — months before the stuff gets reviewed!
Meet manufacturers whose products you own — or want to
buy. Make friends with audiophiles from all over the world.
PLAN NOWTO BE PART OF IT ALL!

'Academy Trade Days start May 28. May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.

FREE CONCERT TICKETS!
Don't wait. Order tickets now and
have your pick of free concert tickets
in advance. (We'll include aconcertticket request form with your
advance ticket order.) We're working
on afabulous lineup of concerts. Big
stars. There's no charge for concert
tickets, but seats are limited. First
come, first served. It pays to be an
early-bird ticket buyer!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater. Meet leading
manufacturers and designers.
There's practically no one in highend audio and home theater who
you can't meet at HI-Fl '97!

PRODUCT PREMIERES!
As the world's biggest and best
consumer hi-fi and home theater
show, HI-Fl '97 will be host to dozens
of exciting product premiers —
from new, affordable projection TVs
to tube amps, you'll see and hear
them first at HI-Fl '97.
STAY AT THE VVESTIN St FRANCIS!
As part of HI-FI 97, you're abig shot.
Phone the Westin St. Francis now at
(415)397-7000 to reserve aroom
before they're all gone. Say, "Hi ...I'm
coming for HI-Fl '97" to get the special
Show rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: ticket orders will be mailed beginning
in January. Those who order first will receive
Show tickets first—including the »j back"
request form for free advance concert tickets!

ORDER TICKETS NOW AND SAVE $13
Iwant to save
Send me

$13 a ticket.*

advance tickets to HI-Fl '97,

The Home Theater & Specialty Audio Show, at 535 each.
Ticket good for all 3days.

MAINE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE /PROVINCE

TIP/POSTAL CODE

COUITRY

PHONE

FAX

Check enclosed !PAYABLE TO HI.FI
Charge my:

VISA

97)

MASTERCARD

AMEX

CARD RIMIER

EXPIRATION DATE

alb
SICITATURT

For special-rate hotel
accommodations,
phone The `,1,estiii St. Francis
direct at (415)397-7000.
*Tickets at the door will be $4 8 .

•
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Mail to: HI-Fl '97
PO. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
Phone (505) 982-2366
Or fax your credit-card order
now to: (505) 989-8791
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ATTENTION: MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
Two Academy Trade Days!

To Register for Trade Days:

Exhibitors — Act Fast!

May 28 & 29, 1997

Fax Maura Rieland on

Take your pick of prime exhibit

Sponsored by The Academy

your company letterhead:

space. The Westin St. Francis has

for the Advancement of

(505) 989-8791

thick walls, high ceilings, wide

High End Audio

Or write to her at: RO. Box 5529

corridors. It's the ideal venue. Or

May 30 & 31 to June 1
are Consumer and Trade Days

Exhibitors—Contact
KEN NELSON
NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

make asplash and exhibit in a

(Please include abusiness card in
all correspondence.)

suite or meeting room. It's like hiring

PHONE: (914) 476-3157

ahall! Call Ken Nelson NOW!

FA X:(914) 969-2746

ALL THESE BRANDS... AND MORE!
You'll hear more
great hi-fi and see
more of what's hot in
home theater... than at
any other hi-fi show
in the world!

Acoustic Sounds

Carver

Fi, The Magazine of

JVC-XRCD

Paradigm

Advanced Akustic

CD Flipper
Celestion

Music &Sound
First Impressions

KEF
Kenwood

Paradigm Reference

Aerial Acoustics

Cello

Focus Audio

Legend Audio Design

Prism

Ascot

Goertz Cable

Lightstar

Propnus

Ares Sound

Chesky Records
Chiro

Golden String

Lyra

A.R.T.

Creek

Goldring

Marantz

PSB

All

Crown

Harmonix

May Audio Marketing

Atlantic Technology

Curtco Freedom Group

HeadRoom

McIntosh Laboratory

Home Owners

D-Box
DCC Compact Classics

Audio Physic

Decade

Home Theater

MIT

AudioPrism

Decca/Speaker's

Hunt

Modern Postcard

lmmedia

Monitor Audio

Infinity

Music Hall

Corner

TARA Labs
Target Audio
Thorens

Rectangular Solid

Toshiba

Core IRSCI

Totem Acoustics

Reference Recordings

Mission Electronics

Denon

Audio Quest
Audio Research

Marketing Services

Devices
Tandberg

QED

Meridian

Audio Advisor

Home Theater
Svetlana Electronic

Premier

Analogue Productions

Audio Alchemy

Stereophile Guide to

Triad Speakers

Ringmat

Ultech Audio

RPM

Ultimate Technology

Sennheiser

Unison Research

Sequence

Virtual Listening Systems

AudioStream

Discovery Cable

Infinity Slope

NAD

Sheffield Lab

Vital

Audio Video Interiors

DMP CDs

Iris Group

NHT

Silicon Arts Design

VTL

Audio/Video Shopper

Eiger Systems/Div. of

Jecklin/Ergo

Northstar Leading

Sony

Water Lily

Sound Graphics

WBT

Bass Industries

Inter-Ibex

Joly

The Way

Black Parrot Audio

EMI/Testament

Joseph Audio

Opus 3

Sphinx

Wilson Audio Specialties

Cable Talk

Epos

Justice

Panamax

Stereophile

Yamamura

Note to the Trade: Some brands will be represented only by their dealers.
For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Maura Rieland at (505)989-8791

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:
HI-FI '97

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS!

And get first crack at
Free Concert Tickets!

You receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

I'm coming! Send

tickets to HI-FI'97 at $35 each. Ticket good all 3days.

Phone Your
Credit-card order to:
(505) 982-2366
Fax Your
Credit-card order
24 hours aday to:

MANE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE OR PROVINCE

ZIP/POSTAL COOT

COLITIS

PRONE

FAX

(505) 989-8791

Check Enclosed (PAYABLE TO HI Fl 971

CASO NUMBER

See You in San Francisco!

SIGNAIURE

Charge my: CVISA CIAASTERCARD (AMEX

EXPIRATION DATE

With all that talk about
bipolar sound

Audissey
Bipolar
Series

,You ain't heard'vthin' yet.
Welcome to anew era of three-dimensional music and sound effects with
the most precise soundstage ever created in abipolar speaker.
Front and rear drivers radiate in-phase at different output levels to
create aunique 360° sound field with holographic, 3-D sonic
imaging. Something never before achieved in abipolar speaker.

Asymmetrical Bipolar Radiation (ABR")
Relying on the advanced technology derived from his famous
Energy VeritasTm and Connoisseur-series, John Tchilinguirian has
developed ahigh performance bipolar speaker that can now be
placed much closer to room boundaries.

The ABRTM Pattern

The Audissey-series tweeters and woofers are acontinuing work of
art. The exclusive Energy baffle design keeps diffraction to aminimum. Add
improved standards in treble and midrange transparency, phase coherency and
resonance-free cabinet construction and you have the performance of alifetime.
Whether you use your Audissey speakers for their ability to define aprecise
musical image or in home theater for their magnificent special effects, they're able
to achieve an outstanding lifelike spectral balance.
Close your eyes, open your ears and the speakers disappear. Become one with the
deep, seamless soundstage throughout the entire listening area. No matter where
you are, you're there.
Visit your Energy dealer, today. Audition the
Audissey-series. And leap into awhole new
world of bipolar performance.

IMM

N ZGY:

LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUT11..

3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX 105

Tel. (416) 321-1800 Fax (416) 321-1500

UNDER
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George Reisch
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ollock, Rothko, Amperex, and
Sylvania? Last spring Iwent to a
contemporary art show out on
Chicago's Navy Pier. Iwanted to get
away from things with wires and knobs—
you know, rub elbows with Chicago's
better-dressed, sip some wine, maybe
practice talking about artistic creations
that Iusually don't understand ("It's so
brutally honest... yet, somehow, still
deceptive"). But there's no rest for the
weary, confused audiophile. Along with
artists, paintings, and sculptures from all
over the world, thousands of vacuum
tubes had descended on the Pier.
Iwas so surprised when Ifirst saw
them, Isaid out loud, "What's with all
the tubes?"
Someone heard me. "Ah, ze toops,"
said adeep German voice. "Zey eggspress ze ambivalenz of our modem
technological zitz-u-a-tion."
Uhhhh. Ifelt like Beavis at alecture on
differential geometry. Once again, Iwas
baffled by contemporary art: Damien
Hint's cow, sliced in halE floating in two
glass tanks of formaldehyde? (His'n'hers?)
Piles of breath mints arranged on the
floor of asquash court?' Nein, Danke And
now Iwas supposed to believe this huge
pile of tubes and electronic parts had
something to do with modern life? Sure,
if you're into DIY stuff.
"And vat do you zink of all my
toops?" the man asked.
My toops? This was the artist himself,
and he wanted an answer. He reminded
me of Dieter, host of Saturday Night
Live's "Sprockets!" — thin, pale, and
dressed in black, with that air of saysomething-important-or-I'll-mock-you.
Here was my chance:
"Well... um... they're brutally... no
... they're kind of... um.... "Igave up:
"They're really neat!"
They were — this was art for audiophiles and gadget-heads. Dieter and a
few others were showing sculptures
built exclusively out of parts from old
amplifiers, radios, and TVs. At first they
looked merely like piles of electronic
junk, but after amoment or two they
snapped into focus. There was acute litI Damien Hirst won the prestigious 1995 Turner
Prize for this piece. Ijust made the one that used
hrcIiinint, (What's that? -Keep my day job"?)
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de doggy with amotorized tail, and on
the wall behind it a large phoenix
looked out over all the art-lovers. Some
of the pieces, however, were supposed
to be abstract. What first caught my
attention was a5'-high pile of parts with
several small, working televisions buried
inside it. Through the wires and components you could see video loops

"Ah, ze toops,"
said adeep
German voice.
"Zey eggspress ze
ambivalenz of our
modern technological
zitz-u-a-tion."
showing people's faces looking up,
down, and around. They seemed to be
thinking, "Oh no! I'm trapped in zis
technological zitz-u-a-tionr All Icould
think of was the opening sequence of
The Brady Bunch. Talk about angst.
Whatever they meant,
these pieces were covered
with vacuum tubes. Dieter's rule was, every
tube socket must
be filled—and
there
were
lots of sockets
in all those
skeletons of
radios
and
TVs. With a
300B hovering
over her noggin,
Lassie looked as if she
was mesmerized by some
great idea. And that
phoenix just sparkled as
the bright halogen lights
glinted off all those tubes.
Obviously, Dieter had
discovered what all audiophiles know: Tubes look
great. All those shining
cylinders of low technology
were visually irresistible.

Most of these art-lovers hadn't seen
audio tubes like these in years —perhaps
ever. Many were drawn in as if by old
friends. You had to look at them.
Iinstantly recognized that warm,
reassuring quality all tube-lovers know.
Amid all the honesty and brutality of
contemporary art, these pieces reminded me of my beloved Dyna Ills. Late at
night, after too many hours at the computer, there's nothing much better than
dimming the lights, turning up the volume, and watching those filaments
glow. Sometimes they look like a
miniature skyline, as if my listening
chair were awindow seat on ared-eye
flight to the Twin Cities. There's
Minneapolis on the left, St. Paul on the
right, and Godzilla (aka Bruce, the
heat-loving cat) curled up in between.
Evil sleeps while civilization twinldes
into the night.
Maybe this is what Dieter meant
about ambivalenz. On the one hand,
tubes represent akinder, gentler technology. Looking so fragile and delicate,
they're the technological emblem of
better, simpler days: Norman Rockwell
paintings, evenings spent around the old
radio. In fact, not too far from Navy
Pier, this very idea was at work in
the display case of Chicago's
Hammacher Schlemmer store on Michigan Avenue.
They were selling a transistor radio
inside anice
wooden case
with analog
dials and a
row of faux
tubes on top—
just like Grandma
and Grandpa's!
Tubes are relatively brainfriendly. Anyone can peer inside and see a miniature
world where lost electrons
try to find their way home
(despite GridMan, the local
bully) — so simple, yet so
effective. "Gee whiz," you
could have said in 1940; "If we
can hear Jack Benny from hun69
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Ity and warm
while maintaining
speed and focus.

SOLO

Articulate yet warm,
this silver hybrid
interconnect could be
the missing link you've
been searching for.

SILVER
SURFER
Large format, bi-wireable
speaker cable. Heavy silver
plate OFHC and proprietary
insulation deliver musicality
and high current capability at
only $10 per foot.

BLACK SILC
Not for neophytes
this reference series cable
combines the precision of
silver with the richness
& authority of copper.
Our long awaited reference
digital cables (75 &110 ohm)
has annealed 99.99 ')/. pure
silver for unparalleled accuracy.
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dreds of miles away, we'll be able to live
on the moon, cure diseases, and end
poverty! All we need are the right gizmos with those little glowing bottles in
them."
So what's to be "ambivalent" about?
I'm no technophobe, but you can't deny
that modern technologies have brought
us alot of things we'd do better without:
nuclear weapons, toxic waste, recordings by Styx. From this angle, Dieter's
sculptures suddenly looked sinister and
dangerous. Lassie could be transmitting
your movements back to Big Brother.
And Brady Bunch Mountain could be a
warm, twinkly holiday tree over at the
Strangcloves' house. "Come on in!
There's some eggnog in the laboratory —
just grab yourself abeaker!"
Now Ithink I understand what
Dieter was after. His pieces combined
attractions and dangers: Here was modern technology in its youth, when it was
wonderful and amazing—kind of like a
tiger cub starting to get hungry, or .1
really sexy praying mantis.
Well, if I'm right about Dieter's message, he's still playing catchup with the
world of audio. If you really want to
capture the potential terrors of modern
technology, and if audio equipment is
your chosen medium, you've got to get
into solid-state. What, for instance,
would be more frightening than apile
of early-'70s receivers, the kind that scan
for victims from behind their dark
blackout dials?
"There's one —9 o'clock. Audiophile.
Yup, Ismell aluminum-dome tweeters.
Oooh, those babies are gonna sizzle"
Or, as we descend into the inferno,
how about acouple of soundstage equalizers complete with scratchy slider pots?
Or that curse of every garage sale (usually just behind the hot-air popcorn popper), the 8-track/AM-FM/turntable
combi system with the smokedplastic dustcover? One of
these could just sit on a
pedestal and incite.
terror in the hearts of all innocent
passersby. Damien
Hirst, move over.
I admit that
ordinary people,
those lost souls
who haven't yet
discovered high-end
audio, might not be too
impressed with my sculptures. Ican hear them already:
"At least that other guy made little animals out of his electronic
equipment."
Stereophile, January 1997

few seconds later and the amp finally
powers itself up, he jumps afoot in the
air and loses one of his lives. Fortunately, we're all aging abit slower anyway, thanks to Einstein's general relativity and the increased gravitational field
in my apartment.
As apiece of art, the Krell looks
appropriately threatening. Hollywood
has been cultivating this big, dark, takeno-prisoners look for awhile now. First
there was the mysterious monolith in
Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey. Then
came the dusty, post-apocalyptic look of
things in Road Warrior. The KSA-250
would be right at home on those sets. In
fact, Krell takes its name from the
What, for instance,
advanced race of creatures in the old sciForbidden Planet.
would be more frightening fi movie
But the real analogy here is to Star
Trek If my chromed and twinkling Mark
than apile of early-'70s
Ills are acouple of Federation starships
bringing justice and progress to all correceivers, the kind that
ners of the galaxy, this new invader of
scan for victims from
my listening room must be the Borg —
that huge, dark cube of high-tech
behind their dark
destruction that roams the universe,
absorbing everything in its path. Even a
blackout dials?
peek at the battalion of power transistors
lining the Krell's innards suggests the
Newtonian momentum, this 140-lb Borg's regimented, militaristic world.
chunk of metal can easily crunch fin- Here, the familiar tale of the lost electrons gives way to the physics of lattices,
gers, hands, walls, floors, and toes.
But those are just the physical dangers. holes, quantum-tunneling, and other
Ideally, your helper should have some mysteries of semiconduction. It's no
psychiatric training (Thanks, Cameron). wonder the Borg have assumed control.
Then you can start confronting the insan- Isurrendered on first listen — the Dyna
ity of wrestling amonster like this into Ills went into storage at warp speed.
Dieter and the other vacuum-tube
your home just so you can...
See? Istill don't understand it. Oh artists at the Navy Pier show explored
yes, Iremember —so you can play a the aesthetics of the visual dimension of
electronic technology — a dimension
few records and CDs. Yeah, that's it.
Now the '250 sits in the middle of that most audiophiles pretend to ignore.
my living-room like abulldog. /i's in The official ideology of high-end audio,
control: "Nope, you're not going after all, is that sound quality comes
to rearrange the furniture first. Everything else, if it matters at all,
ever again. Nope, you'll is secondary. Reviewers go on and on about
never vacuum the rug transparency, soundstage, and bloom, only
under me. Nope, briefly mentioning a component's
you're not going "fien'finish" or whether or not it's "built
to buy any- like atank."
But such he-man talk just hides the
thing else.
You're look- art-lover within us all. Ibet most audioing at your philes pay more attention to the visual
money, aspects of equipment than they're willing to admit. After all, the sound-first
pal."
Even ideology doesn't hold up too well.
Godzilla's Audio's little secret is out in the open:
met his match. Looks count. A lot.2
Here's the test: Imagine finding the
Often, after Iturn
the amp on, the ever2 It's happening already. As Iwrote this column, the
curious cat investigates
November issue of Stenvphile arrived. It included 1)
two advertisements that compared components with
what I've been doing
works of fine art (Proceed, p.24. and mbl, p.I32), and
with that big gray box.
2) an industry Update" piece by Barry Willis (p.33)
But when the relays snap a describing Paul de Marinis's audio-sculptures.

Yeah, well, everybody's acritic. But
this misunderstood conceptual artist
won't be misunderstood for long. Just
wait till they see The Krell! Ihad no idea
how scary these amps were until I
bought one afew weeks ago (Thanks,
Larry). Owning aKSA-250 makes life
inside Brady Bunch Mountain look like
aminor inconvenience — at least those
folks aren't bleeding. That's right; you
can end up bruised and bloody after
dealing with an amp like this. First,
you've got to have someone help you
bring it into your place. And you must
move slowly and carefully — thanks to
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Critics have

d the PSB Alpha

"theimakings of an audiophile legend."
Now the Alpha has become a
re i
m
ieepleiamily of speakersa.
4111111tend

the original Alpha ideas fit
(a) still smaller spaces,
(b) still smaller budgets, and

(c) the big demands of Home Theater.

The ALPHAA/v, ALPHA M INI, and ALPHA M ITE are compact, high-performance monitors that fit satisfyingly
into awide variety of music and Home Theater systems, from the simplest to much more elaborate.
Their amazing performance—including tonal balance, frequency and dynamic range, and imaging that
are remarkably close to the best available at any price—stems from the unique combination of
engineering, research, and musicianship that Paul Barton's long experience brings to the design
of all PSB speakers.
The ALPHA M IDI CENTER- CHANNEL and the ALPHA SUB SONIC 1 POWERED
SUBWOOFER are the final elements for enjoying extraordinary Home Theater sound
with extraordinary ease at incredibly low cost.
We think this handsome, high-achieving, but eminently accessible family of speakers
will soon be as much of alegend as its famed progenitor. You need to hear them to

SPEAKERS

appreciate how far beyond expectations they perform.

800-263-4641
http://www.psbspeakers.com

sonically perfect preamp. It measures
better than all others, sounds indistinguishable from abypass, comes loaded
with options, and costs only ahundred
bucks. Will you buy it? "Of course,"
says the purist. But what if for some
proprietary technical reasons, it has to
be built in the shape of, say, ahuman
head, complete with facial features and
an uncanny resemblance to Don
Ricides? See? Audiophiles and artists
unite! Stamp out ugly equipment!
So we may have to trash an ideology,
but look what we get in return: No
more guilt! Now that Dieter has opened
my eyes, I've stopped worrying about
my tendency to like certain pieces of
equipment just for their looks. My old
Transcriptor Hydraulic Reference
turntable, for instance, used to see alot
of time in my listening room, even
though my VPI 'table sounds much better. That Transcriptor was just beautiful.
It had that futuristic-but-still-dowdy
quality of British modern design.3
Nor would Ibe less of an audiophile
if, for no particular sonic reason, I
crowned my equipment rack with an
Oracle Delphi or some other great3As Iwrite this, there's anice color photograph of this
'table on the World-Wide Web: hnpWwww.esat.
kuleuven.ac.benTogieremichellibisthtml.

looking 'table. Whatever component it
is you're lusting after, it's okay to admit
the aesthetic side of the equation: You
like it for its looks. And why not? We all
spend more time looking at and living

Audio's little secret
is out in the open:
Looks count

someone to see the latest trends in contemporary art. (Don't forget to wear
black.) This way you'll set the stage for a
big, generous surprise later on:
"Here, Honey! Just for you—a matching set of brand-new vacuum-tube amplifiers, just like those sculptures we saw!
And you know what? Ithink there
might be enough space to display them
right between the speakers in the living
room!"

with equipment than we do actually listening to it.
This may explain why some audio
debates are so unresolvable. If Bob
wants ahuge rectangular power
amp sitting on his floor like the
Parthenon overlooking the
Acropolis, while Bill prefers the
gentle glow of Gotham City,
there's probably more at stake
hcre than imaging and bass
response. It's probably about other
things as well, and it's not likely to be
settled soon.
But by far the greatest gains are to be
had on the domestic front, especially if
you're atubeophile. Art, after all, makes
agreat gift —find agallery representing
artists like Dieter and take that special
.6e

FTHE FUTURE TODAY--

VVITHOUT THE COST OF TOMORROW
,Value Redefined Series
1.-281

Class A Stereo Amplifier

$996.

Class A Stereo Amplifier

S1598.

Single Ended Triode Preamplifier

$14313«

Dual Triode Phono Stage
HTS-100

$498«

3Channel Class A Home Theater Amp
$1198.

D.C.

Series

OCA 13

DC Powered Class A Stereo Amplifier

OCA -66

C Powered Class A Stereo Amplifier

DCLP-55

DC Powered 6Tube Adiustable Phono

Stage

DC DA-SA

D.C. Powered HDCD Digital DAC

DCCD-33

D.C. Powered HDCD Compact Disk Player

$18980
S2996«
$3198.
S3098.

Corning Sean

Extensive Reviews and Reports Available
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DCP-44
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DC Powered Triode Predwp

r

S3098

See What's N.E.VV. and Exciting!!
1')7 Winter CES® -Room 1810 Alexis Park
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P.O. /30x 1148 Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
(619) 756. 956 1FAX (619) 756.4099
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eptember 1997 sees the 35th anniversary of Stereophile magazin founded by
J. Gordon Holt bade in 1962. Ifany interview needs no introduction, this is it My interview with Gordon was conducted around the kitchen table in Gordon's Boulder,
Colorado home over acouple ofcold been. It seemed appropriate to start at the very beginning...
J. Gordon Holt: Idon't remember when that was.
Steven Stone: [laughs] You don't remember when you were born?
Holt: It was 1930.
Stone: And your parents were...
Holt: Older than Iwas...
Stone: Iwould hope
Holt:Justin Gordon Holt and Katherine Holt. My father was achemical engineer
with an American textile firm. Iwas born in North Carolina, and lived there until
Iwas five. We moved to Melbourne, Australia until Iwas 17. Then my father
dropped dead and my mother and Icame back here. She bought ahouse in
Pennsylvania, and since then Ihaven't lived in any one place longer than 10 years.
Stone: Did you grow up in ahousehold that had alot of music?
Holt: My parents were not musical as far as Iknow. They didn't play instruments.
They used to listen to music — mainly pop. It wasn't really the center of their life. I
used to buy occasional pop records in my early teens. When Iwas 15 Itook one of
these stupid music-education courses in school, where they teach you about music. It's
ahistorical approach —you start with the dullest music imaginable, then you move
with snail-like speed to stuff that's more and more interesting. Isat through the whole
thing, having great difficulty staying awake. They played them on avery ambitious —
for the time —phonograph. The loudspeaker was about 5' high and had been donated
to the school by the Carnegie Foundation.
The classes were held in the chapel, which had fairly good acoustics —it wasn't one
of those places with bare walls that sounded like abathroom. The teacher would wheel
this big loudspeaker to center-stage, play the records, and they sounded pretty good. One
time while Iwas dozing he got talking about Wagner; and he pulled out apiece of music
— the Prelude to Act III of Lohengrin, or something like that. All of asudden Iwoke
up. It stood my hair on end. I'd never heard anything like this. So Iwent out the
next weekend to the record store and bought that record, brought it home, and
listened to it on my parent's phonograph. It was alittle wind-up acoustical
Victrola, and it didn't sound the same! [laughs] That was when Ifirst realized
that all phonographs were not created equal.
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One of my hobbies became trying to modify that phonograph so it would sound better. And one of the things Idid
was take half of apair of dynamic earphones — actually, they
were moving-iron earphones —and Iremoved the mica disc
from the record player's acoustical tonearm and substituted the
headphone instead. Isoldered the thing via an outside input
to abig table radio and had acomponent system. It had
more bass, it would play louder.... That was the beginning of it.
Stone: What did your parents think about that modeation?
Holt: They were amused. [laughs] They took sort of apatronizing interest in
what Iwas doing, but most of the time they weren't that fascinated.
Stone: When did you first begin doing recordings?
Holt: In high school. Iwent into astore in town and Iheard what Ithink
was the first consumer tape deck. It was something called the Soundmirror
BK401, made by afirm called Brush, who prior to that time had been
noted only for making crystal headphones. Iheard the thing in astore and
they were playing an opera recording. You wouldn't believe it. The tape
the thing was playing looked as if the backing had been made from old
brown paper bags, and the coating on it was black and had about as much
surface polish as slate. But the sound that was coming out of that one little 8" loudspeaker had such asense of immediacy and depth. Iwas standing about 2' away from it and Ihad the feeling Iwas listening right
through the speaker to what was going on. Iwas hooked.
My mother bought the thing for me for Christmas. Then Istarted
recording concerts at my high school. Irecorded the high-school play,
The Importance of being Ernest. [laughs] Idon't think the school had an
Ire
orchestra, but Idid several recordings of the band. As amatter of
fact, in response to the first Stereophile Test CD, which came out in
1990 and had a1948 mono recording of my school band on it, Igot
aletter from one of the people who used to play in that band.
Through college, Irecorded the orchestra
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there, the choruses, and
the concert band —just about anything Icould aim my microphone at.
Ihad gone to Lehigh University with the idea of being an electrical engineer because I'd gotten heavily into electronics and audio and
building stuff from scratch and all that kind of thing. When Iwas
about 16, Ibuilt alittle, very simple, battery-operated portable radio.
Really jerry-built. Imean, the antenna was athin bamboo stick with
awire wrapped around it. Iwrote an article about its construction
and sold it to an Australian magazine called Radio and Hobbies. That
was my first published piece. About aweek after that issue of the
magazine came out, Igot aphone call from someone who
was thinking of building it, and he needed some additional details. As soon as he heard my voice — Iguess it
Stereophik, January 1997
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was my voice, how young Iwas —all oía sudden he backed
off. He wasn't interested anymore! [laughs] Idon't blame
him. But anyway, yeah, that was the first one.
The math at college killed me. Ihad the choice of either
switching majors after the second year or flunking
out. So Iswitched to journalism, which Ithoroughly enjoyed, and worked with the school
paper. One of the courses Iwas required to take
was in magazine article writing. The rules of the
game were, regardless of what grade you got for
an assignment, if you sold the thing, you'd get an
A. Iwrote two articles and sold them both to High
Fidelity. This was in 1953. After Igraduated, the
editor invited me to come up to Great Barrington,
Massachusetts, and visit.
Icame up and met all the staff members. A
whole bunch of us went out to dinner and got
absolutely bombed. A good time was had by all.
They enjoyed my scintillating personality so much
they invited me to join the staff. Imoved to Great
Barrington and was there for five years.
That was 1955. Istarted off writing equipment reports. While Iwas there they started
up anew magazine called Audiocraft. Iused to
do a column about tape recording for it.
Apparently Audiocraft was getting very successful, and there was some sort of aproblem. I
was never really told what it was, but the
story Iheard was that even though it
didn't have as high acirculation as
High Fidelity, it seemed to have more
appeal to advertisers. It was drawing
alot of High Fidelity's advertisers, who
would then move to Audiocraft and
not pay as much money for ads
because Audiocraft didn't have as high
acirculation. The publisher decided it
was athreat and folded it.
Stone: And you were also acartoonist at
that tinte?
Holt: That was in 1954, just after Ifinished college. Itook acartooning course
in New York City on how to draw,
present your work to editors, make contacts — that sort of thing — and began
selling cartoons to magazines. Idid it for
about ayear, just before Iwent on staff
with High Fidelity.
Stone: Did you still make recordings afterjoining High Fidelity?
Holt: Yeah, except that there weren't any
orchestras in Great Barrington. Idid weirdtype recordings because Ididn't have anything else to do — like putting a microphone out in the field in the summer and
recording crickets and crows and airplanes
going overhead and stuff like that.
Somewhere along that time Imet afolk
singer named Richard Dyer Bennett who
was looking for someone to make recordings for him for commercial release. Idid
his second recording, and all the others until
he quit recording — Ithink the last one he
put out was number 13 or 14.
During that time Iswitched from an
Stereophile, January 1997

Ampex 601, which Ihad bought shortly after it came out in
1955, to the stereo version, the Ampex 601-2. It was abig
thing in adark red Samsonite sui rase. Also about that time I
traded in my Telefunken microphone —a great big clunker

— AND

THIS is TWENTY. CYCLES!

that people still revere and which Istill think sounds like
crap —for apair of Sony C-37 cardioids. They were alot
smoother. Iused those things until the late '80s. Then I
bought an AKG C-34, which was astereo mike.
Stone: What did you do at High Fidelity?
Holt: Ireviewed equipment. In those days they
wanted descriptive articles. Iwas having constant
problems with the publisher, who kept insisting I
couldn't hear the things that Ikept reporting that I
was hearing. Iwas atroublemaker. The publisher
had to keep riding herd on me to make sure that
Ididn't tell the truth about some of this equipment, because on afew occasions the manufacturers had wet their pants when Idid.
Stone: What was one of the worst pieces ofequipment you
reviewed?
Holt: There was an amplifier made by Sherwood. I
think it was mono. The first one we got blew atube
right out of the box. We replaced the tube and it blew
that tube. The second one we got caught fire. The third
one wouldn't turn on at all — no trouble with the fuse,
it just wouldn't work. The fourth one worked. So I
reported all this in the review. The publisher apparently missed ir, Ithink he used to just go through and read
the end of the review. The manufacturer pulled his
advertising, and of course Igot all of the blame. After a
while I
just got fed up and frustrated.
One weekend in 1960 Idrove down to Barrington,
New Jersey, met with Paul Weathers of Weathers
Industries who made phono cartridges, and we went out
for dinner. Ilooked at their equipment and all that kind of
thing, and he hired me on the spot. Iwent back to Great
Barrington and was two hours late getting to work. When
Icame in the front door, the publisher was waiting for me.
He stopped me in the hall and said, "I want to see you in
my office. Right now" So Iwent in and sat down. He came
in, slammed the door, sat down, and before he could
open his mouth, Isaid, "I quit." He was taken
aback for amoment, then he said, "When are you
77
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we would let her show us some houses. Why not? We fell in
love with one of the ones she showed us. We said, "We'll
take it." On the way back on the train we looked at each
other and said, "Oh my god! What have we done?"
Stone: By this time, you had some other writers other than you and
your
Holt: Oh, gosh. For a long time Iresisted getting other
reviewers out of stubbornness. Ididn't want to admit that I
couldn't handle it all. First Ibrought on William Marsh as
music editor, then Walter Key as contributing editor, then Alan
Edelstein. We still talk on the phone every four or five months.
At that point Imade contact with someone afriend of
mine had recommended, who lived in Santa Fe. He ran a
service agency for high-performance, high-status cars. I
looked him up and we hit it off. He was also an ardent
audiophile. He started working for the
magazine. Shortly thereafter I
ran the thing into the
ground because Iam
9 014de caielad ¡edit deeneeile a hieild
a lousy business
person, and at
had ileeamenei-Sed, ¿vita leed ùi A411a qe.
the end of 1981
he bought it.
celle 444,
ta deiteice ac
teetcip ia4 Iti9,4-peieleeota4lce,
That was Larry
Archibald.
ltire4-diaLa cam_ ,Ile was aide at alded-ti asdiopl
After Larry took
Thal was _Paivuy
over, the dates on the
magazines started to mean
something. Prior to that they didtime Iwas living in my mothn't mean anything. In fact, Ieven published
er's home in Pennsylvania. Then Istarted
one issue in which it listed all the dates on the various issues
getting all this equipment in. Istarted getting fat. Ilarighterl So
of the magazine translated into the actual dates they were
we —Stereophile and I— moved into my own apartment. The
published.
magazine was almost the same size it is now, 81
/
2"
by 11". The
Stone: How did things change when Larry purchased the magazine?
issues ran between 32 and 64 pages. It was intended to be a
Holt: Very early on he got disgusted with me as an editor
quarterly ....I would guess Igot out about three issues in the
because Iwas really very bad at it. Ididn't really want to edit
first year.
the magazine. Iwanted to play with expensive equipment
Stone: How did you get subscribers?
and write about it. So he asked me who he should bring in
Holt: Idon't know. Direct mail, word of mouth. Irented
as editor. My choice was John Atkinson. He was editing
mailing lists. Ispent $5000 for some of these lists. Second-

leaving?" Ithink he was delighted to see me go.
Stone: What did you do at Weathers?
Holt: Iwas their Technical Information Person. Iwas there
for, oh, two years, responsible for writing and distributing
technical service bulletins and upgrade notices to dealers. I
started putting in some recommended recordings that dealers conic' use for demonstration purposes. Then we noticed
after awhile that we were distributing more than three
times as many of the things as we had dealers. Seems they
were handing them out to their customers. We were distributing something like 300-and-some to about 80 dealers.
Ifigured maybe Iwas on to something. Idecided then that
Iwas going to launch Stereophile. Paul Weathers and Iparted
amicably, and Istarted the magazine in 1962.
Stone: Was anyone else on staff at that time?
Holt: No. Just me. At that

class postage was really cheap then, so Iput 5000
names into atrial mailing. Iwas using several different messages, so Ikept atally on which ones got the
best response. Then I'd use as much of alist as Icould
afford. The response gave me enough money to publish another issue and do acouple more mailings.
From 1962 to 1978, just before Ileft Pennsylvania,
there were just two people on the staff— me, and my
wife Polly helping with circulation. Then we got
somebody in to handle all the typing and routine
phone calls and stuff like that.
Stone: What made you move to New Mexico?
Holt: Ididn't like what was happening to the area
where we lived. When we moved there it was rural.
Then we learned that some developer was going to
come in and build ahigh-density housing tract in the
large field right across from our house. His intention
was to use cesspools for his housing development —
and we pumped our own water. That idea somehow
didn't appeal.
We came to Santa Fe for avisit. When we arrived,
we had adinner discussion — we didn't know anyone.
Who would best be able to show us around? Ah! A
real estate agent. So we got out the Yellow Pages, eeniemeenie-minie-mo, and we called this outfit. This
woman said she'd be delighted to show us around if
Stereophile, January 1997

1987—JGH hands over the editors blue pencil to JA
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azine has changed alot in detail, but it's still basically the
Hi-Fi News &Record Review in England at the time. The big
same magazine.
question was, why would he come to Stereophile? He preStone: The reviews were quite short in the early issues.
sumably had this high-paying, cushy job in England — why
Holt: Yeah. [laughs] That was mainly because it was alot
would he come to the US? But Iguess Larry made him an
harder to run off at the mouth on atypewriter. Word procesoffer he couldn't refuse. The rest is, you know ... history. JA
sors seem to encourage people to just write until the cows
made the magazine go.
come home. If you want to change something, you just go in
Stone: Do you have any rtgrets about selling the magazine?
and change it. You don't have to cut it up with scissors and
Holt: My only regret is that Ididn't hold out for alittle
paste it together and then retype the whole page. That's the
more —like an interest or something like that. Imean, if I
way Istarted putting the magazine together.
had, I'd be able to buy aNagra. [laughs] Actually, Ithought I
Stone: I-low did you initially solicit equipmentfor review?
was coming out of it very well. The only misgiving Ihad was
Holt: Telephone. Also at that time there were hi-fi shows that
that Larry would be upset when he found how much more
used to be held in New York once ayear —precursors of the
he paid for the magazine than he should have. I'll tell you, for
Consumer Electronics Show. Of course,
the first couple of years he worked his
you'd go to those things and
ass off.
they were agood place
Stone: By that time The
to solicit equipment.
Absolute Sound had
ata1a
ele aIo aj pnao4tiaetuizeia
But at first none
btgun. Harry Pearof them knew
son's famous story
whe 444GwiitIed e
gietneol
wo.isicÉ
about the magis that he got
azine. Iused to
tired of waiting
d4i)244ed ihe1 we waedd giee iheena4acê 4eUieie,
have to go with
for his issues of
a whole bundle
Stereophile, so he
co.444ideaet, ate laet Met
weize
of Stereophiles under
decided to start his
my arms... "I'm edi,
zetela4
01V11 magazine.
tor, you know. I'm publishHolt: [laughs] Yeah, actually,
ing this magazine, you know?"
I'd forgotten exactly what it was
Stone: Initially you didn't have any advertising.
about, but we published aletter from him when
Holt: Correct. We finally started taking ads in, Iguess, '75
he started TAS, and the gist of the letter was something like,
or '76. We didn't take ads initially because we wanted to
well, when are going to get your act together? He found it
establish our credibility. We knew very well, even back then,
wasn't as easy as he thought to get issues out. [laughs] It takes
that consumers were very cautious about the relationship
atight ship.
between advertisers and publishers. They just assumed that
Stone: You're still listed on the Stereophile masthead as Founder
any magazine that took ads was heavily influenced by adverand Chief Tester, but what does Chief Tester mean?
tisers. And my experience at High Fidelity had indicated that
Holt: It just means Chief Reviewer, Iguess. Idon't know.
this was true.
I'm not even Chief Reviewer. Imean, in terms of output,
Stone: So hou,did you make sure that advertising didn't influence
John Atkinson and Tom Norton and Bob Harley and Wes
the
reviews?
Phillips all contribute more reviews than Ido. They're the
Holt: Ididn't read 'em! [laughs] It wasn't amatter of trying to
main producers. Itend to do fewer reviews, but, in many
play it close in or anything like that. It was just that Iwasn't
ways, more complex ones. Because, you know, Ithink Iwas
really interested in the ads except as avehicle for bringing in
the first person to do afull surround system. And there was
money. Ialways had apolicy sheet that we sent out that said
so much there that Iwas unfamiliar with that it took me a
purchasing an advertisement will have no effect one
long time just to get my thoughts together and ideas down
way or the other on editorial policy This is
before Icould start writing the review.
something Ireally think we ought to be
Stone: Pik published aletter awhile back from the late Raymond
doing now. Maybe we arc. But for along
Cooke, in which he took umbrage at the idea that the vocabulary of
time alot of manufacturers who submithigh-end reviewing was something that you had developed.
ted equipment to Stereophile would be
Holt: Inever claimed to have developed it. I
just expanded
surprised that we would give them abad
on it. Actually, when Iput out the first issue, alot of the lanreview, considering the fact that they
guage Iused in there had been borrowed —well, you might
were regular advertisers!
say stolen —from a1953 book called the Radiotron Designer',
Stone: Stereophile has acurrent policy in
Handbook, written by awhole bunch of people. It was pubterms of the number of retailers that amanilaclished by the Amalgamated Wireless Valve Company ni
turer has to have before aproduct is
Australia.
reviewed.
Stone: What do you think of the ways in which
Holt: Well, Ican underStereophile has changed since 1962?
stand that. But in away I
Holt: Oh, god. Apart from the fact that it
disagree with it, becomes out on time? One of the best things
cause originally one
that JA did was get the magazine out on
of the functions I
schedule. He and Larry also both share my
saw for the magafeeling about the way amagazine should
zine was to help
be done — which is, it should be written
get really worfor the subscribers, not for the advertisthy designs
ers. They have managed to preserve
or designers
that very, vet-y well, Ithink. The tnag-

j
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more than hi-fi.

know where that originated, whether it was Bell Telephone,
off the ground and up and runor Telefunken in Germany. But anyway, the condenser mike
ning. So if someone brought in a
was one major breakthrough. And, of course, the CD and
product that sounded really, really
the DAT. Irecognize that. The Advent Model 101 Dolby
my feeling was that it was our
cassette unit was abreakthrough. Ihad one of those. Ieither
obligation to promote it.
bought it or Istole it. [laughs] Imean, Imay have reviewed
On the other hand, there is the considit and never returned it. No, Ithink Idid buy it, actually. But
eration that if you promote amanufacyeah, Iwas impressed with that. One of the things that
turer who turns out not to have any busiimpressed me about it was, it had real meters instead of litness sense, what you're going to do is sadtle tuning eyes. You know, Istill have anumber of the casdle alot of your readers with equipment
settes that Imade on that. By today's standards they are
that will become orphaned. So you've
primitive — very primitive. You can follow the tune, but
screwed them. But in view of our circulathat's about it.
tion now... when Iwas publishing, arave review might sell 10
Stone: Any FM tuners impress you?
products. Now arave review in the magazine might sell ahunHolt: Ididn't get into those very much, mainly because
dred or athousand. Everything's gotten bigger.
there was only one FM station that Icould receive that had
And Skreophile, compared with what it was when Isold it,
programming that Iliked, and the signal quality was lousy.
is showing what you might call acase of incredible bloat. I
So Ireviewed very few tuners for the magahad no idea — it has, what is it now? Over
zine. Ithink actually Idid have
80,000 readers? Idon't think even
somebody else reviewing
Larry ever imagined that.
tuners for me for a
When he bought it in
9hoiedas,otodi die ledem we
while. Idon't re1981, Ithought the
member who.
circulation was
901 we/ze
aleauelem.. Thee, we,ze aehey
Maybe it was
about 4000. It
Alan. He used
turns out, when
heawlecÉciealtie al.e4e1 Mier/4lihe how à daideA,
to get to review
he went through
everything Idid
all of the cards—
aed how le eel oh ahed aed
not want to do.
now remembe4 we
iheile had eta iecheicel emcddl.
[laughs]
were mailing by third
Stone: You were never abig
class, so we never got refan ofstereo LPs, were you?
turns—he found almost athird
Holt: No, Ipreferred tapes. They didn't
of them were duplicates. So there were realhave surface noise or tracing distortion. The thing is, carly only about 2500 subscribers.
Stone: Have subscribers changed substantially in terms of what their
tridges were not really very good then. They were highmass, not very compliant, and peaky. Then you take the
interests are and what kind ofpeople they are?
garbage that was being put out by those things from your
Holt: Not really —except for the fact that they're ahell of a
average LP, which was also badly made, and pipe it through
lot more sophisticated now than they used to be. We get letapreamp stage with aquarter percent distortion, which
ters now from manufacturers and electrical engineers, and
would produce all sorts of sum-and-difference effects that
people who can write three and ahalf pages about the smallwould exaggerate all the crud that was coming into it. You
est imaginable corner of specialized physics as it relates to
had something that you really didn't want to listen to.
audio. Put that down to the fact that alot of them are learnStone: You weren't abigfan ofRCA's Dynagroove recordings, either.
ing alot from the magazine, and alot of them are coming to
Holt: Ithought practically everything that they did was misthe magazine from ascientific background. But back in those
guided, or just wrong. Ithought they sounded awful. Imean,
days, most of the letters we got were just from consumers.
what they were doing was compressing dynamThey were very knowledgeable about things like how to solic range during loud parts and pulling up
der, and how to put on anut and bolt and tighten it. But most
the volume during quiet parts. That's
of them had no technical smarts.
compression. Then, at the same time,
We had one construction article in Stereophile— Ithink it
they were changing the equalization
was the only one. It was asix-page article: photos, diagrams,
signal so it would kind of simulate
everything about turning astock Dynaco Stereo 70 into
what the ear's frequency response
something comparable to the kind of equipment that Bill
would be like if the sound was actualJohnson was putting together in those days. The author of
ly varying by anormal amount.
the article was Ed Dell. You wouldn't believe the amount of
Stone: What early LPs did you like?
hate mail we got from that article. They said, "I don't build
Holt: Bartók records, for one.
stuff. I'm not interested in that shit. Idon't want to see any
They were being made by
more space in the magazine wasted on construction artithe son of Béla Bartók
cles." Six bleeding pages. Blah, blah, blah.
after they moved to
The same thing happens now if we have anything in
the States. Westrninsters
there about video. So times haven't changed all that
were good, and Lonmuch. Except that, well, Ed Dell's reaction to that was,
dons and Deccas were
"To hell with 'em,
start my own magazine." Which
very good then. Ache did —Audio Amateur.
tually, English DecStone: What were some of the breakthrough products
cas were quite abit
that really impressed you?
better than some
Holt: The condenser microphone. Idon't
Stereophde, January 1997
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of the major American labels.
One outstanding American label was Cook
Records. Emory Cook was a genius and a
famous nut. He put out one recording called
The Complete Infidelity. It had mostly natural
sounds on it. One side of it was nothing but
wind, different wind sounds. On the other side,
it had weirdities like awhole bunch of chickens
clucking, roosters crowing at dawn, asinglecylinder pump... let's see, what else? A baby
crying, atelephone ringing, and Chinese firecrackers.
Emory also invented anew LP pressing
process he called "microfusion." Instead of
putting abiscuit of vinyl in the middle of the
stamper and causing it to spread with the heat
and the pressure, he would take vinyl powder
and spread it all over the stamper. When the
press came together, the vinyl didn't have to
force its way sideways across the groove. He
claimed the vinyl would adhere to the shape of
IT'S NOT BAD, BUT WAIT'LL YOU &ET
LoAD
Me
the ridges better, and it would reduce wear on
The same thing happened to me again with the first CD
the stamper itself. His releases were extremely quiet. They
player that Ireviewed, the Sony CDP-101 [in Vol.5 No.10.]
were also alittle softer than regular vinyl, so they wore out
Again, Iheard all of the good points, but Ididn't hear the
faster. The other distinguishing thing about them was that
bad things until later. The problem is,
they were adeep red, or blue, with suswhen you have anew medipicious-looking flecks of black
um or anew technoloinside if you held them up
gy, it very often
to the light.
brings with it new
Stone: How do you
Peetiewl 9'øi pizoísd aj? caet ii4i441z aj a.
kinds of distorthink the high-end intions that you're
etcd pizaed aí.
dustry has changed since
Bed cad's. ihieh aj dame
not used to listenyou started Stereophile ?
ing for. Even though
Holt: Well, for one
some of those distortions
thing, when Igot into it, just
were pretty gross, it took me a
about everyone in it was operating a
while to sort them out from the good things. It's a
cottage industry. There were no things like start-up comlearning process, hearing distortion.
panies then, there were start-up people. The usual pattern
Stone: Do you think anyone can learn how to hear the shortcomings
was, someone would build something in his home for himof high-fidelity equipment?
self. Afriend would hear it and want one. He made one for
Holt: They do it all the time. The better the equipment
him. The friend's two friends would want them. So he'd
you're exposed to, the more critical you become. Every once
make some more. It would sort of spread, like breeding
in awhile you look back and say, Huh, how could Ihave
rats. Eventually the guy ended up with afactory and aproduction line and all that kind of thing. My recollection is
ever liked that? Iremember some years ago we had arather
expensive power amplifier in the house. Ilived with
that, at the time Istarted Stereophile, the only major manuthat thing — Ithink it was the first Infinity
facturers were Fisher, Scott, Marantz, AR, and McIntosh. I
switching amp — for several months, and I
didn't care for the sound of Fisher's stuff — Ithought they
finally declared in print, "This amplifier is so
were much too shrill. In retrospect, Ithink maybe alot of
good that if nobody ever makes it better, it
the problems Iwas hearing with those things was the
won't matter." Well, that's another thing
fact that Ididn't like alot of the loudspeakers they were
that, when Ilook back on it now, my toes
being used with.
curl. laughs
Stone: Looking back over your reviews, what are some ofthe ones
Stone: In other words, when anew technology
you were most proud of?
comes out, we can't immediately hear its distortions?
Holt: Reviews I'm proud of? Ican't think of any. But Ican
Holt: Iknow /work that way. Looking in
think of some I'm not proud of. One was the Dynaco
back issues of the magazine, people
PAT-4. It was the first solid-state preamp that I
who are hypercritical now of
had heard, and it did all these marvelous
what's going on in digital
things. It was detailed and quick and crisp,
audio — I'm talking about
and it had this fabulous deep-type low encl.
contributors — you look
Iwrote the review accordingly and it
back at some of the reappeared in Vol2 No.6. It was several
views that we did sevweeks later that Istarted hearing that it
eral years ago, and if
was doing other things less well than the
they had known
tube stuff Ihad. [The Follow-Up appeared
what they know
in Vol2 No.8.— Ed.]
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TUBE COMPONENTS
WITHOUT THE TUBES.
The. Conrad-Johnson PFR remote-controlled pre-amplifier and
MF2300 amplifier embody the natural musical qualities for which
our tube components are highly prized, yet they don't use tubes.
Combining innovative circuit design with highest quality parts,
Conrad-Johnson has created aline of solid-state electronics that
will deceive your ears with their tube-like musicality and natural
warmth. Whether tube or solid state, all Conrad-Johnson
products share one important quality. They just sound right.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
;Mertilee Drive • Fairfax, VA 22031 •

8-8581 •lax. 703-560-53b0

Stone: At what point do you feel that you still have to trust your
now, those early things would have really gotten crucified. It's
ears, even ¡Phew isn't perhaps any technical basisfor what something
not just me.
is doing? 'There are alot ofaccessory products that seem to work in nonStone: The idea, as Iunderstand it, was that Y.we listen to enonOs
traditional physics or nontraditional theories of technology. The Shun
natural acoustic musiç we can immediately identyj, what the *Mook disks come to mind —and, of course, cables and wire.
awes are between recorded music and the real stuff But it seems in retHolt: Yes. Well, cables do have physical properties, most of
rospect that that is not necessarily the case.
which are measurable. Except for such things as trying to
Holt: Well, take this business about the incredible amount of
line up the electrons and that kind of thing, you can pretty
detail you hear in live music that you never hear in your home
much measure what cables are doing. That doesn't necessystem. When you get in anew product that suddenly has
sarily mean that you're going to be able to look at the meamuch more detail than anything you've heard before, initially
surements and know what the cable's going to sound like.
it sounds more like what you hear at the live concert. So it's a
Because we still don't really know what some of those meatremendous improvement! Then, awhile later, you begin to
surements mean. If anyone is doing basic research into that,
realize that, yeah, there's more detail, but it's uglier-sounding.
Ihaven't heard about it.
So then you sort of catch up, and then something better
Unfortunately, there's avery large amount of snake oil in
comes along and you turn your back on the last one. And so
the high-end audio business. There are alot of people in the
it goes.
business who believe all they have to do is please the cusStone: What about components that have become classics?Like, say,
tomer —"music should make me feel good." And since you
the Marantz Model 9amplyier, or certain McIntosh amplyiers that
can't measure what's going to make me feel good, then meapeople keep coming back to?
surements don't matter. Along with this come people who
Holt: Ithink most of what we think of as classics are aresult
say measurements not only don't matter, but there are alot
of nostalgia more than anything else. It's amatter of, Gee,
of things going on that we aren't measuring
when Iwas 20 years younger Iwould have
because we don't even know about
given my eye teeth and one small
them. But that doesn't mean
favor for one of those things.
they don't exist.
Now it's no longer being
/wig:ewe/I. fd,
d,
Ci4
Very often people
made. Maybe you can't
even locate a used
heit24 10 haue a ia4214 9eocê iecheacai
will hear — this has
been demonstrated
one. But you have
time and again—
this recollection of
had-2,4,344.nd aid a 94d jee/4419, —a 944i i444dezwhat they're exwhat it sounded
pecting to hear.
like when you
lia4ice4/9, cei haw ate driemiiific ~Mod woizki.
The placebo effect.
heard it afew times.
The ma/jet 72e-0,1
dot' aceetzi
A good example of
You've formed this
this was acase some
image of something
ace cia/44e.
years ago when there was
that was so good, it's never
abrief introduction of the dbx
going to happen again. The fact
LP. Iwent into the exhibit and Ilisof the matter is that usually if you
tened for awhile, and Ifelt the sound was pretactually take one of these and put it up against
ty dreadful. One of the salespeople in the room was describa contemporary Audio Research tube amplifier or a
ing how dbx noise-reduction worked, and telling them what
Conrad-Johnson or aVTL, they'll walk all over it. They'll
they were hearing, how the thing is so quiet, and so forth and
eat it up.
so on. Iwas hearing surface noise, hiss, and constricted
Every one of these vintage things that Ihave heard recentdynamics. Itook aclose look at the front of the thing, and the
ly all had acertain kind of magic to the sound. They do
button that turned the noise-suppressor on was off. Maybe
some things just gorgeously well. But if you want to be
this guy had been demonstrating during the whole show
truthful about them, you have to admit that they do most
without it working. He didn't notice it. He knew what it
other things not very well.
sounded like, so he didn't listen to it.
For instance, the original Quad loudspeaker: If you're
Stone: So how do the consumer and the reviewer protect
lucky, you can get 60Hz out of it at the low end.
themselvesfrom snake oil?
Maybe under certain conditions it'll go down to 40,
Holt: By just being very skeptical. As far
but you hit it with abass drum and it will bottom
as areviewer's concerned, it helps to have a
out. Generally it won't play at more than about
fairly good technical background and agut
84dB level. That's okay if you want to reproduce
feeling — agut understanding of how the scithe sound of achamber orchestra heard from 30'
entific method works. The major
away. But there's no way it could handle the
part being, don't accept anydemands that people put on loudspeakers today. I
thing at face value. Don't
heard someone describe the old Quad as a"litaccept something as so just
tle old spinster's speaker system," which is
because you want it to be
maybe an apt description. It's for someone
or expect it to be. Prove
who plays polite music at polite volume
it. Idon't usually like
levels. But what Quads do on that kind of
A/B tests, because even
music... the things can sound startlingly
though they can reveal
good. Of course, you should use them
very small differences,
with tubes; if you don't, you can hear
they don't give a clue
very clearly that they have problems in
about which one sounds
the high end.

i
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better. It takes days or weeks of listening to asingle component. Stereophile rarely does A/B testing, but it occasionally
does multisession loudspeaker shoot-outs that are barely
more enlightening. A group of us get together for four days
and listen to six to 10 speakers, each for about half an hour
aday. Imyself can't do an adequate job of evaluating aspeaker over that short aperiod of time because, when I'm listening to something, Itend to listen for certain different aspects
of the sound. While I'm concentrating on one of them, I
don't hear the others. Typically, by the time I've gone
halfway through my list of things to listen to, it's the end of
the selection.
Ihave acompilation of stuff on DAT that Iplay through
initially when anew product comes in —just to sort of get a
handle on what it's doing. After that, Istart listening to LPs
and CDs and stuff like that. But no, it's not the same bunch of
stuff each time. It's what Ifeel like listening to at the moment.
Imean, you're not going to enjoy apiece, no matter good the
system is, if you're not in the mood to listen to it.
Stone: Do you find that your own recordings are very useful to you
in evaluating equipment?
Holt: Oh yes. Even though they're never going to sound
absolutely real, knowing exactly what the orchestra sounds
like in its performing space gives me agood handle on just
how close the system is coming to that sound. Idon't think
that's an essential reviewer's tool, but Ithink it's very helpful. Because, well, it depends on what areviewer wants. I'm
not necessarily looking for the same thing that some of our
other reviewers are. In other words, Ilove the sound of live
music; that, to me, is the ultimate. I'm not looking for asystem that just makes nice noises at me. I'm looking for something which can simulate to some extent the sound of live

music. Which means that it can sound very sweet and very
lush, but it should also be able to sound ugly and nasty when
the music does. The thing is, with my own recordings I'm
fairly familiar with the mikes I'm using. Iknow what the
orchestra sounds like in the hall, and Iheard the orchestra in
the hall anumber of times during rehearsals and some of the
concerts. Ithink Ihave afairly good idea of what is on the
tapes. And Iexpect to hear that, or something like that,
when Ilisten through asystem. Iremember an assistant
publisher at High Fidelity while Iwas there. He said to me
one time, "I don't care if you play the damn record with
your fingernail. If it sounds good to me, it's good."
Stone: And you took umbrage with that?
Holt: Idisagree. Basically, what he was saying was, "I don't
care whether it sounds like anything, all Icare is how good
it sounds to me."
Stone: So you think that school qf thought is wrong?
Holt: No. Idon't think it's wrong. k's just not the way I
approach it. I'm old-fashioned in that Istill hold on to the
idea of fidelity defined as truth of reproduction. In other
words, reproduction which is true to the original. Now, you
can interpret this one of two ways. You say, okay, it sounds
as musical as possible. That's musicality, you'd say. The other
would be — this is the approach Itake — that it should
sound as musical as possible on the best recordings. Because
if you have asystem that makes the majority of recordings,
most of which are not very good, sound very musical, you
can be certain that it's going to penalize really good recordings that have the capability of sounding at least as musical
and alot more detailed, smooth, whatever.
Stone: Thank you, Gordon. Let's have another beer.
Holt: Okay.

The picture is worth athousand words.
The sound will leave VOL! speechless.
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Rotel Report
RSP-980 Processor/Preamp
We won't leave you holding the bag trying to control
all this power either. Our
RSP-980 provides all the

Roters RSP-980 provides Dolby Pro Logic® and TIJA
certified surround-sound decoding, video switching, and
audiophile quality preamp fonctions for two independent zones.

BUILDING
Building Blocks for Home Entertainment
Are you abit daunted by the choices involved in putting
together ahigh performance yet affordable home entertainment
system? We have asuggestion for you — Rotel.
Since 1963, we've concentrated on one thing: Building the
finest, most cost-effective audio and audio/video components
available. Judging from the praise we've received from reviewers
and magazines around the world, we've done fairly well at it.
Consider, for example, our RMB-100 power amplifier. It's a
single-chassis, monoblock amplifier, superbly compact in size and
elegant in style. But the real story behind this amplifier is its remarkable power, clarity, and musicality.
An oversized toroid transformer increases efficiency and
minimizes noise. Slit foil capacitors enhance power supply speed
and purity. The unique dual complimentary differential input/
buffer stage (with balanced and unbalanced connectors) includes
remote turn-on to simplify system operation. The output stage
features matched pairs of MOSFET transistors that combine the
warmth of tubes with the punch and detail of conventional bipolar devices. You'll hear the advantages in the subtle overtones of a
orchestral triangle or the whomp oía bass drum chasing aFender
Strat across arock concert stage! And, with 125 watts at 8fI and
over 200 watts at 4n, you'll have all the power you'll ever need.

sound quality, convenience,
and system expansion capability you'll probably ever need.
In the Rotel tradition, the
RSP-980 is built around a
multi-segment power supply
that provides ripple-free operating voltages thanks to high
capacity rectifier and regulator
ICs. Careful circuit board layout assures that filter capacitor banks are located near
associated active circuitry.
Analog stages benefit from
precision metal film resistors,
low ESR capacitors, and high
current operational amplifiers.

5
RCC-945 6-disc CD Changer
And, lest you forget that
convenience and quality extends throughout the Rotel
product line, take alook at
our new RCC-945 Compact
Disc changer.
The RCC-945 combines a
single-play drawer loader with
an internal six disc "elevator
style" storage bank so you can
use it as asingle disc player or
in multi-disc mode for uninterrupted long term listening
enjoyment.
Technically, the RCC-945
is astandout, too. Advanced
digital processing includes the
same Delta Sigma converters
and second order noise shaping digital filter that's earned
high praise in our single disc

models. The dual D/A converters feed a"no compromise" analog
section featuring
the acclaimed
Burr-Brown
2604 operational amplifiers. And, of
course, the entire audio circuit has been
optimized
through exten"The Rote! RAIB-100s deserve
sive listening
serious consideration."
tests.
Dayna B., The Audio Adventure.
The sound?
Vol. 2, Issue 2, Dec. 1995
Well, let's just

System flexibility? Seven
source inputs and an independently controlled
Zone 2output
allow you to
choose one
source for your
main system
and another for
remote rooms!
The Rotel
RSP-980 is an
ideal choice for
future system
expansion.
With Dolby
Pro Logic de-

coding, THX
certification, video switching

for composite and S-video
sources, and an on-screen display, the RSP-980 is fully
equipped to effortlessly take
you into the world of total
home entertainment. How's
that for painless transition?

say that it's musically balanced, detailed, and unusually
transparent. Not what you
might expect from aCD
changer. But, quite in keeping
for Rotel. After all, we've been
building on that tradition for
over thirty years.

Rotel amplifiers and processors feature a5-year limited warranty.
Rotel CD players have a2-year limited warranty.

Rotel of America
54 Concord St North Reachng, MA 01864-2699
tel 508-664-3820 fax 508-664-4109

The RCC-945 — convenience and performance
in asix disc CD changer
TUX is aregistered trademark ol Lucashlm Ltd.
Dolby' and Pro Logic' are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
C/ Copyright 1996 Rotel &America. All rights reserved.
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"I have attempted to capture the sound and the picture of the musicians in the
concert hall — some of the wonderful sense of being there."

SERENADE

—John Atkinson

The Best of the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival
Works by Mozart, Brahms, Dvorak

SERENADE
Ltre at the Sawa Fe Chamber Musk-Festival
Liettchlro Oltyanta. ArtIcric Dirraor
Recorded In Concert

Engineered by John Atkinson
Only $15.95

BEING THERE
That's the elusive illusion all audiophiles are after. Being
in the concert hall—almost able to look into the soundstage and see where the musicians are.
"A stereo recording can't really immerse you in sound
coming from all directions, but Ifeel that it should capture some of that sense of bloom," says John Atkinson.
This recording does... along with precise imaging,
harmonic accuracy, and sheer musicality!

A

CELEBRATION
GREAT MUSIC

OF

These live performances took place over two seasons at
the famed Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. Musicians
include Carol Wincenc, world-renowned flutist. Julie
Landsman, principal horn of the Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra. Sheryl Staples, violin, associate concertmaster of The Cleveland Orchestra. And—in the Dvoták—
conductor Heiichiro Ohyama.
•Mozart's Flute Quartet in DMajor, K.285, provides the
players with achance for brilliant display The flute is
spotlit in the central Adagio—a long-breathed aria
accompanied by plucked strings. It's truly breathtaking!

•Brahms's Trio in E-fiat Major for Horn, Violin, and
Piano, Op.40. This is gentle, beautiful, pastoral music —
written in memory of Brahms's mother. The slow movement evokes the composer's happy childhood memories, while the concluding Allegro con brio is reminiscent
of hunting-horn calls and closes in ablaze of color and
excitement.
•Antonin Dvoták's Serenade for Winds and Strings in D
Minor, Op.44, hints at folksy Bohemian origins. Both
the performance and the recording seem to be almost
illuminated by sunlight.
Stereophile's John Atkinson used two pairs of timealigned B&K microphones to capture the musicians in
space and the reverberant soundfield. The CD was
recorded and mixed with 20-bit resolution. As Sam
Tellig said after hearing this recording, "There's palpable
presence. .
there's alot of there there!"
We guarantee you'll agree. Total timing on the disc is a
generous 70:27. The CD is available immediately— the
sooner you order, the sooner you'll enjoy! Buy extras
for friends —makes agreat gift.

Mail to: STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
Iwant
copies of the new Serenade CD® $15.95 each.
Shipping and Handling
(83.50 per item U.S. and Canada, $8 per item foreign airmail)

S

TOTAL
GUARANTEE: If not satisfied, 1can return the disc(s) uithin 30 days of receipt and you'll refund all my money including the
shipping. Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to STEREOPHILE. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
I Check enclosed

Please charge my I MC

ACCOUNT Ni).

SIGNATURE

NAME (Please Print)

STREET

CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAL CODI

I VISA

I AMEX

--- -7,471)7.‘i

The Serenade Project
Wes Phillips &John Atkinson discuss the making
of Stereophile's latest recording

it

musical highlight for us at
Stereophile in 1995 was the opportunity to record several concerts at the
world-famous Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival. The result was aStereophile CD,
Festival (STPH007-2), which features
the original chamber version of
Aaron Copland's Appalachian
Spring, Darius Milliaud's jazzinspired La création du monde, and
the premiere recording of the
1995 Festival commission, Torniko
Kohjiba's The 'Transmigration of the Soul
(see January 1996, Vol.19 No.1, p.132).
We were pleased, therefore, to be asked
1To obtain Frstival or any of the eight other Starophile
recordings, call (800) 358-6274 for credit-card orders, or see
the advertisement on the opposite page.
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back by the Festival in 1996. Once
again we have produced aCD of live
recordings, Serenade (STPH009-2), which
features chamber works by Mozart, Brahms,
and Dvorák. Now read on...
Capturing the Festival sound
For weeks after recording the 1996 Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival performances, JA and I
discussed the information we wanted to include
in this year's liner notes. "You know, Wes,"
John observed, "you can't describe us setting
if
up the gear again —you did that last year."
"True, but people will want to know where
we placed the microphones. This year, Ithought we
tdescribe your recording philosophy in greater detail."
tseems too much like making abig deal out of
myself. I'm English—not done, you know."
91

"Well, Ifind it fascinating, and I'm sure that other people
gy that's available to produce aCD that is as professional, as
will as well. You know, Iget areal kick out of our discussions
tidy, and as comforting as a studio multitrack session.
concerning technique, philosophy, and the performances we
Nevertheless, it still is, as far as we can make it, an accurate
recorded. If only we could capture some of that feeling ..."
documentary of what actually happened in the concert hall.
"Maybe we could record one of those bull-sessions and
Phillips: But you're not above editing out an obvious clinker?
edit out the boring stuff?"
"Great idea! But Isuspect that alot of readers will recog,
nize it as atransparent attempt to get out of writing something new. That's hard work, you know."
"How could anyone suspect us of that?"
So, in late September, JA took abreak from time-synching
the performance tapes and allowed me to interview him
on awide range of subjects, including his
recording practices, philosophy, and
l‘à
why one should always hearten
Iwant to
horn players —this last afar cry
from Richard Strauss's admonipreserve the live event
tion, "Never look at the brass ...
in adocumentary manner.
it only encourages them." My
first question was to ask John when
he first got interested in recording.
4lbj

John Atkinson: I've been making recordings since the
mid-'60s, initially as an adjunct to my musical activities.
was playing bass guitar in bands, playing violin in the youth
orchestra; my mother bought me amono Grundig tube tape
recorder because Iwanted to document what Iwas doing.
Wes Phillips: When did you begin to try to record performances it
the most direct and natural way?
Aticinson: Not for along time. When Igave up my scientific career in 1972 to become aprofessional musician, Idid
alot of session work and, as aresult, got very familiar both
with multitrack studios and with the whole process of producing arecord. But it wasn't until the end of the '70s, when
my active musical life was fading out — basically as aresult
of the magazine Iwas working for taking too much of my
time —that Istarted recording other people without my
participating as amusician.
Phillips: It seems that, in the course of making the Stereophile
recordings, you've been refining one particular recording philosophy
Atkinson: Recording classical music splits into two
opposed philosophies. One is a documentary approach
where the engineer captures as transparently and with as
high aquality as possible the original sound and the image
of the musicians. This involves using as few microphones as
possible — ideally, just two. The other parallels rock-music
production, where the engineers and producers use perhaps
amicrophone on every instrument and all the facilities of a
multitrack studio to try to assemble arecorded sound that
never actually existed in real life.
Iwant to preserve the live event in adocumentary manner.
The sound of an orchestra, or even the sound of asolo
instrument like the piano, is so complex in its relationship to
the sound of the hall in which it plays, that you cannot chop
it into small pieces, then expect to put it all back together
again with any degree of success. But if you adopt the documentary approach to capturing live sound, you then can
have agood chance of not only re-creating the sonic image
of the musicians, but also the feeling that the listener is actually in the hall where the performance took place. This is
something that audiophiles pay alot of money to obtain. But
on the recordings they buy, alot of the time the necessary
information just isn't there.
You could say that I'm apurist in that Itry to achieve that
goal, but at the same time, to use all the modern technolo92
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The banners of the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival fly high outside
St. Francis Auditorium.
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DIA-FI
YOUR M USIC
ACURUS DIA 100 M ARK II
The world's only Direct Input Amplifier.
All the gain of an amp/preamp combination acheived with
only asingle gain block between your source and your loudspeakers.
The closest man has come to "The Holy Grail of Audio"— astraight wire with gain!

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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DIGITAL

PH>0

UNE

UNE 2

TOPE 1

re 2

•

INPUT SELECTORS

• MOS-FET LINE
DRIVERS
• REMOTE DC
POWER SUPPLY
• DC COUPLED with
SERVO CONTROL

Model

• AUTO and
MANUAL MUTE

• ULTRA LOW
DISTORTION and NOISE

Stereo Preamplifier

SPECTACULAR SOUNDSTAGE!

By replacing the conventional Rotary Switch with
Analog Transmission Gates for input selection,
we have done far more than improve reliability.
We have accomplished a significant sonic
improvement, because Electronic Switching
avoids bringing all inputs from both channels into
close proximity, which reduces Crosstalk and
vastly improves Channel Separation (greater
than 100dB).
The result is a remarkably open and broad
Soundstage
with
Superb
Accuracy
and
Breathtaking Depth!
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DIGITAL INPUTS Yes the 940 can be

configured with Direct Digital inputs, with the
optional 20-bit, 8 times oversampling DAC
module, providing both coax and optic inputs.
This is the same converter module which is the
heart of our highly acclaimed models 800 and
900 off board DACs.
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Atkinson: Oh, no. Because musicians are human. They do
drop clams every now and again. Idon't think it serves any
purpose to preserve those for all eternity. But the better the
musicians you have and the better the performances you're
working with, the less editing has to be done. We have been
very lucky with recording the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival, both with the 1995 recording [released as Festival],
and with this one, in that the musicians are all superb technicians. Julie Landsman, for example, the horn soloist on the
Brahms Horn Trio, is just unbelievably secure in her mastery
of an instrument that is extraordinarily hard to play, even for
professionals, with the consistent perfection demanded by
recordings. In the chapter on the horn in his 1981 book
Anatomy ofthe Orchestra [Faber & Faber, ISBN 0-571-11552-7],
for example, the English conductor Norman Del Mar wrote
IT
[pp261-262]: "The constant bogey of cracked (or split) notes
... is an agelong subject of controversy and cause of distress.... It is important to recognize that fluffing need not be
* e
;
4$ 1 •
the result of faulty technique but may afflict even the greatest
4
ir
virtuoso on account of atmospheric or acoustic circumstances
or the slightest untoward distraction ...
"Indeed, an overcareful hornist is an
r
Music is made
anathema to his section and his
orchestra. The very psychology
by human beings, who breathe,
that aims to steer clear of trouble through caution will rob
who have to turn over pages
him of his bravura, the sense of
musical line and the extravert
of the music.
spirit, which has ever marked the
greatest players, as well as landing him
sooner or later into the very fallibility he so
assiduously aims to avoid." On this CD Julie has that essential bravura — listen to her horn calls at the end of the
Brahms, for example, or the triumphant triplets at the end of
the Dvorák.
One thing that complicates these Festival recordings is
they are of live concerts. Aproblem some listeners have with
11
the documentary philosophy of recording classical music is
that it preserves nonmusical sounds that are still part of the
live experience. Music is made by human beings, who
breathe, who have to turn over pages of the music. You can
hear intakes of breath before abig climax. Some musicians
even sing while they play — the late Glenn Gould was notorious for this, as is pianist Keith Jarrett. And even Robert
Silverman can be faintly heard crooning at times on
Stereophilds 1996 Liszt Piano Sonata CD [STPH008-2].
With woodwind instruments — oboes, clarinets, flutes, and
bassoons — the keys can clatter, breath sometimes escapes
from around the reed. In abig orchestra, these things are
often masked by other instruments. But with the dark-hued
scoring of the Dvorák Serenade, they do stand out. Itend
not to be bothered by these things; they are, after all, associated with the human side of live music making.
Phillips: But during the recording we lived in terror ofcoughingfits.
t
—
Atkinson: Idraw the line at coughing. Even though Erich
'Meticulous to the point of obsessiveness"— everything gets written down
Vollmer, the Festival's Executive Director, warned the audion the score!
ence before every concert that we were recording and could
they please not cough and sneeze at least until either the
It was only when the noise was really obtrusive that we
loud passages or between movements, there are always peotried to do something about it. On last year's recording, for
ple who cough at the worst possible times — in the pause
example, we had awoman in the audience one night who
just before acadence or during avery quiet passage. Alot of
was rattling her jewelry. As chance would have it, she was
the editing we do is to work around problems like this. But
sitting right underneath one of the omnis! Actually I
if it's just asound of aquiet audience noise, I'm not going to
shouldn't say this, but the very quiet sound of her jewelry is
be bothered about it because it helps to preserve the illusion
there during quite alot of one of the works on Festival. It was
of being there.
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just listen
Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to a
weekend getaway at arejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your
home for one of those "quiet as a recording studio" motor cars you've
seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the
sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...
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Phillips: What microphones did you use?
Atkinson: Iused the same four microphones this year as in
1995, all from the Danish company, Brüel & Kjaer. Iuse two
SERENADE:
mikes with an omnidirectional pickup pattern and two with
The Best of the Santa Fe Chamber
adirectional, cardioid pattern. Each mike feeds its own preMusic Festival (7027)
amplifier, the output of which is recorded on one track of a
The Santa Fe Chamber Music &star'« with Artistic Director
four-track Nagra-D digital tape recorder.
liciichiro Ohyama, recorded live in conceit
But with astereo recording, just as important as the choice
of microphones —if not more important —is how to use
WA. Mozart: Flute Quartet in D, K.285 (14:10)
them. My starting point is this: Theoretically there is really
Carol Wincenc, flute; Yasushi Toyoshima, violin;
only one way of capturing astereo image —a sonic picture of
Michelle Kim, viola; Peter Wyridc, cello
where every musician, every soundsource is on astage —and
11 Allegro
have it correctly reproduced when it is played back over a
2 Adagio
pair of loudspeakers. You have to use acoincident technique,
3 Rondeau
ideally with apair of figure-8 microphones, one mounted
vertically above the other and crossed at right angles. (A figJohannes Brahms: Horn Trio in E-Flat, Op.40
ure-8 mike captures sound equally to its front and rear but it
(2920)
doesn't capture any sound to its sides.) This configuration is
Julie Landsman, horn; Sheryl Staples, violin; Max
called "Blumlein" miking, as it was first devised by the
Levinson, piano
English engineer Alan Blumlein in the early 1930s.
4 Andante
However, while it's true that when you play back that
5 Scherzo
Blumlein-miked stereo recording over loudspeakers, you'll
6 Adagio mesto
hear the sound of each musician coming from the right
7 Finale: Allegro con brio
place in space, coincident techniques are generally not so
good at capturing the actual sounds, the tonal colors of the
Antonin Dvorák: Serenade in dfor Winds & Strings,
instruments. Figure-8 mikes tend not to have full bass
Op.44 (25:37)
response, and depending on which microphones you use
Allan Vogel, Ellen Sherman, oboes; Franklin Cohen,
from which manufacturers, they won't preserve their theoSheryl Renk, clarinets; Lynette Dien Cohen, Sue
retical figure-8 pattern at all frequencies. As aresult,
Heineman, bassoons; Cheryl Kelley, contrabasat some frequencies, particularly in the bass,
soon; Julie Landsman, Barbara Jóstlein,
the image will collapse to mono.
Julie Pilant, horns; Peter Wyrick,
When you listen to live classical
cello; Madi Danilow, double bass;
A stereo recording can't
music, there's this wonderful feelHeiichiro Ohyama, conductor
ing of being there This basically
[81 Moderato, quasi marria
really immerse you in sound
comes from the fact that the
[
9] Minuetto(Tempo di
sound approaches you from all
minuetto)
coming from all directions, but
directions, immersing you in
Andante con moto
the reverberant field. A stereo
[11] Finale (Allegro moho)
feel that it should capture some
recording can't really immerse
of that sense of bloom.
you in sound coming from all
directions, but Ifeel that it should caphave the sound of the quiet hall. The
ture some of that sense of bloom.
music therefore appears out of the natural
ambience of the hall; it doesn't burst forth from a
disturbingly dead-silent, digital-black background.
Phillips: Let's talk about some of the other decisions that you made.
Atkinson: After the hall, the next important decision is
400t,
what microphones to use. There are literally hundreds of different microphones you can use — different-shape pickup
patterns, all from different manufacturers —any will be the
best mike to use under some circumstance in some halls
Mural
with some kinds of music, but will not be suitable in others.
You then have the decision of how to use those microphones, and there are many competing philosophies of how
to use microphones.
Then there's the choice of the other equipment you use
— the mike preamp, the cable, the A/D converter, the
recorder —all of these will affect the sound one way or
another. There's the choice of the editing system you use. If
you're using more than asingle pair of microphones, there
are all the choices you make when you mix-down the multiple microphone signals to just two stereo tracks. And even,
it now appears, the mastering process for the CD changes
the sound. And until you get that test pressing back from the
CD plant, you actually don't know whether you got all
Fig.1
Microphone positioning used for this recording.
those decisions right or not.
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be quite along way away from asound source, but you can
zoom in on it and hear it as though you were closer to it.
Microphones can't do that. If you have microphones at ear
level, you get too much of awide-angle perspective of the
soundstage. The instruments that are at the back of the stage
sound too far away and the instruments at the front of the
stage sound too close.
So by moving the mikes up in an arc over the musicians
so that they're looking down on the stage, you're reducing
the relative differences in distance between the microphones
and the musicians. As aresult, you tend to get amore even
balance. The instruments at the back, such as the bassoons in
the Dvorák Serenade on this recording, don't sound too
much farther away than the oboes and the clarinets, which
are at the front of the stage. So you get amusical balance that
better reflects reality, even though you're having to distort
that reality alittle bit by moving your microphones up, into
aposition where no one would listen to an orchestra.
The downside of that is that instruments produce somewhat different tonal balances when you're above them than
they do when you're in front of them. Ithink that is what
people object to — that the instruments sound alittle differHeiichiro Ohyama
ent tonally from what they used to when the mikes are high.
But it's one of those things where there really is no right way
eiidriro Ohyama played viola with the Santa Fe
of doing it.
Chamber Music Festival from 1977 to 1985,
Phillips: Do you think your sound this year will be substantially
where, in 1992, he became artistic director. He
derentfrom that of last year?
also holds appointments as: Artistic Director of La Jolla
Atkinson: I've made afew changes. Last year Iran very long
SurnmerFest; Music Director of the Cayuga Chamber
microphone cables all the way to the digital recorder in the
Orchestra in Ithaca, New York, the Santa Barbara
back room. Iused the Nagra recorder's built-in microphone
Chamber Orchestra, and the Japan America Symphony
preamplifiers and analog,/digital converters (ADCs) for all
Orchestra of Los Angeles; Principal Conductor of the
four channels. This time [fig.2] Iput amicrophone preamp,
Roundtop Music Festival in Texas; and Director of
avery low-noise, very transparent-sounding tube design from
Conducting and Orchestra Programs and Professor of
Fred Forssell on-stage as close as Icould to the cardioid pait
Music at the University of C2lifornia, Santa Barbara.
The two-channel output of the mike preamp was immediMr. Ohyama studied in Japan, England, and at Indiana
ately converted to digital using the Manley 20-bit ADC.
University. In 1979 he was named principal violist of
(The Manley and the Forssell were housed in an Anvil case
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, apost he held until
together with arack-mount Power Wedge line condi199L In 1986 André Previn appointed him assistant
tioner.) Ithen ran the digital signal the long
conductor of the Los Angeles Phildistance to the back room, where we
harmonic, aposition he held until
had set up the recorder, reclocking
1990. He has made conducting
Microphones tend
it at the Nagra's channel-1/2
debuts with the Milwaukee
not to pick up sound in
AES/EBU data input using a
Chamber Orchestra and the
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
New York Chamber Symthe same way that
This way Ihope I've got an even
phony at the 92nd Street Y.
more transparent sound on the
the ear does.
main cardioid pair. The onmis still
ran analog all the way to the recorder,
ally use microphone stands, which are
though the Nagra's channel-3/4 ADCs were
easily moved around, because they interfere
slaved to the Manley to ensure synchronization between all
with the audience's sight lines. So we hang the microfour channels.
phones from the ceiling of the auditorium and tie them back
All the editing of the performance tapes was done with
to the balcony with 70-80 feet of monofilarnent fishing line.
24-bit resolution to preserve as much of the original quality
We can change their distance from the musicians by pulling
as possible. But once Heiichiro Ohyama and Ihad assemthem backward and forward. But you basically have to get the
bled amaster edit list for the CD, Ihad to decide how to
position within afew feet or so right from the outset.
reduce that 24-bit data to the 16 bits mandated by the
Phillips: Some audiophiles hold that suspending the mikes from
Compact Disc Standard. Simply dumping the output of the
above lends an unnatural perspective to the event. Yet I've never been
Sonic Solutions hard disks to DAT or CD-R, thereby trunable to get much ofasense ofheight paspectivefrom recordings Iknow
cating each digital word from 24 to 16 bits, both reduced the
were done that way.
sense of recorded space and added afeeling of "digititis." I
Atkinson: Well, Ithink it's not so much amatter of height
therefore redithered the data to 16 bits when Iprepared the
perspective. When you're looking for the best position for
master using the Meridian 518 Mastering Converter that we
the microphones, you have aproblem in that microphones
used for the Festival CD. This uses aMotorola DSP56002
tend not to pick up sound in the same way that the ear does.
digital signal processing chip to manipulate digital data in
The human ear — it has acomputer attached to it in the
real time. The input and output data word lengths can be
form of the brain — has almost azoom capability. You may
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in the here and now. 1,
Harry Pearson,
The Absolute Sound Magazine
Issue 107, 1996

1-800-474-1646

MAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

in their mid-20s when they gave this performance, Sheryl
independently selected; pre-emphasis or gain can be added
and Max both reached deep inside the piece...
if the operator so wishes; and, most important, the 518
Phillips: AndJulie's amonster player, one who's criminally underapplies achoice of noise-shaping curves to the music data.
recorded in chamber repertory. Fm proud that we're releasing this
By shifting quantizing noise up to the inaudible 20kHz
recording.
region as it reduces the output word length, it preserves as
Atkinson: Basically, that's what recording is all about to me.
much as possible of the original's resolution in the midrange.
It's aprivilege to be able to record superb musicians like
Using the Meridian's noise-shaping algorithm when we
Carol Wmcenc, like Sheryl Staples, like Julie Landsman —
downloaded the 24-bit master to a16-bit CD-R gave a
like the entire Festival Ensemble — and have them sounding
noticeable improvement in air, space, and overall palpability.
on aCD just as they sounded in the concert hall.
Phillips: I
find it fascinating that the key to preserving aspontaPhillips: That's awrap!
neous, ephemeral event is to be meticulous to the point ofobsessiveness.
Atkinson: Well, in asense, making aone-off recording of
The Music
classical music, or of jazz, or of any acoustic live music, is
easy. [laughs] All you do is pick the right hall, the right microWolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
phones, the right place to put those microphones, and the
right way to use them, and record them on the best recorder
Flute Quartet in D Major, K.285 (1777)
you have access to, and you will have amagical-sounding
recording. However, when you're spending somebody else's
ozart completed the last of aset of six string guartets (the one in d, K.173) in 1773 and was not to
money, making recordings that you're going to sell to peowrite another for 10 years. The decade, though,
ple, you're forced to be anal-retentive and document everywasn't exactly wasted: The developing genius produced
thing you do in minute detail. You really need to be comoperas, liturgical works, symphonies, and the bulk of his
pletely covered.
piano-violin repertory. He also tried his hand at variants of
Recording is dominated by Murphy's Law: "If anything
the string quartet form — the oboe quartet, for example, and
can go wrong, it will." And when it does go wrong, you don't
the four works in which aflute supplants the first violin.
want to have to start from scratch. You know in minute
The three works comprising K.285 —the quartets in D,
detail what you did, so you can do it again. And when you
G, and C— were all composed at Mannheim in December
have, as we did, two different performances and asound
1777, in partial fulfillment of acommission arranged by flutist
check on tape for each work, from which we're going to
Johann Baptist Wendling, to be financed by awealthy Dutch
construct the best performance in the editing, everything
amateur, De Jean (or Dechamps), one of Mozart's pupils in
must be the same for every one of those three occasions.
dioroughbass. An additional work in A, IC298,
Sound engineering may be an art, but if you're
was penned in June of the following year
going to do something more than once,
— asort of afterthought to the series.
it also has to be ascience.
(French musicologist Georges de
One of the things I was
sdominated
Recording i
Saint-Foix conjectured in 1939
pleased with was the way the
that the work in A was comrecorded soundstage expands
by Murphy's Law: "If anything
posed nearly adecade later than
between the three works on
had been assumed. Though this
the CD. On the opener, the
can go wr ong, it
can be disregarded as arrant nonMozart, the flute is positioned
sense, here is not the place to dispute
just to the left of center with the
his astonishing "evidence!)
string trio covering the center and just to
While it cannot be denied that the four flute
the right of center. Which is how it should be,
quartets are essentially graceful pièces d'ouasion (has any finer
it's an intimate work. For the Brahms, violinist Sheryl
"light" music ever come to fruition?), each offers aunique
Staples is alittle farther to the left than the flute had been in
insight into Mozart's evolving style —a sort of transitional
the Mozart, while the horn is about the same distance to the
link between his juvenik efforts, which (like the early Haydn
right of center. Max's Steinway extends from center stage to
quartets) are essentially solo efforts accompanied by the three
the right speaker. For the third work, the Dvorak, the
lower instruments, and the mature masterpieces, in which all
ensemble extends from far left — the oboes — to far right,
the protagonists converse as equals. This stylistic trait is hardthe double bass. The dynamics also expand in asimilar manly asurprising discovery: Indeed, in matters quite apart from
ner. The Mozart cruises at about -15dBFS, the Brahms is a
music, at the time of composition Mozart was undergoing
little louder (as well as being more richly scored), with peaks
emotional and financial upheaval on all fronts.
that reach -3dBFS, while the climaxes in the Dvorak reach
The 21-year-old composer had until then lived under the
just three LSBs beneath OdBFS, the highest possible level on
protective aegis of the Salzburg Archbishop Colleredo, from
aCD. These levels accurately reflect the live sound pressure
all reports apretty nasty fellow, and one whose musically reaclevels, which Imonitored during the rehearsals.
tionary outlook obviously spelled future trouble and no great
Phillips: For one work on this CD, we went back to the 1995
financial rewards. Wolfgang and his father, Leopold, humbly
Festival
petitioned for leaves of absence so that each could cast about
Atkinson: It was afabulous performance of the Brahms
for abetter (or at least more lucrative) position elsewhere.
Trio for Horn, Violin, and Piano, with Julie Landsman,
C,olleredo initially replied in the negative, but when the
Sheryl Staples, and Max Levinson. We didn't use it for the
request was incessantly repeated he shrewdly dismissed the
Festival CD because it just didn't fit the rest of the program.
son from his employ with acurt "Permission to seek his forBut when it became apparent that we wouldn't be able to
tune elsewhere," meanwhile retaining the father as quasiuse one of the works we had recorded for the 1996 CD, that
hostage. An unhappy postscript is that the expedition proved
gave us the opportunity to use the Brahms. And Imust say
unfruitful; Mozart's mother died suddenly in Paris; he was
I'm very happy we had that opportunity. Despite being only
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The Soloists

Carol lAincenc

Julie Landsman

Sheryl Staples

Chamber Orchestra. A graduate of
arol Wincenc has had flute concertos written for her by some of Juilliard and arecipient of aNaumburg
Scholarship, prior to her appointment
today's most prominent comto the Met in 1985 she was co-principal
posers. In April 1996 she premiered
horn of the Houston Symphony and
Tobias Picker's The Rain in the Trees with
principal horn of the St. Paul Chamber
soprano Barbara Hendricks and the
Orchestra. Her recording credits
Pittsburgh Symphony. In 1995 she premiered a concerto by 1993 Pulitzer indude performances with the NYP
and Orpheus Chamber Orchestra and
Prize winner Christopher Rouse with
an appearance as horn soloist on the
the Detroit Symphony, and then gave
the US premiere of Henryk Góredci's Wagner Ring c-yde recordings with
Concerto Cantata with the Chicago James Levine and the Met Orchestra.
Symphony, a work she subsequently As well as the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival, Ms. Landsman has participated
performed in London, Amsterdam,
in the Marlboro Music Festival, La Jolla
France, and Poland. Ms. Wmcenc has
Sturunerfest, and the Sarasota Festival,
given over 50 performances of Lukas
Foss's Renaissance Centre°. For Valen- and is on the faculty of the Aspen
tine's Day, 1996, she premiered 10 short Music School. A faculty member of the
"valentines" written for her by GOrecki, Juilliard School since 1989, she has also
taught at the University of Houston
Peter Schickele, Michael Tork, and othand Rice University.
ers at aNew York recital. Ms. Wincenc
Sheryl Staples is currently associate
created and directed aseries of international flute festivals in St. Paul and New concertmaster of The Cleveland
Orchestra, and was formerly concertYork. She has appeared with the
master of the Pacific Symphony, Santa
London, St. Louis, and Atlanta
Symphony Orchestras, the English, Barbara Chamber orchestra, and Asia
Stuttgart, and St. Paul Chamber Or- America Symphony. Ms. Staples has
chestras, and has recorded for None- performed nationally and abroad in
recital and as aviolin soloist with the
such, New World, and Deutsche
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Cleveland
Grarnmophon, as well as appearing on
Orchestra, San Diego Symphony, and
Stereophilds 1995 Festival CD.
Julie Landsman is principal horn of Louisiana Philharmonic. An active
chamber musician, she has participatthe Metropolitan Opera Orchestra,
and appears regularly with the New ed at the La Jolla Summerfest, Sarasota
York Philharmonic and the Orpheus Music, Mainly Mozart, and Roundtop
C

spurned in love by the beautiful but frivolous singer Aloysia
Weber, and eventually he had to come crawling back to the
Archbishop — which must have pleased the "protector"
immensely. Their relationship became increasingly strained,
and ended with sudden and dramatic finality afew years later.
Two points are worth clearing up vis-à-vis the flute quartets. Posterity has dealt harshly with De Jean/Dechamps,
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Max Levinson

festivals, in addition to the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival. Sheryl
Staples has taught at the University of
Southern California and the R.D.
Colbum School, after graduating from
both institutions as astudent of Robert
Lipsett
Max Levinson is 24 but he has performed as soloist with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic and the Boston Pops,
and in cities throughout the US,
Europe, and Japan. He has been heard
frequently on National Public Radio,
where he was featured on Performance
Today, the nationally broadcast Dame
Myra Hess Concert Series, and the
internationally broadcast A Note to You.
Mr. Levinson is a winner of the
Coleman Chamber Music Competition and the Performers of
Connecticut Young Artists Competition, and was awarded the Bruce
Hungerford Memorial Prize at the
1992 Young Concert Artists International Auditions. The recipient of a
grant from the Presser Foundation, he
was named 1994's Best Emerging
Artist by the Boston Globe. Mt
Levinson earned the Artist Diploma
from the New England Conservatory,
where he studied with Patricia Zander.
He received his undergraduate degree
in English literature from Harvard and
currently serves as Artist-in-Residence
at Harvard's Lowell House.

since he allegedly paid Mozart only 96 gulden instead of the
promised 200. Leopold Mozart's letter to his son of
February 23, 1778, ought to offer partial explanation: "And
so Iwas right again — And you received only 96 instead of
200 gulden? —Why? —Because you supplied him with
only 2concertos and only 3quartets! — How MANY, then,
were you supposed to write for him, since he refused to pay
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The Festival artists pedo m the Dvorak Serenade

you more than half the sum? — Why did you tell me alie,
that you were only expected to make him three small easy
little concertos and acouple of quartets? — Why did you not
heed me when Iexplicitly wrote you must first of all, and as
soon as possible, serve that gentleman. Why? So that you
could be sure of getting those 200 gulden, for Iknow
human nature better than you do." And, indeed, there is evidence that Mozart did procrastinate in writing these pieces,
and that De Jean/Dechamps was annoyed.
All of which brings me to the second point: Rather too
much fuss has been made over Mozart's alleged dislike of
the flute as amusical instrument. The source for that allegation may be traced, coincidentally, to the very letter that precipitated the fatherly scolding quoted above. On February
14, 1778, Mozart had written to his father the following
defensive outpouring: "Mr. De Jean, who leaves tomorrow
for Paris, paid me only 96 gulden (an error of 44 gulden, or
it would have made just half the promised amount), for I
only completed two concertos and three quartets. But he'll
have to pay me in full, because I've arranged it with
Wendling that Ishall have the rest sent after him. It is only
natural that Icouldn't get it done. Idon't have amoment's
quiet here. Ican only write at night, and so Ican't get up
early, too. And, besides, one is not always inclined to work.
Of course, Icould scribble away all day long, but these
things do get out into the world and Idon't wish to have my
name appearing on them. Furthermore, as you know, Isoon
grow weary of having to write for the same instrument (one
Ican't abide, at that)." My guess is that Mozart (who had
been nagged by his father to finish the job and now had to
acknowledge that his parent had been right — never easy for
any child) made the flute aconvenient scapegoat.
The D-major Quartet, unlike its two Koechel-mates, is in
three rather than two movements. The opening Allegro is a
sparkling affair in typical sonata format. The flute is fairly
important there, but it is truly spotlit in the central Adagio —
along-breathed aria accompanied by plucked string. The
analogy with Gluck's celebrated "Dance of the Blessed
Spirits" from Act II of 01e-o ed Euridice is almost too obvious
for words. This movement leads to ahalf-scampering, halfgalloping Rondeau. The heavy conclusion provides all four
players with achance for brilliant display. Particularly noteworthy is the humorous dialog between flute and viola in the
movement's "C" section — the two reversing their respective
roles in the second half of that episode.
—Eric Bromberger2
Stereophile, January 1997

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Trio in E-Flat Major for Piano,
Violin, and Horn, Op.40 (1865)

B

rahms spent the summer of 1865 in the little town of
Lichtenthal in the Black Forest near Baden-Baden.
Lichtenthal was home to aflourishing artists' colony,
and Brahms, surrounded by congenial friends, could indulge
his passion for long walks through the woods. He had aspecial reason to seek the solitude of the forests: His mother had
died on January 31 of that year, and he was still coming to
terms with the loss. The Horn Trio, composed that summer,
was intended at least in part as amemorial to his mother
The beautiful slow movement contains aquotation from the
Rhenish folksong "In den Weiden steht ein Haus" ("In the
Willows Stands aHouse"), an evocation of happy childhood
memories.
The lovely and peaceful forest setting seems to have had
aprofound effect on the Horn Trio. Brahms said that the
opening theme came to him during awalk along wooded
heights among fir trees, and many have noted the calm,
almost pastoral nature of this music. The Horn Trio is not so
much elegiac, though, as reflective and commemorative;
Brahms observed the death of his mother not by wearing his
heart on his sleeve but by writing gentle and beautiful
music.
The opening movement is remarkable for not being in
sonata form. Aware that sonata form would bring atype of
musical drama alien to the spirit of this trio, Brahms instead
cast it in rondo form: The opening Andante episode occurs
three times, separated by aslightly quicker section marked
Poco più animato. The calm beginning, the section that came to
Brahms on his walk through the woods, has drawn special
praise: American composer Daniel Gregory Mason called it a
sort of symbol of all that is most romantic in music. Brahms
specifies that he wants this opening section played dolce, espressivo, and it alternates with the violin's surging, rising line of the
Poco più animato before the movement comes to aquiet close.
By contrast, the boisterous Scherzo flies along on resounding
triplets. Its brief trio section, in the unusual key of A-flat
2Eric Bromberger received his Ph.D. in American Literature from UCLA and has
taught at Bates College and San Diego State University. Since 1983 he has been pmgram annotator for the La Jolla Chamber Music Society. A violinist in the La Jolla
Symphony, he writes for anumber of musical organizations and performing groups
and has written liner notes for the Koch International, Hamionia Mundi, and
Teldec record labels.
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Brahms was right on the mark; the work captures an outminor, features along duet for violin and horn.
doorsy feeling in athoroughly nonspecific way, and if we
Brahms gave the third movement the unusual marking
could not identify with any certainty whether Dvorák had
Adagio mesto (slow, sad), and the piano's rolled chords at the
quoted any indigenous melodies, we would still feel certain
very beginning set the mood for this somber and grieving
that this music is part and parcel of the Bohemian region.
music. Again, violin and horn trade expressive melodic lines,
And, like Mozart's works in this genre acentury before, the
and the music rises to aclimax marked passionata, where viotitle "Serenade" belies the compelling you-must-sit-up-andlin and horn soar high above the piano accompaniment
listen beauty of the piece. Dvorák's choices of instrumentabefore the music drifts into silence.
tion result in adark, burnished sound that seems to create a
The concluding Allegro con brio has struck many as the
sonic woodland. The absence of flutes makes the sonority all
most hornlike of the movements, for it is built on abrilliant
the more deep and throaty, but no less so than the addition
6/8 meter reminiscent of hunting-horn calls. Brahms has
of asingle cello and bass to anchor the two bassoons and
prepared the way for this movement by quietly inserting, at
contrabassoon.
avery slow tempo, the shape of its main theme in the slow
The opening Moderato, quasi marcia is based on the kind of
movement. The finale seems never to slow down, never to
march that traveling bands employed to announce their
lose its energy, and the Horn Trio rushes to its close in a
arrival in avillage, with amiddle section that contrasts a
blaze of color and excitement.
flowing melody with the returning march. The second
Brahms originally wrote the trio for the Waldhorn, or natmovement is marked Minuetto (Tempo di minuetto), and while
ural horn, the precursor of the modern valved French horn.
the main section has that kind of stateliness to it, the melody
The player had to use his lips or stop the bell with his hand
begins with arhythmic inflection that clearly hints at a
to generate each note. It was an extremely difficult instrufolksy origin. In fact, the movement is modment to play accurately, and virtually every
eled after a sousedská or "neighbor's
performance today, including the one on
dance," amore sedate alternative for
this CD, uses the valved horn.
the older folk no longer inclined
Recognizing that the unusual comThe title "Serenade"
to stomp out the finiants Dvorák
bination of piano, violin, and
often used in place of scherzo
horn might result in few perforbelies the compelling
movements.
mances, Brahms made arrangeThe Andante con moto is a
ments of the trio that substituted
you-must-sit-up-and-listen
slow movement that immediviola or cello for the horn. But
ately reminds us that Dvorák
beauty of the piece.
these versions are almost never
ranks with Schubert and anyone
played today; the music may suit the
else you care to name when it comes
substitute instruments' range, but not
to vying for the title of greatest melodist. In
their temperaments, for the trio takes much
this case the sublime tune unfolds first against a
of its character from the rich and noble sonority of
pulsing syncopation; later it is propelled by downward scales
the French horn.
of sixteenth notes. The Finale (Allegro molto) fairly explodes
—Eric Bromberger
with energy, achieving anear-orchestral power at times,
until areturn of the opening march hints that the little band
must go on to the next town.
Antonin Dvorák (1841-1904)

Serenade for Winds and Strings in D-minor,
OpA4 (/878)

F

ew composers have emerged from humbler circumstances than Dvorák — the son of an innkeeper who
kept abutcher shop, and at one point apprenticed his
son. Fortunately the young Antonin's musical talent not
only had been apparent from ayoung age, but his simple
parents saw the wisdom in nurturing its development.
Fortunate for posterity as well, the maturing composer recognized adeep artistic wisdom: Shaking off the infectious
Wagner bug sweeping musical Europe, Dvorák trusted his
instincts to mine the rich melodic treasures of his own country for lifelong inspiration.
The Serenade, Op.44 dates from just after the time
Dvorák's early works had become known to the most influential critic of the day, Eduard Hanslick —and, more important, to Johannes Brahms, who was catalytic in linking the
obscure Dvorák to Braluns's own publisher; Simrock. The
Serenade fits the stereotype of having been created in afit of
inspiration, composed entirely in two weeks in January
1878. Brahms wrote to his close friend, the preeminent violinist Joseph Joachim: "A more lovely, refreshing impression
of real, rich and charming creative talent you can't easily
have ... Ithink it must be apleasure for the wind players!"
Stereophile, January 1997

—Eric Bromberger

Cover image
Ile untitled oil painting by Nils Hogner (see p.00) is one of
three paintings in display in the Music Building at Eastern
New Mexico University, Portales, New Mexico. Courtesy
of Treasures on New Mexico Trails, compiled and edited by
Kathryn A. Flynn and published by Sunstone Press and
New Mexico State Historic Preservation Division, Office of
Cultural Affairs. This painting is also available as aposter, the
second in aSanta Fe Chamber Music Festival series celebrating New Deal and Works Progress Administration
(WPA) art created in New Mexico in the 1930s and 1940s.
Notes on the sound
No compression was used in the production of Serenade. For
those listeners with sound-pressure-level meters, -20dBFS
corresponds to apeak spl at the microphone position of
86dB. If you set your volume control so that the opening of
the Mozart Flute Quartet generates apeak level of 91dB at
your listening position, the playback level will be pretty
much the same as that in the St. Francis Auditorium where
the recording was made. Many listeners will find this too
loud. And the climax at the end of the Dvorák will drive
low-powered amplifiers into clipping!
Serenade costs $15.95 plus $3.50 S&H. See the advertisement on p.90 for details of how to order it. Enjoy!
S
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The Place Where
vCbaLio= Begins
Chip Stern talks to
Mesa Engineering's
Randall Smith
Stereophtle, January 1997

ell, art bohemian, part capitalist, and all boyish enthusiasm, Randall Smith
is arenegade audio designer who revolutionized rock and blues with
his legendary tube guitar amphfier the Mesa Boogie. All tube and all
tone, he's abiker Edison, and perhaps the second most important figure in the history
of guitar amplification. Not to slight Jim Marshall or Hartley Peavey, but when it
conies to amps, Randall Smith plays Miles Davis to Leo Fender's Louis Armstrong.
And now he's made abid to enter the high-end cosmos with his first dedicated audio
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California in 1946, Randall was lucky to come of age under
design — the Mesa Baron reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
the tutelage of adult figures who refused to accept anything less
"One of my main goals was to bring the mondo quality
than his best effort. Randall's mother and sister played piano,
performance and power of ahand-built, dual-mono, alland his dad was first-chair clarinet with the Oaldand
tube amplifier within reach of more people. And while the
Symphony. Abig-band arranger and legit sax player who could
Baron is our flagship, no-compromise power amp, Ididn't
sight-read anything but couldn't improvise alick, Randy's dad
think the market needed another piece coming in at over
employed gentle, methodical discipline to temper his son's
$10,000 — yet that's where many units offering comparable
native intuitions, without snuffing out the boy's creative flame.
power and features are priced."
"My first musical awakening came as akid in the cradle,"
Despite such assertions, Randall Smith is careful not to
Randall recalls. "The old man would take out his tenor and
pick afight or make pejorative judgments about the reignplay, and when he did, something magical happened. My
ing masters of high-end tube design. In fact, he goes out of
memories go all the way back to the smell of the sax and the
bis way to acknowledge the inspiration he's garnered from
saxophone case. I've still got it, and Istill play his horn; it still
hearing the crème de la crème at audiophile shows.
has that same smell — somewhere between cane and mildew.
RandalPs just bringing his own set of paints to show and tell,
The old man started me out on clarinet. Once Isaw all the
and trying to depict asingular sound signature. As the holder
shiny buttons and keys, 'just wanted to wail, but he told me,
of around adozen patents related to tube design, he isn't exact'You're going to learn the open note, B, and when you can
ly anew kid on the block, and sees the transition to High End
play that to my satisfaction, then I'll
as anatural, logical progression.
teach you B-flat.' So he had me play"I don't think it's such aleap for us
ing one note for two weeks — his attibecause it all has to do with music
tude was, If you can't play one note,
and it all has to do with tube amplihow are you going to play alot of
fiers. At some point manufacturing is
them? He forced me to learn the
manufacturing. And what we've
dynamics of anote, and it was all
done for 25 years is hand-build tube
about long tones —which is still the
amps I've designed that use all the
exercise for horn players. You start
parts, tools, and methods we have at
pianissimo, with a clear attack, and
our disposal, so there's no big differbuild up to as forte as you possibly can
ence there. Ithink it would be harder
without vibrato; then put some vibrato go the other way—from High
to on it, and trail it back down to
End to musical instruments [MI]. To
pianissimo. You relax and you breathe
make guitar amplifiers you'd have to
and you listen.
add so much bizarre preamp circuitry,
"He was all into the Zen of getting
then get it and aspeaker to function
your throat open, havreliably in asmall inteMy first
ing alittle smile at the
grated package under
corners of your lips —
the most abusive conold man started me out on clarinet
the pro techniques for
ditions imaginable.
producing a centered
"I'm the empirical
"You're going to learn the open note, B,
tone. He taught me
designer," he explains
that it wasn't about
by way of trying to
and when you can play that to my
playing alot of notes; it
define his musc. "l'in
was about making
satisfaction, Ill teach you B-flat' He had me
step-by-step, try-everymusic and hearing all
thing. I've got my preplaying one note for two weeks.
the elements of asinconceived notions and
gle musical tone and
expectations, but I'm
being able to identify and control them: the attack, decay,
not limited by them —or Itry not to be. And I'm not relucpitch, vibrato, overtones. If you smile — this is especially true
tant to admit that something didn't work. Well, this should
for saxophone and woodwind players — it gives the sound a
have worked out this way, but it didn't. So what's the lesson
kind of alift. The pitch doesn't change, but the emotion does.
there? Iallow myself to be led by intuition. Igo into design
Iremember hearing one of the great singers—it might have
trances. There are so many variables adesigner is juggling
been Sarah Vaughan — and she said, `Yeah, Ilike to play with
simultaneously that you can't think of it as alinear process.
saxophone players who smile.' And Iwent, 'Right on!'
You've got to have aglobal concept of what the product is
because that's what my dad always told me. `You've got to
from the outside to the inside: from the circuit, to the circuit
smile when you play, starting from those muscles just underlayout, to all the components and how everything is mounted
neath your ears. And of course, you bend your knees, rotate
and how it'll be assembled.
your hips forward, and point your butt toward the center of
"I keep trying to refine that vision, getting clearer and
the earth — because that's the place where tone begins.' Is
clearer, focusing in on the vaguest areas. Like, 'I'm not so
that great or what?"
sure about that — well, Ibetter get sure about that!' Ido alot
In 1954 Randall heard the Dave Brubeck Quartet with
of thinking while I'm swimming and just hanging around —
Paul Desmond on ahome-built system with 6L6 tubes and
it's never turned off. Luckily, my wife Susanne understands
a'Carlson enclosure. 'Makin' Time" was aminor blues that
and extends me support whenever she finds me looking
stirred aprofound spiritual connection in Randall, and
slightly glazed."
before he knew it, the boy was gone. He took up alto sax,
Randall Smith's branches extend ever outward into the
frustrating his more staid teachers with his instincts for
worlds of music and high-end audio because his roots in both
improvisation. "Yeah, Iwas the opposite of my dad in that
music and applied technology run deep. Born in Berkeley,
Stereophile, January 1997
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Into the next
moulder takes an enormous
Listep forward with the all new
Series 2000 Previously, remote
controlled preamplifiers suffered
interference from the microprocessor into the audio path.
A fresh approach to preventing this annoyance is Boulder elegant three piece chassis design.
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supply has separate transformers
and regulators for left channel,
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Volume control in
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The new standard in
preamplifier clarity and accuracy
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5y using
oulders new chassis
design and building the audio path
with ten 9935, the 2020
Advance NA Converter has more
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Digital balanced drive to the

01,

The: 2010 Isolated Balanced
Preamplifier LI5e5 optical coupling
between the microprocessor base
and the two audio cases, one
each for left and right To complete the isolation, atriple power

five converters assures the
lowest distortion and noise possible today A unique digital time
advance feature allows speaker
relocation by advancing time in
only one channel.
The Series 2000 Modular
Remote Control operates both
products, expanding as your
system grows.

Boulder Series 2000 È. an
audio perfectionisb dream come true.
2010 Isolated %amplifier $33,000
2020 Advance Converter $32,000
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amonth while Icarved about adozen different things, sharprespect. Iplayed much more by ear. My reading was kind of
ened all his tools, cleaned up the shop, and got to know his
weak, but usually if Iheard something once Icould play it.
family really well. Once Ifinally earned that merit badge, I
Ialways had agood sense of rhythm, and later Itook up
started building amateur radio equipment alongside his son.
drums and played in arock band during my Berkeley days.
"As he learned to trust me, his son and Igot the run of his
Can't really play guitar, though," he chuckles. "Just barely
shop. It was scratch-building stuff right from the get-go: formenough to check out an amp."
ing up the sheet metal and punching all the holes to mount
An ambitious youngster, Randall's single-minded pursuit
tube sockets and transformers. Imade asuccession of differof aBoy Scout merit badge during asummer competition
ent tube transmitters, which actually aren't that far removed
transformed him from Tom Sawyer to Tom Edison. "A
from power amplifiers. There's really alot of similarities,
friend suggested Igo for awoodcarving badge, because that
except that an audio amplifier hooks up to aspeaker and a
would be easiest. So Imade three carvings and took them
radio amplifier hooks up to an antenna. But the vacuum-tube
over to the Merit Badge Counselor's place at the end of a
principles are the same, the construction techniques are the
country road.
same, the power supplies are similar, and the basic concept of
"I couldn't even figure out where the damn entrance was,
conducting the resources of the power supply to another
and Fm banging away at his garage door, when out stepped this
medium are exactly the same — even if the medium isn't.
big, tall cat, adead ringer for Dirty Harry. So right off, Iwas
"Then cars and girls took over. I
nervous. His name was Stan Stilson. I
got aBritish sports car, avery characintroduced myself and handed him
ter-building devotion for akid to
my three wood carvings. He kind of
have, because you have to keep fixglanced at them, then looked at me,
ing it constantly. Iknow that Kevin
and we stepped inside and walked
Hayes [of VAC] had aBritish roadacross the shop floor.
ster, too. Mine was abug-eyed Sprite,
"'Men he turned to me and said,
and it introduced me to the pleasures
'This is aband saw. I'm going to show
of racing around in British sports
you how it works.' He took my three
cars. Ijust got back from avintage
wood carvings and ran 'em through;
race up in Seattle, which was the
turned 'cm around and ran 'em
most fun I've had in the longest time.
through the other way. Then he
Anyway, we're getting off into racing,
looked me straight in the eye and
but all things are connected — it's all
tossed them in the trash barrel.
about vintage engines, vintage rac'That's what Ithink of your work,
ing, vacuum-tube audio, and classic
and therefore, that's what Ithink of
jazz. Not only do they
you. Every time you make
All thi
gines
share archaic origins, but
something, you're leaving
there's some sort of soulbehind arelic of who you
vintage racing, vacuum-tube audio, and
ful interconnect between
were and what your valthem. They stand the test
ues were at the time you
classic jazz. They share archaic origins,
of time and represent true
made that. You're leaving
devotion to one's art
there's some sort of soulful interconnect
behind artifacts. So if you
"My other great mentor
don't care any more than
between them. They stand the test of time
lived just up the street in a
that, you're only cheating
house designed for him by
yourself.'
and represent true devotion to one's art
his friend, Frank Lloyd
"He was right. Here I'd
Wright. Maynard P.
gotten used to goofing off
Buehler made his fortune inventing firearm hardware, had
in school — still getting good grades — and this guy just
the most amazing machine shop, and liked to rebuild his own
busted me. And that's something real important that's missRolls Royce engines. Maynard had abig handlebar mousing in education today. You've got to bust somebody's ego
tache and smoked one of those Meerschaum pipes like
down to about the thickness of an oil stain on the driveway
Sherlock Holmes. I'd show up lugging some parts under my
before they're willing to stop being defensive and actually
arm, and we'd pop the flywheel up on this big old lathe, grind
open up and receive information. I'll tell you, the masteroff half adozen pounds, and make it into real racing stuff."
student relationship ain't what it used to be. Stan Stilson
So, armed with apractical grounding in the arts and techactually did me afavor by making me feel like aworthless
nology, our young beatnik ended up at Berkeley throughout
piece of crap, because he instilled in me areal devotion to
the cultural revolution that started with Mario Savio and the
quality.
Free Speech Movement, got kind of burnt out on the whole
"Stan built control systems for industry, and introduced me
existential coffee-shop scene, and spent his college weekto the whole world of electronics. His crowning creation
ends hopping freights and playing in the rock'n'roll band
during the time Iwas hanging around there was the heating
Martha's Laundry. "That's where my latent electronics taland air-conditioning control console for the Nautilus—the
ents resurfaced. One night the keyboard player's amplifier
first atomic-powered submarine. He fabricated electronic cirblew up — aSurin 200S, which was really just athinly discuitry like agreat visual artist, but with this added dimension
guised Dynaco with alousy preamp. We were totally penof functionality. To me, Stan was like Merlin the Magician,
niless, so Itold him I'd fix it.
and his work represented the crossroads of art and science.
"He showed up the next day looking real nervous, and I
"It turned out that his son was four years older than me
reassured him that Iknew enough not to louse it up. Anyway,
and had just started building some ham radio gear. Because
it was areal easy fix — the usual blown tube and smoked œsishis dad had been so tough on me, Ipractically lived there for
Stereophrie, January 1997
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electrostatic technology to anew
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hear anything for about amonth. Finally Igot acall back
tors — but he was areal LA. guy, amazed at the idea that anyfrom Bob Iverson, their VP of Sales, agreat Midwestern
one could fix such athing. Next day he told me we were
gentlemen and areal slow talker. Well, Igot your letter, and
going to open up amusic store together. 'What do we know
Iread it, and it laid around on my desk, and Iread it three
about amusic store?' Iasked him. `Leave the store front to me,
or four times, and Ididn't know what to think about it, so I
and you just repair stuff. Everybody around here is playing in
took it home and Ishowed it to my wife, because women
bands, and nobody can fix anything." Within ayear, Randall
often have agood sense about these things, and she said,
and Prune Music were servicing amps for the Grateful Dead,
`Show it to your boss — Ithink he might want to gamble on
Jefferson Airplane, Santana, and all the Bay Area bands.
this guy.' So Itook it to him and it sat around on his desk,
Then the guys in Country Joe & the Fish decided to play a
and he couldn't decide whether to pass it on or not. He didjoke on their guitarist, Barry Melton. "'Can you take his
n't feel okay about making adecision, so he took it home to
Fender Princeton and jack it up to some ridiculous level
his wife and she said the same thing, 'Seems like you might
where he'll melt and go deaf when he turns it on? And Isaid,
be able to trust this guy — go ahead.' So he took it to his boss,
`Yeah, that sounds like fun, and I'll try to keep it so that it looks
who owned the company, and the
absolutely stock.' So Istripped every
same thing happened again! This
part off the chassis and redid it with
guy said, 'Man, Idon't know, this is
6L6s so that it put out like 60 watts
kind of abig risk,' so he took it home
through asingle JBL 12. Truly the
to his wife and she said, 'Hey, this
wolf in sheep's clothing. Iended up
guy's got character —you ought to
doing about 200 of them, the majorido it.' The trouble is, we don't know
ty of which used four 6L6s, and put
how to get around the minimum
out almost 100 watts at clip.
without charging you an incredible
Audiophiles may not realize it, but it's
price.'
typical for aguitar amp to run all
"And at this point Itold him,
night long at up to twice the power of
'Look, I've been thinking about this
clip — that would be 50% distortion,
thing, too, and I've got an idea. What
which is rocking pretty hard — only
Iwant is similar to some Fender
to get knocked over by a roadie.
designs you make. Couldn't you just
Which is why Ideveloped the hamadd mine on to the end of their order
mer test. Every amp we make gets
and save some setup
walloped with a ballCount
ajoke time?' And that's how we
peen hammer — except
got started, and now
the Baron, which draws
on their guitarist "Can you take his Fender
we're among their top
a hard-rubber version.
customers and we've
It's a great diagnostic
Princeton and jack it up to some ridiculous
been working together
technique and confifor 25 years. We began
dence builder. If the
level where he'll melt and go deaf when he
customizing transformers
amp can't take it, it's not
right from the start,
turns it on?" Isaid, "Yeah, sounds like fue
ready for the real
because there were some
world."
Iended up doing about 200 of them.
Fender
things
they
So you kept hot-rodding
wouldn't give me, and
amps until Fender bens
there was some Fender stuff that Ididn't want. Anyway, that
wondering where all these transfinners were going?
was then, and now one of the greatest things about this com"That's right. Ihad this order pending at Fender and it
pany is that they'll still make any number of prototypes until
wasn't shipping. Finally Iphoned them up and they said, `Oh,
we're satisfied. Iusually call up, hat in hand, and apologize.
yeah, you. Well, we're not shipping you transformers anyWell, if Iwas areal engineer, maybe I'd know how to spec
more because you've bought so many you've disrupted our
this better. Here's basically what Iwant and here's the possiwhole production flow. Besides, we found out that you're
ble variations Iwant to compare.' What was great is that their
tearing apart our amplifiers and completely rebuilding them,
old chief designer told me, Well, sonny, don't feel embarand we don't want that. We just want you to fix them.'
rassed, because agood output transformer is only half science
"So Iphoned up the company that was manufacturing all
and half black magic—but the black magic half is more
these transformers for Fender, Itold them what Iwanted,
important. We're never really sure, either'"
and the guy said 'Fine.' Iheard this old mechanical adding
Can you compare Simul-Class to Tandem State Imaging?
machine going in the background, then he came back and
"A lot of the thinking that led to Tandem State Imaging in
told me, `I need acheck for $123,618 and we'll get right to
the Baron proceeds from Simul-Class — which was one of
work on your order."Well, what are you telling me?' I
those happy accidents. Ihad some prototype amp hooked up
asked, and he replied, 'We custom-make transformers, and
to the 'scope, just fooling around and burning it in, when
you've got to order athousand of each configuration; that's
something in the bias supply failed just as Ihappened by. It
our minimum, and that's what it costs. Since you have no
had asinewave going, and as the bias voltage went from what
credit, we need the money in advance.' Itold him thanks for
it was supposed to be — which was rather high — it gradualhis help and hung up.
ly came all the way down to zero. So Iwatched the amplifi"I sat there trembling for awhile as Isaw my fledgling
er as it basically passed through all the classes of operation. It
amplifier-manufacturing career going bye-bye, like in the
was like getting hit by alightning bolt. To the marrow of my
comic books where dollar bills with wings on them are flybones Ihad adeeper understanding of all the claues and their
ing away. Then Idecided to call upon all of my most formiconsequences, because at that second Isaw them all in acondable literary resources and write this guy aletter. Ididn't
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Ongaku
integrated amplifier
21 IA Triode

Conquest
mono power amplifiers
300B Triode

Single-ended

Parallel single-ended

27 watts per channel
hand-wound silver transformers
hand-made silver foil capacitors
21 lbs. of silver

17 watts each
custom output transformers
custom copper foil capacitors

$89,200

$6,995/pair

Check your wallet
Why the price spread?
In 1973 Hiroyasu Kondo
began aquest to re-create high
fidelity. He felt that audio manufacturers, in their effort to
increase the information retrieved
from recordings, had lost touch
with the emotional qualities of
the music.
He realized that every component must be re-engineered and
optimized to bring out the musical performance. He designed his
own resistors and crafted handdrawn silver-foil capacitors.
From ingots of Italian silver he
drew wire through diamond dies
of his own design, and wound it
by hand into aradical new type
of output transformer. He used
simple single-ended circuits and
directly heated triodes.

The result was breathtaking arediscovery of the emotional
impact of music. "Jr digs deep
into the music and lays bare its
flesh and its soul... Runs rings
around everything Ihave heard,
tried, used or borrowed," said
British reviewer Alvin Gold
about the Ongaku amplifier in
Audiophile magazine.
He also said "/ shall never be
able to afford to buy one." We
understand. Construction without
compromise is expensive. So
Audio Note U.K. was formed to
retain Mr. Kondo's objectives and
design principles at more affordable prices.
The Conquest amplifier has
output transformers and signal
capacitors custom made by Audio
Note, of copper. It is still asingle-

ended, zero-feedback Class A
Design. It gives you the body and
soul of the performance, rather
than merely sonic pyrotechnics.
If you want to truly hear all the
music, listen to Audio Note.
At any price level.
Audio Note makes amplifiers
from $1995, and complete
systems from about $5000. You
can hear them at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

AUDIO NOTE USA

Audio Note USA 212-304-8064 •60 Hannah St., New York, N.Y. 10301
Manufacturer showrooms: New York City: 718-876-9742 •San Francisco: 415-327-6881

tinuum as the amplifier burned itself up. Then Igot to thinking about the virtues and drawbacks of each class, and it hit
me: Rather than atraditional class-AB amplifier that changes
classes as it gets louder, how about combining two separate
classes of the amplifier simultaneously such that one always
remains class-A triode regardless of the volume level, while
the other — apentode class-AB pair — can be optionally
switched on to work in parallel and thus contribute the bulk
of the powet So this is the SIMULtaneous operation of two
different amplifiers, each working in adifferent CLASS, both
running together in parallel.
"Through experimentation, we finally developed an output transformer that combined these two circuits. The
results were stunning for guitar, and we've built tens of thousands of them. When Itried it in the Baron, at first blush it
was very seductive, but ultimately it wasn't successful. It
wasn't neutral enough, and had way too much personality —
it was too much of asound creator rather than just an amplifier, which is great for aguitar amp, but not for High End.
It didn't disappear. Simul-Class has always worked best with
two pairs of output tubes, and as you know, the Baron uses
three pair per channel.
"But that experiment did spark the concept of individual
and incremental switchability between triode and pentode
operation for the Baron's three pairs of power tubes; and
that, combined with switchable negative feedback, is what
makes up Tandem State Imaging."
How does the Baron employ negativefeedback?
"It's global. That is, there's asingle feedback path and it
encompasses the entire circuit. The four-position rotary
switch allows you to select zero negative feedback or three
incremental additions.
"The Baron can be configured to produce very impressive
distortion and response specs, mainly by increasing the feedback levels way beyond what we currently offer. The trouble is, no one used those positions when they were available.
In fact, based on responses we get from users, the highest
feedback setting—which is still a relatively moderate
amount — is very rarely used, and the most commonly used
position is zero. Ithink that says alot about the correlation
between specs and sonics.
"You see, negative feedback is acorrective technique
where aportion of the signal is taken from the output and
fed back to the input, but out of phase with the original signal — it works by cancellation.
"Theoretically, what it does is equivalent to reducing the
gain of the amplifier from, say, 100% to 50%. The total distortion is also reduced by half. Then, if you redouble the
amp's gain, you return to 100% gain, but the distortion
remains halved. That's because the amp only amplifies signals present at the input terminal, and since the distortion
was generated internally and isn't present at the input terminal, it doesn't increase. Thus, an amp that employs 6dB
feedback will have half the distortion of the same amp with
zero feedback.
"Now this can be areal seductive scenario, because negative
feedback —like acheap perfiune —can be used to hide amultitude of sins. The real trouble occurs when you have aflawed
amplifier design that relies on negative feedback to cure its
problems. The trouble must literally appear at the output
before it can be fed back to correct the problem. If we listened
to pure sinewaves, it would work as advertised. But because
music is constantly changing, the feedback always lags minutely behind, and the transient musical content suffers.
"You lose so many of the expressive nuances that make
Stereophile, January 1997

each musician special as well as information that reveals the
venue acoustics and provides that sense of reality that's the
goal of High End. Although, having said all that, Imust confess that my sense of musical reality stems more from being
there as aparticipant—on or at least near the stage—
whereas many amp designers seem to prefer the more distant perspective of being an observer rather than aplayer.
Anyway, in discrete increments, negative feedback can be
added to help tune the overall response of the system and
exert amusical influence over speaker behavior for varying
types of music. But first, as is the case with the Baron, an
amp has to work well without it."
Whaes the efféa of negativefeedback on speaker performance?
"With more feedback, damping increases and the speaker motion is reduced. But as the feedback is reduced, the
varying load that the speaker presents has agreater effect on
the amplifier's frequency response. In other words, when
you've got alot of negative feedback in there, the amplifier
will have anice flat frequency response, but as you turn it
down and down and down, you get peaks and valleys that
represent the changing speaker impedance at different frequencies.
"You're presenting adiffering load to the amplifier, and
usually aspeaker impedance curve has acouple of big peaks
and avalley—then it just trails off after that. So it's anything
but flat. Curiously enough, there's anear-universal preference
for little or no feedback. This is another example of how spec
performance and sonic performance seem to be in opposition.
Why didn't you employ the venerable 300B tube?
"Because there are others already doing it quite nicely.
That's their area of expertise. Mine is with the 6L6 and its sibling, the 5881. These are wonderful tubes, and I've spent
decades working with them: developing transformers, sockets, circuits, and so on. What helped us to hold down the price
point on the Baron is the number of parts that share acommon usage in both MI and High End. That's why the Baron
is dual-mono: We developed our largest power transformer
to support asix-tube output circuit It was far more practical
to employ two of those for stereo than to start from scratch
and attempt to come up with asingle transformer that could
handle both channels. And having two separate power supplies is clearly abetter alternative. So it's awin-win situation."
The Baron's owners' manual delineates the behavior and properties
ofdiode triode, and pentode tubes in terms ofsurly crowds ofdrunken
Irishmen acting as ametaphor for electrons and cocktail waitresses
functioning asfetchingforcefields. What inspired that bit of whimsy?
"Frustration. In trying to give astraight explanation, Ihad
to keep backing up and laying more technical groundwork.
Finally I
just had this image of the windings in the grid as the
louvers on abar door — controlling access, all the while
revealing tantalizing hints as to what lies beyond. The more
Ithought about it, the better it worked out. We've gotten lots
of positive comments on the manual, especially that section.
So we'll be putting it out on the Internet, making the whole
manual available by itself for $5. And it's worth pointing out
that I've agood deal of Irish in my background, so no one can
bust me for picking on some downtrodden minority. In fact,
my Lotus 7has aplaque proudly proclaiming its color as Irish
Racing Green, not British Racing Green, thank you very
much. So perhaps awee dram of the single-malt late at night
helped inspire the allusions to an Irish pub. And Iassure you
it was avery vintage whisky, because Susanne brought it back
for me from London. You see, I'm avery lucky guy, and I
love what Ido, and I've probably enjoyed more than my
share of the luck of the Irish."
S
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Original Vinyl Sound
Vacuum Tube Phono-Preamplifier

•

True RIAA Equalized

•

Full Gain Adjust

•

Gold plated RCA

•

HF boost switch

•

Low Distortion

•

Low Noise

•

Drives P/A direct

•

Designed & Made in USA

•

Superb Quality and Sound

•

Operates on 100/115/230VAC

•

Tube shields (not shown) are supplied

Technical Specifications
Voltage Gain
Variable Gain Adjust Range
Frequency Range

Model PP-1
40dB min @ lkFlz
Full gain to -85dB
20-20,000Hz

Equalization (2 positions)
Input Impedance

Model PP-1H
56dB min @ lkHz
Full gain to -85dB
20-20,000Hz

RIAA or HF boost

RIAA or HF boost

47K Ohm
1K Ohm

47K Ohm
10K Ohm

Less than .6 mV
-60dB at 10kHz

Output Impedance
Hum & Noise
Output
Channel Separation
Sensitivity (at lkHz)

Tube Compliment
Level Adjust
Connectors
Primary Requirement
Size(WxLxH)
Weight
Finish (2 choices)

Individual channel adj.
Gold plated RCA
100-230VAC 10VA
19 x 13 x5 cm (7.5 x5 x2")
1.8 kg (4 lbs)
Black or Chrome

List Price (assembled)
List Price (kit)

$469 black, $489 chrome

Less than 3mV
-55dB at 10kHz
1-2mV for line output
5V RMS
3section DC filter
3each 12AX7
Individual channel adj.
Gold plated RCA
100-230VAC IOVA
19 x 13 x5 cm
1.8 kg (4 lbs)
Black or Chrome
$479 black, $499 chrome

$379 black, $399 chrome

$389 black, $409 chrome

Maximum Output
Heater Voltage

10mV for line output
7V RMS
3section DC filter
3each 12AX7

********Call us for Factory Direct Discount********
Antique Sound USA
http://www.amemura.com/sound/
6717 NE 180 Street, Seattle WA 98155 USA,

Phone 206-481-8866, Fax 206-485-3836

In the first

part of this article (Stereophile, December 1996, Vol.19 No.12, p.110), Iexamined the historical development of the triode, tetrode, and pentode vacuum tubes and the amplifiers
that made use of them. It is now time to look at current tube design philosophies and the phenomenon of nonlinear or harmonic distortion.
Into the modem age
Audio Research Corp. was able to revive the pentode amplifier, ca 1970, largely because people had
by then lost track of the triode/pentode controversy in the wake of the solid-state revolution. ARC
thus competed, not with other tube products, but with the new transistorized amplifiers.
A new controversy emerged in the mid-1980s between push-pull triodes and ultralinear amplifiers. That controversy surrounds push-pull amplifiers exclusively, so will not be discussed here other
than to say that triodes made acomeback — along with ahost of triode/UL switchable amps.
A second wave of controversy arose in the early 1990s: push-pull triodes vs single-ended triodes.
It is this second, so far unresolved, wave that concerns us here. The debated issues revolve around
phase splitting, distortion products, feedback, and the emerging phenomenon known as the "first
watt." I'll return to these issues alittle later in this series of articles, after laying the following foundation.
Over the past 25 years or so there has been atrend in academe to focus on waveform analysis as
ameans of teaching circuit design. This approach is appropriate in that it derives directly from the
harmonic motion of musical instruments. Perhaps that is the message that Harry Olson, in his
authoritative book, Musiy Physics, and Engineering, wanted to convey when he depicted an array of
vibrating strings on its cover [see reference 44]. Or might they be sinewaves? Olson's point is that it
doesn't particularly matter.
Harmonic motion
In lus Cary CAD-805 single-ended amplifier review, Dick Olsher (DO) writes: "Odd-order harmonks (third, fifth, etc.) are not consonant with the music's harmonic envelope and are therefore not
easily masked, even at very low levels." [45] Since the consonant interval is one of the conceptual
tools used throughout this article, it is important to distinguish this term before proceeding further.
The qualities of consonance or dissonance arise when two or more tones are sounded simultaneously. In addition to consonance or dissonance per se, each pair of tones, or interval, has aunique character and thus aunique aesthetic effect upon the listener [46]. Pythagoras (ca 550 BO believed that
the consonance or dissonance produced by any pair of tones is defined by its numerical ratio. Modern
acoustics theory has confirmed this finding [47, 48].
The justly tempered scale (fig.4) is based on the naturally occurring nodes of astretched string
(fig.5). The Western system of harmony is based upon this scale. The harmonic frequencies produced
at these nodes are related by the series 12:3:4:5, etc. The harmonic number defines the frequency
ratio of any pair of tones on the scale. According to Olson, the intervals of the unison (1:1) and the
octave (1:2) are the most consonant, according to the established criteria for consonance: "smoothness, purity, and blending" [48]. The perfect fifth (2:3) is the next most consonant interval. The musical intervals of the perfect fourth (3:4) and major third (4:5) contain subtle shades of dissonance. Note
the numerical progression of the intervals.
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Fig.4 Derivation of the justly tempered scale from the natural harmonic
series of astretched string (Ladner).
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The intervals of the more complex ratios, such as the major
seventh (8:15), are considered to be distinctly dissonant,
because with these, disagreeable beat frequencies arise [47].
On the other hand, the unison (1:1) and the octave (1:2) are
so pure as to be bland. Ladner has shown [49] that the perfect
fifth (2:3) and the major third (4:5) each add "character" not
evident in the unison or the octave. That character, so interesting to the ear, becomes increasingly more dissonant as the
ratio of the interval becomes more complex.
Note that each interval contains both an even and an odd
harmonic. The quality of evenness or oddness per se is thus
incidental. This becomes obvious when we consider that the
fundamental is itself an odd harmonic (see L1 in fig.5). The
deciding factor for consonance is the simplicity of the frequency ratio.
Waveform symmetry
Waveform symmetry provides akey conceptual tool in our
search for the soul of the single-ended sound. An understanding of waveform symmetry leads to an appreciation of
how harmonic distortion can affect timbre.
In his testing of the CAD-805 [45, p.111, Thomas J.
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Fig.6 Cary CAD-805, lkHz THD waveform (Stereophile, January 1994,
V01.17 No.1).
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Norton (TJN) draws attention to the distortion waveform
in fig.6, and in particular, to the notch that occurs on every
other cycle: "This [notch] corresponds to the negative-going
portion of the signal itself and may relate to the circuit's
intrinsic performance, possibly the single-ended output tube
in this circumstance." TJN has previously explained that the
notch arises when the CAD-805 drives a2ohm load from
the 4ohm tap.
The notch occurs on every other peak of the distortion
waveform; which, as TJN indicates, corresponds to the negative swing of the output signal (top trace). Note also the
small glitches on the peaks adjacent to the notched peaks of
the distortion waveform: these glitches correspond to the
positive swing of the output signal.
Let's look at the large notch first. Since the notch affects
only the negative cycle of the output signal, it follows that
the distortion of the output waveform will be asymmetrical
about the zero-axis. This indicates even-order distortion
products [50]. The shape and amplitude of the notch indicate fourth harmonic. The fourth harmonic is here seen as
an almost perfect sinewave multiplexed with the second
harmonic! Fig.7 shows asimilar effect under less extreme
conditions. Here we can see that the THD waveform is
peaked on every other cycle. This peaking again corresponds
to the negative output swing.
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Fig.7 Jadis SE300B, I
kHz THD waveform (Stereophile, March 1996, Vol.19
No.3).

Note that the plate current (shown in fig.8 as asinewave)
swings about the operating point, Q. On positive input
swings the signal moves up the load line and more current
flows; on negative swings the signal moves down the load
line and less current flows (where e
g = the instantaneous
125
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Cary CAD-805 THD•noise (..) vs Output Power (W) 8 ohm lap
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Fig.8 For asingle-ended triode, the positive excursion up the load line
(from Ecc = -15 to ec = 0) is longer than the negative excursion
down the load line (from Ecc = -15 to ec = -30) (from Gray).

value of the input voltage, e
p=the instantaneous value of the
output voltage, and i
p= the instantaneous value of the plate
current). In the CAD-805, even-order distortion occurs during the negative swing because, in asingle-ended amp, there
is increased curvature in the plate characteristics near cutoff.
Since the curvature affects the negative cycle only, it follows
that the output waveform will be asymmetrical, and thus
even-order.

Fig.9

An asymmetrical waveshape (bold line) results from the combination of the first and second harmonics (Richmond).

0.1

Fig.11 Cary CAD-805, small-signal THD vs frequency (Stereophile, January
1994, Vol.17 No.1).

When the load impedance drops, the load line seen by
the tube tilts up (its position on the voltage axis remains
fixed, but its position on the current axis cantilevers
upward). When this happens, distortion products increase
due to the increased crowding of the characteristics at the
bottom of the load line [51, 52]. This is confirmed by the
CAD-805 distortion curves (fig.11).
If the designer has made the slope of the load-line steep to
begin with (as is often done to maximize power output into
agiven load impedance), the amplifier will be less tolerant of
drops in load impedance (such as occur when aloudspeaker
dips to its minimum impedance). This is not to say that the
Cary has been designed this way. Evidently it has not, otherwise the increase in distortion for a4ohm load relative to an
8ohm load would be more pronounced (fig.11).
On the positive output cycle, the small glitches appear (see
fig.6). For purposes of illustration we'll assume that these
glitches represent distortion rather than noise. Since the
glitches occur only during the positive cycle of the output signal, they are asymmetrical and therefore represent the effects
of even-order distortion products. Since the glitches are steep,
the distortion will be of ahigh harmonic order. Since the
glitches are quite small, the distortion will be low in level.
Finally, since there are present aberrations that correspond to
the positive as well as the negative cycles of the output waveform, some odd-order distortion is also indicated.
Fig.12 shows amore striking form of odd-order distortion. It is evident that the THD waveform is affected on
positive as well as negative swings. The sharp peaks indicate
high-order distortion products.
4

2

Figs.9 and 10 illustrate the essential difference between
even- and odd-order distortion. Fig.9 shows the result of combining asinewave with its second hamionic. Fig.10 shows the
result of combining the same sinewave with its third harmonic. It is evident that odd-order harmonics alter the fundamental in amanner that is mirror-symmetrical about the
zero-axis when the negative cycle is phase-shifted —180° and
aligned underneath the positive cycle (dotted line). Under the
same conditions, even-order harmonics cause asymmetry.
Stereophile, January 1997

Data in Volts

Fig.10 A symmetrical waveshape (bold line) results from the combination
of the first and third harmonics (Richmond).

O

If

2

4
Time in ms
Fig.12 Forsell Statement, TI-ID waveform (S(ereophile, June 1995, Vol.18
No.6).
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Patterns of distortion products
The spectrum of distortion products peculiar to any amplifier may be likened to an Egyptian hieroglyph, in that they
both remain quite inscrutable until we find the Rosetta
stone that unlocks the mystery of the pattern. We now
begin our search for that stone.
The harmonic spectrum shown in fig.13 is typical of the single-ended amp. What we sec here is asmoothly converging
series of distortion products (such that a, >n
3> a
4> a
n...). If
the transfer characteristic is analyzed graphically [53], the same
pattern of harmonics emerges. For example, we can see from
fig.8 that the dotted lines leading up to the transfer characteristic from the input signal, t arc evenly spaced; whereas those
leading up to the load line «
from the output signal, e
r are not.
The curved conductance characteristics of the tube are what
cause the aberration in the transfer characteristic. Ideal conductance characteristics will be straight, parallel, and evenly
spaced, leading to alinear transfer characteristic.
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Fig.13 Jadis SE300B, output spectrum at 1.6W into 4 ohms (Stereophile,
March 1996, Vol.19 No.3).

In contrast to the single-ended amp, the push-pull amplifier creates akind of "comb filter" effect that discriminates
against the even-order products. In apractical push-pull
amp, however, there is atendency to produce two independently converging series-one even and the other odd.
Fig.14 provides atypical example of this comblike effect. In
the push-pull amp, complete cancellation of the entire evenorder series is theoretically possible (for ideal circuits
employing devices of identical characteristics) [54].
The spectrum of fig.15 shows nearly equal amounts of second and third harmonic. Better gain matching between the
push and pull halves of the output stage might reduce the
second harmonic -but then the less consonant third harmonic becomes dominant. Unless the third harmonic can be

Fig.16 Cary CAD-805, IM spectrum (Stereophile, January 1994, Vol.17 No.1).
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eliminated, it is preferable to retain the second harmonic, as
it will then provide abeneficial masking effect (since the second harmonic is lower in frequency, it will exert its most
powerful masking effect on nearby tones that arc higher in
frequency [55, 56]).
It is most important to suppress high-order products.
High-order products are objectionable not merely because
they form dissonant intervals with the fundamental: as the
harmonic order increases, the number of associated intermodulation (1M) products increases disproportionately [57].
I
M products arc sum-and-difference products created when
two or more harmonic products interact [58, 59, 60]. For
example, the 18th harmonic will intermodulatc with every
harmonic between itself and the second harmonic; the same
goes for the 17th harmonic, the 16th harmonic, etc.
The amplitudes of the various IM products are proportional to the amplitudes of the harmonic products. This is illustrated by acomparison of the I
M spectrums shown in figs.16
and 17. The single-ended amp shows stronger IM products
because its harmonic products are stronger (fig.18).
Does the Krell amplifier sound "cleaner" than the Cary,
as the measurements suggest? IM distortion, as arule, consists of harmonics that arc unrelated to the fundamental.
They are thus enharmonic, or noiselikc. IM distortion, therefore, tends to interfere with signal definition by adding
enharmonic texture to the sound. Its character may be
described as across between pink noise and falling raindrops. This effect can be clearly heard on the Seals and Crofts'
Greatest Hits LP (Warner Bros. BSK 3109). Listen to the
burst of applause at the beginning of "I'll Play for You." As
the burst subsides, so does the noise modulation. Are there
fewer hands clapping, or did it just stop raining?
Similar kinds of noise have been used extensively by psychoacousticians —such as James T Johnston of AT&T (also
known as "jj," the famous Internet ncwsgroup curmudgeon)
—to mask, enhance, or otherwise "code" musical sounds in
experiments designed to plumb the susceptibility of human
perception to auditory illusions. It has been found, for example, that certain kinds of additive noise can increase the
apparent number of voices in achoir, or the number of violins in astring section!
The wrong kinds of noise, on the other hand, can collapse
PCMY004

Ars

YR1004

3.0

2A3

Single-Ended Push-Pull
asoundstage, or destroy utterly the intelligibility of the spoken word. These different effects occur according to the way
aparticular kind of noise modulates the audio signal.
Evidently, the pronounced distortion products shown in
fig.18 do not correlate well with DO's subjective impression
of the CAD-805. How might we account for this lack of
correspondence? Fig.19 shows that, at low power levels, the
triode has fewer harmonic products than does the pentode.
At the half-watt level, the triode produces second harmonic
only. At the same power level, the pentode produces every
product up to the ninth harmonic!
The low-power spectrum thus reveals the true character of
the so-called "first watt." It is perhaps more important to
consider where the transition from low-power to highpower spectrum occurs, and whether agiven loudspeaker is
sufficiently sensitive to stay out of that transitional arca.
Fig.19 shows that, at higher power levels, the triode begins to
generate third- and fourth-order products. Fig.18 corroborates
this, and shows further that the harmonic output in general
continues to increase with power output. The orthodox interpretation of these data indicates that the single-ended amplifier should sound dissonant at high power levels. Anecdotal evidence contradicts this assumption. How to account for this?
Composite consonance
The simple ratio of the second-harmonic product to its fundamental ensures that its presence will not disturb the general consonance of the harmonic envelope (since the ratio
12 forms the octave, the purest of all intervals other than
unison). Nonetheless, harmonic distortion, even of second
order, will add energy to the overtones of instruments. In
the spectrum of fig.13, for example, each of the harmonics
present will add its energy to the corresponding overtones of
the instruments. Note the resemblance of fig.13 to that of
fig20. This particular pattern of distortion products will
tend to reinforce the spectrum of aflute. In so doing, however, it will tend to make reed instruments sound "flute-ish."
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On the other hand, the spectrum of fig.14 will tend to
reinforce the spectrum of the clarinet (fig21). In so doing, it
will tend to make flutes sound reedy. It is acknowledged that
this particular effect applies to balanced circuits as well, since
balanced circuits, as arule, operate in push-pu1122 [61]. Bear
in mind, however, that the total distortion of abalanced circuit will be far lower than that oía single-ended circuit. This
may or may not make it less audible, however.
Clearly, abetter method for specifying distortion in amplifiers is wanted. Many such methods have been suggested
over the years [62, 63, 64], yet none of them have survived.23
The problem of characterizing distortion is compounded by
what Olson calls "blending" [481 The typical instrumental
timbre, for example, contains so many harmonics that we
cannot ordinarily distinguish their individuality. Fig22 shows
the most important intervals that occur for the first eight harmonics. What we hear from instruments is the resultant
blend of the harmonic intervals; that is, the composite tone.

1=fundamental or tmisou (1:1)
2= let octave (1:2)
3 =perfect fifth (2:3)
4= 2nd octave (2:4); perfect fourth (3:4)
5=major sixth (3:5); major third (4:5)
6 =perfect fifth (4:6): minor third (5:6)
7= harmonic minor seventh (4:7)
8 r3rd octave (4:8); minor sixth (5:8); perfect fourth (6:8)
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Fig.231he curves show that low-frequency sounds generate inter-aural harmonics at relatively low thresholds (Olson).

monies (such that 2kHz >3kHz >4kHz ...). A pure tone
sounded at any one of these harmonic frequencies must first
exceed the dB level of the inter-aural harmonic to be perceived as adistinct entity (fig23).
Harmonics arise within the ear because feedback from the
higher nerve centers inhibits the excursion of the middle ear
for sounds that might overdrive the ear mechanism [66].
Thus, whenever the car protects itself by inhibition, the input
waveform is compressed. As aresult, the waveform is altered,
and spurious harmonics arise within the ear (fig24) —just as
they do in amplifiers, or any other device with anonlinear
input-output relation. The auditory cortex has obviously
been long accustomed to this particular spectrum of smoothly converging harmonics. Compare the spectrum of fig24 to
the spectrum produced by asingle-ended amp (fig.13).
30db
40db

Fig.22 Table of standard intervals for the first eight harmonics.

By the same token, two tones simultaneously sounded —
which might otherwise beat horribly —may be smoothed
out by the addition of athird tone, provided that this tone is
of such apitch as to cancel or moderate the beating. The
composite tone thus reflects the combined effect of the harmonics. D.E.L. Shorter implied as much in the '50s: "... distortion should be regarded in terms not so much of the separate harmonics as of the complete series or of the composite waveform that this series represents [65]."
The blending effect can be easily tested with aguitar.24
For example, playing F(below open E) together with open
Ecauses objectionable beating. Adding an Aintermediate to
the two tones smooths out the subjective effect considerably.
The interval of Fwith Eis amajor seventh (8:15). Adding
the A, however, creates two new intervals: amajor third
(4:5) and aperfect fifth (2:3). The two consonant intervals
then "swamp out" the one dissonant interval to create an
overall composite consonance. The critical parameter for
composite consonance is thus not masking, but blending.
Masking occurs only when the intensity of the masking
tone is great enough to overdrive the ear mechanism [48,
56]. For example, if a pure tone at 1
kHz is gradually
increased in level, the ear will produce, in addition to the
1
kHz tone, asmoothly converging series of inter-aural har22 For a good argument on behalf of the benefits of balanced operation, 4.
"Understanding Common-Mode Signals," by Richard Marsh, Mr cit.
23 The preeminent weighting systems are summarized in the Ream; Dt*//iT'S
Handbook (621
24 The author wishes to thank Mark Garvin (a recaudio.mbes regular) for stiggestuh; this simple yet very convincing test. The idea of blending is not new, however, :an) probably predates Helmholtz 146i.
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Fig.24 The dB markings indicate the level at which a500Hz tone begins to
generate agiven inter-aural harmonic (as derived from fig.23).

The striking resemblance of the two spectrums does not
in any way justify the presence of distortion in playback systems. Inter-aural tones are not in themselves desirable at all.
In fact, they can interfere with image localization. Interaural tones will mask the presence of external harmonics
unless the level of the external harmonic is sufficient to
overpower the inter-aural tone. In the meantime, the image
may be shifting position within the soundfield as the
dynamics change!
Blending, on the other hand, is not level-dependent. k
can be seen from fig.5 that the partial vibrations will, to
some extent, interfere with one another. The relative
strength and phase of agiven partial determines the manner
in which that vibration will combine with coincident vibrations to produce aresultant, or composite, vibration. The
composite vibration then gives aunique waveform (and
tone color) as aresult of the sums and differences of the constituent vibrations. This rule applies to the tones of insn-u133
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ments whether sounded independently or in concert It follows that the quantity of distortion products is not the critical factor for musicality in amplifiers — it is the composite
consonance of the constituent intervals that matters most.
Reducing distortion products
From the purist standpoint, any shift in the timbre of an
instrument is undesirable during playback. And from purely theoretical considerations, we know that the addition of
any harmonics whatsoever runs counter to the notion of
ultimate signal definition. It follows that, if the aim is to
achieve the most neutral reproduction, means must be
found to render inaudible the entire spectrum of harmonic
products.
This feat of engineering may be approached by means of
such low-distortion audio stages as current sources, active
loads, differential amplifiers, buffers, and cascodes [67, 68].
Even then, some distortion remains. Negative feedback is
the traditional means by which residual distortion is reduced
in amplifiers. Unfortunately, it is often poorly implemented.
DO pursues the same subject: "These minimalist designs
[of the '20s] typically used no global negative feedback....
This is one of the major reasons why asingle-ended design
recovers so gracefully from overload.— 'Redlining' an amp
may push it into momentary gross distortion, or oscillatory
behavior which persists for many milliseconds." [45, p.104]
These statements are true only when the feedback has
been poorly implemented. There are three factors that
determine recovery time in feedback amplifiers (all else
being equal): 1) phase margin; 2) gain margin; and 3) firststage margin against peak-to-peak correction signals. If sufficient headroom is allowed for all three factors, recovery
from clipping in afeedback amplifier will be no different
from that in anonfeedback amplifier.
Factors 1and 2are well understood and will not be discussed here other than to say that the fundamental purpose
of compensation is to bring the gain of the amplifier to unity
at the frequency where phase shift reaches 180° [69].
Stability is by this means assured. More often confused is factor 3: first-stage margin against correction signals.
Correction signals become large at high frequencies because
the compensation network needed to satisfy 1and 2introduces time delay. For large input signals at high frequencies,
asubstantial correction spike appears at the input (fig25).
The spike appears because the feedback arrives too late to
fully reduce the input signal at frequencies that are above the
breakpoint of the compensation.
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Fig.25 Circuit model for TIM mechanism. TIM is avoided here—in spite of
the delay at RC—because the error spike does not overload the first stage.

Fig26 depicts how the correction signal (a) combines
with the compensated signal (b) to reproduce the original
waveform (c). It can now be seen that the secondary effect
of the compensation is to slow down the audio signal but to
speed up the feedback signal! The net result is that the feedStereophile, January 1997

(a)

(b)

(e)

Fig.26 (a) Error signal; (b) compensated signal; (c) the effect of combining
(a) with (b) yields adose replica of the input signal.

back signal catches up with the audio signal at the main output just in time to restore the original waveform. If this were
not true, the resultant waveform (c) would not be square,
but would either droop or spike, as in (a) or (b).
Another way of looking at this relationship is to consider
the compensation network as an integrator that yields (b),
and the servo response at the input as adifferentiator that
yields (a). When the differentiated signal is integrated at the
compensation stage, the original function is restored (c).
This is the basic principle of pre-emphasis/de-emphasis —
like the RIAA system. The system breaks down only when
factor 3is inadequate. If the first stage cannot accommodate
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the correction spike, it will
be overdriven [70].
The waveform of (a) confirms that the excursion of the
first stage increases with frequency. In aservo system, the
first stage is subject to heavy modulation by the feedback
signal. The first stage alone is modulated, because the compensation network acts as an integrator that levels off the
spike after the first stage. Thus, first-stage headroom must
be designed in, sufficient to accommodate aworst-case correction signal. It is interesting to note that D.T.N.
Williamson selected for his input stage a12AU7, atube
known to have ahigh input overdrive margin.
When the output stage clips simultaneous with the input
stage, recovery after clipping will be helter-skelter. It should
not be inferred, however, that negative feedback per se is to
blame. Negative feedback was called into question largely
due to the premature distrust of it by Otala in his early papers
on TIM [71, 72]. Otala's theory, while serving to alert designers to the dangers of transient distortion, initiated adecade of
misplaced suspicion toward negative feedback. Later investigators [70, 73] showed that negative feedback did not cause
TIM, provided that the first stage could accommodate acorrection signal of "twice the maximum peak amplitude of a
normal input signal" [70], a"normal input signal" being the
input level sufficient to clip the output stage.
Clipping, feedback, and recovery
A single-ended amp with variable feedback (such as the
CAD-805) makes an interesting case study. We have seen
from fig.8 how the single-ended amp compresses the negative-going cycle. In addition, the negative swing encounters
curvature almost immediately. The effect of this curvature on
the transfer characteristic is evident. Adding feedback then
straightens the transfer curve. In the process, however; the
negative end of the characteristic is foreshortened (as in
fig27a). As aresult, when the input signal is large enough to
swing the output stage fully positive, the negative swing will
be cut off, causing asharp bend at the extreme negative end
of the characteristic (as in fig27b). The negative-cycle compression thus causes areduction in usable power output when
feedback is applied! [74, 75]
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n

Fig.27 (a) Transfer curve of asingle-ended amplifier with feedback (b) The
feedback amplifier is here being overdriven. The sharp bend produces high-order harmonics (both figures after Scroggie).

The benign clipping characteristic of single-ended amplifiers without feedback is touched upon by TJN: "... clipping
onset is quite gentle with the CAD-805, initially visible only
as aslight rounding of the waveform's lower half..." [45,
p.111]. Fig28 shows the harmonic content of the waveform
shown in fig.8. The harmonic content in this case has been
determined by agraphical analysis of the transfer characteristic [76].

times dominate the dissonant intervals. The net result is that
the single-ended amp sounds less dissonant — near clipping
— than does the push-pull amp.
DO's ambivalence toward feedback reappears: "Increasing feedback improved the resolution of transient
detail, which Ifelt was being obscured, as if athick glaze was
overlaying the soundstage. The sense of speed and directness
also improved, at the cost of some lushness." [45, p.107] It is
obvious that areduction of distortion by feedback will result
in aloss of lushness if the distortion is of aconsonant character. We are now prepared to ask whether some other
mechanism may be at work here.
This loss of lushness can be readily explored by means of
TJN's charts. The frequency response of the CAD-805 is
shown in fig29. At OdB feedback there is aslight peak in the
response above 5kHz. The graph also shows that the peak
increases as feedback is increased. This indicates an absence
of compensation. The rising response is reflected in the time
domain as aspike on the lkHz squarewave (fig30).
SlereophIle Fig 29 Cary CAD-80S Frequency response Into 8 ohm dB, vs MO
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Fig.28 The resultant waveform. A, represents the effect upon the fundamental,
B. by distortion products — shown by C, D, and E, respectively (after
Lucas).

Note how the harmonics line up to collapse the sides and
elongate the positive peak. Note also how the harmonics
combine to cause the rounding of the negative peak. It can
be seen that at cp = 180° (the zero-crossing of B), the odd
harmonic, D, is precisely 90° displaced from the even harmonics, C and E. The distortion products are here seen to
obey the ordinary laws of harmonic motion.
A glance at the stretched string of fig.5 explains why. It
can be seen that the even harmonics all share azero crossing
at the center of the string, while the odd harmonics each
peak at the center of the string (although not always in the
same direction). Thus, at (1) = 180°, the even harmonics are
all displaced 90° relative to the odd harmonics, just as in the
amplifier. This information will become more pertinent a
little further along, when we begin to look at push-pull
operation in more detail.
Regardless of whether feedback is applied or not, when
the single-ended amp begins to current-limit at the peak of
the positive cycle, the spectrum begins to generate third,
fifth, seventh... These odd harmonics arise due to symmetry (because now there is distortion at both peaks of the
waveform). As the positive cycle current-limits, the negative
cycle moves deep into curvature. This generates strong second, fourth, sixth... Thus, the consonant intervals at all
Stereophile, January 1997
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Fig.29 Cary CAD-805, small-signal frequency-response curves with (from
top to bottom at 30kHz) 10dB, 5dB, and OdB negative feedback
(Stereophile, January 1994, Von 7No I).
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Fig.30 Cary CAD-805 squarewave response (Stereophile, January 1994,
Vol.17 No.1).

Note also that harmonic distortion increases in step with
the rising frequency response (fig31). The additional feedback at 10dB is powerless to prevent the increase in distortion due to phase shift. Indeed, the high-frequency distortion is here seen to increase with feedback! This is by no
means unusual for transformer-coupled amplifiers. The
phase shift, equivalent to time delay, has been introduced
into the signal path by stray capacitance. The feedback then
becomes increasingly more regenerative as the feedback is
137
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Single-Ended Push-Pull
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Fig.31 Cary CAD-805, small-signal THD vs frequency curves into 8ohms
with (from top to bottom at 30kHz) 10dB, 5dB, and OdB negative
feedback (Stereophile, January 1994, Vol.17 No.1).

increased. Compensation can offset the phase shift and
make the frequency response flat for any given feedback setting. A rotary switch would allow compensation for each
feedback setting.
Any feedback-related decrease in lushness in the CAD805 will be due either to: 1) the rising high-frequency
response; 2) an increased susceptibility to ringing into capacitive loads as the feedback is increased; 3) the increased harmonic distortion above 20kHz; 4) the sharp bend in the
transfer characteristic and the consequent loss in power outpur, or 5) TIM or other transient distortion.
We shall examine these possibilities in turn. It is obvious
that TIM is not the cause of the decreased lushness in the
CAD-805 when feedback is increased. This follows from the
fact that there is no compensation to introduce time delay.
The delay, in this case, will be due solely to stray capacitance;
as such, it will cause negligible modulation of the first stage.
TIM can therefore be ruled out in the CAD-805.
If the compromise to lushness occurs only at loud listening levels, it follows that more feedback could be applied
without penalty only by first increasing the power output of
the amplifier. In this way, the sharp bend does not arise.
Alternatively, more feedback could be applied if the amp
were mated to amore efficient speaker. This provides power
headroom in reverse.25
On the other hand, if the compromise occurs even at low
listening levels, then the cause must be due to factor 1, 2, or
3, since these are non—level-dependent. Even though harmonic distortion above 20kHz is inaudible, difference frequencies can arise that will be audible. Consider the difference frequency 40kHz-30kHz = 10kHz. However, this is
conceded to be vanishingly low in level at these frequencies,
meaning that it is unlikely, therefore, to be factor 3. The
answer must be 1) the rising high-frequency response;
and/or 2) an increased susceptibility to ringing due to the
absence of compensation.
Any capacitance on the output of an amplifier due to
cables or loudspeaker will create an additional high-fre25 We can now see that the amplifier/loudspeaker combination comprises atightly bound "infrasystein." Another such factor is the complemcntarity of amplifier
tonality is loudspeaker tonality (with regard to loudspeaker impedance is frequency as modified by the damping factor of the amplifier).
26 These complications can be avoided in practice. The amplifier squarewave
response need only be adjusted for critical damping into an open circuit in order
to guarantee stability into aworst-case load. The worst-case load will be apurc
capacitance whose value causes maximum ringing. This value is typically 0.47µF
for tube amps. Sonic phase steering may be required to obtain the op
in damping. This is clone by placing asmall-value capacitor (typically 100-500pF) across
the feedback resistor.
27 Because feedback will reduce the distortion —and the luslmess right along with it.
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Fig.33 Typical "top hat' of asquarewave for three conditions of damping
(from Cheng).

quency pole — accompanied by amaximum 90° phase shift
— as seen by the feedback signal. Ultrasonic ringing often
results unless the feedback is local to the output stage. Such
ringing is normally damped by compensation. Fig32 shows
the location of one resonance ac,and two antiresonances
(x's) in the complex splane and their effect on transient
response. Fig33 shows the fine-tuning required for the case
where all poles and zeros are in the left half of the s-plane.26
When the ringing is critically damped, it cannot become resonant [77, 73]. Indeed, in such cases, the ringing is considered to be inaudible [78, 79].
It is evident, therefore, that more feedback could be
applied without penalty by including acompensation network so as to prevent the rising high-frequency response
and create high-frequency damping. This will not, however,
prevent the feedback itself from reducing lushness in the
event that the lushness is due to the composite consonance
of the distortion spectrum per se.r
In thefinal part of this article, to appear next month, Scott Frankland
compares the advantages and disadvanta.ges qf both single-ended and
push-pull design approaches.
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Making
Their
Marks
John Marks of John Marks Records,
Jerry Bruck of Posthorn Recordings,
and cellist Nathaniel Rosen
discuss the fine art of
classical recording
with Jonathan Scull

JI

oh,, Marks is aquy who likes to air his dirty laundry. Readers
may recall his U/CES
«
Ripon in the May 1996 Stereophile —
it featured avivid snapshot of his Calvin Kleins Maw out to
dry. Nothing conies between John and his...
John Marks Records! is knownfir their specialized classical repertoin;
including the well-known Songs My Mother Taught Me (JMR 1)
funning Arturo Dehnoni; The Bach Cello Suites (JMR 6/7) with
Nathaniel Rosen (Stereophile's Recording ofthe Month in Novanber
94); Delmoni's Solo Violin Works by Ysaye, Kreisler, and Bach
(JMR 14); and, amoaq others, the super-lush-sounding Arturo
Delinoni: Sonatas of Brahms and Beach (JMR 2).
Kathleen and I (might tip with John and cellist/raconteur
Nathaniel Rosen one hot summer gliemoon at recording engineerJeny
Brick's plact; Post/ions Recordings, located nght here in /owe
Manhattan.2 They were all quite high, to say the least, over their new
fluff-channel recording, Reverie: Romantic Music for Quiet
Tunes (JMR 10). 'The two bottles of Uwe Clicquot Bna that vanished as the tape ran didn't hurt either. (Bubbly is aline interviewing
tool that Isimply must try to use more often!) We started by asking
John where he saw John Marks Records in relation to other specialty
recordim 1101ISCS.
John Marks: Well, I'll use afairly loaded term, but Ithink
we've got to live with it — we're aboutique label specializing in classical music for strings. My day job for the past 15
years has been as alawyer, but Istarted John Marks Records
I19 Wright Ave.. Wakefield, 111 02879. Tel: (401) 782-6298.
2 141 West 26th St., New York, NY 10001. Tel: (212) 242-3737.
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because I've got acouple of great friends who
happen to be wonderful string
players. I've been an amateur recordist
for 25 years as well. And I've always been
interested in the marketing side of classical music.
Iwanted to do abetter job for my friends than the labels
they were currently recording for. So we started out, and
remain, artist-driven rather than repertory-driven.
Jonathan Scull: Your up-close and personal
400.1*
relations with the artists is lit)'?
Marks: Right. Our biggest
asset is my personal relationships with Nathaniel Rosen
and Arturo Delmoni. They
are willing to work very hard

Introducing the TMS Adiabat 8.5 Loudspeaker.
Using an advanced cabinet design and only the
highest quality components the 8.5's deliver
the ultimate in musicality, tonal accuracy,
and dynamic range.
"They deliver the complete musical package, far above in all
parameters, downright mystical in some."
—Peter Barry
The Audio Adventure, September 1995

50 Schmitt Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
516-777-7058 •Fax 516-777-7059
HiFI '96: "The best cinema sound went to Total Media Systems."
-Tom Muller. Audio Adventure, August 1996
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for me, as Ido for them, in trying to have their art noticed in
the marketplace. And Ithink we
would all agree that it's adifferent
marketplace than it was when
Menuhin was in his prime, or
Schnabel and Szigeti were making
recordings. In that regard, Imust say
that the audiophile publications have
been absolutely wonderful. We've
been gratified by the recognition, not
only from Stereophile but from Stereo Review...
Scull: Stereo Review ?I'm sorry, I'm not familiar with that publication... [laughter] What would you say is the mission statement of
John Marks Records?
Marks: Well, let me put it this way. W.H. Auden was one
of the greatest English-language poets of the 20th century.
Once, when someone was being very effusive in their
praise, he dismissed it, saying art is really small beer, it's no
big deal. He said the real challenges in life are earning a
living without being aparasite, and trying to love your
neighbor. And as much as it hurts to differ with Auden,
I'd like to put aqualification on that. Our mission statement is: The right kind of art experienced in the right
kind of way can enrich and ennoble people's lives. After
which they may find it easier to earn aliving without
being aparasite, and even to love their neighbors.
Another important factor is that we're blessed with
big-time distribution through Allegro in Portland,
Oregon. 3 They distribute 1)enon, Dorian, and
Steeplechase, among others. We're very happy to be
with them because when people want to get our
CDs, they can simply go to Tower Records or anyplace
else to find them.
Scull: It's apop-culture planet We live in today, aMichael Jackson
kind of world. What do you feel is the current state of the American
classical music market? How has your classically oriented label been
received?
Marks: Well, there are definite sips of hope, and alot of
reasons to take encouragement It
hink alot of people have
found that there are basic problems and dangers in alot of
pop culture: despair, nihilism, rage, violence, things like that.
On the other hand, classical music in the 20th century has a
mixed record of serving as window dressing and support for
fascist or totalitarian regimes. Imean, Mussolini was ahell
of apiano player. Did you know that?
Scull: Uhhh, no, Idid not...
Marks: Yes, he played Mozart violin sonatas once with Fritz
Kreisler. Pin not kidding.
Scull: C'enon...
Jerry Bruck: Take Mussolini's kid...
Scull: Please'.
Bruck: ... he's ahotel jazz pianist in Lake Tahoe! His name
is something like Buzz Mussolini! No, really!
Nathaniel Rosen: Not to mention that Stalin actually was
amusic lover, for all of his other "accomplishments."
Marks: And amusic critic. For Pravda. He was the guy whose
music reviews were unsigned, and those were the ones that
everyone had to pay close attention to. He wrote the review
of Shostakovich's Lady Macbeth, which was headlined "Music
for Muddle," and subsequently Mr. S. was in deep doo-doo.
I'm not positing classical music as the salvation of all the
world's problems, but just as there has been an upsurge in
3 Allegro Imports, (800) 288-2007.
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Nathaniel Rosen

interest in great literature prompted
by the filins of the past couple of
years, Ithink that there's always
the attractiveness of classical
music to anew generation of
listeners of whatever age,
who want something alittle
more challenging and fulfilling. And so most of
what we've done is fair4"-..
ly hardcore classical
"
repertory.
Scull: Tell us about your new project, Reverie, and where it fits into that
scheme.
Marks: It's actually an attempt to reach out to a
broader audience. It's called Romantic Music for Quiet Times,
and most of the pieces are rather introspective and pensive —
meditative, if you will. We didn't put Nathaniel in a
Benedictine robe holding acandle, however! [laughtei]
Scull: Iunderstand that Reverie breaks some new ground, fourchannel—wise... ?
Marks: Yes, there's abig technical distinction between this
and our previous Nathaniel Rosen recording, the Bach Solo
Cello Suites. That was atwo-channel stereo recording made
with aKFM 6U Schoeps Sphere microphone. As awonderful surprise for us, Jerry Bruck recorded Reverie in four-channel sound, anew application that he's developed himself.
Bruck: It actually represents acombination of pre-existing elements. In comparison to typical surround sound, we use a
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minimum of processing —a simple M/S (Mid-Side)
processor, which is atime-honored, generally accepted
microphone matrixing technique. This gives us the capability of delivering a3600stereo recording that requires no
processing.
Scull: On typical Pro-Logic home surround systems?
Marks: Right, and we're very excited about it. John Marks
Records supports the International Alliance for MultiChannel Music [IAMM], and we're cautiously optimistic
that there will be capability, in the final Digital Versatile Disc
format — even if most people ignore it —of four uncompressed channels making for asignal that will give awonderful, genuine, nonartifactual, un-Velveeta-ized surround
sound.
Bruck: This application allows you to develop front and
rear signals that are exactly the same in the sense that they're
mirror-imaged. In fact, recording in this fashion, if Nick —
that's Nathaniel's nickname — were to pick up his cello and
march around to the rear of the microphone, upon replay
the cello would come out from behind the listening position. It would have exactly the same characteristics; there's
no tradeoff in sonic quality. In fact, there are no games being
played here. This is very straightforward, very pure stuff.
Scull: Are the rear channels at the same level, or are tiny down some
number of decibels?
Bruck: Same level. Because what, in fact, you're doing is
recreating the original space.
Scull: In the case of Reverie, what was the rest of the recording
chain?
Bruck: On this recording it was simply four mikes — four
channels—into apreamp, then into the new Benchmark
20-bit converter.
Scull: Ins notfamiliar with that name.
Bruck: Benchmark Media Systems are located in Syracuse,
New York. They've been around for quite awhile, and I
find this to be one of their best pieces.
Scull: lint use astock-block Nagra-D?
Bruck: Yes.
Scull: No external clocking, SDIF, or any of
the other Nara tweaks?
Bruck: External clocking is a very
good idea if you have areally stable
external clock. The thing is, the
Nagra itself is very good in that
regard.
Scull: And what about SDIF as
opposed to S/PDIF, where instead of
sending the left/rtht clock signal
down ast.
znal line, you have separate
lines fer each?
Bruck: Ithink once you've separated the clock
from the audio signal, you've done most of what you might
have gotten from SDIF anyway.
Scull: A man offew words, Isee. Anyone care to comment on
FIDCDe?
Marks: Sure. Until very recently I'd been dubious
about it. I'm personally acquainted with most of the
people involved, and I've got great respect for them. I
am neither an engineer nor apatent attorney, so Ican't
make any judgments about the validity of the basic engineering.
Scull: Okay, but on apersonal level?
Marks: A lot of people have said some very harsh things
about the basic engineering and the patent aspects of it. I
was unpersuaded because most of the repertoire that had
Stereophile, January 1997

been recorded avoided, probably
just by happenstance, my touchstones of solo violin, solo cello,
and string quartet. So I'm left
with the question, am Ihearing the microphones or am I
hearing the process?
Scull: Igather Reverie is not
/le
HDCD-encoded?
Marks: No, it's not an HDCD project.
However, just as an experiment, Bob Ludwig cut
me aspecial CD from our 20-bit master tape. Now, you
have to understand that that is not apure HDCD project.
What he did was take 20 bits down to 16 with the HDCD
converter.
Scull: How did you find it?
Marks: It was very, very difficult to decide, and Ican only
say that Idithered.
Scull: O0000h...
Marks: [laughs] I'm glad Ididn't have to decide between
them. But remember, it wasn't an HDCD recording front to
back, so can you call it areal HDCD recording? But hearing
music Iwas intimately familiar with played back on HDCD,
even on anon-HDCD player, made me think, wow, if this is
what it can do on only the back half, it's probably something
really special if you add the front half, so to speak.
By the way, Bob Ludwig told me that he customarily uses
HDCD with the peak-extension feature disabled, which
might be responsible for some of the artifactual or signaturelike sound that Audio magazine reported on last spring.
Scull: Nathaniel, so far we've spent time talking about typical highend audio concerns. I'd like to get asense of what, ifanything, you feel
this purist sensibility brings you.
Rosen: Well, to tell you the truth, I'd like my words to bubble as does the champagne we're drinking, but I'm afraid if
Ican make any sense at all right now, it's only if Ican speak
plainly.
Scull: Please do. Jerry, John, will you both leave the room while
Nick and Iget down to business?[lareter]
Rosen: Here's the crux of the matter for me. It
has to do with my career, which continues in a
manner that many of my colleagues would envy.
However, in most classical musicians' lives, especially soloists', there is an awkward period that
extends approximately between the ages of 15 and
75. So...
Scull: Isee the Veuve Clicquot is having an effect!
Rosen: You're right! [laughs] In order to get through this
"difficult period," it's necessary to woo my audience by
increasing their demand for my product as alive concert
artist. My recording activities have been doing this, and as I
see it, that is their main purpose. For
example, Iwould never have thought
to record the Bach suites at this time
in my life ifJohn hadn't asked me to.
Iwas well qualified to do it, Ihad
been playing them all my life, I
had been developing my own
way with them. So when he
asked me to do it, Itook adeep
breath and said yes, because I
think it's in my best interest
to always say yes.
Scull: Now it can be told...!
[laughter]
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Rosen: Here Ihave to talk about my teacher, Piatigorsky, who
always spoke about the job of the artist as saying yes, delivering the goods, just like atruck driver. One doesn't say, well, I
don't like the size of that box, or what's inside it, or how's it
going to be sold. No, one must deliver the goods. And so he
inculcated into his students aprofessional attitude rather than
aspecialist's mentality. He was, in fact, very pleased that we
are all so broadly oriented in the musical world.
Scull: So you seeJohn Marks Records as amarketing tool to promote
your concert career?
Rosen: Igrew up in Los Angeles, where there's lots of modern music in an active environment. In my younger days Idid
alot of rock-and-roll sweetening and commercial work for
motion pictures and television. It was only the Tchaikovsky
competition Gold Medal that allowed me to make my living
as aconcert cellist instead of as a"combination" musician,
which I'd been up to that time. So, yes, Ido see the recordings
as away to create and sustain public demand.
Scull: l-lave you worked with any other recording companies?
Rosen: Yes.
Scull: How then do you compare the elements ofrecorditido.ragiant
cotiqlomerate with those eaboutique label?
Rosen: Gotcha. Total product development is the key.
From the initiation of the product to the release of the
album, followed up by continuous public relations efforts to
keep the product moving. Toni Flosi of the Aadvert Agency
helps us out with this quite alot. Another way this album is
supposed to reach out to awider audience is in amarketing
sense — the cover, title, that sort of thing.
Also, recording artists never think about distribution. But
John has taught me what an important link it is in the whole
process. Distributors are usually not taken care of by the
artist in the same way that they do their own booking agent!
But without their work, the record doesn't sell, just as
another important link is the retail people. They're all part of the big picture.
Scull: Well, I've never heard anything like
this from arecording artist before, so foeive
nie
persist ...
Rosen: Sure.
Scull: Let me conte around on you from
the back channels, so to speak What
kind of an instrument do you play?
Rosen: Montagnana, 1738.
Scull: A key element of your art,
no doubt?
Rosen: Right.
Scull: So let's make an anale with John
Marks Records and the high-end equipment he uses to
record you. How does that impact you, or does it not at all?
Because so far you've said nothing about that.
Rosen: Gotcha. I'm my own kind of purist too. Iwant the
hardware set up with patience by everybody, and most
notably by me. And...
Scull: You participate in the voicing of the recording?
Rosen: You bet. We work until we've really got it. And
then when it's done, it's ahandshake — it's done. No
more changes. At that point I try and remember
Piatigorsky's advice. He said, and Iquote, "I have made a
vow that Iwill never play one uninspired note in arecording studio." That's always been my intention, to play with
my heart and soul.
Scull: So... do you recognize the importance ofrecording in this highendfashion, or do you feel you get the sanie result as the giants manage with less tweaky pup?
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Rosen: I've made records that Ithought sounded well in
the past. Sometimes Ilisten now to those recordings and
they sound rather dull and unfocused. The records that I've
made with John and Jerry have been marked by vibrancy
rather than a"pillowed" distance from the sound, and without artificial overlay of echo-chamber stuff. It sounds like
the music's supposed to sound.
Scull: That brings up an interesting point. What are you all hying
to accomplish when you record? Is the point to reproduce the actual live
acoustic event in the home, or rather to capture accurately what's on the
master tape? Or is it to capture what the mikes "heard"?
Rosen: Iwant to address that.
Scull: Please...
Rosen: Iwant it to sound good.
Scull: Okay.
Rosen: The sound should be balanced, without any intermediary qualities added or subtracted from it. When I
smash something and it scratches, Iwant to hear the quality
of the consonant, Idon't want to hear it reduced in some
kind of apillowy fashion. Idon't want to hear luxury, Iwant
to hear accuracy.
Scull: Well, another recordist has gone on record saying that accuracy
is not debatable. Hefeels, for example, that what comes off an analog
tape may sound nice, but it doesn't get dose to the mikefeed or what
he gets}tom digital
Rosen: Ihate that. It's quite the other way around. It's the
deital recordings that have made things less accurate.
Scull: Iknew there was something about you Iliked the moment I
met you!
Rosen: My gut tone is in danger of getting filtered out! For
example, many of the remasterings of the Heifer/ collection
—pace Jack Pfeiffer — have been smoothed out. You don't
hear quite enough Heifetz anymore; his "scratch" has been
filtered out!
Scull: Sure. You can always tell it's Heifetz because he sounds like
he's trying to saw his violin in hall?
Rosen: That's right. That's what Iwant. That's what gives
me the thrills. So that's the danger, Ithink, and not the
other way around.
Scull: Isee that John is sitting bolt upright in his seat
and is clearly bursting to speak. But we're not done with
you yet, Nathaniel!
Rosen: Go for it, John!
Marks: Well, Ithink that most of us, and by that I
mean audiophiles and music lovers both, still sit enraptured by some recordings that were made in the 1950s
and early '60s under comparatively primitive technical
standards. Let's leave aside the entire Nazi thing, okay?
When you listen to the old Vox LP reissue of Richard
Strauss conducting Also Sprach
Zarathustra, he nails it the way
nobody else does. That old
recording still has the capacity to
move us. Sure, you should have
no engineering screw-ups in
your recording chain. You
should have no ground loops,
no extraneous hum ...
Scull: So no recordings of...
e
Rosen: Glenn Gould!
Scull: Right! [laughter]
Marks: Accuracy has a
risk of becoming agolden calf to
be worshipped, as does musicality. Ithink
you can only look at it in Aristotelian terms and
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say, What is the purpose of this? What are we trying to do?
Even with Edison cylinders, there can be areal visceral
impact to it. So we really do launch into the area of metaphysics here, of philosophy, and that's wrapped up in our
mission statement.
Let me bring this down to avery concrete example.
Nathaniel Rosen's Bach Solo Cello Suites were recorded in
asmaller hall in the same complex at SUNY Purchase as
was Reverie. Now, there were two very interesting things in
Stereophile's review of the Cello Suites. Larry Archibald heard
Nick play Bach in his own living room with the Stereophile
staff in attendance. Larry thought the recording sounded nothing like what he'd heard "live" in his own home.
Stereophile ex-Music Editor Richard Lehnert understood
exactly what Larry was talking about, and mentioned that the
hugeness of the recorded cello sound was what he'd heard in
other recitals done in sparsely attended halls. Richard had the
right idea; Larry's living room had rugs and drapes and so on,
and didn't get excited by the fundamentals of the cello. But in
the nwrding you really hear how the cello grabbed the recital
hall by the ears and shook it. The point is, while on areally
good system that presents no problems, Idid audition it on
some mid-fi systems ...
Scull: Ah-ha!
Marks: ... and Iheard that typical bass hump that distorted
the truth that was on the master tape. Italked to Jerry about
all this, because Iwanted to deal with it. Up to then I
thought it was really anonissue. That was until Iheard it on
that rack system. Let me tell you, it was not pleasant.
Scull: Therefore Reverie was recorded in abigger hall?
Marks: Right, about 50% bigger than that for the Cello
Suites. So what we have here is an issue of accuracy and
musicality. There's no question that the Bach Solo Cello master tape is accurate as all get out. However, serving the goal
of musicality, especially when adding piano, we moved to a
bil4:er hall. So it all depends... what's the purpose? You don't
have accuracy without purpose. You don't have musicality
without purpose. Accuracy should be the servant of musicality, and then the musicality itself should have apurpose.
Scull: What are you lookingfor when you record?
Marks: When Ihear arecording of astring instrument being
played, Iwant to hear the same ineffable, indescribable things
Iheard that launched me on my love/despair relationship
with the violin myself. You know, like Yehudi Menuhin in
the 1950s and David Oistralch in the 1960s — the kind of
tone that's sweet but not doying, that has some kind of inner
strength to it. You listen to the 1954 Shostakovich First Violin
Concerto with Oistralch and Mitropoulos and it's just such a
profound cultural document, even though it's alousy mono
recording. It's that kind of thing that changes people's lives
and puts them on adifferent path, and that's what Iwant to
be involved in.
Scull: And analog's role in getting you there?
Marks: Well, every improvement in digital makes me more
aware of the paradox of analog's noisefloor There's hiss, but
you hear down into it better. And it's even there with 30ips
1
/
2"tape.
Scull: Is it just the hiss, or are there other analog artifacts that disturb
yen?
Marks: Well, most analog is in fact rolled off. David
Hancock's recording of Anuro Delwin: Sonatas ofBrahms and
Beach [JMR 2] is definitely rolled off because he used
Cambridge C35 ribbon microphones. So does that serve the
musicality? Under those circumstances, yes. In fact, the primary reason we went to Jerry Bruck for the Bach Solo Cello
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Suites was because David Hancock's usual recording venue,
the Church of the Holy Trinity, from which he refuses to
move his equipment, was just too loud. Too much environmental noise.
Rosen: Too many trucks and planes.
Marks: And screams and gunshots and stuff like that.
Scull: What's the future of digital recording do you think? 24-bit,
96IeHz?
Marks: Iam told by engineers who Ireally respect — primarily Bob Ludwig—that the incremental benefit between
88 and 961cHz sampling rates is lost when you do the conversion back down to the current 16-bit standard, and that
in fact it's amuch simpler mathematical process to go from
88 to 441cHz. So the professional audio community seems to
be strongly behind 88kHz. Furthermore, the Nagra-D at 20
bits is the de facto standard right now. There are only acouple of A/Ds at 24 bits, and no one's really sure where
HDCD is. It's probably at about 22 1
/.
2
Scull: You're not dreaming about 24 bits?
Marks: The difference between 20 and 24 bits is irrelevant
for most of the work that's done out there. So Ithink we're
headed toward 20 bits at 882kHz. Ihope and pray that
there's away to get four discrete uncompressed channels
into consumers' homes, because people who are interested
in making realistic recordings of an acoustic event in an
acoustic space will be able to knock peoples' socks off like
never before in the history of recorded sound. If we wind up
totally flummoxed and frustrated by the DVD standard,
we'll offer four-channel surround tapes in Tascam DA-88
format. People can spend $3500, get aTascam unit, and
enjoy eight channels at 16 bits.
Scull: Lees get back to the question: Are you lookingfor the re-creation ofthe live event, the master tape, or simply what the mikes saw?
Marks: There's aBuddhist saying in which someone asks
what is Buddha's nature, and the answer is that Buddha's
nature is ashit-wiping stick. That's for the feet, Jonathan!
That's aJapanese phrase meaning it's an implement that has
its uses but you don't worship it. The master tape is ashitwiping stick.
Scull: Honor us with an explanation, won't you?
Marks: Take Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs, okay? Great people. But they made agolden calf of the master tape. Even if
you take your test tones and line it all up so that everything
pins out at all the right places, that doesn't mean you're going
to get what the producer intended. If you listen to the master tape of Layla, it sounds nothing like the record, because in
the process of cutting it they actually sped it up twice. That's
adocumented fact. The master tape is just atool, like ashoehorn. It's the producer who's responsible for the musical and
engineering content of what the consumer ultimately hears.
Rosen: There's another thing. In my own listening Ihave
become more and more attuned to concert tapes, pirated
concert tapes, because Ifind that Irespond more to arecording if it contains all the dirt. Before it starts, you imagine the
guys coming on stage totally nervous. Then the performance — what went well and what didn't go so great.
It's adramatic event, and that feeling, if anything like it
exists in the recording studio ... well, that's what Iwant to
hear. Ilike arecorded performance with alittle blood in it!
Scull: Anyfinal thoughts about live and recorded music John?
Marks: I'm remembering Mark Twain's comment about
the Catholic Church, which was, "You can fool some of the
people, some of the time ... "
Scull: [laughs] Good way to end the interview! Thanks,
everyone!
S
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hat the world doesn't need now is
another cheeky, derivative British guitar band that steals from the Beatles and
wants to become the next Oasis. At first glance Kula Shaker
seems to fit that sweeping generalization: awide-eyed quartet of quirky, quotable lads who've ataste for Sixties music
and Seventies fashions and who are
destined —according to the shrill
Robert
whine of the British music press and

unusually strong waves of label-induced hype — to suddenly
become the next big thing in alternative music.
Yawn.
Been there, donc that, bought the T-shirt. Oasis, Pulp,
Blur —for awhile there it looked like the English language
and its limited supply of evocative one-word titles were all
that stood between sanity and
Britannia again ruling the waves.
Baird
But just when anglo-rock was

Ito 1.0 bÍII{R.
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Darlington could play "Light My Fire" on Vox Continental
becoming apredictable caricature of itself — riotous soldkeyboards, and hired him.
out shows, asmorgasbord of addictions, waifish model girl"We were looking to get a Hammond on board at
friends — all went silent. The turbulent and talented
that time," Bevan says. "But we thought, `Ah, we'll go for a
Gallagher Brothers broke up Oasis, reunited, then retreated
Vox' —close enough, you know. And Ray Manzarek's not
home to take stock. Pulp and Blur are currently becalmed
so bad after all, is he?"
between albums. For most of the past year, 1996 looked like
Kula Shaker's roll call of influences is not surprising:
the year Britpop (finally) broke.
Hendrix and the Beatles top the list, followed by Pretty
That is, until Kula Shaker.
Things, Iron Butterfly, and Vanilla Fudge. Bevan —who,
If what the world needs now is aset of lyrics for the
along with Mills, writes the band's material —also admits to
Nineties, then Kula Shaker's got 'em. With their first single,
being "an old folker" who likes Nick Drake. The musical
"Tattva," they've penned the kind of classic pop tune that has
wild card in the band's sound comes from the East via the
always come out of Britain at just the right time —a song
Beatles. One of the defining marks of all the bands in this
whose words epitomized the feelings of an entire generation,
latest British invasion is their universal respect (and incisive
captured the essence of an era. They've created an anthem for
plundering) of the inexhaustible riches found in the Beatles
the last decade of the century. Now, next to such immortal
catalog. Following in the footsteps of the Fab Four, Mills and
lines as "Why don't we do it in the road?," "Got to scrape the
Bevan made apilgrimage to India two years ago, where
shit right off your shoes," and, of course, "Some stupid with a
Mills learned a number of mantras, one of which
flare gun burned the place to the ground," we can add the
("Govinda") became the basis for one of
tedious yet compelling opening line of
the band's first tunes. When asked where
Kula Shaker's first swirling, hypnotic hit:
abunch of college-students-turned-alter"Tattva, adntya, bheda, bheda Tattva."
native-band got the idea to trek to
What? You don't speak Hindi?
Bombay and mix sitars and guitars,
Well, actually, neither do the members
Bevan laughs.
of Kula Shaker, but that hasn't stopped
"George Harrison is one of the best
them from using mantras as lyrics and
Beatles, really, isn't he? He's the cool one.
including instruments like the sarod, tabla,
He's up for the whole mystical thing.
and tamboura in the most original worldHe's up for abit of magic."
music/guitar-pop mix ever concocted.
Speaking of magic, one listen to the
Led by vocalist Crispian Mills (the son
band's debut disc, K (which comes packof actress Hayley Mills) and named for a
aged with asecond disc featuring adance
sixth-century Indian king, Kula Shaker
mix
of "Tanya" and anew tune, "Dance
blends alternative guitar-pop rhythms
If what the
in Your Shadow"), and you're liable to
and melodicism with healthy helpings of
world need,»
start mounting black lights and wearing
Sixties psychedelia, Indian raga rock, and
flowers in your hair. Hammond B-3
apastiche of eastern mysticism the core
ncnisr is a, set of
flourishes, low Mellotron moans, sunny
of which revolves around avague knowllyric
fc•r- the
harmonies on poppy choruses, and conedge and commitment to Hinduism.
templative piano intros all spell Summer
At least, that's the official line. Sitting
Nineties, then
of Love. And then, of course, there's the
for interviews with the often-snarling
Kula
1.
1kaLkereims
obligatory homage to Jerry Garcia,
British music press has made the band
"Grateful When You're Dead/Jerry Was
adept at disarming the inevitable skeptigot 'ern.
Here." Derivative, yes — but Mills,
cism about their supposed spiritual leanBevan, and the rest of the band bring an
ings. Unlike Mills, whose initial interirresistible confidence and bounce to their bouquet of obviviews with the American press have been filled with spirious influences.
tual psychobabble and questionable calls — like his state"Tattva" (the word means "truth" in Sanskrit) is aprime
ment in CMJ that Hinduism is "the most esoteric, complex
example of the band's unique and uniquely successful synform of paganism" — bassist Monza Bevans is quick to disthesis. Opening with aprocessed voice, asitar flourish, and
arm criticism and make it clear that they are not aBhagavad
wa-wa guitars, the tune builds in Nineties guitar chords and
Gita—inspired Stryper.
distinctly [Sgt. Pepperl-like verses to what is essentially
"We've got alot to learn from the East, and we're certrancey dance music. The members of Kula Shaker are
tainly very inspired by it," Bevan said during the first week
acutely aware that reviving the Sixties vibe comes with a
of ashort US tour planned to coincide with the stateside
price. Bevans sighs at the mention of the "R" word.
release of the band's first disc, K "To say that we're Hindus
"We hate this word `retro,' "he says, turning serious.
is quite far from the truth. There are lots of people out in
"Retro's such alazy word. Everything's influenced by what's
India who are true Hindus, and we're not like that. We're all
preceded it. You take from that and you learn and you try
vegetarians. We all believe in the philosophy that we're all
and do your own thing. Bring something new to do it."
eternal. But we're really just slobs that play in arock band."
Admitting that his bandmates favor Mod togs like wideThe innovative, retro Hindu guitar group began to come
striped stovepipe pants and zip-up Beatle boots, Bevan is
together seven years ago when Mills and Bevan first met in
admirably honest when asked how seriously this group
London in what Bevans describes as "various dodgy little
takes their ornate sitar and wa-wa guitar come-on.
bands." The pair then formed agroup called The Objects
"There's apatch of irony in there —a rather large patch,
and recruited Paul Winterhart as their drummer. The
actually. But musically, [The Sixties] are adefinitive time for
Objects metamorphized into the K's, aletter the band was
us, when many of the best bands were playing and alot of
to use again as the title of its debut album. The Sixties conthe best songs were written. It was positive."
S
nection grew after the band heard a rumor that Jay
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eet James Carter, the 27-year-old reed specialist who's taking the jazz world by
firestorm. He's cocky and playful, surly and flamboyant, and —though you'd never
guess it from his riveting, hold-on-to-your-pork-pie-hat live performances —
reserved and shy. He's ayoung cat on the tip of propelling jazz full-tilt into the new millennium with atrad-meetsavant bite, adazzling display of saxophone pyrotechnics, and an expansive shriek-to-puff horn vocabulary. Yet judging by the
traditional bent of the Detroit native's first
four albums as aleader, Carter's also thinking about 21st-century jazz with awisdom
and maturity rare for his age. He's steeped
in the history of the idiom, he's unabashedly conservative in his musical tastes and val-

Sax star JAMES CARTER finds
inspiration in the old masters
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ucs, and — here's the clincher — he reveres his jazz elders.
So much so, in fact, that his latest album, appropriately
titled 01111e1Site with the Elders, is aliving tribute to arange of
musicians who have influenced or mentored him. "An
album like this is overdue,"
says Carter, who not only
Conversin' with the
pays homage to but plays
alongside his heroes. "There
it is to get back
are a lot of posthumously
dedicated projects, but you
can't wait for aperson to die.
These individuals are here
right now. You've got to take advantage of that to let them
know how much they've impacted you." Carter's guests
include trumpeters Harry "Sweets" Edison and Lester
Bowie (best known for their work with Count Basie and the
Art Ensemble of Chicago, respectively), saxophonist-clarinetist Buddy Tate (Count Basic), and baritone saxophonist
Hamiet Bluiett (World
Saxophone Quartet).
In expressing his
gratitude to this diverse
cast of jazz statesmen,
Carter offers an eclectic collection of tunes
that spans the history
ofjazz on Conversin' with
the Elders. "This album
is amicrocosm of how
important it is to get
back in touch with your
antecedents," Carter
says, stretching his tall
frame in aroom off the
lobby at Oakland's Lake
Merritt hotel. "It represents the jazz continuum. I'm not patting
myself on the back, but
have you ever heard
Sweets and Lester on
the saine recording before?"
Carter covers seminal Kansas City bandleader Bennie
Moten's "Moten Swing," performed with Tate; Lester
Young's "Lester Leaps In," with Edison; Charlie Parker's
"Parker's Mood," with Detroit alto saxophone veteran Larry
Smith (making his recording debut); John Coltrane's "Naima"
and Anthony Braxton's "Composition #40Q," with Bluiett;
and "FreeReggaeHiBop," with its composer, Lester Bowie.
Carter, blowing with brio and glee on his arsenal of instruments (baritone, tenor and alto saxes, and bass clarinet), is the
glue that holds this improbable collection together.
Even though he's aligned himself with veterans, in no
way does Carter bridle his distinctive, often thrilling style.
He likes being dubbed the "Motor City Madman," and
deliberately steers clear of "playing proper solos for two or
three choruses to make everybody happy." His frothy saxophone excursions push the jazz envelope, so much so that
Rolling Stone hailed him as one of 1995's hottest artists. He's
aware that his audience stretches beyond the boundaries of
jazz. "I've seen quite afew younger individuals at my concerts that you'd guess would normally listen to R&B or rock
radio," says Carter. "Case in point: There were some hippydressed individuals in attendance at the Village Vanguard
one night. They came up to me after the show and talked
Stereophile, January 1997

about how Ireminded them of Jimi Hendrix. They mentioned things like the feedback and the way my notes
seemed to be coming from nowhere. They said..." He
pauses and transforms his voice into atremble of enthusi-

Elders is amicrocosm of how important
in touch with your

ANTECEDENTS

It represents the jazz continuum.
aun, "O000h, man, we just wanted to 'nosh." He laughs and
coolly continues in his normal bass voice, "And Isaid, 'Glad
to be of help.'"
If Carter comes off sounding ego-driven, catching him
perform live fans that flame. He swal4lers on stage, which he
then fully commands as jazz's latest Chief Executive. (He
likes that presidential nickname, but
says, "We'll go with James, not Jimmy,
please.") At arecent gig at Yoshi's jazz
club in Oakland where Carter and his
quartet (pianist Craig Taborn, bassist
Jaribu Shahid, and drummer Tani
Tabbal) wowed crowds for a week,
the saxophonist was ending the final
number of his set with aquiet phrase
when an appreciative audience member stole Carter's thunder by completing his musical train of thought with a
subtle vocal expression of his own. As
if thinking, "Wh000ah, no one
grabs the final say from me,"
Carter got sassy with his tenor
sax, blowing variations on the
fan's theme until he worked himself
up to another climactic peak.
Two days later, Carter remembers
the incident but refutes the charge
that the outburst was motivated by
feeling upstaged. "That didn't happen
because of ego. That's just my way of letting the audience
know that we're all in this together. It's not just us on the
stage. Of course, things can get out of hand where people are
unhip, like talking in the front row and being raucous when
they should be listening. Redd Foxx used to take care of
those types by offering them the microphone. But in this
case, Iheard the phrase and Iremarked on it, twisting it in
different directions. That was my way of letting the individual know he was apart of the show."
Carter's train-roaring charges, fog-horn blasts, and whistlestop yelps are exhilarating. He fractures melodies into cartoonish snippets, alludes to well-known melodies amid a
torrential downpour of notes, then muscs with dreamy lyricism. In concert, he's in your face, grabbing you by the lapels
and challenging you to listen. He even surprises himself,
wincing when he unexpectedly hits ahigh note. Listening to
him inhale and exhale on his discs, which are recorded direct
to two-track analog and without edits, is just as exciting.
Why record with analog equipment? "Most of the nine the
sound is alot meatier," says Carter. "I'll give you agood
example. Listen to an old Tower of Power album recorded on
analog. It's got meat. But digitally it sounds like prewashed
chitlins —it sounds too clean. It's not that there's anything
wrong with that, but there's something soulful rooted in ana159
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proved to be the inspiration for Carter's previous Atlantic
log recordings. It's like those vintage patches they have for
recording, The Real Quietstonn (82742-2). "Bird indirectly
synthesizers. Those mini-Moog patches try to get close to that
fostered the Quietstonn idea with that album because the Banalog sound, but you can still tell they're digitally produced.
side [of Bird's disc] had 'Embraceable You,' My Old Flame,'
It doesn't catch that vibe. Idon't think I'm being nostalgic —
'Scrapple from the Apple,' Out of Nowhere,' and 'Don't
I
just like having that soulful feel to my music. Plus, using anaBlame Me.' That whole side was just so cool."
log is the way the old recordings were done."
Many critics suspected that The Real Quietstorm, Carter's
As for his current home listening post, Carter says that
debut for Atlantic Jazz, was aconcession the saxophonist had
he's partial to Sony equipment. He admits that he's no
to make to company execs when he signed with the major
audiophile, but he does demand quality "Hey, as long as the
label. Carter argues that the scenario was just the opposite.
music comes out cool, as long as Ican hear everything from
"Making an album of ballads was my original intention. It was
abat pissing on cotton to the Big Bang and everything in
something I'd always wanted to do. No one had really done
between, that's all that matters to me."
it with any meaningful intent since Trane cut those sides on
Based on the saxophone glossolalia of both his live and
Impulse in the '60s."
recorded perforWhile on the subject of Quietstonn,
m ance s,y ou' d
Carter notes that he got alot of flak from
think
Carter
some critics for what they called the
spent his youth
"sappy cover art" of the sax man being
locked in his
embraced by abeautiful woman. "Now
bedroom with
that's stupid for anybody to say that," he
his horns trying
says,
his voice rising in anger, "especially
to coax all kinds
with all these lyrics in today's music about
of sound effects
hootchies and holes. Here Iam, not only
from them. But
posing and showing the unity between
he was actually
two people, but I'm actually in this unity
taking lessons
with the woman in the photo. And that's
with his music
all
people can think of? That should be
teacher Donald
cooled out. 'Sappy'?"
Washington, lisCarter hisses, then with the wave
tening to the
of his hand dismisses the subject.
classics by the
"Later for that stuff. Iwanted to put
masters broadthe music in the proper perspective. That's
cast on several
why I wrote 'The Intimacy of My
Detroit public
Woman's Beautiful Eyes' for that album,
radio jazz shows,
and why I played 'The Stevedore's
and voraciously
Serenade' and "Round Midnight.' Iwanted
consuming any
to capture that romantic feeling, the intirecords
that
macies and the intensities, which are totally gone from quietcame into his possession.
storm R&B radio stations:They've done atotal flip with all
Around the house Carter discovered Duke Ellington's twothat knockin' boots stuff and lyrics like..." To make his
disc 70th Birthday Concert (Blue Note CDP 832746 2) and The
point, Carter sarcastically adopts asleazy, quivering voice.
Quinteççential Billie Holiday, Volume 8(Columbia/Legacy CK
"Oh, baby, baby, let me in."
47030). "That record covered her development as asinger in
This line of conversation brings up arelated subject: the
the late '30s and early '40s," he recalls. "That's where Iheard
spiritual depth of Carter's commitment to the music. "It's
Sweets and [saxophonist] Lester [Young] the first time. The
not just entertainment," he insists, even though he concedes
first two records Ibought were Eddie Harris's Playin' with
that his horn-blowing can be viewed through that lens. "But
Myself (out of print) and Basie's Jam #3 (Fantasy/OJC,
that's what awhole lot of people get tripped up on. It turns
OJCCD 687-2), an impromptu session with Joe Pass, Louie
the whole process into minstrelsy, something to just pass the
Bellson, Benny Cartcr, Eddie Davis, Clark Terry, Al Grey, and
time. But if you're serious about the music, you play so that
Al Heard. Istill have 'em too."
Carter figures he was 11 or 12
when he first heard Charlie
As long as Ican hear everything from abat pissing
Parker. His brother brought home
the Bird Symbols album (out of
on cotton to the
and in between,
print), which blew Carter away. "I
was like..." He pauses and raises
that's all that matters to me.
his voice to the high-pitched
squeal of alittle kid, "Man, when's
it not only opens ears but also opens atherapeutic memthe next time he's playing?" He laughs and relates how lus
brane. It's like Albert Ayler saying that music is the healing
brother told him that Parker "ain't here no more." Carter
force of the universe. You need to tap into the spiritual, even
laughs again and says, "And Ithought he was telling me one
if it's arehashed version of 'Take the A Train' [on Carter's
of those brotherly fibs just to get my goat."
second album, Jurassic Classics, on DIW], because that's the
As he reviews all the tunes Bird played on that album, it's
most viable element. If the passion and spirit isn't there,
obvious that Carter wore its grooves out. The first side had
what's the use? If you're not playing for aloved, labored
such numbers as "Yardbird Suite," "Night in Tunisia," and
cause, it doesn't make any sense."
S
"Cool Blues." But it was the ballad-drenched B-side that

BIG BANG
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Reiner, CSO/ Rubinstein

$23.95
$23.95

ALSC 2450

Schumann/Carnaval, Les Patineurs

Rignold, ROHO

$23.95
$23.95

ALSC 2465

Prokofieff/ Concerto No/

Frager/Leibowitz, PCO

$23.95
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Belafonte/ Live At Carnegie Hall
T-LSO 6006

Prokofieff/ It. Hije
T-LSC 2150

TO ORDER CALL:
i

CI

1-800-716-3553
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o

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Shipping

AIRBORNE
$7.95 Airborne
or
$4.95 UPS Ground
Any size order in continental USA

P.O. BOX 1905
SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609
FAX (913) 825-0156
www http://www.btown.com
Email asoundsüaol.com
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Check out the power
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Sonata

Intermezzo

Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt,
including the Sonata in Bminor. Recorded with 20bit resolution.

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all -Brahms pt.(
gram: Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5, and Three
Intermezzi, Op. 117.
One of the finest
piano recordings
ever made.

Festival
Works by Copland,
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
\ performed by
—
the worldrenowned Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned
microphones and 20-bit

TOSI CD 1
Phase your system, test your
speakers and listening room, and hear the differ
ence amike can make. Take this
disc with you
when evaluating
equipment.

Concert

Test CD 2

This tube-miked,
two-CD set
features Robert
Silverman in a
recital of works
by Schubert, Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the
bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Place your speakers
4.0L
ct
and test them for disLi
Z)
tortion. Check your amp
for distortion too, and hear
what CD jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3
Use the signals
to test your
speakers and your
room. Burn-in components with the unique
noise track. Home in on
your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes
audiophile music tracks.

P08111
An audiophile classic
\ since 1989. Tube-miked
\ performances of works
\ for flute and piano by
Prokofiev, Reinecke,
and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem.

ALA7

Mail to:

Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702

Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call:

Sonata

CD

$15.95

Festival

CD

$15.95

=

Concert

CD

$15.95

=

$

Poem

LP

=
=

$

Intermezzo

CD
LP

$11.95
$11.95
$I
6.95
$16.95

=
=

Test CD I

$ 6.95

=

Test CD 2

$ 7.95

=

Test CD 3

$ 9.95

=

'Shipping & Handling: $3.50/order U.S. and Canada

•S&H
Total

=
=

1-800-358-6274

NAMt

STREET_

CD

CITY

STATE/ZIP

58.00/order foreign (airmail)

CI Check enclosed
Please charge my Cl MC
ACCT. NO.

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.

SIGNATURE

n Visa

=

0 AmEx
EXP

$
$

Mesa Engineering Baron Power Amplifier
Chip Stern & John Atkinson

5

orne audiophiles tend to get amite
sniffy around those of us who have
expensive tastes and limited budgets. I've always been willing to spend the
price of anew car on aset of speakers, but
Inever had the cash or credit. The sonic
virtues of hefty, high-powered Krells and
wondrous, single-ended tube designs
always enchanted me, but when you're
raising afamily you make do. Through
my experiences in a high-end audio
establishment Ilearned the metaphysics
of mixing and matching as befits my
lowly caste, and Igradually developed
sophisticated reference points, so that as
the years swept by Imanaged to inch my
way up the aural food chain.
I've been writing about jazz, blues,
rock, progressive pop, R&B, worldbeat,
and classical music since 1976, and along
the way developed anear fatal predilection for good audio. "What'll it be, son
—200 watts per side or conjugal relations with your spouse?" I'm thinking,
I'm thinking. However, unlike some of
the solemn, stressed-out tweaks I've
encountered over the years working in
record stores and retail audio, the music
comes first, you dig?
Someone once observed that for listeners experiencing aprofound emotional
response to apiece of music, the quality
of the delivery system is incidental. I
can't recall if the researcher was an audio
engineer or abehavioralist, but we've all
experienced this curious aural phenomenon. It's as if the Creator, not merely
content to endow us with souls, retrofitted our being with some sort of
spiritual Dolby processing, so that if the
music was truly inspiring our level of
concentration would rise to match it,
and we could filter out much of the
noise, RF interference, harmonic distortion, and shirty reproduction, and focus
in on the music, restoring alevel of frequency response and dynamic range
commensurate with the gravity of the
experience.
But you can't polish aturd.
A case in point: Many years ago
when Ifirst got into the music business,
amagazine publisher had me and my
staff out to his suburban digs for aparty.
Our host's high-end system was his
Stereophite, January 1997

pride and joy, and he'd purchased his
house partly on the basis of the big
sunken living mom's superb acoustic
configuration. Now this cat was amalevolent little Howdy Doody, but his audio system was so screarnin' that to this
day Iaccord him agrudging degree of
respect. He had apair of those classic
B&W R2D2 jobbers, some bitchin' separates, abeautiful toneann, moving-coil
cartridge and turntable, and avaulted
ceiling that rose like the steppes of arice
paddy over this huge bay window —
this snoid had turned his living room
into the Hollywood Bowl. The sonic
impact was palpable, the soundstage as
broad as the Pacific and deeper than the
Marianas trench, but Kenny Rogers' The
Gambler represented the zenith of our
seeker's transcendence.
So am Imaking acase for listening to
Tatum or Horowitz on some jive upright? Of course not—bring on the
German Steinways. Am Isu lv.esting
that true spiritual seekers can be content
with department-store rack systems?
May Inever experience flat frequency
response below 100Hz.
Still, Ilearned along time ago that the
human being was the ultimate instrument, and that sometimes, in scaling the
sacred slopes of Mount Compromise,
chance encounters with the goddess of
Price-Performance Ratio can transform
your humble audio environment to the
point where you suddenly find yourself
standing on hallowed ground.

Description: Tubed dual-mono
power amplifier with output power meters (switchable between
15W FS and 150W FS), "Tandem
State Imaging," 4 ohm and 8 ohm
output transformer taps, and four
selectable levels of overall negative
feedback, from OdB to 8dB. Tube
complement: four 12AX7s (input);
twelve 5881s (output). Rated output power: about 60VVpc into 8
ohms (17.8dBW) (full triode operation, zero feedback) to 150Wpc
into 8 ohms (21.8dBW) (full pentode operation, 8dB feedback).
Frequency response, THD, S/N ratio, sensitivity, and output impedance not specified. Input impedance: 60k ohms single-ended
(110k ohms available with a simple internal modification).
Dimensions: 19" W by 8.75" H by
14.5" D. Weight: 65 lbs.
Serial number of review samples: none found.
Price: $3695. Warranty: 3 years,
workmanship and materials; 1
year, tubes. Approximate number
of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Mesa Engineering,
1317 Ross Street, Petaluma, CA
94954. Tel: (707) 778-9505 (hi-fi
department). Fax: (707) 433-1904.

cording engineer (Malcolm Cecil), and
asuperb mastering engineer (Ted JenFate knocks
sen of Sterling Sound). Alot of my intuitions about sonies, artists, and repertoire
During the past two years aseries of
oddly providential events overtook me, turned out to be dead on, everything
and Iwas finally able to approach some- clicked, and Going Back Home (Atlantic
thing approximating my vision of audio 82652-2) was widely praised by jazzbos
nirvana. First of all, Igot lucky, copped and audiophiles alike.
Then fate tossed what at first seemed
aworkable recording budget, and got to
produce an audiophile-quality freeform like abean ball, but which upon closer
jazz recording. Iwas able to assemble a inspection came to resemble Newton's
dream team of great improvising musi- apple. One fine spring morning I
cians (Ginger Baker, Bill Frisell, and looked out my fifth-floor window and
Charlie Haden) in a magnificent re- discovered that an auto-parts collector
cording studio (Allen Sides's Ocean had accepted my '82 Toyota on consignWay), with avintage Snider
two- ment for immediate export to South
track and an audiophile-quality Focus- America. So much for bucolic escapes
rite mixing board (by Rupert Neve), the from Manhattan. But as summer turned
help of an authoritative, simpatico re- to fall, Iassuaged my grief with the
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state amps out there that I'd be thrilled
to own. What Iwill tell you is that the
sound of this dual-mono, all-tube amplifier has made me deliriously happy.
Its remarkable level of flexibility and
musicality recommend it to economically impaired music lovers for whom
high-end performance has always been
just out of reach — and possibly even to
those of you for whom cost is no object.
When Ifirst auditioned my speakers
in tandem with the Mesa Baron, Iused
Emmylou Harris's Wrecking Ball (Asylum 61854-2) to impress my wife. Producer/guitarist Daniel Lanois's avantgarde vision of rustic Americana has lots
of ambient detail and some outrageous
low end, featuring acleat; bottom-heavy
portrayal of the toms and bass drum
Mesa Engineering Baron power amplifier
(recorded with ribbon mikes). Well, her
eyes were popping out. "The first time
knowledge that my auto insurance
Baronial
you played me these speakers Iwas feelmoney had gone unspent, and that cash
When Igot home and put on the same
ing the sound in my pelvis, but now I'm
and credit previously set aside to fund
disc, the differences were disconcerting.
experiencing it right in the heart," she
my mechanic's weekend retreat were
Even factoring in the focus and sonic
marveled. "Well, there you are," I
burning ahole in my pocket.
superiority of the Wadia system to my enthused. "The true tube chakra."
So inspired, Igot agreat price on a humble Audio Alchemy unit, it was disNext we began to experiment with
used Conrad-Johnson PV5 tube preamp,
concerting to realize that I'd barely
the Baron's most distinctive feature: Tanand had aset of speakers and passive subscratched the potential of my speakers
dem State Imaging. Remember what I
woofers custom-built for me by Elliot — they laid bare the sonic limitations of said about trying to zero in on an ampliZalayete of Zalytron (featuring Cabasse
my old amp.
fier that most nearly accommodated
and Focal drivers). Then this past spring I
Now, I've been around; listened to all
your range of listening tastes? Well,
found myself wandering the portals of kinds of sounds, experienced alot of live
with Tandem State Imaging you don't
the Waldorf=Astoria at Stereophik's HImusic, and heard some extraordinary have to compromise because it's two,
Fl '96 Show, where Iheard any number
sound systems in my time — Ialways
three, four, or more amplifiers in one,
of superb systems—many of which
thought Ihad pretty good aural referand you can make choices on the fly —
caused my eyes to mist over and my loins
ence points. But it was humbling to while the music is playing — selecting
to ache from transducer envy — but I finally experience just how much sonic
the operating characteristics and increalso heard some pricey artifacts in wedimpact and dimensionality a great
ments of negative feedback that best
ding-cake cabinets that left me decidedly power amp imparts to asound system.
complement the music, your speakers,
unmoved and reassured in my simple
When you visit afine high-end store,
and the acoustic environment.
peasant wisdom. However, a chance
one of the biggest challenges facing a
That's because the Baron employs a
assignation on the ninth floor sent me
salesman is helping you to zero in on
separate duo and quartet of output
scurrying back home, and before you
what kind of amp will best suit your systubes for each channel, and you can
could say "capture ratio" Ifound myself,
tem, acoustic environment, and musical
configure the amp so you alternate
calculator in hand, contemplating ayear
tastes. You might be attracted to the
between class-A triode (at around 60W)
or so of peanut-butter sandwiches. Ihad
warmth and airiness of alow-powered
or class-AB pentode (at 150W). Most
seen the burning bush.
tube amp, but if your listening tastes run
significant, you can employ increments
The system Mesa Engineering's Tom
beyond jazz and classical to rock, hipof the two operating modes: either 27SMenrath had set up in their Waldorf hop, and other highly processed source
triode/'/3-pentode (at around 90W) or
suite featured aWadia 16 CD player
material, this type of amp probably %-pentode/V3-triode at (at 120W), with
employing digital attenuation running won't satisfy you in the long run. And
three increments of negative feedback
direct to the Mesa Baron. The system
while ahigh-powered solid-state amp
(or none at all). As aresult, you can litused FMS interconnects and speaker might convey the sonic impact and imerally tune this amplifier disc by disc.
wire and Aerial Acoustics Model 10Ts.
mediacy you crave — especially in the
My speakers are very sensitive, and
Even in the abysmal acoustic environlow end — the lack of subtlety and dethe 10" Focal bass drivers don't really
ment of ahotel suite, the Baron's musitail on acoustic music may grow tirerequire much damping, so we generally
cality and transient response were plainsome after awhile.
didn't employ any negative feedback
ly apparent. Then they played aCD that
Which is part of what makes the
(more on that later). We listened to the
Iwas very familiar with — Ry Cooder's
Mesa Baron such a remarkable per- Emmylou Harris and a wonderful
soundtrack to Paris, Texas (Warner Bros.
former — it's atrue musical instrument.
acoustic duet by Ray Brown and Duke
25270-2). The clarity, transparency,
I'm not going to undertake atechnical Ellington, This One's for Blanton (Pablo
soundstage depth, and detailed imaging analysis, A/B it against other amps, or
PACD 2310-721-2), which has great
revealed layers of room ambience I'd
make outrageous subjective claims for room sound, amazing presence, and a
never perceived.
it. There are lots of great tube and solidlovely low end — and Iwas aerobidzing
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myselfjumping up and down to switch
back and forth between the modes to
hear what the tradeoffs were. My wife
voted for class-A triode because "It's
gentler," and it's hard to beat all-triode
for solo instruments, acoustic jazz, and
chamber music. There was more air, a
broader soundstage, greater separation
and distinction between the instruments
— it was just asweeter, more involving
listening experience.
Next we listened to alovely Béla
Fleck recording called Tales from the
Acoustic Planet (Warner Bros. 45854-2).
On atrio rendition of "Arkansas Traveler," Béla's banjo was crisp and sparkling, Edgar Meyer's huge double-bass
had resounding presence, and we heard
all sorts of pitch manipulations and timbrai subtleties in Kenny Malone's brush
work and bass drum. Then, on "Backwoods Galaxy" (the next cut, with
Chick Corea, Branford Marsalis, and
the Wooten brothers), Victor Wooten's
electric bass didn't really seem all that
present compared to the acoustic bass

fiddle on the previous cut, so Iswitched
to 77'3-triode/'/3-pentode and then to 2/3pentode/'/3-triode. What was really
interesting was not just that the bass was
more present, but that the actual placement of the instruments began to
change. All of asudden the bass's actual
place in the mix became alittle more
forward, alittle more present, and alittle more centered in the soundstage.
The soundstage itself was no longer
quite as deep, and in exchange for more
punch and presence, there was aslight
loss in separation and transparency, but
not until one turned to full pentode did
acoustic sounds begin to harden, sounding as if they were coming through aPA.
As you can imagine, the variables and
combinations are limitless. Late at night,
when I'm not listening at concert-stage
volume, adding increments of pentode
power gives the music an appealing
sense of liveness and presence. But at
my normal listening levels, which are
fairly loud, Imostly employ all-triode;
at 2/
3-triode/V3-pentode, I seemed to

move closer to the stage; at 2/
3-pentode/'/3-triode the stage seemed to
move closer to me. In listening to modern jazz recordings (like Kenny Garrett's Pursuance) or vintage analog symphonic recordings (such as Bruno Walter's version of Mahler's Symphony 9or
Herbert von Karajan's version of
Brahms's Symphony 1) Ifound myself
favoring 2i
3-triode/ 1
/
3-pentode at more
moderate volume levels — which
seemed to give the orchestra a little
more bottom and presence, without
blurring delicate details or sucking all
the air out of the room.
But when listening to rock, funk, or
electric jazz —contemporary music
employing contemporary recording
styles, featuring unnatural frequency extremes, where you need fast, massive
bursts of power to handle the transients,
and the sense of venue is much less decisive — then 2/
3-pentode/V3-triode was
the configuration Ipreferred. It really
brought out the larger-than-life qualities in audiophile-class pop recordings

A

find the amplifier's channel separation
falling to 70dB above 101tHz (not
shown). Iassume that this is due to the
proximity of the two input circuits and
the negative feedback switching resulting
in some capacitive coupling. Noise levels
were low, at typically 76dB (unweighted
ref. 1W/8 ohms), this improving to
around 86dB when A-weighted, meaning that what noise there was was dominated by very high- and/or very low-frequency components (principally hum).
Voltage gain varied significantly with
setting and load, ranging from avery
high 39.4dB (all-pentode, zero feedback, 4ohm tap loaded with 8ohms) to
amore normal 292dB (all-triode, Stage
III feedback, 4ohm tap loaded with 8
ohms).
Looking at the output impedance
revealed the Baron's musical-instrument
amplifier heritage: Whereas amodem
hi-fi amplifier is intended to act as avoltage source —its source impedance is so
low that its output voltage doesn't drop
significantly as the load impedance falls
—the Baron's source impedance is intended to be equal to the load. (In this
respect, the Baron's output transformers
perform very similarly to that of my
much-beloved 1970 Fender Bassman
50.) A quick workout with Ohm's Law
should convince you that making source

and load impedances equal results in
maximum power transfer to the load, as
paradoxical as that might sound. However, it does mean that half the total
power delivered by the amplifier is dissipated in the output transformer —
which, as aresult, runs very hot. Second,
with areal-world low!rleaker, the necessarily high source impcj:Ince results in a
frequency response that varies significantly according to the speaker's modulus
of impedance.
Figl, for example, shows the Baron's
amplitude response in triode mode (8
ohm tap, zero feedback) into 8ohms, 4
ohms, and into our dummy loudspeaker load, designed for us by NHT's Ken
Kantor. (Described in the August 1995

sImentioned in my listening report, the Baron offers 32 different
combinations of its settings,
meaning that for measurement purposes
it is 32 different amplifiers. To supply a
full set of measurements for every combination wouldn't leave room in this issue
for any other reviews! Accordingly, Ionly
thoroughly measured the Baron's all-triode and all-pentode modes, from both
the 8and 4ohm transformer taps, with
the negative feedback set to none or all
(labeled Stage III). Other than spot checks
on other settings, Fil leave you to infer
what happens for the mixed pentode/niode settings. Before Iperformed
any measurements, Itook care to optimize
the bias and balance for each charnel.
First, don't let the XLR input socket
mislead you. Pin 2is wired as "hot," as
is usual, but pin 3 was shunted to
ground on my sample. This is an unbalanced input. If you use apreamp with
balanced output, its "cold" driver will
see ashort circuit to ground, to its possible distress. (Aware of this loading
problem, Mesa now ties this pin to
ground with a60k resistor.) Imeasured
the input impedance as 42k ohms at
lIcHz. The amp is wired to be noninverting.
Given the Baron's dual-mono construction, it was alittle disappointing to
Stereophile, January 1997
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Mesa Baron, triode mode, 8 ohm tap, OdB
feedback, frequency response at (from top
to bottom at lkHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load; 1W into 8ohms; 2W into
4ohms (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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such as Wrecking Ball, Little Village, and
Turbulent Indigo, electric worldbcat like
Jean Luc Ponty's Tchokola, and contemporary jazz like George Benson's That's
Right.
And as a stone analog recidivist, I
find that on pum digital recordings triode sounds relatively flat and lifeless. In
listening to Bob Katz's recording of
Oregon's Beyond Words (CheskyJD130),
and Mark Levinson's recording of The
Carnegie Hall Jazz Band (Blue Note
CDP 36728 2), 2/
3-pentode/'/a-triode
conveyed extra dimensionality and
transient impact. On Yod lLevi's Telarc
recording of The Rite ofSpring, the Baron
translated Stravinsky's timpani strokes
into big, soft cannonballs of love that
leaped out of the speakers and crushed
my sternum without mussing my hair.
Ionly employ full pentode when I'm
feeling very frisky or my neighbors are
having aparty and Ichoose to up the
ante. On King Crimson's live-to-DAT
soundboard recording THRaKattak and
Sly And Robbie's digital hip-hop anthem
Silent Assassin (with KM-One), the fre-

quency extremes were so wild, the transients so monstrous, Iemployed negative
feedback to tame and localize the bass,
even-out the image, and make the highs
more distinct. The Baron's three stages
of negative feedback seemed to enhance
the musical smoothness and focus, but
at the expense of some transparency and
imaging. But on music such as this,
recorded at nosebleed volume levels,
where the goal is not to capture room
acoustics but to deliver avisceral impact,
it's abig help. Stage one of negative feedback in the 3-triode/'/a-pentode or 3
1
3pentode/'/3-triode modes is very subtle
and musical, as Idiscovered after Ilistened to anumber of recordings without
realizing I'd left it on.
But generally, the only time Iuse
negative feedback is when I'm really
blasting away on vinyl — the reduced
damping factor does help tighten up the
bass. In listening to Wilhelm Furtwângler conducting Brahms's Symphony 1
(an epic 1952 Deutsche Granunophon
treatment that stands shoulder-to-shoulder with Toscanini's legendary RCA

issue of Stereophile, p.168, this is acollection of resistors, capacitors, and inductors intended to model the impedance
signature of atypical two-way, Z,obelcompensated, sealed-box loudspeaker.)
In triode mode, the HF response rolls
off early, being -5dB at 201cHz —
there's the mellow top octave Inoted in
my auditioning. But more important,
note the 3c1B drop in output level into
the lower impedance and the severe
modification of the amplifier's response
by the dummy load. To alarge extent,
this amplifier will sound different with
every loudspeaker with which it is used.
Its 11cHz source impedance varied from
18 ohms (pentode, 8ohm tap) through
7.75 ohms (triode, 8 ohm tap), to 4

ohms (triode, 4 ohm tap). While the
201cHz impedance was generally alittle
lower than at lkHz, at the low-frequency extreme (20Hz) the impedance in
the pentode mode was even higher,
reaching amaximum of 23 ohms.
Loop negative feedback lowers an
amplifier's source impedance; how does
changing the Baron's feedback level
reduce this interaction? The answer can
be seen in fig2 —not much. A swing of
±3.4dB with no feedback is reduced to
±.2.8dB with Stage III feedback. And in
pentode mode with maximum negative
feedback (fig3 —note the different vertical scale on this graph), the swing is
even greater, reaching amaximum boost
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Victor 1951 recording), two stages of
negative feedback really helped clean
up and focus the timpani accents Fuitwangler employs to supercharge the
giddy accelerandos at the climax of the
fourth movement.
—Chip Stern

JA listens to the Baron
To audition the Baron, Iused B&W Silver Signature loudspeakers. Preamplifier
was aMark Levinson No.38S, with a
Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS used to
amplify LP signals from aLinn Sondek/
Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv
setup on an ArchiDee table. Digital
sources were Mark Levinson No30.5
HDC1)* and Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2 DIA processors driven by
a Mark Levinson No31 transport, a
Nagra-D open-reel digital recorder, and a
Panasonic SV-3700 1)AT recorder via
Madrigal and Illuminati AES/EBU
cables and Meridian 518 or Genesis
Digital Lens jitter-reduction units
(No31, DAT) or Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug (Assemblage, Nagra). I also

of almost 5dB in the low treble. Here's
part of the reason the Baron tended to
sound bright with my preferred speakers. Note, however, that the amplifier
offers amore extended HF response in
pentode mode, only falling by 1dB at
20kHz. This is confirmed by the 10kHz
squarewave response (fig.4), which has a
reasonable risetirne.
When it comes to describing the
Baron's distortion performance, there
are two opposed ways of looking at it.
First, the Baron is overall arelatively
non-linear device: Its distortion is typically 10 times higher than you'd find in
amodern solid-state design, or even a
modern tube design. Second, when you
consider its absence of overall loop
feedback — even in its highest feedback
setting, it only offers afew dB of gain

00

DWG

Fig.2 Mesa Baron, triode mode, 8 ohm tap, OdB
feedback, frequency response at 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load with (from top
to bottom): OdB, Stage I, Stage II, and Stage
Ill feedback (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3

Mesa Baron, pentode mode, 8ohm tap, Stage
Ill feedback, frequency response at (from top
to bottom at 1kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load; 1W into 8ohms; 2W into
4 ohms (right channel dashed, 5dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.4 Mesa Baron, pentode mode, 8 ohm tap,
Stage III feedback, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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used the impressive Sonic Frontiers
SFCD-1 CD player. Interconnects used
were AudioQuest's balanced AudioTruth Lapis X3, unbalanced with an
adaptor at the amplifier end. All source
components and preamps were plugged
into a Power Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself
plugged into adedicated AC circuit and
fitted with the Power Enhancer option.
Giving away its professional heritage,
the dual-mono Baron has aground-lift
switch for each channel, aguaranteed
way of minimizing ground-loop hum. I
have no idea why this often essential
option is so rare in consumer amplifiers,
unless it's asafety/insurance issue. Igot
the most hum with with one or both
channel grounds connected to the system ground, so Ilifted them them both
for my auditioning.
Ispent only ashort time listening to
my first sample of the Baron, which was
dark-sounding as all get-out, especially
in triode mode. It turned out that an
early production run of 18 samples —
including mine — had been fitted with a
wrong-value capacitor. As Iwas about to

sit at the laptop to dismiss the amplifier
in afew choice words, aphone call from
Mesa's Tom Menrath informed me that
areplacement was already on the way.
Chip Stern wasn't bothered by the
"limitless" variations the Baron has to
offer. Me, I'm made of less stern stuff.
Faced with a choice of output transformer taps, four negative feedback levels, and four operating modes —triode
to pentode, with two stops along the
way — Ispent aweekend ringing the
changes with the second sample before
settling down with abasic setting which
seemed to work best with my Silver
Signature speakers. Which was: all-triode, with the negative feedback set to
the minimum setting short of none at
all. All-pentode was, to my ears, abust
—intolerably bright, at least to my ears.
Dynamic, certainly, and the amp played
loud with only asmidgen of drive from
the preamp, but the sound lacked class.
And at my age, class is what Iwants
from apiece of electronics.
In triode mode, the class was there.
Seductively sweet-sounding, in fact.

Anything with female voice, anything
with those most vocal of insmunents,
the trombone and the cello, was reproduced with asense of "body," of being
there, that made the music sing. In comparisons with the amplifier I've found to
be the best in this area, the single-ended
and identically priced Cary CAD300SEI, the Baron fell alittle short, but
not by much. And on recordings that
had been recorded so as to capture areal
soundstage —Keith Johnson's neglected but sonically superb, early HDCD
release of virtuoso classical clarinet
pieces (Ebony Concerto, Reference Recordings RR-55C1)), for example —the
Baron threw ahuge, spacious dome of
ambience around the musicians.
It was at the frequency extremes that
the Baron fell short of what Iwant from
an amplifier. The revised amplifier was
less dark-sounding than the first sample,
but it was still balanced well on the mellow side of neutrality. While this generally didn't get in the way of the music
on most recordings, it might be aproblem in system matching. The bass was

and distortion reduction — its transfer
function is actually remarkably linear.
The Baron also resembles the human
hearing mechanism in that its distortion
increases in proportion to level.

This can be seen from fig.5, which
shows the THD+Noise percentage on a
1
kHz tone plotted against output power
into 8and 4ohms, with the amplifier in
triode mode with OdB feedback. Below
50mW (0.05W), the curve starts to rise,
meaning that the figure is actually dominated by noise below this power level.
The minimum value of 0.1% at the
50mW level is actually the amplifier's
basic level of distortion at these minimal
power levels, which is acceptably low.
But as the output power rises, so does
the THD, but in what appears to be
straightforward manner. The clipping
point in triode mode (defined as 1%
THD+N) into both 4 and 8 ohms is
around 20W. But note that the "knee"
in the amplifier's output plot lies at the

2% level. Relaxing our definition of
clipping to 3% THD+N therefore results in amaximum power output of
55W into 8ohms (17.4dBW), agreeing
with the specification.
Isuspect that it was this increase in
distortion level with increasing level that
caused me to find the Baron's dynamics
limited in triode mode. Remember that
Ifound about 20W to be the practical
limit Remember also that the emphasis
of the low-treble region with the twoway speakers Iuse (see fig.1) will help
unmask distortion products. The effect
of changing the feedback level on the
output power curve is shown in fig.6.
The clipping point doesn't change, but
each increase in negative feedback
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Mesa Baron, triode mode, 8 ohm tap, OdB
feedback, distortion (%) vs output power
into (from bottom to top): 8 ohms and 4
ohms.
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Mesa Baron, triode mode, 8 ohm tap, OdB
feedback, distortion (%) vs output power
into 8 ohms with (from bottom to top):
Stage iii, Stage II, Stage I, and OdB feedback.
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Fi g.7 Mesa

)00

Baron, pentode mode, 4 ohm tap,
Stage Ill feedback, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 10W): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

fig.8 Mesa Baron, pentode mode, 8 ohm tap,
Stage III feedback, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 5kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and 1W into 8
ohms (right channel dashed).
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also aproblem area in that it failed to
kick rhythm sections along with sufficient pace. Charlie Haden's bass on the
superb-sounding Ginger Baker Trio
album produced by Chip Stern, for example, was just too fat, warm, and nicesounding to kick much booty Pleasant,
yes, but the tension just wasn't there. As
CS mentioned, increasing the negative
feedback or changing to partial or allpentode operation went some of the
way toward alleviating this character,
but I
just liked the low-feedback triode
mode too much to be happy with this
compromise.
Chip commented positively on the
Baron's dynamics. Paradoxically, while
it does give an impression of controlled
power, Icouldn't get the amp to play
loud without it starting to sound
strained. In my preferred triode mode
with Stage Ifeedback, playing the 20-bit
master for Stereophile's Robert Silverman
Liszt recording, which Iwas preparing
for LP release, 20W on the meters
(which Ilater measured as indicating a

Chip Stern concludes
As you may ¡lave gathered, the Mesa
Baron has significantly enhanced my life
and listening environment. Ileave it to
such aural elders as John Atkinson and
Wes Phillips to draw adefinitive conclusion as to the Mesa Baron's rightful
place in the hierarchy of great power
amplifiers. But for this aural pilgrim, the
Mesa Baron is the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth. Tandem State Imaging is asource of endless
fascination, and I'm finally able to experience recorded music at alevel of dimensionality and impact heretofore

John Atkinson sums up
"A definitive conclusion as to the Mesa
Baron's rightful place in the hierarchy of
great power amplifiers," Chip asks for in
the above paragraph. Looks like the new
kid on the reviewing block don't ask for
much!
With its high output impedance and
progressive distortion characteristic,
Mesa's Baron both gives away its musicindustry pedigree and reveals its departure from the high-end amplifier norm.
Its sound will vary to amuch greater extent than usual, depending on the loudspeakers it is asked to drive, and mandating acareful audition before purchase. But when everything does go its
way, the Baron will give its owner much
musical enjoyment and can be recommended.
S

results in slightly lower distortion at
lower power levels.
In pentode mode, the amplifier
behaves somewhat differently. Fig.7
shows the Baron's THD+N plotted
a'ist output power driving 8, 4, and 2
ohm loads from its 4 ohm tap. (The
feedback level was Stage III.) First, note
that, even allowing for the effect of the
feedback, the overall distortion level is
lower than in uiode mode. Second, the
output power is considerably higher,
the 4ohm power from the 4ohm tap
equaling 135W at the 3% THD point
(183dBW). Into 8ohms, the pentode
Baron's 8 ohm tap raised 140W
(21.5dBW), the 4 ohm tap 100W
(20dBW).
However, this was for a11(Hz signal.
Even with the maximum feedback, the

pentode mode's distortion rises for both
higher and lower frequencies (fig.8).
While this was also true for the triode
mode, the differences were less extreme.
And what about the influence of feedback? Fig.9 shows the difference
between the THD+N vs frequency plot
in triode mode for the two extreme settings, driving 8ohms from the 8ohm
tap. While the Stage III feedback basically halves the level of distortion, note
that the right channel is already much
better than the left above 11(Hz. Even
though Icarefully set up the outputtube bias and balance, there will always
be some variability in performance.
As Scott Frankland discusses elsewhere in this issue, more important
than the level of distortion is its nature.
Remember that Imuch preferred tri-

ode mode? Fig.10 indicates that the
main harmonic present is the benign
second, with atouch of fourth. But in
pentode mode under the same conditions (fig.11), some jagged-looking
spikes appear in the distortion waveform, su 1
4:esting the presence of higher-order harmonics. Even though the
level of THD is still quite low—
around 0.14% — there is plenty of evidence in the pyschoacoustic literature
that this kind of distortion spectrum is
subjectively more dangerous. Add this
to the more severe modification of the
amplifier's
tode
frequency pen-.
response in
(fig3), and you probably
have the explanation for why Ididn't
much like pentode operation, and why
Chip's wife commented that triode
operation was "gentler" —John Atkinson

truc 20W from the 8ohm tap into 8
ohms) was about as far as Icould usefully push the amplifier. Note that the
Baron was not clipping; rather, the
sound started to get abit gritty, and treble grain began to intrude. When Ikept
the level below 20W Ienjoyed what the
Baron did with the music; above that
level, Ireached for the volume control.
—John Atkinson

reserved only for audio salon listening
rooms, concert halls, and wealthy highend enthusiasts.
Iwonder what the preamp will be
like.

4

2

2

Odle

Fig.9 Mesa Baron, triode mode, 8 ohm tap,
THD+noise vs frequency at I
W into 8ohms
with (from top to bottom): OdB and Stage
Ill feedback (right channel dashed).
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Fig.10 Mesa Baron, triode mode, 4 ohm tap, OdB
feedback, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4ohms
(top); distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out (bottom, not to scale).

Fig.11

Mesa Baron, pentode mode, 4ohm tap, OdB
feedback, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4ohms
(top); distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Do You Believe in Magic?
The VPI JMW Memorial tonearm
Michael Fremer

11

twas the law of supply and demand
that got VPI's Harry Weisfeld into
the tonearm business. The demand
for his TNT turntable was growing but
his arm of choice, the Graham unipivot, was in short supply. No point in
spending an arm and aleg for aturntable
when there's no arm to mount on it,
most customers figured, so they waited.
And waited. Finally, some gave up,
which resulted in lost turntable sales for
VPI.
So Weisfeld rolled up his sleeves and
decided to build his own tonearm.
What acrazy guy. By the time he'd put
his arm into production late last winte4
the fastidious Graham had beaten his
contractors into submission, getting
them to deliver parts machined to his
high standards.
So now you can get aVPI tonearm in
addition to aGraham, an Immedia, a
Wheaton Triplanar Mk.IV, and any
number of other arms priced between
$2300 and $3000. What you can't get is a
good American-made, medium-priced
arm. But that's okay—you can get a
Rega arm, or Rega arms modified by
Townshend Audio or AudioNote, but
that's another story. This story is about
Weisfeld's arm, named in memory of his
teenaged son Jonathan, who was riding
in the wrong car at the wrong time one
spring night in 1995.
Jonathan was atalented, sensitive kid,
amusician (electric bass) and an artist.
Like most teenagers, he didn't really
care about what Dad did for aliving—
until vinyl became cool among his
peers. Suddenly Dad was hip. Jonathan
took an interest in what his father was
tinkering with, and the two grew close
listening to records as the prototype arm
was developed. Then, well, you know
the story. But this is the story of the arm,
not the tragedy. Life is, after all, for the
living.

most complex turntables you can buy —
would fashion an arm as simple as the
JMW Memorial. Weisfeld's arm philosophy, based on his listening experience,
is that simpler sounds better. Some
might say the same holds true for turntables, but that, too, is another story.
Not surprisingly, Weisfeld's favorite
vintage arm was the Japanese-made
Ultracraft — astraight arm tubed unipivot that Iunderstand also inspired Bob
Graham's design.
In today's premium tonearm market,
two features are mandatory: easily adjustable and repeatable VTA (vertical
tracking angle) to ensure that the stylus
sits in the groove at approximately the
same angle as the cutter head that engraved it and azimuth adjustment (the
cantilever's perpendicularity to the
grooves) to maximize channel separation
and image focus.
While these amenities can help maximize cartridge performance, depending upon how they are implemented
they can also degrade overall arm behavior — for reasons we'll get to shortly.
Suffice it to say that any modern arm

Description: Medium/high-mass
damped unipivot tonearm. VVeight:
4.5 lbs. Effective length: 256mm.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
95-126.
Price: $2300 (additional arm
assemblies cost 5900). Approximate number of dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: VPI Industries, 77
Cliffwood Ave. #3B, Cliffwood, NJ
07721. Tel: (908) 946-8606. Fax:
(908) 946-8578

design must also must meet high standards of precision in terms of geometry,
resonance control, rigidity, bearing quality, trackability, and so on.
In designing his arm, it appears that
Weisfeld, in addition to taking cues from
the Ultracraft and Graham arms, looked
to Herb Papier's Wheaton and, to alesser degree, Judy Spotheim's SPJ. From
the Wheaton, Weisfeld appropriated the
cylindrical azimuth tower, from the SPJ,
the cantilevered platform upon which
the bearing and arm assembly ride.

Simple is as simple does
Its somewhat ironic that the

designer of
the TNT Mk3 — with its three-pulley,
three-belt separate flywheel and motordrive system, one of the (if not the)
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VPI MAW Memorial tonearm
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Beyond that, the JMW Memorial arm is,
as best as Ican determine, Weisfeld's
baby — for better or worse.
Fashioned of stainless steel and aluminum, the VPI arm is atriumph of
industrial design: pleasing to look at,
smooth to the touch, and rugged —
nothing is likely to wear out, fall off, or
break off, today or 10 years from today.
The arm consists of three building
blocks: an aluminum base with attached
RCA-jacked junction box that bolts to
the armboard or plinth via three screws,
the VTA screw and housing assembly
and integral "boomerang" platform, and
the arm itself.
While adjustable VTA is desirable,
it's afrill compared to rigidity and structural integrity. An arm platform that
rides up and down on athreaded post is
susceptible to wobble, and by definition
cannot be as rigid as afixed arm. Weisfeld ensures maximum rigidity in his
design by fashioning two steel posts on
either side of the fine-pitched screw
thread upon which the assembly moves
up and down.
A knurled knob atop the cylindrical
housing, combined with anumbered
gauge marked off in 0.00035" units
around its circumference, allows for
easy fine-tuning of VTA and repeatable
settings, though there's no way to mark
off more than one complete turn of the
gauge — you have to remember. So it's
not nearly as convenient as ascale that
delineates relative vertical position, as
on the Graham arm.
The boomerang platform hanging off
the VTA adjustment towel; fabricated
from V4"-thick aluminum, holds the male
half of the bearing assembly, the cueing
mechanism, and the sturdy ann rest. Both
the bearing assembly height and cueing
height are adjustable via Allen set screws
accessed on the side of the platform. The
cueing mechanism is the only "off the
shelf' part used in the arm; everything
else is custom-made to VPI's specs.
The arm assembly consists of ahighmass cylindrical bearing housing made
from asolid bar of stainless steel topped
with an aluminum dome, an integral
stainless-steel arm-tube sleeve, anineounce (approximately) stainless-steel
azimuth adjustment ring riding on apair
of neoprene 0-rings at the base of the
bearing housing, amassive stainless-steel
neoprene-decoupled counterweight,
and, of course, an armtube press-fitted
into the stainless sleeve. The heacishell is
press-fitted and Crazy-Glued in place.
The arm assembly weighs in at about
apound and ahalf. Add the base and
VTA tower and the total weight of the
172

arm is around four and ahalf pounds.
You could probably drive anail into a
wall with this arm, then play arecord
with it.
The relatively long armtube (effective
length about 256mm, or 10") is damped
via asoft silicone pipe pressed into intimate contact with the inside of the armtube via ahard Teflon rod, which forces
the silicone into aUshape.

Why aunipivot?
The simplicity and cost-effectiveness of
the unipivot bearing has made it the
pivot of choice over the past few years.
The Graham, the Inunedia, and the
Naim ARO all use aunipivot bearing.
FçsPntially, aunipivot is aspike and a
cup — kind of like acompass.
It's simple, but simple doesn't mean
easy. With but one point supporting the
arm, weight and balance are critical. In a
Under the wire
conventionally pivoted arm, and using
Weisfeld told me that assembling the high-quality bearings, movement during
inner damping package is tricky since play is essentially restricted to the two
the cartridge wiring (by Discovery) also planes in which movement is desired:
runs through the silicone pipe, which is vertical and lateral. Only incredibly slopput under pressure by the Teflon rod. py bearings with excessive play will
It's worth the effort, though: The damp- allow undesirable twisting or torsional
ing scheme is quite effective, as aknuck- motion on heavily modulated grooves or
le-rap on the tube demonstrates.
warped records. Most low-cost bearing
sets on inexpensive arms of this type suffer from noise and "chatter" and excesThe VPI arm is atriumph
sive friction.
In aunipivot design, under dynamic
of industrial design.
conditions when the stylus is moving
through the groove, unwanted torsional
For atruly rigid, intimate
motion is almost limitless unless the designer takes certain precautions to tame it.
connection, mount the
To ensure overall stability, aunipivoes
effective center of gravity must be well
cartridge directly to
below the pivot point, and the weight
the headshell.
(loading) must be sufficient to keep the
bearing's two components from parting
company even on the microscopic level.
The arm wire runs from the headOne benefit of unipivot design is easy
shell, through the ann, and out the top azimuth adjustment. Cantilever perpenfront of the bearing housing, where it dicularity to the grooves, or minute difforms atwisted loop terminating in an ferences therefrom, are relatively easy to
ultra-high-quality Lemo connector, this achieve and maintain simply by shifting
is "airtight" and thus not subject to oxi- the arm's lateral balance with weights
dation once the connection is made to until the stylus sits either perpendicular
the junction box, which is mounted on to the grooves, or off perpendicularity
the back of the armbase. All permanent by an amount necessary to ensure equal
connections are silver-soldered.
output from both coils.
Thus there are two connectors between the cartridge pins and the pre- The JIM Memorial arm:
amp or phono-section input jacks — theory &practice
two more than is optimum, given the Because mounting the arm requires
low voltages being transferred through three precisely drilled, parallel holes
the connectors, and one more than is perpendicular to the mounting surface,
practical if you're going to give the user this operation is best left to aprofessionachoice of phono interconnect.
al unless you have adrill press or you're
The Lemo connector does have one very meticulous with adrill. Beyond
benefit: You can change arms within that, no analog devotee today should be
seconds. And, because all setup para- without the skills to set up, align, and
meters can be preset on the second optimize this arm's (or any arm's) perarm, you can plug it in and play imme- formance.
diately. This is agreat boon to cartridge
VPI supplies astepped overhang jig
reviewers — how important it will be with aclearly marked grid that fits over
to you depends on your need to have the spindle on one end and locks into
two cartridges ready to use at afew sec- the circular lower bearing holder via a
onds' notice, and your willingness to
U-shaped cutout on the other. Because
drop an additional $900 for the privi- the bearing end will be lower than the
lege — the cost of an additional arm platter/spindle end on most installaassembly.
tions, the jig comes in two pieces, glued
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to either side of athick, square piece of
styrofoam that compensates for the
height differential. Mine was spaced
precisely for the TNT. Iassume Weisfeld can supply ajig spaced for any platter/bearing height difference.
Ithought simpler was better
VPI supplies atapped aluminum cartridge-mounting square to ease the installation of nontapped cartridges. You
mount the cartridge to the tapped
square, then the square to the headshell.
Here Weisfeld violates his "less is more"
philosophy. Isee no reason to use such
adevice: its thickness raises the front
end of the arm relative to the back,
which in most cases will require you to
raise the back end to compensate.
Doing so means less of the threaded
post is holding the arm rigid. That's the
last thing you want to do for the sake of
abit of convenience! You want convenience? Get aCD player. You want the
best performance? For atruly rigid, intimate connection, mount the cartridge
directly to the headshell.
Setup: The long and short of it
Look: Graham's patented overhang
adjustment system is clearly the easiest
and most accurate on the market today.
But using abit of care and taking one's
time, getting overhang and zenith (the
cantilever's position around the vertical
axis) dead on is straightforward and can
be achieved with any well-designed
overhang device. Just remember— it's
the cantilever, not the cartridge body, that
you want to line up with the grooves.
Proper overhang and zenith are
always essential, but they're even more
critical with along arm design like the
VPI: The longer the arm, the more you
magnify any deviation from perfection.
So while in theory alonger arm yields
lower tracking error and thus lower distortion, the opposite is true if your setup
is not optimal. But you're going to be
sure to get it spot on no matter what arm
you use, right?
Once overhang and VTF (vertical
tracking force) have been set and rechecked (don't forget VTF adjustments
change cantilever deflection, which
changes overhang), the next setup step
is optimizing azimuth. The stainlesssteel azimuth adjustment ring is cut flat
in the front. By loosening aset screw
and rotating the ring on its two neoprene 0-rings, you change the effective
weight on either side of the lateral pivot;
thus, the arm tilts one way or the other.
Using either Graham's box or aset of
interconnects wired out of phase (the
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details of which are described in
"Analog Corner" in August'96 and elsewhere in this issue), you adjust the
azimuth until the cartridge outputs an
equal voltage from both coils.
Ah, but there are problems with this
system. One is due to the cartridge
mounting angle, or "offset," applied to all
straight-tubed tonearms. With the cartridge angle "offset" toward the record
center, when you rotate the azimuth ring
around the bearing pivot to "tilt" the cantilever one way or the other, you may not
be tilting the stylus tip on the desired perpendicular-to-the-cantilever axis.
Instead, you may be tilting it at some
other angle, depending on how far
around you need to rotate the ring.
Perhaps you'll have to reread and rethink
the last few sentences before you grasp
the idea, but when you do, you'll understand why, in addition to changing
azimuth due to the "twisting" potential,
with this design you may end up changing the VTA — the angle at which the
stylus contacts the groove, and unevenly
at that.

System
Cartridges: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Claws DC, AudioQuest
Fe-5, Dynavector XX-1L, Witson-Benesch Carbon, Crown
Jewel. Preamp: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A. Phono Sections:
Audio Research PH-3, FM Acoustics 122. Tonearms: Rockport
Series 6000, Graham 1.5t/C Immedia RPM. Power Amplifiers:
Cary 805 SE triode, VTL Signature 175. Loudspeakers: Audio
Physic Virgos, Audio Physic Terra
subwoofer. Cables: Yamamura
Millennium 5000, A.R.T. and
XL0 Signature interconnects,
XLO Type 3.1 Signature, Transparent Audio Ultra and Precision
Interface Technology phono
cables, A.R.T. speaker cables. AC
cables: Transparent, A.R.T., Marigo, Wire World, and TARA Labs.
Accessories: Power Wedge 116
line conditioner, Bright Star
Audio Big and Little Rock platforms, Toyynshend Seismic Sinks,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Harmonix tuning feet, and Yamamura Millennium Bearing speaker supports.
-Michael Fremer

For now, only Graham's patented
azimuth adjustment scheme, which uses
apair of weighted outriggers set parallel
to the headshell offset, can adjust
azimuth here without pitching the stylus
tip forward or back in the groove, along
with the desired side-to-side movement.
Of course, that design places the weight
higher, which raises the center of gravity
and reduces stability. Every design has its
pluses and minuses.
What's more, when you rotate the
ring you change the mass in front of and
behind the pivot point, and thus change
your VTF or vertical tracking force ever
so slightly. Remember, when you add
VTF, you push down on the springy
cantilever, which lowers the SRA or stylus rake angle, thus changing the coil/
gap relationship — and you push the
stylus forward, which changes overhang. All that without touching VTA.
While the VTF difference will be small
because of where the weight is being
applied, it's still something to consider:
When you finish adjusting azimuth, be
sure to go back and check VTF.
The point is, in any design, all of these
variables interact to some degree —
when you change one thing, other things
change too. But with this azimuth adjustment scheme you're going to upset afew
variables, which then must be corrected
before you can be assured of maximum
performance from your cartridge.
Are these all "little things"? Yes! But
with analog, it's these little things that
make big differences in getting great
sound. Let's just say that because Iwas
aware of them, Ican now state with great
confidence that what Iheard from this
arm was not the result of improper setup!
Anti-skate with atwist
In what is perhaps the most controversial part of the design, Weisfeld has
done away with amechanical anti-skating device. Skating is the tendency of
the arm to move toward the center of
the record, thus deflecting the stylus
and the coils from their ideal centered
position in the magnetic gap. Skating is
not the result of centrifugal force, as
some audiophiles have held. Rather, it
is avector force resulting from the offset angle of the cartridge in apivoted
arm. That's why alinear tracker won't
have askating problem if the cartridge
is installed with the cantilever's zenith
set perfectly.
Skating is areal problem, as can be
seen on arms without compensation, or
if the compensation is disabled on arms
so equipped: The cantilever will not sit
centered in the direction of groove tray173

el. While anti-skating mechanisms are
fraught with problems that change
under dynamic conditions, my experience has been that, when carefully executed and adjusted, they work, and the
sound is thereby improved.
Iuse an inner-band track on Telarc's
late, lamented Omnidisc (Telarc DG
10073/74) that features an intermodulation tone of increasing velocity. At some
point the cartridge will begin to mistrack, usually on one channel first. If the
left goes first, you have to increase the
anti-skating force; if the right goes first,
you have decrease it — until both channels begin to distort at the same time.
Weisfeld says he built an arm with
anti-skating, then removed it to hear the
difference. He preferred the sound without the device, so left it off. For those
who feel the need for anti-skating he
recommends twisting the tonearm wire
counterclockwise once around before
plugging in the Lemo connector. This,
he says, should apply the proper amount
of anti-skating force. Without the twist,
the IM tone on the left channel distorts
first, signaling the need for compensation. With the one twist in place, I'm
amazed to report that the tones distort at
precisely the same time.
Nonetheless, this aspect of the design
gives me the willies: Such aforce cannot
be counted on for accuracy over the
long run. Plus, the chances of the twisted wire applying all of its torque in precisely the correct horizontal axis are
pretty much nil.

remember my discussion of damping
fluids in the Rockport Series 6000 arm
review, May 1996, p.136). The farther
away from the point of rotation, the better, it, the Townshend at the headshell
damping trough.
As with the bearing, Weisfeld experimented with various arm-tube materials, including beryllium, ceramic, Teflon, titanium nitride, thin-walled stainless steel, and afiberg,lasslike material,
finally settling on aluminum — he
thought it sounded better. Ultimately,

remained constant. It has the sweetest,
warmest, lushest midrange of any arm
I've ever heard. It is creamy-rich, with
very low apparent distortion, and the
burnished glow you expect from singleended triode tube amps.
Iauditioned dozens and dozens of
records, thoroughly enjoying the arm's
rich, smooth sound. Iheard, as one fan
of this arm reported to me, "things I've
never heard before from records I've
played for years." But while that listener
was convinced of the arm's superb
transparency and low-level resolution, I
ultimately came to an opposite concluThe MIN Memorial arm
sion after auditioning the same records
using the same cartridges on other arms.
has the sweetest,
While the JMW Memorial features
the most intoxicating and satisfying
warmest, lushest
midrange of any arm I've ever heard, it
comes
at aprice: The upper mida to
midrange of any arm
highs lack the energy, sparkle, air, and
transient snap all of the other arms I
I've ever heard.
have on hand offer, and Ibelieve the
recordings contain. It's not so much a
the sound of atonearm or any other serious high-frequency rolloff as it is a
audio product depends both on how slowing of transient response combined
well the designer understands and with aslight attenuation of highs, and
implements the science involved, and what sounds like amild broadband rise
what he or she likes. And don't let any in the upper bass/lower midrange.
of them tell you any different!
The VPI never sounds dull or lifeless
or lacking in inner detail: Weisfeld is too
Feel
committed alistener and music lover for
The JMW Memorial arm's graceful that. You never get the feeling you want
architecture, satiny finish, and elegant to crank up the highs, but Ireached a
simplicity make playing records aplea- point in my listening where everything I
sure. Still, there were two negatives, one pulled out sounded so good, Ibecame
of them serious. Igot aless-than-secure suspicious. Ibegan concentrating on
feeling from the flat finger lift. I'd prefer records Iknew to be genuine ear-bleedGetting one's bearings
one in which afinger can fit and not ers, and guess what? They sounded great
In designing the arm, Weisfeld fabricated slide off. More problematic was the too! Sm0000th and inoffensive, yet still
bearings made from avariety of materi- clearance between the azimuth adjust- compelling and packed with musical
als, including tungsten carbide (used for ment ring and the cueing mechanism. If excitement. Perhaps you're saying to
his TNT turntable spindle bearing), you keep the arm low as you move it yourself "Well, that's a good thing!"
ceramic balls, and stainless steel. Accord- across the record, there's no problem; Maybe so.
ing to the designer the tungsten/carbide but if you lift it up to cue atrack by
Last year Isurveyed the Rolling
combo sounded brittle and hard, the hand, the azimuth ring can bang against Stones discography in The Tracking Angle,
ceramic sounded plain brittle, and the the cueing pillar, sending the arm comparing various pressings. Ifound the
stainless steel sounded just right (Goldie careening across the record. Not good. I Japanese issue of Exile On Main Street to
Ears and The Three Bearings?)
can't believe that no other reviewer have abright, nasty, hard, razor-sharp
So the bearing in the JMW Memorial reported this problem, which Weisfeld peak in the vocal area, the American verArm consists of a custom-fabricated, promises to fix on the next run of arms. sion to be mushy in the bass and somehardened, stainless-steel shaft tapered Once you know it can happen, it's a what soft on top, and the German pressand ruliused to aball shape, then mated problem easily avoided. Still...
ing to be the best —with good tranwith heat to harden; and along stainlesssients, anice, extended top end without
steel screw hollowed out to accept the Sound (finally)
etch, and tight, well-defined bass. I
ball end, and hardened. The male end Iexperimented extensively over many pulled all three out and gave them aspin.
features adamping fluid cup for which a months with damping fluids and Guess what? They all sounded good!
silicone liquid is supplied.
amounts, beginning with adry cup and The differences had been obscured to
Because the tip of the bearing must ending with afull cup. Ialso used motor the point where Ihad trouble discerning
stick out above the rim of the cup, the oil borrowed from the supply included one from the other. Unfortunately, the
actual contact point cannot be im- with another arm.
German pressing now sounded somemersed in fluid. However, even if it
While Icould effect changes using what soft on top and slightly less focused
could, the point of rotation is not the different fluids and amounts, the basic on the bottom, though extension was
most effective site for damping (if you character of the JMW Memorial arm superb.
174
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The arm's reticent character (at one
point in our conversations, Weisfeld
admitted to being a "back-of-the-hall
kind of guy") worked to great advantage
on live recordings — like Belafonte At
Carnegie Hall (RCA/Classic LSO-6006),
71w Weavers: P.iunion At Carnegie Hall
(Vanguard VSD 2150/Analogue Productions APF 006), or the lesser known
Shirley Bassty Live At Carnegie Hall (United
Artists UA-LA 111-H2) — in which the
hall's characteristic reverberant field
appeared in space with astounding clarity
and rich intensity
The spreading warmth allowed me to
see farther into the hall and into the
instrumental arrangements than I'd ever
penetrated — particularly on the Shirley
Bassey, which always had abright sheen,
as if ahalogen light had been hung from
the dress circle.
Despite the sweetened overall timbre, Classic Records reissues of RCA
Living Stereo recordings still sounded
brighter (too bright for some, though
not me) and better focused than the
originals, and much more dynamic — so
we're not talking about the arm's taking
ameat-ax to the top end, or agrinder to
the corners of transients, thus reducing
everything to a pleasantly unctuous
commonality. What's happening up
there is damn enticing.
Dynamically, the VPI arm gave me
everything but the last bit of wallop I
know to be on some records. The Classic
reissue of Pictures at an Exhibition (RCA
LSC-2201) possesses awesome large-scale
dynamic swings. On "Gnomus" there are
some orchestral crescendos with bassdrum smacks and cymbal crashes, followed by nothing but hall decay, that can
push your heart back to your spine. The
excitement is certainly present with the
VPI arm, but the sense of unlimited
explosiveness is not. Perhaps it's more a
sense of the speed with which the event
occurs than the actual dynamic scaling.
One other quality of the arm stands
out: The way in which it brings the
lower midbass forward. At first Iwas
concurring with my friend about the
arm's ability to let you hear things you've
never heard before. On cut after cut I
was hearing much more than just "bass."
Instead of simply hearing the fundamental, or the visceral impact of the bass
transient, or the volume of air being
moved, Iwas able to clearly discern the
notes being played, with the emphasis
on the harmonic over the fundamental.
It was arevelation to hear the player's
choices so clearly.
On Conjure (American Clave 1006;
also on CD, distributed by Rounder)
Stereophile, January 1997

there's atrack called "Betty Ball's Blues,"
with Taj Mahal (voice, electric guitar),
Allen Toussaint (piano), David Murray
(tenor sax), Olu Dara (trumpet), and
both Steve Swallow and Jamaaladen
Tacuma on electric bass. One of the
bassists plays astandard three-note blues
figure, which of course modulates with
the basic chord changes. While these
changes have always been obvious, this
arm laid them in my lap, pushing the
notes out from the mix.
Once Ibecame aware of it, Ifound
this to be one of the arm's consistent
sonic qualities; one that didn't fundamentally change when Itinkered with
VTA and/or the amount of fluid in the
damping reservoir. Ithink there's aslight
midbass exaggeration that may be part of
the spreading warmth above this range,
and which gives the arm its inviting
midrange.
The arm's low-bass solidity and
extension are outstanding. Idon't think
anyone who considers him/herself a
bass freak will be disappointed by the
depths to which this arm sinks, though
the accentuation above can initially lead
to the misperception that it's somewhat
lacking at the very bottom.
As you might expect, the cartridges
that worked best with the VPI arm were
of the somewhat lean variety, such as the
Clavis DC and the Dynavector XX-1L.
Richer-sounding devices such as the
AudioQuest Fe5 and Transfiguration
Temper also worked well. Ididn't even
try the new Shure V-15VxMR cartridge
on the VPI's high-mass arm—it requires alow- to medium-mass arm.
Aside from the JMW Memorial arm's
distinctive tonal balance, Ifound its performance in every other parameter firstrate: The arm passed my warped-record
tracking test, and offered rock-solid
imaging and soundstaging with the best
of them. Subjectively, it seemed to have
lower distortion than any other pivoted
arm I've heard, but part of that might be
the result of its sm0000th frequency balance. Inner detail was outstanding; I
never felt information was being sacrificed in favor of romance. There's adifference between "character" and "character flaw." The VPI arm has "character."
Summing up
No doubt the sound produced by the
JMW Memorial ann is the sound VPI's
Harry Weisfeld wants from it. This is
not a product that was conceived,
designed, built, and "is what it is."
Weisfeld is amusic lover, aserious listener, and atinkerer in the best sense of
the word. He paid serious attention to

the principles of tonearm design, discarded and/or modified a few, and
made choices based upon his "minimalist" goal.
While Ifind the anti-skating business
disconcerting, and the azimuth adjustment design less than optimum, and
while Imight quibble with afew other of
his ideas, the Memorial arm is certainly
not an example of aproduct "tuned" to a
certain sound based on a design flaw
such as a serious resonance or set of
resonances.
No matter what any competing
designer night say about applying science
to toneann design, there is an issue of
sonic taste that goes beyond the science.
Taste determines choice of wire,I taste in
armtubc materials, taste in bearing materials, etc. While the JMW Memorial arm
deviates from "neutrality" to a greater
degree than some of the other arms I've
auditioned, its sonic performance is intoxicating, almost magical. Despite its quirky
character, it is aproduct worthy of serious
consideration by any audiophile looking
to complete afine analog system with a
first-class toneartn.
S
IDiscovery, Cardas, silver, copper, etc., though Idon't
mean to suggest that either metal has an inherent sonic
color because Ifind such rhinking foolish.

Which turntable
sounds the best?

1mV or 2mV output, S750 msrp

The one with
the Glider.
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Mark Levinson No.37 CD transport

and No.36S D/A converter
Thomas J. Norton

111/

eare now well past the era in
which every review of digital
playback equipment had to
begin with an apology for the medium.
CD replay performance may, in fact,
now be bumping up against aglass ceiling. But that doesn't discourage highend audio manufacturers from trying to
advance the art, and tempt audiophiles
(at least those among us who are not
hopeless digiphobes) out of our minds.
Take Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
maker of Mark Levinson audio gear.
First, they come out with the reference
standard No30 D/A converter. Then
came the much less expensive No36.
Pretty good piece. (I should say —I
gushed over it in our November 1995
issue, Vol.18 No.11.) So then what do
they do? Raise the ante yet again with
the No36S. To make matters worse,
they bring out anew transport to match.
Have they no shame?
The No.37
Since it's the completely new kid on the

block here, I'll begin with the No.37
transport — the long-awaited, lowerpriced alternative to Levinson's No31.5.
The first thing you notice is the almost
vestigial loading drawer. It isn't much
larger or thicker than the CD itself.
While it's kind of cute, care must be
taken when seating aCD. There's asmall
recess in the drawer for the disc, but it
isn't easy to find by feel alone, and the
disc does not slip securely into it. At one
point Iinadvertently mis-seated aCD
and closed the doo4 which promptly
jammed halfway in. Agentle manual tug
pulled the drawer back out. The player
was none the worse for weat but the disc
was damaged. Ididn't experiment with
discs bearing fad-of-the-year stick-on stabilization rings, though the No.37 did
accept adsic with an old Mod Squad centering ring. Nevertheless, I'd be cautious
about using any other form of stick-on or
accessory CD-damping devices with this
transport. Stick with unadorned CDs and
you should be fine.
On the back panel are the four digital
outputs, the power connector, an input
for an external IR repeater (not sup176

plied) for an installation that might
require it, and communications ports to
link the No.37 to other Mark Levinson
30-series components. This last feature
can perform anumber of useful finedons even if your only other Levinson
component is aD/A converter such as
the No36 or No36S. By far the most
unique of these is the polarity link. This
operates in conjunction with another
feature of the No.37 — playlists. A
playlist is, in effect, auser program for
playback of agiven CD that is stored in
the transport's internal memory, ready
for instant recall when desired —
playlists may be stored for literally thousands of CDs. The desired polarity for
each designated cut may also be stored in
each playlist When the user inserts a
CD for which apolarity playlist has
been saved, the communications link
relays this information to the Levinson
D/A converter and automatically
switches the converter's polarity as each
cut is played. Neat.
In addition, the No.37 has all of the
usual CD-player features — full programmability, versatile display readouts,
an IR remote control built like atank,
etc, etc, so Iwon't bore you with an indepth discussion of; say, random play.
Besides, Idon't know of anyone who
buys asingle-play, high-end transport or
CD player for the bells and whistles.
There are plenty of them here, however, and they are all thoroughly described
in Levinson's typically first-rate owner's
manual.
The No.37's transport mechanism is
aPhilips CDM 12 industrial model, for
which Madrigal developed its own
user interface. The laser mechanism
uses an all-digital servo control system,
and the transport itself is shockmounted.
In conventional transport designs the
reference clock is located near the laser
mechanism; according to Madrigal, this
noisy electrical environment contributes to jittet In the No.37, this reference clock — a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator—is located in
the final stage of the output section,
with its own dedicated power supply.

No.37:
Description: CD transport with
four digital outputs: AES/EBU on
XLR, S/PDIF on BNC, S/PDIF on
RCA, ST optical.
Dimensions: 15.75" W by 3.76" H
by 14.3" D. Weight: 34 lbs (shipping).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
2311 (second sample).
Price: $3995. Approximate number of dealers: 76.
No.365:
Description: Digital-to-Analog converter with HDCD decoding and
20-bit resolution. Digital inputs:
two AES/EBU on XLRs, two S/PDIF
coaxial (one RCA, one BNC), one
ST optical, one TosLink optical.
Outputs: L&R balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) (analog), AES/
EBU on XLR (digital), one each 12.'45 communications port and IR
repeater port. Frequency response:
10Hz-20kHz, +0, -0.2dB. THD:
0.001% at 1kHz, OdBFS, A-weighted. Dynamic range: 98dB (or better). S/N ratio: 105dB. Channel
separation: better than 110dB. IM
distortion (SMPTE IMD): 0.005%.
FIFO jitter: under 20ps, uncorrelated. Output impedance: less than 6
ohms.
Dimensions: 15.75" W by 3.76" H
by 14.3" D. Weight: 35 lbs (shipping).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
1226.
Price: $6495. Approximate number of dealers: 76.
Manufacturer:

Madrigal

Audio

Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box 781,
Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (860)
346-0896. Fax: (860) 346-1540.

The digital output is stored briefly in a
buffer and released in sync with the
accuracy of the clock. This design is said
to eliminate jitter in the output signal.
Stereophiie, January 1997

Idid experience problems with my
first sample of the No.37. It occasionally
failed to unmute when Iengaged Play
(all digital players mute the sound
briefly until the player is up to speed
and the digital data are stabilized). The
track timer would begin counting, indicating operation, but there was no
sound. Stopping and starting the player
invariably got things working properly.
The drawer also did not always close all
the way ('/s" or so would stick out). A
second sample functioned normally, but
with slightly noisy drawer action (a
"twang," like the sound of atweaked
spring, could be heard on opening and
closing),
The No.365
The Levinson No36S D/A converter is
based, as noted above, on the No36,
and its external and operating features
are identical. (For more details on the
common features than Ipresent here, I
refer the reader to our review of the
No36 in Vol.18 No.11, or to Levinson's
own very thorough product information.) The No36S has the same full
complement of digital inputs, with the
same ability to designate auser name for
each input on the front-panel LED window. It has the "Master Communications Ports" to link it to other Levinson
30-series components — like the No.37
— giving the whole system greater flexibility than each component has alone.
1The second sample also had not been set for the
proper voltage when it arrived.

System
The No36S and No.37 were
evaluated in asystem consisting
of the Rowland Consummate
preamplifier, Aragon 8008 power
amplifier, and either the Energy
Ventas v2.8 or the Sony ES SSM9 loudspeakers. (Much of the
final listening, including the
comparisons, was done through
the Sonys, which proved fully up
to the task.) Iused primarily a
coaxial digital link via ICimber
AGDL Interconnects were (except as noted) TARA Labs RSC
Master Gen2 unbalanced (converter to preamp), and Cardas
Hexlink unbalanced from preamp to power amp. Loudspeaker
cables were a bi-wire set of
Monster M1.5s.
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The No.36S also makes use of
Levinson's "smart FIFO (First In, First
Out)" buffer, which re-clocks the
incoming data with high precision to
minimize jitter. Madrigal claims less
than 20 picoseconds of jitter for the
No36S. (If Iwere feeling cranky, I
might ask if the jitter-reduction efforts
in the No.37 are made somewhat
redundant by the design of the No36S.
On the other hand, the No36 will
reject any jitter introduced after the
No.37, such as if alow-bandwidth datalink is used.) The No36S will decode
at sampling frequencies of 32kHz,
44.11(Hz, and 481cHz, though the FIFO
does not operate at 32kHz, the still
unused rate intended for use with satellite-broadcast digital radio.
Also as in the No36, the 36S shunts
unselected inputs to ground. Internally,
both processors are fully balanced in
both their analog and digital circuitry
(unbalanced digital inputs are converted
to balanced before any processing is performed).
The No36S also provides for
HDCD* playback through the inclusion
of Pacific Microsonics' PMD100
HDCD, 24-bit throughput, 8x-oversampling HDCD decoder/digital filter chip.
And, like the 36, the 36S handles
HDCD's inherent 6dB-lower level in its
own unique way. Pacific Microsonics
(who holds the HDCD patents) requires
that HDCD processors decease the level
of playback for conventional discs, to
match the level of HDCDs. Some processors do this digitally, which is not generally asonically desirable way to change
level —bits are literally discarded.
The Levinson gives users an option:
The standard mode is HDCD Auto,

which performs level matching in the
digital domain. But the user may also
select HDCD Man, which restores full
gain — and all bits — to conventional
CDs. Madrigal recommends this mode
for best sound, and it's what Iused in
my listening tests. (If the No36S is used
with either the No38 or 38s preamp,
the Communications Link system will
perform the level-match automatically,
at the preamp, in the analog domain.)
But how does the No36S der from
the No36? The 36S includes more than
200 parts changes, including two fourlayer, cyanate-ester analog audio circuit
boards (in the 36, the audio boards are a
two layer, grade 10 glass-epoxy).
Roughly two thirds of these parts
changes are contained within the 36S's
all-discrete power-supply regulators for
the analog boards. While the DACs in
both converters are the same, the trimming in the 36S is performed via
0.0006%-accuracy Vishay bulk foil
hand-trimmed resistors, vs Vishay 0.01%
potentiometers in the 36. There are also
numerous other improvements and
upgrades to the digital power supply,
DAC bypass caps, digital clock, various
improved capacitors, resistors, and internal cabling, and DAC shielding.
Owners of the No36 have not been
left out in the cold by all of this. A
"Performance Upgrade" of the No36
to the No36S is available for $2500 —
the same as the difference in price
between the two units. A new faceplate
reading "No36S" is also available, but at
additional cost.
Sound
The Mark Levinson No36S and No.37
comprise the finest CD-playback corn177

bination —or one-piece player —1 have
ever had in my system. Yes, the saine
manufacturer's No.30.5 D/A and
No.31.5 transport together bookend an
engineering tour deforce, but unless your
name is Ross Perot or Bill Gates, I'm not
at all certain how Ifeel about recommending a $25,000 digital front-end.
True, the $10,490 cost of the No.36S/
37 combination also lies on the slippery
slope to bankruptcy for most of us, but
that extra $15,000 will still buy afew
good dinners.
Like other Levinson digital products
before them, the 37/36S (as I'll refer to

C

hecking the error-correction performance of the Mark Levinson
No37 transport with the Pierre
Verany test disc indicated no problems
through track 34, where it began to mistrack. This is avery good though not
exceptional result. Track 27 is the
required minimum CD standard.
The rest of the measurements presented are for the No36S. Unless otherwise
noted, all of the results are for the unbalanced output mode. (Selected measurements were repeated from the balanced
output and were not significantly different from the results shown here.)
The Levinson No36S has an output
of 1.85V (3.7V, balanced), left and right,
when decoding a lkHz, OdBFS (fullscale) sinewave. The output impedance

them hereafter to avoid having to look
up macros in my Wordperfect manual)
define the word resolution— there is a
striking overall clarity to their sound. If
this comes at the price of aslightly analytical quality, then it's a worthwhile
trade.
The 37/36S give a feeling of total
accuracy to the program material. Unless
you believe that all CDs arc perfect, that
will not always be pleasant to hear. But it
does mean that you can build the rest of
your system around them without worrying that your electronics and loudspeakers were chosen because they coin-

pensated for askewed source (a common
problem in systems built to cater primarily to analog on vinyl).
Details? That resolution Imentioned
gives the feeling of listening into the program. Saint-Sens's Oratorio de Noël
(Proprius PRCD 9057) displayed a
striking sense of depth. The soloists
were firmly anchored in space, laterally
and from front to back. On Good
Vibrations (RCA 60938-2) The King's
Singers could be individually differentiated. And on Standing in the Safily Zone
(Warner Bros. 26945-2) the Fairfield
Four have never sounded more like a

was 6.6 ohms, left & right (132 ohms
left, 13.6 ohms right, balanced). The
Levinson was noninverting from the
unbalanced outputs, with a positivegoing impulse reproduced as positive at
its outputs. The balanced output is configured with pin 2positive. DC offset
was 03mV in the left channel, 0.6mV
in the right.
The frequency response of the
Levinson No.36S was very flat, with
less than a025dB drop at 20kHz (fig.1).
The de-emphasis error —for that very
small percentage of CDs that use preemphasis —is insignificant (also fig.1,
displaced for clarity). And the crosstalk
shown in fig2 is so low in both channels as to be insignificant as well.

Fig3 shows the processor's output
spectrum decoding a -90dB, lkHz
dithered sinewave signal. The blip at
2kHz was repeatable. The only other
anomalies are 120Hz and 240Hz powersupply noise components —at extremely
low levels. Using the same type of spectral analysis, fig.4 shows the result of the
Levinson's decoding of "digital silence"
(all data words zero) in the unbalanced
mode, out to 200kHz. The same-level
power-supply noise is present —and little
else. Fig.5 shows the fade-to-noise with
dithe4 indicating outstanding linearity
down to below -110dBFS.
Fig.6 shows the results of the
Levinson decoding alkHz, undithered
16-bit sinewave at $90.31dBFS. 'This is
an excellent result. Though there is
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Mark Levinson No.36S, frequency response (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Mark Levinson No.365, spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90.31d13FS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, 1
/
3-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.36S, departure from linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.36S, crosstalk (R-L
channel dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.36S, spectrum of digital
silence (16-bit data, '.',-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.36S, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).
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group of separate singers.
The top end of the 37/36S is as airy
and extended as you could hope for
from CD. (I'm beginning to wonder
how much more performance we can
wring from the 5" silver disc short oían
entirely new format—like DVD for
audio.) The top end of the 37/36S is
neither sweet nor bright, but just...
there. Its best qualifies were more evident through the Energy Ventas v2.8s
than through the Sony SS-M9s, but
even the latter made clear the level of
performance Iwas hearing.
At the Ixetom end the Levinsons were

tight, punchy, and detailed. The Patriot
Games soundtrack (RCA 66051-2)
remains my reference for low-frequency
weight and attack, and the 37/36S delivered asledgehammer performance. But
neither was more naturally mastered
material slighted, whether organ, double
bass, or bass drum. With the Levinsons
in the chain, any bass limitations in your
system will not be the fault of the CD
playback equipment.
All of my above observations were
made with acoaxial digital link between
the 37 and the 36S, and unbalanced
interconnects between the 36S and the

Rowland Consummate prearnp. Madrigal provided me with aset of their new
CZ Gel-1 balanced interconnects, however, and Itried them briefly between
the No36S and the Rowland in place of
the TARA Labs unbalanced interconnects I'd been using. Considering that
the Madrigal interconnects were 1) a
half-meter shorter and 2) balanced, the
two links sounded remarkably the same.
Though the Levinsons did sound slightly
more sweet if less tightly detailed, Imarginally preferred the TARAs. Based on
my previous experiences with balanced
operation, Ifeel that such differences as

some noise (as there always is at such
low levels), the ideal stairstep response
is clearly visible. Most CD players and
D/A converters do far worse on this
test.
The noise modulation as afunction of
signal level i's frequency is plotted in
fig.Z The more tightly clustered the
results here — plotted for five low-level
signals from —60dBFS to —100dBFS —
the better. While the clustering here is
not the best we have seen, the overall
result is at such an extremely low level
where the curves diverge that the audible significance of better clustering
might be seriously disputed.
Feeding afull-scale combined 19kHz
plus 20kHz signal into the Levinson

and performing aFast Fourier Transform analysis of the output results in the
intermodulation plot shown in fig.8.
The artifacts are very low, with the
highest—at 18 and 21kHz — over
80dB down (less than 0.01%).
Robert Harley checked out the jitter
on the No36S using our Meitner LIM
Detector with the PS Audio Lambda
transport and cable we use for all of our
jitter measurements. Fig.9 is the
No36S's jitter spectrum responding to
alkHz, OdBFS sinewave; fig.10 is the
spectrum when processing all zeros
(digital silence). The jitter components
in fig.9 are visible at multiples of the sig-

nal frequency, but are low in leveL
The only significant component in the
"digital silence" jitter in fig.10 is at
7.35kHz — the subcode rate jitter,
which appears in all similar jitter measurements we have taken and is not a
flaw in the converter. The RMS jitter in
these two figures was so low that RH
had difficulty separating it from the
inherent jitter in the measuring devices.
He estimated the RMS jitter at 12
picoseconds (fig.9) and 8ps (fig.10).
Fig.11 shows the result of the most
difficult test, with an input of 11cHz at
—90dBFS. While there are more jitter
components visible here, the RMS jitter
only increased to 60ps. We have never
measured jitter any lower than this. In
my judgment, we are here well below
the level at which jitter might be audibly
significant in any way. Though it's
unlikely we will ever be able to eliminate jitter entirely, the No36S comes
about as dose as we might hope to come
to jitterless operation at any even
remotely affordable cost.
The sort of measurements produced
by the No36S are hard to say anything
very significant about: They're just too
good to criticize.
—Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.8 Mark Levinson No.36S, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale, 20dB1
vertical div.).
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Fig.10 Mark Levinson No.365, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence; PS Audio Lambda transport
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB=lns).

Fig.11 Mark Levinson No.365, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
lkHz sinewave at -90d13FS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB=1 ns).
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there were —and Iwouldn't dwell on
them long — were due more to the
cables themselves than to the balanced-vs-single-ended question.
All in the family
Icould say alot more, but Iwouldn't
be adding anything significant to the
above — performance of this quality
simply defuses criticism. Still, up to this
point Ihave treated the Levinson pair as
apackage. You get one, you get the
other. Mom and apple pie. Siskel and
Ebert Bill and Hillary. But inquiring
minds want to know: How do the
No37 and No.36S stack up individually?
First Icompared the Levinson No37
with the Levinson No31.5 reviewed last
October by JA (Vol.19 No.10). Iused
the No36S as the D/A in both cases.
One of the transports was alittle more
open and airy, with more apparent
depth and alittle tighter bass. It was the
No37. Yes, the less expensive transport
sounded better. To me. The No31.5
had the more relaxed, easy sound, while
the No37 seemed more tightly wound.
But real music also has an undertone of
tension, anervous energy that jumps off
each note and propels you on to the
next, and it was this quality that was better conveyed by the No37. Having said

that, the differences were not truly pronounced — we're talking subtleties
here. Some listeners will prefer the
No31.5. For those who do not, or who
find it avirtual tossu, or who simply
can't afford or justify the 31.5's cost,
there's a$5500 bonus.

And yet... the more closely Icompared the two units —listening to a
short stretch of music on one and
immediately replaying that passage on
the other (easy to do with identical
interconnects, the remote switching
capability of the Rowland preamp, and
the fact that both DIA converters
are within 0.12dB of each other in outSome of you will fall in
put) — the more subtle these differences became. In fact, switching during
love with the No.36S on
the flow of the music was a nearly
hopeless
exercise. But using the repeatthe spot. Others will find
ed-passage technique, Iheard the same
the No.36S just fine, thank differences Iheard during more normal
listening, only to alesser degree. This
you, and feel the extra
should really have come as no surprise.
The No36 is an excellent DIA convertmoney would be better
er, and marginal improvements to its
quality come at ahigh cost — the classic
spent elsewhere.
law of diminishing returns. Nevertheless, Idid prefer the No.36S.
Inext took on the No.36S vs the
This raises the never-ending question:
No36, using the No37 as atransport.
Is an incremental performance upgrade
My first reaction was that the 36S had a worth the 40% increase in price? That
sense of clarity and resolution — the
depends. If Iwas buying from scratch
word focus says it best — that the 36
and could afford the No.36S,
go for it.
could not match. The 36S's bass was
If Icould manage the No36 but found
tighter, its midrange more precise, its top
the No.36S areal stretch financially, I'd
end more open. Once again, the sense of buy the No36 and either plan on a
listening into the soundstage was more
future upgrade — or not look back. If
intense with the newer converter.
buying the No.36S meant cheaping out

rd

"Of all the CD accessories and tweaks
I've tried, this one makes the most difference. Idon't play aCD without first
painting its edges green with CD Stoplight". And Idon't play aCD -not even
in my CD 3400 -without CD BlacklightTM. Period. Way recommended!"
Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine
November 1996. Volume 19, Number 11

"Set on aCD, the results are truly astonishing. Better than any other mat
known ... Heartily recommended."
Clark Johnsen
Positive Feedback Magazine
Summer 1996. Volume 6, Number 4.
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on the transport, I'd go with the No36
instead. But in any case, Iwould not
make adecision until Icould compare
the two units —something you should
be able to do at any Mark Levinson dealer worthy of its floor space. Some of you
will fall in love with the No36S on the
spot. Others will find the No36 just fine,
thank you, and feel that the extra money
would be better spent elsewhere.

and not quite as pristine in the highs, and
less well resolved overall. But the
XA7ES let me forget the equipment and
get involved in the music at least as often
as did the Levinsons. In particular, the
Sony had apalpable immediacy and ease
in the midrange that was very flattering
to the human voice — aquality that this
fan of vocal music particularly appreciated. The more analytical nature of the
37/36S combo could not duplicate this.
Comparisons
Icommented above on the No37's
Ididn't have acomparably priced D/A
ability to relay the tension in music — an
converter/transport available for a important attribute that was matched by
direct comparison, but I'm not certain
the No36S. The Sony did this less well,
what that would prove. No comparison
but emphasized instead an easygoing
would be likely to change my opinion
competence and balance. It reminded
of the 37/36S. Of more interest to me
me, in fact, of the sound of the
(and, Itrust, to most of our readers) was
how the Mark Levinson combination
The Levinsons are
would stack up against more affordable
competition. Specifically, Icompared it
precision tools, and
with two high-end, single-piece players.
their design is astunning
I began with the $2995 Audio
Research CD1. My prior experience
accomplishment.
with this machine suggested that its
sonic timbre is fairly similar to that of
the Levinson geai; and it was. There
Accuphase DP-65, reviewed in the
really were no substantive differences
October 1994 issue (Vol.17 No.10).
between the two players (here Irefer to There Ispoke of an "organic wholeness"
the 37/36S together as "a player") in the
to the sound. And while Ihave not heard
general character of their sounds. The
the Accuphase in two years and will not
ARC's bass was marginally less tight,
attempt to compare it in detail to any of
though neither player was at all defithe products discussed here, the Sony
cient in either bass quality or quantity.
struck me in much the same way. But
But there was arefinement to the sound
despite all of this, Idid find the Levinsons
of the Levinson combo that escaped the
ultimately superior to the Sony, particuARC; the CD1 sounded alittle brighter larly in ways that matter to areviewer.
and less subtly shaded in the highs, with
No two ways about it — the Levinless obvious soundstage depth. Not sons are precision tools, and their design
huge differences on alinear scale, and is astunning accomplishment. But that
certainly the benefits of the Levinsons
does not mean that you, the reade will
come at asteep price. But they're there.
automatically find that they fit your
Differences in sonic character were,
needs and listening preferences. Listen
however, quite evident when Icomto them. But also listen to the alternapared the Levinsons with the $3000
tives, many of which are less expensive.
Sony CDP-XA7ES. And the balance
was not, in every respect, on the
Conclusions
Levinsons' side — the comparisons drew
In my review of the Mark Levinson
attention to aquality of the Levinsons'
No36, Isaid that what the world needs is
sound Ihaven't remarked on to this
agreat $299 CD playet Well, the Mark
point. With its exceptional resolution,
Levinson No36S and No37 hardly condetail, and overall clean, clear sound, the
stitute that playe4 but the price of the
37/36S did sound rather cool and
state-of-the-CD-art is coming down. The
detached, appealing more to the intellect 37/36S is far less expensive than Levinthan to the emotions. Once we get son's 31.5/30.5 combination, and in my
beyond measurements, it is difficult to judgment only those who simply like to
judge with absolute assurance the "accuspend lots of money would now choose
racy" of any electronic component in the
the flagship pair —particularly with DVD
reproduction chain, given the vagaries of for audio (which will require all new
even the best program material and
replay equipment) somewhere in the visloudspeakers. But the Levinsons struck
ible but still slightly fuzzy fixture. But CD
me as relaying as much of the truth as is
is here today, and no CD playback device
possible about any given CD. The Sony
Iknow of will do the job better than the
was fuller but less taut in the bass, softer
Levinson No37 and No36S.
S
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rto the Gold Eclipse and to the
than Iexpected for a$90
ir of interconnects."
Rober! Harley,
REOPHILE, Vol. 19,

"Actually, in virtually every tally we did
on either of the two systems. Wireworld Orbit
came out on top. Flattering comments heaped
upon it took note of its excellent focus, impressive neutrality and top-to-bottom coherence.
Highs were detailed and airy, and the everimportant bass came through with
solid satisfying impact."
Al Griffin. HOME THEATER,
June 1996
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Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro, Audio Electronic CD-1,
and Rotel RCD-990 CD players
Robert Harley

T

he trend in digital front-ends
these days is increasingly toward
CD players. Manufacturers offering separate transports and digital
processors are now combining their
technology in one chassis, with the
attendant cost savings. CD players are
not only easier to set up and use than
separates, but they also have the advantage of potentially lower jitter. With no
interface between the digital source and
the processor, there can be no interfaceinduced jitter. Besides, a CD player
takes up less space in your rack-less
"system clutter," as Sam Tellig says.
Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro: $1295
A perfect example of this trend is Audio

Alchemy's new ACD•Pro CD player.
The $1295 unit combines the mechanism of AA's DDS Pro transport ($699)
with many features of the company's
popular, high-value DDE v3.0 digital
processor ($799). 1
The ACD•Pro is rather odd-looking,
with asquat, narrow profile. A red display in the upper left comer shows the
machine's operating status. The small
display numbers are readable only when
you're fairly close to the unit -quite a
contrast with the Rotel RCD-990's
comparatively huge display.
The large transport drawer sits below
the display. Opening the drawer reveals
atransport mechanism unlike those in
most CD players. First, instead of
putting aCD label-side up in an open
tray, you put the CD in upside-down on
aflat platform the size of the disc itself:
And unlike standard transports, which
hold the CD on acenter spindle where
it can flop around, the ACD•Pro's transport -made by Pioneer and called the
Stable Platter Mechanism - holds the
entire disc while it is spinning. Supporting the entire CD while it is read is
intuitively a good idea - the absurdly
expensive Teac VRDS mechanism, used
1Muse Kastanovich reviewed the DDS III transport
in the August 1996 Stereophile, Vol.19 No.8.1 reviewed
the IME v3.0 in July 1995, Vol.113 No.Z with a
Follow-Up by Larry Greenhill in December '95
(Vol.18 No.12).
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Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro
Description: CD player with HDCD
decoding. Digital filter: Pacific Microsonics PMD100 (8x-oversampling).
Digital output: 75 ohm coaxial on
BNC jack. Analog outputs: Singleended on RCA jacks. Output voltage:
1.5-2.5V (variable).
Dimensions: 13" W by 3.75" H by
13.5" D. Weight: 15 lbs.
Serial number of unit tested: 10062.
Price: $1295. Approximate number
of dealers: 200.
Manufacturer: Audio Alchemy Inc.,
31133 Via Colinas #111, Westlake Village, CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504.
Fax: (818) 707-2610.
Audio Electronic CD-1
Description: CD player with tubed
output stage. Output impedance:
370 ohms. No other audio specifications provided.
Dimensions: 18" W by 5.5" H by 15"
D. Weight: not specified.
Serial number of unit tested: 96376.
Price: $1495. Approximate number
of dealers: 62.

in the Wadia 7transport, takes this concept astep further by not only holding
the entire disc, but also clamping it over
its entire surface area.
Transport control is via a square
membrane panel in the front panel's
lower right comer. I'm not usually afan
of membrane panels, but this one
worked fine - the ACD•Pro responded
quickly and reliably to track-skip commands from the front panel or the
remote control.
The rear panel provides single-ended
outputs on gold-plated RCA jacks. A
digital output is included in case you
want to use the ACD•Pro as atransport.
This digital output is on aBNC jack,
not an RCA connector. BNC is amuch
better termination for a digital audio
cable, but few processors are fitted with
BNC. I recommend against using a

Manufacturer: Audio Electronic,
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494.
Fax: (919) 460-3828.
Rotel RCD-990
Description: CD player with HDCD decoding. Outputs: analog on RCA jacks,
digital on RCA and TosLink jacks. Digital/analog conversion: dual BurrBrown PCM63 20-bit DACs. Digital filter: Pacific Microsonics PMD100 running at 8x. Digital output level: 0.5V pp. Frequency response: 5Hz-20kHz,
±0.5dB. Dynamic range: >100dB.
Channel separation: >100dB, full bandwidth. Signal/noise ratio: 115dB, Aweighted. Analog output impedance:
120 ohms. Analog output level: 2V
Dimensions: 18.5" W by 4.8" H by
14.3" D. Weight: 17 lbs.
Serial number of unit tested: none.
Price: $1495. Approximate number
of dealers: 130.
Manufacturer/Distributor: Rotel of
America, P.O. Box 8, North Reading,
MA 01864-0008. Tel: (508) 664-3820.
Fax: (508) 664-4109.

BNC-to-RCA adaptor; use acable fitted with RCA on one end or BNC on
the other if you can't use BNC-to-BNC
connection.
The supplied remote control is a
square unit with rows of similarly sized
buttons. Consequently, it was less friendly to use than the Rotel or Audio
Electronic remotes. It did, however, operate over awide range of positions.
One unique feature of the ACD•Pro
is something called Peak Search.
Pressing this command on the remote
control with adisc loaded makes the
player scan the entire CD to find the
highest recorded level. After scanning
the disc, the ACD•Pro plays and repeats
about 10 seconds of the highest level.
This feature is useful for making tapes
of CDs: You can set your recorder's
meters while the ACD•Pro is repeating
Stereophile, January 1997

PMD100 is programmed to generate
dither, asmall amount of noise mixed in
with the signal that makes the DACs
behave better.
The 8x-oversampled audio data are
input to a pair of Analog Devices
AD1862 20-bit DACs. The resistor-ladThe inside story: The chassis is laid
der 1862 is an older device, but one that
out with the transport mechanism up
can sound excellent. It has fallen out of
front and the electronics in asubchassis
favor because it needs the value of its
at the unit's rear. This enclosed subchasMost Significant Bit (MSB) trimmed
sis holds the Pioneer transport-control
when installed in the circuit Such trimelectronics board on one layer and the
Audio Alchemy decoding board just ming adjusts the value of the DAC's
MSB so that the transition from the
above it.
lower 19 bits to the MSB is equal in
Two transformers separately supply
amplitude to any other quantization step.
the transport/display and the audio
The MSB trimmer is adjusted so that it is
electronics. Eleven regulators are disexactly one quantization step above the
tributed around the decoder board, and
19 Least Significant Bits (LSBs). In the
other TO-220 (three-pin) regulators
ACD•Pro, apair of trimmer potentiomepower the transport mechanism.
ters (trim pots) sets the MSB value for
A Pacific Microsonics PM D100
each AD1862. A technician temporarily
HDCD' decoder/filter performs 8xturns off the PMD100's dither, then
oversampling and HDCD decoding.
adjusts the trim pot for the best low-level
The 6dB of attenuation of non-HDCD
linearity. The dither is then turned back
sources required by the HDCD license
is performed in the analog domain, a on. The PMD100's dither further
better-sounding alternative to digital- improves the DACs' low-level linearity
once the MSB trimmer is set correctly.
domain attenuation. In addition, the

The DACs are followed by an unusual discrete FET current-to-voltage (I/V)
converter. Most I/V converters are opamps, chosen for their high speed, low
cost, and easier pcb implementation. It
is unusual to find adiscrete I/V in a
moderately priced product. This is the
same I/V stage (and DACs) used in
Audio Alchemy's great-sounding DDE
v3.0.
The direct-coupled analog output
stage is based on an Analog Devices
AD823 op-amp. Removing jumpers in
the analog stage reduces the gain. With
the jumpers in place, the ACD•Pro puts
out 2.5V; without the jumpers, the
unit's maximum output voltage is only
1.5V. A split active/passive filter, similar
to that used in the DDE V3, smooths
the output and removes high-frequency
spuriae. In fact, the entire topology is
quite similar to the DDE v3.0's. With
the basic DDE '3, however, the 6dB of
attenuation is performed digitally (at the
expense of 1bit of resolution), and the
PMD100's dither-generating option is
only used when you order the $149
remote-control upgrade (the remote-

T

A spectral analysis of the ACD•Pro
when it was playing a lkHz, —90dB
dithered sinewave (fig2) shows aconsiderable amount of power-supply
noise in the audio output In addition,
the right-channel DAC appears to have
a negative linearity error, along with
trace of second-harmonic distortion. A
wideband spectral analysis with an
input signal of all zeros (fig3) shows no
unusual behavior other than the powersupply noise.
As suggested in fig3, the ACD•Pro
did indeed have aright-channel linearity error (fig.4): a—90dB input signal is
re-created at —92dB. This is simply a
function of correctly setting the right

the highest level on the disc, and never
again be surprised by higher-than-anticipated levels on your recordings. Now, if
only this feature were possible when
making live recordings!

he ACD•Pro's maximum output
level when decoding afull-scale
lkHz sinewave was 2.49V. This
was sourced from avery low impedance of just under 1 ohm across the
band, rising to 4ohms at 20kHz. This
ultra-low output impedance means the
ACD•Pro won't interact with the preamplifier it drives. DC levels were
moderate at 43mV and 4.5mV in the
left and right channels, respectively.
Unusually, the ACD•Pro inverts absolute polarity: A positive-going impulse on atest CD is reproduced as a
negative-going impulse at the analog
output' The ACD•Pro's tracking ability
was only fair; the player skipped at track
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IThere's astrong misconception that ahi-fi system
should not invert absolute polarity from source to
loudspeakers. That would be nue if all recordings were
made observing correct absolute polarity. But it's only
a50-50 chance that the recording has correct polarity.
You'll get correct polarity about half the time whether
your system inverts or not.
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33 on the Pierre Verany Test Disc.
Fig.1 is the ACD•Pro's frequency and
de-emphasis responses. The unit is flat
across the band, and the de-emphasis
tracking is perfect. Channel separation
(not shown) was excellent at better than
90dB below 3kHz, but considerably
better concerning leakage from the right
to the left channel than in the other
direction.
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Fig.1

Audio Alchemy ACD-Pro, frequency
response (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro, spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, 'is-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).

Fig.3 Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro, spectrum of digital silence (16-bit data, 1
,
',-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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control microprocessor also programs
the PMD100 to output dither). Conversely, the ACD•Pro's power supply
isn't quite as good the DDE v3.0's, and
the ACD•Pro's analog output filter is
slightly less sophisticated.
All in all, the ACD•Pro appears to
offer quite abit for the money.

System
The three CD players saw action
in what has evolved into my budget
reference system: connected to a
Linn Majik-I integrated amplifier
through AudioQuest Quartz or
MIT Terminator 2 interconnects
and driving Linn Tukan ($799/
pair) or Aerial 5($1295/pair) loudspeakers. (Both speakers are under
review for a future issue, along
with the $199/pair B&W DM302.)
Loudspeaker cables were MIT Ter-

minator 2bi-wire. The system sat
on aBilly Bags 5500-series component rack, and power conditioning was provided by the $279
Audio Power Industries Power
Pack II.
For areference, Iused the excellent Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1, a
$3495 tubed player that Ihold in
high regard. The three players also
went head-to-head in matched-level
comparisons.
—Robert Harley

Listening: Iliked the ACD•Pro right
out of the gate: It had anice smoothness, wannth, and lack of treble brightness. Its overall perspective was also abit
more laid-back than other AA digital
products, which Ifound appealing. The
ACD•Pro's relaxed perspective and lack
of treble aggressiveness combined to
produce a sense of ease and involvement — Icould listen to the ACD•Pro
for hours without fatigue. Compared
with the Rotel RCD-990, the ACD•Pro
was more forgiving of bright CDs and
sounded less lively and immediate overall. Moreover, the ACD•Pro was far
smoother and refined than the Audio
Electronic CD-1.
The flip side was aslightly reduced
sense of clarity and transparency from

the ACD•Pro — the Alchemy player
had ahint of opacity next to the crystalclear Rotel. This slight thickening of the
sound tended to make the ACD•Pro
less resolving of low-level detail. Ialso
heard aless open and expansive soundstage from the ACD•Pro; the Alchemy
player was alittle closed-in around the
edges compared with the expansive
RCD-990. Image focus was excellent

for aplayer of this price, as was the resolution of space around image outlines.
The ACD•Pro was less vivid in its
soundstage presentation than the RCD990, which made the Alchemy machine
sound less immediate and palpable. For
example, Keb' Mo's vocals on his selftided debut disc (0Keh EK 57863) didn't have quite the saine "in-the-room"
presence through the ACD•Pro, but the

channel's MSB trimmer, the left channel's linearity was spot-on. Judging from
its reproduction of a11cliz, -90dB undithered sinewave (fig.5), the ACD• Pro
must use one of the PMD100's higher
dither settings. In addition to the dither,
we can see that the waveform "rides" on
a low-frequency component — the
power-supply noise we saw in fig2.
Playing afull-scale mix of 191cHz and
20kHz, then plotting the output spectrally, produced aspectrum (not shown)
that was clean and free from IMD
products. The lIcHz difference product,
for example, was at -99dB!
Ibegan this review by mentioning
that CD players can have ajitter advantage over separate transports and

processors, provided that the CD player is well-engineered. This was confirmed by the ACD•Pro's impressive
jitter performance. The player had a
low level of jitter, no periodic jitter
components, and the jitter spectrum
and level were completely unaffected
by the signal being processed. 'This can
be seen in fig.6, the ACD•Pro's jitter
spectrum when playing a full-scale
lkHz sinewave. The spectrum shows
no periodic jitter. Moreover, the RMS
jitter level, measured over a400Hz20kHz bandwidth, was just 17 picoseconds. Repeating the RMS measurements and plotting the jitter spectra
with atest signal of all zeros or alIcHz,
-90dB sinewave showed no change in

the jitter level or spectra. This is
among the bestjitter performances I've
measured.
The ACD•Pro's technical performance was mixed. Although the unit
had a low output impedance, good
channel separation, and extremely low
jitter, the player also had some powersupply noise in the audio output, and
that right-channel DAC linearity error.
It's doubtful that you'd hear the
power-supply noise, and the DAC
linearity may vary from unit to unit
because it's determined by how carefully the unit is trimmed at the factory.
—Robert Harley
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Fig.5 Audio Alchemy ACD-Pro, waveform of
undithered 1kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).
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texture was alittle softer and smoother
than through the RCD-990. Keb' Mo's
National guitar didn't have quite the
bite it had through the Rote! player.
Similarly, the ACD•Pro was alittle
laid-back in the mids, aquality Ienjoyed. Listening to the ACD•Pro was
like taking aseat alittle farther back in
the hall. Solo instruments were placed
slightly behind the loudspeaker plane
rather than being pushed out front.
This was an advantage over the RCD990 on recordings that were too
forward, but overall Ipreferred the
RCD-990's greater palpability and
immediacy.
The ACD•Pro had tremendous bass
weight, definition, and dynamic impact.
The entire bottom end had asolidity
that provided afirm musical foundation, tonally and rhythmically. Acoustic
bass was well rendered, with aperfect
balance between weight and definition.
Icould easily hear the dynamic envelope of acoustic and electric bass strings,
along with aclear sense of pitch. Bass
dynamics were also excellent, with
good slam and resolution of microdynamics. Ireally enjoyed the ACD•Pro's
great pace and timing, but thought the
Audio Alchemy player was eclipsed in
this regard by the Rote! RCD-990.
Conclusion: The Audio Alchemy
ACD•Pro is agreat-sounding player that
won't break your bank account. Its best
qualities were asmooth treble, relaxed
perspective, aweighty yet defined bass,
great dynamics, and excellent sense of
pace and rhythm. Although the ACD•
Pro's soundstaging was good, it lacked
the transparency, expansiveness, and
bloom of the slightly more expensive
Rote! RCD-990.
In fact, the ACD•Pro made an interesting contrast with the Rote! player.
Where the RCD-990 was immediate,
incisive, and almost analytical, the
ACD•Pro was more laid-back and forgiving. The Rotel gives you more information, but the ACD•Pro has greater
ease. Overall, Ipreferred the RCD-990,
but Ican imagine that some systems
(and listeners) may be better suited to
the Alchemy player.
On a functional level, Iliked the
ACD•Pro's front-panel transport controls and quick response, but not the
remote-control layout or the small
front-panel display.
Before you buy similarly priced separates, listen to the ACD•Pro. Audio
Alchemy's new player packs a lot of
musical value in a modestly priced
package.
Stereophile, January 1997

Audio Electronic CD-1 CD player

Audio Electronic CD-1: $1495
Cary Audio, the North Carolina company known primarily for championing single-ended tubed amplifiers in
America, in 1993 created a separate
company to supply audio hobbyists
with do-it-yourself kits. The company,
initially called Audio Electronic Supply,
became successful selling kits and parts
to enthusiasts on abudget, or to those
who wanted the satisfaction of building their own hi-fi components. The
factory-direct AE products were popular with college students; the age of the
average AE customer was 24 years — a
good sign for the future of high-end
audio.
Audio Electronic has since expanded
its product range and its mission. The
company now sells fully finished,
entry-level products as well as parts, a
change reflected in its new name:
Audio Electronic. The completed components are lower in price than the
Cary line, and are available directly
from Cary or through any authorized
Cary dealer.
The $1495 Audio Electronic CD-1
reviewed here is one of the first such
completed products from AE.2 The
CD-1 starts life as aMarantz CD-63,
but bears little resemblance to the popular Marantz player outside or inside.
Cary buys the Marantz players,
removes the transport, display, and circuit board, and junks the rest.
The CD-1's chassis is much larger,
deeper, and heavier than that of its $399
cousin. It's made from 0.80-gauge aluminum, which designer Dennis Had
believes is better-sounding than aferrous chassis material such as the common cold-rolled steel. The Marantz
front panel has been replaced by a
2 The CD-1 was first introduced as a$1295 player
with two tubes rather than the new model's three
tubes. 1f you bought an AE CD-1 with aserial number lower than 96370, you can return it to Cary for a
complete upgrade for the $200 difference in cost
between models. Cary will also pay shipping both
ways and begin the warranty period anew.

thick machined piece, which gives the
player amore serious look. The drawer
is also faced with a thick piece of
machined aluminum. The CD-63's
front-panel controls have been reduced
to Track Skip, Play, and Open/Close in
the CD-1. Note that the front panel has
no Stop or Pause function. If you're
operating the CD-I standing at your
rack, the only way to stop adisc is to
open the drawer. A full-function remote
control operates the player's other functions. The rear panel has apair of singleended RCA analog output jacks and an
RCA digital output.
The Inside Story: The disparity
between the Marantz CD-63 and
Audio Electronic CD-I is even wider
with the CD-1's top cover removed.
Although most of the chassis is consumed by the stock Marantz circuit
board, not much of its circuitry is used.
What is used is Philips's drive mechanism, decoding electronics, servo systems, and everything else associated
with the transport.
The decoded transport output is converted to an analog signal with an NPC
SM5872BS 1-bit DAC (with an integral
digital filter) running at a32fs rate. The
DAC/filter is asurface-mount device
located on the underside of the main
pcb. The master oscillator is encased in
a damping compound — a technique
also used in the Rote! RCD-990.
The CD-63's analog output stage is
bypassed in favor of the tubed stage
designed by Dennis Had. The DAC's
differential output is converted to asingle-ended signal by adifferential buffer,
then filtered to remove any RF noise
injected by the DAC. Had chose the
CD-63 for modification in part for its
already low level of RF noise in the output. He discovered that many I-bit
players produce high amounts of RF
noise over awide bandwidth; it's no
coincidence that the CD-63 measures
well in this regard, and has received uni185

versal critical acclaim for a budget
machine.
Because the tubed output stage
inverts polarity, the signal is inverted in
the digital domain at the differential
buffer. This makes the CD-1 noninverting from CD to final analog output.
A three-pole passive analog filter follows the RF trap. Two large potentiometers are mounted to apanel inside
the CD-1 to fine-tune the analog filter's
response. Each CD-1 is hand-trimmed
for best reproduction of alkHz squarewave, which is injected into the signal
path after the DAC. The passive filter's
8dB of insertion loss is made up for with
avoltage gain stage consisting of a5814
tube (a low-noise version of the 12AT7)
run as an anode current-source amplifier. The 5814's plate is supplied by a
tubed constant-current source (another
5814). A third tube, a12A1-7, forms the
output buffer. The entire circuit is
direct-coupled, save for one Kimber
coupling cap between the 12AT7 and
the analog output jacks. Output impedance is specified at amoderate (for a
tubed output stage) 370 ohms.
Most of the additional size and
weight the CD-1 brings to the basic
CD-63 is due to the CD-1's massive
power supply. In addition to the stock

T

he CD-1 produced an output voltage of 2.67V when reproducing a
flail-scale lIcHz sinewave. The output impedance measured 410 ohms
across most of the band, decreasing to
325 ohms at 201cHz. When driving a600
ohm load for the output impedance measurements, the CD-1's output became
current-limited, slightly dipping the negative portion of the wave. Clearly, the
CD-1 likes to see ahigh input impedance
in the preamplifier it's driving. DC levels
were hard to measure due to fluctuations

power transformer that supplies the
transport mechanism (and the analog
stages in the stock CD-63, unused in
the CD-1), Cary adds two transformers,
one of them alarge unit for the highvoltage supply. The rectifiers in the
high-voltage supply are massive — the
pair of them is nearly the size of apack
of playing cards. These unusual diodes
are reportedly the fastest-switching
high-voltage diodes available. Two large
electrolytic filter caps, along with abank
of Solen film and foil caps, smooth the
B+ rail. The 12V filament supply is regulated by a5A, TO-3-packaged regulator (the three tubes' filaments together
draw only 450mA).
The CD-1's construction quality is
excellent. This isn't akludged CD player, but acomplete redesign that happens
to use the transport mechanism and
DAC of abudget machine. For example, the chassis and top cover are heavily damped with alayer of inert material. This damping material is also applied
to the transport mechanism. The tubed
output stage is wired with point-topoint wiring rather than aprinted circuit board. Teflon-dielectric, silver conductor wire connects the Maranta circuit board to the tubed output stage, and
is used in all the point-to-point wiring.

caused by avery-low-frequency noise.
The CD-1 doesn't invert absolute polarity. Playing the Pierre Verany Test CD
tracks that include intentional dropouts,
the CD-1 played track 28 but not track
29. This is poor tracking performance.
The CD-1's 1-bit DAC is asurfacemount device; its location beneath the
main pcb made it inaccessible for jitter
measurements.
The CD-I has some ripple in the frequency domain, aresult of the highoversampling digital filter (fig.1). I'm

Nonetheless, the CD-1 makes the
assumption that the analog output stage
is at least as important as the DAC and
digital filter. The $1495 CD-1 has the
transport mechanism, filter, and DAC
of a$399 CD player. Conversely, I've
never seen such atweaky analog output
stage (and power supply) in a $1495
machine. The CD-1 made for quite a
contrast with the identically priced
Rotel RCD-990.
Listening: I'll start with some of the
things the CD-1 did well. First, the
player had agood sense of palpability
and immediacy without sounding forward. Iheard in the CD-1 some of the
midrange bloom and magic that define
single-ended tubed power amplifiers,
including Cary's excellent CAD300SEI integrated amp. It's ahard quality to describe, but it seems to spotlight
solo instruments, bathing them in ahalo
of air and palpable presence. There's a
seductive directness of musical expression in single-ended tubed amplifiers
that Iheard in the CD-1, but to amuch
lesser degree than in the Cary CAD300SEI.
The CD-1's design heritage was also
apparent in the player's expansive
soundstage. The presentation had a

guessing that the ldB of rolloff at
20kHz is partially the result of the CDl's analog filter, which isn't in the stock
CD-63. The CD-1 has some deemphasis error (lower traces in fig.1),
which will make pre-emphasized CDs
sound alittle softer in the treble.
The CD-1's channel separation was
only fair, the crosstalk reaching -60dB at
10kHz. A spectral analysis of the CD-1's
output when playing a 11cHz, -90dB
dithered sinewave (fig2) shows that the
CD-1 adds some second-harmonic distortion, likely created by the tubed output
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Audio Electronic CD-1, frequency
response (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Electronic CD-1, spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, ','3-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).

Fig.3 Audio Electronic CD-1, spectrum of digital
silence (16-bit data, 1,-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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good sense of air and space, with superb
depth. Image focus was the least tight
and defined of the three CD players
under review, but the CD-1 made up
for that with great depth, front-to-back
layering, and an expansive sound.
The CD-1's bass was warmer-sounding than that of the ACD•Pro or RCD990, which helped out the lean presentation of the Linn Tukan and Aerial 5
loudspeakers. The CD-I added alittle
midbass weight, which made the music
more full and rich. Bass guitar had more
of apurring quality through the CD-I.
Unfortunately, the CD-1 lacked bass
dynamics and punch. Kickdrum was
softened in away that diminished its
musical contribution. And bass guitar,
while warm and full, sounded alittle
slow and ill-defined. There was more
low-frequency weight through the CD1than through the other players, but
that weight was less precise and articulate. The CD-1's bass can be described
as more sound, less music.
The CD-1's biggest liability, however,
was its treble. Instead of sounding
smooth and sweet like most tubed
products, the CD-1 was bright and forward in the upper octaves. This brightness was exacerbated by the treble's
hashy quality. Cymbals took on abit of

the "bursts of white noise" syndrome
that makes them sound synthetic. Vocal
sibilance was emphasized — the background vocals on "Wishing Well," from
Michael Ruff's Speaking in Melodies CD
(Sheffield Labs CD35), for example.
The treble was also grainy, and lacked
refinement or inner detail. These characteristics made the treble seem like a
noise riding on top of the music, not an
integral part of the music's harmonic
tapestry. The upper midrange also
lacked liquidity, imparting a screechy
metallic character to violins.
It was the CD-1's reproduction of
upper-midrange and treble textures that
ultimately decided its fate. As much as I
wanted to like the CD-1 for its
midrange and soundstaging, Icouldn't
get past the hard, unpleasant timbrai
rendering.

missing dynamic impact and rhythmic
drive. As much as Itried to hear past
these flaws to enjoy the CD-1's special
qualities, Iultimately found the CD-1
disappointing. For overall musical pleasure, the CD-I was outclassed by both
the Audio Alchemy ACD•Pro and
Rotel RCD-990.
While listening to the CD-1 critically, Ihad the impression that the tubed
output stage was fighting alosing battle
to make up for what the 1-bit DAC was
doing wrong. The CD-1's shortcomings
—lack of dynamics and poor treble definition — are largely characteristics of 1bit converters.
I have great respect for designer
Dennis Had, but Idon't think even he
can overcome the limitations of the
CD-63's 1-bit DAC to make aproduct
that's competitive at the $1500 level.

Conclusion: Audio Electronic has
taken an unusual approach in the CDI: matching an inexpensive transport,
digital filter, and DAC with atweaky
tubed analog output stage. Although the
CD-1 had some of the Cary singleended midrange magic, Iwas bothered
by the player's treble: It was forward,
hashy, and lacked detail or refinement.
And the bass, while warm and full, was

Rotel RCD 990: $1495
Ican just hear the design team at Rotel
telling management: "If we just had a
larger build budget on our new CD
player, we think we could produce
something truly special." The marketing department probably responded by
saying "That may be true, but Rotel's
raison d'être is offering budget components to musically sensitive consumers.

stage, given the good DAC linearity. The
noise level is, however, remarkably low
for atubed playet The left channel (solid
trace) is about 5dB quieter than the right.
A wideband spectral analysis with an
input signal of all zeros (fig3) shows no
artifacts in or above the audioband. The
CD-1's linearity was good, but with a
slight negative error below about -85dB.
The left channel is shown in fig.4; the
right channel was identical.
The CD-1's reproduction of a1kHz,
-90dB undithered sinewave (fig.5)
shows afair amount of noise overlaying

the signal, and an unusual-looking
waveform. The positive portions of the
wave are wider than the negative-going
portions, and there's more energy in the
positive half of the waveform than in
the negative half. In addition, the DACs
appear to have some differential nonlinearity; note how the positive peaks all
reach the 2001.tV horizontal division,
while the negative peaks barely reach
the -150V division. This behavior is a
function of the CD-1's single-bit DAC.
Finally, an FFI'-derived spectral analysis (fig.6) plots the CD-1's intermodula-

tion distortion spectrum with the CD-1
playing afull-scale mix of 191cHz and
20kHz tones. The I
kHz difference component (201(Hz minus 19kHz) is fairly
strong at -66dB (0.05%), although the
rest of the spectrum is fairly clean.
The Audio Electronic CD-1's technical performance was mixed. Although
the player had low noise, its reproduction
of low-level waveforms was unusual, and
the player adds some second-harmonic
distortion along with some intemioduladon products.
-Robert Harley
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Fig.5 Audio Electronic CD-I, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).

Fig.6 Audio Electronic CD-1, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Our mission is high value at a low
price, not competing with the higherpriced American brands."
Rotel's previous top-of-the-line
machine, the RCD-975, sold for $799.
The new RCD-990 lists for nearly double that amount at $1495— awhopping
retail price for a Rotel CD player. I
couldn't help wondering what had compelled Rotel to depart from their fundamental budget philosophy to introduce
such alofty CD player.
But after I'd auditioned it, Iwas more
Rotel RCD-990 CD player
inclined to ask how Rotel couldn't bring
out the RCD-990.
The Inside Story: Removing the top
fornia Audio Labs CL-10, but only
cover revealed a chassis packed with when the CL-10 is connected to aperFunctionality: The RCD-990 has a components neatly and logically laid sonal computer.) Dither is a small
larger, sturdier look than the less expenout. The toroidal power transformer,
amount of noise added to the signal
sive Rotel CD players. It's also the most custom-designed and manufactured
that makes the DACs perform better.
ambitious, with adesign and parts qualifor Rotel, sits on a raised platform
Pacific Microsonics provides seven
ty beyond what you'd expect to find in a above the main circuit board. This isodither settings (plus ano-dither option)
moderately priced machine.
lation is enhanced by alayer of dampto let the digital processor designer
The front panel displays more inforing compound between transformer optimize the performance of a wide
mation than do most CD players. In
and platform. A generous amount of range of DAC chips. Rotel thinks the
addition to indicating the track number capacitance filters the DC supplies,
listener should decide which dither
and elapsed time of track, the RCD-990
with lots of smaller electrolytic capacisounds best in acertain system.
shows the index number, and when the
tors distributed around the chassis.
Unfortunately, the RCD-990 is
disc is reading the CD's Table of These are mostly Black Gate or shipped with no dither selected. Isay
Contents data. A button on the remote
Nichicon brands. Some of the power- "unfortunately" because adding dither
control switches the display between
supply regulation stages (probably the
significantly improved the player's sound
elapsed time on track, remaining time
±15V analog stage rails) appear to be
quality Some owners may not access the
on disc, and remaining time on track.
discrete rather than IC designs. All the
RCD-990's Special Features mode,
LEDs above the display indicate when power-supply decoupling caps are
which lets you set the dither and turn off
the RCD-990 is decoding an HDC132- Wima brand. Unfortunately, Rotel was
the digital output. les actually quite easy:
encoded disc, whether absolute polarity unable to provide me with any techni- Turn the player of then back on again
is inverted, and some programming cal information on the RCD-990; this while holding down the Play and Stop
functions. The display can be dimmed or description is based solely on my lookbuttons. The display will show whether
turned off completely from the remote
ing inside the player.
the digital output is turned on or off.
control.
The transport mechanism sits on a Pressing Pause toldes between digital
Front-panel controls include Play,
raised subchassis above the decoding output on/off. Turning off the digital
Stop, Pause, Open, and Track Skip. All
electronics. A Philips CDM-9 Pro
output when using the RCD-990 as a
other functions are accessed from the
mechanism was chosen for its aluCD player probably results in better
remote, which will also adjust the mutminum turntable and metal frame. The
sound because less noise is radiated withing attenuation in 5dB steps to -60dB.
CDM-9 Pro is used in many high-end
in the chassis. Pressing Track Skip puts
The muting attenuatoes 5dB steps are
transports, including the excellent Theta
the RCD-990 into dither selection
too coarse to use as avolume control
Data Basic and PS Audio Lambda.
mode. Again, Pause scrolls through the
(not to mention that the attenuation is
Many manufacturers have switched to
dither numbers. When the dither numperformed in the digital domain).
the CDM 12.4 transport, aCD-ROM
ber you want is shown in the display,
Analog output is via gold-plated
mechanism that uses more plastic parts
turn the player off, then back on again
RCA jacks and balanced XLR jacks.
than the olde4 beefier CDM-9 Pro. In
normally. (The owner's manual has
The RCD-990 is also equipped with
addition, the designed-for-audio CDMincorrect instructions for selecting the
coaxial (RCA) and TosLinIc digital out9Pro has provision for index search, an
dither level.) I'll report on the sound of
puts so the machine can be used as a expensive feature to implement with a these dither modes later.
transport to drive an external D/A
CD-ROM drive (manufacturers must
This ability to select the PMD100's
converter.
write their own control codes to prodithers is made possible by the RCDIenjoyed using the RCD-990. It is vide index search). Rotel takes the
990's Motorola microprocessor. The
well laid out, although the tiny, roundCDM 9Pro astep further by adding a device also provides the extensive dised front-panel transport control butgraphite disc-loading tray for greater play and programming functions, such
tons are less comfortable on the fingers
resonance suppression.
as the variable display dimming and
than larger flat buttons. Ialso liked the
A Pacific Microsonics PMD100
variable mute level.
smooth drawer operation, which conHDCD decoder/filter performs 8xThe DACs are apair of Burr-Brown
tributed to the RCD-990's overall
oversampling. Unusually, the RCDPCM63s, ahigh-quality 20-bit device
favorable feeling. On the downside,
990 lets you choose which of the PMD
used in many expensive processors. The
the player was alittle slow reacting to
100's dither modes is invoked. (This
PCM63 has excellent intrinsic linearity
commands.
feature is also available on the Caliowing to its "Colinear" architecture, and
188
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needs no MSB trimming. The RCD-990
uses the middle "K" grade of PCM63.
The DACs are followed by aSignetics
NE5534 op-amp used as an IA/ converter. A dual op-amp, aPhilips NE5532, is
the output buffer. A second NE5532
appears to be the phase splitter that creates the balanced output signal on the
XLR jacks. Again, this circuit description
is based on my observations; Rotel was
unable to supply answers to my technical
questions, including such issues as
whether the 6dB of attenuation on nonHDCD discs is performed in the analog
or digital domain.
A little trick Inoticed inside the
RCD-990 is ajacket of damping compound tightly wrapped around the
master oscillator. It has been reported
that oscillators change their frequen-

T

he RCD-990's maximum output
level was 1.99V, right in line with
the CD standard of 2V. The balanced outputs had an output level of
3.96V when playing a full-scale lkHz
sinewave. The source impedance measured 120 ohms (unbalanced) and 475
ohms (balanced). DC levels were moderate at 23mV and 5mV from the left and
right unbalanced jacks, respectively, and
4.5mV and 7.5mV from the left and right
balanced outputs. The RCD-990 doesn't
invert absolute polarity.
Testing the RCD-990's tracking ability with the Pierre Verany Test CD
revealed that the Rotel player perfectly
tracked through track 50, the highest
track in this torture test. The Pierre
Verany disc has intentional dropouts in
the spiral track that increase in length
with ascending track number. The
higher the track number aCD player or
transport will play without skipping, the
better that player's tracking ability. The
RCD-990 is only the second CD player or transport I've measured that could

cies slightly when vibrated — in other
words, avibrating oscillator has higher
jitter. This may be one reason why CD
players, transports, and digital processors sound better when mounted on
vibration-isolation devices. Mechanically damping the master oscillator is a
nice touch in amoderately priced CD
player, suggesting that the designers
did their homework.
Listening: During my casual listening,
while the RCD-990 was warming up
and breaking in, Inoticed that the player made me stop what Iwas doing and
sit down to listen to the music. Even
without benefit of afull break-in, the
RCD-990 already sounded musical,
expressive, and involving — and it was
still in "no dither" mode.

play all the way through the most severe
dropouts on the Pierre Verany disc. This
excellent tracking ability doesn't mean
the RCD-990 will sound any bette4
only that it will con' ecdy track through
fingerprints or scratches that may cause
problems for other players.
All the following measurements
were made with the RCD-990 in the
"as shipped" settings; ie, with dither
turned off. This will better show the
RCD-990's true noise level in the
absence of dither.
Fig.1 shows the RCD-990's frequency and de-emphasis responses, which
were flat across the band. The deemphasis tracking is perfect, following
the gentle frequency-response rolloff in
the top octave. The RCD-990's channel
separation was among the best rve
measured in any digital product —
regardless of price. The player measured better than I35dB of channel isolation at lkHz — quite a technical
achievement.

The RCD-990 really bloomed after a
few days in the system and the selection
of dither #6. The following description
applies to the RCD-990 in this dither
setting (which I thought made the
RCD-990 sound its best), and via the
unbalanced analog outputs (the Linn
Majik-I lacks balanced inputs).
The RCD-990 had excellent solidity
and power in the bottom end. ICickdrum
had satisfying impact and punch, while
bass guitar and acoustic bass were reproduced with excellent pitch definition.
The bottom end was taut, yet powerful
and full. Moreover, the RCD-990's
dynamics were superb, the envelope of
the kickdnim cutting through the mix.
These qualities combined to make
the RCD-990 immensely compelling
and involving rhythmically. The player

The RCD-990's performance on the
spectral analysis of a 11(Fiz, -90dB
dithered sinewave was equally impressive (fig2). Note the extremely
low noise floor and complete lack of
power-supply noise in the audio outputs. This plot also indicates that the
left- and right-channel DACs are
behaving identically.
A wideband spectral analysis of the
RCD-990's output when fed an input
signal of all zeros (fig.3) better
revealed the RCD-990's intrinsic
noise floor. The previous graph was
skewed by the presence of dither in
the 16-bit test signal (not to be confused with dither generated by the
PMD100 inside the RCD-990), which
made it look as though the RCD-990's
noise floor was higher than it actually
is. Fig3 shows the Rotel's noise floor
to be astonishingly low. Note that the
scale has been expanded all the way
down to -150dB. The RCD-990 is
one of the quietest digital products I've
measured.
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Rotel RCD-990, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis response (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig,.2 Rotel RCD-990, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae (16-bit data, 'h-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).

Fig.3 Rotel RCD-990, spectrum of digital silence
(16-bit data, 'f,-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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had an upbeat, visceral quality that Ireally enjoyed—I heard aremarkable rhythmic coherence that just sounded right.
The RCD-990's excellent pace was
ideally suited to guitarist Ronnie Earl's
fabulous new Eye to Eye (AudioQuest
AQ-CD1043), with Muddy Waters's
rhythm section of Pinetop Perkins,
Calvin Jones, and Willie Smith. The
RCD-990 was the best of the three players I've reviewed for this issue at conveying this music's powerful rhythmic drive.
Ichallenge anyone to sit still during this
disc—particularly the Willie Dixon tune
"Shake For Me," with Jones laying down
its propulsive bass line. But forget the
fancy adjectives: The RCD-990 boogies.
Although the Audio Alchemy ACD.
Pro also had good pace, the RCD-990
was abit more dynamic and upbeat. The

Fig.4 shows the RCD-990's leftchannel linearity, which was essentially
perfect to below -100dB. The right
channel had identical performance.
This excellent low-level performance
was confirmed by fig.5, the RCD-990's
reproduction of a licHz, -90dB undithered sinewave. The quantization
steps are perfectly uniform, the waveform is free from audio-band noise, and
the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" on
the waveform's transient edges can be
seen. This waveform doesn't get any
better-looking than this.
An FFT-derived spectral analysis of
the RCD-990's output when decoding
afrill-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
(not shown) revealed the player to have
a clean intermodulation distortion
spectrum. Oddly, however, the noise
floor rises below about 3kHz. Imeasured a similar phenomenon in the
RCD-950 player that Muse Kastanovich reviewed in Vol.19 No.6,
although in the RCD-950 the noisefloor rise was over the entire audio
band. In the RCD-950, the noisefloor

Audio Electronic CD-1 had more midbass weight, but lacked the punch and
impact of the RCD-990 or ACD•Pro.
The CD-1 sounded slower than the
other two players under review.
The RCD-990's bass dynamics extended to the rest of the spectrum. The
player had awide dynamic contrast, with
ajet-black background for the music.
This deep quiet between notes not only
let the RCD-990 better resolve low-level
detail, but made the contrast between
loud and soft seem widen In addition,
impulsive sounds seemed to jump out of
the presentation, giving the music more
life, palpability, and snap. Low-level
detail was reproduced with clarity and
definition without sounding etched or
hyped. The Rotel player's combination
of ease and resolution is rare in such an

rose dramatically when the player was
decoding twin tones, but not when
reproducing single tones. It may just be
coincidence that the two players show
an increase in the noise floor when
reproducing twin tones.
I next measured the RCD-990's
word-clock jitter at the 8x-clock on
the PCM63 DAC using the Meitner
LIM Detector. When playing afullscale 11cHz sinewave, the RCD-990's
clock had the jitter spectrum shown in
fig.6. The spectrum is free from periodic jitter components, and the RMS
jitter level, measured over a 400Hz20kHz bandwidth, was only 15 picoseconds. 'With atest signal of all zeros,
the spectrum was again perfectly dean
(not shown), and the RMS jitter level
dropped even loweç to just 1
1ps. A test
signal of alIcHz, -90dB sinewave, howeven induced some periodic jitter components correlated with the 1kHz test
data, seen as the spikes in fig.7. The RMS
jitter level increased to
The RCD-990's technical perfor-

affordable digital front-end.
Compared to the ACD•Pro, the Rotel
player sounded more lively and upfront. This imbued the RCD-990 with
excellent clarity, resolution, and immediacy, but at the minor expense of sounding very slightly bright. The overall perspective was just alittle on the forward
side of reality, acharacter that can be
mitigated with the variable dither function. Conversely, the ACD•Pro was
smoother in the treble, but also sounded
less detailed and transparent. In addition,
the ACD•Pro sounded alittle closed-in
in the top octave next to the more airy
RCD-990. Although the ACD•Pro
sounded smoother, the RCD-990's treble was slightly cleaner and more refined. This cleanness is what let the
RCD-990 get away with having a

rnance was outstanding by any measure. The player had ultra-low noise,
wide channel separation, excellent
reproduction of low-level signals, and
very low jitter. I've measured $14,000
processors that didn't look this good on
the bench. The RCD-990 is obviously
avery well-engineered product.
-Robert Harley
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brighter presentation without being
aggressive or overbearing. Still, the
ACD•Pro sounded alittle more relaxed.
The RCD-990's soundstage was more
like what Ihear from $4000 processors
than from $1500 CD players. The presentation was open and transparent, with
awonderful see-through quality. Images
were tightly focused and precisely placed
in the soundstage. Ialso heard space and
air around individual instruments, along
with anice bloom around the soundstage's outer edges:This quality was particularly apparent in Zappa's complex orchestral masterpiece The Yellow Shark
(Rykodisc RCD 40560). The RCD990's ability to keep images separate and
distinct from one another was far beyond
what I've heard in comparably priced
digital front-ends. It's acommon fault of
lower-priced digital products to make
the presentation sound congealed, synthetic, and smeared. The RCD-990's
impression of individual objects (instruments) suspended in space was remarkable, and one of its best qualities.
Beyond this description of specific
attributes, the RCD-990 was expressive, involving, and musical. Iexperienced lots of musical enjoyment with
the RCD-990 in my system.
No Dither about Dither: Using the
Special Features mode to select adither
value is essential to getting the best
sound from the RCD-990. Which
dither you select is less important than
using some dither. As Iwent up the scale
(the numbers correspond to increasing
amounts of dither), the treble became
smoother-sounding and more refined.
Piano lost some of the glassy edge on
transients, and timbres became more
pure and liquid. Adding dither warmed
up the sound of piano, revealing aricher
and fuller left hand. Ialso heard an
increase in palpability with dither, yet
the overall perspective became a bit
more relaxed and analoglike. Instrumental images seemed to tighten, and
the space around each instrument was
better resolved. The soundstage also
seemed to become alittle more transparent, and had more bloom around the
outer edges. Iended up liking dither
position 6the best.
Overall, dither softened the RCD990's sound—a welcome improvement
over the stock no-dither setting. Although the differences between settings
were fairly subtle, the variable dither
function nonetheless gives you that last
measure of fine-tuning with which to
match the RCD-990 to your musical
tastes and playback system.
Stereophile,

January 1991

Conclusion: After auditioning the
RCD-990, Iknow why Rotel took the
gamble of offering aCD player that sells
for nearly double the price of their previous top-of-the-line machine: The RCD990 is agiant-killer that offers asurprisingly high level of musical and technical
performance for its modest price. The
player sounds highly involving and enjoyable, with superb dynamics, pace, soundstaging, clarity, and an overall feeling of
musical rightness. Iwas also impressed by
the RCD-990's bench performance,
which approached the state of the art.
At its price of $1495, it's difficult to criticize the RCD-990. In absolute terms,
however, the player was more up-front
and lively than the reference Sonic
Frontiers SFCD-1 or the Audio Alchemy
ACD•Pro. Although it has some other
tradeoffs, the smoother, more laid-back
ACD•Pro may be a better choice for
some systems. The RCD-990 was also a
little slow in responding to commands,
and the front-panel buttons were less
friendly than the ACD•Pro's controls.
But this is nitpicking. The bottom
line is that the RCD-990 is akiller for
the money, and sets abenchmark in
$1500 CD players or separates.
Maybe Rotel should turn their engineers loose more often.
S
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Some Assembly Required: The Parts Connection
Assemblage DAC-2

DIA

converter

Muse Kastanovich

M

yidea offun when Iwas akid
was to hunch over amagnificent pile of Lego blocks, scanning the vast field of multicolored
pieces with such sharp concentration
you might think Iwas looking for the
answers to life itself Iwould hide in my
room working on Lego projects for
hours on end, listening to "Dr. Love,"
"Convoy," and "Fifty Ways to Leave
Your Lover" on my AM radio. The
other kids in the neighborhood were
out playing popularity games to see who
got to boss everybody around. Iwould
build stuff out of other things as well, but
Legos were always my favorite — they
were so quick to put together and take
apart again. Iwould rarely play with
anything for very long before taking it
apart to build something new.
Flying trucks and space battleships
don't really excite me the way they used
to, but Istill like to build things — like
two pairs of single-ended MOSFET
power amplifiers. A construction that
helps bring to life the greatest music of
all time? Now that's atoy you can play
with! I've also been upgrading other
components one piece at atime, many

The Assemblage DAC-2 DIA processor
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of the high-quality parts coming from
The Parts Connection (a division of Sonic Frontiers). Once you hear the difference asingle coupling capacitor or anew
power supply can make in your system,
it's hard to stop upgrading. Iacknowledge that Ihave aproblem. The Parts
Affliction is ahard habit to break, but at
least the aftereffects sound healthy.
You can imagine, therefore, how I
was looking forward to building the
DAC-2, the new version of TPC's highly regarded DAC-1. (The DAC-1 was
one of Stereophde'sJoint Budget Components of 1995.) The raw condition in
which the DAC-2 is delivered saves
TPC some money, and the savings are
reflected in the price. I'd probably be
willing to pay extra just for the fun of
putting something like this together.
Getting to build it and getting alower
price seems too good to be true.
Still, buying something factory-direct
is atradeofli It costs less, but you miss out
on some services and privileges. A local
hi-fi shop can loan you components,
make faster repairs, and offer aplace to
hang out and hear the latest gear. Though
such perks are more important to some
people than others, they
simply can't be had
through mail-order.
Good connections
The DAC-2's excellent
assembly/owner's manual has detailed, easy-tofollow instructions. If
you're new to this
obsession, follow the
instructions to the letter.
Do not try any "brilliant" ideas of your
own, like not pre-tinning (soldering) the
ends of the ICimber
Kables. 1Just say no.
I'd like to add a
couple of pointers:
When removing or
replacing the circuit
board, be gentle
with the BNC

Description: Digital/analog converter kit with HDCD decoding. Inputs: coaxial RCA, BNC, and TosLink optical. Frequency response:
DC-20kHz, +0.1, —0.5dB. Signal/
noise ratio: >102dB. THD; —87dB
at full scale. Output level: 2.13V
RMS (standard CDs), 4.26V RMS
(HDCD CDs). Output impedance:
75 ohms.
Dimensions: 9.5W by 2" H by 7" D.
Serial number of unit tested:
9628L0003.
Price: 5499. Warranty: 2years parts
and labor, 30-day money-back
guarantee. Approximate number of
dealers: Factory-direct only.
Manufacturer: The Parts Connection (a division of Sonic Frontiers,
Inc.), 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville,
Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4. Tel: (905)
829-5858. Fax: (905) 829-5388.

connector—it may stick to the chassis
hole. You can easily lift the circuit board
with one hand by holding the transformer, as it's the heaviest part and is
solidly attached. This should prevent
static from your fingers from blowing
out any teensy-weensy diodes or such.
When installing the RCA jacks, put the
stepped polymer shoulder washer on
the outside of the chassis, with its smalldiameter portion inside the hole?
Since there are solder rings around all
of the board's screw holes, it appears the
designer intended to have electrical contact with the chassis here. On my sample, however, the ends of the metal
standoffs attached to the inside of the
chassis were partly painted and oxidized;
Igot down to the shiny metal with finegrit sandpaper. Of course, Ijust had to
tweak the construction somehow, so I
1Holey moley! The included Wonder Solder is so
easy to work with. I'm used to lead-free solder, which
takes forever to melt.
2A reader who is delighted with the sound quality of
the DAC-2 nevertheless warns that the analog RCA
jacks appear to radiate quite alot of RF. Icouldn't confirm this problem with our review sample, but it might
have something to do with the way the sockets are
grounded.
—JA
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cut the digital RCA wires much shorter
than recommended. Also, instead of
leaving them twisted, Iseparated them
by the same distance as the wires that
are built into the BNC connector. It will
be necessary to unsolder these short
wires before working on the circuit
board, but this way the RCA input
might more closely approximate atrue
75 ohm transmission line.
It took me two hours to finish putting
the Assemblage together at my usual
slow, careful pace. The kit was really
very easy, and Icould have finished it
sooner if not for its importance as areviewer's sample. Those less accustomed
to the insides of electronics may want to
take even more time for searching out
the right tool in the garage, getting perfect solder joints, etc. Ican't imagine
anyone being unable to finish this kit,
but just in case, TPC has astanding offer
to finish it for you for free. Don't forget
to play Oh No! It's Devo (Infinite Zero
Archive/American 43024-2) while building your kit, and sing along with: "Patterns unfamiliar, Patterns lead you
through to, /Patterns of discovery, Tracing out the clues, /Can you recognize
the patterns that you find? /Stuck in
your mind."

The assembly line
Let's set the record straight. In the beginning was the Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 3 at $449. Then came
the DAC-1.5 at $475, identical to the
DAC-1 except for the inclusion of the
HDCD*-decoding PMD-100 digital
filter. Now there's the DAC-2 at $499, a
version upgraded sufficiently to justify
its own full-grown number. Both the
DAC-1 and DAC-2 use 20-bit BurrBrown PCM-1702 converter chips, the
Crystal CS8412 input receiver, and
AD844 current/voltage ICs, but they
also have many differences. The DAC2 incorporates the PMD-100 HDCD
digital filter, with non-HDCD attenuation performed in the analog domain.
The DAC-2 has more than twice the
main power-supply capacitance, with
10,800g of Panasonic HFQ electrolytics. It has 4712F instead of 1011F
local decoupling caps, and eight voltage regulators instead of five. It uses
Analog Devices AD817 op-amps and
Holco resistors in its output stage, and
adds aBNC connectors and aphasereversal switch.

T

20kHz, and the de-emphasis tracking is
perfect (it's performed in the digital
domain by the PMD100 filter). Channel separation (fig2) was better than
120dB across most of the band, decreasing slightly to 105dB at 20kHz. This is
excellent performance for any digital
converter. The left-to-right channel
crosstalk (dotted trace in fig2) was slightly lower than in the other direction.
Aspectral analysis of the DAC-2's output when decoding a lkHz, —90dBFS
dithered sinewave (fig3) shows excellent
DAC behavior and avery low noise level.
Note the expanded scale (to —140dB)
needed to show the DAC-2's low noise.

he Assemblage DAC-2's output
level was spot-on the CD standard of 2V, measuring 2.002V
when decoding a full-scale 1kHz
sinewave. The channel balance was perfect, with just 2mV difference in output
level between channels. Output impedance measured 75 ohms at any audio
frequency. DC levels were very low,
measuring 0.6mV (left channel) and
03mV (right). The DAC-2 locked to
32kHz and 48kHz sampling frequencies, and didn't invert absolute polarity.
Fig.1 is the DAC-2's frequency response and de-emphasis error. The response has the typical 03dB rolloff at

3Reviewed by Wes Phillips in Siereophik April 1995,
Vol.18 No.4.
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The DAC-2's parts are, overall, bigger and badder than the DAC-1's, but
this does not automatically guarantee
higher sound quality. On top of all the
included goodies, TPC has made available a comprehensive DAC-2 parts
upgrade kit for $150, including Kimber
RCA jacks and AGSS hookup wire,
high-speed diodes, Linear Technology
voltage regulators, and Analog Devices
AD811 I/V op-amps. (I should soon be
writing a Follow-Up on this.) What?
You mean the DAC-2 can actually be
improved upon? It's true.
More parts
It's finally done! Iactually got my butt in
gear and finished the super-homemade
power conditioner. It now has astrong if
goofy-looking case, four MagneTek isolation transformers (one for each specgrade outlet), and small film shunt caps.
My official position is that you do not
try building one yourself.
All line-level components except for
4The BNC connector is technically superior to the
RCA jack for very-high-frequency (including digital)
signals, and TPC considers it sonically superior as well.
Iunfortunately had no BNC cables on hand to listen
to, but will be sure to comment on the different inputs
in aFollow-Up.

Tins measurement was made with a20bit input signal, which more accurately
LUC 2
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Fig.3 Assemblage DAC-2, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae (20-bit data, ,' 3-octave analysis,
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Fig.2 Assemblage DAC-2, crosstalk (R—L channel
dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Assemblage DAC-2, spectrum of digital
silence (20-bit data, 'r,-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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the Rotel RDD-980 CD transport
were plugged into the new conditioner. The jitter box was the Audio
Alchemy DTI•Plus, the preamp the
Audio Electronics AE-2. The incomparable Pass Aleph 3amplifier welcomed
the DAC-2 into the system, with my
homebuilt Zen monoblocks taking
over from there. Speakers were B&W
Matrix 804s.

they tend to listen to alot of tube amps.
Whaaaat? I have no vacuum-tube
power amplifier to listen to? I'll just
have to shoot myself in the head now.
Okay, so maybe it wasn't such adisaster that Ihad no warm-sounding tube
amps. I tried many different cable
changes instead, and managed to strike

ft works
The DAC-2 was played continuously
for about 50 hours before beginning
serious listening. When Isat down in
my listening chair with that very serious look on my face, iny first impression was Holy Brightness, Batman! My
second impression was Wow, this is one
great converter— there's so much detail. My
third impression was What the hell am I
going to do with all this brightness? Not
having aCello Palette with which to
tweak'n'turn the bright character
away, Idecided to try changing the
system.
Let's see ... tube amps are famous for
that warm, rounded quality; they might
fit nicely. Also, because the designers of
the DAC-2 use tubes in their Sonic
Frontiers and Anthem lines of amps,

could sound lush,

reveals the processor's intrinsic noisefloor.
A wideband spectral analysis (fig.4) made
with the DAC-2 decoding an input signal
of all zeros showed no unusual artifacts in

The Assemblage
with wonderful
harmonic body.
The DAC-2 surpasses
the DAC-1 in almost
every capability.
a better balance for the little Assemblage. Iultimately replaced the Sound &
Video Digiflex Gold Iwith the Audio
Alchemy Clearstream going into the
DAC-2. A touch better. Ireplaced the
TARA Labs RSC Reference Gen.2
interconnects with the far-out-for-theprice TARA RSC Prime. A little better.

or above the audioband. We can see a
The DAC-2's linearity (fig.5) was
hint of 60Hz in the right channel, which
excellent, with good performance down
also has aslight blip just above licHz in
to -110dB. The noise-modulation perforthe absence of atest signal.
mance was similarly good, with very tight
groupings of the five traces (fig.6). This
indicates that the DAC-2's noise-floor
doesn't shift in level or spectral balance as
a function of input level. Fig.7 is the
DAC-2's reproduction of a 1
kHz,
-9031dBFS undithered sinewave with
16-bit resolution. The quantization steps
"4
are uniform, and the DACs have no dif,
ferential nonlinearity. The noise level is
also low. The DAC-2's reproduction of
the same signal, but with 20-bit resoluFig.7 Assemblage DAC-2, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
tion, is shown in fig.8. You can see from
Seeroceue • *wig* MC 7 Improenton 01 4114•1004154.15....
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Ireplaced the Kimber PBJ with Sound
& Video Audiflex Gold V. Better. Then
Ireplaced the TARA RSC Reference
Gen2 speaker cables with Straight Wire
Maestro. Much better — there was a
fairly good frequency balance in the system again. Timbres were recognizable,
and Icould raise the volume without
being driven up the wall. Cool. The
processor also mellowed a little with
age, becoming more refined as the days
went on.
Would Icall the Assemblage DAC2 ruthlessly revealing? Yes, but Iconsider that agood thing. Perhaps being a
musician changes one's priorities. I'm
more interested in hearing precise differences in a musician's technique,
feelings, rhythms, orchestration, and
recording techniques than I am in
attempting some ill-fated crusade to
tame the many mediocre recordings in
my collection. The more of arecording's true detail and character acomponent can expose, the better. By definition, that's high fidelity. Philosophically, I'm firmly in the J. Gordon
Holt/Steven Stone camp of "High-end
audio is accuracy."
The Assemblage could sound lush,
with wonderful harmonic body, but only
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Fig.5 Assemblage DAC-2, departure from linearity
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Fig.8 Assemblage DAC-2, waveform of
undithered ¡kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(20-bit data).

Fig.9 Assemblage DAC-2, HF intermodu ation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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"...file best is bCrtri an
you could ever ima ine."
-Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile hily '95 Vol.18,
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if the recording had such qualities to
begin with. For example, Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs' superior digital
mastering of Cat Stevens's Back to Earth
(from their Cat Stevens Three set,
UDCD 3-661) is such a disc. Its
detailed yet smooth-as-silk sound
reminded me of the open-reel, 30ips
tape machine that had been spoiling me
for the past few days. I'd been recording
an album with my now defunct band,
Alien Chrome, in Steve Koppe's analog
studio, and on aregular basis listening
to the big open-reel machine as well as
our live instruments. You might think
that after becoming accustomed to
sounds like these I'd be repulsed by
CDs, but it wasn't so. Granted, some
discs were recorded and/or mastered so
poorly that they bore little resemblance
to the real thing, and Ifound these
quite disappointing. Yet even these
were enjoyable as long as Ididn't dwell
on their shortcomings.
Putting on Stephen Stills's Manassas
(Atlantic 82808-2) — a bona-fide, remastered-from-the-original-mastertapes, HDCD-badge-wearing, High
Definition Compatible Disc — was
much better. The resemblance in quality to what I'd been hearing that day in

the recording studio, listening directly
to my own master tapes, was uncanny.
Iconsider this HDCD disc one full step
closer to live music. Even MFSI:s fantastic GAIN AID converter doesn't
come this close to sounding like amaster tape —or, by extension, like live
music. Too bad there aren't more
HDCD discs available; the sound is
pretty irresistible.
The little DAC-2 was giving out
some good sounds indeed, now that I'd
found good partnering cables. The
whole sound spectrum was alive and
well balanced, with just a touch of
brightness remaining. Though not an
HDCD recording, Steve Reich's Octet
(ECM New Series 1168) again reminded me of the sound of amaster tape.
Here the similarity was smaller, I
assume because the transfer to digital
had not been done with as much care as
with the HDCD Manassas. Reich has
scored for mostly acoustic instruments
in these pieces, so there was alikeness
to live sound as well as to amaster tape
with this CD. The music is neoclassical
avant garde, repetitive, ethno-rhythmic,
minimalist, and any other good "ism"
you want to throw in. Yummy stuff,
especially late at night.

What about that overachieving 1)AC1? Do all the bi14:er, supposedly better
parts really make the 1MC-2 sound better? Good thing TPC sent me aDAC-1
so Icould answer these burning questions. For the close-in-time listening
comparisons, Iplayed Steve Tibbetts's
amazing Safe Journey (ECM 1270).
Whoops, Iguess Ihadn't really known
how amazing this album is until Ilistened

figs. 7 and 8 how more bits (longer
words) helps low-level waveforms look
more like sinewaves.
Fig.9 is the DAC-2's intermodulation
distortion spectrum, made with the converter reproducing afull-scale mix of
19kHz and 20kHz. The lkHz difference component is alittle higher than
I've seen in most processors, but the rest
of the spectrum is very clean.
Inext measured the DAC-2's clock jitter when driven by aPS Audio Lambda
transport using the Meitner LIM
Detector. Fig.10 is the jitter spectrum

when the DAC-2 was driven by aIkHz
sinewave. We can see some
periodic jitter components (the spikes in
the trace), but these are moderate in
number and level. The RMS jitter level,
measured over a400Hz-20kHz bandwidth, was ahair under 100 picoseconds.
With an input signal of all zeros, which
shows the DAC-2's intrinsic jitter in the
absence of interface-induced jitter, the
RMS jitter level dropped to 70ps and the
spectrum was perfectly clean (fig.11). The
spike at 7.35kHz is caused by the subcode
carried in the interface, which has adata

rate of 735kHz. With the jitter torturetest signal of a 1kHz, -90dB sinewave,
the DAC-2's jitter spectrum shows some
strong periodic components at the test
signal frequency and its harmonics. The
RMS jitter level also rose, reaching 175ps.
The DAC-2 is another well-engineered digital product from Sonic
Frontiers. The unit had better bench performance than many more expensive
processors. In partic-ular, the DAC-2 had
low crosstalk, very low noise, good linearity, and excellent reproduction of lowlevel signals.
-Robert Harley

Comparisons
The Assemblage certainly outperformed the Audio Alchemy DAC-inthe-Box and the California Audio Labs
Gamma, both priced at $295. Given the
price discrepancy, one would expect
this. The DAC-2's superiority applied
to any and all important sonic characteristics, proving itself well worth the
extra $204.

Now that I'd found

good partnering cables,
the whole sound
spectrum was alive and
well balanced.
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Fig.10 Assemblage DAC-2, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
IkHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB=lns).
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Fig.11 Assemblage DAC-2, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence; PS Audio Lambda transport
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB=1 ns).

4000

Fig.12 Assemblage DAC-2, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
IkHz sinewave at —90dBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB=lns).
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to it through the DAC-2. Iheard things
rd never heard before —lots of them.
Oh yeah, what about the DAC-1...
Well, it's agood-sounding converter.
It was less dynamic and less detailed
than the DAC-2; its soundstage was
smaller, less three-dimensional; its bass
was not as deep or as solid; and it was
just alittle too closed-in at the top end.
[In my own comparisons, driving the processor
with aMark Levinson No.31 transport and a
Sonic Frontiers Ultrafitterbug via Madrigal
AES/EBU and RadioShack 75 ohm
BNC-fitted cables, I
found the DAC-2 more
"silky-soundire in the midrange, with cleaner,
less grainy highs While Ididn't find it particularly bright per se, Ido agree with MK on
the newer processor's low-fiequency extension
and excellent presentation ofmusical detail. As
much Iliked thefirst Assemblage processor, the
new DAC-2 does make it sound atad broken.— Ed]
Yeah, sounds like those new parts
really do make adifference.

NATURALLY
Iam aproud owner of SoundLAB
speakers and adealer of the same
for 18 years. Ican tell you that
their latest model-the Aura,
equipped with toroidal transformers (optional), offers the outstanding performance of the larger, more
less. The Aura ought to become
Soundl,AB's "best value" yet.
Deetes Anderson-Deetes Sound

"High purity, neutral and rich in
expression" "Definitely the one"
Japan

Room

"Powerful and clear"
Germany

Carmichael,
California

"Wonderfully musical"
Italy

Isuspect
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expensive models yet for thousands

Done building

l'in not the only one who had
high expectations for the Parts
Connection
Assemblage
DAC-2.
Considering the good sound and reasonable price of its predecessor, the
DAC-1, the '2 would be adecisive best
buy if it surpassed the '1 in any capability. After many listening comparisons,
it's clear that the DAC-2 surpasses the
DAC-1 in almost every capability, rendering the older converter obsolete.
The DAC-2 is the best D/A I've ever
had in my system, revealing musical
details on familiar recordings that Iwas
previously unaware of.
The DAC-2 provides the listener
with subjectively huge amounts of
detail. (Depending on the recording
involved, some people might think it
borders on too much detail.) Its frequency balance is bright, so using darksounding interconnects and speaker
cable can help balance out the system.
Alternatively, using it with a tube
power amplifier might strike agood
balance. The DAC-2 projects awide,
deep soundstage, and has excellent
dynamics.
The kit is fun and easy to build. It's
also easy to modify, though care is
required — modifications will void the
warranty Despite the standard DAC2's high parts quality, an upgrade kit of
even-higher-quality parts is available
from The Parts Connection for $150.
Whoa —if it's so good already, Ican't
wait to hear what this thing will be able
to do when Istuff the parts upgrade kit
into it.
5

Winning
the
World
Over...

"The BEST! State-of-the-art"
Hong Kong
"No holds barred"

The AURA
Iull Range

I
jectrostatic

YOUR
CLEAR
CHOICE

for the finest in electrostatic sound.

U.S.A.

...One
Meter
at a
Tim

aural 111611 PERFORMANCE TRANSNIISSION

ANALOG

•

DIGITAL

•

OPTICAL

Designed and manufactured by
Univocal Corporation
ii0\11111

SOUND`
LAB

801 658-1341 phone 801 6581342 ,

21636 N. 14th Ave., Suite A-4
Phoenix, Arizona 85027
Phone (602) 516-2248 Fox (602) 516-2251
o1996 Univocal Corpotailon
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Bay Area Audio
We Thought This System
Couldn't Get Any Better!

SERIOUS

SOUND

The combination of the Thiel CS-7's driven by Classe's top electronics, interfaced with MIT's Reference cables was already world class.
Then Bruce Brisson and the MIT engineering/design team re configured it as an OP2 - System (Output Power Squared -)...and raised
the performance to anew dimension.
'When MIT approached us with a new way of putting a system
together, we didn't expect it to drop our jaws. After all, we'd 'heard it
all before'. The speakers completely disappear, bass and dynamics
are far beyond the (already excellent) performance we've come to
expect from the CS-7's powered with the Classe' CA-400's. Imaging
is out well beyond the side walls and deep behind the back wall. No
other system we've heard can reproduce music on this level."

l
-v4IE

imiliA

Thiel

CS-7 loudspeakers

—Keith Lundell
OPT" (Opposite Phase Terminator') technology is MIT's proprietary
method of substantially increasing power and control without changing the hardware. The dedicated MI-350 OPT balanced interconnect
and MH-770 OPT speaker cable allow two amplifier channels to
drive a speaker simultaneously — the ultimate configuration of a
push-pull drive system. The result is light years beyond the same
amps configured as mono-blocks.

MIT
MI-350 OPT" CVTerminator" Praline &
MH-770 OPT CVTerminator
Opposite Phase Terminator Interfaces

Bay Area Audio's Classe', Thiel, MIT, OP2 System; proof that the
whole can really be greater than the sum of its parts. Bay Area Audio
is the only West Coast dealer authorized for the MIT OP2 System
We invite you to schedule an audition to experience this new leap
forward for yourself.

THIEL .CLASSE' . MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
THETA DIGITAL .CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS .MARTIN-LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH .MERIDIAN .PARADIGM .VELODYNE .NAD
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY .ADCOM .MARANTZ .RUNCO

Bay Area Audio
1362 So. De Anza Blvd
San Jose, CA 95129

CP-60 preamp & CA-400 power amp

SERIOUS

SOUND

408.255.0735

Take Five: The Hales Design Group
Concept 5 loudspeaker
Wes Phillips

p

aul Hales does things differently.
"I set out to build atrue reference speaker," he asserted when
Iasked him about the, er, concept behind
his Concept Five loudspeaker. For a
mere six grand? The other guys don't
even blink at $20k, $30k, even $70k
statement speakers.
"Let's face it," he confided, "six thousand dollars is alot of money. You really
ought to be able to buy superior performance for that. Ihave certain philosophies that Iuse throughout my designs: I
believe in certain diaphragm properties,
and Iuse the same crossover design —
fourth-order Linkwitz-Reilly acoustic
slopes — and the cabinet technology
and bass loading remain the same
throughout the line. The Concept Five
embodies all these design approaches in
an affordable, reference-quality design."
It's hard to argue with that reasoning.

Hales Concept Five loudspeakers
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In fact, it's hard to argue with Paul at all.
He's an ebullient fellow — get him started and the words just tumble out. He's
got strong opinions, and he gives 'ern to
you in torrents. But it's obvious from the
way he marshals his arguments that he's
not shooting from the hip —he's thought
things through and, whether or not you
agree with all he says, it's apleasure to listen to aman who's so enthusiastic.
Take bass-reflex, for instance. All of
Hales' designs employ critically damped
sealed-box enclosures. He feels so
strongly about this that Hales Design
Group gives away coffee mugs emblazoned with the motto "Death Before
Bass-Reflex."
"I think that bass-reflex is wrong.
Moving-coil loudspeaker designers
have spent the last decade addressing
resonances within the system — and

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, critically damped, sealedbox loudspeaker. Drive-units: one
10" Kevlar-composite cone woofer,
one 2" aluminum-dome midrange,
one 1" aluminum-dome tweeter.
Crossover type: fourth-order Linkwitz-Reilly. Crossover slope: 12dB/
octave. Frequency range: 25Hz26kHz. System resonance: 25Hz.
Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Sensitivity: 86dB/VV/m.
Dimensions: 48" H by 12" W by
21" D. Weight: 225 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
9509 1066A/B.
Price: 85800/pair (grilles add
$350/pair). Warranty: 1 year (5
years if registration is returned
within 15 days of purchase). Approximate number of dealers: 31.
Manufacturer: Hales Design Group,
16812 Gothard St., Huntington
Beach, CA 92647. Tel: (714) 8416884. Fax: (714) 841-2427.

these days, even electrical designers are
addressing resonances within preamplifiers and D/A converters. The harm
that unwanted resonant energy does to
any system is incontrovertible. To make
abass-reflex system, adesigner has to
intentionally build-in asecondary resonance —and if that weren't bad enough,
they excite it on purpose to augment
the bass energy of the speaker. Idon't
see how any speaker designer with a
clear conscience can brace his cabinet,
use rigid cones and domes, and apply
damping material throughout the cabinet in order to reduce resonance — and
then choose to design aresonance into it.
You can hear that the bulk of the lowest
frequencies reproduced are ill-defined
and resonant in nature. It just isn't right."
Iwas exposed to an intense barrage
of the Gospel according to Paul when
Hales and Scott Brooks, HDG's
Marketing Director, arrived in Santa Fe
to meet with the Stereophili gang and set
up apair of Concept Fives in my listening room. We get letters from readers
complaining that, in the real world,
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speaker designers don't drop in to set up
their designs. There's some validity to
this argument, although anyone spending six large should get all the placement assistance they could ever want
from their dealer. Most of the time,
however, these visits arc kind of an
ordeal—at least at first. Mr. Manufacturer is trying to assure himself that he's
going to get a fair shake from Mr.
Reviewer, and Mr. Reviewer — at least
this one — feels like his setup technique
and methodology are being scrutinized
with Talmudic intensity. If both parties
are lucky, everybody calms down after a
couple of hours and the occasion
degenerates (elevates?) into aBS session
and listening party. This is, in fact, what

happened with alacrity upon Paul and
Scott's visit chez Wez. After afew hours
with the Fives, mostly spent listening to
Paul, Iknew that the Concept Five was
going to be fascinating. Little did Irealize that it was going to take me on a
journey to the heart of music.
Q: Is that amusical instrument?
A: Sometimes.
The Concept Five is a floorstanding
three-way speaker that stands 48" tall,
but its 12" width gives it a slender,
unprepossessing mien — despite its 21"
depth. The baffle slopes back at asevere
rake mirrored by the back panel —
you've seen the general look before in
the Avalon family of loudspeakers. The

3" -thick baffle is cast from agypsumbased cement that has been augmented
by substantial amounts of aglass-fiber
reinforcement to add tensile strength.
This is analogous to adding re-bar to a
cement foundation— cementlike materials tend to have impressive compressive strength, but aren't all that strong in
the tensile dimension. The baffle is
molded to eliminate diffraction distortion, the top and edges curving smoothly to meet the sides of the cabinet.
Hales considers the baffle essential to
achieving the sound he's looking for.
"Elimination of resonance is critical to
achieving low coloration, and the greatest amount of mechanical energy occurs
at the front baffle. Since we mount the

Trapped!!!
You have to draw the line somewhere. Idrew mine at the front doot
Ihave spent many years as an audio
spouse. Iknow that it's the sound that matters. Iaccept that our living room will be
filled with all sorts of absolutely essential pieces of equipment, large and
and that new pieces will appear
out of nowhere. (Surely that black box
squatting in the corner wasn't there
when Ilooked 10 minutes ago?) Like
hangers and paper clips, audio equipment reproduces spontaneously. The
difference is that audio equipment
doesn't disappear when you need it
to—itjust doesn't work.
Isnuggle into the far reaches of the
sofa, knowing that the sweet spot is
reserved for serious listening — and
cats. And Idean very carejiilly around the
equipment, not moving even asingle
cable by so much as arnicromillimeten
Believe me —or believe an audiophile:
There will be achange in the sound.
Indeed, Ihave become enough of
an audiophile myself to recognize that
our living room, with its lovely, high
ceilings and gorgeous expanse of saltillo tile, needed something to make it
less echoey. The answer, Wes assured
me, was ASC Tube Traps — big, clothcovered pillars that, as Iunderstand it,
trap and/or reflect sound as needed.
Early one morning Igreeted Joe
Abrams, Bruce Brisson, and Norm
Varney of MIT They had come to
help Wes set up the Traps most effectively to get the best sound in our living room with our system. Now,
these guys are among the nicest people you'd ever hope to meet But, of
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course, they are also audio folks.
Off Iwent to work, leaving my
house in the hands of four audiophiles
with agarage full of Tube Traps —a
number of which, Wes had warned
me, were "adobe"-colored (a sort of
rose-pink), as opposed to the quiet
gray Traps already installed in our
home-theater room. While Idid not
precisely have asmile on my lips and a
song in my heart, Iat least felt that I
was prepared for the worst: Iwould
return to find columns of different
sizes and colors inconveniently located
around the room, hi all likelihood, I
would have to design anew route to
reach the dining area.
Iturned my key in the lock and
pushed the door lightly, expecting it
to swing open. No luck —something
seemed to be jammed against it. I
pushed again — and heard ascraping
noise almost, but not quite, covered by
the sound of blues pouring out of the
living-room system. Peering around
the doom which was now open afull
six inches, Isaw... abig, fat, gray column set just inside our front door!!! I
shoved my way past it —and immediately ran into another one at the other
end of our short, narrow entrance hall,
blocking my way into the living room.
Squeezing around this second Trap, I
interrupted my husband and his
guests: "What the &0!#&!! is all this?"
The response? You guessed it:
"That's how we get the best sound?
Me: "And how are we supposed to
get into the house?"
Him: "Couldn't we use the garage
entrance?"

In the face of my irrational but total
refusal to have Tube Traps blocking my
front door, it was determined by the
Audiophile-in-Residence, in consultation with the Visiting Audiophiles, that
the Trap between the hall and the living room could be moved back against
the wall without affecting the sound too
negatively, and that the one directly in
front ofthe door would be stored in the
garage. aBut it will have to go back
there when rm doing serious listening."
Of course, having won my major
point, rm left with approximately two
dozen Tube Traps of various shapes,
sizes, and colors placed strategically
about the room. My favorite is the Trap
on top of the bookcase directly in front
of our beautiful Peruvian tapestry. (And
yes, it has occurred to me that the Traps
in the hallway were aploy, put there so
that Iwould focus my complaints on
them and ignore the rest. On the other
hand, the setup Iencountered is certainly not outside the realm of possibility for atrue audiophile —if you aren't
aware of that, you're obviously anew
reader of this magazine.)
As the days pass, I'm becoming
inured to my new living-room decor.
At least the Trap in front of the tapestry is gray, and if Isit all the way to one
side —which is, of course, where Isit
anyway —1 can see most of the tapestry.
But Ihave to admit it —the sound is
better with the Traps. And, after all, if
Iturn off the lights and dose my eyes,
Idon't have to look at them. Oh my
god! Those audiophiles have been
right all along—the sound is better in
the dark.
-Joan Manes
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ensemble class©
where the senses meet

"...a digital reference tool of the
first order..."
"The Dichrono, bowing to its
Swiss origins, remained so finely
neutral that Icouldn't say it was
clearly one thing or the other,
analog- or digital-like."

•

"...it sounded like music."
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, November 1996, Vol. 19.
No. 11, p.179

ensemble 1986-1996

10 YEARS
IN THE SERVICE OF
MUSIC
"...the Profysia could sound
breathtakingly detailed and focused. Singing voice had a purity
and a presence directly rivaling
those of the best electrostatics."

"te

Martin Colloms, Stereophile, September 1996, Vol. 19,
No. 9, p.162

PROFYSIAm
SYSTEM
Profundo Silver bass
& Elysia monitor

"As Iheard at the 1995 Hi -Fi
shows, the complete Ensemble
system — speakers, amplifiers,
digital source — sounded seamlessly coherent, spacious, very
tightly focused, airy, and articulate, with clean, tuneful bass."
Martin Colloms, Stereophile, September 1996, Vol. 19,
No. 9, p.165

"In many ways, the Ensemble
system is to audio today as was
Marantz and Quad back in the
early days of the art."
Swiss MADE

Martin DeWulf, Bound for Sound, 1996, No.1. p. 14

DICHRONOTM
DRIVE
EC

& DAC

(Extra

Clat+)

CD transport &
digital to analog converter

bi
SWISS MADE

Ensemble AG Inc., PO. Box,
CH-4132 Muttenz 1, Switzerland
Tel. +41 61 461 91 91 • Fax +41 61 461 93 25

Ensemble AG Inc., P.O. Box,
CH-4132 Muttenz 1, Switzerland
Tel.+ 41 61 461 91 91 •Fax +41 61 461 93 25

US Agency: Ensemble USA,
111 S. Drive, Barrington, IL 60010
Tel. (847) 526-1646 •Fax (847) 526-1669

US Agency: Ensemble USA,
111 S. Drive, Barrington, IL 60010
Tel. (847) 526-1646 •Fax (847) 526-1669
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The Critics have declared
II

•1
...superb!'

7e

EssencE

Jonathan Scull
Stereophile,
December 1995

"...the ESP's make your system
sound as if you doubled your amplifier output...
...you'll not only hear truer musical timbre,
but you'll hear the entire quality of a performer's
movement about the stage...in agoosebump raising way."
Michael Gindi
Fi Magazine,
April 1996

"These made a significant improvement
to the sound of the amps..."
Jonathan Scull
Stereophile,
November 1995

7e

Sssence Power System

Not just an accessory, it's an essential component for the most discriminating audiophile.

E ssential
roducts, Inc.
A/C POWER CORDS & ACCESSORIES

Available at
these fine dealers:

Boston

Beacon Audio

New York

617-332-969

Sound by Singer, Ltd.

Philadelphia
Minneapolis
San Antonio
Northern California

Dynatek Audio/Video
Hi End Audio
Galen Carol Audio

212-924-860
800-396-283
612-933-406
210-805-992

Southern California
Guaynabo, Puerto Rico
Sydney, Australia
Wiesbaden, Germany

Sound Illusions Audio
Sound Sensations Audio
Audio Excel
High End Audio
Adagio Music Components

916-926-1746
714-496-9471
787-790-1182
02-9674-7158
61-1945-057

drivers to the baffle, we want it to be as
physically rigid as possible. Just watch a
tweeter playing: Its motions are so small
that they can't even be detected by the
naked eye, yet they produce the sound.
Anything that distorts those microscopic motions —such as the motion of
what the tweeter is mounted to — distorts the sound.
"Imagine someone holding the classified ads in front of you and wagging
them back and forth — there's not a
chance in hell that you could possibly
read 'em. You might be able to read a
24-point headline on the front page, but
not the want ads. That's what happens
with the drivers in aflimsy baffle—the
bass may not sound blurred because the
motion is small relative to the wavelengths involved, but the tweeters can't
cope with even small amounts of vibration because they reproduce such tiny
waves to begin with. The cement baffle
is our attempt to make the most inert,
nonresonant platform in acost-effective
way — but it also allows us to do one
additional thing. It allows us to shape
the baffle in such away as to virtually
eliminate any diffraction that would
give your ear acue that there's aphysical speaker there."
Sounds pretty simple, no? Just pour
the compound into amold, let it set,
and voilà— you have one sixth of the
cabinet. "That doesn't sound all that
complicated, but I'm here to tell you
that it was ahuge undertaking to make
it repeatable. It took ayear to figure out
the formulation and the curing times,
not to mention figuring out ways to
pour it in and then unmold it, while
keeping it intact. Every baffle spends 72
hours curing in our two-story oven. All
of that stuff, even the way we mix the
cement, must be very carefully undertaken; mess up even one step of the process
and it turns into abunch of crap —as we
have discovered on more than one occasion. Curing turned out to be unbelievably critical —97% of the strength is the
result of the last 5% of the cure, so we
had to develop an oven and asystem
that could take us to that point."
The rest of the cabinet is pretty
straightforward. Sta lesred internal bracing, contrary to acommonly held belief,
does not make the structure less resonant.
Rather, it raises the pitch of the cabinet's
resonant frequencies. At higher frequencies, Hales observes, the forces applied to
the cabinet by the midrange and treble
drivers become insignificant in relation
to the mass of the enclosure. The cabinet
is constructed of 1"-thick MDF, except
for the top and rear panels, which are
Stereophile, January 1997

wide bandwidth for any driver."
But you can't talk to Paul Hales for
long without returning to his choice of
a sealed-box enclosure. "What bassreflex does to the impulse response is
one thing, but what it does to the music
is quite another. Next to harmonic integrity, bass response is probably my
second-biggest pet peeve. For years,
speakers have been very badly designed; they've been under-damped.
Because of that, consumers have become used to it —it's what they expect.
In fact, some listeners won't accept anything else. Just as grain in the top-end is
perceived by some as greater detail —
"Elimination of resonance
until you hear it done right, you don't
know that it's wrong.
is critical to achieving
"My attitude is, if you can't do it right,
don't do it at all. Isuspect this is one realow coloration, and the
son why some sophisticated listeners
choose small monitors, because they'd
greatest amount of
rather pass up the bottom octave than
hear it screwed up. It's so much easier to
mechanical energy
suspend disbelief if there are no gross
occurs at the front baffle!'
anomalies reminding you that what
you're listening to is artificial."
— Paul Hales
Wedded to his convictions about cabinet construction are equally strong oplike a midrange-driver spec. The inions about crossover design. "There
diaphragm is the standard VIFA design, are two camps in crossover design: steep
but the suspension and the magnet slopes and shallow slopes. The firstorder school of thought is that it's the
assembly are ours."
The proprietary 2" midrange dome is only crossover that's transient-perfect
manufactured by MB Quart, and uses and phase-perfect. They're right —it is
an edge-wound flat-ribbon conductor the only crossover that gives you those
on the coil that gives the unit greater things. The problem is that you're trying
sensitivity than the standard Quart driv- to blend two drivers over areally wide
range, and that makes them very sensier used by other manufacturers.
The 10" woofer used in the Concept tive to time alignment. The designer has
Five sports along voice-coil — nearly an to choose apoint in space — the design
inch in length — wedded to adual-layer axis — to optimize everything. At that
Kevlar cone that Hales deems the "ulti- point, the speaker is pretty coherent, the
mate" for stiffness and low moving- drivers blend, and everything works just
mass. "I spent agreat deal of time mod- fine. That speaker measures great in an
eling different designs in the computer anechoic chamber, but put it in aroom
to optimize that driver to provide the with aceiling and afloor and you end
greatest bass extension in a0.5-Q enclo- up with a power response that's no
longer flat.
sure — a reasonable-size enclosure —
"First-order speakers always sound
that would maintain quality. Ithink I've
achieved that. Idon't know of any driver thin to me — three-ways, not necessariin the world that performs better, in an ly the two-ways. You can almost get
application like that of the Concept away with a small, slanted, standmounted two-way first-order design; in
Five, than this 10"."
All of the diaphragms, Hales ex- athree-way, the woofer and the midplained, operate as perfect pistons range are physically far apart from one
throughout their operating ranges. "I'm another and they overlap in an area
convinced — although Idon't actually that's crucial for music reproduction —
have any documentation that proves this typically between 150 and 500Hz.
— that they must, if you want to repro- That's the crucial range in the midband.
duce the harmonic structure and the Warmth and natural harmonic richness
natural timbre of instruments correctly. are gone, because those drivers are no
That's one reason Ichose the 2" dome longer summing correctly throughout
midrange — it acts as a piston from all the different points of the room.
"I had avery well-regarded first-order
about 300Hz up to 11kHz. That's a

constructed from 2" MDF — other than
the baffle, those tend to be the liveliest
panels in arectangular speaker.
The aluminum-dome tweeter, manufactured for HDG by VIFA in Denmark, features an underhung geometry
in which the voice-coil is quite abit
shorter than the magnetic gap. This
means, claims Hales, that "the tweeter
never leaves the linear flux field during
its operation, lowering distortion by a
tremendous margin. That tweeter has a
linear throw of ±1mm, which is
unheard of in atweeter — that's more
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speaker in my listening room. Iran a%octave analysis of the room response, and
sure enough, the response —at the listening position and all around the room
— was rolled-up in the bass, with ahuge
suckout right at the woofer/midrange
crossover and another little depression
right at the tweeter/midrange crossover.
Well, that's exactly what Ihea4 too.
Which makes disregarding phase linearity ano-bramer for me.
"I will acknowledge the superiority of
first-order slopes in the reconstruction
of the leading edge of little transient
sounds. You might hear the sound of a
guitarist's fingernails on the strings with
greater detail. Ibelieve that the ability to
reproduce little ticks and clicks, or even
resolve the individual brush strokes on a
snare drum, is secondary to what we're
trying to do here — which is to reproduce the music that we love. If we're too
busy concentrating on whether we can
hear fingers striking piano keys to do
that, Ithink we've missed the point. Not
that Ithink that people who care about
those things are wrong; Ijust find all
that less important to the music than
other parameters."
Q: Are you going to play something we can dance to?
A: As soon as you dance something we can play to.
My current listening room has alot of
volume — much of it above my head,
given the 14' ceiling. After trying several orientations, I've settled on using an
exterior wall as the rear boundary for
speaker placement. The wall does have
two windows, located more or less
behind the speakers themselves, but this
orientation allows me to use our dining
niche to put alot of space behind my listening position. RPG Abffusors help
control reflections from the upper walls
behind the speakers and behind the
sweet spot. ASC Tube Traps have proven
remarkably powerful in tuning the
room's bass response, and (using their
reflective side) in breaking up early HF
reflections (see Joan Manes's sidebar).
The Concept Fives need room to
breathe, although they don't eat up a
room as severely as some speakers I've
auditioned. The best blend between
airiness and bass impact found them 42"
off the rear wall and approximately 6'
apart — and 9' from my listening position. A pair of stacked Slim Traps
(absorbent side facing out) placed precisely in the middle between them,
against the rear wall, improved their
focus tremendously — in fact, Ihave
found very few dynamic speakers that
Stereophile, January 1997

it be otherwise? But you usually can find
arange in which the original event could
have transpired. Not so with the Concept
Five. Icould find — at most —only one
volume level at which the performance
convinced. Truth be told, the Concept
Five needs to be goosed abit in order to
produce much sense of drive. But if I
turned things up too loud, they started to
sound harsh and compressed.
Was this aflaw in the speakers, or an
Q: How are you going to play this?
indication that they were so superbly
A: Beautifully.
The most noticeable thing about the transparent that they revealed any deviHales Concept Fives was the intense ation from accurate reporting? Isuppose
focus they brought to a soundstage. you could argue the latter, but Ibecame
Images were palpable. Recordings of impatient with this quirk. Accuracy is all
vocal music produced the sensation that to the good, but music is, sometimes, a
the vocalist was standing, large as life, social occasion — such as the evening
between the speakers. This is the stuff when, my wife having left town, Iinvitof magic — it's hard not to get goose- ed JA and Robert Baird over to my crib
bumps, no matter how many times you for boys' night out. Robert brought
experience it. In fact, Ispent far too along abootleg disc of Oasis that Sony
much of yesterday marveling at the had sent to alimited number of critics
Beatles' Anthology 3 (Apple CDP 8 (don't ask, it's too confusing). Playing it,
34451 2, two CDs—although Ihear we had to really crank it to make it rock,
there's also adomestic three-LP ver- but then we had to shout to hear one
sion) when Ishould have been writing another. Ihate that — too much like colthis review. Suffice it to say that the
Fives put the Fab Four in my room conThe most noticeable
vincingly, adding to the chief pleasure of
the set—it really seemed like Iwas just
thing about the
eavesdropping on an informal jam sesHales Concept Fives
sion. This is no insubstantial thing.
Icame of age listening to, examining -was the intense focus
dissecting, actually — the Beatles canon,
so I'm the sort of fan who really would
they brought to a
listen to all 67 takes of "I Will." Having
George Harrison in my living room
soundstage.
playing an acoustic version of "While
My Guitar Gently Weeps" is the sort of
magical moment that justifies all of this lege. Still, the Concept Fives did capture
audio insanity—and the Hales, God the excitement of the live show while
never letting the proceedings disintebless 'em, put him there.
But it didn't have to be the Silver grate into noise — aline guitarist Noel
Beatles — any well-recorded disc could Gallagher successfully negotiated
invite the musicians into the room. Sam throughout the show. Idon't wish to
Pilafian and Frank Vignola's reading of slight this accomplishment, as many
"Don't Get Around Much Any More" speakers can't walk that tightrope at any
(Travelin' Light, Telarc CD-83324) put volume. (JA took the disc home and
them squarely between the speakers, played it through his beloved B8cW
Pilafian's tuba sounding deep and mas- Silver Signatures. "Too polite and lifeless," he declared, making this an even
sive — but remarkably agile — while
Vignola's tricky guitar fills skittered more interesting conundrum.)
Some of this quality could be mitigatalong above the melody. A big brass
instrument usually gets flattened out in ed by careful choice of wire. The Fives
playback; that orotund physicality just proved to be very sensitive to bi-wiring—
gets lost, the transient edges of the and, by extension, to cable differences
tongued notes seldom having any real themselves. An AudioQuest Crystal/
impact. Not so on the Hales — at least, Argent combo, for example, was arevelanot if you were careful in matching the tion over the single wires rd auditioned.
The bass became more supple and danceplayback level to that of the real event.
What Ionce heard Quad's Peter like, while the sense of air around indiWalker explain is true: Every record real- vidual instruments placed them more
ly only has one realistic playback level — firmly in their acoustic environments. I
that of the real performance. How could assume this is another manifestation of

do not benefit from this.
Threaded aluminum cones are provided to mass-load the Concept Five to
the floor, although Iused Black Diamond Racing's Mark 4 carbon-fiber
cones out of deference to the finish of
my saltillo tile floors. The Fives are biwirable via high-quality solid-brass
Cardas binding posts.
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the speaker's remarkable transparency?
In addition to the palpable, dense,
dimensional acoustic image they manifested, the Fives also offered atonal
purity I've seldom encountered in a
multi-driver dynamic speaker. Overtone structures were wed inextricably to
their fundamentals. Many speakers,
especially three-way designs, flunk this
test. With the Hales, Icould hear a
foundation upon which the harmonics
were stacked; sometimes Icould hear
that there were two storeys on top of
the basement. Am Isaying that the
Concept Fives emulated apoint source?
No. They emulated the instruments —
and quite successfully.
Arecording that usually wrecks speakers on the rocks of its complex harmonic
nature is "Koto Song" from The Duets by
Dave Brubeck and Paul Desmond
(A&M Horizon Cl) 3290). Its pentaton-

ic melody, stated by Desmond in broad,
breathy stokes, is carried along like aleaf
floating on the stream of Brubeck's
piano. Simple, yes —the way abrush
drawing of ablade of grass looks simple
until you attempt to conjure the natural
world in seven strokes.
'Through the Fives, the piano was
solid, smooth, propulsive, and gentle. I
could hear Desmond's leaky embouchure, which he exploits to create
the sound of gentle winds. As he fingers
his alto without blowing into it, Icould
hear how it shapes the tone —and I
could hear the space inside it as distinct
from the acoustic in which it takes
place. Such lovely sounds —such abear
to reproduce. Bravo, Concept Five.

A

the midrange and bass, and dropping
only briefly to just above 3ohms in the
low treble.
Note the glitch in both the magnitude and phase traces at 150Hz.
Something like this is usually associated
with acabinet resonance problem. Indeed, using a simple plastic-tape
accelerometer. Ifound astrong pair of
resonances to exist in this region. Fig2
shows acumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot calculated from the output of the accelerometer fastened to the
front baffle between the midrange and
woofer. While the midrange is totally
free from resonant behavior, two strong
ridges of delayed energy can be seen at
the frequency of the impedance glitch.
It's hard to say what they are due to and
what their exact subjective effect will
be, but Inote that Wes was bothered by
the speaker's lack of "swing." These res-

sIsuspected from reading WP's
auditioning notes, the Hales
Concept Five is not very sensitive. Driving it with 2.83V raised just
84dB at lm (B-weighted), which means
that it does need to be driven quite hard
by areasonably powered amplifier. As
can be seen from fig.1, however, its
impedance is generally kind to the
amplifier, staying above 8ohms through
ffinole••• Ma. Coexqr

Impaanc•

Le... • Mama ,16., re 'owe

10.0111

Fig.1

Hales Concept Five, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).

That must be Shelly, 'cause lake
don't jam like that!
For all that Iadmired in the Concept

Five, Icouldn't shake the sensation that
they were, uh ... somewhat rhythmically reticent. A little stiff. As I've stated, I
could increase their sense of drive by
goosing 'em a little, but that didn't
change their essential nature.

The Five's tonal balance
is intrinsically lean.
Part of this can be attributed to the
fact that the Five's tonal balance is
intrinsically lean. Paradoxically, this
leanness is not associated with alack of
extension — the Concept Five does
reproduce well down into deep-bass
territory. Paul Hales may very well be
right that many listeners, myself included, have become used to the excess bass
resonant energy he attributes to bassreflex enclosures, but I'm not just coin-

onances may be the appropriate "smoking gun" in this instance.
Fig3 shows the individual responses
of the woofer and midrange/tweeter
section. Each trace is acombination of
the farfield quasi-anechoic response
above 500Hz or so and the nearfield
lower-frequency response. The midrange and tweeter are both commendably flat in their passbands, though the
tweeter does suffer from abig rise above
16kHz to arather complicated-looking
ultrasonic and therefore inaudible resonance. The woofer, too, looks pretty flat
in its passband, rolling out gently below
60Hz to reach its —6dB point at alowish 30Hz. Although this kind of
nearfield measurement usually gives a
curve that peaks slightly in the upper
bass with aspeaker that would measure
flat in an anechoic chambe4 the big
Hales's nearfield trace is flat in this
region. This confirms the designer's
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Fig.2 Hales Concept Five, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of front baffle. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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100

1000
Fmffuency e Hz

Fig.3 Hales Concept Five, individual responses
of woofer and midrange/tweeter at 50"
on HF axis, corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and
midrange responses plotted below 600Hz
and 800Hz, respectively.
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paring the Fives to other speakers. Iam
not unfamiliar with live music, and one
of the most seductive qualities of live
sound is that sense of slam in the lower
octaves that is more physical than aural.
You could almost call the Concept Fives
acerebral. They sure aren't earthy, rich,
elemental, Zorba-like. No, they're more
like Zorba's English employer —clear on
everything, but stiff and atad removed.
But snore than that, Ifelt that the
Fives didn't swing easily. That sounds
vague, Irealize — that's one reason I
saved the point for last. "Swing" is all
but indefinable. Iknow that because I
spent agood part of today looking up
definitions, in the hopes that they would
help clarify my point. You want to hear
from The American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language, Third Edition?
"swing y10 Music aTo have asubtle,
intuitively felt rhythm or sense of

rhythm. b To play with asubtle, intuitively felt sense of rhythm."
How about The Nov Grove Dictionary
°Dam, edited by Barry Kernfeld?
"(1) A quality attributed to jazz performance. Although basic to the perception
and performance ofjazz, swing has resisted concise definition or description.
Most attempts at such refer to it as primarily arhytlunic phenomenon, resulting from the conflict between afixed
pulse and the wide variety of actual durations and accents that ajazz performer
plays against that pulse. However, such a
conflict alone does not necessarily produce swing, and arhythm section may
even play asimple fixed pulse with varied amounts or types of swing. Clearly
other properties are also involved, of
which one is probably the forward
propulsion imparted to each note by a
jazz player through manipulation of tim-

bre, attack, vibrato, intonation, or other
means; this combines with the proper
rhythmic placement of each note to produce swing in agreat variety of ways."
Does that help? The key point in
every definition of swing that Icame up
with—and I'm sparing you several
pages' worth — is that swing's essence is
personal and not clearly definable.
So how can Icriticize aspeaker for
lacking something Ican't even define?
Because we all know it when we experience it. Notice that the consensus is
not that swing doesn't exist, but that it's
resistant to definition.'
Ican point to afew examples. "The
Lover," from Medeski, Martin &
Wood's Friday Afternoon in the Universe

choice of alow-Q, perhaps overdamped
sealed-box alignment. Although this
does give the best time-domain performance, the danger, as Wes found, is that
the speaker finds it hard to "give" in the
bass. Iwas also bothered by this aspect of
the Five's performance in my own auditioning.
The Concept Five's overall response
on the tweeter axis, averaged across a
30° horizontal window, is shown in
fig.4. It is superbly flat, though Iwas
surprised to see a small peak in the
crossover region, revealed by fig3 to be
around 650Hz. This might throw the
midrange forward in the soundstage
slightly, making the region below it
sound slightly lean/less warm. Though
this can only be conjecture, Ido note
from fig3 that while the woofer rolloff
is fourth-order, 24dB/octave, as specified, the midrange rolls in with athirdorder, 18dB/octave acoustic slope,

which will make the crossover between
the two units less than optimum.
Because of the speaker's mass, Iwas
unable to measure its lateral off-axis
response with my speaker turntable,
which is limited to speakers weighing
less than 150 lbs. The Concept Five,
however, did appear to offer wide, even
dispersion, correlating with its excellent
imaging. Vertically, its response remained unchanged over quite awide
range, meaning that listening height will
not be too critical.
In the time domain, the Hales's step
response (fig.5) confirms its non-timecoherent nature: While all three driveunits are connected with positive
acoustic polarity, the tweeter output
arrives first, followed by the midrange,
then the woofer. The sloping baffle of

the Hales is thus only a matter of
styling. The speaker's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.6) is superb. Other
than the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance,
the plot is almost completely free from
delayed energy.
—John Atkinson

IInterestingly, after aday buried in Grove and Meyer
and Cooper's The/den/sir Smyrna. ej M11.41", the article
that got closest to the point was Martin Colloms's
"Pace, Rhythm, and Timing," published in the
November 1992 Stereophile, Vol.15 No.11, pp.76-97.

Fig.5 Hales Concept Five, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.4 Hales Concept Five, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer response plotted below 300Hz.
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Associated Equipment
Digital front-end: Krell K.PS-20i/L
Analog front-end: Linn Sondek
LP12 w/Naim Armageddon power
supply, Naim ARO tonearm/Transfiguration Temper, or VPI TNT
Mk.III/JMW Memorial toneann/
van den Hul Grasshopper.
Phono Section: Naim Prefix/
HiCap or Krell Reference.
Power Amplifiers: Ayre V3,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve,
Krell Audio Standard.
Cables: Kimber KCAG interconnect, MIT balanced 350 interconnect, Kimber Black Pearl speaker
cable, MIT 850 speaker cable,
AudioQuest Crystal/Argent bi-wire
speaker cable.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black
Diamond Racing; Mark 3 (equipment) and Mark 4Cones (speakers)
from Black Diamond Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
Traps, and Slim Traps; Dreadnaught' Model fat black pussycat.

stopper. Redman took the song through
unaccompanied cadenza after unaccompanied cadenza in abreakneck display of playful bravado that should bring
you to your feet even when listening
alone at home. Usually. With the Hales,
it sounded flatter than Iknow the performance to be. The gross dynamics
were there, as was information concerning pitch-phrasing, duration of notes, and
vibrato; however, something vital in the
extreme rhythmic complexity of Redman's improvisations upon the melody
didn't communicate itself to me.
Do Ihave atheory about why swing
was MIA with the Concept Five?
Kinda. Isuspect that the Five's tonal
leanness, allied with some degree of dynamic compression in the bottom end.
robs some music of vital, intangible'
rhythmic momentum. Much of swing is
dependent upon extremely subtle distortions of the common pulse; blur
those distinctions and you flatten
rhythm. For what it's worth, that's what
Ithink was going on.

So much speaker, so little time
In certain respects the Hales Concept
—Wes Phillips
Five is the equal of any speaker I've ever
heard. Paul Hales's design brief— to
build an affordable reference loudspeaker — is aworthy one, and you've got to
(Gramavision GCD-79503), should
respect what he has accomplished
move along with asense of slam from
toward that goal. If you value that U-RChris Wood's acoustic bass, augmented
by John Medeski's growling B-3. Wood There sense that the performers exist
between your loudspeakers, then the
plays hard, and there's alot of string slap
Fives are barking up your tree. They are
and monster bottom end pushing the
uncolored and transparent throughout
song along. The Hales' leanness robbed
most of their frequency range. They
the piece of its sense of impact — where
have few peers when it comes to the
the bass seems to push against the organ
presentation of the human voice —or
and just butt the melody forward. However, Imust also say that Ihave never voices. In all of those regards, Itruly
enjoyed auditioning these speakers.
heard the acoustic surrounding Billy
Possibly because of the high stanMartin's drums better portrayed. The
dards they set in so many areas, Ifound
thing is, "The Lover" isn't about where
their shortcomings extremely frustratMartin's drums were recorded, it's about
ing. They need to be played on the loud
the collision of abig, lumbering beat
side of realistic loudness levels. Purists
with afat, greasy riff—colored by the
drummer's skittering polyrhythms. I may find this amark of their accuracy,
but Ifound that sometimes I
just wantthink you lose the song's soul... er, funk
ed to turn them down — but at reduced
er, soul when you reduce its essential
levels, the Fives are unengaging. I
elements.
missed adegree of low-end body that I
Sonny Rollins's "St. Thomas" is
know exists in live music, finding the
another song that beguiles through its
speakers thin-sounding in their bottom
swinging — in this case, Caribbean —
octave and ahalf. And, to niy ears, they
lilt. The melody ain't much, but it has
flattened some of the subtle sonic cues
lasted because of its rhythmic charm.
that contribute to the sense of swing
When Joshua Redman included "St.
Thomas" in his set-list two years ago, it and that I, for one, could never live
without.
was adeclaration that he'd come to play.
Isuspect that atruly excellent loudTaking on the master improvisor using
speaker lurks within the ingredients of
his own signature piece showed guts. As
recorded on Line at the Village Vanguard the Hales Concept Five. Iwait for Paul
Hales to bring it forth.
S
(Warner Bros. 45923-2), it was ashowStereophile, January 1997
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Vienna Acoustics Mozart loudspeaker
Robert Deutsch

V

ienna is abeautiful dty, known
for many things, but the design
and manufacturing of audio
equipment is not one of them. Waltzes
and strudel, yes; loudspeakers, no. One
exception is Vienna Acoustics, acompany that has introduced aline of loudspeakers named after composers:
Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, and Haydn.
At the 1996 Las Vegas WCES, Sumiko,
US distributor of Vienna Acoustics
products,' demonstrated the secondfrom-the-top Mozart, and Stereophlle
reviewers as diverse in their approaches
as Jonathan Scull, Tom Norton, and
Sam Tellig (as well as yours truly) were
unanimous in our admiration of the
sound.
An impression of sound quality made
in ashow environment does not always
provide an accurate assessment of a
product's ultimate worth. If a system
featuring a certain component disap_
IIfound out later that S ko's role extends beyond
that of distributor. they've made amajor contribution
to tin development of design priorities for the Vienna
Acon.tus line.

Description: Two-way dynamic
loudspeaker. Drive-units: one 1.1"
silk-dome tweeter, two 5.5" mid/
woofers. Measured crossover frequency: 2.8kHz. Crossover slopes:
9-12dB/octave, Bessel. Frequency
range: 35Hz-22kHz. Sensitivity:
90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance:
6 ohms. Recommended amplifier
power: 30-200W.
Dimensions: 37" H by 6.7" W by
11.6" D. Weight: 44 lbs.

Serial numbers of samples reviewed: 4792/4326.
Price: $2500/pair. Warranty: 5
years, parts and labor. Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Vienna Acoustics,
c/o Gansterer & Haferi, Lehnergasse 15, A-1235 Vienna, Austria.
US distributor: Sumiko, P.O. Box
5046, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel:
(510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 8437120.
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points under such conditions, this is not
necessarily an indictment of the specific
component: Poor sound could be due to
another component in the system, unfavorable interactions among components,
insufficient break-in/wannup, or the
ubiquitous "room problems." On the
other hand, if the system as awhole
sounds good, this would suggest that
each of the components is performing to
at least an acceptable standard. However,
it's still possible for unusually good show
sound to be due to aparticularly synergistic combination of components
and/or a room/speaker interface that
just happens to minimize a speaker's
problem areas. Furthermore, show
attendees have only alimited amount of
time to listen to any one system, and
problems not apparent on initial exposure may become more obvious and
bothersome in prolonged listening.
To evaluate aproduct fairly and accurately, there's no substitute for longterm listening in a familiar environment, with high-quality associated components and familiar source materials.
In the case of speakers from Vienna
Acoustics, it behooves the reviewer to
prepare for listening sessions by consuming generous portions of strudel.
Yes, it's adirty job, but somebody has to
do it.
Design
Sleek, slim, and finished to afurniture
standard, the Mozart is said to "gracefully blend into the finest decor." Since I'm
not sure if the decor in my home qualifies as "the finest," Icouldn't verify this
claim, but the Mozart is undoubtedly a
very handsome loudspeaker, and its relatively small size means that it's likely to
fit into listening/living,/family rooms
without unduly disturbing the decor,
finest or otherwise.
The Mozart's baffle is narrow but the
speaker is fairly deep; that 11.6" depth,
combined with its 37" height, gives it a
substantial volume useful in extending
bass response. The two-way design pairs
aScanSpeak 1.1" silk-dome tweeter with
two 5.5" woofer/midrange units made
to Vienna Acoustics' specifications. The
cone of the woofer/midrange is made of

Vienna Acoustics Mozart loudspeaker

"XPP," a new silicone/polypropylene
composite material said to possess an
exceptional combination of stiffness and
self-damping. The crossover has a9dB
slope for the first octave (both high- and
low-pass), and 12dB after that. Designer
Peter Gansterer says that crossovers
measuring almost the same sometimes
sound very different, and that much of
the development time was spent listening to various crossover configurations.
The construction features expensive
hand-picked capacitors, 2% tolerance
metal-film resistors, and 0.7% tolerance
air-core inductors. Special attention has
been paid to the input terminal block to
reduce the number of internal connections. There are two sets of speaker terminals, with a removable link that
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high and weighing about 180 lbs, the
region. Iknew that the Vienna AcousSC-IV is abig speaker by most people's
tics factory provided optional foam
standards (although it looks positively
plugs for the ports; John had told me
diminutive next to the SC-VI that was
that he didn't like the effect of these
the magazine's Joint Loudspeaker of
plugs, so he didn't ship them. Iphoned
1996). Iswitched the cables from the
him and asked for the foam plugs to be
SC-IVs to the Mozarts and put on the
sent. He agreed to do so, and suggested
ever-popular Chesky Jazz and Test CD
that Ialso try placing a RoomTune
panel about 12-15" behind each Moz(J 1)37).
"Hey, come and listen to thisr My
art. Placing the RoomTune panels in
wife, Beverley, in the tradition of longthis manner (with the nonrcflective side
suffering audiophile spouses everyfacing the speaker) indeed helped
where, complied. She listened for about
smooth the bass response, and resulted
Setup
in a further improvement of imaging aminute and turned to me. "It's atrick,
Ifirst set up the Mozarts more or less in
right? You're playing the big speakers!"
specificity. As for the foam plugs —
the position I've found to work well
The sanie sort of impression prewell, Ihave to agree with John's relucwith other speakers: along the 16' wall,
vailed during the period of formal auditance to use these for bass control.
with unequal distances to the back and
tioning. (For that, Idid remove the SCside walls, the speakers subtending a Putting one in each of the lower ports
IVs from the listening room!) I've heard
wide angle (about 75°) to the listening certainly resulted in tighter, leaner bass
response, but had adetrimental effect other small speakers that can play loud,
position. For the first two or three
but they tend to sound strained, like an
weeks Ilistened only casually, making on focus and the speakers' "open" qualold Honda Civic doing 60mph in third
no attempt to fine-tune the speaker ity. Idid all the rest of my listening withgear. The Mozarts just took it all in
out the foam plugs. Ialso placed the
position —John Hunter, Surniko's Dirstride, maintaining clarity and focus at
speaker grilles where they belong:
ector of Sales/Marketing, had told me
levels that cause most speakers of their
stored safely in the closet.2
that he wanted to visit and tweak the
size to lose their composure. Everyone
setup. John is known in the industry as
who heard the Mozarts in my system
Sound
asetup man extraordinaire (he presented
remarked on how much clean sound
Prior to the individual setup of the
atrade workshop on this topic at HI-FI
was being produced by these loudMozarts in my listening room, Iplaced
'96 in New York), so Iwelcomed the
them next to my reference speakers, a speakers.
opportunity to see an expert at work.
I don't mean to imply that the
Before he came, the sound was pleasant pair of Dunlavy SC-IVs (Stereophile's
Mozart is the ideal speaker for playing
1994 Component of the Year). Six feet
and laid-back, but had atnidbass emrock at headbanger levels in a large
phasis with acertain lack of focus and a — —
2Ille only speaker Ihave experience with that doesroom, or that its dynamic capability is
rather "phasey" quality.
n't sound better with the grille off is the Dunlavy SCequal to that of a speaker like the
John's pronouncement on first listen1: its grille has thick felt strips that are an integral part
Dunlavy SC-IV — 5.5" drivers arc still
of the design.
ing to the system: "Not bad, but we're
not there yet." He started adjusting
RoomTimes and Tube Traps, and moving the speakers by small increments,
System
listening to the effect of each change,
while Ipracticed the poker face that all
Analog source was afully updated the amplifier used by Suniilco to
Stereophik reviewers arc advised to put
Linn LP12 with an Ittok arm and demo the Mozart at WCES, with
on in this sort of situation. After acousome use made of apair of Balanced
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge.
ple of hours he pronounced that the
However, most of my listening Audio Technology VK-60s, Bryston
setup was to his satisfaction. The speakthese days is to CD (Mea culp4; 7B-Fs, Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model 2, Chiro C-200, and aCary
ers were a little closer together than
digital products used during the
where I'd placed them; the angle from
auditioning included the Sonic CAD-300SEI. Interconnects, speaker cables, and power cables were
the listening position was about 60°.
Frontiers SFCD-1 CD player, PS
They were tilted backward (as much as
Audio Lambda II and Sonic Fron- TARA Labs RSC Decade. The
speakers were bi-wired, which rethe adjustment range of the spikes
tiers SFT-1 transports, Audio Alsulted in amore open sound than
would allow) and toed-in to about
chemy DTI •Pro 32 anti-jitter resohalfway between the straight-ahead and
lution-enhancement device, Sonic single wiring.
Accessories included a Chang
the facing-the-listener positions. He also
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II digital
CLS-9600 ISO power-line condipulled the Tube Traps slightly out from
processor, and TARA Labs Decade
tioner (used for all the electronics
the corners, and placed RoomTunes in
and Illuminati D-60/Orchid digital
except the preamps), Original Cable
strategic positions next to some of the
links.
record-storage cabinets to damp reflecPreamplifiers were the Balanced Jackets, Shakti Stones, Bright Star
Little Rock, and the Purist Audio
tions. The result was much-improved
Audio Technology VK-5 and ConSystem Enhancer CD. My heavily
focus and soundstaging; the phasiness
vergent Audio Technology SL-1
was gone, and the sound seemed to
Signature Mk.II. For most of the lis- carpeted 16' by 14' by 7.5X listening
room features an assortment of
"breathe" more. Most pleased, Ihad diftening, the Vienna Acoustics Mozficulty maintaining my poker face.
arts were driven by the Audio Room-limes and Tube Traps.
—Robert Deutsch
Listening more critically after John
Research D130 (review to come),
Hunter left, Ifelt that there was still a
little too much emphasis in the 50Hz

allows for hi-wiring. The woofer/
midrange drivers have separate and dissimilar internal enclosures, each with its
own rear port, and achamber in die
base of the cabinet can be filled with
sand (I did so). The cabinet itself is built
with materials of varying densities and
thicknesses, and bracing is used to stiffen the enclosure. Four spikes are provided to allow for firm mechanical
grounding.
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Big 'Uns & Little 'Uns
In discussing the performance of the
Dunlavy SC-VI (Vol.19 No.8), SS and
JA pointed out that big speakers tend
to sound BIG, always reminding us
that we're listening to speakers.
(They then noted that the SC-VI is
unusually free of this characteristic.)
This is one of the reasons (space and
financial considerations being others)
that I wouldn't want to own
monster-sized speakers. However,
small speakers have the opposite problem: music reproduced by them tends
to sound, well, small, as if it's emanating from apair of small boxes (which,
of course, it is).
What, then, should aloudspeaker
sound like? This one is easy: just like
the musical instruments that were
recorded! Putting aside such trivial
(Ha!) matters as the recording itself,
associated components, and the
acoustics of the listening environment, the ideal speaker should not
only be able to reproduce the complete harmonic structure of each
instrument and voice, but also the specific radiating patterns that characterize atrombone, alute, asoprano or
bass, or afull symphony orchestra.
Rather than providing auditory cues
about itself —big or small, box or panel
—the speaker should sound exactly
like what it's trying to reproduce.
Given that, to some extent, every
nonideal speaker at times provides
cues to its physical structure, what
determines whether it sounds "big" or
"small"? Ithink there are several interrelated factors at work here, including
bass response, distortion at high levels,
dynamics, cabinet resonances, soundstaging, and the size of individual
images within the soundstage. Big
speakers have bigger woofers and bigger boxes; other things being equal,
their bass response is better. Whenever people hear asmall speaker with
unusually good bass response, they
tend to comment on how it "sounds
like abig speaker." Similarly, having
more drivers (as long as they're good
ones) should result in the reduction
of the high-level distortion that contributes to making aspeaker sound
like aspeaker. Dynamic freedom is
another byproduct of having bigger,
more heavy-duty drivers: Big speakers are generally more adept at reproducing the full dynamic range of
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orchestral music.
Driver and cabinet resonances are
unavoidable for all speakers, and are
often the major cue that we're listening to reproducedsound. Whether the
box is big or small, or heavily
braced/damped or "tuned" to presumably benign frequencies, and
regardless ofthe materials used in construction, there are always some resonances that are not part of the musical
fabric, once again telling the car that
the sound originates from aloudspeaketThedesigneesskillistoreduce
or camouflage these resonances to the
point where they're relatively unobtrusive. Because big speakers have
more drivers and bigger panels, their
resonant behavior is more difficult to
control.
The ability to create adeep, wide
soundstage depends on many factors, especially the speaker's placement in the room. The size of the
soundstage is often regarded as part
of the big speaker sound, but small
speakers actually have an advantage
in that they're easier to place, allowing more convenient tweaking of
positioning.
Finally, there's the matter of image
size, including height. Typically, big
speakers —often aided and abetted
by close-up recording perspectives
tend to exaggerate the size of instruments and voices, giving us guitars
as wide as harps and making every
singer sound as if he/she is arelative
of the Jolly Green Giant. Small
speakers err in the opposite direction,
presenting everything smaller-thanlife. Image height itselfis largely amatterofthelistener'spersonalpreference.
I
personally dislike speakersthatimage
in such away as to make me think that
I'm in the balcony, looking down at
the stage, but Ialso don't want sound
that makes me feel like craning my
neck.
Reproducing amusical event with
complete fidelity remains an elusive
goal. Big or small, speakers are electromechanical devices that have the
task of sounding like something
they're not. It shouldn't be too much
ofa surprise that they perform this task
less than perfectly. The wonder is the
fact that —with alittle help from our
brains —they sometimes come surprisingly close.
—Robert Deutsdi
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5.5" drivers, and Vienna Acoustics have
not managed to repeal the laws of
physics. But listen to them in asmall or
moderately sized room at a sensible
level, and Ithink you'll be astonished at
how close they come to the type of presentation that's normally the domain of
big (and expensive!) speakers.
Having a "big" sound implies, in
addition to sheer dynamic capability,
realistic image size (see the "Big 'Uns
and Little 'Uns" sidebar). The Mozarts
excel here as well. Set up properly, they
have the much-valued —and rather rare
—ability to disappear as sources of
sound, leaving only the music. As I'm
writing this review on acomputer in a

room adjoining the listening room,
Sonata, Robert Silverman's Liszt CD
(Stereophile STPH008-2; in my opinion, artistically and technically the best
that Stereophile has produced), is playing,
and my attention keeps being attracted
by the sound of what seems very much
like aSteinway concert grand. Somewhat tongue-in-cheek, I've called this
type of listening the LIAR (Listening In
Another Room) test; the Mozart passed
it with flying colors.
LITSR (Listening In The Saine
Room), the soundstage was deep and
wide, extending, with the right recording, well past the walls of the listening
room. Within the soundstage, images

were nicely focused, almost — but not
quite — with the precision of the
Dunlavy SC-IVs. Image size was realistic — no toy violins or baby guitars here,
nor were they bloated beyond what
you'd hear live. With the speakers tilted
back slightly, image height was about
6-8" above the top of the speakers (not,
as might he expected, level with the
tweeters). This, too, contributed to a
"big speaker" sound, although my preference would be for an image that's a
little higher still. (Sumiko is planning to
introduce a metal base/plinth with a
greater range of tilt adjustment; this
could influence image height.)
Dynamics and soundstaging are im-

A

PVDF-tape accelerometer revealed that
this was indeed the case. Even the juiciest mode Icould find —on the cabinet
sidewall about 10" from the top (fig2)
—was very high in frequency, meaning
that it would be unlikely to add
coloration.
Fig3 shows, from right to left, the
individual responses of the tweeter, the
two woofers (which are identical), and
the complex sum of the two port out-

puts. The latter are very similar below
200Hz, and present a classic reflex
bandpass response centered on the
overall tuning frequency of 43Hz —
which is, not coincidentally, the frequency at which the woofer cone is prevented from moving. But note the two
high-level peaks in the port outputs, at
600Hz from one port and 750Hz from
the other. Presumably due to some kind
of pipe resonance, these could be heard

ll the measurements were performed without any foam in the
ports. Given the Mozart's high
specified sensitivity of 90dB/W/m, I
was puzzled to arrive at alow calculated figure of just over 83dB at 1m for
2.83V drive. However, the B-weighted
figure we use at Stetrophile will be affected by frequency-response anomalies in
the upper midrange/low treble. If, for
example, there was abig suckout in a
speaker's crossover region, this would
adversely affect the calculated sensitivity. We shall see. The speaker's impedance (fig.1) is moderately demanding in
that it dips to below 4 ohms between
100Hz and 400Hz, the lower-midrange
region where music has alot of energy.
Be sure to drive the Mozart with agood
solid-state amplifier, or atube design
with abeefy 4-ohm output tap.
The saddle in the magnitude trace at
43Hz indicates the tuning of the twin
ports, implying reasonable LF extension. The impedance traces are free
from resonance-caused wrinkles, implying asolid, optimally braced enclosure design. Looking at the cabinet panels' vibrational behavior with asimple
S.*.
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Fig.3 Vienna Acoustics Mozart, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for microphone response, with nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz and
800Hz, respectively.
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Fig.4 Vienna Acoustics Mozart, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected for microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz.
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portant, but it's all for nought unless the
speaker is able to reproduce vocal and
instrumental timbres in amanner that
resembles what you'd hear live. To do
this, the speaker must have an even tonal
balance, maim-tin the harmonic structure of instruments and voices, and accurately reproduce musical transients. It's a
tall order, even assuming that everything
in the recording and reproduction
process prior to the speaker's contribution has been perfect. (And if you buy
that assumption, perhaps Ican interest
you in some excellent swampland.)
To judge rimbral accuracy, Ithink the
most demanding test is reproduction of
the human voice. Because we hear voie-

es live all the time—far more than we
hear musical instruments — we have
much greater experience to draw on.
Also, the human auditory system is particularly sensitive to frequencies in the
human vocal range. Add the fact that
many loudspeakers have the problematic electrical crossover in the same range,
and it becomes obvious that reproducing voices in amanner that sounds natural rather than "canned" is no easy
matter.
'The brochure from Vienna Acoustics
includes an endorsement from Thomas
Hampson, undoubtedly one of the top
baritones on the international circuit. As
it happens, Hampson was in Toronto

this year, doing a concert with tenor
Jerry Hadley in the acoustically superb
George Weston Recital Hall. Iattended
that concert, which featured much of
the material on the CD of duets by
Hampson and Hadley (Famous Opera
Duets, Teldec 73283-2). Listening to the
CD through the Mozarts, Iwas struck
by how much the sound resembled
what I'd heard in the concert hall. No, it
wasn't exactly what I'd heard live — but
it wasn't far off, either. The unique timbre of each voice was communicated by
the speakers (especially when driven by
the Balanced Audio Technology VK-60
amplifiers), and Ididn't have to engage
in too much willing suspension of dis-

when Iwas standing behind the speaker. From in front of the speaker, however, their effect was effectively masked.
The woofer can be seen from fig3 to
be reasonably flat in its passband, with
higher-frequency cone modes wellsuppressed by the crossover. The tweeter, however, seems to come in alittle
too high in frequency, at least regarding
its on-axis response.
So how do these individual driveunit outputs add up? The answer —not

that well — is shown in fig.4. The ports
and woofers sum to give amaximally
flat response down to amusically useful
38Hz, -6dB — though, as RD found,
this alignment is sensitive to room problems in the port output region. More
important, the woofer and tweeter outputs effectively cancel in the region
where they overlap, giving rise to an
18dB—deep notch at the crossover frequency of 2.8kHz. This explains the
low measured sensitivity. To make sure
that Iwas not simply seeing afault with
the first sample (serial number 4792), I
measured the second sample (4326)
under identical circumstances. Both
measurements can be seen in fig.5. The
speakers are superbly well-matched —
but both feature the crossover suckout!
The obvious culprit to blame when
you see an on-axis response like this is a
miswired drive-unit. Accordingly, I
flipped the electrical polarity of the
tweeter and remeasured. The result is
shown in fig.6: The trace with the

notch is with the nominally "correct"
phasing the top trace is with the tweeter wired in inverted electrical polarity.
You can see that now the suckout fills
in, other than for asmaller notch in the
bottom octave of the tweeter's passband
(this expected from the individual
response plots of fig3). If it wasn't for
the fact that the second sample was
identical, Iwould have suspected aconstruction fault
Another way of thinking about this
phenomenon is to remember that if the
drive-units are electrically connected to
produce acrossover notch on the tweeter axis, there will be an axis somewhere
where the outputs do add in-phase.
Fig.7 shows the Mozart's responses onaxis ranging from 15° below the tweeter to 15° above. It should be obvious
from this graph that the flattest output
in the crossover region is obtained on
the lowest axis. Remember that RD
reported that Sumiko's John Hunter
tilted the speakers back as far as possi-

Fig.5 Vienna Acoustics Mozart. anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", corrected
for microphone response, of samples 4792
(top) and 4326 (bottom offset by 5dB
for clarity).
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Fig.6 Vienna Acoustics Mozart, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", corrected
for microphone response, with tweeter
connected in "correct" polarity (bottom)
and electrically inverted (top).
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Fig.7 Vienna Acoustics Mozart, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in
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belief to convince myself that Iwas listening to Tom &Jerry live.
The Mozarts also did avery good job
with the female voice, capturing not
only the basic character of Sylvia
McNair's creamy soprano, but also the
way she uses different technical approaches as she sings Purcell, Puccini,
and Harold Arlen (Sylvia McNair: A
Portrait, Philips 454 047-2). Sibilants —a
major stumbling block for speakers —
were presented in asmooth, unexaggerated minter, perhaps with abit of softening — which, given the overly closeup miking of most coinniercial recordings, is a good thing. Accurate vocal
reproduction requires that the speaker
be free of midrange coloration, and
while the Mozart is not entirely free of
box resonances, the speaker's way with
voices suggests that these resonances arc
benign and low in amplitude.3
If aspeaker does well in reproducing
the human voice, this tells us agreat
deal about its ability to reproduce a

wide variety of instrumental timbres —
but it's not enough. Singing consists
mostly of continuous tones, so it gives
us little indication of the speaker's ability to deal with transients. One of my
standard tests for the reproduction of
transients is All Star Percussion Ensemble
(Golden String GS CD 005), an exceptionally good-sounding recording from
1981 that has more percussion instruments than you could shake adrumstick
at. The Mozart did very well on this
test: The attack and decay of each
instrumental transient was clearly delineated, with agood sense of ambience
and "air" around each instrument.
On other recordings, Iwas impressed
with the sound of guitars reproduced

ble. Here is the reason: Other than inverting the tweeter's electrical polarity, that's
the only way to get areasonably neutral
mid-treble balance from the Mozart. The
result is shown in fig.8. Note how similar
it is to the top trace in fig.6.11ere is still

asmall lack of on-axis energy in the bottom of the HF unit's region, but the
speaker's horizontal dispersion (not
shown) reveals that there is some horizontal "flare" in this region that will
an extent governed by room size and furnishings—compensate.
The mismatch between the tweeter
and woofer polarities on the HF unit's
axis can also be seen in the step response
(fig.9). Usually, where the crossover's
electrical phase response mandates
inverting the tweeter polarity, the return
of the tweeter's step output to the time
axis coincides with the positive-going
but slower start of the woofer's step.
Here you can see that that is not the case.
Finally, fig10 shows the Mozart's

Fig.8 Vienna Acoustics Mozart, anechoic
response on optimum axis at 50", corrected for microphone response, with complex sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.

IOW

3 Iplaced one of the Microscan .um-reson.ance devices

on top of each speaker, which produced .1 significant
improvement in imaging specificity and areduction in
box coloration. Microcan is no longer in business, hut
new versions of these devices are available from Tekna
Sonic. Attaching these would spoil the Mozart's blendsinto-the-finest-decor appearance, but it might be just
what's needed to extract the last bit of perfisnnance.

through the Mozarts — the warmth and
body of the instrument, as well as the
transients captured in away that kept
reminding me of the real thing. It was
also easy to follow the subtle ebb and
flow of music (what some call "microdynamics").
In terms of overall character, the
Mozart is fundamentally neutral, its
sound being determined mostly by the
associated equipment and the recording
itself. To the extent that it deviates from
100% Pure Certified Neutrality, the
deviation is in the direction of sweet/
warm/laid-back/forgiving rather than
hard/lean/forward/hyper-detailed.
This is not to say that the Mozart
obscured or glossed-over differences
among recordings and associated equipment. Improvements brought about by
equipment changes/modifications (like
bypassing the HDCI) t-mandated gainreduction in the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II digital processor) were immediately apparent when listening through

cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall
plot, calculated on the optimal axis used
to derive fig.8. It is commendably clean
and goes along way toward explaining
the Mozart's good sound quality once
its intrinsic on-axis problems had been
compensated for.
So, Bob, you're not deafl But it's
depressing how heroic setup procedures
had to be used to compensate for what
appears to be asuboptimal implementation of the Mozart's crossover. The
Mozarts appear to do many things well;
but if they were my speakers, I'd use the
hi-wiring terminals to invert the tweeter's electrical polarity. In my auditioning, this really made the Mozarts sing.
—John Atkinson
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The SHA Gold features:
• Remote control volume and balance! • Balanced outputs
• Full headphone amp! • Full preamp controls with tape loop!
Come audition the SHA Gold as well as the other fine brands below including Melos amps,
preamps and DIA converters!
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sorry, no moil order on Rote!.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC-1 center channel speaker is the best in the industry!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line
and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in
excess of their cost!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 With of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! Amiracle!

EAD ULTRADISC is here! The reference standard DSP-7000 and
DSP-9000 Series Ill DIA converters have been joined by the ULTRADISC-2000T CD transport and the ULTRAD1SC-2000 CD player, both
using the finest available stable platter transports. EAD also has afull line
of A-V products, including the THEATER MASTER processor and
Theater Vision laser disc player.
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
VON SCHWEIKERT Fabulous time and space aligned loudspeakers utilizing GAIN (Global Axis Integration Network). The breathtaking
VR-4 has been joined by two new products, the new VR-4.5 with all
silver wiring and the more compact, but equally impressive, VR-3.

AMC •Apogee Amci •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •BEL •8&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Chang Lightspeed
(AD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design
JM Lab •Johda •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitly Gritty
Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Sota •Stax •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted *Audiophile Quality Home Theatre Systems *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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the Mozarts. The speaker interfaced
well with avariety of amplifiers, and
was particularly kind to amplifiers
whose own sounds tend toward solidstate hardness. This means that, unlike
some otherwise fine speakers in the
Mozart's price range, its qualities can be
enjoyed with electronics that won't
require you to take out asecond mortgage. The speaker seemed easy to drive,
but it's not aparticularly good candidate
for pairing with low-power singleended-triodes; the sound with the Cary

impressive. However, with recordings
featuring string bass or bass guita I
found that some notes were unduly
emphasized, "jumping out" of the musical phrase. Once again, this was at least
partly afunction of the speaker's particular interaction with my room. (JA's measurements should throw some light on
the extent to which the 50Hz emphasis is
acharacteristic of the speaker itself) As
with any speaker, only ahome audition
can determine how the Mozart will
interact with the acoustics of your room.

If Mozart had heard

Concluding thoughts
Wolfgang Ainadeus Mozart was undoubtedly amusical genius of the highest order. For aloudspeaker manufacturer to name aproduct after him takes
some nerve, especially as you can be
pretty sure that the composer was not
consulted on the matter. Yet, if Mozart
had heard the loudspeaker from Vienna
Acoustics that bears his name,5 Isuspect
he would have been pleased. If the term
"musical" is appropriate to describe the
sound of an audio component —and
some feel that it should be applied only
to musical creation and performance
rather than reproduction — then it's a
word Iwould use to describe the performance of the Vienna Acoustics
Mozart. That is, to whatever degree the
sound of the speaker deviates from
absolute fidelity to the source, the
results are consonant with what one
would hear in alive musical event.
While, ultimately, Ididn't feel that
the Mozart's performance reached the
level of detail, transparency, and top-tobottom accuracy of the more-thantwice-the price Dunlavy SC-IV, neither
was it embarrassed by the comparison.
The Mozart's dimensions and appearance allow it to fit unobtrusively into
almost any room (a statement that could
not be made about the SC-IV), and
while it benefits from high-quality associated equipment, the choice of amplifier is not unduly critical.
People often ask me to recommend a
loudspeaker. I'm usually reluctant to do
so, especially if I'm not familiar with
their tastes —I know of no loudspeaker
that's right for everyone. But if you were
to tell me that you like the sound of big
speakers but not their size/price, that
you've found small speakers to be deficient in the bass, and that, above all, you
want aspeaker that sounds musical...
well, get thee to a Vienna Acoustics
dealer!
S

the loudspeaker
from Vienna
that bears his name,
Isuspect he would
have been pleased.
CAD-300SEI was alittle too sweet, the
bass too mushy.
Oh, yes, the bass. If one aspect of the
Mozart's performance is abit problematic, it's got to be the bass. The good
news is that Mozart has real bass, not just
the bumped-up midbass that small
speakers typically deliver. The speaker
certainly didn't have the kind of midbass
heaviness that adds atoo-chesty quality
to male voices. Bass-drum and organpedal notes were reproduced in away
that made visitors to my listening room
look for asubwoofer. The Mozart had
no problem pumping out the 40Hz
warble tone on the first Stereophile Test
CD, and even the 31.5Hz warble tone
had afair amount of the fundamental
present. (This was not, of course, at
trouser-flapping levels.)
The problem was at around 50Hz,
where, according to my RadioShack spl
meter, there was a9dB peak in response
referenced to 63Hz.4 Iknow that my
room has aproblem in this region; except
for the Audio Physic Tempo, every
speaker I've reviewed has evinced a50Hz
peak. But in all other cases the rise has
been less marked, usually 4or 5dB. (The
Tempo had a4dB dip at 50Hz.) Fifty Hz
is low enough that an emphasis here is
not noticeable on most music, and in
some instances (tg, the synthesizer note at
the beginning of track 7on Planet Drum,
Rykodisc RCD-10206) the effect is quite
As mentioned under "Setup," plugging one of the
ports with the optional foam plug tamed the bass peak.
but had undesirable effects on other aspects of the
Mozart's performance.
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5Audio Artistry also has aspeaker called the Mozart
Idon't believe the sonrp,,cv was consulted about the
use ot his name tor that one either.
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The Mirage M-6s1
In astunning breakthrough for both bipolar

radiation and dual 8-inch powered bipolar

technology and power amplifier design,

subwoofers for conunanding bass perform-
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ance. Amplification is provided by abuilt-in
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150-watt dual-module MOSFET design.
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PBN Montana SP loudspeaker
Barry Willis

A

and the unguents, roll-ons, cremes,
powders, and refillable spray bottles of
Hi-Fi Holy Water.)
Augmentation is minimal: apair of
Acoustic Solutions' bass traps, and a
neatly rolled-up futon in the corner behind my equipment rack, help tame my
room's wild'n'woolly bottom end. A
pair of Shakti Stones lie atop the CD
player, which sports an XL0 power
cord. All the electronics are plugged
into a heavy-duty outlet strip whose
cord is looped around aferrite toroid for
surge protection and noise suppression.
Some RadioShack ferrite RF suppressors are snapped on various power cords
and interconnects, which are usually a
combination of XL0 Type 1.1 and
Noulost Flatline; speaker cable is a10'
pair of !Umber 8TC. (Of all the speaker
cables that have come and gone in my
system —and there have been many —
the 8TC is one Ialways return to for its
reliable neutrality.)
The Dahlquists serve well for both
background and foreground music, as
long as I'm not too particular about trySystems, systems, systems
ing to extract afifth-row-center listenInseparable from my personal soap
ing perspective from them. In the midopera, my little audio odyssey has taken
some interesting and unexpected turns '70s, their imitation-Quad styling was as
chic as bell-bottoms, wide lapels, and
in the past two dozen months. I've gone
from living with apair of Legacy Ones muttonchop sideburns, and though
they're still enjoyable in terms of overall
powered by aPS Audio 200CX (can you
spell deep, smooth, powerful bass?) in a musicality, at best the DQ-10s cast a
shallow, amorphous soundstage: "palpabig rambling house in an old patrician
neighborhood in Atlanta, to acouple of ble presence" is not adescriptive phrase
anyone would apply to an old pair of
months with Meridian's full-throttle surDahlquists.
round system in aramshackle A-frame
moored in the chilly muck of the San
Francisco Bay, to aRadioShack 3400/ Image is everything
The real deal with modern hi-fi is imagHeadRoom Supreme/JVC headset on
ing, aconcept that was awee bambino
my desk in atemporary rented room, to
two decades ago, when the DQ-10s
apair of KEF 104s driven by Japanese
were first introduced. Igot arave report
mid-fi in asmall apartment, to my present "summer house" in asmall town a from atrusted, golden-eared friend and
few miles north of San Francisco, with a recent purchaser of a pair of PBN
speakers that they were well worth
music system consisting of a Randy
hearing, so it was with enthusiastic curiTomlinson-modified
JVC
XLZosity that Iresponded to Peter Noer10101'N CD player, aSony TA-E77ESD
baek's offer to try his Montana SP, the
preamp, aGeorge Kaye-modified Hafler XL280, and apair of well-used but lowest-priced loudspeaker in his threetiered product line. He had suggested
near-mint Dahlquist DQ-10s. (You read
that Iaudition apair of XPs, the SP's
that right: playback is CD-only. I've
abandoned the faith: dumped the LPs,
1Acoustic Solutions can be reached at (213) 665-6275.
the turntable, the cleaners, the brushes,

stute readers will note that although my name appears under
the "hardware" heading of
Stereophikes masthead, Ihave rarely written about specific products, and, apart
from secondary comments or FollowUps, I have never written a formal
equipment report. For years Iresisted
reviewing because Iwas usually connected in some way to audio manufacturers and/or retailers, and felt very
uncomfortable with the conflict of interest. The other reason Iwas disinclined to
review is that the critical listening
required of reviewers is work, and after a
long day or week of working on, or
with, audio equipment, the only thing I
wanted to do when Icame home was
relax. But since Ihave hung up my soldering iron and oscilloscope probe for
what Ihope is the last time, and am
cleaving instead to my word processor
(or, as playwright David Ives dubbed it,
my "verboblender"), you may sec more
of this —WP, JA, and God willing.
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Description: Floorstanding, twoway, reflex-loaded dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: two VIFA
M1 8WH 6" doped-paper midrange/woofers, one ScanSpeak
1.25" fabric-dome tweeter. Connections: two pairs of gold-plated
five-way binding posts for bi-wiring
(jumpers for single wiring not
included with review pair). Frequency response: 35Hz-30kHz,
±3dB. Nominal impedance: 6
ohms. Sensitivity: 90d B/1W/1 m.
Power handling: 160W continuous, 400W peak.
Dimensions: 9.125" W by 11.75" D
by 46.25" H with spike feet installed. Weight: 80 lbs (36.4kg).
Finishes available: piano-black lacquer, rosewood.
Serial numbers of review samples: 96005/96006.
Price: $3495/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 5.
Manufacturer: PBN Audio, 10653
Holborn Court, Santee, CA 92071.
Tel: (619) 449-7982. Fax: (619)
449-9238.

255-1b, $15,000 big brother, but Itold
him they'd have to wait for a bigger
house with abigger listening room and
aground-floor entrance. (Nocrback, by
the way, is alifelong audiophile and a
university-trained electrical (
The former national sales
•
Cary Audio built his first pair of
speakers when he was six years old.)
The Montanas arrived air-freight in
rugged wooden crates ("Too much risk
of damage with cardboard boxes," says
Noerbaek), so factory-fresh the smell of
lacquer knocked me back when I
popped the lids. The cabinets are solidly constructed of dense Medite 80, internally braced by several crossmcmbus, and exhibited absolutely no "congadrum effect" when rapped with the
knuckles. They are rounded on all corners, including the 2" by 3" port, and are
beautifully finished in a rock-hard,
scratch-resistant piano-black lacquer. A
small polished-brass nameplate adorns
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HEADPHONES TO THE MAX
INTRODUCING THE MAX,
OUR NEW STATEMENT HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

It's got separate regulated supplies for the left and right channel, uses the amazing
(and expensive) Burr-Brown 627 op-amps, has lightning-quick polyphenoline sulfide
film capacitors at critical places in the audio path, sports the lovely Neutrick locking
headphone jacks, is controlled by a most excellent Nobel volume potentiometer, and,
last but not least, has about five pounds of super cool looking panels and knob.

••••••mm

HeadRoom Amps

Headphones

Little Headroom
Little w/More Power
More Power Upgrade
Supreme HeadRoom
Cosmic HeadRoom
Home HeadRoom
The Max
Static HeadRoom
Static w/More Power

Sennheiser 580
—
Sennheiser 545
Sennheiser HE60/HEV70
Grado SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR125
Grado 512225
Grado SR325
Grado RS1
Etymotic ER4S
Koss Porta -Pro Jr
Koss KSC35
Koss ESP 950
Beyer DT901
Beyer DT770

$229.00
$449.00
$229.00
$399.00
$599.00
$599.00
$1,333.00
$199.00
$399.00

Accessories
$279.00
$159.00
$1,449.00
$69.00
$95.00
$149.00
$195.00
$295.00
$695.00
$330.00
$39.95
$34.95
$499.00
$299.00
$149.00

Traveler Bag
$129.00
Case Logic DM 2
$24.95
PBJ Extension 10'
$79.00
PBJ Extension 15'
$89.00
PBJ Extension 20'
$99.00
Link Interconnect
$24.95
Kimber Interconnect 1'
$59.00
Kimber Interconnect 1m
$69.00
Portable Cable, 1
/ meter
2
$19.95
Portable Cable, 1 meter
$24.95
Vampire RCA Splitters
$29.95
Headphone Splitter
$79.00
NEW! Grado Comfortable Ear Pads $10.00

Portable Systems
Budget Traveler w/SR80
$499.00
(Supreme, Grado SR80, 4D, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/SR225
$599.00
(Supreme, Grado SR225, 40, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/545
$529.00
(Supreme, Sennheiser 545, 4D,
DM2, Cable)
Traveler w/SR325
$829.00
(Supreme, Grado SR325, Traveler Bag,
4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/580
$829.00
(Supreme, Senn 580, Traveler Bag, 4D,
Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/ER4S
$859.00
(Supreme, Etymotic ER4S, Traveler Bag,
4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Cosmic Traveler
$1,399.00
(Cosmic, Base Station One ,580, ER4S,
Traveler Bag, 4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
fr ee
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Budget Systems
High End Systems
Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Sub Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Grado 512325, Link)
Audiophile
(Home, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Audiot
(Max, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$799.00
$1,499.00

Hi Wired
$1,699.00
(More Static, Sennheiser HE60/HEV70,
2-Links)

Quantum
(Koss Porta -Pro Jr., and our
favorite Portable CD player)

$C_ALL.00

Starter279.00
$
(Little, Grado SR60, Portable Cable)
Surfer
$299.00
(Little, Grado SR80, Link)
Kowabunga
(Little, Sennheiser 545, Link)

$399.00

King Kowabunga$429.00
(Little, Grado SR225, Link
Tsunami
(Little, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$499.00

)HeadRoora
1-800-828-8184

HeadRoom Corporation -521 East Peach St. -Bozeman, MT 59715 -Phone 406-587-9466 -FAX 406-587-9484 -info@headphone.com
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the front of each speaker. Two slim
black fabric grilles cover the drivers; all
my listening was donc with them
removed.
Occupying just under one square
foot of floor space each, the loudspeakers rest on integral pedestals in asemigloss black hammered finish, fitted with
threaded receptacles for the supplied
spike feet. Four heavy-duty gold-plated
binding posts with knurled knobs are
recessed into the cabinet's upper rear.
The posts are spaced 2" apart, obviating
the use of double-banana plugs, but
making easy the insertion of bare wires,
spade lugs, single bananas, or pins.
Twin 61
/"VIFA midrange/woofers
2
are mounted above and below the Scan
Speak fabric-dome tweeter in aD'Appolito configuration, adesign shared by
all the products in the PBN line, and
one that seems to be gaining popularity
among high-end loudspeaker designers.
(Peter Nocrback says this configuration
offers a smoother frequency response
over awider listening area than other
designs, and after three months of listening to the SPs Iagree: the "sweet
spot" was more awide zone. The audiophile's head-in-a-vise syndrome is largely eliminated with this design.) Two
6mh" drivers have about one-third more
radiating area than asingle 8" driver, and
allow for asleeker, less visually imposing cabinet whose narrow front baffle
aids its imaging ability. The tweeter's
center is 35" above the floor, and can be
varied within about an inch by adjusting
the feet.
The SP's crossover point is 2.7kHz,
18dB/octave on the top and 6dB/octave on the bottom. PBN crossover networks arc available in either standard
grade, with Kimber ICaps, or premium,
with Hovland MusicCaps, which add
$190 to the retail price. The review pair
was fitted with the premium crossover.
Preliminaries
PliN suggests 100 hours of break-in
time before serious listening. This pair
had only two hours on them, so Iset
them up face-to-face, wired out-ofphase, and broke them in at amoderate
level with an NAD 7225PE receiver for
10 days before attempting any serious
listening.
The Montanas are intended to stand
away from the back wall at least 21
/',
2
and for good reason: they're ported in
the rear, near the floor, and backing
them up against awall tremendously reinforces the bass response. That goes
double if both loudspeakers are loading
into the same vertical corner, as they
Stereophile, January 1997

will if placed on a45° diagonal near the
walls, as the Dahlquists had been.
The bass was overwhelming with the
speakers in this position, to such an extent that Ispent many hours moving
furniture, and experimenting with
speaker placement and room treatments, until Igot it balanced. Long
story short: After trying the speakers
along both the front and side walls,
which rendered the room otherwise unusable, Ireturned to placing them on a
diagonal, the difference being that the
new diagonal is the hypotenuse of an
approximately 30°/60°/90° right triangle, rather than a 45°/45°/90°. One
speaker is closer to its back/side wall
than the other one is by afew feet. This
arrangement, with the futon softening
the corner and the bass traps beside and
behind the SPs, resulted in asort of aperiodic taming of the huge 70Hz hump I

PBN Montana SP loudspeaker

measured when Ifirst set them up.
Peter Noerbaek agreed that the
Kimber 8TC is acable that oflers "a lot
of bang for the buck," but insisted that I
could squeeze alittle more out of the
SPs through bi-wiring with 4'TC on top.
!Umber Kable's Jack King kindly sent
me enough of both types to allow experimentation. He also sent two pairs of
ICimber's new "Silver Streak" —a braided interconnect with two copper ground
wires woven around asilver signal conductor. As might be expected, the Silver
Streak's performance is quick and
detailed, but without ahint of edginess.
Anyone hear me say musical? So musical,
in fact, that after installing it Ileft it in
the system for the duration of the Montanas' visit. Thanks, Jack.
And what adelightful visit it was.
The Montanas have an effortless midrange and transparent treble that begged
me to haul out bushels of vocal recordings. Top of the batting order was the
lovely Kin Te Kanawa's Kin on Broadway
(London 440 280-2). The soprano
superstar's got some serious pipes, but
her opera fans may not know that the
girl can also do asmoky contralto with
the best of them, as she does on Nelson
Riddle's lush arrangement of Cole Porter's "So In Love." Listening to this song
through the SPs was like cruising along
at 65 in aturbocharged sports car: even
when Kin's holding back, you can feel
her enormous power in reserve. Her
duets with José Carreras, in which they
sing the parts of Maria and Tony from
West Side Stoiy, were delivered with full
impact. "'Tonight': fireworks," my simple notes read.
"One Hand, One Heart," which to
me is as devout and moving as any of the
great sacred or funerary works, was conveyed in all its lachrymose glory. Truly
musical audio products don't draw attention to themselves, but instead offer up
the soul of the music: Right off the bat,
Iwas more caught up in the emotional
impact of the music than Iwas in the
critical analysis of the loudspeaker's
sonic characteristics. This was the first of
many indications that Iwas dealing with
areal high-end performer.
Next up: The King's Singers' Good
Vibrations (RCA 60938-2). This acappella group appeared clearly layered in
an arc across the soundstage, which in
my room was consistently deeper than
it was wide. The separation of voices
and the resolution of harmonic textures
were revelations —the Singers' polite
demeanor and proper diction were an
odd contrast to the grittiness of Paul
Simon's "The Boxer."
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From the Divaphile's diva file Ipulled
Lesley Garrett's (what else?) Diva! A
Soprano at the Movies (Silva America SSD
1007). On this disc Garrett does sweet
justice to Puccini's "0 mio babbino
caro" and many other operatic Eaves, but
the Montanas mercilessly exposed the
recording as the overproduced "greatest
hits" collection that it is. (What should I
expect from arecording made at aplace
called The Hit Factory? Sigh.) My old
Dahlquists had been so... forgiving. My
fondest guilty pleasure on this Cl): Léo
Delibes' haunting "Dome epais," aduet
in which Miss Garrett sings both parts.
'There ain't nothin' natural about it—
and there's no soundstage to speak of, as
there usually isn't when the tracks are
layered one-atop-the-other like so many
coats of paint —but the effect of asinger
of Garrett's caliber interacting with herself is both fascinating and musically delightful. It's like watching apas de deux
performed by identical twins.
This led, quite "naturally," into rayon
territory. Rayon? What's he babbling about
now? 1thought this was ?posed to be adang
speaker review. Explanation: Made from
naturally occurring cellulose, rayon is a
synthetic fabric with asensuous texture.
Therefore, recordings in which natural
voices and instruments have been processed for pleasurable effect have a"rayon" quality: think Johnny Mathis's 16

I

estimated the Montana SP's Bweighted sensitivity at 89dB/W/m,
almost exactly to specification. As
BW noted, it doesn't take many amplifier watts to drive this speaker to satisfying levels. Its impedance (fig.1) is
moderately demanding, dropping to 4
ohms through the lower midrange. It
remains above 8 ohms for almost all
frequencies above 800Hz, however. In
the bass, the saddle in the magnitude

Most Requested Songs or Annie Lennox's
Medusa. An excellent example: k.d. lang
and the reclines, with backing vocals by
Take 6, covering the old Ruby & the
Romantics hit "Our Day Will Come"

Ihad the sensation of
watching aflock of
birds take off together,
flying in all directions
but somehow
communicating
with me.
on the Shag soundtrack (Sire 25800-2).
The SPs gave themselves over completely to this great tune's compelling
rhythm, sailing along like atrimaran in
astiff wind.
But on the same disc, the fi was too
hi for me to enjoy LaVerne Baker and
Ben E. King's remake of "I'm Leaving It
All Up to You"; he's too distant and
there's entirely too much echo, perhaps
the result of amisguided effort to imitate the original's sonics — aso-so performance badly recorded. 'That's the
high-end paradox: the better the play-

curve centered on 30Hz reveals the
tuning of the large 2" port.
Note the wrinkle in the traces around
120Hz. This is indicative of some kind
of resonant problem. But when Itried to
get ahandle on the cabinet's resonant
behavior using a simple plastic-tape
accelerometer, Ionly confirmed what

back gear, the more recorded flaws are
exposed. It would be unfair to say such
flaws are exaggerated by the SPs —
they're simply there for all to hear: avery
revealing loudspeaker exposes the bad
as well as the good.
One of my favorite jazz recordings is
Dam That Dream (Realtime RT 3009),
featuring Art Pepper, Joe Farrell,
George Cables, John Dentz, and Tony
Dumas. In the many times I'd listened
to it, Iwas never able to follow all the
players simultaneously during their extended group improv in "Someday My
Prince Will Come" — until Iheard it
through the Montanas. Ihad the sensation of watching aflock of birds take off
together, flying in all directions but
somehow communicating with me, the
observer, and each other, and all returning to their perches at the same instant.
How do they know?
Details, details
The quick and sensitive (90dB) Montanas excel at revealing previously unnoticed nuances. Case in point: the ensemble piece "'The Wells Fargo Wagon"
from the soundtrack of Meredith
Willson's The Music Man (Warner Bros.
1459-2), without question the best bit of
Americana ever written. This song has
two abrupt level changes where the
recording engineer goosed the gain for

BW had already found: The PBN's cabinet is quite nonresonant. Icould find a
mode at 120Hz near the top of the side
panel, but it was well down in level. In
fact, the only juicy mode Icould find
was on the front baffle, just above the
upper woofer (fig2). But at avery high
676Hz, its existence is more of atribute
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vertical div.).
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ng.2 PBN Montana SP, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to front baffle above the upper woofer. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
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the recording venue —McGovern and
her exceedingly tight and professional
band appeared right there in front of me,
McGovern sounding as perky and versatile as a14-year-old world-class gymnast.
Big Brother and the Holding Company's lovingly restrained and surprisingly well-rehearsed cover of "Summertime" on Cheap Thrills (Columbia
CK 9700) 2 would have made George,
The SPs simply get out of
Ira, and DuBose Heyward happy, I
think. The interplay of guitars and voice
the way and let the
is extraordinary, and Joplin's raspy, flawlessly phrased, pitch-perfect delivery is
recording speak for itself.
the consummate complement to the
interwoven instrumentals. The SPs
Carnegie Hall (DG 435 440-2), in which placed drummer Dave Getz at the center-rear of the soundstage, the bassist
the rustling and coughing audience
appears beside and behind her, astrange just left of center, and Joplin front and
artifact of two-channel recording/playcenter between the two guitarists, as
they had appeared in real life. The emoback. The size of the hall is revealed by
tional impact of these performances
the reverberant ambient noise, whose
through the Montanas was aknockout.
decay time indicates the apparent disJohn Hiatt's voice and piano were
tance to the walls from where Miss
Battle is standing. The SPs offered a rendered in aresonant pseudo-naturalwide, clear window into this venue; I ism on "'This Friend of Mine," as was his
had the distinct impression of aspace
with avery high ceiling.
2This album, one ola handful of real gems from San
Maureen McGovern gives "SummerFrancisco's psychedelic era, is amust-have for rock
fans. It captures one of that nine's seminal groups at its
time" ajazzy spin on Naughty Baby: Mauabsolute peak: agroup whose total was far larger than
reen McGovern Sires Cashion' (CBS MK
the sum of its parts. Separately, they were merely good
44995), which Ihad always assumed
musicians; together, they were magic. The rise and fall
was recorded in acabaret. Wrong. It's a of Big Brother is aclassic tale of corporate greed and
meddling: this album launched Janis Joplin into abrief
live recording done with astudio audisuper-stardom with a few short-lived collaborations
with industry-recommended musicians, and marked
ence at New York's Clinton Studios,
the end of the line for Big Brother. Chow 71nills made
which may explain why it sounds so
millions for Columbia; legendary underground cartoonist R. Crumb received only $600 for the cover.
good. Again, the SPs let me "see into"

dramatic effect. I've heard this recording
over awide variety of systems but never
paid much attention to these level
changes, if Inoticed them at all. They
were masked by other loudspeakers, not
exposed in such stark relief as they are
through the SPs, which simply get out
of the way and let the recording speak
for itself.
'The Montanas gave themselves over
fully to the infectious rhythm of the
French Gypsies' massed guitars in
"Tchavolo Swing," on the soundtrack album from Tony Gatlifs marvelous film
Latcho Dram (La Bande Son 392492). A
distilled quote from my notes: "sheer
joy." The delicate instrumentation and
deliberate pacing of "If You Were to
Wake Up," from Lyle Lovett &His Lame
Band (MCA MCAD-42263), led me
into areverie of remorse and regret (the
details of which I'm packaging for sale
to the producers of One Life to Live),
underscored by the final sustained bass
note that closes Lovett's musing on lost
love. Yes! The truth, the whole truth,
nothing but the truth.
Likewise Rebecca Pidgeon's beautifully performed and recorded "Auld
Lang Syne"/"Bring It On Home to Me"
on The New III& Girls' Club (Chesky
JD141). There is just enough of the
room acoustic on this recording to create abelievable illusion of being there.
In the case of Miss Pidgeon, instead of
feeling as if she had just entered the
room, Ifelt as if Ihad been taken to

where she was. Closing my eyes made it
easy to forget Iwas anywhere else.
'Thank you, David Chesky Thank you, PBN.
Ilike aGershwin tune, how about you?
Especially if the tune is "Summertime."
Kathleen Battle soars angelically through
a small-voiced treatment of this marvelous classic on Kathleen Battle at

to the efficacy of the cabinet's bracing
and construction than something to be
criticized. Something else must be contributing to the impedance anomaly in
the upper bass, therefore.
Fig3 shows the individual responses

of tweeter and woofers on the tweeter
axis, spliced to the nearfield woofer and
port responses. The upper crossover
point can be seen to lie at 32IcHz, with
the drive-units reasonably well-behaved
in their respective passbands. The
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Fig.3 PBN Montana SP, individual responses of
tweeter and woofers on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz and 900Hz, respectively.
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Fig.4 PBN Montana SP, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.

woofers have a little cone-breakup
spike in their output at 9kHz, but this is
suppressed by the crossover. The
woofers' minimum-motion point can be
seen at 30Hz, coinciding with the port's
electrical tuning (fig.1). Note, however,
that the port has amuch wider passband
than is usual, its useful output extending
from 20Hz up to 120Hz. Note also that
it peaks alittle at 120Hz, something that
is presumably due to an internal airspace resonance, and which correlates
with the impedance peak at the same
frequency. There is also some higherfrequency hash present in the port's
output, but as the port faces to the
speaker's rear, this will have minimal
subjective consequences.
The overall sum of these individual
responses is shown in fig.4. The Montana SP is evenly balanced, with avery
slight downward trend with frequency.
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mournful, bass-heavy ballad "Your Love
is My Rest," both from Walk On (Capitol
CDP 833416 2). Hiatt's road-weary vocal
is placed solidly in the center in every
song in the collection, with the exception
of this one: 12 tracks into the album,
some wiseguy engineer decides the lone
vocalist should be placed all the way to
the right. Why? It doesn't make an artistic statement, as it does in Sam Phillips's
"Love and Kisses," the opener of her
Martinis and Bikinis (Virgin 39438 2); all it
does is provoke neurosis in the listener. I
was behind my equipment rack in aflash
checking uselessly for loose connections
until a twist of the balance control
showed me what was going on. Gmn:
The SP's bass, while not reaching subterranean depths (the bottom end rolls
off at 35Hz), was nonetheless tight,
punchy, lively, and involving. Rock fans
note: agreat bass test can be found on
Heart's Dreamboat Annie (Capitol D
164175). A synth sweep in "Magic Man,"
beginning around 4:04, drops smoothly
from the lower midrange all the way to
the ocean floor by 4:08, and is sustained
until about 4:35. A system with good
bass response ought to shake your walls,
rattle your windows, cause your draperies to flap in the breeze, and produce
amarked increase in thoracic pressure.
The Montanas did none of this, but

within their limitations they produced a
quite believable re-creation of several
bass instruments. The articulation of detail, excellent pitch definition, and explosive dynamics more than compensated for the modest low-end extension.

The bass, however, is more problematic.
The sum of the woofer and port nearfield outputs was calculated allowing for
the differences in distance between the
woofers and the port from anominal
farfield microphone position, and
weighting the output of each in the ratio of the square roots of the respective

radiating diameters. It can be seen that
the 120Hz peak in the port output is
actually out of phase with the woofer
output at the same frequency, resulting
in asmall notch. More important, the
port output doesn't just reinforce that of
the woofers in the region where they
are rolling off— the usual reflex para-

The Montanas' articulation
of detail, excellent
pitch definition, and
explosive dynamics
more than compensated
for the modest
low-end extension.
My friend Teah Strozer — Zen student, former music teacher, amateur violinist, high-energy jazzhead, and owner
of Dahlquist DQ-10s — was knocked
out by the SPs' realistic rendering of
David Piltch's acoustic bass (and Miss
Cole's voice) on the Holly Cole Trio's
Don't Smoke in Bed (Manhattan/Capitol
CDP 7 81198 2). It's a quality Peter
Noerbaek calls "body": the impression
that the instruments are there in real
space, rather than that their various
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sounds are simply being reproduced.
"Holy shit," Teah remarked, leaping out
of her seat. "That bass fiddle sounds rear
Ditto for Some Like It Hot! (Redhot
RH 9001) by the Kit McClure Band,
whose drummer and bass player relentlessly propel the 17-woman crew
through 12 big-band standards. "Damn,
these chicks arc hot," said Teah. "Their
playing is unbelievably tight." With the
SPs, the McClure Band's showwomanship was undeniably, unavoidably, right
in our smiling faces.
Take me down
where the good stuff grows
The SPs offered aphenomenally satisfying sense of pace and rhythm. Iput
them through the dance-hit obstacle
course with all manner of audiophiledisapproved thumpers. My repeated
high-volume playing of the B-52's Good
Stuff (Reprise 26995-2) must have had
my neighbors drawing straws to see
who would put the bullet through my
head. Ifurther alienated them with several cuts from the Fine Young Cannibals' The Raw and The Cooked (IRS
IRSD-6273), as fine acollection of pop
tunes as I've ever heard; Madonna's
"Causing a Commotion" from the
Who's That Girl? soundtrack (Sire 256112); and Cyndi Lauper's ode to mastur-

digits—but adds to it for an entire octave. The result —at least in this measurement, which assumes equal contributions to the farfield response from the
weighted port and woofer outputs —is a
6dB peak in the 70Hz region. This can
be adjusted or even minimized by playing with each speaker's position in the
room. But, as BW found, it does make
the Montana SP's intrinsic low-frequency response rather overwhelming, with
atendency for the midbass to be emphasized. And, as BW also noted, the ultimate LF extension is rather limited for
what is really quite alarge speaker
Vertically (not shown), the PBN's
balance doesn't change appreciably as
long as the listener sits with his or her
ears between the woofer axes. Stand up,
however, and the mid-treble is suckedout. Laterally, the Montana's off-axis
output (fig.5) is well-balanced, with a
smooth rolloff in the treble with increasing angle. As BW found, this
behavior correlates with excellent
stereo imaging. Only the changes in
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bation, "She Bop" from She's So Unusual
(Portrait RK 38930). Yeah, bubba. I've
always believed that good hi-fi should
be enjoyable not just from afifth-rowcenter seat in the imaginary concert
hall, but from the very real dance floor
as well. I wasn't disappointed: the
Montanas' dance factor was clearly topof-the-chart.
They also excelled at conveying the
proper sense of threat, an essential ingredient in so much current music: 'The
Cranberries' droning guitars in"Z,omhie" on No Need to Amite (Island 314-525
050-2), Radiohcad's delightfully disturbing "Creep" on Pablo Honty (Capitol
CDP 7 81409 2), "The Unforgiven"
from Metallica's self-titled "black album" (Elektra 61113-2), and the title cut
from Kool Moe Dee's Knowledge is King
(Jive JS-1182-2-J). Now abit long in
the tooth, "Knowledge is King" is perhaps the best-ever rap song —an uplifting, enlightening, empowering message
forcefully delivered, with bass and drum
dynamics that will challenge even the
most robust audio system. If you think
"good rap" is an oxymoron, KMD's best
effort might make you reconsider.
The SPs comported themselves
admirably on more traditional fare as
well: Sarah Chang's stunning performance of Paganini's Violin Concerto 1
(EMI CDC 5 55026 2) — one of the

few recordings Ihave bought instantly
upon hearing it. Hard to believe she was
only 16 when this was recorded. Idon't
remember Viktoria Mullova's passionate treatment of Vivaldi's The Four
Seasons (Philips 420 216-2) ever sounding so inunediate or intense. The power
of the flamboyant Virgil Fox's rollicking
interpretation of Bach's Toccata and
Fugue in d, on Vitgil Etx (LaserLight 15
313 — the saine performance originally
appeared on alimited-edition, direct-todisc Crystal Clear disc) stood in stark
contrast to Anne Queffélec's meditative
take on Eric Satie's Six Gnossiennes, from
Eric Satie/Attne Queffillec/Piano (Virgin
Classics VC 7 90754 2). There wasn't
any kind of music these speakers didn't
like, and there wasn't any Ididn't like
through them.
Incidentally, the SP's high sensitivity
means it can play at asatisfying level
with alow-powered amplifier. It proved
to be an easily driven, amplifier-friendly loudspeaker. My little 20Wpc NAD
receiver was more than adequate: tubelovers will find the SPs quite compatible
with their favorite moderately powered
amps. (None of PBN's loudspeakers are
at all power-hungry: while Iwas visiting
his showroom, Peter drove his big XPs
with a single-ended Cary Audio
300SEL) In fact, Ithink the warmth of
atube amp might be the perfect corn-

response are shown in this graph,
which is why the on-axis response is
presented as astraight line. But if you
look closely at fig.5 and compare it
with fig.4, you can see that regions
where the on-axis response has small
dips are where the lateral radiation pattern has aslight amount of flare. Given
the basic flatness and evenness of the
tweeter-axis response, this will result
in an in-room balance that is smooth

and uncolored.
Turning to the time domain, there are
no surprises in the step response (fig.6),
while the cumulative spectral-decay plot
(fig.7) is impressively dean. Yes, there is
aslight step just below 51tHz, but its
subjective effect should be mild.

plcment to the SP's slightly cool tonal
characteristic.
Caveats
As John Atkinson pointed out in his
reviews of the Totem Acoustic Mani-2
and Joseph Audio RM7si (February
1996), afull-range floorstanding loudspeaker may not image as well as asmall
minimonitor, even though it occupies
the same floor space. The floorstanding
model may offer better bass, but in a
small room the bass may be bloated,
boomy, and overwhelming, as the SPs'
bass initially was in mine.
Although Ieventually succeeded, I
had trouble integrating the Montana SP
into my small, admittedly unorthodox
listening space. This speaker is probably
not the best choice for asmall room, and
shouldn't be shoehorned into one. It
needs aminimum of 300 square feet of
open-floor area. In smaller spaces, without alot of work and room treatment,
you won't begin to exploit its full potential unless you can pull it out from the
rear wall the way the designer intended.
When you do, the bass response
smooths out. With that in mind, Iasked
Peter Noerbaek why he hadn't ported
the speaker in the front rather than the
rear, such an arrangement would have
allowed it to be placed closer to the rear
wall. He replied that the slight noise

Overall, other than the finicky nature
of its reflex alignment, which has some
of the upper-bass idiosyncrasies of a
transmission-line design, the PBN
Montana SP's measurements reveal it to
be an impressively well-engineered
loudspeaker.
—John Atkinson
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from the port would detract from the
SP's musicality. I'll buy that.
Also, as was mentioned in Jack
English's review of the Epos ES 25 loudspeaker (also in February '96), there's a
lot of competition in the SP's price
range. As Jack said about the Epos, at this
price Ihave abit of aproblem with the
SP's lack of true deep bass: its bottom
octave was more implied than present.
But that's avery small problem, and the
only serious criticism Ihave of this
model. (Generally, there's alot of power
in music's bottom octave, but not much
actual music.) The SP's performance in
all other areas — detail, imaging, dynamics, power handling, midrange and
treble clarity, and ability to perform
convincingly with a wide variety of
music —was first-rate. Its tonal balance,
just ashade on the cool side of neutral,
shifted abit as Iwent from astanding to
asitting position —the focus didn't "lock
in" unless Iwas seated.
The SP's taut dynamics may not be
your cup of tea, revealing details in your
recordings and characteristics of your
electronics that you'd rather not hear—
like low-level noise that less sensitive
speakers might ignore. If you favor a
warmer, fatter, more "romantic" sound,
this is not the loudspeaker for you.

with ease. Even at very loud levels, they
never sounded strained or congested.
The Montana SPs are capable of very
well-focused imaging. They are compatible with awide variety of electronics,
and are nonfatiguing in the extreme—
there were days when Ilistened for
hours without tiring. For the fem.
months Ihad them, Ifelt the kind of satisfaction afootball coach must feel when
he has a team with the intelligence,
power, speed, and agility to execute his
plays exactly as he envisioned them. For
that reason, Iheld on to them longer
than Ishould have. Can you blame me?
Every bit of music Ifed them, whether
morsel or meal, was fed back to me with
an emotional authenticity that made each

My biggest "problem"
with the SPs was that

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.

they made working at

& MORE

home very difficult. The
sound was always so
seductive.

listening session an absolute joy: whether
the program material was big and bombastic or lightweight and delicate, these
loudspeakers offered it up clearly, cleanReality check
When it comes to all things audio, I ly, and without editorializing. Ilike that
value the opinions of ordinary music in audio equipment. Iwant to feel that
I'm hearing what the musicians want nie
lovers as much as and possibly more
than Ivalue the opinions ofjaded audio- to hear, rather than some equipment
philes. During the Montanas' extended designer's interpretation. The sensation
was always of looking through an open
visit Igathered afew such comments:
Mystery writer Sue Steiner: "A little window rather than through afilter —
the Montanas always got out of the way
piece of heaven."
Interior designer Elizabeth Tighe: "I and let the music shine. My only regret is
can't go home and listen to my stereo that Ididn't try them with asubwoofer
and electronic crossover. Not that asub is
now."
San Francisco fireman and guitarist really needed, but their midrange is so
George Kouremetis: "What's it take to good and so musical that Iwanted to
get this kind of sound in my place? I'll hear it freed from the effort of trying to
play bass at all.
pay."
My biggest "problem" with the SPs
Actress Robyn Wiley: "Writers are all
whores, but this system sounds fantas- was that they made working at home
very difficult. The sound was always so
tic." (Robyn, really.)
seductive that Ifound myself repeatedly
drawn away from my desk and into my
Conclusion
dig upbeat, rhythmically complex mu- listening chair. "Background music" was
sic, the kind that makes it impossible not impossible (and it oughta be): Icouldn't
to get up and dance —like "Selva" on just cue up some tunes and settle down
to work. It took an enormous exertion
Strunz & Farah's Americas (Mesa R2
79041), an album that's been on my of will to shut off the system and preheavy-rotation list since Ifirst heard it two tend it wasn't there. If that's the only
years ago, and like all the recordings of the problem Ihave, I'm leading acharmed
Gipsy Kings. With their effortless, de- life indeed. Ican't offer any better
railed responsiveness, the Montana loud- praise, and Ican't wait to see what other
speakers are perfect for this kind of music. magic Peter Noerbaek has up his sleeve.
S
They handled dense, complex material Highly recommended.
Stereophile, January 1997
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Sony ES SS-M9 loudspeaker
After hearing of JA's highly favorable
reactions to the Sony SS-M9 loudspeaker (September '96, p.137), 1Iknew
Ihad to hear the review samples before
they went back. This was not good
news to our shipping department — the
SS-M9s arc large, heavy, and shaped in a
way designed to discourage agood grip.
Nevertheless, the Sonys were delivered to my listening room and set up
with little fuss. They occupied the same
positions as had the Energy Ventas
v2.8s: laterally positioned across the
room diagonal. The program source
was either the Mark Levinson No31.5/
No36S transport/converter combo, or
a combination of the Pioneer CLDIThe SS-M9, cost 53500/pair. Sony Corporation, I
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 9301000. Fax: (201) 930-4748.

Sony ES SS-M9 loudspeaker
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D704 laserdisc player driving the Theta
Chroma D/A converter from its (coaxial) digital output. The preamp was the
Rowland Consummate, the power amplifier primarily the Aragon 8008,
though the Aragon 8008x3 and the
Classé CAV-150s also saw service. (The
Sonys visited my listening room during

The Sony's bass was
genuinely remarkable.
the latter stages of my two-channel listening tests for the Spring '97 issue of
Stereophile Guide tolionie Theater, which
explains the nature of the alternate
source and amplifiers.) Cabling was via
TARA Labs RSC Reference from D/A
to preamp and Cardas Hexlink from
preamp to power amp. The digital link
was Kimber AGDL. The loudspeaker
cables were abi-wire set of Monster
M1.5s.
When Icranked up the SS-M9s,
the first thing Inoticed was their low
coloration. The second was that they
sounded noticeably more closed-in
than the Ventas v2.8s — less open and
airy. While this character never disappeared, it did become less obvious
with time. The Sony does not sound
dull. In fact, Iheard what appeared
to be the low-treble brightness visible in JA's horizontal dispersion
measurements. This was never
intrusive, but did add alittle vividness to the sound.
The Sony's bass was genuinely
remarkable. No, it's not asubstitute
for agood subwoofer if you want
to plumb the depths below, say,
35Hz. But it's at least as welldefined at the bottom end as anything else I've had in my listening
room, with the possible exceptions of the Thiel CS7 and
Infinity Epsilon. The Energy
Ventas v2.8 sounds like it extends a little deeper, and produces asense of more limitless
power at the bottom, but at the
cost of alittle excess of mid and
upper bass. Iwas never bothered by the latter with the Sony.
But the Sonys may not be
suited to all rooms. When Ifirst
heard them at HI-FI '95 in Los
Angeles, they were being used in arelatively small room, with nearby side-

P

walls. They didn't even sound like the
saine loudspeakers now sitting in my listening room — the overly crisp, lean
sound they were putting out at the
Show was definitely not to my liking.
What was going on? While one can
never be certain, it's very possible that
the brightness band in the low treble
that shows up in the loudspeaker's dispersion characteristics was reflecting off
those sidewalls and significantly affecting the balance. And the room itself was
fairly live acoustically, if Irecall correctly. In both JA's listening room and my
own, there arc no nearby sidcwalls, and
the rooms are reasonably well damped.
But small, lively rooms are seldom
optimum for any loudspeaker. Used in
an appropriate space, the Sony SS-M9s
are strikingly good. In fact, if you read
my review of the Mark Levinson No37
and No36s elsewhere in this issue,
you'll see that the Sonys were aprominent part of the review system. Imake
no apologies for that. These loudspeakers are, indeed, easily suited for suds reference duties.
—Thomas J. Norton

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that air shaking all
around you' effect.

COU Rémaarch HFISWI2V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
"...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding
bargain."

Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol 1No 2, 1995

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck
of athunder buster.'
John E Johnson. Jr, Secrets of Home Theater
and High Fidelity, May 1995

this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peter Machel. Stereophrle Vol 18 No 1, January 1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence"
Thomas J Norton. Stereophile Guide ro Home
Theater Vol 1No 1. 1995

'Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwooler It's good
looking and simple to use. and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'
Tom Nousaine. Sound & Image. February/March 1995

Send for full details on the 12V and the 10V
Wnte or cat

HSU RESEARCH

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404.3848 (Voice/Fax)
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Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial -money back
guarantee 5year manufacturer's defect warranty
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Dounderinere W. .0104 10. $12012. 1130
F-14. Wee. itat humo
Coen prep. 8'
Detre Broie 8'

P11.1.5M...559 lm...S681.5m...$77

2m...$132 3m...$168 4m...5204

;ILO

•e

160

IA 1000507 O-10400 Cable
5477 $45 1m .165 1.5rn $85 2m...$75
dm 11106m $130 8rn $150

11111116■10"-"

rde. Wee. Mat 14 awe

for you!" XLR sari* price Raked
par pair.

KC-15m. S781m..5106 15m.. $114

John Meencarrop
•IA I•ne.arnr Uwe,
The Modem Jars Quartet
•IA Alorkm Ac.. (Aar.
•NA, 11
11.11
inn1,4 2la«, geed ,,nre Mee..

TYPES. 6Cenduace liwerett /LW capper
conductors, slate tee
/St
Factonere 8' 0114 10. $130 IF 8146
Custom prep 8' $10010' 2116 17' $132
Double Owe
5175 10 $207 t2
$239

are in fact 'dent,-

lim...$158 7m...$176

Bernard Ilennann
•Il,. her 1.c. éry
John Hatt •linn, IA Fiend,
Mae licaday •fr,o,
Jean Mocha Jane •
Noe Kamer% Blues Incorporated
.0_4v Il ii..

M Serer Video cables use poloshed
vecoated copper conductors.

pà

caltothosefoundonour most expen.

8m...$194 9m,,,$212 10m,. $230

Stan Gets 8Joel Glbeno

08

CC

EE

Dcuble Brave 6'...5268 8'...$334

VanStrand' . copper conductors.
The connectors

5m...5140

Peter Frampton
•Ine,•,e
1.1 1‘ce

$251

PBJusesthesame

4m...5122

5$1FAMealdevvi Loam Museum
•/

.$167

braidgeometryaS
the esteemed
KCAG but with

2m...$85 3m...5104

Duke Elroton 8 His Goes»
•
(11 111failer
Emerson. lake 8 Palmer •Sala. /ink e

Bob Marley 8'The Weirs
•dk71.0 •larrh4/or,
John Meal •11. VI,, 11,..

Nn...$17S1rn

INDIGO. 8œnductis Fiend Hyena, wan
FPC /LGC copper conductors
16 /
Factory prep. 8'..$17110'. 519512' $219
Custorn pep 8' ..$15410'..110312'.. 0204
&madame» 1...$170101.. »IRS I
21 1219
Double Breve (C .fareme $32o17 .Sale

ofead,TXandLPC
rrodelatheTellOn lacketedVartStrand "conductor The

..5319 12'

Be gCrosby 6Buddy
•
lereB,+
,
7!.tr,
Owe 8The Dominos •le no. •r?

1
1111111111Len1110

MIRK -ow

more and spectral content Of
recordings with
breathtaking, pinpointaccuraCy The
bascbtaking beck

12'

Hank Crowed •knt re 11. ,

S306

SntpleGen 8• .1119 10' 8286 12' $290
Cioubleenrellt .8388 10...044012 ...$512

mg as one ol the
best "high end
audit)" valuesof all
lime TC cables
dekver cowed har-

10' .12131

S256158

•
31300 1- 54501 5. 10032h $750
3rn 010501m $13505m. $1650Em. $1993

CRYSTAL•usweristresolalconductarstsp
,140 memo,. a
Hyper» may. s.
stocievefuc
»Mt
Factory ore 8' .1219 10'. .8216 12..1281

Kneer'slegendary
4TC andEITCloudspeaker cablescoo
howdy recerverave
reviews and reCreanerlabourank•

8TC...510,11

5220 *211

51305

Bernard Hermann
•IA 1.n..» I
e n.nl

.5m...543 1m...54615m...$46

8TC 5nole &wee 6' .52395279

is more" A lean,
mean. stripped-

51053 109

STRAIGHT WIRE VIRTUOSO Reference
InterconnetIS use indm.clually Insulated
Pum 15% silver /85% comae* conduc•
tors A mcroporous foam 'eon msulaton %LA same price. Priced per poi.

$33 2m... $36

1.5m ..539)

1. 5m...$437 2m...5550 3m...$775
ORCHID Premium XLR

Pete

$18151M

$800 tin

Woody Herman •

Spook,, fCables
Pared mama

Unlocking the full performance potential of your digital playback chain

▪

•

564869

1/15501 Two Toe Correct Wee Networks
5rn 045 I,, 150 15rn 865 2m $65

oudioquest

requires a cable of unparalleled stability and accuracy. The D-60 meets the
challenge with ease. Unquestionably. it is the most electrically precise dig -

tubed
genie,
/
provdes

411

Ake Coins •I
Met Coles Rode Cray
8Johnny Copeland

$321

VIDEO ONE /DIGITAL ONE solver-plated
copper conductors. Teflon insulaton

by:

aurae
AG VarkStrand 1.
°educe
ferrate
ten hsperiunt
nee

Ere Clanton •1i, (rirse
Joe Cocker • 0,, u 7k,

11350 1Two Soled Core Conductors
5m $35 1m MO I5m $45 2rn $50

10001P ever Video Cable
5rn $30 1m 140 15,11 $50 2m
am. Vie 6m $100 8n1 $120

KIM3ER KABLE

Elm4388n8LE
Ads,,..,,,,
vans,e ,

%nerd a ha.

Ekelon •A..
Dave Biuback NAM »Mum Doismcnc$
A. •gemon be IA lire Rm.

$100

Dtplo1 Cobbs

distributed throughout the known universe

The howl of
SéverSneek

Mood. Sweet 8 Tears •

OHM 850 1uses two bandedth balanced conductors plus unproved sheldnplormicelleri mustered Smreprotecen
XLR sama pnce

Sa

VIDEO nNotoiatTN.1wOociutebronced.
sold stIvesplated copper condactent

Robert Harley's Reference Cable

jSou>ti•it bie,11.4e}3

Count Be» ••ver, In Il,,,,
BEL Nun •/ad',
Bee Gees •Inedeu

$107

VIDEO ORO /DIGITAL PRO doutdetelanced
FPS She conductors. nelloarn redeem

C
OMM Ient

a>.

.»1 2m

Elbot Lareence
•I,
',fin,. 1.1.re nrl..• le An
The Manhattan Transfer •

D-60 Digital Cable

1.5m...5750

$601m.. $761

MI2Copper Speaker Cable Steep/vie
flee. Comp Paced pan pate

1:502,

Illuminati

.5m. .$2131m...5325

MOO

The N9501eVerconnect uses three tote
correct bane:wen balanced multi .
gauge
wire networks for outstanding perfor•
mance XLR same price

60919mm

7m 156 ed _SOO Sm 600 lOrn $70
trn 175 12m.. 880 13rn .886 led ISO

D-60

$270 1.5m .$205 2.

MIAG2Setver Speaker Cable Stereophe
Rep Comp Priced per pale

01531.

JADE. Bernet/old Coe. sold LGC capper
corskolcasPVC Feonon. Rawl par pair
Sen

$1521.

133)

Sn

Srn

VanStrand conductors. XLR
same price.

.Sn. 167 Ind. »4 1.5... /73 2m 881
3rn .187 am .8113 Sin .$1296in $146
7....$1618....$1779....$1931Orn
1lin...8221 12m...8241 13m .1257
w/XLFIs .5m...$117 Im...$1251.5m. $133

Converter. XLR some price.

$2010 4m. $2K0

The Wean Brothers Band
•Rpm,
Average WNW Band •MI,
Joan Baez .iice,l, A IA,

Fee-purity COOP* , 1.19,9 .1"7..t.Stereoptide Roc Comp. Raced per pair.

MIL -

KCTG interconnect uses 6 SIIVer

I))

Solsl-freerer Interconnects. Sernone
Rep Comp Paced pee pair,

roll'
. •
•
Read pea pa*
nenink coiden 5C
OHO r ere
0u0- SC
S259 ti $330
MOO
TvorAnk 4,
Ste 8 8206 me .8236
txtet, ••
••ects -Paced par poi
neme Golden-SC
5rn $840 In, 1880
endessC Nn $11101m.
1Sin SRO
103 wee' Sn 886 im 01mo15. SIN

$38
$72

. 958
10
10

$40 iT ..844
$80 12' $88

oudioquest

Semen,
JA.../3 8cc

Custom depend 40%
steps we orner emos

FF
GO nu Ii RI
KK
LL NM NN
A GeesOoineeamelea
$48/2 or
R
a altlleasondOoklawara
AV 2ft.
5
C. VienpleCueenanna etia
0912 ,c
T.
0 Rm.:. Gm oulanwePà,
lea
U
E. Arose coon Baran Flo
=Mc
V
F m7 SereereneFei
8110/4or
W.
we Sete anaraPkra
275/41,
X
a Cams Weave-an*
223/20
V
FL keen s•TetworearepOddlelers
Z
L
1
▪
L
Pa
fs
a
•
a

513/2 rc
I» acc
Peeweneoecifieweebie
veste Deer ReleNnern
swatereSereteroneltee
Aveareneare
Rosneacon see Bane
enure Dekneseweason
sierenklanme Bens
Ren Deegan Rena Okri
SIVannpeSnle
FeensOweeSesesem

56/01,
roam
air a‘s
laSlass.
laraian,
Stern
sea,
SI12m
5/12pc
610/4 pl
Mats

00
PP
00 RR SS
TT
UU
Care Nose 120/ ?tar Copps_ Peune
entseenike Waver
514/2pc
0,0874Cater Serearle /7
Its/ape
Nowirbasaereen See
16/2,c
CessaRSCnielletunede
18/4pc
PeSseoColdestle
e0/4.
9Ntentescre
510/4,
StricieeSpoe
»me
klitneSpeoe 'Se
Sens/PM re

AA ar3 Pea ceon She ea, .••
ea AOINeCrolerNeSev •t
CC ROOndando er, Set ,n
lasmallbeanaGouSame
ttz Greektkeatre
FF. sernearareadde
Oa 040nreteklorSesPn
ret enneRueConsenn
Maw%
11 ettoTeMenneuelea
AnterneErnermeneca

°cr.
Henn
Heim
Sr/2,c
es)/2ca
12/7cc
Here
Seam
si ts
st50/4,
SOO/4m

W
NC
U.
lAt
let
00.
PP
Oil
Fus
Ss

ou
w
mo.

%VW

Xs

err tektinnain
$100140,
wecacknaRCas
Mae
ereedere RCAF's'
fle/250
wee LereaRCR
WicroulacenRER
832/2cc
nfdateeFICI.vme
1155/.h.
ROGatelaper RCA
135/4e, Nora,
AparelorknoRCA
teem
SWGeTeieRGSFLeeni
$18/2tx
ROTtereceRasIrrin
»Mu
ao-inteRCA
127/4e
ReenessernRCA
83/ra
atiGoaRCAPLI/lbe am.
lance
ovcsenas reareeein
18/2ts
Peas Reark2SOFCA
810/2re
seer Iname2StudeRGS S'Nes
seer RoveiveoRF-A
Sr/2pc
StreeDateneOsePak taanaa
stowerGeStrlare
Van
$151,4.4
Sag Wav
125

THE RETURN OF A LEGEND

hope Sound Lobs lube Amu , .
33 30W Integr...$655
On
$559
34 30W Stereo.. $699

Ont

$599

32 50W Stereo.. $89$ Kg $699
37 20W Stereo $1999 Kl $1495
35 10W Stereo

$1769 Kit

36 IOW Morro

$1195 K.1

$895

36 15W Morro. $1125 Kt

$855

5199
$99

DIT8 DAC-in-the-Box
ODE v1.2 DAC
DOE o3.0 DAC
DTI o2.0/DDE v.3.0 Combo
DTI Pro 32 de phenng
DTI o2.O de.rttenng
DTI Plus de rttenng

see.

Stabi

$250
Vac-in-the-box MM /MC Amp

$249

. .$995
..$850
...$695

ale

Nifty Gritty 1.5 Fl
Rely Golly 1.5 sea,
Ffitty GrItty 1.0 manual
Nifty Graty Record Master

$1385

38 100W Mono block 1859 No Kt
ida 502 60W integrated
ida 302 50W integrated
lida 202 .10W Integrated

KUZMA
harb ar

5749
$999
$1495
$499
$259

11.1710
POWEr

$129

ACD Pro CD Player
DOS Pro CD Prayer

30"
n

$1195
$1395

REGA
REGA
REGA
REGA

Planar
Planar
Planar
Planar

9 with calndge
$2350
3wrth cartndge
$650
2with cartridge
$450
78 voth canndge
$450

Celerbfre
lE POWER PACK II
$199
DWER PACK V
5499
DWER WEDGE 118
$1279
DWER WEDGE 116
$639
DWER WEDGE 114
5499
OWER WEDGE 122
$479
OWER WEDGE 112
5389
ower Enhancer 1 ...
5279
enemas MAX 10004
.
$249
eon line 083
$549
ean line junior •11 Analog
$229
can line junior Ill Digital
$299
can line Power Strip
$25
lectraClear EAU-1

Ultra
Clantier
-5119
CD
Clarifier

lard
C
OROT
11•I•11

Benz-Micro PP-1

$1350

GOLD AERO Signature
GOLD AERO db45
Ortofon T-7500 Transformer

$1000
$800
$3000

Ortofon T-3000 Transformer

$1400

.4 It,.
We We*.

Shakb

Thorens TD-320 MK in

Stone

Thorens 113-318 MK in
Thorens TD-280 MK no
Thorens TD-180 MK in

Weer

$29.04
4- in

ot

AA.
BENZ at MICRO

Ortofon T-20 MK II Transformer $450
DENON AU-S1
Northwestern Electric PP-1
CREEK OBH-9 MC Pre-amp
CREEK OBH-8 MM Pre-amp
DB-89G MC Pre-ambhfier

$800
$489
$249
$199
$175

DB-8 MM Pre•amphler
Music Hall MM Pre•amplitier

5150
599

O.E.D. Discsaver MM ..

$89

B-Tech 26 MM Pre-ampeler

$50

No-Name MM Pre-amplifier

se.

$395

$249

$750
$600 /5400

Glider
Benz Trade /RE II,

yr

$40

~BM

Blue Point Special
RE-Tip (exchange)

51080
$925
$540
5473

$295
$195

Blue Point /RE-Tip .. $195 /5110
RE-Tip BP to BPS
$225

RudioPrism FM FIntennos

'
4"

AP-8500 5' tall

Bang & Olufsen

besthetx Benz Orimagneexer
Cardas Sweep Record 183g

. $495

5199
$17

Beocom 1400
AP-7500 7' tall

Koh Frdellty

black firosh

Telephone .. $100
right Star
ig Rock
ig Reek /

eJechneutre

$295

Sumiko Pro-ject 6
Surniko Project 1.2

Orono, Do.,Deuce
4

•

$175
_5149'5125/ 599

ittleReCk 1/2/3 ..$129/$179/$79

0C9 /

ffl
$15 ea

I
/ 2 for $28

Care
/ 3 tor $39

Gale
AO Laser Guide

e
AP-8500 Black

$29

AP 7500

Real Wood

RINGMAT 330 MK It XLR
$90
oudioquest Sorbolhane Mat ... $60

ProGold Mini Spray 159
ProGold 05 Spray
ProGold G100 SPRY
Kontak
AO Ultra Connect
02 Stocker Spray 2oz .
S-711 Head Cleaner 7oz
LAST Tape Head Treatment

Hubbell Outlet

Postman Wrench
Blue-Tack

Record

.

$15"
$24.
$60
$30

discwasher D-Stat II Mat

$99

Ill Power Cleaner
...$28 (1/2 rib
.. $152 (404/

discwasher VRP Sleeves 12 (10). S7
1601.533
(1001...$53

RCM Record Machine Fluid $50 It ga.)

Witty Gritty Record Sleeves 12"
(301..517 11001 .$40
(500)_4157

$7"
Sfr

DynaClear Tweeter Lenses .$12/0/
ART Demagnetizing Wand
$60
Turntable Bearing Oil
$14
AO Tonearm Damper; Fluid
$10

SeXe Light $85
SME Strobe Disk
Fie Record Sire .$49

02 Record Preservative
12001 ..$158116041

Ricepaper Sleeves 12"
110).. $6
ir
12
12'
Ir
12"

(501

$20

Cardboard Outer
Feted Poly °saws
Fitted CM Resealed.
Paper /Pory Inners .
Paper Inners
Gold Paper Inners 78s
r Paper /Poly inners .
r Paper Inners

(1001...$40
85e/ ea
(50).. $15
(50) .. $22
150) .. 512
MO) ..$18
(501 .. MO

53 Record Cleaner

Audio
Technica

KA8 Speedstrobe

!If! "1.3.b
r
.1

Mo-Fi Rice Paper Sleeves 12"
(10) .S7
(6o) .533
11031...$70

Mauer Anti-static Sleeves 12'
1101...56
(501..526
(100)...550

$14 ./ea 2/$25

.... $12

.... 5125

'Praged

;•
•;•
e

;oss OZ /2000 Microphone lechnol>gy/removes outside noise
$179
3ennheiser HD580
$299
;oss ESP 950
5499

$299 /5235

AP 5501

AP 6500

0 Big Feet
to -10 es, . . $60
0 CD Feet ,uo to 20 insi
$39
0 Self Stick Sheet n o90
$15
eeek GREEN AUDIO POINTS
tandard 1.0 1
,11 '
$59 /3pc
orge 1.5 1.y I' )"
$99 /4pc
orge 2.0 I r2$135/4 pc
udioPrism
arge loo Bearings
$84/3 pc
$m./ 3pc
mall Is° Beanngs

Audio
Technica

$899
$399

ML150 /stylus

s-raNTon

$17(2oz)

114 Stylus Cleaner

S15,12001

45 Stylant Treatment . 823 IA ml
01 8 02 Power Cleaner & Record

THE PIG RECORD GRIP

Preservative Combo Krt .
$49
12
113 Record Preservative

JA. Michell Black Clamp

Record Cleaner Combo Kt

JA. Michell Gold Clamp
SOTA ICLAMP

$40

01, 824 03 Power Cleaner. Record
Preservatrve & All Purpose Record
Cleaner Co,,b0 Kit

$66

Treatment Combo Kt

SOTA REFLEX CLAMP

$130
$ao
$179

_9•

$34

It 82, sta 84 8 05 Power Cleaner,
Record Preservatwe, All Purpose
Record Cleaner, Stylus Cleaner
Stylus Treatment(.er'lvlknl

o

$225

JA. Michell Silver Clamp

84 & 85 Stylus Cleaner & Stylus

$99

Ilignenent hoe!,
MO -Fi
CEO- DISC
$30

Hunt FDA Mark 6Record Brush
doscwasher DI Brush System ..

$20
S19

Original London (Decca) Brush ... $25
AO Carbon Fiber Brush
515
GRCIV Glide Record Treatment .$24

X5-MC 2mv.
X3-MC 2reV,
XI-MC 2Mr
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo

Mc
MC
MC
33mV. MC
33mV: MC

$40
$40

SC-2 Stylus Care
System. .$7"

XL0 Test & Burn-in CD
$30
Ultimate Demonstration Disk
515
The Complete Guide To High-end Audio
Paperback $30
Hardcover $40

CIDL 2

Sc -2 Refill Fluid
$2"

Oo

discwasher

CD Laser Lens Cleaner
Deluxe CD HydroBath
CD Scratch Remover &Pole

$17
$49

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Sanos climate Foundaton
iii
5329 20. .5338 24'... $330 28... 5348
Santis Reference Foundation II 16" 8249 2,
3'... $258 24'... $250 28'... nee
Sanos Steel Foundahon It
16'... 5189 KC_ $179 24 -... $179 28'... $188
FloomTune Babc•Rmk Speaker Stand 16/21124" Top Plate 65" a7.5" 19 lbs 8129
8-Tech BT.9 Hoh.loge Speaker Stands 36" H: hobs up to 20 lbs.
055
Lovan Caber Speaker Stands 18' 11 x8" D a7- W
S119

G. Lovan Classic II Amp Stand 4.5" 9 it 23.25' (Iv 19 5' W. 2$ Naar clearance
5109
H. Loran Center Channel Jr. Director 7711/x5'D. $40. Dkector 121V 0F0..550
I. FloornTune 13938/6 38' IA y1575" El 023 75" W. 08 Mx
$240
Gold Aero, Sovtek, Svetlana
Socket Savers
$16" /2 pc
Tubesoa
$69 /2 pc
Tube Tapper
53/ea
MIDAS tube dampers ..$89 /pr.
402

Sr/I .oz
$7"/6oz

J. RoornTune BR35/5 35 - H o15.75' D x23 75' W: 42 lbs
$229
K. Samos Steel Audio Rack CF35 35" H ..$31R CFOS 45'H...5388; CF55 55" 0 S419
L.
M.
N.
O.

Lovan Clesec I4-Shelf Stereo Stand 35.5' H x17.4 - D x211.13' W
RoornTune Vkleo Rack Lowboy 20' NY24" 5 x53'W:84 Os
RoornTune Deluxe Justirsck OM 365 2r H .15.75 - El re 23.75W:102 lbs
RoomTune Clarteceeck CR24-2 24" H a15 75 - Da 23.75- br. 84 lbs

Prces sub* to change NOI MUMMA* Tor typapedaral

5329
$399
5379
$289

BV e
U
Tweezers

sis
$12

----

Great for Head Shell Leads

SHURE Stylus Force Gauge
Ortof on Stylus Force Gauge

$26
$32
$26

55 .

$225
$160
$100
$180
$110

GRADO
Toneann Cable
12m/ $45
oudioguest
12m/595
oudioguest Emerald 1.2m /$150
oudioguest PTO .... 1.2m /$275
Gerdes Cross
125rn/ S249
Gerdes Hex
120.0 /$379
Kimberkable KCAG
1m /$390
SME
lm /$175
Sneer WM Maestro II
/$180
51RAIGIR YRRE Virtuoso . 1m /$275
XL0 Pro 103P
lm /$99
XL0 Reference 3a
.... ter /$400
XLO Signature 3.1
lrn/ $750

514"/16oz

ouchoguest HL -5" . LC-OFC
Sumiko Premier JHL-29
Sumiko Silver 32 me-,
Sumiko Silver 50 nvn
Van den Hut SehA/ NeeTAII LAWS

=M_)

Sonic Circles Stabilizer Rings
$6/sor
$11/lopc $25/ 25 Pc
LAST CD Cleaner
$18 loo
Digi-Last Protect. ShwItts$13 /zo pc
Nifty Gritty CD Master
$49"

'or
rhscwasher

.

Tonearrn Cables

DB Systems
Protractor
RudioPrism CD Black Light
MO-Fl Soundcheck Test CD

$299 /5235

$14
$8

DRI
$247
1022GX

Your Choice
515/ ea
calti.
se...

JERRY RASKNS

$30 /$20
$35 /$30
$40 I$.33
$55 /$36
$65/545
$85 /$55
$95 /575
$119 /$62
5130 /5110
5170 /590
$255 /$135
$400 /$225
$600 /$375

1042

Headshells

Steel., Premier Headshe HS-12
Tonearrn Wrap

ITE.1 /Stylus
ZCE+1 /Stylus
ZF3E+ /Stylus
ZF24. /Stylus
ZF1o /Stytus
Z« /Stylus
/Stylus
Signature Jr. / Stylus
U-n/Stylus
8MZ /Stylus
MCZ II /Stylus
TU /Stylus
XTZ /Stylus

$180
1012GX
$32
$20

$135
1006
$69
inlodNeedleDoctor.com
http://www.NeedleDoctor.com

DIE DOCTOR

V 8 0 0 •2 2 9 •0 6 4 4
612 - 378 - 0543 • FAX 378 - 9024 • 419 14th Ave. S.E. • Mpls, MN 55414

AUDIO OUTLET
Serving Discriminating Music Lovers Worldwide.
DIGITAL
Accuphase
Acürus •Altis •Aragon
Audio Alchemy (call for special combo pricing)
Audiolab •Cary •CEC
Encore
Micromega
Monarchy
Muse
Parasound

Muse Model 2

ELECTRONICS
Acürus •AMC •Aragon •Audio Alchemy •Audiolab
Audio Matière •Brown Electronic Labs (BEL)
Cary •conrad-johnson •Copland
Creek •Densen •Jolida
Klyne •LAMM
Melos •Michael Yee
Muse •Nakamichi
OCM/Belles
Plinius •PSE
Sunfire •YBA
Audio Outlet -Your Vacuum Tube Specialist!

conrad-johnson Premier lia

SPEAKERS
Artemis •Audio Artistry
Audio Physic
Epos •Harbeth
Joseph Audio
Martin-Logan
NEAR.
Paradigm & Paradigm Reference
ProAc
Reference 3A
Totem

ANALOG
Basis Engineering •Benz-Micro
Clearaudio •Graham Engineering
Grado •Eminent Technology
Immedia •Kuzma •Lyra
Project Series •Rega •SME
Clearaudio
Sota •Sumiko •Townshend
Insider

VACUUM TUBES
Gold Aero •Golden Dragon
Sovtek •Svetlana
Svetlana 6550C

HOME THEATER
Acürus •Aragon •Angstrom by Mike Moffat Labs
Paradigm

gittramer-eireannt,
Arcici •Atlantis •Black
Diamond Racing •CWD
Design Progression •Magro
Roomtune JustaRacks
Salamander •Signal Guard
Solidsteel •Sound Anchor
Standesign •Symposium •Target

GROUND LOOP ELIMINAT
M.A.G.I.C. Box by Mondial Designs

CABLES

Improved' -Martin Logan Aenus
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Perhaps most surprising (and satishe three benchmarks for why a
fying) is what Byron does for jazz clasdisc is judged "outstanding" arc
sics like WC. Handy's "St. Louis
quality of musical content, qualBlues," and Clarence and Spencer
ity of performance, and quality of
Williams's saxophone showpiece,
recorded sound. There is, however,
"Royal Garden Blues." Both of these
one other quality that, in rare cases,
well-worn, often-wheezy tunes are
can prove overwhelming. No matter
revitalized here in wonderful new
how naïve it sounds, every once in a
ways. In Byron's hands, Handy's maswhile adisc comes along that is, for
terpiece starts out cleft and nimble,
lack of more precise terms, full of
with Steve Wilson's alto and Charles
joy—one hell of alot of fin.
Lewis's trumpet doubling and tripling
Don Hymn's Bug musk fits that
Byron's line in almost boppish fashion.
description to aT At first glance, this
(No matter what the context, everyseemingly incongruous collection of
thing on this disc clips along.) The
Byron and avarying collection of New
DON BYRON
arrangement then shifts gears to swing
York sessionmen working out the
Bug Music
hard, courtesy of bassist Kenny Davis
music of John Kirby, Raymond Scott,
and drummer Billy Hart, before windand Duke Ellington doesn't look like
Don Byron, clarinet, baritone saxophone,
ing up in the abrupt way so endemic in
vocals; Steve Wilson, alto saxophone;
much. Then you see the two penguins
Robert IkBellis, tenor saxophone; Charles
20s and '30s jazz ensembles. "Royal
on the cover. Next come Byron's own
Lewis, Steve Bernstein, James Zollar,
Garden Blues" is brought to life by
liner notes, which begin by explaining
Trumpet; Craig Harris, trombone; Uri
Byron's long, fluid clarinet leads, Steve
how he lifted the terni "Bug Music"
Craine, piano, vocals; Paul Meyers, banjo;
Bernstein's flavorful mute work, and
David Gilmore, guitar; Kenny Davis, bass;
from The nintstones. 'Then, out of your
Pheeroan akILaff, Billy Hart, Joey Baron,
Steve Wilson's tasteful alto fills. If this
speakers. conies abubbly rendition of
(Inuits; Dean Bowman, vocals.
group had taken awhack at "Tiger
an obscure snippet of early Ellingtonia
Nonesuch 79438-2 (CD only) 1996. Don
Rag," they might have whipped up
called "The Dicty Glide." In amatter of
Byron, prod.; I
Kapilian, assoc. prod.;
enough juice to light Manhattan for a
Rem Lazarus, cog.; David Merrill, assist
minutes —I know this sounds just too
cog.; Alan Tucker, mastering eng. Carol
month. 'There's so much spirit and
precious, but stay with me —you're
Yaple, exec. prod. ??? IT: 51:07
good energy —not to mention instruswept up in Byron's boundless enthusMusic * * * * *
mental muscle — in these perforiasm for this music.
Sonics * * * * *
mances that even jazz purists will be
What exactly is this
won over.
music? Early jazz,
Bug Music's second half administers
incidental music,
ahealthy dose of Raymond Scott before closing with
hot jazz, almost Dixieland, are all
sweet, palate-cleansing dabs of Ellington and Strayhorn.
parts of the mix. And the six twistAgain, Byron's playing and arrangements are superb.
ed nonimprovisational musical
Scott's archetypal "Powerhouse" is all galloping rhythms
fantasias by Raymond Scott arc
and crazy scales before it finally breaks into Scott's famous
best known from their use in
semi-menacing, rhythmic piano/woodwind/brass riff—
the soundtracks of many
one that Carl Stalling used over and over, whenever the
Warner Brothers cartoons.
Acme Factory was running full bore, a monster was
Byron's theory of how
marching toward Bugs, or Daffy was being shot into
real composers "out" the
space.
ideas of other composers
Byron's valentines to Duke Ellington — a snappy
and resynthesize them,
"Cotton Club Stomp" and apiano-and-clarinet version of
while not earth-shattering,
"Blue Bubbles" in which Uri Craine pounds the keys and
provides Bug Music with its philoByron shrieks—are a fitting finale. And the coda of
sophical groundwork. Musically, it's the
"SNIBOR," by Billy Strayhorn is just the right dab of
possibilities of jazz-ensemble playemotional and sonic icing.
ing, working from written arThose who've found Byron's playing abit cold, or his
rangements or winging it from the
recent recordings too esoteric should give this disc a
head, that interest him and ultichance.
—Robert Baird
mately give this disc its tingle.
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JOHN ADAMS
EL Dorado
With: Busoni: Berreuse Éligiaque, art for chamber
orchestra by Adams; Liszt: The Black Gondola,"
orchestrated by Adams.
John Adams, London Sinfonietta (Adams); Kent
Nagano, Halle Orchestra (Busoni, Liszt)
Nonesuch 79359-2 (Cl) only). 1996. Martin
Sauer, prod.; 1)on Hartridge, eng. D1)1). TT:
47:04
Music * * * *

Sonics * * * *

I

nEl Dorado,John Adams elevates simple ideas to dramatic heights. Conceived as awork depicting the natural
world with and without mankind, the
two-movement suite for chamber orchestra contrasts creation and corruption,
with an overriding air of affirmation in the
wake of turmoil. In asense, Adams seems
to be saying that the earth will endure,
healing and cleansing itself long after
mankind and all its works have become
stubby fossils in amatrix of bare stone.
The overall concept came quickly to
Adams, though fleshing it out took considerably greater time. The opening
movement, "A Dream of Gold," is not
the portrait of Spanish colonial conquest
its title su 14:ests. Rather, Adams strives to
depict the ways in which man's technological evolution has adversely impacted
his environment. Starting in a hazy
atmosphere of soft, quivering strings and
sparse marimba plunks, the 12'/2-minute
movement steadily snowballs. The
merely disquieting takes on an increasingly relentless air as tonally ambiguous
elements begin to pile up. Energy
mounts with volume as the conveyor
belt to oblivion gathers momentum. Textures grow thicker as
pulses rub jaggedly against
counterpulses. Spiraling,
elongated
melodic
phrases put atranslucent haze of smoke
around the slithering
beast, accelerated by
quick sweeps of woodwinds. By the knifeedged close, aclear sense
of inescapable danger has
been established. Time to
flush those monkeys, rinse,
and repeat. Adams sees "A
Dream of Gold" 's long, steady,
abruptly truncated crescendo as a
ramp to nowhere.
By contrast, "Soledades" (Solitudes)
Stereophile, January 1997

is more tonally grounded (though still
GAVIN BRYARS
slightly ambiguous) in its depiction of the
Farewell to Philosophy
balance of nature. Long and arch-shaped,
With: One Last Bar the Joe Gin Sine By tlw Vaar
it bumps along through layers of simultaneous if unsynchronized activity. There is Julian Lloyd Weblx•r, cello; Charlie Haden, double bass; Nexus; James Judd, English Chamber
asense of slow, steady breathing to the
Orchestra
first half of the movement, even as it Point Music 454 126-2 (Cl) only). 1996. Anna
Barry, Bill Cabo, Ray Dillard, prods.; Jan
marches along through sudden gusts,
Wesselink, Douglas Blair, David A. Dusman,
swirls, and eddies. Past the crest, it graduRay Dillard, engs. DDD. TT: 75:08
ally wanes in volatility, volume, and texMusic
****
tural complexity to close — deep, soft,
Sonics
*
****
and serene, as if seen from arising vantage point in space.
avin Bryars has my vote as one of
the most eclectic and stimulating
Throughout, Kent Nagano keeps
composers of our time —considAdams's finely sliced rhythms and
exactingly envisioned textures in sharp er Medea, The Sinking of the Titanic, and
focus, rendering both overall shape and Jesus Blood Never Failed Me Yet, the last
inspired by a tramp singing outside
intimate detail with equal clarity.
London's Elephant and Castle —and
The two Adams orchestrations, while
very different in musical language, echo you'll know what Imean. The wide haul
the mood established by the opening of this inspiration is hardly surprising
pieces. Busoni's Berceuese Élégiaque, or when you discover his background: a
"Cradle Song" (of the Man at the Coffin philosophy graduate with aspecial interof his Mother) was composed after the est in Marcel 1)uchamp (and Sherlock
Holmes), aprofessional bassist working
death of the composer's own mother. In
this highly romantic setting Adams cap- chiefly in jazz and improvised music, and
tures the intimate work's melancholy aformer member of the Steve Reich Enand sense of suspended, dreamlike time. semble. This disc not only reveals the
He chisels and sculpts waves of remem- strengths of his knowledge, but also
brance and rage, texturally accenting the Bryars's love of writing for performers
whose sound he knows and admires.
sad, episodic tableau.
Farewell to Philosophy is acello concerto
Death was again the inspiration
that inhabits the seductive world of sopbehind Franz Liszes The Black Gondola —
in this case, that of his friend and son-in- orific sounds and dreamlike sequences
law, Richard Wagner. Originally apiano that have become ahallmark of Bryars's
work, it illustrates acoffin in agondola work. The 35-minute-long single movement — throughout which the cello plays
navigating the canals of Venice on the
way to its final resting place. Adams virtually without cease—is dedicated to
echoes Liszes own references to Wagner Julian Lloyd Webber, who suggested it
with apurely Wagnerian treatment, in might make acompanion piece for one of
both his orchestration and his conduct- Haydn's Concertos. Its title, however,
ing. His elasticity of phrasing and pace is alludes to two of Haydn's symphonies,
superb, capturing Gondola's contrasts of while also making reference to Bryars's
motion and stasis, stark austerity and lush own departure from the world of philosemotion, reality and other- ophy for that of music.
Otw Last Bar tells of Bryars's ongoing
worldliness, trouble and
20-year friendship with the Canadian
redemption.
percussion quintet Nexus, while plotting
—Dan Buckley
the development of percussion instruments over amuch longer period of time.
As bowed crotales and songbelLs above
marimba and xylophone ostinati oust the
John Adams
naive limitations of the openings untuned instruments, the piece moves into a
quite beautiful, trancelike stratosphere.
With its feet firmly on the ground is By
the Vaar, an extended adagio written forjazz
bassist Charlie Haden. Its opening instandy
demonstrates the rich tonal quality of
Haden's low- and middle-register gut
strings in aprolonged pizzicato over slow,
pulsating string harmonies, the complete
work adelightful mix ofjazz and classical
principles and sonorities. A perfect introduction to Bryars's music.
-Barbara Jahn
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melodic gift, or the deft ear for deep harmonic and high overtone voice leadings
that are among the roughhewn composer's most arresting qualities — let alone
the potent drama Harris so skillfully
wove into this quarter-hour masterpiece.
Presently, despite audio limitations and a
near train wreck in the coda, the single
way to experience the real Harris Third
remains the 1942 Toscanini/NBC broadcast on Dell'Arte's Toscanini Conducts His
Contemporaries.
Chandos has given this production an
even, center-of-the-hall perspective, and
yet there's an afterglow in the sound—
like the sugar glaze on adonut —that
seems to say, "Hi. I'm such agreat-sounding recording. Have anice day."

Aaron Copland and Michael Tilson Thomas

COPLAND
Piano Concerto
With: Orchestral Variations, Short Symphony,
Symphonic Ode
Garrick Ohlsson, piano'; Michael Tilson Thomas,
San Francisco Symphony
RCA 68541-2 (CD only). 1996. Markus Heiland,
prod.; Ulrich Schneider, eng. DDD. TT: 66:14
Music * * * * *

Sonics * * * * *

T

hough it's asad fact that Aaron
Copland rarely served himself well
as aconductor of his own works,
BMG/ RCA now has under contract two
of the leading American conductors of
their generation, who definitely reveal
Copland the composer from different
perspectives. This disc by Michael Tilson
Thomas follows by months a similar
release by Leonard Slatkin leading the St.
Louis Symphony (the Orchestral Variations and Short Symphony are duplicated
here) as RCA tempts the marketing gods
to strike them down, and Copland the
conductor has his lunch eaten.
Although his approach is by no means
a tip-toe through the tulips, Tilson
Thomas vindicates the lighter approach
to the classically scored Short Symphony,
in which Slatkin is somewhat too heavy.
Tilson Thomas also takes avery different
approach to the Orchestral Variations.
Just listen to the tension and the lifelike
quiet of those prolonged pauses between
the ja 14:,ed mottos of the introduction.
No dead CD silence here. Slatkin put the
work across with considerable intensity
as aformal study. Tilson Thomas does it
as amood piece, and works aspooky,
spine-tingling magic with it.
Garrick Ohlsson turns in arousingly
idiomatic performance of the rude and
jazzy Piano Concerto. The uptight, pompous matrons and patrons of the 1920s
who disdained Gershwin's Rhapsodies
and Concerto in Freally hated this piece.
Hear it now, with its blues, ragtimes, and
Stereophile, January 1997

city-traffic impressions, and smile as
Copland intended you to. Ohlsson easily
meets the standard set by Earl Wild in his
justly admired Vanguard recording with
Copland conducting, and thoroughly
trounces the composer's own feeble
attempt on Sony, Bernstein conducting.
Until now, the only previous recording
of the Symphonic Ode was Copland's
own with the LSO on Sony. Ode is
almost too powerful for its own good, but
MTT/SFO play this jazzy, French-influenced, and Mahlerian piece of prime early
Americana for all it is worth, and more.
The sound compares favorably with
the best work being done by the most
uncompromising small independents.
—Richard Schneider

HARRIS and COPLAND
Symphony 3
Neeme prvi, Detroit Symphony
Chandos CHAN 9474 (CD only). 1996. Ralph
Couzens, Charles Greenwell, prods.; Dan
Dene, eng. DDD. 'IT: 5725

—Richard Schneider

Mk_
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Don Giovanni
Bo Skovhus, Don Giovanni; Alessandro C,orbelli,
Leporello; Christine Brewer, Donna Anna;
Jerry Hadley, Don Ottavio; Felicity Lott,
Donna Elvira; Nuccia Focile, Zerlina; Umberto Chiummo, Masetto/I1 Commendatore;
Scottish Chamber Orchestra & Chorus, Sir
Charles Mackerras
Telarc CD-80420 (3 CDs only). 1996. James
Mallinson, prod.; Jack Renner, eng. DDD. TI':
3:03:14

Sonics * *

Music * *
Sonics * * * * 1
/
2

wo of America's best-known third
symphonies are paired here for the
first time. Unfortunately, the
favorable impression this recording
makes on first hearing palls with more
attentive listening.
Jârvi does better with the Copland,
whose form and idiom are obvious to
him and certainly familiar to the DSO.
But it's hardly more than a starting
point. For the type of emotional experience most listeners seek from music,
the 1985 Bernstein/NYF' on DG still
rules — at least until Sony reissues the
1965 Bernstein/NYR
Jârvi/DSO add afifth to the currently
available Harris Thirds, but little else.
Jârvi is in too much of ahurry to allow
his listeners to appreciate Harris's arching

eaders of Stereophik might realize,
as I
just have, that this is the fourth
Don Giovanni I'm reviewing in
these pages: Norrington's, Gardiner's,
and Mitropoulis's came before. Ilike all
three, but Gardiner and Mitropoulis are
indispensable — though they're poles
apart in almost every sense, their musical
and dramatic validity are unimpeachable.
This new recording, under the always
alert and intelligent Sir Charles Mackerras, is always alert and intelligent—
some might call it aDon for all seasons.
My problem with it is that, with one
exception, Ican't remember athing about
it five minutes after listening to it —either
ascene at atime or in its entirety.
Nor could Ifind anything actually
"wrong" with Mackerras's Figaro, though

Music * *

T
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Ithought it was "lacking an edge." What
Ifeel about this Don is similar, but not as
kind. Almost everything is in place:
Though not using a period band,
Mackerras opts for valveless horns and
trumpets and what sounds like period
timpani (that one memorable moment
for me is the first sound of the overture,
with its emphasis on these instruments).
He's neither too precise nor too romantic, and tempos are invariably right.
Appoggiaturas and embellished lines are
in good taste and most welcome. Ensemble work is superb, characters sing
off the text. There is no way to find fault
with this set. It's just ineffective.
The singing is rarely less than good,
and never exceptional: Skovhus is afine,
lightish Don, hardly menacing, but virile. C,orbelli as L,eporello sounds abit
too much like his boss; he sings well, but
makes little impression, even in his big
aria. Lott lacks the heft Iprefer in Elvira,
though she knows and understands this
complex woman well. Brewer's tone is
occasionally pinched, but she's always
efficient as Anna; and Hadley, if abit
throaty, gives us agenuine Ottavio. The
others are good, and the orchestra and
chorus have just the right spring.
In the never-ending search for
options and completeness, Mackerras
offers both the Prague and Vienna versions of the score (as does Norrington),
allowing us to hear all the music Mozart
composed for this opera. If you want
just Prague, play the first two discs
straight through, then cut the first 10
tracks of the third; asimilar bit of toying
is needed to program the Vienna version. The concert version of the overture is given as an appendix on disc 3.
But even abit of prior familiarity
with Don Giovanni can make one realize
what's missing here: This Don has no
face.
-Robert Levine
OFFENBACH
Les Contes d'Hoffmann
Roberto Alagna, Hoffmann; José van Dam,
Lindorf/Coppelius/Dr. Miracle/Dapemitto;
Natalie Dessay, Olympia; Leontina Vaduva,
Antonia; Sumi Jo, Giulietta; Catherine Dubose,
Li Muse/Stella; Gilles Ragon, Andres/Cochenille/Frantz/Pitichinacchio; Michel Sénéchal, Spalanzani; Gabriel Bacquier/Crespel;
others; Chorus & Orchestra of the National
Opera of Lyon, Kent Nagano
Erato 14330-2 (3 CDs only). 1996. Martin Sauer,
prod.; Michel LePage, eng. DDD. TI': 2:51:59
Music * * * *

Sonics * * * *

T

his may just be the Hoffmann we've
been waiting for. Like the recording led by Jeffrey Tate on Philips, it

Stereophiie, January 1997

uses musicologist Michael ICaye's "new"
research and findings, only more so
(more of the score has been discovered
since Philips's recording). The results are
fascinating, and the opera seems nowhere as long as this set's nearly threehour playing time. And the casting has
been done with great care.
To the Hoffmann first: Alagna is pretty wonderful. One might argue stylistically for aleaner sound (like Kraus's
or Gedda's); Alagna's is very muscular
(read: Italianate). But one gets used to it,
and it is abeautiful sound. His French is

ahead of the vocally taxed Jessye
Norman, although both are moving.
Nagano's leadership is first-rate — he
mocks, he entertains, he balances the
funny with the dreadful. His tempos
can be quick, but never seem rushed.
The only time Ifelt let down was in the
finale of the Antonia Act — the frenzy
isn't quite there. But overall, no complaints.
Erato's sound is fabulous — big, rich,
and real: Philips's was agarden of artificiality. Despite my little reservations,
this is the recording of this opera Idon't
want to do without. Neither should
VOlt.

—Robert Levine

MATTHAEUS PIPELARE
Missa "l'homme armé,"
Chansons, Motets
Paul Van Nevel, Huelgas Ensemble
Sony Classical SK 68258 (CD only). 1996. Wolf
Erichson, prod.; Markus Heiland, eng. DDD.
T1': 65:19
Music * * * *

Sonics * * * *

perfect, his involvement and passion
never in doubt. The more Ihear it, the
more Ilike his performance — it sweeps
one away. Araiza (with Tate) isn't bad,
but the voice itself isn't very alluring,
and he always sounds like he's whining.
Van Dam's four villains are exquisitely
drawn — you'd better run when one of
these dudes walks into the room—but
the voice has dried up somewhat. His
competition is what may just be Samuel
Ramey's (with Tate) best-recorded performance: the sound is juicy and he
seems more involved than usual. But
van Dam is deeper, he really wants to
hurt. Dubosc's Nicldausse is avery good
performance, but in this edition Nicklausse has a great deal to do, and
Dubosc's tone is simply way below von
Otter's league. Gilles Ragon, as the four
little annoying characters, is the best you
can get.
Nagano opts for three singers for the
three lovers, as did Tate, and his choices
are all better, but to varying degrees.
Natalie Dessay is aspectacular Olympia
(up to some amazing high Gs), and she
really gets into the art se artifice controversy with verve, particularly as compared with Eva Lind's chirpy performance. Surni Jo is the Giulietta (in this
edition a high soprano with some
wicked coloratura). Studer (for Tate)
may have been more voluptuous, but
Jo's virtuosity, French, and overall style
win. And Vaduva, as Antonia, is way

5

uperficially, some parts of Pipelare's Missa "Plioninie arm? for unaccompanied male voices resemble
Gregorian chant. However, while chant
relies on ahypnotic wash of undulating
sound, Pipelare's works demand and
repay attentive listening because they are
full of extraordinary and surprising
detail. Some harmonic combinations
sound almost avant-garde, embellishments are scintillating, and Pipelare's
syncopations are remarkably sophisticated. He knows just how to play voices off
each other, from soaring tenor lines
to the deepest of basso profundos.
"L'homme armé" was a well-known
song, but Pipelare's variations transform
it into a profoundly spiritual work.
Equally affecting are the "Salve regina"
and "Memorare Mater Christi," which
celebrate the Virgin Mary. Three secular
songs, delightful and intricate in their
own rights, round out the recording.
What finally makes these performances captivating is the splendid singing
of the Huelgas Ensemble, a15-voice choir
conducted by Paul Van Nevel. Each vocal
line is distinct, and the interplay of notes
and voices is palpable. Intonation is spoton, pronunciation clean: there's none of
the soupy blurring that mars some polyphonic singing. Tempos, of necessity, lack
much variety, but that's not true of the
dynamic range. Everything is enhanced
by the spacious but nonreverberant
sound. If chant is to your liking, move on
and discover the work of this 15th-century Flemish mastet
—J.P. Wearing
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STEVE REICH
Proverb, Nagoya Marimbas, City Life
Theatre of Voices, members of the Steve Reich
Ensemble; Paul Hillier, cond. Bob Becker,
James Preiss, marimbas; Steve Reich Ensemble,
Bradley Lubman, cond.
Nonesuch 79430-2 (CD only). 1996. Judith
Sherman, prod.; John Kilgore, eng. DDD. TT:
4137
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ith City Lfe, amore mature
Steve Reich revisits the inspirations of his past and begins
to fully realize the potential the digital
sampling keyboard brings to the composer's world.
City Lifi. recalls Reich's early experiments using human speaking voices
(Conte Out, It's Gonna Rain), as well as
his seminal Deem Trains. The earlier
pieces were slow, gradual phase works
that pitted tape playbacks of different
speeds against one another to produce
the aural equivalent of interference patterns. Trains saw Reich deriving melodic themes from the rise and fall of
human speech. He followed with The
Cave, attempting to draw alarge work
almost exclusively from the melodies of
human speech. Reich seemed so enamored of what was said that he failed to
adequately develop the resultant musical themes.
The 23-minute City Life—scored for
paired flutes, oboes, clarinets, pianos,
samplers, percussion, string quartet, and
bass — is as brilliant as The Cave was
flawed. Its form is sufficiently compact
to keep Reich's ideas from running out
of steam, and the sonic palette has been
broadened. Here Reich uses not just
speaking voices but an array of city
sounds (boats in the harbor, car alarms,
sirens, door slams, heartbeats, etc.) as
textural elements. The five brief movements all display the quick, episodic
nature of Reich's mature writing. This is
not "stuck record" music.
Reich keeps the soundscape and
mood in constant flux. In the opening
Stereophile, January 1997

movement he generates afunky little
dance with an assembly line of melodic
and structural activity spawned from a
street vendor saying "Check it out,"
punctuated and accented by city sounds.
Without pause, he abruptly darkens the
mood with "Pile Drivers/Alarms,"
overlapping and thickening elements
over the ominous pulse of construction.
"k's Been aHoneymoon," reminiscent of "It's Gonna Rain," could be the
big hit single. Reich here plays with the
attack of the vocal sample to create raplike rhythms. It's got agood beat, you
can dance (or at least twitch rhythmically) to it — I'd give it an 8. The stereo
hocketing of the vocal samples is anice
'60s-style touch. "Heartbeats/Boats and
Buoys," which follows, is again darkly
foreboding, the shadowy harmonies of
boats in the harbor and simulated string
buoys generating arestless undertow.
The final movement, "Heavy
Smoke," finds Reich painting with history. Here he uses samples from the aftermath of the Oklahoma City federal
building bombing, allowing the short,
quirky rhythms of the emergency workers' voices to spawn thematic materials
strung over drones and widely spaced
rhythmic pillars. The mood is appropriately anxious as he jabs these clipped
phrases into the musical weave.
City Lifi!s real breakthrough is the
sophistication with which Reich develops
the thematic germs from these vocal and
sonic kernels. The sampled sounds become melodic and rhythmic touchstones
from which bloom and evolve structures
of considerable variety and interest. This
kind of real-world/ensemble interaction
has great potential. But over the long
haul, mere sounds are no substitute for
musical expression and ideas.
Nagoya Marimbas harks back to
Reich's phase/canon pieces of the '60s
and '70s. But where those works were
broad, slowly shifting pieces of hypnotic character, Reich has here adopted a
quick-cut approach. Playing one or
more beats out of phase, marimba players Bob Becker and James Preiss crisply
detail Reich's mosaic of short, melodically and harmonically wandering thematic fragments. The sense of pulse and
counterpoint remains strong, though
never dronelike, and Reich's use of
instrumental color likewise shows a
greater sophistication.
Proverb, which opens the disc, shows
Reich reaching way back to the time of
Perotin (ca 1160-1220) for inspiration,
and filtering the medieval composer's
canon techniques through his own
musical history. In contrast to the blue-

sky tonality of his early days, the modern Reich has come to love the harmonic rub. Early on, he allows the vibratoless, early-music-like tones of the female
members of Paul Hilliees Theatre of
Voices to sustain at points of close, discordant harmony. Throughout, he contrasts the speeds of the overlapping or
showcased vocal forces, keeping the
female voices moving slowly while the
male voices harmonize in dancing,
medieval-sounding song. These major
elements in turn are contrasted and
intermittently replaced by vibraphones,
imposing the restless rhythms of his
Tehillim over the spacious, floating
sound of the voices. The net effect is a
piece of striking textural richness, vitality, and contrast. The reverberant ambience of the recording and the pure beauty of the singing resonate its links to
early vocal music.
-Dan Buckley

ANDRAS SCHIFF
Keyboard Variations
Brahma: Variations & Fugue on aTheme by
Handel. Handel: Suite No.1 in B-flat. Reger:
Variations & Fugue on aTheme by Bach.
András Schiff, piano
Teldec 99051-2 (CD only). 1996. Misha Donat,
prod.; Eberhard Sengpiel, eng. DDD. TT:
7121

Music * * * * *
Sonics*****

T

he Brahms Handel Variations is
one of the towering postSchubert piano masterpieces, and
Schiff's new recording ranks with the
great ones. It boasts the emotional range
of Solomon's, the animation of
Fleisher's, and the structural integrity of
Rudolf Serkin's, with afurther advantage of having the most alluring tone of
all: never clangorous, ample in the full
sonority the music demands, yet not too
richly colored by excess pedaling. Of
greatest significance, Schiff clarifies the
harmonic backbone that serves as aunifying central nervous system binding
the variations together.
Most welcome is the inclusion of the
Handel suite, whose third movement
consists of the theme (with variations)
that Brahms drew upon. Hearing this
movement in the context of the later
work underscores the leaps Brahms
made in tonal harmony, and why
Schoenberg considered him a fullfledged "modern." Echoes of Brahms's
harmonic innovations occur in the Reger
variations (on a theme from Bach's
Cantata BWV 128), but despite Schiffs
magnificent execution, this piece, in its
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inherent lack of dramatic contrasts,
sounds like Brahms lobotomized. But
the virtues of the other works and Sches
superb musicianship —beautifully recorded at close range in Amsterdam's
Concertgebouw —contribute to making
this adistinguished release.
—Mortimer H. Frank

ROCK

There's an eerie reverb on Earl's drums,
and Dr. Know's mesmerizing guitarwork doesn't get nearly the boost it
would receive on the band's later work
with SST. But fidelity aside, the urgency
of the performance is undeniable, the
power and fury completely in place
even at this early stage of the band's
career. Tracks like "Banned in DC,"
"Attitude," and "Pay To Cum" would
later show up on Rockfor Light, while the
stomping "Regulator," the Pistols-ish
"Redbone in the City," and the dubinflected "The Man Won't Annoy Ya"
demonstrate how vocalist HR came to
be such adistinguished punk presence.
With the recent upheaval in Bad
Brains's camp, turmoil that stunted the
band's commercial success just as it was
getting started, Black Dots may, sadly, be
the final chapter written on this important band. And though the Bad Brains
story landed miles from the bestseller
list, it deeply affected many of us who
had achance to study its pages.

BAD BRAINS

—Bob Guile

Black Dots
Caroline 7534 (CL) only)1996. Bad Brains,
prods.; Don Zientara, mg. Al)? TT: 34:43

Music * * * *
Sonics * *

M

ore than any other East Coast
punk band save perhaps the
Dead Boys, Bad Brains established punk rock in eastern metropolises
as aviable and accessible form of musical expression. Banned from DC clubs
early on, the quartet, black and dreadlocked, dead-serious and intimidating,
served as both role model and anomaly
as they torr into arepertoire excoriating
contemporary society with damaging
noise. Yet it wasn't all Sturm und Drang.
The Brains had extraordinary musical
dexterity to go along with their social
conscience, and the combination of the
two made for near-mythical results.
Laid down in the summer of 1979,
Black Dots is the result of Bad Brains's
very first recording session. Prior to
recording the landmark Rock for Light
with producer Ric Ocasek, an album
that came out within the same year, the
band ducked into a basement studio
owned by Don Zientara called Inner
Ear. (The material done here also goes
by the name "The Zientara Sessions.")
There the band began to focus on aprogressive punk sound, mixing the mussedup vibes of bands like the Sex Pistols and
the Damned with soul, reggae, and ablistering approach all their own.
Because Black Dots was recorded on a
Teac 1
/"4-track, the sound quality lags.
4
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THE BEATLES
Anthology 3
Apple 34451 1(3 LPs), 34451 2 (2 CDs). 1996.
George Martin, prod.; Geoff Emerick,
AAD. TT: 2:25:36

Music * * * *
Sonics * * * *

T

his is the Anthology everyone has
waited for. This two-CD set, the
final installment of Capitol-EMI's
Beatles Anthology reissue project, features
music made between 1968 and 1970,
during which time the group released
The Beatles ("The White Album"), Abbey
Road, and Let It Be. For mainstream listeners unaffected by any form of
Beatlemania, this one's easy: If you care
at all about this group, you'll find these
outtakes, demos and alternate takes
fascinating.
Here are demos and outtakes stretching from "Happiness is aWarm Gun" to
"The End." There are many highlights

along the way, and even the most mundane demos manage to yield something
worthwhile about the band. But for fans
who've heard bootlegs of many of these
recordings over the years —or, worse
yet, collectors who want the whole
enchilada, i.e. every take of every song—
this set is problematic at best. And in the
case of several of these tracks, Anthole 3
qualifies as musical heresy.
At the center of disc one are seven
cuts from the "Esher Tape" demos for
the "White Album" that were recorded
at George Harrison's house in Esher, and
include "Mean Mr. Mustard," "Polythene Pam" (both of which ended up on
Abbey Road), and "Piggies." Disc one
also features an exquisite slow demo of
John singing his "Sexy Sadie," aguitarand-voice-only first runthrough of
George's "While My Guitar Gently
Weeps," and ashort take of "Hey Jude"
sans the crowd of voices that tart up the
master. A version of Paul's "Why Don't
We Do It in the Road?" shows the two
different vocal approaches the band was
experimenting with — one high and
soft, the other the loud, shouting style
that ended up on the master.
On disc two the nuggets really begin
to shine in the streambed. There's "Get
Back," from the famed rooftop concert.
George Harrison's "Something" is heard
in an elegant guitar-and-vocal demo.
And afirst take of "Come Together" is
near perfect, right down to Bingo's distinctive floor-tom/mount-tom roll.
Having said all that, the problems
with this set are twofold. First, Anthole 3 and its two predecessors are
merely the next step in the grand —
and Ido mean grand —marketing plan
that will undoubedly have us spending
money on Beatles discs far into the
next millennium. The next step (hopefully) will be the complete Beatles, the
aforementioned trove of every recorded take of every song. The reasons this
hasn't yet happened officially (bootleg
versions have been around for years)
are easy to figure out. First, both label
and artists want to milk the catalog for
all it's worth — and it's worth a lot!
Next, the surviving Beatles have been
reluctant to release what they consider
to be inferior material. Last, and most
ominous, is the theory of one of my coworkers that the archives are in such
bad shape that Capitol-EMI no longer
has, for example, the 26 takes of
"Mother Nature's Son" that were supposedly recorded. Time will tell.
Meanwhile, those who love the Beatles
are doomed—like addicts of every
stripe, we'll take whatever we can get.
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The second problem here — one
that insatiable Beatles fans may consider acardinal sin — is that in some cases
producer George Martin has gone back
to the tapes and, in essence, made a
new Beatles record. On several tracks
he's punched in and out, splicing
chunks of several takes together to create artificial "outtakes." Lennon's "I'm
So 'Tired," for example, is what the
liner notes innocently refer to as "an
amalgam of takes 3, 6, and 9 that
embraces all the best moments." To
Beatles aficionados, such needless meddling borders on the obscene. To actually get awindow into the inexplicably
brilliant creative process, you need to
hear whole, unaltered takes, warts and
all. These spliced takes have as much
integrity as "Free as aBird," the "new"
Beatles single that sounds like what it
is: abloodless studio Frankenstein. The
improved sonics of this set are an
unqualified success, excepting the
Esher tapes which, not surprisingly, are
murky and ill-defined.
Again, for new Beatles collectors and
casual fans, this set is essential. For those
who arc in deeper, it's time to grumble,
shell out 30 bucks, and hope we live
long enough to finally hear all of what
the Beatles recorded.
—Robert Baird

more plainspoken and droll than ever,
while the mysterious and brilliant
"Small Dark Movie," the Tom Waits—
inspired title cut, and the bluesy closer
"If IEver Do See You Again" show
Brown at his most profound.
Joined by three other superb guitarists —Dean Magraw on acoustic, Bo
Ramsey on electric, and Kelly Joe
Phelps on slide — and accompanied by
Kate MacKenzie on harmony vocals,
Further In features tasteful, sophisticated
arrangements and impeccable sonic
clarity. Folk music has never sounded
more intelligent, more exciting, more
perfect.
—Bob Guile
MIGHTY SAM MCCLAIN
Sledgehammer Soul
& Down Home Blues
AudioQuest Music AQ-C1)1042 (CD only). Joe
Harley, prod.: Michael C. Ross, eng. AAD. TT:
71:37
Music * * * *
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sense of live music as any studio record
I've ever heard. Mama! You've got to
hear this one. As is Joe Harley's custom,
this disc was recorded live to analog
two-track. The basic tracks were transferred to digital by Bernie Grundman,
utilizing the Apogee AD-1000/UV-22
Super Encoding System and the Audio
Alchemy DTI•Pro 32.
That sound reflects the drive and
power of Sam and the band. Sam is, of
course, the master of the powerful soul
vocal —possibly the only singer currently capable of assuming Otis Redding's throne. Whether roaring the
blues at full boil or settling back into a
long, sultry simmer, Sam pushes the
beat, slides through the spaces between
notes, or falls ever so slightly behind the
backbeat — all in service to the song,
never merely as self-aggrandizement.
The songs on SledgehatnnuT Soul are
the disc's other departure from convention. There's no lack of bluesy, burning
grit, but the message embedded in each
of these 12 songs is upbeat and optimistic. No matter how deep a pit
Mighty Sam might be in, when he looks
up, he sees stars.
—Wes Phillips

ledgehammer Soul & Down Honte
Blues is Mighty Sam's third collaboration with Joe Harley, and by
now we have apretty good idea of what
NIRVANA
to expect: deep, bluesy soul music served
From the Muddy Banks of
by state-of-the-art sound. This time out,
the Wishkah
however, there arc some surprises. First,
you'll
notice
they've
added
a
horn
secGeffen 25105 (Cl) only). 1996. Shama O'Brien,
GREG BROWN
Diane Stan, Lynnel Herrera, Michael DeWitt,
tion (two trumpets, tenor sax, trombone)
prod. coordinators. ??? Ti': 54:04
Further In
to the basic mix of guitar, B-3, piano,
Music** * 1
2
/
bass, and drums. The added sonorities
Red House 88 (Cl) only). 1996. Bo Ramsey,
Sonics***
prod.; Toni Tucker, eng.; ??? IT: 51:55
give Sledgehammer Soul a denser, even
harder-rocking sound than Sam's previMusic * * * * *
ous two discs. Yet the acoustic remains
n a sense, every Nirvana record
Sonics * * * *
should have been recorded live. It is,
open and uncluttered —just listen to all
after all, the way the band was
the air around Zac Casher's drums.
antankerous and reclusive, Greg
meant to be heard: awash in frantic
The resulting sound is brilliantly
Brown has always given the
energy,
distortion, feedback, and anger.
dynamic,
detailed,
and
as
true
to
the
impression that he resides in a
parallel life separate from our own. His
gravelly, sotto voce approach and surly o
story-songs come from asingular viewpoint, one appended to but not entirely
involved with the world the rest of us
live in. But that's all changed on Further
In, Brown's latest recording and one of
the year's best. With its grounded
imagery and accessible subject matter,
Further In reminds us that Brown does
indeed live in the same world, and once
in awhile the curmudgeon even seems
to enjoy it.
Sexy, disarmingly honest, and tinted
with humor, Further In finds Brown
coming out from behind the shadows of
his songs to reveal more of his personality and charm than ever. On tracks like
"Think About You," "Two Little Feet,"
Kurt Cobain's anger and talent are still alive on Muddy Banks.
and "Not High," Brown's poetry is

C
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Wilco—here and there

That fury is well in evidence on From the
WILCO
Muddy Banks of the Wishkah, an album
Being There
that amounts to much more than a
long-awaited touché to the band's
Reprise 46236-2 (2 CDs only). 1996. Wilco,
recent Unplugged set. Brash and irreprods.; Chris Sheppard, Martin Stehbing, Jim
Rondinelli, Lou Whitney, Skip Bryant, engs.
versibly tense, Muddy Banks comes off as
??? TT: 36:24/40:46
an angst-ridden send-off to aband that
Music
***1
2
/
found away to touch an entire generaSonics * * * *
tion of angst-ridden fans.
Taped at various Nirvana shows
rom aweekly rag in L.A. where
Jeff Tweedy was compared to Neil
between 1989 and 1994, Muddy Banks is
Young and Bruce Springsteen, to
not a live album so much as a sonic
Rolling Stone where Being There was basisketchbook spliced together from various
cally likened to the Old Testament, Moby
vivacious performances spanning several
Dick, and the formula for nuclear fusion,
phases of the band's career. There's early
critics everywhere have gone to absurd
material featuring drummer Chad
lengths to praise this two-disc set. Much
Channing ("Polly" and "Breed"), and
of this critical avalanche can be attributed
songs with auxiliary guitarist Pat Smear
to three factors: 1) critics are all white
("Milk It," "Heart-Shaped Box"). Yet
guys; 2) all white guys connect to the No
while it's truc that Chris Novoselic has
Depression school of countrified alternaalways been afine, melodic bass player,
tive rock, of which Wilco and Son Volt
and the band increased its physical power
(the yin and the yang of what used to be
dramatically when 1)ave Grohl joined on
one band, Uncle Tupelo) are the undisdrums, Muddy Banks provides — on
puted leaders; and 3) every critic needs to
songs like the bitter "Drain You" and the
feel that they're the first to "discover" a
frustrated "Been a Son" —proof that
new strain or important new developNirvana was fueled solely by the blustery
ment in music.
mind of Kurt Cobain.
But critics are also cranky. It amazes
Cobain's rage and despondency, elame how, when it comes to this collection and disillusion, always provided
tion, most have stepped up to spew
Nirvana with purpose. From the band's
nonsense about the primacy of rockvery first song together, the maddened
'n'roll, and how this album is what
"Spank Thm" (included on afull-length
Rubber Soul was to Yesterday and Today.
album here for the first time), to the
Let's go back for amoment. In 1994,
band's three-thousandth version of
Uncle Tupelo, aband that pioneered a
"Teen Spirit" (here performed straight),
tuneful blend of country and punk,
Muddy Banks exhibits the very real, bitdecided after four low-selling indic
terly emotional undercurrent that made
discs and growing creative differences to
the band so frightening and so authentic.
finally call it quits. The band's leaders,
Though many of the tracks here suffer in
terms of fidelity — that any of the early Jeff Tweedy and Jay Farrar, went on to
form two new groups: Wilco and Son
club material is even listenable is acredit
Volt, respectively. Wilco's debut, A.M.,
to Bob Ludwig at Gateway Mastering —
came out first, and was poppy and tuneand though the album contains no new
ful. Son Volt's first disc, Trace, was full of
songs or surprises, it's the undying adrenFarrar's morose lyrics and loud, large,
aline and pulverizing energy the band
Neil Young-styled guitarwash. The
generates that will remain Nirvana's
"which part of Uncle Tupelo do you
enduring legacy
-Bob Gulla

F
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like better" debate raged, with Son Volt
in most cases (not mine) eventually
coming out on top.
Now Tweedy and Wilco arc back
with this hugely ambitious if uneven
project. Unlike the tightly focused A.M.,
this 19-song conglomeration is loose,
content to move along at more of an
amble than a stride. Predictably, the
band is unable to sustain the momentum; Being There begins to tail off somewhere in the middle of disc two. Along
the way, however, there arc more than a
few shining moments.
The Beatles arc aconstant presence
here. From Tweedy's screamed vocals
on the last chorus of the opener
"Misunderstood" (think "Carry That
Weight" or "Hey Jude"), to the ambition
necessary to even attempt abig, moody
double album (à la "The White Album"), to lyrics that make the point that
rock'n'roll is worth believing in, the
whole project has the aroma of aFab
Four adventure. But Rubber Soul it ain't.
Being There lacks the obvious melodies of
AM and is consequently alot harder to
like. True, tunes like soft country folk
"Far, Far Away," the stoopid-Seventies
(think Rick Derringer) guitar rock of
"Monday," and this album's guitarpop
centerpiece, "Outtasite (outta mind)," all
rank with Tweedy's best work. And the
band, featuring guitarist Jay Bennett, has
gelled into apliable, muscular unit. But
as much as Iwanted to love it, Istill can't
escape the feeling that this promising
but flawed two-disc set would have
made one hell of asingle disc.
—Robert Baird

JAZZ
MICHAEL BRECKER
Tales from the Hudson
McCoy Tyner, Joey Calderazzo, piano; Pat
Metheny, guitar, Dave Holland, bass; Jack
IkJohnette, drums; Don Alias, percussion.
Impulse! 1MPD-191 (Cl) only). George Whiny,
Michael lirecker, prods.; Pat Metheny, coprod.; James Farber, eng. DDD TT: 60:29

Music * * * *
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M

ichael Brecker's first acoustic,
straight-ahead jazz album in a
decade is worth the wait. Tales
from the Hudson is astrong contemporary
document from the tenor saxophonist
whose multigenre exploits have brought
him near-legendary status at 48.
Brecker has assembled one hellacious
crew: guitarist Pat Metheny, drummer
257
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Jack DeJolutette, bass giant Dave Holland, the rapidly maturing Joey Calderazzo (his regular pianist), and guests
McCoy Tyner and percussionist Don
Alias. As might be expected, the performances overflow with musicality
Tunewise, you get alot. There are
breakneck uptempo songs like "Cabin
Fever," medium groovers like "Midnight Voyage," the exotic-flavored
pieces such as "African Skies," and a
somber ballad or two like "Naked
Soul." These melodies are compelling.
Brecker has long been regaled for his
capacious "burn," as players dub the
fastest, complex playing. That fellow's
here, you bet. On the speedy "Slings and
Arrows" (a modal-ish cousin of Coltrane's "Impressions"), "Fever," and the
jaunty "Skies," Brecker is decidedly
intense, sometimes frenetic.
His steaming solos are built from
angular lines with notes that seem to
careen into each other, high-horn yelps,
and statements that have lots of juice
and emotion. DeJohnette is a fury,
offering an insistent yet shifting cymbal
beat and throbbing drum accents that
light the proceedings. There's adecided
thrill in this effusive interaction, but it
may best be taken in modest doses.
Slower tunes provide respite. There's
the luxuriant medium gait of Calderazzo's grand "Voyage" and the
15mph "Soul." Brecker here is more
reflective, less reactive; his solos have a
beckoning warmth, though his trademark edge is still present.
Under Farbees astute ear, afull spectrum of aural colors is available at moderate gain. You don't have to hunt for anything, be it Breckees breathy, low-range
tones, DeJolinette's crisp cymbal pings, or
Holland's resilient lines.
—Zan Stewart

JESSE DAVIS
From

Within

Jesse Davis, alto saxophone; Nicholas Payton,
trumper, Hank Jones, piano; Ron Carter, bass;
Lewis Nash, drums
Concord Jazz CC13-4727 (CD only). Allen
Farnham, prod.; Alan Varner, eng. DDD Tr:
60:39
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W

ithout resorting to fancy or
flashy measures, alto saxophonistJesse Davis delivers an
exceptional collection of thoroughbred,
straight-ahead jazz on From Within, his
fifth Concord Jazz date as leaden In lieu
of branching outside the mainstream,
Davis works, as suggested by the CD
Stereophile, January 1997

title, from within the boundaries of modern acoustic jazz tradition. It pays off
magnificently as he and his stellar band
(talented trumpeter Nicholas Payton and
the top-notch veteran rhythm section of
pianist Hank Jones, bassist Ron Carter,
and drummer Lewis Nash) swing, bop,
and romance their way through this set
of three standards and six Davis originals.
Davis and company draw from emotional inspiration to render these simple but
engaging melodies with soulful passion.
Davis not only stars as an eloquent
saxophonist here (his solos are particularly evocative on the ballads), but also
shines as afine composer and confident
leader of this cohesive ensemble. 'The
opening tune, "Journey to Epiphany,"
which blooms from arapturous ballad
into agentle swing, is abeauty. The next
number, the uptempo "Tai's Tune," is
also radiant, especially with Davis and
Payton dancing together through the
catchy head. Instead of being slow and
pensive, "Introspection" sways with a
bright, celebratory spirit, and soars with
Payton's solo. And the bop-charged "You
Never Know" takes flight with Carter's
and Lewis's propulsive rhythms. The
quintet also renders the lyrical chestnut
"You've Changed" with exquisite grace,
and takes an insouciant jaunt through
Oliver Nelson's "Six and Four."
The sound quality is sterling
throughout, especially when Davis and
Payton join forces for lustrous harmonies.
-Dan Ouellette

SONNY FORTUNE
From Now On
Sonny Fortune, alto saxophone; Eddie Henderson, trumper, Joe Lovano, tenor saxophone; John Hicks, piano; Santi Debriano,
bass; Jeff "Tain" Watts, drums; Steve Berrios,
percussion
Blue Note CI)P 8 38098 2 (CI) only). 1996.
Sonny Fortune, Marty Khan, prods.; Rudy Van
Gelder, eng. DDD
69:11
MUSIC * * * *
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hen you're young, certain
musics choose you. Over 20
years ago, an album by Sonny
Fortune called Awakening was woven
through acrucial transitional period in
my life. Iwore it out. But then Ilost
track of Sonny Fortune. He made three
records (now long out of print) under
his own name in the mid-'70s, and even
played briefly with Miles Davis. But he
was mostly hard to find; being the
world's fifth or sixth best alto saxophonist does not guarantee steady work.

Now, rather miraculously, Blue Note
has begun recording him again. From Now
On is his third Blue Note release in the
last two years, and it is Fortune's finest
hour. It is ahardcore, no-bullshit, wailing
quartet date with occasional impactful
guests—like Joe Lovano himself—on
three numbers. At age 57, Fortune can
still sing ballads on his saxophone like
"Gift of Love," which is all about his complex, penetrating instrumental sound and
the way his disparate ideas flow to a
wholeness. And he can still get you high
when he burns. On the 17 modal minutes of "'Thoughts," over the relentless
momentum of Steve Bertios and Tain
Watts, Fortune goes off like flares in a
night sky. Then the trumpet of FilAie
Henderson sounds the charge, and Joe
Lovano rides in like the cavalry.
The audio is typical Rudy Van
Gelder, with an uncertain soundstage
and agauzy piano, but Idon't care. The
good news is that, in the Compact Disc
Era, Ican't wear this Sonny Fortune
album out. The bad news is that I'm
now too old to have the time to try
—Thomas Conrad

AHMAD JAMAL
The Essence, Part /
Alunad Jamal, piano; James Cammack, bass; Idris
Muhammad, drums; Manolo Badrena, percussion; Jamil Nasser, bass (tracks 3& 6); George
Coleman, tenor saxophone (tracks 38c 6)
Birdology/Verve 314 529 327-2 (CD only). 1996.
Jean-Francois lkiber prod.; Main Francais,
Jim Anderson, engs. AAD TT: 55.23
Music * * * * *
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omehow, perhaps because of his pervasive
influence on Miles Davis in the 1950s, an erroneous
image of Ahmad Jamal has persisted in certain quarters: that
of asophisticated lounge
stylist given to serene
block chords, tight
harmonic voicings,
and akind of polite, understated
rhythmic palette.
The
trouble
with such anotion is that, unlike many fans

Sonny Fortune
plays gold
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and critics, Ahmad Jamal isn't living in
the 1950s, and has steadfastly refined to
be categorized or locked into any one
bag—even one supposedly affixed with
the proprietary label of his own musical
vineyard. Go ahead — try to ascribe one
style to Ahmad Jamal. He'll confound
your every expectation in the next tune,
if not in the very next bar.
Beautifully recorded and impeccably
executed, The Essence, Part 1is aglorious
recital that begs the question: Why isn't
this innovator spoken of in the same
breath as the other landmark pianists of
the past 40 years? Clearly, Jamal is a
major stylist and improviser capable of
divine serenity or propulsive rhythmic
variations, rich harmonic vistas or flinty,
calculated dissonance, and beholden to
no one but his own musc.
I'd be terrified to be Jarnal's drummer — he demands such asteely time
focus, yet at any moment expects you to
provide rubato colorations of Debussyian grace. In Idris Muhammad he has a
perfect collaborator, capable of breathtaking swing and deep dancing grooves,
all executed with stipple dynamic control. And percussionist Manolo Badrena
adds decidedly exotic colors to the mix;
one this recording's joys is the manner
in which his little details peek out of the
mix, then recede into the background.
Badrena and Muhammad begin the
title tune with atmospheric colors,
Jamal fashioning adroning chordal fantasia. George Coleman then enters in
heraldic fashion, and Jamal interpolates
contrasting rhythmic sections that anticipate an African-flavored vamp, essaying waves of gonglike chords and dancing filigree as Coleman
chants away hypnotically, his overtones
echoing the timbre
of Badrena's per-

roe

Van Morrison

MM., 11 Idlr
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cussion. Elsewhere, Jamal imbues
"Lover Man" with his immense harmonic palette, turning this ballad into a
mini-piano concerto, while "Catalina"
offers up yet another elegant vamp with
beautiful ascending chords and culminating in cut-time swing that creates a
nice little drag against the pulse —
almost like watching surf rush up the
beach, then fade back out to sea.
It all comes together on an epic recasting of the popular standard "Autumn
Leaves." Beginning with Muhammad's
ritual rhythms, Jamal completely reharmonizes the tune, superimposing awitty
quote from Oliver Nelson's "Stolen
Moments" over the basic structure, while
engaging in an intense melodic dialog
with Coleman that at times sounds
almost polytonal against the fluid, sassy
backbeat Here, as on every selection, the
vivid piano sound and natural dynamics
complement the sublime ensemble values and disciplined sense of adventure,
and make 11w Essence one of the great
jazz recordings of 1996.
-Chip Stern

VAN MORRISON
Tell Me Something: The Songs of
Mose Allison
MOM,011, rosais and harmonica; Ben Shirar.
vocals and piano; Georgic Faine, vocals and organ;
Mose Allison, vocals and piano; Alec Dankworth,
bass; Ralph Salmins, drums; Pee Wee Ellis, tenor sax;
Guy Barker, trumpet.
Verve 314 533 203-2 (Cl) only). 1996. Morrison,
Sidran, Faine, prods.; Tristan Powell, Richard
Manwaring, engs.; AAD TT: 36:59

the renditions are sometimes unmercifully brief—"Back on the Corner" logs in at
ameager 2:18—they have aspirit that
can't be denied.
Morrison's unique, gravelly blues
shout, with its tinges of Ray Charles and
James Brown, is ideally suited to the
ponderous "One" (about the questionable plans of alayabout) and the vibrant
"You Can Count on Me" (another
ne'er-do-well epic). Behind him, Sidran's piano and Fame's organ intertwine
to offer a rich blanket of sound — as
they do on most of the tracks.
Fame, the 50ish English singer, is
superb, injecting substantial poignancy
into "Was" (about imagining the future),
and pizzazz into "City Home" (a fable of
alad looking for paradise in the nightlights).
Though great when he's doing his
own songs, Sidran's talk/sing approach
falls abit flat here. His versions of "No
Trouble Livin'" and others seem to
need more voice, though his piano playing is decidedly an asset. Allison, as
delightfully croaky as ever, is on hand
for "Perfect Moment" and "I Don't
Want Much."
Sound is what you'd expect from an
unpretentious, bash-type date: lively
and reasonably clear.
—Zan Stewart

Van

Music * * *
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TONY PURRONE
Set 'em Up
Tony 1Purrone, guitar; Eddie Gomez, bass; Lenny
White, drums
Steeplechase SCCD 31389 (CD only). 1996. Nils
Windier, prod.; Josiah Gluck, eng. DD1). TT:
64:54
Music * * * *

M

ose Allison has long
deserved atribute like this.
It's hard to imagine more
empathetic interpreters than Morrison, Fame, and Sidran, especially doing
Mose's more bluesy stuff, as they do
here on this sweet and, sadly,
very short collection. These
numbers could either
have been stretched out
or augmented with
others.
While some of
these choice ditties
are well known —
"If You Live" and
"One of These
Days" — most are
more
arcane:
"Was," "Benediction," and
the title track.
And though

Sonics * * * *

T

he notion of what defines an electric guitarist has been rather vague
since the earliest days of Charlie
Christian and T-Bone Walker. Coming
from similar southwestern roots, they
arrived at very different musical conclusions as to the future direction of the
instrument. To oversimplify things,
jazzmen after Christian began to stress
the linear possibilities of the line and
advanced harmonies, while bluesmen
after Walker advanced the notion of a
vocalized tone by learning to exploit the
rich harmonics, overtones, and feedback
of tube amplifiers. Then afellow named
Hendrix came along, and the rest is ...
From his long stint with Jimmy Heath
to his work with Stanley Cowell, Frank
Foster, Lec Konitz, and Dizzy Gillespie,
bebop has always been Tony Purrone's
beacon. With his warm, rounded tone,
long hornlike lines, and rich chordal
261
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flourishes, he moves comfortably in the
rarefied heights of post-Wes Montgomery/Miles Davis modernism —yet
with just enough of an edge to his sound
to suggest the blossoming electric tone of
aChicago bluesman. In part, it is this
quality that makes Set 'on Up such asatisfying trio recital. That, and the splendid
interplay between Purrone and his virtuoso collaborators, bassist Eddie Gomez
and drummer Lenny White (who hasn't
set it up and grooved like this in the studio for many amoon).
Not that Purrone is making any radical breaks with tradition, as his lush harmonies, dancing octaves, and lyric focus
on "How Deep is the Ocean" and "Scott
David" make plain —few guitarists are
able to exploit chordal passages with
such pianistic fluidity. But he doesn't
favor the constipated, solid-state sound
that is the bane of so many jazz guitarists,
and he's unafraid to ride out pungent dissonances or let his notes open up tastefully onto the very edge of distortion —
such as on the vamp-and-release segments of White's "Wolfbane" (where he
alternates fleet-fingered choruses with
Gomez), and Jimmy Heath's fimIcified
"Heads Up, Feet Down" (where he
whips out his blucsiest notions over
White's boogaloo-inflected backbeat).
On occasion Purrone bites off abit
more than he can chew, and at such
times —as on the intro to "Ah Leu Cha"
— his lines take on anervous scalar quality as his hands outrun his ideas or he
ties himself into knots. But most of
Purrone's joumeys take him to places
where few pickers dare to tread, and he
pulls off such challenging modern-day
jazz classics as Wayne Shorter's "Toy
Tune" with bluesy élan, ripping off percussive lines and effortlessly integrating
melodic and rhythmic figures into
coherent wholes.
Despite my usual reservations about
the digital recording environment, the
sound of Set 'em Up is warm and reasonably ambient, its nice sense of pacing
and instrumental focus made all the
more enticing by the collective conversational energy Purrone, Gomez, and
White generate so naturally.
—Chip Stern

RODNEY WHITAKER
Children of the Light
Rodney Whitaker, acoustic bass; Cassius Richmond, flute; James Carter, tenor saxophone;
Alex Herding, baritone saxophone; Wallace
Roney, Nicholas Payton, trumpet; Cyrus
Chestnut, Geri Allen, piano; Gregory Hutchinson, Karim Riggins, drums; Andrew
Daniels II, percussion
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Koch Jazz KOC 3-7829-2 (CD only). 1996.
Rodney Whitaker, Kazunori Sugiyama, prods.;
Jim Anderson, eng. DI)11 TT: 69:44
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usually avoid albums on which notyet-known players who want to lead
their own dates surround themselves
with prominent names for all-star blowing sessions.
But Children of the Light is exceptional.
It comes from the Japanese label DIV/
(licensed for US release by Koch
International). DIVJ producer Kazunori
Sugiyama and engineer Jim Anderson
have been jointly responsible for such
touts de jora' as James Carter's J.C. On the
Set and Geoff Keczer's World Music.
Children of the Light is almost that hot.
Rodney Whitaker has serious bass chops,
and is a fresh arranger/composer. His
album has aunifying theme: the rich jazz
tradition of his hometown, Detroit.
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Cassius Richmond, Alex Herding, Kariem Riggins, and Andrew Daniels are
all Detroit players, and James Carter
and Geri Allen started there. In every
one of its configurations, Whitaker's
band is tight.
The program includes intriguing
pieces by Detroit composers like Kenn
Cox, whose "Mandela's Muse" climaxes
in a conflagration ignited by James
Carter. Carter, so far the most exciting
new saxophone voice of the '90s, sticks
every solo. On "Mood Swings" he rivets
you to the back of your chair with
machine-gun fusillades of 32nd notes
interrupted by monster squawks, all
somehow musical. Yet on "One Silent
Moment" his dead-center groove displays intimate knowledge of his instmmenes history.
Nicholas Payton and Cyrus Chestnut
don't fit the Detroit theme, but they
both validate their rave press notices
with extravagant solos that always serve
the music. Engineer Jim Anderson's
sound is so clean and so right that you're
only aware of the unfolding of the
music.
-Thomas Conrad
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COMPANY (VAC ), Vandersteen. Velodyne, VIDIKRON, VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS,
Wilson Audio, Wire World, Yamamura Systems, YAKOV ARONOV AUDIO, ZOETHECUS.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound by Singer.
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"Indisputably the finest
loudspeakers in the
world! Wilson Audio
defines what can be
done, and then does it!"
Andrew Singer
President
Sound by Singer
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VOL

U

M

E

XIX

V

olume XIX of Stereophile was published in 1996, with Volume XVIII covering 1995;
XVII, 1994; XVI, 1993; XV, 1992; XIV, 1991; XIII, 1990; XII, 1989; XI, 1988; X,
1987; IX, 1986; VIII, 1985; VII, 1984; VI, 1983; V, 1982; IV, 1977-81; III, 1971-77;
II, 1967-71; and I, 1962-67.
In addition, components reviewed in Stereophiles companion Guide to Home Theater are
indexed as, for example, SGHTI-1-39, which means that the component was reviewed on
page 39 of Vol.1 No.1 of the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, which was published in
December 1994. Vol.1 No2 of the Guide was published in September 1995, Vol2 No.1 in
Spring 1996, Vol2 No2 in Summer 1996, Vol2 No.3 in Fall 1996, Vol2 No.4 in Winter
1996.
All issues listed other than Vols.I & II are available from our back-issue department; if out
of print, they can be supplied in Xerox form except for Vol.9 No.7 (which is available as a
black-and-white reprint), Vol.10 No.3, Vol.12 No.10, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10, Vol.15
No.4, Vol.17 Nos.3 & 4, and Vol.18 No2. See p. 204 for details.

ARTICLES &OTHERWISE
1995 Season, The (Harley,Colloms,Sauer)
1996 Products of the Year, The (Atkinson,Phillips)

1-77
12-79

Absolute Reference Audio Labs, The (Scull)
12-194
Accurate in the USA (Atkinson)
5-83
Air Bearings (Fremcr)
5-138
Alchemists (Harley)
3-84
Analog Corner (Fremer)...1-69,3-41,4-57,5-59,6-57,7-59,8-51,9-57,10-61,11-57,12-61
Astor Place (Astor)
12-73
Back from the Abyss (Hawksford)
11-107
Back to Basics (Harley)
11-163
Basic Premises (Phillips)
5-190
Best Sound at HI-Fl '96, The (Atkinson)
Bits is Bits? (Dunn,Hawksford)
Boob in Toyland, A (Ryan)
Brace of Bs, A (Scull)
Brilliance and Passion... and Direction (Jahn)
By the Numbers... (Atkinson)
Car Tunes (Phillips)
Carbon-Fiber Boys, The (Scull)
Climbing Mount Compromise (Vican)
CES Reports:
Summer 1996
(Archibald)7-242
Winter 1996
(Brownell)
(Deutsch)
(Dickson)
(English)
(Freiner)
(Greenhill)
(Harley)4-76
(Kastanovich)
(Norton)
(Phillips)
(Reina)
(Rosen)
(Scull)
(Tellig)
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10-126,11-3
3-49
10-108
3-116
11-124
8-66
2-73,5-67,8-57.11-67
12-170
7-93

Controversy Threads:
Accuracy is Musicality
1-3
Amplifier listening tests
10-73
Cables
1-19 & 3372-19,5-13 & 211,6-27 & 107,8-23
Car Audio
1-53,2-73,4-25,5-67,6-15,7-17,8-21 & 57,11-11 & 67,12-13
CD I
kmagtetizing
7-128,10-21.12-24
CD masters sound different
4-3 & 58,7-59,8-35,10-19 & 25
CD tweaks
10-47
Cello's nude advertising
1-112-25
Component Break-In
3-114
I)igital audio data reduction
1-47 & 51,6-35
1)igital Jitter
141,2-23,3-14,49 & 141,6-21,7-25 & 129,12-23
Digital is Analog
1-69249,3-19,6-19 & 23 7-13
I)ipole speakers
4-204,9-225,11-255
1)VI) Format Wars 1-472-35,3-33 & 35,6-457-29,8-3 & 33,11-3 & 107,12-21 & 31
HDCD
1-47 & 107,5-27,6-146 & 235,9-91
High-end retailing
1-272-13,5-15,59 & 89,6-78.8-13
Is Home Theater Video or Television?
1-23 & 120,4-19,5-85
Magazine Politics
11-274
Purist Audio illuminated cables
4-51,6-276,11-75
The Shun Mook phenomenon
1-17,6-15,8-17
Single-ended amplifiers
1-57,199 & 3332-29 & 57,3-109 & 122,4-13,248 &
Small speakers & bass response

4-63
4-86
4-82
4-96
4-68
4-102
4-92
4-98
4-64
4-89
4-63
4-72
4-45

323,7-13 & 53,12-110
2-163

The Subjective/Objective debate & Blind Testing
1-14,11-21
Surround-sound is the audio future
6-35,9-13,11-14
Too many graphs?
2-3,9-11
Tweaks
5-15,7-13,8-19,9-17,10-13
Why arc high-end components so expensive?
1-25,6-13,9-3 & 11.11-13
Women & the High End
5-13
Credentials & Arcane Knowledge from the Glass Age (Phillips)
3-132 &
6- 1
.14o
91:
Eyewitness to Earwitness (Scull)
11-94
Fate, II kfy You (Atkinson,Kipnis)
Festival! (Phillips,Atkinson)
1-134
First We Take Manhattan
9-80,10-81
Flamenco, Chesky, and the Sound of Real Life (Scull)
8-90
Good Engineering (Norton)
9-68
Got the Upgrade Bug? (Blumenthal)
7-89
Growing Up On Stage (Catalano)
I
-155
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Grown Man, A (Guttenberg)7-115
Home-Grown (Phillips)
Home Theater and the Music of Language (Scull)
Illumination (Scull)5-201
Illusions, Riddles, & Toys (Willis)
Index to early Stenvphile issues (Atkinson)
Index to Stenvphile. Volume 18, 1995
Interviews:
Tony Bs-unen (Rosen)
John Bicht (Versalab) (Phillips)
Peter Bohacek (Wadia) (Harley)
Matthew Bond (TARA Labs) (Scull)
I
hvid Chesky (Chesky) (Scull)
Andrew Ibvis (Jahn)
Dr. John (Rosen)
John Dunlavy (I)unlavy Audio Labs) (Atkinson)
John Eargk °kind (Scull)
Fabio (Rosen)
Tony Federici (Mondial, Acurus, Aragon) (Atkinson)
D.W. Fouie (Fanciness) (Scull)
Valery Gergiev (Catalano)
Philip Glass (Rosen)
Steve Guttenberg (Chesky) (Scull)
Bernard Haitink (Catalano)

4-220
6-208
11-87
10-35
1-323
12-93
6-161
12-93
12-194
8-90
11-124
2-85
8-66
7-41
6-109
5-83
11-94
12-126
4-108
8-90
5-111

Kevin Hayes (Valve Amplifification Company) (Phillips)
Ben Heppner (Citalano)
Steve Huntley (Wadia) (Harley)
Chris Jensen (Sonic Frontiers) (I)eutsch)
Flaco Jimenez (Baird)
Chris Johnson (Sonic Frontiers) (I)etitsch)
Bob Katz (1)igital Domain, Chesky) (Scull)
Michael Kelly (Aerial Acoustics) (Phillips)
Jim Kinne (Wadia) (Harley)
Evgeny Kissin (Catalano)
Andy Kotsatos (Boston Acoustics) (Norton)
Siegfried Linkwitz (Audio Artistry) (1)ickson)
Peter Madnick (Audio Alchemy) (Harley)
Jacques Mahul (JMlab/Focal) (Scull)
Luke Manley (Vacuum Tube Logic) (Scull)
Craig Milncs (Wilson Benesch) (Scull)
Les Paul (Rosen)
Gene Pope Ill (PopeMusic) (Scull,Sdineider)
Ulrik Poulsen (Alpha-Core) (Scull)
Gordon Rankin (Wavelength Audio) (Scull)
Max Roach (Rosen)
Brian Russell (Bryston) (I)eutsch)
Chris Russell (Bryston) (I)eutsch)
Mark L Schifter (Audio Alchemy) (Harley)
Andrew Scholey (Wilson Benesch) (Scull)
Robert Silverman (Atkinson)
Neil Sinclair (Theta) (Phillips)
Chris Sommovigo (Illuminati) (Scull)
James Tanner (Bryston) (l)eutsch)
Stuart Taylor (Bryston) (Deutsch)
Urs Wagner (Ensemble) (Scull)
Loudon Wainwright III (Guttenberg)
Jim White (Theta) (Phillips)
Charles Whitener (Westrex) (Scull)
Gabe Wiener (Quintessential Sound) (Scull)
Invaded by the Grays (Willis)
Is Pat Buchanan aHeil Man? (Askew)11-80
King of Conjunto, The (Baird)
Las Vegas '96
Las Vegas on One Pair of Underpants (Marks,Manes)
Le tout ensemble (Scull)
Lights in aBox? (Guttenberg,Silver,Holt)
Listening is Measurement (Norton)

12-170
6-119
5-190
5-201
10-67
10-67
11-174
7-115
5-190
3-99
2-50
6-79
12-122
4-63
5-95
11-174
1-120
3-122

Loudspeaker Cables (Duncan)
Man Who Would Be Tristan, The (Catalano)
Matter of Taste, A (Atkinson)
Measuring and Placing Your Speakers in Your Room (Novak)
Navigating New York (Manes,Phillips)
Papal Music (Scull,Schneider)
Perfect Patrician of the Podium, A (Catalano)
Publisher's Statement
Putting Up aFront (Harley)
Quarter Notes (Phillips,Baugher,Schneided
Recommended Components
Records To Die For
Rethinking Preconceptions (Phillips)
Rick Visits ... Tony Bennett (Rosen)
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3-132 ,St 140
8-98
12-93
6-93
12-122
6-93
8-90
4-220
12-93
1-155
9-68
4-114
3-84
6-208
10-258
12-170
10-205
10-216
3-114
1-202
8-79
10-67
10-67
3-84

5-211,6-45
8-98
9-138
6-184
6-69
10-216
5-111

12-290
7-103
3-19Z6-234,9-189,12-230
4-131,10-133
2-95
6-161
12-103

Rick Visits. Dr. John (Rosen)
Rick Visits ..
Fabio (Rosen)
Rick Visits.. Philip Glass (Rosen)
Rick Visits. Les Paul (Rosen)
Rick Visits.. Max Roach (Rosen)
Russellmania °Deutsch)
Show Time! (Scull,Saucr)
Siegfried Linkwitz Mickson)
Single-Ended Story, The (Scull)
Single-Ended is Push-Pull, Part 1(Frankland)
Sonic Fmntierland (l)eutsch)
Sony's Bruno Walter Edition (Frank)
Stompin' at Savoy (Ullman)
Ulrik Poulsen and his Amazing Flat Cables (Scull)
Undercurrents (Reisch)
Unknown Country, The (HDCD) (Dickson)
Wadia Know? (Harley)
Western Tubes (Scull)

2-85
6-109
4-108
10-205
8-79
10-67
7-70
4-114
1-202
12-110
6-93
2-197
5-222
3-114
5-79,9-51,11-75
1-107
12-93
3-99

ANALOG CORNER (MICHAEL FREMER)
Benz MC Gold phono cartridge
CA 2+2 record brush
Coherent Systems Electradear EAU-1
Moth Kanoot turntable
Ortofon MC-15 Super Mk.II phono cartridge
Ortofon XI-MC phono cartridge
QR/DNM 330 Ringmat Mk.II
Rega cartridge torque wrench
Rega Elys phono cartridge

12-61
11-63
11-63
12-61
12-61
12-61
6-59
11-63
12-61

Rega Planar 2turntable
Rega Planar 3turntable
Rega Super Bias phono cartridge
norms TD 320 Mk.111 turntable
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
VPI 11W-16.5 LP cleaning machine
VP1HW-17 LP cleaning machine

12-61
12-61
12-61
12-61
1-71
6-61
6-61

As

WE SEE I
T
Busts and Booms (Atkinson)
The Great Wall of China (Atkinson)
Ground Rules (Phillips)
The Medium is No Longer the Message (Atkinson)
Nothing Is Real.
(Atkinson)
Observations (Harley)
The Price is Right (Atkinson)
The Right Thing to 1)o (Atkinson)
Reality Check (Harley)
Rounding Up the Usual Suspects (Atkinson)
Show Time (Atkinson)
Ten Years After (Atkinson)

5-3
3-3
10-3
11-3
1-3
12-3
9-3
4-3
8-3
2-3
6-3
7-3

BOOK REVIEWS
Gold Aery Tube Complement and Substitution Guid4 1950-1995, Von (Stone)

2-43

BUILDING A LIBRARY
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.5, the "Emperor" (Frank)
Beethoven's String Quartets (Jahn)
Brahms's String Sextets (Jahn)..
Elgar's Enigma Variations (Jais)
Haydn's Creation (Frank)
Liszes B-Minor Piano Sonata (Jahn)
Mahler's Symphony 4(Vasta)7-193
Mozart's Magic Flute (Althouse)
Shostakovich's Symphony 5(Vasta)

10-297
3-187

Tchaikovsky's Symphony 6(Benson)
Vaughan Williams's Symphony 5(Vasta)

4-273
12-223

THE FINAL WORD (LARRY ARCHIBALD)
The 1996 PARA Conference
The Academy for the Advancement of High-End Audio
CES: Specialty Audio & Home Theater 19967-2
John Chancellor, 1929-19969-242
Digital Progress
Fabio
The Healthy High End & the Sad State of Record Retailing
High-end mergers & acquisitions
HI-FI '96
John Adcinson's 10 years at Stereophile
Recommended Components
Reviewers & Reviewing
The Winter 1996 WCES

6-224
9-175
5-213
1-269
8-161

6-290
2-258,3-24
7
2
4

4-354
6-290
5-274
1-354
2-258,8-226,11-274
7-242
4-354,10-354
12-290
3-274
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SHURE

VI 5VxMR
RETURN OF THE LEGEND

CARTRIDGES

V

CALL FOR DETAILS!

YOUR ANALOG SOURCE

loglk

SINCE 1972

q‘›

1-800-221-0906

VPI

NY STATE: 516/599-1112
FAX: 516/599-2027
E-MAIL: LYLEMAX@AOL.COM

;le

HW-19 JR.

VPI HW•16 5

VPI TNT SERIES Ill

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
AMEX & DISCOVER CARDS

AUDIO TECNNICA

GRADO

SUMIKO
BLUE POINT

AT•mll 50

SIGNATURE SERIES

SUmIKO

SPECIAL

BLUE POINT

CLEARAUDIO

FOR A FREE CATALOG SEND A
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO:
LYLE CARTRIDGES
DEPT

5/BOX 158

VALLEY STREAM,

NY

11582
WE

EVEN

CARRY

7 8 RPM

REPLACEMENT

STYLI

The Home Theater

SPEAKERS
B&W •Rock Solids •Paradigm •Paradigm

Shop

Reference •Tannoy

112 North Washington Avenue
Dunellen, NJ

ELECTRONICS

(908 )424-8680

Bryston •Parasound •Rotel •Monarchy •
Denon •B&K •Jolida •ADA •Chiro by
Kinergetics •Celeste

DIGITAL
Parasound •Rotel •Monarchy •CFC

POWER CONDITIONERS

I

k
""1"1(111
.

PowerWedge •Chang Lightspeed •Panamax

ALL THE REST
CWD •Da -Lite •Grado Labs •Tara Labs •Niles
• Cardas • Sumiko • Sharpvision • Synergistic
Research •Premier •Target •Xantech
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SAM'S SPACE (
SAM TELLIG)
Audio Electronics SE-81I monoblock power amplifier
AudioPrism CD Blacklight

7-53
11-53

AudioPrism CD Stoplight
AudioPrism Debut power amplifier
Ayre V-3 power amplifier
Castle Durham 900 loudspeaker
Conrad-Johnson MV-55 power amplifier
Dynaco Stereo 160 power amplifier

10-47
10-47
8-41
5-51
10-51
10-55

Epos ES 22 loudspeaker
Harmonic Precision HP-150 power amplifier
Infinity Composition Prelude l'-FR loudspeaker
Jadis 5E30013 monoblock power amplifier
Kimber Silver Streak interconnect
Manley SE/PP 30015 monoblock power amplifier
Mar:mu CD-17 CI) player
Meridian 508-20 Cl) player
Musical Fidelity X-10D buffer stage
Philadelphia Audio Society Single-Ended Triode Seminar
Purest Sound Systems Model 500 Dual-Mono Preamplifier
Rianuat 330 Mark II XLI( record mat
Sain Visits HI-F1 96

5-53
8-47
2-57
2-57
11-49
2-57
6-53
6-49
.11-47
7-53
11-51
11-53

Visits Las Vegas
Thiel CS.5 loudspeaker
Thiel CS1.5 loudspeaker
YBA C1)3 CD player
VISA Integré DT integrated amplifier
San

9-39

4-45
5-49
5-49
12-49
12-49

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE (
NEWS)
99th AES Convention, The, New York 1995 (Harley,Norton)
1-39 & 51
1995 audio sales set record (Atkinson)
3-34
The 1996 Academy for the Advancement of High-End Audio Golden Note Awards
(Atkinson)
9-29
The 1995 Frankfurt High-End Show (Sauer)
1-97
The 1996 Frankfurt Hi-Fi Show (Sauer)
11-37
The 1995 IASCA Sound-Off Finals (Phillips)
1-53
The 1996 Frankfurt High-End Show to move to May (Sauer)
2-35
The 1996 International Alliance for Multi-Channel Music Conference
(Cohen)
6-35
The 1996 International Consumer Electronics Show held in Moscow
(Atkittson)
9-35
The 1996 Toronto CE-EX Show (I )eutsch).
12-41
AAHEA announces 1996 Golden Note nominees (Phillips)
6-43
AAHEA to sponsor trade days at HI-FI '97 (Atkinson)
10-33
Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio endorses HQAD
(Archibald)
3-33
ACI Inc. to manufacture and distribute Oracle products (Phillips)
6-43
Acoustic Research to be part of Christie Desiels/Recoton (Atkinson)
3-35
AES forms Task Force on High-Capacity Digital Audio (Cohen)
6-37
Allsop finds Orbitrac stash (Phillips)
4-39
Americans poorly educated in science (Willis)
8-39
Lisa Astor new columnist for Stenvphile (Atkinson)
12-31
ATC intnxhices drive-units with non-conductive magnets (Messenger)
12-37
ATC loudspeakers distributed in the US by HHB (Atkinson)
9-33
John Atkinson 10 years at Stenvphile, becomes VI' (Atkinson)
7-3,33 & 242
Audio Advisor to manutkmre Stax products (Stone)
6-43,9-33
Audio Alchemy DT1•Pro 32 used for CD mastering (Harley)
1-39
Audio Alchemy upgrade kits (Atkinson)
11-37
Audiophile Audition celebrates 11 years (Harley)
438
Audio Influx to disnibute Myryad amplifiers (Phillips)
10-35
Audio sites on the World Wide Web (Atkinson,Phillips)
2-39,3-35,4-41,5-45,6-43,7-4E11-33,12-35
Avalon Acoustics launches Osiris loudspeaker (Scull)
2-41
Robert Baird new Stereophde Music Editor (Atkinson)
9-3
13.111.111.1 plugs illegal in Europe from January 1997 (Atkinson)
11-31
George Bischoff leaves Melos (Atkinson)
11-33
Boston Acoustics changes address (Phillips)
5-34
Boston Acoustics to acquire Snell Acoustics (Phillips)
6-43,9-31
BOW Technologies amplifiers available in the US (Phillips)
6-43
California Audio Labs has new VP, Sales & Marketing (Phillips)
12-35
CD player "cleaning" scam (Willis)
CEDIA introduces Web page (Phillips)
CES Digital Destination has few exhibitors (Atkinson)

7-45
4-41
4-41

CES-México '95 (Lamadrid)
3-37
John Chancellor, 1929-1996 (Archibald,Atkinson)
9-3 & 242
Chord amplifiers available in the US (Phillips)
6-43
Club Lowther Europe-Ouest (Scull)10-41
Company changes & finances (Phillips,Atkinson)
4-41
Copyright problems possibly delay US DVI) launch (Willis)
8-33
Dealer seminars (Phillips,Starr)
1-332-33,3-33,437,5-33,6-33,7-29,8-31,9-27,10-31,11-29,12-29
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I
kvelopments at KEF, Celestial, Meridian, at NAD (Norton)
2-45
I)igital Phase has neve address (Phillips)
6-43
1)olby AC-3 adopted for 1)V1) (Mitchell,Norton)
2-35
1)TS nmItichannel demonstrations (Cohen)
6-35
INI) copyright issues resolved? (Willis)...12-31
1)VI) could be 24-bit, 96kHz audio format (Scull,Harley,Hawksford)
2-37 & 39,11-107
INI )launch in 1996 in jeopardy (Atkinson,Willis)
438,9-31,10-33,11-3
1)V1) specifications finalized, include component video (Norton)
2-35,3-35
Delos releases surround-sound Tchaikovsky CD (Scull)
7-41
John Dunlavy patents CI) reference data scheme (Atkinson)
10-41
EAI) acquired by Mondial (Atkinson)
11-33
EIA & COMDEX announce joint Spring CE Show for 1997
(Atkinson,Willis)
5-34,8-31
E1A changes name of CEG to CEMA (Phillips)
1-39
Jack English leaves Starophile (Atkinson)
10-43
Errata (Phillips,LeluiertAdtinson)
1-3,6-29,8-39
Essex University in UK plans MSc. in Audio Engineering (Atkinson)
2-49
Exposure changes US distribution (Atkinson)
2-43
Fake Magnan interconnects (Atkinson,Phillips)
7-33
Flea markets good source of used analog gear (Willis)
8-38
Michael Gerzon, 1945-1996 (Atkinson)
7-37
Gold Aero publishes tube guide (Stone)
2-43
Mark Goldman leaves Wilson, rejoins Sound Components (Phillips)
7-31
Dave Gordon joins Audio Research (Phillips)
10-35
Graham Engineering to distribute Transfiguration cartridges (Phillips)
10-35
GUSH: Music over Madness broadcasts live over the Web (I)uncan)
9-35
Joe Harley leaves AudioQuest Music (Phillips)
9-31
Mike Harvey joins Mobile Fidelity (Phillips)
10-35
HEX 5, the 1995 Singapore High-End Hi-Fi Show (Harley)
1-77
HI-FI '96 has record number of exhibitors (Atkinson)
4-40
lite Hi-Fi Show 1995, London (C.olloins)
1-83
High-definition Wagner's Ring presentation in London (Inman)
7-37
High-sensitivity ultrasound crystals produce audio (Atkinson)
11-35
How to downsizc orchestras (Willis)
12-45
Inunedia moves (Phillips)
11-33
Index to early Stenvphile issues (Atkinson)
10-35
J-Con adaptors allow AC cords to be used as audio cables (Phillips)
12-35
JAI) Records releases classic Bob Marley recordings (Scull)
7-35
Japanese Advanced Digital Audio group proposes 2-channel "Super CI)" format
(Harley)
2-39
Japanese Conference on Advanced I)ietal Audio makes DVD/HQAD
recommendation (Atkinson)
6-45,7-29
Jitter levels different in different-sounding CD masters (Harley)
8-35
Ralph Johnson new President of Stereophile Inc. (Atkinson)
7-33
JVC introduces X1tC1) CI) mastering (Harley)
9-33
Kellwood introduces 1)RIVE CI) playback technology (Harley)
9-33
Krell launches Full Power Balanced amplifiers (Atkinson)
5-34
Guy Lemcoe leaves Steraphik joins XLO (Atkinson)
1-3
Lithuania honors Frank Zappa (Lehnert)
2-43
Live '95, London (Colloms)
1-83
Lundahl magnetic amplifier (Sauer)
0- 35
Madrigal to take over Citation, Audio Access (Atkinson)
1
10.39
MBL amplifiers stolen (Phillips)
Steve McCormack leaves McCormack Audio (Phillips)
Jim McCullough joins Genesis Technologies (Phillips)
Paul Messenger Sttnvphile's new UK correspondent (Atkinson)
Metaphor Acoustics lksigns moves (Phillips)
Microsoli & 1
klby Labs form AC-3 surround-sound alliance (Willis)
Peter W. Mitchell, 1942-1995 (Atkinson,Meyer)
Bill Monroe (Baird)
Music Editor Richard Lehnert leaves Stenvphile (Atkinson)
Music For Others discontinues Rep, distributes Moth (Atkinson)
Nakamichi to abandon audio business? (Atkinson)
NAltM releases 1995 LP, CI), & cassette sales statistics (Atkinson)
NEC announces "Silicon View" solid-state video recorder (Scott)
Northwestern University investigates auralization (Mitchell)
Russ Novak leaves Stamphile
NXT introduces radically new speaker technology (Messenger)
Old Colony Sound reprints rare audio books (Adcinson)
On-line LP source (Leincoe)
Onkyo launches new A/V components (Scull)
1)avid Packard, 1913-1996 (Willis)
Parasound to discontinue Spica TC-60 (Phillips)
Nelson Pass abandons DIY amplifier designs (Kastanovich)
John Pfeiffer, 1920-1996 (Frank)
Philips to support Sony's 1)SI) for pro-audio uses (Atkinson)
Philips VP blames record industry for I)CC flop (Atkinson)
Positive Feedluuk magazine goes independent (Phillips)
Printyl Vinyl 1‘Thunge Newsletter (Phillips)
Quintessential Sound uses 24-bit recording system (Scull)

11-35
9-31
2-43
12-31
1-39
6-43
3-3 & 31
11-35
4-41,8-2Z9-3
3-35
7-41,8-31
9-31
2-39
2-45
11-3
12-33
11-33
8-39
12-37
6-41
1-37
10-39
4-39
12-31
10-33
10-43
10-43
2-50
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Come Hear It at The Sound Gallery -L

Atiantii Sumo for Ilivh-end Audio
Ho one knows (and loves) hiqh-end audio like the experts at The sound Gallery in Buckhead.
Audio isn't just our profession, it's our passion. In fad, we've spent years studyiny the art of sound reproduction.
We listen to all equipment, then choose to sell only those components that ref led the best performance
and lony-term value. Our recommendations are educated, practical ones. Onei you can trust.
c-

+

In the Buckhead HiFi Buys Store
Peachtree Ruad. tlanta. GA (1011 201-113 s

•
Audio Research -(lasse -Martin Logan •Meridian •Sonus Faber •
Sunfire •
Mirage
-Adcom -Audio Power -Denon -Energy -faroudja -Golden Tube Audio -Infinity -Kenwood -MESA Baron -Mitsubishi
-Monster MSeries -Oros -Pioneer Elite -DEL Acoustics -Vienna Acoustics -Sony Projection -Sound Anchor Sumiko -Target -Yamaha

-life

is too short for boring hi-fi"

Introducing the new integrated amplifiers by Densen Audio Technologies.
Hand built in Denmark in limited quantities, the B-100 and DM-10
are setting new standards for great sound and style.
Densen B-100
60 W./CH. Integrated Amp. -$1295.00

Densen DM -10
75 W./CH. Integrated Amp. -$2195.00

"The B-100 is the very
best in its class, hands down"
Ken Kessler. Hi -Fi News & Record Review

DM-10

Having received world-wide acclaim, Densen Audio is now available in
the US. Come hear these very affordable products at Audio Outlet.

:69 S. Moger Ave. Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 • 914-666-0550
777
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RDS spreads in the US (Scott)
12-39
Recision takes over International Jensen consumer brands (Atkinson)
3-35
Realtime audio/video to be available on the Internet (Willis)
12-37
Reference 3A loudspeakers available in the US (Phillips)
6-43
Reference Recordings to distribute AudioQuest Music (Phillips)..... ....... _11-33
Rep Research products available in the US (Phillips)
6-43
Andy Regan promoted to Executive VP of AudioQuest (Phillips)
7-31
Robert J. Reina becomes father (Phillips)
2-41
Rogers speaker designed by McLaren Fl consultant (Messenger)
12-39
Kalman Rubinson joins Stercophiie reviewing staff (Atkinson)
9-3
Salon HIFI 96 Haute Fidélité & Home Cinema, Paris (Scull)
7-70
San Francisco MOMA puts on audio-related exhibit (Willis)
11-33
Mark Schilier leaves Audio Alchemy, replaces Jim McCullough at Genesis
(Phillips)
12-35
Snell Acoustics acquired by AudioNord (Mitchell,Greenhill)
1-35
Sony demonstrates Direct Stream I
)igital (FremetHarley.Collorns)
5-34
Sony Heritage Masterworks, 1900-1980 (Schneider)
9-29
Sony introduces 48-track, 24-bit digital console (Mitchell)
1-39
Sony proposes 1)51) for HQAI) (Harley)
8-33
Sony relaunches MiniDisc in selected US markets (Willis)
10-37
Sony to introduce "Direct Stream Digital" high-resolution mastering system
(Harley)
1-37
Sound & Vision London 1995 (Colloms)
Sound & Vision London 1996 canceled (Atkinson)
Deborah Starr joins Stereo/Ai/vas Managing Editor (Atkinson)
Stan folds? (Stone)
Stewophile Customer Service E-mail Address (Atkinson)
Polly Summar no longer Siereophile Managing Editor (Atkinson)
Swoboda Audio Modifications offers Sony Cl) player mods (Sauer)

1-83
9-35
5-3
6-43,9-33
12-31
2-3
7-46

Sysop wanted for Stenvphile Web Site (Atkinson)
5-3
TDK introduces new optical-disc technology (Scull)
11-37
Threshold, PS Audio move (Phillips)
6-43
Time-Warner completes Turner takeover (Willis)
12-39
Toshiba SI) & Sony/Philips MM1) merge into DVI) (Mitchell,Norton)
2-35
Toshiba SI) could be 24-bit. 96kHz audio format (Scull,Harley)
2-37 & 39
Ultrasystems to distribute Illuenote products in the US (Scull)
6-43
van den Hul changes US di st
ributi on(pbillip s)
2-43
Versalab to introduce cost-no-object turntable (Phillips)

7-31

Vienna Sound Rc Vision Show 1996 (Sauer)
7-79
"Visual Ears" Windows program aids speaker setup (Atkinson)
4-40
Kevin Voecks leaves Snell to form new speaker company (Mitchell,Greenhill)
1-35
WCES to move from Sahara Hotel to Alexis Park in 1997 (Atkinson)
2-33
Peter Wellikoff becomes President-COO of the Equity Group (Atkinson) .3-37
Westinghouse acquires Infinity Broadcasting (Willis)
9-34
Bill Wolfe, 1960-1996 (Atkinson)
Keizo Yamanaka, 1932-1995 (Phillips)

8-33
1-37

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Accessories & Headphones
Acoustic Sciences Corporation Tube Traps (Harley)
Audio Alchemy HPA v1.0 headphone amplifier (Phillips)
AudioPrism CI) Blacklight (Tellig)
AudioPrisin Cl) Stoplight (Tellig)
Bedini Ultra Clarifier (Scull)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf (Phillips)

1-163
7-149
11-53
10-47
2-177
2-150

Bluenote Midas Series Hi-Fi Tube Dampers (Scull)
2-177,4-251
CA 2+2 record brush (Freiner)
11-63
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech TF 1120 Tune Field Acoustic Correction
System (Stone)
12-201
Coherent Systems Electraclear EAU-1 (Freiner)
11-63
Ensemble Isotrans power conditioner (Scull)
11-173
Grado Reference Series One headphones (Phillips,English)
7-149
HeadRoom Supreme headphone amplifier (Phillips)
7-155
K-A-B SpeedStmbe 1)igital Phonograph Speed Readout (Scull)
2-177
Marantz RC2000 system remote control (Ullman)
SGHT2-4-123
McCormack Micro Integratedlkive headphone amplifier (Phillips)
7-149
Metes SHA-Gold headphone amplifier (Phillips)
7-149
MIT Z-Stabilizer Mk.11 power-line conditioner (Harley)
1-163
MIT Z-Center power-line conditioner (Harley)
1-163
MIT Z-Iso-Duo power-line conditioner (Harley)
1-163
MIT Z-Cord 11 AC power cord (Harley)
1-163
Naim Armageddon LP12 turntable power supply (Phillips)
2-145
Panarnax 1000+ AC surge protector (Willis)
11-213
Perfectionist Audio Components Super 11)0S AC line conditioner (English)
7-143
QII/DNM Design Ringmat 330 Mk.I1 XLR turntable mat (FremetTellig)
6-61,11-53
Rep cartridge torque wrench (Fremer)
Sennheiser 111)C 451 NoiseGard Noise-Canceling headphones (Norton)
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11-63
2-187

Shakti Electromagnetic Stabilizer (Scull,Willis)
Tinvnshend Audio Seismic Sink (Freiner)
Versalab ItFI Filter System (Phillips)
Versalab Red Rollers (Phillips)
Versalab Wood Blocks (Phillips)
VI'l HW-16 5record-cleaning machine (Fremer)
VI'l FM-17 record-cleaning machine (Firmer)
WireWorld Cable Comparator (I lark'))

2-177,4-267
1-71
6-159
6-159
6-159
6-63,9-29
6-63,9-29
8-151

Amplifiers (integrated)
JoLida SJ 502A (Brownell)
Krell KAV-3001 (Colloms)
Linn Majik-I (Harley)
McCormack Micro Integrated Drive (Phillips)
Rotel RA-97013X (Harley)
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated One (Harley)
Yamaha I
)SP-A3090 (Harley)
YliA Integré IIT (Tellig)

3-123
7-123
12-149
7-149
12-149
12-149
SGHT2-4-118
12-49

Amplifiers (power)
Actin's 200X3 3-channel (I)eutsch)
Aragon 8008ST (Norton)
Audio lksign Associates PTM-6150 6-channel (Harley)
Audio Electronics SE-811 monoblock (Tellig)
Audio Note Kassai Silver (Scull)
AudioPrism Debut (Tellig)
Audio Research Classic 60 (Reina)5-175
Audio Research VT I30SE monoblock (Phillips)
Ayre V-3 (Telliehillips)
Bryston 3B-ST (Greenhill)
Bryston 7B-ST (Greenhill)
Carver TFM-35x (I)eutsch)
Carver Research Lightstar Reference (Norton)
Cary SLM-100 Revised monoblodc (Reina)
Chiro C-200 (l)eutsch)
Chito C-300 3-channel (I )eutsch)
Citation Model 5.1 4-channel (Holt)
Citation Model 7.1 4-channel (Holt)
Classé CAV-I50 6-channel (Norton)
Conrad-Johnson MV-55 (Tellig)10-51
Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A (Colloms)10-247
Conrail-Johnson Premier Eleven A (Phillips)
I
knoll l'OA-8200 THX 2-channel (Harley)
Denon POA-8300 TFIX 3-channel (Harley)
Dynaco Stereo 160 (Tellig)
Harmonic Precision HP-150 (Tellig)
Jadis SF30013monoblock
Jeff Rowland Iksign Group Model 2(Deutsch)
Krell Audio Standard monoblock (Phillips)
Krell KSA-3005 (Norton)

3-137,8-109
SGHT2-2-94
SGHT2-2-94
10-51
8-47
1-57,2-57,3-109
69
106-2
144
5-159,6-177

Manley SE/PP 30011 monoblock (Tellig)
Manley Reference 240 monoblock (Stone)
Marantz MA500 71-LX monohlock (Harley)
Mark Levinson No331 (Greenhill)
Mark Levinson No333 (Atkinson)
NAI) 214 Okutsch)
NA1) 216 THX (I)eutsch)
Rowl 13-985 5-channel (1)eutsch)

1-57,2-61
5-163
SGHT2-2-106
1-189
12-143
SGHT2-3-99
SGHT2-3-99
SGHT2-1-103

Spectral 1)MA-180 (Harley)
Sumo Andromeda III (Norton)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-300 monoblock (Novak)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-450 Signature monoblock (Novak)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-1250 Wotan monoblock (Scull)
Valve Amplification Company PA80/80 (Phillips)3
Wavelength Audio Cardinal monobleck (Tellig)
Wavelength Audio Cardinal XS monoblock (Scull)
YHA IAlpha HC Okutsch)
Amplifiers (preamps)
Audible Illusions Modulus 3/3A (Fremer)
Audio Research LS5 Mk.11 (Stone)
Audio Research LS22 (Phillips)
Audio Research PH-3 phone preamplifier (Fremer)
Bryston BP25-MC (Greenhill)
Carver Research Lightstar Direct (Stone)
Conrad-Johnson PF-R (Colloms)
Conrad-Johnson EF-1 phono preamplifier (Colloms)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 14 (Phillips)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature Mk.11 (I)eutsch)
Krell KRC-HR (Phillips)
Marantz AV600 TUX surround-sound preamplifier/tuner (Harley)

SGHT2-1-99
6-175
SGHT2-2-110
7-53
4-248
10-47
11-143
8-41 at 107
10-271
10-271
SGHT2-3-96
5-157,6-179
5-173
SGHT2-1-101
SGHT2-1-101
SGHT'2-2-94
SGHT2-2-94
SGHT2-4-108

1-163
5-155,6-179
7-170
7-170
10- 13
571
1-57
1-199
6-165

2-123,9-125
2-131
11-143,12-139
9-119
10-271
2-129 & 139
10-247
10-247
12-135
12-2L3
10-242,12-139
SGHT2-2-106
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Respectable stereos
for responsible people

Howdy,

1204 NW Glisan
Portland, OR 97209
503-227-1943
800-315-1943
New & used available
Trade-ins welcome

Corner Audio is asmall friendly shop
selling hi-fi systems in Portland OR.
We carry aselect range of components.
bist those we believe are exceptional
values. We service what we sell and
most products have a5-year warranty.
We care about our customers (we call to
check that all is OK) and our prices are
competitive.
So if you're tired of hype and pressure,
stop in for achat or give us acall. You'll
find us friendly, knowledgeable, helpful
'and (sort of) honest.
See um( soon.

• Audio Physic • BEL • Ouicksilver • RPM • Linaeum • EAD • WireWorld • AMC • Townshend Audio • PSE • Sumiko • The •
Klyne Audio Arts • LAST • Lyra • REL • Michael Yee Audio • XL0 • Rotel • Sound Anchors • Lightspeed Audio • Audio Matiere • ASC
• lmmedia • Yamamura • CWD • Benz-Micro • ART • Audio Technica • Mango • VPI • Sanus • SOTA • Weltronics • SPICA •
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Melos MA-333 Reference (Novak)
Melos SHA-Gold (Phillips)
Musical Fidelity X-10I) (Tellig)
Nains Prefix phono preamplifier (Stone,Phillips)
Pass Labs Aleph P(Stone)
Perfectionist Audio Components Pro Reference 111/10K (English)
Purest Sound Systems Model 500 Dual Mono (Tellig)
Rote! RQ-97011X phono preamplifier (Harley)
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 Signature phono preamplifier (Fremer)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 (Fremer,Novals)
Spectral DMC-20 Series 2(Harley)
Threshold T-2 (Stone)
Audio/Video Receivers
Denon AVR-1200 (Phillips)
Hanuan/Kardon AVR80 (Harley)
Kellwood KR-X1000 (Harley)
Marantz SR-96 (Harley)
NA!) AV 713 (Ullman)
Onkyo TX-SV727 (Phillips)
Yamaha RX-V2090 (Harley)
Loudspeakers & Subwoofers
Acarian Systems Alón V (Novak,Reina)
Acarian Alón Petite (Phillips)
Acarian Alón C-1 center (Phillips)
Acarian Alón C-1 surround (Phillips)
Acarian Alón PW1 woofer (Phillips)
Acoustic Research 312 HO (Norton)

4-257
7-149
11-47
7-138
2-135,10-292
7-143
11-51
12-149
2-126
2-126,4-261
1-163
2-131 & 141

SGHT2-3-102
SGHT2-4-112
SGHT2-1-94
SGHT2-4-115
SGHT2-2-116
SGHT2-3-102
SGHT2-1-96

7-169,8-39,9-169
1-223,SGHT2-3-132
SGHT2-3-132
SGHT2-3-132
SGHT2-3-132
SGHT2-4-127

Acoustic Research 308 HO (Norton)
SGHT2-4-127
Acoustic Research CS25 HO center (Norton)
SGHT2-4-127
Acoustic Research S12 HO active subwoofer (Norton)
SGHT2-4-127
Aerial Acoustics IOT (Phillips)
4-217
Aerial Acoustics CC3 center-channel (Phillips)
11-197
Atlantic Technology 351 L/R THX (Stone,Norton)...SGHT2-1-105,SGHT2-2-147
Atlantic Technology 352 MX surround (Stone,Norton)
SGHT2-1-105,SGHT2-2-147
Adantic Technology 353 TI-IX center (Stone,Norton)...SGHT2-1-105,SGHT2-2-147
Audio Artistry Dvorak (Dickson)
4-204
Audiovector VI (English)
8-134
Avalon Acoustics Radian FIC (Harley)
1-163
B&W 800ASW active subwoofer (Norton,Stone)...SGHT2-2-138,SGHT2-4-137
11&W AS6 active subwoofer (Stone)
SGHT2-3-138
B&W CC6 center (Stone)
SGHT2-3-138
li&W Compact Domestic Monitor 1(Atkinson)
6-199
B&W 1)M601 surround (Stone)
B&W DM602 (Stone,Norton)

SGHT2-3-138
SGHT2-3-138,9-133

Boston Acoustics CR6 L/R (Phillips)
Boston Acoustics CRI center (Phillips)
Boston Acoustics CRX surround (Phillips)

SGHT2-4-133
SGHT2-4-133
SGHT2-4-133

Boston Acoustics CR4CSO active subwoofer (Phillips)
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield 300L Series 11 (Atkinson)
Castle Durham 900 (Tellig)
Celestion Soundsty/c MP1 (Phillips)
Celestion Sounchtle Center2 center (Phillips)
Celestion SouncWyk Little Isurround (Phillips)
Celestion Soundstyie CSW active subwoofer (Phillips)
Citation Model 7211-IX LC It (Holt)
Citation Model 73 THX surround (Holt)
Citation Model 7.4 THX subwoofer (Holt)
Coincident Speaker Technology Troubador (Phillips,Atkinson)
Diapason Mammies 11 (English)
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI (Stone,Adtinson)
1)ynaudio Contour 1.3 (Novak)
1)zurko Acoustics Jaguar (Colloms)
Energy Connoisseur C-2 (Norton)

SGHT2-4-133
9-137
5-51
SGHT2-2-120
SGHT2-2-120
SGHT2-2-120
SGHT2-2-120
SGHT2-2-94
SGHT2-2-94
SGHT2-2-94
1-2232-185
9-153
8-115
11-203
6-191
9-129

Ensemble Elysia (Colloms)
Ensemble Profysia (CoHorns)
Ensemble Profundo Silver woofer (Colloms)

9-159
9-159
9-159

Epos ES 22 (Tellig)
Epos ES 25 (English)
Genelec 1030A active (Holt)

5-53
2-155
SGHT2-2-124

Genelec 1092A active subwoofer (Holt)
Hales Concept Two (Brownell)
Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR (Tellig)
Jadis Eurythmic 11 (Scull)
JMIab Grand Utopia (English)
jMlab Micron Carat (Atkinson)
Joseph Audio RM7si (Atkinson)
REF AV3 THX LCR (Holt)
REF AV2 THX surround (Holt)

SGHT2-2-124
5-131
2-57
3-109
5-125
6-199
2-163
1-233
1-233
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REF AV ITHX powered subwoofer (Holt)
REF Reference Series Model Four (Norton)
ICenvuood LS-X1F LCR (Stone)
M&K MX5000THX active subwoofer (Norton)
Metaphor 2(Phillips)
Mirage 1090i (Novak)
Mission 731i (Reina)
Monitor Audio MAG 902 L/R (Stone)
Monitor Audio MAG CC900 center (Stone)
Monitor Audio MAG 901 surround (Stone)
Monitor Audio Studio 50 (Colloms)
Mordaunt-Short Performance 880 (Colloms)
NHT VS-2 Center (Harley)
NHT VT-2 L/R (Harley)
Paradigm LCR-450 LCR (Phillips)
Paradigm ADP-150 surround (Phillips)
Paradigm PS-1000 active subwoofer (Phillips)
ProAc Response 23 (Freiner)
PSB New Stratus Mini (Atkinson)
Reference 3A Royal Master Control (Sail»
Rosinanté Evolution Si (Deutsch)
Snell Type A Reference (Greenhill)
Snell SUB 1800 THX subwoofer (Greenhill)
Sony ES SS-M9 (Atkinson)
Sound 1)yriamics THC-2 LCR (Fremer)

1-233
3SGHT2-1-110
47
8
SGHT2-2-142
4-265
6-183
11-189
SGHT2-4-137
SGHT2-4-137
SGHT2-4-I37
3-155
8-128
SGHT2-1-111
SGHT2-1-111
SGHT2-2-128
SGHT2-2-I28
SGHT2-2-128
1-215
6-199
1-199
8-123
3-165
3-165
9-137
SGHT2-3-142

Sound Dynamics THR-BP-1 surround (Prettier)
Sound Dynamics THS-10 active woofer (Freiner)
Swans Baton (Atkinson)
Thiel CS.5 (Tellig)
Thiel CS1.5 (Tellig)
Thiel CS7 (Phillips)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2 (Atkinson)
Triad InRoom Gold LCR THX (Stone)
Triad OnWall Silver THX surround (Stone)
Triad InRoom Gold PowerSub active subwoofer (Stone)
Velodyne ULD-18THX active subwoofer (Norton)
Velodyne ULI)-18 active subwoofer (Norton)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy 5.1 (Phillips)
Wilson Audio Specialties WITT (Norton,Colloms,Atkinson)
Wilson Audio Specialties X-I/Grand SLAMM (English)

SGHT2-3-I42
SGHT2-3-142
2-189
5-49
5-49
1-261
2-163
SGHT2-2-132
SGHT2-2-132
SGHT2-2-132
SGHT2-2-144
SGHT2-4-144
10-292
1-177J-185
5-128

CD Players, D/A processors, & CD transports
Accuphase 1)P-55 (Harley)
9-109
Adcom GDA-704) D/A processor (Harley)
SGHT2-3-118
AMC CI)6 (Kastanovich)
6-147
Audio Alchemy 1)AC-in-the-Box (Kastanovich)
11-183
Audio Alchemy I)DS III Cl) transport (Kastanovich)
8-145
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro CD transport (Rubinson)
9-115
Audio Alchemy DTI- Pro 32 jitter attenuator (Harley)
3-141,7-132
Audio Alchemy UltraDAC D/A processor (Harley)
SGHT2-3-118
Audiolab 8000CI)M Mk.11 CD transport (Rubinson)
12-183
Audiolab 8000I)AC Mk.III D/A processor (Rubinson)
12-183
Audio Research CD1 (Norton)
11-155
California Audio Labs CL-10 multidisc CI) changer (Harley)
11-161
California Audio Labs Gamma D/A processor (Kastanovich)
11-181
California Audio Labs Icon Mk.I1 HI)CD (Reina)
6-143
C.E.C.TL 2CI) transport (Stone)
7-177
Ensemble Dichrono Drive CD transport (Scull)
11-171
Ensemble Dichrono D/A processor (Scull)
11-171
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens (Harley,Atkinson)
7-128,10-241
Marantz CI)-17 (Tellig)
6-53
Mark Levinson No31.5 CI) transport (Atkinson)
10-240
Meridian 508 (Tellig)
6-49
Meridian 518 1)igital Audio Processor (Atkinson)
1-249,7-185
Nakamichi MB-2s (Kastanovich)
6-147
Parasound D/AC-1100H1) D/A processor (Harley)
4-235
Parasound D/AC-2000 Ultra D/A processor (Harley)
4-235
Parasound C/13D-2000 CD transport (Harley)
5-179
PS Audio SL Three D/A processor (Harley)
5-205
Rotel RCD-950 (Kastanovich)
6-147,8-39
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 CD transport (Harley)
2-152
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 (Harley)
6-137,9-110
Sony CDP-XA7ES (Norton)
11-153
Spectral SDR-2000 Pro 1)/A processor (Harley)
1-163
Theta Chroma 396 D/A processor (Harley)
SGHT2-3-118,8-140
Theta I)S Pro Basic lila I)/A processor (Phillips)
5-185
Theta 1)ata Basic II Cl) transport (Phillips,Rubinson)
5-185,9-117
Theta Data III CI) transport/laserdisc player (Norton)
SGHT2-3-112
Theta DS Pro Generation V-A I)/A processor (Dickson)
1-259
Wadia 7CD transport (Harley)
10-231
Wadia 27 D/A processor (Harley)
10-231
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Foundation for the arts.

A home enterraimnent system isn't
just agroup of boxes, it's an
artisitic expression of technology
The best way to display it is with
the Archetype'

System
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Sib:manlier Designs.

SALAMANDER
DESIGNS LTD.
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SALAMANDER DESIGNS LTD.

Neoprene isolators damp vibration. Solid steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability to the rigid solid hardwood shelves. They expand along with your
system. A sound foundation, found at The Temple of Home Theater. For afree color
brochure, call 1-800-524-5659.

B

2Wtst 45th St., NY, NY 212-575-5000 •Inside ABC Carpet & Home. B.way at 19th St., NY, NY 212-228-5354

485 Old Country Rd.. Westbury, LI 516-334-3443 •556 Rt. 17 North. Paramus, NJ 201452-2882
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Audiophile Electron Tubes
MATCHED POWER TUBES
P/N
EACH
2A3
25.00
61305/EL84 USA
15.00
6CA7 YUGO
22.00
6L6 (SEE 5881/6L6WGB)
E341 TESLA
18.00
EL34 TESLA
17.00
EL34A CHINA
12.00
6KG6/EL509
CALL
36KG6/PL509
CALL
KT88
25.00
KT88 TESLA
35.00

PAIRS QUARTET
50.00
100.00
30.00
60.00
44.00
88.00
36.00
34.00
24.00

72.00
68.00
48.00

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

P/N
EACH
KT90/99 YUGO
40.00
211
45.00
300B
78.00
807 USA
16.00
845
50.00
5881/6L6WGB USA
19.00
5881/6L6WGC USSR 12.50
6550A CHINA
19.00
6550A GE
40.00
6550 WC USSR
25.00
6973 USA
25.00

PAIRS
80.00

QUARTET
100.00

156.00
32.00

312.00
64.00

38.00
25.00
38.00
80.00
50.00
50.00

76.00
50.00
76.00
160.00
100.00
100.00

PRE-AMP TUBES

ARS ELECTRONICS
Since 1907

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406

5AR4 CHINA
5U4GB USA
6AN8A
6AU6A
68L8
68M8
6CA4
6CW4
6DJ8 AMPEREX
LM-6DJ8 AMPEREX
6DJ8 TELEFUNKEN
6F07/6CG7
6SL7GT
6SL7GT USA
6SN7GT
6SN7GT USA
6X4
12AT7/6201 USA

15.00
20.00
15.00
6.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.50
15.00
35.00
15.00
8.50
12.00
8.50
12.00
9.00
8.50

LOW NOISE

(818) 997-6279

NEW TUBES ARRIVING DAILY

FAX :(818) 997-6158

Over 100.000 Tubes in Stock

Export Orders Welcome!

12AU7/6189 USA
12AX7A CHINA
12AX7A YUGO
LM-12AX7A CHINA
LM- 2AX7A YUGO
12AY7/6072 GE
12AZ7 USA
12BH7A USA
12BY7A
12F07
12X4
5751 GE-SYL
LM-5751 GE-SYL
5965A USA
6267/EF86
6922/E88CC USSR
LM-6922/E88CC USSR
7199

8.50
6.50
6.50
12.00
12.00
15.00
15.00
20.00
16.00
15.00
12.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
8.50
18.00
15.00

LOW NOISE
LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
Ship By
Fedex
UPS

VISA
Prices Subject to Change
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Wadia 2000 I)/A processor (Harley)
YI3A Cl) 3(Tellig)
Z-Systems Z-Link jitter attenuator (Harley)

12-215
12-49
3-180

Pickup Cartridges
AudioQuest 7000 Fe5 (Freiner)
Benz MC Gold (Fremer)
Benz-Micro Glider (Brownell)
Clearaudio Insider (Scull)
Lyra Clavis 1)a Capo (Fremer)
Ortofon MC-15 Super Midi (Firmer)
Ortofon XI-MC (Freiner)
Rega Elys (Freiner)
Reg-a Super Bias (Fremer)
Transfiguration Temper (Fremer)
'Wilson &mesa Carlxm (Freiner)

4-225
12-61
8-112
5-149
4-225
12-61
12-61
12-61
12-61
7-135
12-169

Tonearms
Naim ARO (Phillips)
Rockport Series 6000 air-bearing tonearm (Freiner)

2-145
5-136

Turntables
Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla (Phillips)
Linn Sondek LPI2 Lingo (Phillips)
Moth Kanoot (Freiner)
Nairn Armageddon LP12 turntable power supply (Phillips)
Reg? Planar 2(Freiner)

2-145
2-145
12-61
2-145
12-61

Rep Planar 3(Fremer)
Thorens TD 320 Mk.III (Fremer)
VPI TNT Mk3 (Fremer)

12-61
12-61
11-137

Interconnects, data links, 14c speaker cables
Alpha-Core C;oertz MI Ag II Matched Impedance loudspeaker cable (Scull)
3-118
AudioTruth Diamond x2 interconnect (Harley)
8-155
Ensemble Digiflux 75 digital datalink (Scull)
11-173
Ensemble Suprafltuc interconnect (Scull)
11-173
Ensemble Voiceflux loudspeaker cable (Scull)
11-173
Illuminati 1)ataFlex Studio S/PI)IF digital datalink (Scull)
5-195
Illuminati Orchid AES/EliU balanced digital datalink (Scull)
5-195
Kimber Silver Streak interconnect (Tellig)
11-49
MIT MH-850 Multi-Bandwidth CVTerminator loudspeaker cable (Harley)
1-163,2-191
MIT MI-350 Reference CVTenninator interconnect (Harley)
1-163,8-156
MIT Digital Reference Digital Interconnect (Harley)
1-163
Monster Cable M-SeriesTFIX interconnects & speaker cables (Stone)
SGHT2-3-126
TARA Labs RSC Decade interconnect (Scull)
12-193
TARA Labs RSC Decade digital datalink (Scull)
12-193
TARA Labs RSC Decade loudspeaker cable (Scull)
12-193
WircWorld Atlantis 2interconnect (Harley)
8-151
WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnect (Harley)
8-151
XL0 VDO-series 11-IX interconnects & speaker cables (Stone)... SGHT2-3-126
Signal Processors
Angstrom 2(8) surround-sound processor (Norton)
SGHT2-4-94
Audio Alchemy 1/11•Pro 32 jitter attenuator (Harley)
3-141,7-132
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech TF 1120 Time Field Acoustic Correction
System (Stone)
12-201
Citation Model 7.0 surround-sound processor/preamplifier (Holt)...SGHT2-2-94
Chins C-800 surround-sound processor (Norton)
SGHT2-1-87
Denon AVP-8000 AC-3/THX surround-sound processor (Harley,Norton)
SGHT2-2-100 & 104
Enlightened Audio Designs Theatennaster surround-sound processor (Stone)
SGHT2-4-100
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens (Harley,Atkinson)
7-128,10-241
Lexicon I)C-1 surround-sound processor (Holt)

SGHT2-4-104,12-177

Marainz AV600 THX surround-st
dpreamplifier/tuner (Harley)...SGHT2-2-106
Meridian 518 1)igital Audio Processor (Atkinson)
1-249,7-185
Meridian 565 surround-sound processor (Norton)
SGHT2-3-89
NAD 917 surround-sound processor (Norton)
SGHT2-1-90
Pioneer Elite SP-99I) AC-3 surround-sound processor (Norton)
SGHT2-1-92
Snell EC 200 electronic crossover (Greenhill)
3-165
Yamaha DI)P-1 AC-3 surround-sound processor (Harley)
SGHT2-1-96
Z-Systems Z-Link jitter attenuator (Harley)
3-180
Recording Equipment
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor (Atkinson)
Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital recorder (Atkinson)
Pioneer PDR-99 CD-R recorder (Stone,Holt)
Sony TCD-D8 portable DAT recorder (Stone)

1-249,7-185
1-185
1-241,4-267
10-292

Tuners lir Antennae
Antenna Performance Specialties Sniper FM antenna (Scott)
Antenna Performance Specialties QFM-12 FM antenna (Scott)
Linn Kremlin (Scott)
Paramund T/DQ-1600 (Scott)
RadioShack amplified indoor FM antenna (Scott)

3-179
3-179
3-177
12-208
11-217

Video Equipment
AmPro HD-3600 front-projection TV (Holt)
Dwin HD-5130 front-projection TV (Norton)
Dwin LD-2 line doubler (Norton)
Faroudja LD-200 line doubler (Holt)
Goldstar GVR-E469 VHS video cassette recorder (Wilkinson)
Hitachi 32UX8B direct-view TV (Johnson)
Magnavox TP3272C direct-view TV monitor(Johnson)
Maranta MV610 VHS video cassette recorder (Wilkinson)
Mitsubishi CS-40805 direct-view TV monitor (Johnson)
Mitsubishi VS-6085 rear-projection TV (Norton)

SGHT2-4-62
SGHT2-4-68
SGHT2-4-68
SGHT2-4-62
SGHT2-2-112
SGHT2-4-82
SGH72-2-86
SGHT2-1-83
SGHT2-2-90
SGHT2-3-76

Pioneer CLD-D704 laserdisc player (Norton)
Pioneer Elite CLD-79 laserdisc player (Norton)
Pioneer Elite CLD-99 laserdisc player (Holt,Norton)
Pioneer Elite Pro-118 rear-projection TV (Norton)
ProScin PS-32130 direct-view IV monitor (Johnson)
ProScan PS60690 rear-projection TV (Norton)
Proton WT-3650 direct-view TV monitor (Johnson)
RCA F35760MB direct-view TV monitor( Johnson)
Runco Super IDTV 11 980 front-projection TV (Norton)

SGHT2-1-82
SGHT2-3-109
SGHT2-1-80
SGHT2-1-70
SGHT2-4-86
SGHT2-1-74
SGHT2-3-81
SGHT2-1-66
SGHT2-2-72

Runc-oSC-3050 Super 11)1V II Scan Converter (Norton)
SGHT2-2-72
Sony KP-41T15 rear-projection TV (Norton)
SGHT2-1-77
Sony KV-32X13R100 direct-view TV monitor (Johnson)
SGHT2-1-68
Sony VPH-1001Q front-projection TV (Norton)
SGH12-2-78
Stewart Fihnscreen Studiotek 130 microperforated screen (Norton) SGHT2-2-75
Theta Data III laserdisc player (Norton)
SGHT2-3-112
Toshiba M-781 VHS video cassette recorder (Wilkinson)
Toshiba C.X32F60 direct-view TV monitor (Johnson)
Toshiba TP55E80 rear-projection TV (Ullman)
Vidikron TGS 301 front-projection TV (Norton)
Yamaha CDV-W901 laserdisc player (Norton)
Zenith SR3589 direct-view TV monitor (Johnson)

SGHT2-1-85
SGHT2-4-90
SGHT2-4-74
SGHT2-2-82
SGHT2-3-116
SGHT2-3-86

Complete Systems
Acarian Alón Trio C-I surround loudspeaker system (Phillips)
SGHT2-3-132
Atlantic Technology 350 THX loudspeaker system (Stone,Norton)
SGHT2-1-105,SGHT2-2-147
Celestion Soundstyle Home Theater loudspeaker system (Phillips)...SGHT2-2-120
Citation System 7000 Home THX system (Holt)
SGHT2-2-94
Genelec active Home Theater loudspeaker system (Holt)
SGHT2-2-124
KEF TI-DC loudspeaker system (Holt)
1-233
Kellwood Home 11-IX loudspeaker system (Stone)
SGHT2-1-108
MIT/Avalon/Spectral -2C3D Hologram" system (Harley)
1-163
Paradigm 450 Flonte Theater loudspeaker system (Phillips)
SGHT2-2-128
Triad Gold THX loudspeaker system (Stone)
SGHT2-2-132

Stereophile's
ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vo120 No.1 (1971
through January 1997), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol. 1No.1. (Please note that an index does not
include the review or article texts.) Currently available only on 51/
4"or 3 1
2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only). Send
$19.95 to Stereophile Almost-Complete Index, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Please indicate disk size.
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dynaTEK

WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS...
REAL WORLD PRICES!
AUD!ftCDTI v2.0 & DDE v3.0 Combo

elbrrl X
y7
I

DDE v1.2

The Leader in Alfin-dable Digital Audio

All this for only $495

•New Power Station 5.
•Optional add-on dejittering.
•Dual 20-bit analog devices AD1862 DAC's.
•Uses Pacific Microsonics HDCD digital filter.

r".".
reg $1,398
"...when the v3.0 is used with the DTI
v2.0 via the I2S interface, the
performance (of the v3.0) goes up a
whole notch to Class B." -Robert Harley,
Stereophile Recommended Components,. 10/96

AUDIO,'VIDEO El HOME CINEMA

DTI•Pro32

"a flat-out miracle product, that makes CDs
listenable." -Michael Fremer. Stereophile
Recommended Components, 10/96

DDS•Pro Transport

Modified Pioneer
"stable platter" mechanism.
Ultra-low jitter output: 5pico seconds. Uses
Stereophile Class BRecommended Components 10/96
Iproprietary PS bus digital transmission. Stereophile
ACD•PRO
New
Recommended Component Class A/B, 10/96
•

CD Player

$1,195

Pioneer stable platter mechanism.
Dual 20 bit DAC, HDCD digital filter

reg 5/.395

—
"Across the entire audible frequency spectrum, the PS linked system
was tonally neutral, and recording that had not been impressive in
their instrument voicing were revealed to be quite honest." -Kalman
Rubinson, Stereophile. 9/96

Call for package price.

We recommend the use of Camelot Technology's superior Excalibur
Ill I'S cable to link this already excellent digital front end.

Camelot Technology

Alchemy's Killer

VITB

Now
$199

•Five digital inputs (Coaxial, AES/EBU, AT&T ST
glass, TOSlink & I'S)
•Precision Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
•Resolution Enhancement (16, 18 or 20-bit)
•Three digital outputs (Coaxial. AES/EBU & FS)

ATTENTION

411>

"It's rare to find this combination of musical
qualities in such an affordable product. (DDE
v3.0)" - Robert Harley, Stereophile, 7/95
Stereophile Class C
Recommended Component. 10/96

Experience the Digital Magic of the
Merlin IS CD Transport
The Camelot Technology MERLIN is ahigh-end CD transport which incorporates one
of the industry's most brilliant inventions: the I'S bus!
The Merlin provides an outstanding foundation for any digital playback system. Its
sophisticated technology, advanced engineering, premium parts quality, sturdy build
and handsome good looks make it an excellent investment towards musical satisfaction.

BUM
OMNI

Ihe Excalibur Ill silver tenon IS cable is a
revolutionary design from Camelot Technology, an international leader in digital audio.
Available in any
length under 2m,
all for the same
low price!

The Excalibur Ill — A steal at the regular price of '129.95

•Specially-designed "Stabilization Platform"
•High current driver for coaxial and AES/EBU outputs
•RCA coaxial, AES/EBU XLR, I'S digital outputs:
AT&T glass fiber-optical optional
Call for
•Includes "Sir Percival" state-of-the-

y
h
D
a
y
s
n
i
a
.teusk

art AC Power Cord

tturbo&

Audio Alchemy owners .

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

reg. $1,094

New
$799

"Where Audio Legends are Born"

Resolution Enhancement at Its Best

Prices subject to change Not responsible for typographical errors

S295

"a giant step forward in entry-level
phono gear," - Steven Stone, Stereophile
Recommended Components, 10/96

Camelot Technolog> Dragon is ahigh-end jitter reduction unit is ah state-of-the-art
resolution enhancement technology. It reduces jitter to <25ps (pico seconds). In addition,
the Dragon can also increase the apparent resolution of the digital signal by the addition
of triangulated dither. This, combined with superior materials and quality of construction, make it atruly landmark product.

Only $99 95

t•eg

Stereophile Product of the Year,
Budget Category, 12/95, Vol. 18, No. 12

efte Dragon

Limited Time
Introductory Price

EDI v1.0 & DDE v3.0 Combo

Phono Stage

Breathe Fire into your Digital Front-End with

Call for pricing!

"It's hard to imagine that aworld-class digital frontend such as the Mark Levinson No. 31 transport and
Spectral SDR-2000 Pro digital processor could be
improved by alittle Audio Alchemy box, but it was.
...[it] made the presentation sound more like real
instruments existing in real space." -Robert Harley,
Stereophile, 3/96

"For owners of the DT1•Pro 32 and
reg. S1.595
DDE v3.0 the DDS (Pro) is "an almost mandatory
choice" -Kalman Rubinson Sterconbile, 9/96

Check out Alchemy's complete I
2Scombo!
DDS•Pro, DTI Pro32 & DDE v3.0

Now $1,295

Jitter reduction system with
resolution enhancement.
Uses Alchemy's breakthrough FS Bus format on inreg.
put & output. On-board DSP software takes 16 Bit
$599 !data in &outputs up to 24 bits.
reg $1,595

pricing!

ed
Cinema
charged

the I
2S Bus.

l'he Excalibur Ill greatly enhances the performance of any Audio Alchemy
(or Camelot Technology) digital product utilizing an 1'S connection. It

improves transparency, dynamics & mid-range clarity & enhances the
overall focus, making the music more emotionally involving. In addition
to superior sound quality, the Excalibur III features...
•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss.
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5 pin connectors for maximum conductivity
and resistance to corrosion & oxidation.
•High purity, silver plated, stranded copper

ecnnelot

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

LOVAN audio

The Art of the Metal Triangle

wan products incorporate a heat fused epoxy powder coated
an" scratch resistant finish on tubing. All are made of high carbon
tubing and are fillable for improved damping. Only hardened steel

•Hand painted satin epoxy furniture grade finish on shelves
•Genuine 18K gold plated accents available. (Classic Series only)
•Lovan's unique patented "trisolation" system provides sensitive electronics
components with exceptional stability and superior isolation from vibration.

ne plated spikes and isolation cones are used on the shelves.

Classic II T

Pyramid AVR

Classic II

Internal clearance:
width = 19.25"
depth =17.8"
height from floor =7.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75
height from 2nd shelf =5.75"

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth = 17.25"
height from floor =4.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75"
height from 2nd shelf =6"
height from 3rd shelf =6"

Reg. $649 NOW $499

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth = 17.25"
height b/w shelves = 10.75"
Reg. $479 NOW $399

Reg. $439 NOW $349

Sovereign AVR

Sovereign T Hi-Fi

iular 3 shelf NV rack.
Nill hold up to 50" TV.
Internal Clearance:
width =38.75"
depth =23.75"
height from floor = 10"
eight from 1st shelf =7"
?sight from 2nd shelf =7"

Modular 4 shelf audio rack
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth = 18.5"
height b/w shelves =7"

eg. $749 NOW $599

Reg. $549 NOW $429

Modular 4 shelf audio rack

Sovereign Hi-Fi

with 10" of clearance b/w
shelves.
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
Depth = 18.5"
height b/w all shelves = 10"
Reg. $549 NOW $499

Dynatek carries Lovan Audio's complete line of AN racks, speaker stands,
and subwoofer & center channel isolation bases. Call for details.

Interconnects, Speaker Cables & AC Power Cords
"The Best in the Ji'orld"
)e 1Interconnects: -XLO's [Type

Reference Series
ha' nionically honest. -

-The

Lewis LnttM L. Stereophile 1n 95

Our #1 best selling digital cable.
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

.11.11G. The Absolute Sound. 4 9:

eophile Recommended Component, 10/96

)e 5Speaker Cable:

MBOD

Type 4Digital Cable: "Very transparent. slightly smooth,

IJability to pass asignal

ningly unchanged revealed all sons of new little niceties in records
night Iknew extremely well. -

"The Best in the World"

Type 3A Phono Cable: successor

Type 5cable is better than any

to the famous Type 3phono

rspeaker cable I've tried, by an even wider margin than the

cable at a much more affordable price. One-piece-pair construction

connect that surpassed other in-house contenders. - - .1/.t/G. The
Mae Sound. 4 92
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

designed specifically for phono use features completely isolated fullfloating "Faraday Cage - shielding for protection against lI‘,1 Iand RFI.

"The Best in the World"
pe 1.1 Interconnects:

Signature Series

"...neutral, detailed. very fast, alive, exciting,

"The Best in the World"

Type 4.1 Digital Cable:

no

"There was also that as expected X1.0 sense of

hareally big soundstage. plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless

immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of

'bass, and asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open

Roger Skoff scables. The XL0 Signature is an exciting cable... -

lis.''

Jonathan Seidl. Stereophile.

Jonathan Seidl. Stereophile, September 1995

1996

reophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

)e 3.1 Phono Cable:

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable: -...The

"As far as retrieval of information was concerned,

Type 3.1 is without peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. I3ackgrounds were
ker... This is great stuff!"

entire bass range was as
close to perfect as I've ever heard from acable. ... The upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of

Jonathan Scull,

rophi/e. September /995

brightness or other artifacts. - -.kmarhan Scull. Siereophile. 4 96

reophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

sential
—enproducts. Inc.

IWorld's Greatest AC Power Cord?
Hear what the critics have to say...

The single
greatest
)erformance
1proyement a
)9 component
can make!!

› »/6
2
ft.

"These made asienficant improvement to the
sound of the amp, and as Imoved them into the

rest of the system. Inoted how well they
performed." -Jonathan Sc,,!!, Stereophile, 11/95
The Essence Power Cord:
•Multi-conductor, patent pending geometry.
"...the ESP's make your system
NOW AVAILABLE!
•Proprietary connector components &
sound as if you doubled your ampliESP Power Distributor
termination process.
fier output particularly during loud
•8outlet hospital grade power strip.
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI emissions
dynamic swings. ...you'll hear the
•Includes 6ft. Essence Power Cord.
for the quietest backgrounds.
entire quality of aperformers move•Provides ESP benefits for up to
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.
ment about the stage change... in a
8components.
reg S899
goosebump raising way. - -Michael

January Special

Only 5449

.s seen in Fi Magazine. April 1996

Introductory Special $799

Gindi, Fi Magazine, Vol. 1, INSIle 3

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
yby Acanan Systems •Atlantic Technology •Audio Alchemy •UK Components •Camelot Technology •Chang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •Infinity •KEF •Lovan •MU •Magro
Furniture •MAS •NEAR •Parasound •Sanus •Sonic Frontiers •Sunfire •Tara Labs Space álime •lice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!

x(215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

IL

e-mail: sales@dynanet-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

Hearing is Believing,
Hear a True Legend!

Ultimate Audio

Legend Audio Design •Bel •Vampire

STEREO ONE
5825 Gibbons Drive •Carmichael, CA 95608 •916-483-5363

svi

ctriétd
se Ñéve,

-MIMING THE UPSTÀ TE AND

YORK AREA

Blue Circle

Merlin TSM

BC-2 Amp

The Small Merlin

Hybrid 75W SE
monoblocks.

High resolution
mini-monitor.

BC-2 Preamp
Dual mono tube
line stage.
I wouldn't call the Blue Circle BC-2s my
personal Holy Grail if they didn't do it all, and do
it exceeding well."

"I loved that speaker [the Merlin TSM] so much,
Ibought it..."

Stu McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vol. 6 No. 4

Martin DeWulf, Bound for Sound, 8/96

Let Rich Brkich provide you with sensible recommendations, equipment synergy's, and friendly
service to maximize your listening enjoyment. Visit us on the web @ www.point2.corn/sigsound.htm
Audio Alchemy •ASC •Audient Technologies •Blue Circle Audio •Black Diamond Racing •Cardas Audio •DH Labs
Golden Tube Audio •Grado •JENA Labs •Merlin Music Systems •Rega •Reference Line •RoomTune •SimAudio Celeste
Tice Audio Products •Townshend Audio •Von Schweikert Research •and other products, tubes, tweaks, & accessories'

Demonstrations Are By Appointment -Browsers Or Buyers Are Welcome!
8409B Shallowcreek Road, Liverpool, NY 13090
Phone: (315) 622-4137 Fax: (315) 622-2993 E-mail: richard.brkich etanet. com
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MAN

UFACTURERS'
COMMENTS

helps if you have small hands, as Ido. Last
Isaw Sam's, they were large enough to
wrap firmly all the way 'round awhiskey
In the November 1996 Stereophile, Sam
glass. Alright, we admit the volume knob
Tellig reviewed an exciting new product,
can be abit quirky. You've gotta sacrifice
the Musical Fidelity X10-D CD player
some convenience if you want high style.
upgrade. The article failed to mention one
And wait, let me get this. The man who
important fact. In the USA the Musical
rode 18 floors up on an elevator to save
Fidelity X10-D is available exclusively
tipping the washroom attendant 50 cents
from Audio Advisor, Inc.: (800) 942-0220
at this summer's Stereophile HI-FI Show
or http://www.audioadvisor.com
now advocates spending twice the price of
Wayne Schuunnan
the Myryad MI-120 on that fancy French
President, Audio Advisor
integrated. Sacre Bleu! Mon ami; tu me casses
Myryad MI-120
les pieds. And pay interest on acarte de credite!
Tell me it is not so. So far we've found
Editor:
very few cheap rich people buying our
I'm starting to feel like Roy Hall. All this
MI-120. Most buyers arc in fact stretching
abuse at the hands of the Tellig-man, the
their budgets up from $500 to the MIstalker of the wild Scottish, cr... spirits. In
120's $899 (or $999 if they're vynosaurs).
arecent issue of Stereophile (September '96,
Sam makes agood point though; we often
Vol.19 No.9, p.45) Sam made the humorfind that the audio budgetcer is more willous observation that Audio Influx, our
cherished company name, sounded like a ing to stretch his hi-fi buck beyond the
limit, where the well-heeled 'phile will
digestive disorder or a landfill drainage
agonize about every penny spent.
problem. He should be thankful that our
While we are flattered to sec comsecond choice for names, when submitting
parisons made with amps twice the price,
to the State of New Jersey for available
we should emphasize that at under $1000
monikers, was Audio Infusion; obviously
there aren't many amps built like the
the antidote for Audio Influx.
Myryad. While others use plastic faceWe are happy Sam found the time to
plates and output terminals, Myryad lays a
give the Myryad MI-120 athorough goingover. Surprisingly, even with the lingering
/"-thick slab of brushed aluminum across
4
1
its front side, and beefy, gold-plated, 5aftereffects of Hall's whiskey (also Sam last
way binding posts on the back end. Just to
September, p.45), he was still able to make
make sure it's built like abrick outhouse,
astute observations that concur with the
we put the biggest toroidal transformer in
descriptive feedback we're getting from
its class inside.
our new dealers. It's nice to know that ears
We also notice Sans used the Maranta
work so well that they can yield the same
CD63SE as his source. While we think
kind of portrayals of an amp's sound from
this is an excellent player in its budget
people in completely different environrange, the Myryad MI-120 and the
ments and circumstances. Some of our
Audiolab 8000S are both capable of resolvdealers have called the MI-120 "creamying far better input, from something like
sounding," "delicate, but still rich"; difthe Myryad MC-100 CD player. This is
ferent words, but remarkably similar conwhere we suggest the penny-pinching
clusions from the subjective listening and
music lover spends that additional $1200.
describing process.
Sans appropriated for debt loading. In
Now, about the knob. We would have
fact, we've heard of afew people who did
thought an experienced knob-twiddkr like
Sam would easily master the Cyclops con- just that—counter to their original, frugal,
save-up-and-buy-it-later intent — when
trol on the MI-120. It's in the surface tenthey saw and heard the MC-100. This
sion, Sam. Delicately applying the thumb,
matched system results in some of the
index, and middle digits to the 120's volsame anomaly reductions, albeit between
ume knob, and then twisting gently while
the CD and amp, that Sam correctly highpressing subtly inward, turns the knob just
fine. That way there's no need to hook a lights as aprimary virtue of the integrated
finger on the protruding LED indicator. Of amp concept.
Happy listening.
Michael Zeugin
course, you can't have sweaty fingers —
Audio ¡u/lux Corporation
like, say, someone who thinks about zipwith Chris Evans
pers being at half- or no-mast (Stereophile,
Myryad Systems
September '96, p.47). And, to be fair, it
Musical Fidelity X10-D
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Audiolab 80005

I
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Our thanks to Sam Tellig for his thorough
review of the new Audiolab 8000S multimode integrated amplifier. He seems to
have grasped the essence and reason for
our latest integrated amplifier design.
Basically Audiolab set out to give the
people what they wanted in the changing
audio/video marketplace: complete flexibility, whether it be for a high-quality
audio-only system or combined audio/
video applications. The possibility of asensible upgrade path that doesn't necessitate
throwing away agood piece of equipment
was also of paramount importance. Let's
not forget about sound quality and, of
course, remote control. (The Audiolab
remote control also controls our 8000CD
integrated player ($1595), 8000CDM CD
transport ($1799), and the 8000Q preamp
($1399).
On pricing: We purposely market the
8000S below $1000 since there is asizeable group of audiophiles who simply will
not spend more than that for an integrated amplifier. You may argue that for double the price you can get abetter product,
but we aim to please for $995. Think of all
the CDs you can buy (about 65) for the
extra $1000!
For those who want both moving-coil
and moving-magnet phono sections,
defeatable tone controls, and a balance
control, the classic Audiolab 8000A at
$895 is still the ticket, albeit without
remote control Throughout its 11 years of
production the 8000A has been continually upgraded in both parts quality and
sound quality, with two major board revisions. Now in its Mk.III guise, it is as popular as ever. By the way, all 8000A units
have the feature of being able to split their
preamp sections and power amp sections
internally for operation with outboard
processors. Each 8000A already has an
active set of"Preamp Out" RCA sockets to
allow connection to extra power amplifiers
or an external processor. An inactive set of
"Power Amp In" RCA sockets can be activated with asimple internal modification
to allow the output of the processor to feed
the internal power amplifier of the 8000A.
This saves the three tape loops of the
8000A to do what they were designed for,
namely to provide input/outputs for two
tape decks and aVCR. To restore normal
integrated operation at alater date, only a
pair of interconnects is necessary to con281
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TURERS'COMMENTS

there when Leopold Stokowski turned to
nect the "Preamp Out" to the "Power
the audience at Carnegie Hall and anAmp In" sockets. The new 8000S accomplishes all of the above and more with a nounced his signing of anew contract, at
the age of 90. Live music is apart of life
single "Mode" switch on the front panel.
Dave Lam
in the Weisfeld home. What you criticize
the arm for, the arm has been praised for.
President, Arrech Eleanmics Ltd.
Your system has not been exposed to an
(Audiolab North America)
arm with such low distortion. You should
start to get used to it because Ibet that the
Musical Fidelity A2
other arms will begin to sound more and
Ldnor:
Thanks for Sam Tellig's wonderful writemore like the JMW and less like hi-fi as
up on the Musical Fidelity A2 class-A
time goes on.
integrated amplifier. Sam is an excellent
Your sonic assessment of the arm canwriter and has agood ear. Ialways read
not be faulted; who can argue with your
Sam's column first whenever Iget my
personal opinion? Iwill, however, correct
new issue of Stereophile.
some of the technical statements. (Readers,
I couldn't agree more with almost
please note: Imake these statements as one
everything Sam says about the A2. With
of the few people in the audio industry
its classy acrylic faceplate and "sexy" red
who has or has had all the tonearms MF
lights, the A2 looks expensive. But we'll
has, plus many more.)
do our best to keep the price at $699 so
•The only toneamis where you can accumore audiophiles can own this marvelous
rately adjust the VTA while listening are
amp.
Sam's right when he says that the best
the JMW, Rockport, and Air tangent. The
thing about the A2 is the sound. Sam likes
other units have to be loosened up to
"the warm, rich midrange and smooth
move vertically. This allows the mounting
grainless treble," and reports that the
to rock to one side, degrading the sound.
amplifier "may be agodsend for those
We have discussed this numerous times
who love vocals of any kind." He recover the phone (as you and Ihave had the
ommends the A2 for lovers of jazz and
same problems). The JMW can be moved
classical but not for lovers of rock. While I
up and down while listening with no
agree the A2 is not ideal for people who
degradation, and can be tightened down
love loud acid or heavy metal rock, it may
be exactly right for many other forms of when finished. Vertical markings that measure large distances are meaningless for
rock, including folk and acoustic rock, or
fine VTA adjustment. Once the proper
bands with astrong acoustic flavor, like
VTA has been established for acartridge,
Dire Straits or Genesis.
For audiophiles who listen to louder
all further adjustments are very fine ones.
music, or who simply want an amplifier
•Ihave listened to the am with and
with more gusto, by the time this magawithout the LEMO [connector], and the
zine is in circulation, Audio Advisor will
difference is less than changing the VTA
have the new Musical Fidelity A220, the
by
turn. This is one tradeoff Iwill
class-A big brother of the A2 with double
gladly make.
the power, for only $999.95!
•A longer arm will always have lower
Wayne Schuunnan
tracking error across the record. The
President, Audio Advisor, Inc.
longer ann has aflatter arc and therefore
deviates less from tangency. Longer toneVPI JPW Memorial tonearm
antis have inherently lower distortion,
Editor:
better tracking, and a cleaner, clearer
This response is being written on
midrange.
Wednesday night, November 20, 1996, at
•The problem "with" the azimuth adjustthe Count Basic Theater in Red Bank, NJ,
ment ring is beyond my comprehension.
while listening to arehearsal of afull symThis sounds exactly like the old argument
phony orchestra. There isn't anyone in the
that the vertical bearings must be parallel
theater but me, listening and enjoying the
to the cartridge offset [angle]. By that
sound of amillion-watt single-ended trilogic, every unipivot arm is flawed when
ode. Yes, Michael, the sound of an orchestracking even mildly warped records.
tra playing in ahall is the sound of aJMW
Michael, you are talking in techno-speak,
tonearm. The midrange is beautifully
not in listener-speak.
smooth, the treble is never noticeable, just
•The clearance between the azimuth ring
there, and the upper-bass/lower-midrange
and the amt lifter was increased quite a
has incredible power. Live, unamplified
while ago. I never noticed this when
music in agood hall does not sound like hidesigning the JMW because Ialways use
fi. Neither does the JMW. If you want hi-fi,
my cueing device (a good habit with a
there are plenty of contenders for best elec$7000 cartridge).
tronic reproduction.
•VPI has been manufacturing for 19 years,
As you know, Iam constantly in the
and looks forward to its continued growth.
presence of live unamplified music. Iwas
Stereophile, January 1997

You stated that the JMW arm "seemed
to have lower distortion than any other pivoted arm I've heard." You are well aware
that Ilisten to open-reel tape as my house
reference. Iown five open-reel machines
(some are classics). Ialso do live orchestral
and show recordings. The JMW has broken the barrier for pivoted arms in low distortion and is the first arm Ihave ever heard
that sounds like my tapes. And Ihave heard
them all!!!
Harry Pearson, in issue 106 of The
Absolute Sound, using the TNT/Insider
combination, gave the JMW five stars for
Best Arm. The most famous amplifier
manufacturer in the business has just purchased his second JMW/TNT setup: one
for his house and one for his factory.
Michael, you are still "Mr. Analog." It's
just that this time you've made some
errors.
Hany Weisfeld
VPI Industries
Mark Levinson No.37/No.36S
Editor:
Thank you for Thomas J. Norton's
review of the Mark Levinson No.37 and
No36S. While Madrigal does not comment on reviews per se, Toni does raise a
general point that is of great interest and
concern, having little or nothing to do
with the particular products under review.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond
to the broader issue of the fact that DVD
is in our future.
In our judgment, Tom misses the point
of investing in the (updateable) Mark
Levinson Digital Reference products "particularly with DVD for audio... somewhere in the visible but still slightly fuzzy
future." For many products, there is more
at risk than with the Reference products.
After years of digital audio on CD, DAT,
DCC, and MD, we are now confronted
with aconfusing array of new acronyms
like AC-3, Dis, MPEG, DVD, HDCD,
and HQAD. In the face of such change
and confusion, it is no wonder people are
left wondering: Will the component Ibuy
today be able to play the software Imay buy
tomorrow?
At Madrigal, we have some simple
advice to help people through these
changing times: Ahvays buy quality over technoley.
Just as in the computer business, there
will always be something better available at
some point in the future. You can:
•forever wait for the next generation of
equipment (never owning anything);
•buy something "disposable" that you
won't really like; or
•purchase asuperior quality product that
can accommodate (or compete with) the
changes technology brings.
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MANUFACTURERS'COMMENTS
Obviously, we feel this last approach is
the most satisfying and sensible.
Madrigal has designed high-quality,
modular digital components to preserve
our options for future upgrades. For example, in order to easily swap out aCD laser
mechanism for aDVD mechanism at some
point in the future, we designed our own
loader mechanism for our current CDROM—based transports and players, one
that could accommodate different kinds of
laser mechanisms. (Note that information
on I)VD mechanisms and standards is still
abit sketchy even in November 1996, so it
is impossible to predict with certainty what
the future will bring. The point is that we
are intent upon leaving as many options
open as possible.)
In addition, all Mark Levinson digital
processors currently in production (No36,
No36S, and No30.5) can be modified to
accommodate the 96kHz PCM that so
many people hope will someday become a
reality in aDVD-Audio disc. Whether such
amodification ever becomes necessary or
even desirable remains to be seen. There is
no promise that such things will ever see
the light of day. But we have done our part
to keep our options available by designing
modular, easily updated products.
It seems to us unwise to let life pass you
by while waiting for the "next best thing"
to become areality. On the other hand, it
also seems imprudent to jump on immature technologies before they have had a
chance to reach asemblance of their full
potential. (Not to mention the fact that
it will take quite some time before areasonable selection of new-technology software is available for use with the new
hardware.)
A wiser course of action may be to
invest in ahigh-quality CD-based system
instead —but only if it comes from acompany that has atrack record of making
every effort to provide for appropriate,
sensible upgrades. The better high-end
companies do this. In this way you can
enjoy the best that today's technology
offers while waiting for tomorrow's technology to mature abit. When the time is
right, an upgrade would give you new
functionality without forcing you to forfeit your original investment. This is the
path Madrigal has chosen to support. If it
seems sensible to you, please consider one
of our CD-based systems.
(People interested in reading more on
the subject might want to ask their
Madrigal dealer for our white paper on
"New Digital Audio Formats," or check it
out on our Web site at http://www.
madrigal.com/ in the "Madrigal Library"
section.)
Jon Herron
Product Development, Madrigal
Stereophsle, January 1997

Audio Electronic CD-1
It is with agreat sense of disappointment
and heartbreak that Irespond to Robert
Harley's review of the Audio Electronic
CD-1. The disappointment is derived from
the unsatisfactory reception to aproduct
that Ihave designed. The heartbreak is
prompted by the fact that after many years
and hundreds of reviews worldwide of my
designs, Ihave been blessed with only positive, glowing reports on the Cary sound. To
add even more pain is the fact that RH is
heralded by all (including myself) as The
Reviewer ofReviewers when it comes to how
hi-fi should sound! In the case of the CD1, the 1-bit DAC didn't do the job for RH.
Iwould also like the audiophile community to take note of the fact that one can
have no doubt about the integrity of
Robert Harley and of Stereophile magazine.
Imean, Ispend more in ayear for advertising in Stereophilc than the cost of an
average home in America ... and we are
the recipients of anegative review. Knowing that readers arc given the true beliefs of
the Stertvphile reviewers is comforting. (If
any comfort can be derived from this
occurrence!) At least Ican be assured that
my competition is under the same scrutiny.
The CD-1 that RH reviewed and found
to sound forward and bright is the latest version. Ifelt that the newer version sounded
better. We do have testimonials from customers in the field about their pleasure with
the original CD-1. Iwould like this communique to be aformal statement of policy
to audiophiles who have purchased the
newer CD-1 with serial numbers higher
than 96370: If you arc not delighted with
the $1495 CD-1 you have purchased, please
return the player in original condition and I
will issue you arefund. My desire is to have
people delighted and enjoying my product.
As a point of clarification, please be
aware that the Cary CD-300 CD player
has been in the marketplace for over three
years and uses adual 20-bit DAC with the
optional HDCD filter. Please do not confuse the Audio Electronic CD-1 with the
Cary. I have always used the Audio
Electronic products as the entry-level or
testing ground for some of the upscale
Cary products. This is why we have
always had a10-day money-back guarantee on Audio Electronic products. Great
ideas and improvements have come from
Audio Electronic customers. It is also
refreshing having such ayoung base of
enthusiastic critics and idea kickers — the
average age of AE customers is 24!
To conclude, Imust admit that 99% of
my listening for enjoyment and designing
is vinyl-based: the record player is still
king! Imust admit that Ineed to do more
listening to CDs if Iwish to design the

best in Cl) players.
Always remember to listen to hi-fi
equipment and decide with your own ears.
Istill think the CD-1 sounds very good.
Oh yes, please support your local dealer,
who will allow you to listen to any new
product (Cary, Ihope) in your home to
decide if it is the appropriate gear for you
and your family. And get yourself arecord
player and spend time with your wife at the
used bookstores selecting great used
records for your entire family to enjoy.
Talk to y'all soon in the pages of
Stercophile
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2
Editor:
We would like to thank Muse ICastanovich
and Robert Harley for the very positive
review of the Assemblage DAC-2.
We knew we had our work cut out for
us when undertaking the redesign of the
DAC-1, a unit that already offered excellent performance and value. The many
design improvements incorporated in the
DAC-2, while offering incremental improvements individually, have added up to
significantly better performance in total.
Judging from the measured performance
and Muse's subjective review conclusions,
it seems that we have succeeded in our
goal of offering the best performance currently available in asub-$500 D/A.
Regarding Muse's comments on the
subjective brightness of the DAC-2, we
feel that for afull break-in of the components, aburn-in period of approximately
150 hours (or aweek of playing aCD on
repeat) is required to reach the optimum
performance of the unit, as Muse also
noted. In addition, the use of ahigh-quality, true-75 ohm, BNC terminated digital
cable will help in this respect. The optional parts upgrade kit also makes the DAC-2
subjectively smoother, while also improving its retrieval of low-level detail and
ambience. Hopefully Muse will have the
chance to experience this in aFollow-Up.
And yes, we do admit to doing almost all
of our auditioning of the DAC-2 on tubed
systems, but since we're all basically tube
heads here, what else are we to do?!
We look forward to your comments on
some of the new Assemblage kit products
we have planned for 1997, including a
line-level tube preamp, a stereo, pushpull, EL34-based power amp, and astereo,
single-ended 300B power amp. We
believe these kits will also offer the outstanding performance and value of the
DAC-2, and of course, the satisfaction of
building it yourself!
Phil Griffin
PEne Product Manager
The Parts Connection
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Hales Concept Five
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond
to Wes Phillips's review of the Concept
Five loudspeaker. Iwould like to start by
addressing afew technical details before I
comment on the body of Wes's report.
The impedance glitch and corresponding baffle resonance detected by John's
measurements were caused by avery highQ resonance of the 10" woofer cast frame.
Since the time the review samples were
delivered to Stereophile — nearly one year
ago! — we have eliminated this problem in
all production models by employing a
newly designed cast frame that does not
suffer from this resonance. Iwould be
happy to supply Stereophile with two current woofers if John would like to repeat
his measurements to confirm this.
The amplitude response peak near
600Hz in John's measurement is an anomaly resulting from John's rather short, 50"
speaker-to-microphone distance. The
crossover is designed to blend the drivers
with the time and phase relationship that
occurs between them at adistance of 2.5
meters (approximately 8') — atypical listening distance during use. If John had
repeated the measurement at this distance
he would have found that the peak would
not occur.
With those two minor details cleared
up, Iam gratified to learn that John judged
the amplitude response to be "superbly
flat" and the waterfall to be "superb."
I
just love that word, superb.
While Irespect Wes's love and knowledge of music (something made evident to
me during my visit to Santa Fe), Ifind his
report to be incomplete and, when considered as awhole, confusing. In all his effort
to articulate his position on the concept of
"swing," Wes forgot to do his job — which
is to investigate thoroughly and report on
the overall merit (or lack thereof) of the
product under test. And to do this effectively, one must report, in asubstantive
way, on the product's quality, value, utility,
fit and finish, service and reliability, and of
course, all aspects of its performance.
Ihave read his review many times now,
and Iam not sure Iknow how Wes feels
about the product at all. For example, does
Wes find the speaker to be transparent or
not? Ireally can't tell. He suggests that it
could be, "remarkably" so even, on more
than one occasion, but he does so in the
form of aquestion. And when he neglects
to answer his own question, the reader is
left with nothing substantial to hold onto.
Wouldn't it have been nice to know also,
in addition to his thoroughly articulated
definition of swing, how the product performed on different types of music? He
Stereophile, January 1997
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having the manufacturer or distributor
told us that with swing, when the music
verify the performance of the product in
did, the speaker didn't. Accepted. But what
the reviewer's home an important aspect
about the performance of the product
of the review process, something all audio
when reproducing symphonic music, or
sales people should do post-sale for their
folk, or rock, or baroque, or solo piano, or
customers as well. We appreciate Stereochamber, etc.? Iguess the world will never
philes agreement in this regard. But
know.
Robert needs to lose some of his humility.
In his conclusion Wes states that it is possible that he found the Five's shortcomings John tells me that Robert's setup was quite
close to being spot-on and that he only
frustrating because they set such high stanspent about 15 minutes doing some finedards in so many other areas. While Iam
tuning to his setup. This was aStereophik
pleased to learn that he found them to
reviewer, after all, and extremely fine tunexcel in "so many areas," it is frustrating to
ing is called for. It is true that Joint may be
think that we might be getting penalized
one of the most talented setup guys out
for this very same achievement. If this is the
there — the finest, in my opinion — but
case, then wouldn't that motivate me to
Robert has to be right up there, as very litpursue mediocrity as asafety net from the
tle was needed in the way of tuning to
increased scrutiny that excellence therefore
satisfy John.
creates? Would Wes have spoken more
The concept of "the delivered exfavorably of the speaker if its overall level of
perience" is first and foremost in our
excellence was lower? This is what he
minds when we conceive of and finalize a
implies, it just doesn't make any sense to
product. Be it aphono cartridge like the
me, nor does it seem like aparticularly proBlue Point Special, or the Vienna Acoustics
ductive approach to product evaluation.
loudspeaker line, the device must deliver
Furthermore, because of the way his closthe goods to amajority of the people, with
ing remarks were worded, areader might
not only exotic, but (most importantly)
even get the impression he feels that the
commonly found equipment. Significantly,
product's shortcomings are catastrophic.
it must perform in a variety of enviWhich, given his positive remarks that
ronments. Regardless of how good the
came before his treatise on swing, really
device's perfonnance envelope may ultidoesn't make any sense.
mately be, it is not agood "product" if it
All of this confusion brings to mind
cannot fit these parameters. To that end,
something afriend of mine — aparticularly
we find the Mozart not only amplifierlucid and articulate fellow for his years —
friendly, but quite easy to place in the
once told me when we were discussing the
room for optimum performance. Robert
characteristics of Hales speakers. He menwas able to not only impress his wife with
tioned aproduct model from another man"big 'un" type performance while the
ufacturer, a model that received rave
Mozarts were placed next to the Dunlavy
reviews and garnered Stereophile's "ComSC-IVs, but achieved apleasant, but not
ponent of the Year" award afew years ago,
yet dialed-in result from the Mozarts
one that, while it is arguably agood prodwhile "making no attempt to fine-tune
uct, does not strike us as sounding particuthe speaker position." I suspect that
larly like the real thing—perhaps not even
Robert would have achieved outstanding
close, in our opinion. He said that in his
results had he dialed-in the speakers all by
estimation, the biggest success of that
himself. As it was, John spent very little
design was that it "does everything equally
time optimizing Robert's casual setup to
badly."
achieve a representative and reviewable
Lucid.
performance level.
While Iwill concede that apimple on
Our only issue with the review comes
the face of Paulina Poriskova would be
in the form of adifference of opinion with
especially bothersome, it is not, in my opinion, justification for total dismissal of her John Atkinson about his assumptions
regarding the speaker's overall perforotherwise obvious beauty. Ican only hope
mance based on measuring from the
that Wes sees the logic in this analogy, and
tweeter's on-axis level. Mr. Atkinson's
would agree.
L Paid Hales
measurements indicate that the tweeter is
President, Hales Desi:qii Group
wired out of phase with the woofer, resulting in an 18dB depression at the crossover
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
point of 2.8kHz. He is correct that the
Lditor:
tweeter is wired out of phase; however, his
We would like to thank Robert Deutsch
assertion that this is incorrect is not true for
for his thorough review of the Vienna
the Mozart. Given that we fare so well in
Acoustics Mozart loudspeaker. Addiall of Mr. Atkinson's other measurements,
tionally, we would like to thank him for
from electrical to mechanical, it doesn't
allowing John Hunter to visit him and aid
seem plausible that we would foul up
in the setup of the Mozarts. We find that
287
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something as simple as the tweeter polarity. Please let me explain our design principle. When measured on the tweeter's axis,
the response plot does in fact show a
depression. However, the speaker isn't
designed to be listened to with the tweeter
on-axis (meaning the center of the tweeter
pointing right at the ear), and in keeping
with the concept of "the delivered experience," the speaker's on-axis response is of
little interest to us. What is of interest to us
is the speaker's response when measured
from the listening chair, when the speakers
are properly set up.
Let me allow the designer, Peter Gansterer, to interject here:
"In principle, Ihave designed Mozart to
feature flat frequency response on the
most important point, the listening position (ear). As the speaker has ahandsome
cabinet of compact size, the position of the
drivers is below the height of the listener's
ear. So, we directed the correct phase upwards by way of a well-thought-out
crossover so that the drivers perfectly sum
up at the listening position.
"The acoustical axis of Mozart is in a
height of 30". We consider the average listening ear height to be about 44", much
above the tweeter's axis. So, if we design a
speaker of this small size, we may not opti-

mize the frequency response on-axis to the
tweeter. If we design alinear response at
such alow height, there would be asuckout at the listening position."
In fig.7, Mr. Atkinson proves our point
by kindly providing aresponse plot of the
vertical off-axis (higher than on-axis and
lower than on-axis) performance of the
Mozart indicating amore linear response
from the speaker when measured offaxis; or in our case, tilted or raked back. If
we were to measure the Mozart from the
listening chair, keeping in mind the offaxis frequency response of the system, the
result would be aflat response. In fact, the
reason we rake the speaker back is to
optimize the phase angle of the speaker
system, thereby realizing correct image
perspective at the listening chair. This is a
point Mr. Deutsch finds to be of great
importance in the performance of a
speaker system, and one that the Mozart
performs correctly. Different-size rooms,
different listening distances, and even different- height listening chairs need to be
allowed for in a properly thought-out
product. And in arelatively short, floorstanding speaker, adjusting the phase
angle by varying the front-to-back rate
becomes amust. Owing to the 14' dimension of his listening room, Mr.
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Deutsch's listening chair is very close to
the speakers, therefore requiring amaximum rake angle adjustment to get the
phase angle correct. Our setup protocol
affords adjusting the rake angle to allow
for the correct image perspective. If one
were to reverse the tweeter's polarity per
Mr. Atkinson's suggestion, this would
make the Mozart's off-axis response nonlinear and incorrect. Whew, that was a
mouthful!
To further read why there may be a
designed-in suckout at the crossover point
of a loudspeaker, please refer to Mr.
Adcinson's measurements and explanations thereof of the Ruark Templar (Vol.18
No.12, pp221-226).
Again, we would like to thank Robert
Deutsch for his thoughtful review and
kind words for our speaker. Additionally,
we would like to thank John Atkinson for
his thoroughness in measuring the various
performance parameters of the speaker
and allowing an open forum for discussion
on design concepts.
Stirling Trayle
Vice President, Stuniko
PBN Montana SP

Editor:
Thank you, 13arry Willis, for the excellent
review of our Montana SP loudspeaker,

toast
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and thank you, John Atkinson, for providing the measurements. I'm very
pleased that you both liked the SP.
Iadmire the fact that Barry followed
our recommendations and took the
required steps to properly break-in the
Montana SPs —and, last but not least, took
the time required to properly integrate the
SPs in his listening room. Both true signs
that Barry follows avery ethical process.
Upon reading Barry's review of the SP,
Iclearly feel that the real tribute to the SP
is the simple fact that Barry enthusiastically lists no less than 30 CD titles,
comprising awide variety of music within the review copy. This compared to the
average of five to ten titles usually listed
in aStereophile loudspeaker review.
In my opinion, an absolute confirmation
of the Montana SP's intended ability to
accurately communicate the "body and
soul" of any musical performance.
Peter B. Noerbaek
President, PBN Audio
Lexicon DC-1 Digital Controller
Editor:
On behalf of Lexicon, Iwould like to
thank J. Gordon Holt for the review of
the DC-1 Digital Controller in December 1996 (Vol.19 No.12). We appreciate receiving such apositive review,
and are especially pleased with the extent
that JGH understands the full potential of
the DC-1.
Combining cutting-edge technology
and ease of use, the I)C-1 provides the
highest level of performance and flexibility
for music and film enthusiasts. The results
of these efforts were fully recognized by
JGH in his review. These arc afew areas
that require some clarification.
Release of the Dolby Digital version of
the CD-1 has not been dependent on the
Motorola AC-3 chip. Rather, our efforts
have been concentrated on providing the
same level of flexibility and performance
in our Dolby Digital version that has been
so favorably received by the press and
public in our Base and TI-IX versions.
Significant improvements in AC-3 decoding are utilized in the DC-1, including
both 5- and 7-channel implementation of
Dolby Digital. In the DC-1, processing is
handled by separate DSP engines from
Lexicon, Motorola, and Zoran during AC3 playback. Also included arc expanded
performance-enhancing capabilities for
compensating for inconsistencies in source
material and associated equipment. As
AC-3 operates at 48kHz, digital sources at
this clock speed will be fully compatible
with the DC-1 Dolby Digital. Other
refinements will allow systems to be
"dialed in" for optimal performance in virStereophile, January 1997
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tually any setting.
These efforts have necessitated afall
'96 release of the Dolby Digital upgrade,
but this attention to system control and
enhanced performance is what defines
our products.
The most sophisticated implementation of Dolby Surround Logic 7is sometimes confused with other systems, but is
fundamentally different. Instead of extracting the difference between the input
signals, Logic 7surrounds reproduce the
input's full separation during passages of
music or uncorrelated sound effects. Only
in the presence of dialog or an effect that
should not be reproduced from the rear is
the difference signal used, and then only
sparingly. (A full explanation of Logic 7
will be presented at the November convention of the AES)
The unfortunate circumstances that led
to the difficulties J. Gordon Holt had with
his review units were due to human error,
not aresult of faulty manufacturing. When
Gordon received his first test unit, anew
employee failed to step him through the
proper troubleshooting procedures. (This
was the J. Gordon Holt, after all.) Once
returned to the factory, the initial unit did
indeed have aproblem. However, it was
rectified by asimple system reset, aproce-
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dure found in the user's guide consisting of
three button-pushes.
The decision was made to send an
overnight replacement. It is Lexicon policy
to send only production units for review.
Unaware of this, this same employee
installed new software in the replacement
unit before sending it off. As is Murphy's
Law, the ROM was improperly seated,
and came loose during shipping. Hence, it
did not function properly. If an actual production unit had been sent, there would
have been no problem.
The enthusiasm JGH brought to the
task of auditioning the DC-1 is obvious,
and his familiarity with live musical performances gives added weight to his perception of the music effects. The DC-1 is
truly meant for the home-theater enthusiast who values music reproduction as highly as film viewing. Our thanks to J. Gordon
Holt for his insightful review and strong
recommendation. We look forward to
upcoming reviews of the DC-1 1)olby
Digital.
Bart Lo Piccolo
Lexicon
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AUDIOPHILE LP'S,

ORDER

CD'S, HARDWARE

TOLL FREE
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three blind mice

LP'S:

25th Anniversary Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180g LPs

TBM.23
TBM-1005
TBM-15
IBM-30
IBM-43
TBM-24
IBM-35
TBM-39
TBM-25
IBM-63
IBM-19
TBM-2
TBM-8

$34.99

Midnight Sugar: An incredible mix of blues & standards. Wow!
Scandonovion Suite: Big bond jazz like you've never heard!
Blow Uph...Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Misty: Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
Conversation: Inaba & Nakamura Duo
Blue City: Great blues and jazz sextet!
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Trio
Green Caterpillar: Masaru Imada Trio
Blues World: Blues and standards!
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio!
Morning Flight: Great standards!
Now!: Bluenote bebop at its best!
Q: Hideto Komi Group

CD
/Geld CD
CiEss $14.99 /Gold CD's: $27.99)
1009 /2009 Shosto ovich: Symphony #5
SAMPLERS
1008 /2008 Mozart: Symphonies #25, 29 6 40
Vol. 1 or 2: $6.99 ea.
1007 /2007 Mark Gorenstein: Schnittke /Gogol
1006 /2006 Tchoikovsky: Sym. #6 /Francesca do Rimini /Gorenstein
1011 /2011 Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet /West Side Story (NEVI!)
MUSIC 1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,(NEW!)
LP
/Geld CD
1808 LPs$23.99' /Gold CD's S21.99*
NA
/ 1097 CCR: Pendulum
2025 / 1099 Bonnie Raiff: Nick of Time
NA
/ 1100 Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
2027 / 1051 Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
NA
/ 1096 Wings: At the Speed of Sound
2030 /1105 Jethro Tull: Aqualung (NEW!)
2032 / 1108 John Coltrone: Lush Life (NEW!)
NA
/ 1101 Chet Baker: In New York (NEW!)
NA
/ 1102 Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay (NEW!)
2031 / 1107 Bonnie Roitt: Luck of the Draw (NEW!)
2029 / 1104 Nat King Cole: Love Is the Thing (NEW!)
NA
/ 1106 Miles Davis Quartet: The Musings of Miles (NEW!)

POPE

audi oquest

LIrs $17.99 & CD's $12.111/

Some
1043
1038
1041
1042

LP'sGoing Out-of-Print!! Hurry!!
Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Puttin' It Do wn (SROM) (LP Al so )
Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -521 .99 2V
Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul & Downhome Blues

i

IC

RR-73CD Clark Terry: Express
CD's/LP's:
RR-72C0 Dick Hyman: Swing Is Here
$ 12.99e
RR-74C0 Chadwick: Aphrodite Suite Sym./Elegy
RX-1000 RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD - $27.99
180g LP's:
RR-76CD Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
$111.99*
REFERENCE RR-68CD Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
•D..b4 te ,
RECORDINGS RR-75C0 Janacek: The Makropoulas Cose/Cunning Little Vixen
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
LP'S & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
APLP/CD 027 Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
ALUMINUM CD'S: $14.99
APLP 034
Junior Wells: Hoodoo Mon Blues
APLP 033
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
APLP 032
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for 24" on Gecko &Alum. CD
APLP/CD 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP Gold & Aluminum CD available)
APR3013
APR3012
APR3014
APR3016
APR3017

0,.br
6à

Art Pepper: So In Love
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
Sonny Boy Williamson: Portait of A Blues Man
RH
03632
03152
03732
02632
02752
56292

4.99 & L

17.49

NEW GOLD CDI - 616.99 (Limited Time Offer -Ad Fast)
Jock Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
Bad Influence: Live At the Bad Habits Cafe
Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tonic Sax (NEVI!)
Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
Sweetman: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethel's NOW IN GOLD!

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON

64212
66226
57206
64408
64368
64403
64405
64426
64274
52944
64425

Santana: Santana
Gold CD's: $23.99
Carole King: Tapestry
Willie Nelson: Stardust
All titles now Out-of-Print!
Dove Brubeck: Time Out
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
Order Before They're Gone!!
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Call for complete list.
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Roger Waters: Amused To Death
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
Robert Johnson: King of the Delta Blues Singers
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand the Weather

PREMONITION RECORDS
PREM-737

- CD: $14.99 & LP: $27.99

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STIREOPHILE R2D4

GOLD CD'S: $29.99
"Artedf $IARP.«"
CISGCD8001
Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
CISGCD8002 Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectacular)
CISGCD8003 Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
CISGCD8004 Favorite Opera Arias (It's like you're at the Met!)

CISCO

IlliarelMWeel
enr11171111
,171.1717PFTr-

CSCD6023
CSCD6252
LSCD2449
JPCD5002
LSPCD2438
LSPCD1972
LSPCD1993
LSOCD6006
LSPCD2612
LSPCD2533
LSPCD2712
CSCD6191
CSCD6013
LSOCD6007
RTHCD5052
LSOCD6065
JPCD4/5001
LSC2230
LSP2927
1.92533
MS6113
BA17023
JP5004
LSP2712
CS8127
MS6036
LSC2586
LSC2327
LSC2271
VICS1102
LS06007

Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye
Gold CD's:
....
Harold: La Fille Mal Garden
Gounod: Ballet Music (NEW!)
Dean Peer: UCross (Also in LP-$29.99)
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
Harry Belofonte: Sings the Blues
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (NEWI)
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz (NEW!)
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods (NEW!)
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEW!)
Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Maag /LSO (NEW!)
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour Orchestra) (NEW!)
Harry Belofonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
Jennifer Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (Also in LP-524.99)
Royal Ballet Galo (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.-514.99 /LP-529.99) (SROM)

ïrf

181°8 .*

Spain: Reiner /CSO (NEW!)
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
180G LP SALE! SELECT
Charlies Mingus: Tijuana Moods
TITLES WERE: 57 0 0 9
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Wolter /CSO
NOW: $24.99
Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEW?)
Branford Morsolis: Dark Keys (NEW!)
LFISMUJI Numbered Ltd.
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk
Edition Verve, Is, & Brit Boxes
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pory In Stereo (NEW!)
avoiluble for $349.99
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO (NEW!)
Gershwin: Piano Concerto /Wild /Fiedler /BSO
Bizet: L'Arlesienne Suites /Morel /ROHO (NEW!)
Rovel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LPs-$46.99)

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB
LP
NA
NA
270
254
NA
260
251
NA
262
NA
267
NA
NA
NA
263
258
264
261

/ Geld CD 200g LP's & Gold CD's - $22.99'
/ 689 Herp Alberti Whipped Crean, & Other Delights -&- Going Places (2:1) (NEW!)
/ 679 The Kinks: Kinda Kinks -6-- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
/ 692 Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World of B.H. (NEW!)
/ 661 Cat Stevens: IZITS0 (CD includes Back To Earth & Numbers)
/ 676 Conned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker nHeat
/ 670 Bing Crosby: Bing Sings Whilst Bregman Swings
/ 559'• Blood, Sweat & Tears: B, 5, & T(CD out of print)
/ 683 Red Hot Chili Peppers: Mother's Milk NEW!)
Teaser A nd The Firccat
/ 678 Peter Frampton: Come Alive (2 LP's & 2CD's)
/ 674 Steve Winwood: Talking Back To the Night
/ 684 Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs (NEW!)
/ 688 Ben Sidron: Mr P's Shuffle (NEW!)
/ 675 Iron Butterfly: In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida
/ 650 U2: The Joshua Tree (NEW)
/ 680 Bee Gees: Trafalgar
/ 666 Nirvana: Nevermind
/ 681 Cream: Goodbye
/ 677 REM: Reckoning
*Double CD's & LPs
tiona cost
to Print

CAT STEVENS

DECCA
ADEC 6398
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ADEC 2221
ADEC 6113
ADEC 2218
ASD 608
ASD 3345
ASD 2410
ASD 5258
ASO 3090

LP's: $34.99

EMI

CD's: $29.99

Hindemith: Sym. Metophorses /Janacek: Sinfonietto (NEW!)
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
Albeniz: Iberia /Minna: Danzas Fantasticas
Rimsky/Korsokov: Tole of Tsar Salton
Mahler: Sym. # //Solti/LSO (NEW!)
Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ASD 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
De Folio: 3 Cornered Hot
ASO 162
Orff: Carmine Burma
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Morio Callas: French Operatic Arios /French Natl. Radio Orch.
Strauss: Four Lost Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
J.S. Bach: Sonatas & Partitas For Solo Violin /Ida Haendel (NEW!) 3 LP's: $74.99

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 / Gold CD's $22.99
JD146
1D141
.0133
JD137
W0126
W0144
10145
CD143
CD10
.0153
CD142
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Phil Woods: For Astor & Elis
Rebecca Pidgeon: NY Girls Club
Sara K: Tell Me I'm Not Deaming
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle (NEW!)
Carlos Heredia: Gypsy Flamenco
IChing: Of the Marsh & the Moon
Poquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cuba (SROM)
Bruckner: March in D mi. /Schmidt: Sym. #4
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.99!!)
John Pizzorelli Collection: One Night With You (NEW')
J.S. Bach: The Complete Orchestral Suites /Ars Antigua Austria

JVCXR-0003
JVCXR-0009
NCXR-0006
JVCXR-0005
JVCXR-0010
JVCXR-0002
JVCXR-0008
NCXR-0011
JVCXR-0001
JVCXR-0004
JVCXR-0007

Ernie Watts: Unity
Hiroka: Pure Heart
Nakagawa: Posey
Carmen Lundy: Self Portrait
Tom Coster: From the Street
Bill Holman: A View From the Side
Oscar Castro-Neves: Tropical Heart
Misha: Connected To the Unexpected
The P/C XRCD Sampler: Various Artists
Tiger Okoshi: Two Side To Every Story (SROM)
Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City

Jvp
xrc
CD's $29.99

THE ELI.S11"E DISC OFFERS THESE 0111ER GREAT LINES OF .111)101111LE RECORDINGS!
Abkco •A&M •AG •American Pressing •ASI •Athena •ATR •Audio Directions •Audite •Bainbridge •Beet,
Clarity •Concord •Crusaders •Crystal Cleor •Direct Disk Lobs •Discwosher •DMP •Dorian •East Wind •Edi
GML •Golden Sting •Harmonic, Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •India Navigation •John Marks Records •Kiku
Nopo •North Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3•Proprios •Quartet •Quiet II •Ravi Shonkar •RCA Living Stereo
Thunder •Tacet •Toms •Telarc •Toshiba •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson

e•Bell /Jeton •Block Dohlia •Capital EMI •Capri •Cordes •CBS •Cello •Century •Chondos •Crtr ,•,•
ons EG •Em Arcy •Encore Performonce •Flying Disk •Fone •Fortune •EOW •Gecko •Gemini •Gernel i•
King •Klovier •Linn •Lyrito •M &K•MA •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •
Ryko •Salisbury Lobs •Son Francisco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Ms •Stereophile •Super Analogue •Swet ,
•Windham Hill •Ask About Other Labels

BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
TOLL FREE:
ElusDisceaolcom
BEST SERVICE!
800-782-3472
,_
--)GUARANTEED!!
* •A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware St Accesorios For Early 1997! * * •

'Your Ultimate VP/ Source!"

•

"(<71tee
SPECIAL!!!
HW-191R Turntable with Audioquest
PT-6 Tonearm Package $899.99

HW•19.1R with Audioquest PT-6 Tonearm
8 Benz-Micro Glider Package: $1,499.99
(Eff cartridge installation upon request)

nade

u..s.a.

Please ask about our Package
Prices For h&j, VPI Turntable Models!

URNTABLE5:
W-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
)upling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
ally Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV (S1199)
W-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor 8 armboard, block acrylic
latter ond spring suspension
W -19 MARK IV - TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

SCALL

II-out affordable toneorm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from
nLP's grooves. The soundstoge is wide 8 deep with oir & separation between the instruments.
he feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched
«ALL
Features: Self--contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time: Didirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
niciodelmerecoldclemerunthemarkee"
HW-17 5769.99
Both fully automatic
HW-17F $849.99
with cooling fan

OWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter
$399.99
MAGIC" BRICK -EMF control device
$49.99
TROBOSCOPE DISC Set turntable speed accurately &inexpensively
517.99
:ARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE -For accurate stylus alignment
514.99
'REfia
l
SIO
. t11L
BUL L
'S EYE L=1. -Foro itimumit
il
urnAt
l
ab
il
l erforl
m
ear
.
yienew _
metom 1.4:45
1.99
• •
k
••

RudioPrism

anti ISO Bearhig

I
6.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
3pack)
$74.“
mudI ISO SearIng
1.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
3pack)
$49.09
"...and these little guss WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all m> gear." -('ore) Greenberg.
Steraphile. Apr. '92 Vol 15, #4
eIrst4401

"this box storks! Its relined
& gentle nature often makes
transistorized sounding
equipment transform." Wing Cheung, Audi°
Magirine

ACM - l'inter line filter. No current limiting fur
ma.ximum d>nainic mtge. Barn defintion is improved.
mid-range sound is clearer. & high frequencies are
smoother.
E3119.99

Oulet-Lkie -Parallel shunt filter, re- CD SLACKLIOUT - Combining mechanical
•"T dampening, conductive
moves noise with no current limiting.
carbon traces reducing
(set of 8modules)
E1119.91
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing
"This is amust use AU treatment
OLEW.L.IEE jitter results in sour music
accessor ... it storks %sell ssith other
sounding more natural, 3in-line poster filters too!" -iling
dimensional & dynamic
Chaim!. :bubo Technique .11astarine
ss ith significantly less glare
& edge.
EMS!

mum.. CD STOPLIGHT" é "The mat ss orks in abig nay. Idid not have to strain

IIII

'the umprot emeni
Prr R()Alice %wrap!, ,.
S1 4.95 13 OR MORE $12.95

to hear the improvement. Improved definition, detail, dynamics, amore analog-like >multista ge. To
tell you the truth, I...bogged Victor for mat on the
spot." - Sam Tellig. Stenniphile, Apr 'ii, Vol. 19 #4

A

"

ORDER BY FAX (317) 778-2669
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc@aolcom
FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715

lot ri stem 12,,,

klix-*

S750
With Trade - SCALL

Medium • 1.0mV
Output Available)
"This is akiller cartrid ge....more lifelike,
more holographic. 050e inset% in g.... more musical.
...the Glitter ix ,may recommended.' I
comic Brownell. Stercephile. Au g.
'96, Vol.1.118
(HI

Nkee,Mdc.41,0.1,..4

Transfiguration:

Temper Cartridge
$
5 A
,
atil10n
om Immutable Music. "That quality ola 'coherent bubble' of ultimate transparency. the pre
Jthe harmonic envelope around every instrument and musical event, and the astonsihing purity of tone
what set the Temper upan from other cartridges I've heard, and make it sound more like live music to
.." -M. Freminer. Stereophile, July '96. Vol.19 #7 MVO)

Fr

STONE - Electro -Magnetic stabilizer
$199.99
"The Shakti offers anorthwhile and cost effective bixist in sound quaint. ...Focus, transparenc>.
clarit). and speed stem better. as nas teh seine of space and pace." Jonathon Scull,
Stereophile, Feb.'96, Vol. I 02 einflen
"I've tried better tables. arms.cart ridges. preamps. tablet. and isolation schemes.
GRITTY'"' ...none base tier ghee me the kinds of impros menu. in noise reduction. clare t.
and elimination of mid-to-treble rin gin g that these record-cleanin g machines
hat e....lf sun hum nto mind.. too need • record-draning machine. Period." ,RECORD CARE PRODUCTS Coir rimenherg..Trereophilr. Slur '94, %PIT , a5
MODEL 1.0 - Manual application offliiiii.
boDDEl ,0
briebout & rotating while vacuuming.
i to
il-W
e !Igrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.0
$UM.»
MODEL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. &
rotation. slide-out waste fluid tras,
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5
$UL»
MODEL I
MODEL 1.511 - Auto fluid appliation. scrubbing, it minion. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
5409.99
A
SIM
e
MINI-PRO 1- Wet scrubs & rilrülIMS bath sides SiMilkillICOUSI.V.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
PUTTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$599.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5))
$
5318
9 ..9
99
9
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.99_ Acrylic all models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Br" $13.99 RECQRD di CD CLEANING FWID5 Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal.-536.99/1 gal. .$59.99
CD Buffer & Laser Buffer Pods.
513.99 Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99
led Tweak
U «Ca
of 06!"
$114.911

MARTI

Nrrry

ik-

ccdi»i®

seemed more 3-D and palahle. and highs sounded
sum. The bass definitely improsed
it
u• deeper and tighter with better pitch-differentation "
»molten Scull. SterropItile. Feb "M. Vain it2
Image,
MOLT refined 311LI

Clarifier:
$3&99

aucJioquest accessories

UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners)
Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
Sorbothane CD Feet: (Pack of 4)4 lbs. per foot rating
E,
isecitional damping 8 isolation improves performonc, Ecomponents.
Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pack of 4) 8lbs per foot rating.

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
The ultimate burn-in and demo,

Battery
Eliminator:
$131,1,

$29.99
$14.99

$49.99
$26.99
$32.99
$49.99

8134.99

.

Gruv-Glide II -

819.99

Improves sound, removes static, cleans, improves tracking, records & stylii last longer.

GEO-DISCrig

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
Precision cartridge alignment system, achieve critical alignment w/in .003 inch in moments.

RECORD SLEEVES -

Inner Sleeves:
Outer Sleeves:

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARRE'r.
RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

THE
GLIDER

cartridge demagnetizer> fritm

5CALL

ONEARMSs

ACCESSORIES:

Trade SCALL

"I tcrtone uliO. ono analog it mure to

HiedwjMEMORIAL -With years of research into tonearm engineering, WI has designed on

HW-16.5 Semi-Automatic
$399.99

CARTerew

REFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC H20
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC MO.9
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC 10 .4
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
MC-20E11
$150
T
IT KASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE .. $1,199.99
BenzMesthetix Cartridge DemagnetizerS199.99
Sum une or the cute helm •poucted

SCALL
'
3argken
▪
-Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a 22' x16' space,
NT 3planer 8 bearing. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061
SCALE
NT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super tables.
low affordable to olarger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
_XlimetA
SCAM.
NT SERIES 2.5 & 3 -The ultimate in turntable technology.
KAU

LEANING MACHUM efflerâ
...hare I dthe 1111 46.5 to lu' an 01111kIlkling
erfarnier. The ninon! surfaces ate niiemscopian'. lean & on. sO pristine they Imik new! --

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND
MOVING
RUBY
COIL

Japanese Resealables: .404 ea/$30 per 100
400 ea/S30 per 1001MoFi Rice Paper:
88.00 per 10 pack
200 ea/515 per 100
870.00 per 100

CATALOG:

se° U.S.A. / 65°° INTL.

FREE WITH ORDER!!
VISA

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (eel. items .50e ea
3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 ladtl. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 lade Items 81.25 ea.)

LIMITED EDITION

SUPER
ANALOGUE
LP'S
The Ultimate
Sound in
Analogue Recording...
•Incomparable wide frequency response
•Wide dynamic range •Powerful energy
•Clean, crisp tone with low distortion
•High quality 180g heavy vinyl

We Are The

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

•ACCUPHASE

• HIGHWIRE

•PRESENCE AUDIO

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•JADIS

•PS AUDIO

•AIR TIGHT

•JOULE ELECTRA

•PSB

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

• KIMBER KABLE

•REFERENCE 3A

•AUDIO ALCHEMY

• KLYNE

• REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOLAB

•KUZMA

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

•AUDIOVECTOR

• MAGNUM

•SOTA

• BEL

• MERIDIAN

•SOUND VALVES

• BEL CANTO

•METAPHOR

•SPENDOR

• BENZ-MICRO

• MICHELL

•STAX

• B+K COMPONENTS

• MICROMEGA

•STRAIGHT WIRE

•CARY

• MONITOR AUDIO

•SWANS

•COUNTERPOINT

• MONTANA

•SYNERGISITC

•CREEK/EPOS

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•TOTEM

• ENSEMBLE

•MUSE

• UNITY AUDIO

• FANFARE FM

•NAD

•VAC

•GRADO

• NSM

•VPI

•GRAHAM

• PASS LABS

•WADIA DIGITAL

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

• PLATINUM

•WAVELENGTH

• HARBETH

• PLINIUS

•WILSON BENESCH

David Lewis Audio

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
9171 Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring

1
•ARCHITECTURAL
DAT
AUDIO
•MINIDISC

•WORLD BAND RADIO
•PRO WALKMAN

Happy Medium

Expensive Eleerronics Without the Expense'

•CABLES

9172 The Vienna of Johann Strauss

the

•AMC

•ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
•BANG & OLUFSEN
•CARVER

9173 Ansermet Conducts French Overtures

82 TITLES AVAILABLE
To receive catalog &to order, call toll-tree

1-800-929-5588

•FIELD RECORDERS
•DSS
•SONY DST
•CUSTOM INSTALLATION
•HOME THEATER
•
ACCESSORJES

•NAKAMICHI
•NILES AUDIO
•ONKYO
•POLK AUDIO
•PSB

•CELESTION

•PROAC

•GRADO

•SUNFIRE

•HARMAN KARDON
•JVC

SONY DSS
•SONY ES

•KEF

•SONY VIDEO

•LEXICON
•MONSTER CABLE

•SENNHEISER
TARGET

•NAD

•THORENS

Just 4Blocks From the Capitol •430 State St. Madison, WI 53703
The ...MIMI tif

292
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1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) FAX 1(608)255-4425
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WHERE

TO

BUY

STEREOPHILE

Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Jerry's Audio Video
(602) 263-9410
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Jerry's Audio Video
(602) 747-7267
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Affordable Audio
(310) 558-0716
Armadillo 8. Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City *2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AN Room
(510) 713-1241
Fresno
Laser's Edge
(209) 229-3343
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Hollywood
World Book 8 News
(213) 465-4352
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
(818) 359-9131

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redding
Audio Expert
(916) 221-6409
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft. Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video. The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
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COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up *2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Sound &Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack. Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Gainesville
Mundy's Audio/Video
(770) 536-3472
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8 Sound
Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 356-8700
DeKalb
Classic Hi Fi
(815) 758-4434
Glenwood
The Little Guys
(708) 754-8844

Molten
Home Theater Concepts
(309) 266-6640
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound 8, Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broadripple
(317) 255-4342
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Mended
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Cedar Rapids
Audio Design
(319) 399-1761
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Camera Corner's Visions
8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Sioux City
Audio Vision
(712) 258-3361
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audiopon Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
•
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Owings Mills
Entertaining Interiors
(410) 654-4669
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
In Your Ear Records
(617) 787-9755
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes Il
(617) 876-5624
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Marlborough
Wurlitzer Stereo
(508) 481-4845
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Norwood
Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Wellesley
Audio/Video Design
(617) 237-8666
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Kalamazoo
The Audio Kiosk
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
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LISTEN
TO
THIS LIST

"Music Matters"
BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE OFFER THESE ME PRODUCTS:
(iMe)
G3173bLIL

•Adcom
•B&W*
•Classé
•EAD
•Genesis
•Lexicon
•Magro
•MIT
•Monster
Cable
•Proton
•Sonic
Frontiers
•Sound
Anchors
•Spectral
•Target
•Thiel
•Velodyne
•Wadia
•Wilson
•XL0
*Products not available
by mail order

THIEL Theta
Bo
a)

.alancedALM,gV

livatma

'AUDIO!
NAD ps
—

PM) Lqudio
PLUS oval 30 MORE BRANDS!

CID

• FREE P110 ECONSULTATIONS
•30 DAY EV 11ANGE PRIVILEGE
• EQUIPMEN1 TRADE-I
NS
• FREE S1111'11 (;
& HANDLING

g

4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222

VISA

(303) 759-5505

spectral
o

musical experience that will move your soul

Rrcom
FISC Tube Traps
Avalon
Billy Bogs
Classé

e

FRONT 5
Row

Kuzma
Linn
MIT Reference

By Appointment

Boca Raton, Florida 33496
Telephone 407/241-1767
Fax 407/241-1955

Spectral
Vondersteen

Tel

503.699.8888

Fax

503.699.9988

Versolob
Wadi()
Wheaton

294

Northwest Spectral Reference Dealer

Solid Steel

16318 SW BRYANT ROAD
LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON
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Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320

MISSOURI
St. Louis

Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
(314) 993-0002

MONTANA

Billings
Inner Sanctum
(406) 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

NEVADA
Las Vegas

Image 8, Sound
(702) 876-3401

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY

Bemardsville
Sight 8. Sound
(908) 766-7888
Dunettes
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630

Marlton

Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middlelown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185

Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

Stereophile,

Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 474-4555
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Rare Bear
(505) 988-3531

NEW YORK

Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Upgrade AN Center
(718) 886-1700
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi-Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox F. Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333

West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910) 838-0000

OHIO

OREGON

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc.
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Ptay It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi 8. Video
(216) 449-4434
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamiesons
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Barnesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240

Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113

Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
University Hi-Fi &Video
(541) 342-3300
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500

Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Flower Mound
Intelligent Systems & Interiors
(817) 430-4694
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS

Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Austin
High Fidelity. Inc.
(512) 454-5833
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

UTAH

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT

Middlebury
RetailVision
(802) 388-1280

VIRGINIA

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850

WASHINGTON

Kirkland
AudioNideo Spectrum
(206) 889-1680

New York

Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
JSR Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
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REFERENCE
RECORDINGS

higher fidelity
At better music and audio stores, or direct.
Orders or FREE catalogue: 800-336-8866
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107 USA
FAX 415-355-1949; Email rrec@aol.corn

Visit us at WCES: Alexis Park BallIroom, A108
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Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack

Snell
Aerial
ProAc
Pass Labs
Marantz
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus

Audible Illusions
/1eUttel id

q eé9ite‘tel Sowtee
5576 &owe« neieuocidg
nufeeidde, ge,yryiez. 3033g
(770)

S
7
04- 8977

http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI

Synergistic Research

Grado
Magnum Dynalab
Sumiko
Sound Dynamics
Sony ES
Kimber Kable
Sony Video
WireWorld
Benz-Micro
Tara Labs

RECYCLED
POWER!

BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinlon, Alberta
Rouble Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound. Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE. Bay 1

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
Tower Video
(916) 373-2561

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cross Plains
Audiophile Imports
1608) 798-3455
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8 Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St. 4th Floor

Straight

"One

36

of America's Finest

Audio/Video Stores"
A CTIMRIZED DEALER
We mock 106 brIll166 of Audio/Video and Car
Serer, only • few stoms n Amenca can
make this stateeneni and virtually
all of us are located in college
towns adjacent lo
hi itch Univenatie•

Acurus
Adcom
a/d/s
Alon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Celestino
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Haller
Infinity
Kimbcr Kablc
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable

Nakamichi
Nées Audio
Onkyo
Chikyo Integra
Panamax
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sanus
Sennheiser
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VTL
Yamaha... &
47 More at
KIEF'S Box 2

NM)

Al-T-W-TIOam-Spm

NEAR

Lawrence, Kti 66046
12 Showrooms
F-S 10ambpm

A1.11)1()/V11)V4
913-842-181 1

Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Hablas
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thomhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Décarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Québec
CO.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
.'873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
ir J. Martinez
Tel/Fax (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe. Victoria
Audio QImports
Tel: (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga. Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688

BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor
Women, Netherlands
Dumb Audio EA/
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax: (562) 2-209-2134
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (385) 589-742
Fax -(385) 214-03-76
CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel: (42) 9000-1180
Fax: (42) 9000-1181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-06-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328
INDONESIA
Jabada
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8 MUSIC
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
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JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax. (81) 3-5410-0622

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399

KOREA
Seoul
Audio Marl
Fax (82) 2-514-2089

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surie Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax (34) 6-351-5254

LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MACEDONIA
T.P Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax. (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE .
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 64 69 63
Fax' (596) 57 96 39
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Pelona. Wellington
R Britton
Tel (641 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsyaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax: (631 2-931-3742
POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Adis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hill Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hai Sound Studio. Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Ajasom
Tel (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (3511 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esotenca
Tel (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax (7) 095-248-3352

The First and Only stand capable of
Electromagnetic Isolation
Also provides mechanical damping
and RI' energy control
The

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax (46) 8-660-2207

KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN

component
stand!
IDoes or
require shot
or sand filling)
Extra
shelves
available

The 45" stand has 5shelves.
(20" wide and 18" deep)
weighs

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
Peltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wotlaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Ostord
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hai
Broad Street Mall
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh
Show Room
Fax (381) 11-140-689
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Fax: (619) 583-4493

January 1991

SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUD 1
OQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

385 lbs.

The 60" stand has

6 shelves.
(20" wide and 18" deep).

TRINIDAD
Curate
Sanch IX.
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: t90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For..
THIEL •MARK LEVINSON

of the

Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town. 3rd floor

THE SOUND CONCEPT

step in the
evolution

THAILAND
Bangkok
Kithchitt Artistic Audio
Tel: (66) 2-735-2293
Fax: (66) 2-735-2294
Music World Co.. Ltd.
Tel (661 2-276-5190
Fax: (66) 2-276-2456

Audio. Video & Home Theater Specialists

only logical

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Genera
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax. (65) 33-66-790

Stereophile,

MERR LL Stable Table 11

weighs

405 tbs.

2125 Central Rtenue -Memphis. Tennessee 381 ,4
Plume ‘901) 272-1275

C41I\

.1111Î
LÇOIn%;Lell

Ifi 14 Audio

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050

%lie most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heard".
"It certainly

qualifies
for some I
kind of
best-buy
designation."

RcAl Hi Fi & Thc.strc Stistcm

feattirili ss:
•ArocAt •DerK

• CONRAD 101-1NSON
• COVNTERrOINT
• DENON • MerK • LAD
• LVXMAN • 'ADIS
• MD QVART • ONKYO
• GOLDEN TV13E AVD10
• SONIC FRONTIERS
• SONVS FADER
• YAKOV ARONOV* V TL

—Ste Pir

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane
Available factory direct for alimited time at S899 00 apair
plus OA 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from

Van L

Speakerworks
Featuring Products horn

• KIMDER KADLE
• AVDIO QVEST
• XL0
Tel: (818)282-4692

ber-eie

DerW

ere

(818)282-7685
e-mail: hivi@_;ix.netcom.com
515 WEST GARVEY AVE
MONTEREY PARK CA 91770
Bus Hrs: Mon-Sat 11:00-8:00PN1
Sun 12:00-5:00PM

•
Adcom 'Apogee AudioGuest. Audio Innovations
•
B&K •
Cardas •
Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•Jtvl Labs. Kimber Kable •
McCormack •
NMI
•Pinnacle •PS Audio. Rogers. Spectrum. Sumiko
•
Taddeo 'Target 'Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists may article that has appeared in
Srermaphi/e from Vol.3 No.1 through Vo120 No.1
(1971 through January 1997). and every component reviewed by Srenvphile since Vol.1 No.1.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
5'4" or 3'2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stenvphile Ahnost-Gunplere
Index, PO. Box 5529, Santa h; NM 87502-5529.
Please indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAD ANI) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient. Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS&D,
33 »Whirr Loop 4108, Fredericksbee VA 22406, (540)
372-3711, fax (540)372-3713.
THE AU1)10PH ILE NETWORK ONLINE—
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANINFO
eartet.com. Voice (818) 782-1676, TAN,6930 Valjean Ave,
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AU1)10, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchiscd dealer for Nains, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem,
Quad, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Susniko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH." featuring: Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan, Mirage,
MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van den
Hul, Well Tempered, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NI; (315)451-2707 Visa/MC/Arnex/ Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME hcadshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,11) P.O. Box 187;
San Anselmo, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAI), Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vanderstcen, Von
Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1111 pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in Fi, plus others,
and full product information. Thirty-day audition. Visa./
MC/Discover. Solid Core Technology, 3808 le•stview
Arenteç Rést Palm Beach, FL 33407, (561) 842-7316.
IF YOU AltE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research, AudioQuest, CAL, Definitive Technology,
Dunlavy, EAD, Kinergetics, McCormack, MartinLogan, ProAc, PSB, Sanus, van den Hui. Wilson Audio,
and more. (515)255-2134.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, CEC., Densen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 399-5031,
MST
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MART

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. PAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the April 1997 Sterrophile,
you must submit it by February 1, 1997. No
refunds. Please Note: Phone-in ads are no
longer being accepted. Please plan on fascing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at the
end of the section.

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Website at hup://emoulitulare.cont. See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. 1)ownload our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Siens' Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-863Z alsé (716) 683-5451, or fix to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to iay;senOrntrom, or write to linsfirre EM.Box
455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. C.all nie last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acorn, Audio Alchemy, ICimber, Sonic Frontiers.
X10. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARI)S! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successhil promotion of
hest-buy products from Mordatint-Short,B&K,I)ymato,
Mapnina I
)rulah/OCM, Musical Concepts/ Design,
NEAR, many more. For details concerning din great
opportunity, contact Sims' Cansitharirs, (317)474-9004.
SII )EILEALKAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor relunlless of price, pseudoscience, tcdmobabble, or magical rituals. For information, call, fax, or write to: SidenalKap, 1525 Brian Place,
&OHM', CA 92025. Tel (619) 743-1997 liar (619) 7432192.

STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX lists every record review published in
Stereophlle from Vol.10 No.1 through Vo120 No.1
(January 1987 through January 1997). Also includes indexes to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and indicates Records To Die For
and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.) Available
on 5''a" or 31
/"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
2
only). Send $9.95 to Sterevphile Rerord-Review Index,
PO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice. hands-on experience, fire delivery. We carry: Mirage. NAD, Cary,
Nakainichi, Acurus, Kindler, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor,
Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Reid BM &TS
Siens', 591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 7237276.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF1! Noise-fighting accessories ($50 up) and
power-line conditioners ($65 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog: Virtual Mule, 1Old
Guam Rd, Shelton, (T06484, (203) 929-0876.
AUI)10 UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accupluse, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aestherix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomem, Audio Note. Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chart°, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble, Gralua/a.
Harbeth, High Wire. Ikeda, Kuzma, Magi aaaaa I)ynalab,
Magro, Meat, Micromega, Musical 1)esign, Music
Metre, Musc, NSM, Onix, Relu. Sound Anchors,
SOTA. Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch, YBA, and more.
Call/faxfolm &arc at (303)691-340Z 2341 W Yale Ave,
Erelewood, CO 80110.
JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Aligiunent Filters Please contact us
anytime for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential beyond its

HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used

designers' expectations. Phone/fax (716)685-522Z or
lettp://iypouvret/jpslabs.

high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or liii our
$11011700111S at 251-11 Mullein Blvd, Little ,\:eek., NY 11363.

ROTEL RI)D-980 CD TRANSPORT, $475; Audio
Alchemy DTI 2.0, $300; DST cable with XLR connector, $100. (415)755-3816.

NEW! REVOLUTIONARY SINGLE-DRIVER
loudspeakers from the company that astounded reviewers with its state-of-the-art yet affordable CD players and
cables. Possibly the only phase-coherent loudspeakers
with accurate bass response! Full line with prices starting
at $2200. Hearing is believing. No-obligation in-home
audition. For information on afull range of phase-coherent Cl) players, cables, and loudspeakers, phone, fax, or
write D, 'Is Audio Corporation, 1001 N. Humpleny, Oak
Park, IL 60302. RIX (708) 383-3230, phone (708) 3833319. On the Web: www.demiebaudio.com.

KRELL CD-DSP, $1800; Krell KSP-7B preamp,
$1200; Bryston 3B, $500; Dahlquist D-Q10, $450. Plus
shipping. Bob, (810)545-1550.

AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know about
buying and enjoying hie-quality hi-fi! The Gunplere Cuide
to High-End Audio. by Robert Harley is packed with inside
secrets on getting high-end sound at low prices, setting up
your system for the best sound, and becoming abetter listener. More than 450 pages mid +200 illustrations.
Written for beemers and experienced listeners alike.
Find out why Sam Tellig says, "Before you nuke amistake, buy Bob Harley's book" Only $29.95 (softcover) or
$39.95 (signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H. 30-day
money-back guarantee. Call (800) 848-5099, or send
check or Visa/MC infomution to Ace& Pubbiltire, PO.
Box 80805, Albuquerepee, NM 87198-0805.

NO SWEEPSTAKES WINNINGS again this year?
Mc neither, but Eve got some reality-priced gear that
will bring back the tears or goosebumps of the original
event at half the expenditure you've been conditioned
to expect. Never heard Eagle amps? CODA? Minnesota Audio Labs triodes? Chapman or NEAR or Von
Schweikert loudspeakers? Monarchy digital? Music
Metre cables? The Golden Flute Bass-Alignment
Filters? Smart dollars make Sense. Call Arrhia; (614)
237-5699.
PURIST AUDIO DESIGN Rev.A cables —Speaker:
Elementa, 5m, $175; Colossus, 3m, $650; 4m, $800; 2m
hi-wire, $725; 4.5m bi-wire, $1150; Proteus, 1.5m, $975;
2m, $1135; 1.5m Quad-wire, $1450. RCA: Elementa
3m, $125; Maximus, 7m, $450; Colossus, I
in, $400;
1.5m, $425; 2m, $475; 5m, $625; Proteus, Iin, $825;
3m, $1050. XLR: Elementa, 0.5m, $75; Maximus, 0.5m,
$225; 1.5m, $265; 4.5m, $375; 13m, $675; Colossus, 2m,
$425; 3.5m, $500; 4m, $525; Proteus, 9m, $1600; 10m,
$1700; 1)ominus, 4.5in, $2500. Bob, (419) 238-4747, or
(419) 238-2442 ext285.
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CELESTION SL-700SE SPEAKERS, plus stands.
Brand new in factory-sealed cartons. List $3400, will
sell for $1700. (212) 807-9705.
APOGEE CALIPERS, $500 plus shipping. (770) 3945122.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 PREAMP, new in carton,
black finish, $1299. lied, (610) 693-6167
INFINITY RS-lb, CUSTOM CROSSOVERS
(Michael Percy), latest-generation EMITs, $3500;
Heidi Legato speakers, $800; 3Tice Power Blocks, 2
Titans, $550 each. (207) 567-3219.
OCM 500 AMP ($2895) $2300; Stercaphile Recommended Component. October 1996 (Vol.19 No.10);
OCM 55 preamp, ($1500) $1100, mint, under 100
hours; Klipsch Klipschorn speakers, $2495. (914) 8959955, EST
McCORMACK ALD-I PREAMP, deluxe version
with phono stage and EPS, pristine,
boxes and manuals. $1595 0130. (909) 796-0662.
PERREAUX SA3 CLASS-A PREAMP, $500; Luxman
MO2 150W ic2 amplifier, 5500. (519)747-5992.
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.55 Mk.II remote preamplifier,
52995; 131.2 line amp, $750; Von Schweiken VR4
speakers, $2350; Nestorovic: amplifiers. $3995; System
16 speakers, $6995. Spectral DMC 20 preamplifier.
$3750; MSB Gold Cl) player, $1195; XL0 Signature
Type 2.1 balanced interconnects: 0.5m, $195; 1.5m,
$475; 5m, $1750; 3.1 phono cable, $385; Lexicon CP3+
Surround Sound premplifier, $1450. (509) 946-1529,
11;.st Gust.
111-F1 CHOICE - Linn, Kuzma, Graham, JPW,
Nestorovic,
Siltech, Artesuono,
Alts, I
)ynavector, van den Hul, Benz. Transfiguration,
Target. Analog Specialist. (305) 891-9540, Mi, JJJJ FL
CELESTE 415(3, 150Wpc, $1290; H.urmnonic Precision
Enchelon speaker, MOO. All mint. 1year. 0130. (9/e)

plete system, pristine condition, retail $28,000. sell
$14,000 firm. (561) 775-1830.
CODA SYSTEM 100 AMPLIFIER. 100 watts class-A,
mint, warranty, $2850; Melos SHA-1 preamp, $630;
Roonatmes TunePak, $125. (804) 648-6335, fix (804)
643-4012.
TURNTABLE- BASIS GOLD with Ainangent 113
and Benz Reference cartridge. Less than 150 playing
hours. cost $14,500, will sell for $8000. Ralph, (561)
840-8081.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are
mbe-product specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Akin,
AMC. Anthem, AR, Audiomeca, Audio Research,
Audio Alchemy, Cary, Hales, MS, Soundlab, Swans,
Tovenshend. more! Call Arizona Tithe Audio,
(602) 921-9961.
DUNTECH PRINCESS SPEAKERS, current design.
rosewood, mint condition, (originally $13,000) asking
$6000, reasonable offers accepted. 'Din, (610) 395-1914
McINTOSH MC-1000 AMPLIFIERS with warranty,
like new, ($13,000) $6500; Sows Faber Extrema speakers, with stands, ($11,000) $5800. Bob, (310) 459-6919.
SEE ANI) HEAR THE GREATEST audio and video
equipment at Salon One Audio in Wisconsin Rapids,
Wisconsin. We feature the largest selection of gear in
the Midwest. Expertise and knowledge without the attitude. Customer service is me optional
ir comes with
every sale. Large inventory of used and demo equipmost. Give us acall at (715) 421-5910.
ADCOM GIP-565 PREAMP, $450; Adcom GEAR)°, 100Wpc amp. $175; I'S Audio Digilink II DAC
with 1
in HAVE Canare digital cable, $250; Sony CDP85ES, 5-disc carousel. $175; Marantz CD-635E, $275.
Mint, with boxes and manuals for all. (407) 857-5359,
!MM .WSW.

843-7961.

CELESTE
o

MERII)IAN DIGITAL HOME THEAT1tE, com-

ELAC

ni

FOR SALE/TRADE -The following "classic" and
affordable tube-type power amps, tuners, and preamplifiers. (Call me for prices.) Amplifiers: 1Brook I2-A3
with preamp; 2Harman/Kardon C-100 amps; 1Altec
A341; 2 Bogen 1)13-20; 1EICO HF-52; 2 HE-60; 1
HF-50; 1ST-70; 1Fisher 70 AZ; 2Dynakit Mk.11; I
Fisher X-1011); 2 Heath W-6-M; 2 Heath W-5-M; 2
Altec 128-B; 1RCA MI 12155; 1Craftsmen C-500 allthistle; 1Knight KG 250; 1Dynakit ST-70; ILeak LT
25+; IPilot AA-903 B; 2Bogen DB 10; 2McMartin
MA-20; 1Knight 94; 2Bell 2122-B; 1Bogen DB 130;
1Heath AA-81: 2 Heath A-9C; IHeathkit EA-3; 1
Triad HF-10; Scott 222 C; 1Craftsmen 75W amp;
Lafayette LA-235; Hannan/Kardon Citation I. II.
complete system; Marantz 8-B with cage; 1Dynakit
IV; 1Dynaco Mk.111; Scott LK 48. Tuners: Heathkit AJ
12; Realistic TM 8C; Scott 330 I); 310 I); 311 I); Voice
of Music tuner; Lafayette LT 250; KLH 18; McIntosh
MX 110 nmer/preamp; McIntosh MR 67; IBogen
R660; IBogen R640; 1Pilot 30; Bell 225; EICO
FIFT-90; EICO FM-92; Fisher 80; Fisher FM 50.
Receivers: Fisher 500-C; Scott 340; Scott 399; Trio
WX-14 with eye tube; Lifayette Llt 400; Sherwood S5500 with matching tuner; Knight KG 500; Scott 399;
Fisher 400; EICO 2510; Scott 382C. Preamplifiers:
Leak Point One; Leak Variscope II; Dyna PAS-2;
EICO HF-85; 2Scott 121-C; 2McIntosh C-4; EICO
HF-81. Stereo Multiplex Adapters: 3 EICO MX-99;
Scott Kit LM 35; Scott 335; Scott LT 110, LC 10. Solid
State: Heatlikit AA22; 2I
hikane Mod 1-A 803 100W
amps; TEAC noise-reduction unit Mod AN-80. Plus
many other tube items too numerous to 111016011. Layaway mil payment terms available. Call or write: Lamy
Dret, 383 Lilian Drirt Cheshirt;
(203) 2726030, .lax (203) 272-2002.

cro&no.

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA HIGH -ENI) can exist.
Lee, Collier, and adjacent counties, call George at (941)
482-0890.

EFF ROWLAND

HARMONIC PRECISION

the very be
Featuring ProAc loudspeakers
plus afull line of new and
.....
pre-owned Hi -Fi equipment.
Call for current inventory.

-

•

OF BPOAD PIDDLE INC.
'MIT N. Guilford Ave.

apolis, IN 46220

<

u
•

317.255.4342 FAX3 17.255.3375
SOUND DYNAMICS
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STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single

CD

upright. Solid hardwoods & textured

finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-981)

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303
I4041 524-4534 fan (404) 659-5041
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MIGHTY KRELL KPS-200, 6 months old, mint,
original boxes and manuals, 5-year warranty, mint,
(S11,000) $8700. Call (206) 286-3992, leave Pucka»:
LEVINSON NO.333 POWER AMI' (300Wpc),
$6800; Levinson No31.5 Cl) transport, $8000;
Levinson No.38S preamp. $5000; Levinson No36
)/A. $3200; Genesis VI speakers, $7000; Transparent
XLSS Reference speaker cable, 8', $6000; Transparent
XLSS Balanced Reference interconnect, 1m, $4500;
Proceed PAV Surround Processor, $3400; Proceed Amp
3, 3-channel amp. $2400; Proceed Amp 2. 2-channel
amp, $1600; B&W 802 speakers, $3000; B&W HTM
center-channel speaker. $600; Adcom 700 MA. $750;
Pioneer Elite CLD-97 bserdisc player, $1500. All items
are mint condition with original packaging and manuals. Call (770)730-0014.
B&K M-200 MONOBLOCKS, mint condition,
5950/pair; Magnepan MG3A speakers, white, excellent condition. $1000. (212) 249-3354 evade<
EST
MELOS MA-220 TUBED PHONO preamplifier.
matched 6922 Sovtcks, $750. Call Keith, (503) 2666301 PST lain. masitee.
WESTLAKE TM-3F STUDIO REFERENCE monitors, including MRX-2 active crossover, mint condition
— only out of box once — (S19,250) $14,750. Crown
Macro Reference amplifier, ($3449) $1750. Contact
Paul or Ronnie, (410) 448-1400.
STAX OMEGA HEADPHONES with 16' extension
cord,
condition in original box, ($470)) $3500;
Mien lllllllll Stage 2, ($1100) $750. Am, (212)725-3695
betwan 9-5 EST

13&K PRO IOMC SONATA PREAMP, $350; Vandersteen 2Cc with stands, $675. (919) 547-2156 M-E
OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10', 13' hi-wired pairs,
$350. (415) 948-0286.
CLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE, mint, $950; SASE for
Classical LP list. Brand:, 3368-B Anoai Place, Honolulu,
HI 96822. (808) 988-5535.
SILTECH BEST 688 interconnect, 0.75m pair, only 2
pairs in USA, ($32130) $2000; Yamamura Millennium
5000 interconnect, 1m pair, ($750) $450. (718) 5280268.
ECHO BUSTERS!! DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
TREATMENTS for audio room/home theater. Absorption. Diffusion, and Bass Control packages tune
acoustical problems. This month's special: 9-piece Echo
Busters (Absorption), $329. Before upgrading anything,
optimize the sound you've got. Visa/MC. (516) 4336990,1à.v (516) 433-6794, e-mail MikeilRoe@aolxont
MICHIGAN —ANN ARBOR — ACC UTRONICS. Upgrade your system profitably!! Unique trade-in
allowance program offered toward audiophile system
purchase. Lines include: ProAc, Cary, Akin, Symphonic
Line, Accuphase, McCormack, Micromega, Golden
Tube, Castle, JMIab, Parasound, C.E.C., Creek, JoLida.
Holiday Special —Alón Model V (demo pair, walnut
finish, pick-up only, $3600). RJR says, "There isn't a
speaker costing under 510,000/pair I'd rather own."
(Starophile, Vol.19 Ne.9) (313) 332-0404, e-mail
Arairron@iimichavhi.

WADIA 20 TRANSPORT, $3200; Wadia 25 DAC.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2 Mk.II, 8 mondis old,
mint, new Golden Dragon, mint, $1450; Quad USA
Monitors, Anisi stands, SN#030985/6, $2300. 7d.
(9/9) 676-4016 lufore 10pm EgTfax (919) 676-4072.

$3350; Artemis ROS Mk.I1+, rosewood (oil finish),
$4850; Ammw 960 amp. 511(8); Magnan Signature
Ribbon, 9' pair, ($1850) $1100. All mint condition. (509)
326-0566 PST

KIMBER KCAG INTERCONNECTS with RCA
terminations: 5m, 51425—still in shrinkwrap. Also:
KCAG, 1.5m, $435. Call RobsTr, (202) 265-1629, 610',n EST

ANAUDIOWAVES
-the Hoeg in atiorclabeaudio -

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIOQUEST
GRADO HEADPHONES •HAVE
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO
—featuring -

AUDIO ALCHEMY

Min

DDS•Pro
DTI•Pro 32

ACD•Pro -Alchemy's new one box CD

player with Pioneer Stable Platter +HDCD.
DDEvl .2 -Alchemy's new HDCD DA(
at on extremely affordable price.
BEST PRICES •BEST SERVICE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PAC Super IDOS -S429
HAVE Came Digiflex Gold 1meter -539
Grado SR 60, 80 &125 'phones -call
AudioQuest cables &interconnects -call
1-800-510-4753
FREE
SHIPPING

500

Phone/Fax 707 677 3299
Email :audiowaves(g aol.rom
PO. Box 461 Trinidad, CA 95570

THE BEST IN HOME
GROWN AUDIO
[for dcomplete listing CdLi
•Rif Tight
•
Spendor
•Rccuphase
•Coda
•OCM
•
Kimber

•Magnum
•
BE,K
•Cardas
•Rcrotec
•Epos
•
Tara Labs

or OISII

our websiiet

•[reek
•Von Schtueikert
•Alan
•Sonic frontiers

,

SOUNI) VALVES M60 TUBE MONOBLOCKS
with Svetlana 6550Cs, 30W Mode, 60W ultralinear,
switchable, chrome base, vented cover, ($1300 each
new) 51900/pair; Sound Valves VTP101 tube preamp
and phono stage with &melt 12AX7WXTs. ($650
new) $500; Adcom GCD-700 20-bit player with BurrBrown D/A converter, ($700 new) $400. All mint, original boxes and manuals. (954) 568-9981 EST
NEW TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE II signal
processor. We got the patent, now here is the fullblown active version of our gis
dbreaking technology. Uses analog output of any CI) or D/A. Enjoy the
phase fidelity of analog plus the dynamic range of digital. Only $329.95. (7/6) 473-9076.
THETA GEN3, single-ended, excellent condition,
$1200 0130; Tandberg TPT-3001A tuner. $400 OBO.
(508) 877-7015.
PURE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and speaker
cable. Inter,:
%is, $150 per meter pair; speaker cable.
$100 per running meter (prices include shipping). Both
with pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation. and
Cardas silver/rhodium terminations. Money-back
guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-8748 b..1Me 10,5515
EST
USEI) & I
)EMO SALE: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1, SED-2
Mk.11; Adcom miscellancsms; Fosgatc 4200; Krell
Ref.64, KSL-2, more; Lexicon CP-1+, Cl'-3+; ConradJohnssm Premier 8, 9, 10, MV55; Theta Gen.111;
Transparent miscellaneous; Wadia IS. 12, 23, 26; RAI)
T-7000; Vanderstcen 113, 2Ce; Metaphor 2, 5; MIT ZI;
Mark Levinson No38, 36, 31, 30.5, 27, 28, 20.6. Call
Audition Audio, (801) 467.5918, fax (801) 467-0290.

...AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION
FUND.

We have ahuge assortment of
accessories and many more brands to
choose from. We also offer alarge
inuentory of used equipment.
Call For Information Toll Free:

1.800.752.4018

farm
616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At .

'

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT Selling lab full of test
equipment, for professional and hobbyist interests. Rare
opportunity, great selection. Complete information on
huge sale list! S.AS.E. please. JoArh G I1171, 200 IVoodside,
Winthrop, MA 02152.

http://www.hififarm.com

Superbly
performing products.
Sensibly priced.
A RCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio
614-237-5699
e-mail: kirk@ca-net.pvt.k12.oh.us
Eagle •Coda•Von Schweikert •Chapman •Music Metre
Reference [Joe •Minnesota Audio Labs •Golden Flutes
E.W •Diapason 'Audio Magic •Bright Star
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THETA DATA BASIC II, AT&T, $1500; Theta Data
II, AT&T, $1200. All new in box, 1only. (818) 5852228.
SPECTRAL DMA 90 AMPLIFIER, perfect condition with original packing and manual, $2100 OBO.
Joe, (510) 370-6520 gralille PST
DO NOT BUY ANY HIGH-END AMPLIFIER
until you have read this booklet on how to build your
own amplifier. This amplifier is atruc high-end amplifier, is easy to build, and will cost only $900 Canadian.
Send $25 «
Canadian +$2.50 S&H ($4.50 outside North
America), check or money order, to: True Audio Designs,
10840-33 Ars, Edmonton, Alberta T6J 3C1, Canada.
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport, $2850. Call (210) 805-9927
TARA LABS MASTER GEN2 speaker. 12' pair, $595;
Luminous Audio Synchestra interconnects (silver.
Teflon), balanced, Ini. 5150; 1.5m, $185. (804) 3783786.
AIR TIGHT ATM-3 MONOBLOCKS, ($14.000)
57000/pair 0130; Convergent Audio Technology
Signanire preamp, $4000. Both new condition. Dam
(310) 370-7771 anytime.
MESA BARON TUBE AMP, latest, $2300; Perreaux
PMF 1850 amp, $950. (610) 262-6755.
EA!) T-8000 SERIES III, universal transport, black,
($4400) $2200; ELP (Finial) Leer turntable, new,
($20,000) $16,000; CEDAR DC-1 digital real-time
tick-and-pop declicker, ($16,500) $10.000; Rowland
Consummate. ($5950) $3500. (505) 662-1415, (505)
667-1330.
THIEL 3.6 SPEAKERS, 5 months old, light cherry
finish, mint, boxes, manuals, warranty, ($4300) $2950
plus shipping. Dam (216) 526-8301, EST
MARANTZ 2110 TUNER with built-in 'scope tube,
excellent, $2225; Stax SR-80 Pro electrostatic headphones with extension cable. $95; Optimus 3400 Cl)
player, new $125. Randy, (561) 283-3243.

e

AUDIO /PECIALI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.

Celeste
Creek

JANUARY CLEARANCE/DEMO EVENT: Call
now during our January clearance for white-sale savings: Totem Model Ones, Totem Manis, Aerial
Sevens, Aerial Tens, Sonic Frontiers died components and preamplifiers. Conrad-Johnson amplifiers
and preamplifiers, Meridian 500 series, MIT. Specials:
Threshold T-3, $1800; Threshold T-100, silver, $2250;
Threshold T-200, $33295; Meridian DSP-5000 and M60 loudsocakers, Meridian 566, PS Audio Lambda,
AT&T, $1225. Please call Audio Associates, (601) 3620474.
MUSE MODEL 150 MONO amplifiers, mint with
boxes, $1200. (716) 731-2398.
LEVINSON NO.31 TRANSPORT, mint, warranty,
original packing. $4500. (415) 948-0286.
MERIDIAN 1)6000 SPEAKERS, (516,000) $8000;
Meridian 602 transport, ($2750) $1800; piano black,
original boxes and manuals. Chris, (505) 989-765Z leave
message
KRELL - KRC PRE-AMP. MD-10 transport, MI)A300
amps, Studio MA converter; Purist
Audio cables, mint condition. Make offer. Ed, (804)
993-2250 (Viminia).

AUDIO RESEARCH PH-2 phono stage, $1500;
SOTA Sapphire with pump and flywheel, $800. Randy,
(202) 267-7872.
EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES SU-1 TRANSFORMER. mint, ($35C4)) $2300; Cardas Hexlink 5-C
interconnects. 1m. ($560) $200; DTI•Pro with PS/3,
($1400) $200.John, (800) 842-2733 ext.5504.
CARY 300M MONOBLOCKS, pure class-A triode,
45Wpc, original owner, current with big boxes, perfect
condition, original boxes and manual, $3900 plus
COI) shipping. gityildy@notaire, (908) 499-6731.
CROSBY-ENTEC NUMBER CRUNCHER DIA,
with updates, $1800. (4/5) 948-0286.
COUNTERPOINT DA-10 DAC with Al) 1862
DACcard and H1)CD Jaccard, ($2700) $1200; PS
Audio Lainlxla CI) transport, 51000; Audient Technologies Audit digital interface, latest upgrade, $225; 2
PAD digital interconnects, 1m each, RCA, $100; BNC,
5150; Audio Alchemy I)ST digital cable, $75; 1pair
Ensemble Tube Sox, $.15. Call (972) 713-9493 or (407)
859-3473.
GOLDMUND STUDIO TURNTABLE. T3 toneano, servo contnik Monster Alpha Genesis cartridge,
dustcover, recent professional calibration, $2.2400; MIT
Shotgun inter(
cts. 2pairs, 1in, $250/pair. Records,
all factory-sealed, call for list. (201) 848-9416 ermine
EST
B&K SONATA SERIES M200 MONOBLOCKS,
original owner, boxes, manuals, excellent condition,
$975/pair. Bob, (409) 883-1581 clan (409) 883-5005
ermines CST
VI'l TNT MK.I11, $2850; Krell KRC, $33200; KSA250. $3500; AudioQuest Sterling 2 Hyperlitz, 6' (2
pairs), $550 each; Midnight 2 Hyperlitz. 12', $195;
Magnan Vi. RCA. $275; Oracle Delphi Mk.111 with
Mk.IV platter, 585ft Credit cards okay. (914) 953-8517
days, (914)667-5430

In Southern California

Prorfluf ica
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio AJchemy
Audio Resecrdl
BAT.

THE BEST SELECTION of audiophile kits in North
America. Tube line-stages, phono stages, and amplifiers,
power supplies, hue conditioners, and more. Great selection of cormxments from manufacturers like: ELNA,
MultiCap, Hovland, InfiniCap, Solen, WIMA, Caddock, Mills, Holco, VAIC, Svetlana, Golden Dragon,
Tesla. Rani Labs, WBT, Kimber, Cardas, Vampire, 11)14
Labs, Alps, and Noble. Enclosures, books, and other supplies for DlYers. International orders welcome. Catalog:
$12 US and Canada, $18 international, refunded widi
purchases over $200. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Welborn(' Labs, PO, Box 260198, Litdeton, CO 80126. (303)
470-6585, hia.(303)791-5783. Mon iulOnnation on die we
wuyiuney;reciabuom.

Lightstar
Meridian
Nairn
Paradigm
ProAc
Reference 3a
Rega
Roksan
Rotel

Signet
Sank Frontiers
Spendor
Spica
Sumiko
Target
Theta
Vandersteen
Vit

CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Tanis

VA• 00.110/
FeTIBITIMIVNI
LW..M !A UI
Eledronics
Adcom
Bang &Olufsen
Byston
Cal. Audio Labs
Classé Audio
Denon
Golden Tube
Lexicon
Marontz
McCormack
Speakers
Martin Logan
Vondersteen
Mirage
M&K
Atlantic Tech.
Cartridae
Audio Technico
Shure
Sumiko

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

Turntable
Sumiko Pro-ject
Thorens
Denon
Video
Sharp
Proton
Marantz
Alchemy VPG
New Used Trade-in

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900
.1#
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Accessories
AudioQuest
AudioTruth
Kimber (able
Sennheiser
Nitty Gritty
OND Furniture
Room Tunes

(818) 781-4700

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT'" System
vgrice 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophdel

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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AUDIO It Ltil ARCH LS2BR MK.II plus PHI phono,
both S2600; (lose CA-200, 52200; Krell KRC-2 plus
KPE phono, both, 52300; Meridian 563 DAC plus 506
player, both, 51600; Magnum Dynalab 11-11 tuner,
$200. Purist Audio cables: speaker. Colossus. 2.5in, 2
pair, $1200 both; new Proteus Revii, 2.5111, $1850;
XLR Colossus, 7m, $850; 1m. $500; Dieal Link
Colossus, 1m, 5150. Purist AC line conditioner, $450.
All mint, must sell. (510) 832-0844.
CELLO AUDIO SUITE and PERFORMANCE
amps with Cello Strings, $17,000; EMT 927st with
EMT 155e. 601-Ir llllllllll$16,000; Lansing Model 812
speaker (Iconic) field coil with crossover and power
supply, 542M. Call (610) 891-0803, EST
GIANT KILLER-CAL DELTA CI) transport,
Audio Alchemy DTFPro with PS3. DDE v3.0 with
RW1, dital cable included, $1800; Melos MA-1111i,
$575; Infinity Modulus with subwoofer (never used,
still in box), $1300; PS Audio 6.0, 5300; AudioQuest
Midnight 3. 10' pair, $250. All in
condition,
includes shipping. (804) 863-4413.
ACCUPHASE 80/81, (202, PI02; Aleph 0 mono;
Ampex 351-2; Bryston 1011; Classé 1)R-25; BEL 2002;
liGW GTA; Clown amplifier, I)avid Bening OTL triode ZH-270; Dynaco Mk.III. tv1k.V1; Duotech CE10(X); EV3OW. 30"; Futterman OTL-1/NCP2; JAN5751; JPS Labs 805M; Krell ESA-100S, KBL, KPA;
Lexicon CP1+; Melos 402; McIntosh M(275 II, (24,
MR71, MPI-4; Levinson 30, 30.5, ML2. 6B, LNC-1/2;
Nakamichi T-100; Otan MX5050; Quad ESL, II,
FM66; Quicksilver 8417; RTR ESR-6; SED-2 Mk.II
(HDCD); Soundlab Al; Snider A80; Tammy Monitor
Gold; TEAC X100R/X2000R; Tektronix 570;
Western Electric amplifier. Jazz: 2000 LPs, tapes. Best
offer. (408) 737-2980,./à.v (408)735-1426.
KRC-2, $1650; ProAc AC Response 3, walnut, $2750;
Purist Maxi
speaker, 4.5m, $355. (313) 462-1239.

HI
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SPECIALTY AUDIO

CARY 3005E SIGNATURE, ($4600) $2850; SLP94
oil phono, $1650; CD300, $1300; TAI) 4001, $750
each; Pass Aleph R 51600; Aleph 3, $1500. Wanted:
Aleph 2. (801) 226-1018.
INFINITY RSI-13 SPEAKER SYSTEM, $2200;
Theta Data II, 5975; JBL L-100T3 speakers. $475;
Creek headphone amp, 5150; TARA Master 2speaker
cables, 6', 5300; Reference 2, 6', 5200. (502) 729-2478
fielits CST
THIEL CS3.6 SPEAKERS. 1.5 years old, mint condition, Stercophi/c Recommended C ponent, Class 13
(Vol.19 No.1(1), ($4300) $2800. Boxes, manuals, transferable warranty. (614) 624-5817 work, (614) 785-1584
EST
McCORMACK DAC-1, (S995) $600; Kinergetics
KCD-55T transport, ($1300) $650. Both as new with
boxes, books. (803) 886-8033.
CLEARAUDIO GAMMA-S CARTRIDGE, sealed,
($850) $575; Sumiko Fluxbuster, $100; Namiki
Direction Finder, $35. (606) 745-1222.
BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD KL1PSCHORNS, professional rack system, including 10 1,2"RTR, over 50
reels, complete setup, many extras, 55000. (803) 3990847
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, Aragon,
B&O. Bryston, B&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation.
Classé, Definitive. Dynaudio, H/K. KEF, Luxman,
Mirage, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Polk, Rotel, Sunfire, Thid,
Totem, Velodyne. Wadia, Wilson, and 36 more. Shipping throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. Maross,
Inc, (770) 772-7700.

HI-FI '97

The Home
Theater &
Specialty
Audio Show

May 28-29, 1997
(Press & Trade)
May 30-June 1,1997
(Open to the Public)
At The Westin St Francis,
San Francisco

the Trade: Attend exciting workshops and seminars. View the hottest
of new and established lines. Meet the
best product trainers. FREE trade preregistration!
•Meet hundreds of the world's top
designers and factory representatives.
•Experience the latest innovations.
•See and hear more equipment than
you could in ayear of store visits.
•Meet and talk with Stamp/We and
Guide to Home Theater editors, writers,
and industry luminaries.
•Enjoy 28 hours of live music.
•Consumer tickets go on sale in
January 1997.
For

For more information, call (505)
982-2366, or fax (505) 989 8791.

Potential exhibitors should call
Ken Nelson, Nelson 8, Associates, at
(914) 476-3157 •Fax (914) 969-2746
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TEST EQUIPMENT/DEMO/LIKE NEW: ML
No31 transport, $5100; Sonic Frontiers SED-2, $2400;
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, $2400; Audio Research LS2,
new tube, $1300; Counterpoint SA-9, two-chassis purenube phono stage, $2350.foc, (602) 371-4993, (602) 5729302.

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
ART-AUDIO (Single Ended)
ATMA-SPHERE'
MCCORMACK
ACCUPHASE
SOUND LAB

AUDIO LAB'
JOLIDA"

AIR TIGHT'
PASS LABS
GALLO ACOUSTICS"
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

FOURIER COMPONENTS*

MASSACHUS
HIGH-END CH
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURES°
1100 MAIN RO
WESTPORT, MA
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FA
NI

SPECTRAL DMA 100 class-A power amp, $1600;
Magnepan MG3A speakers, black with oak trim, new
tweeters, $1200. Ron, (402) 733-6520.
ADCOM GDA-600 WA CONVERTER, $375;
Straight Wirc Maestro speaker cables, 8' pair. $130.
(718) 575-883Z please hum illeSSdAkt
INFINITY GAMMA SYSTEM, excellent condition,
original packing, spare drivers, 54000. Call Gars (316)
775-1368.
CLASSÉ 6L MK.11. remote, Reference cables, silver,
($3600) $2000; Martin-Logan SD, ($3200) $1900 plus
shipping. Both
with original packaging. (919) 4169033.
ARC LS-22 (no remite), 529C« Alchemy 1711 v2.0,
$370; Thiel CS5i, $8700; Magnan Vi, 4', $340;
Signature. 12', ($4450!) $1290; 14', $1390; speaker, 3',
5390; 5' AC cord, ($950) $350. Interesting trades condidered. COI) with shipping prepaid. (310) 831-4675,
.1à.v (310) 831-4689.
NAIM NAPI35, $4000; Marantz CI)63SE, $350;
Quad ESL-63, $2100. (561) 626-0674.
SONUS FABER ELECTAS with Sinus Reference
Stands, mint condition, ($290))) 51700/pair. Don, (703)
329-1496, EST
SYMPHONIC LINE RG-4 MK.III MONOBLOCKS, amine, $4800; Audible Illusions Modulus
3Gold phono, $1250; S-120A amp, MIT caps, EdisonPrice Post, $895. (810) 855-6227
LINN KARIK CI) TRANSPORT, $1600 or trade
toward Pass Alephs or Krell KAV-300. (512) 478-0095
or (512)892-0214.
CELLO SIMON Y()RKE ZARATHUSTRA 54
turntable, "Pluto" titanium arm, Cello cartridge,
520,000; Cello front-end. $1000; HW weighted stand,
$600; Muse 18 subsstxite•r, $1800; VAC 590 tube amplifiers, $4000; Cardas. PAT cables. (207) 567-3219.

High End...
Not High Pnke
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B&K
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharpvision
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

FURNITURE BY.
TARGET. CONTOURS. SALAMANDER. AND ZOETHECUS

SCUNEWORKS
V
V

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NewYork

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND•S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
•• MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

718 284.0410
Stereophile, January 1997

COMPLETE HIGH -ENI) SYTEM —VAC 90C
with l'El; C.E.C. TL 1transport, Sonic Frontiers SFL2 and SFD-2; Metaphor 2 speakers; High Wire and
NIIS cables; Synergistic Research power cords;
Promethean Power-Flows (2); EAD T-7000 transport,
PSI; Stratus Minis; NAI )IIonic Theater system, Signet
center channel; all CDs and custom rack. Make offer.
Jon, (510)625-7687
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV45A TUBE AMP,
45Wpc, EL34s, excellent condition cosmetically and
sonically, $500 0130. Bill, (630) 365-9060 days CST or
mei@flask.rona.
CELLO DUET AMPLIFIER and PALETTE preamplifier with six-band equalization, with 2m Cello
Strings balanced interconnect. All for $7500 plus shipping. Will sell separately but must sell the Duet first.
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, black, (woo) $1800; two pairs
Cardas Golden 5e speaker cable with spades, ($950/
each) S450/each. All in excellent condition. Ibity, (412)
492-0418.
UNDERGROUND LEGENDS UNEARTHED.
Jena Labs, fast gaining areputation as the best interconnects on the planet, and Blue Circle Audio tube/hybrid
electronics — now at ['Mind Audio. Check us out at
hup:/www6liiknuomi-ahnuld/atrader or e-mail ahmild@
apon.cont)Or ityOrmatiou
CHRISTMAS SALE!!! API Power Wedges—All
models on year-end special. Audiolab 8000T tuner,
rated Class A, Srereophile (Vol.19 No.10); 8000S remotecontrolled line-level integrated amp; and new 8000CD
single-chassis CI) player — all at unbelievable savings
Call Sound &wiu3is Audit, to order now. (800) 518-6680,
fax (713) 629-5670.
NEUMANN TLM-170 MICROPHONES (2),
matched pair with power supply, mint condition, used
only 50 hours, original owner, Panasonic SV-3700
DAT recorder, mint. (201)746-2794.
TOP HAT, WORLD'S MOST EFFECTIVE tube
damper, fantastic! A
for preamps, power amps,
tube converters. Call/write for details. Distributed
along with EarbAuc. Morch toneanns Verdier turntable,
Monopoles,'' and more by Audio Advanaments, BOX 100,
Lilk0111

Park, NJ 07035. (201) 633-1151.

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, Hovland, SCR, Black Gate.
Ela, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamainura, etc. capacitors and resistor,. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables Alps, Noble,
TKI), Hextred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets and isolators, Deflex panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Pare Box 526, Inverms, CA 94937, (415)
669-7181,Jax (415)669-7558.
MACH IACOUSTICS DM-10 Signature, Stereophile
Class A Reco mmmmmmmmmm (Vol» No.10), latest version, ($18,000) $7995 or trade for smaller reference:
Sonos Faber, B&W Silver, etc. (NY area.) (860) 6777618.
ORACLE DELPHI MK.II. Berdan mats, Mod Squad
ps, Sorbothane nut, Tiptoes, clamp. ETII ann. Wisa
pump, damping tray. Airtech surgetank. $1400, includes
insured shipping USA. Rob, (520)626-4423 days
NEW ON STAGE —EAGLE STAGE! Dual amplified Intelligent Interface nearfield monitor and highpower amplified Intelligent Interface subwoofer. Are
you ready to get on stage with the music? Call us or
your Eagle dealer to do so. E.KSC Eagle, (913)780-4495,
eagle@skynet.
EASTERN AUDIO —Select top-quality high-end Colnponents. Used: ARC, B&W. Cary, Conrad-Jolmson,
Counterpoint, EAD, KIT, Krell, Levinson. Micromep,
McIntosh, Pioneer Elite, Rowland, Threshold, Wadia.
New: Adcom, Sonic Frontiers, Tice, XL0. Call (718)
961-8256 for comphe iarvonory list, or visit our showrooms at
133-02 41 Rd, Hushing NI: /Ur (718)961-8315.

stereophde,

January 1997

MUSE ONE HUNDRED FIFTY power amp
monohlocks, $1300/pair, Bogen MX60a five-channel
tube mike preamp/powered mixer, $250; ADA
Microtube 100 guitar power amp (transistor), $250. All
have been modified with pie
parts upgrades and
sound wonderful. David, (505) 262-1104.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-125, $2395; Onkyo G.I. M510, $1890; Crown Mac-ro Reference Esoteric, $2195;
Celestion SL 600, 5595; Audio Research DAC 2, black,
$1795; Meimer 101 amps, $1495/pair, Spendor 7/1,
$895; all mint. Lexicon 500T, $1200; TARA RSC
Reference, 8m. RCA, $445; RSC Reference, 8m, XLR,
$460; all new, full warranty. (303)777-1589.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell: MI)-10, $3800; KPS-20i, $6250; KPS-20i/l,
$7400; KRC-111t, $4800; KSA-150, 52550; KSA-2005,
$4850; KSA-3005, 56450. Jadis DA-60 (I)eluxe), $4800.
Levinson ML-2, $3200. Loudspeakers: Ensemble.
Gershman Acoustics. Cable: Alpha-Core, AudioQuest.
Call for Anna-Sphere, inbl. Td. (718)720-4795.
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"We will even design apiece to pur
exact specifications!"
Our

CUSIOM

design department is fast and affordable.
We also offer over 100 stock designs
of unequaled quality

PRO-41
Entertainment Center
The top of the line of

AUDIOWAVES CHRISTMAS ANI )NEW YEAR
SALE — Audio Alchenw, AudioQuest, Grado, HAVE,
PAC IDOS, more. HAVE Callan: Digiflex Gold, $39;
Plus, $99; PAC Super 11)0S, $429. AudioQuest, C;rado
headphones, call. Free shipping. AudiolVam, (800) 5104753, phone/fix (707) 677-3299.
Box 461, Trinidad,
CA 95570, audiowaves@aol.ront.

our PRO Audit! Video
rack family. Holds up
to a40" screen TV.

BAT VK5, RETUBEI), $2800; VK60, VK5 tube sets,

I-Beam
Audio/Video Racks

$90; VPI TNT Jr. plus (III) Triplanar IV toneann,
Cardas wiring, ($6450) $4292; Lyra Parnassus, ($3495)

Solid, strong and very
rigid. Available with glass
or laminated shelves.

$2288; Klyne 7LX3.5 balanced preamp, ($4450)
$2689; 71 1X35 balanced phono amp, ($4450) $2689;
Deluxe 6LX3 preamp, ($2600) $1000. Nestorovic
speakers: Reference, ($8500) $5000; Signature. ($7000)
$3988; Nestonwic NA-1 Signature plus 150W retubed
monoblocks, $4900. Siltech Balanced 560, 1m, ($990)
$548; 15m, ($1410) $797; matched pair RCA 5692,
S150. Bob, (520)742-6130, MST

PRO-33
Audio Rack

WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary, ConradJohnson, Gershman Acoustics, Krell, LeVillS011,
MIT, NHS, Proceed, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent,

The ultimate in audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

Wadia, and 'luny more high-end components. Call for
inventory list, or visit showrooms at Helt End Audio, 4125 Kissena Blvd. #5MM, Flushing, NY 11355. Tel. (718)
961-8842,.(itx (718) 886-9530.
AUI)I0 KIOSK DEMO & USEI) equipment sale:
Bedini 250/250 Mk2, $1250; Klyne SK5A, $850;
McCormack SST-1, $1150; I)NA-1 I
kluxe monos,
$3350; NHT SuperZeros with SW2P, $550; 13s, $300;
Ils, $200; 1.1c, $125; 2.5s, $550; 3.3s, $3300; VT1A

Custom
Speaker Stands
Designed to add to the
impact that your audio
system deserves.
Sold in pairs.

system, $1295; Sunfire amp, $1350; Harlseth LS5I2As,
$1450; C7s. $1700; Linn Troika, $950; Eminent
Technology LVT8s, $950; AudioQuest Midnight 3, 8',
$275; Sterling, 4', $450; Quartz, I
in, $65; Townshend
Sinks. 40% off; Woodside, 35% off. Call for complete
list. MC/Visa. (616) 384-5787
SONIC FRONTIERS ULTRAJITTERBUG, $415;
Theta Data II, $1069; Theta (;eneration III (unbalanced), $1300; Theta 1)auLinque, RCAs, $99; Reference Line Preeminence One-B, balanced, ($2450)
$1199; Reference Line I
)SL, 1Ihn, XLIts, $250; 0.5111,
$150; XLO Type 5 bi-wire, 6', (5160(1) $555; MAS
Gray, 3', ItCAs. $210; ProAc 3.5, $5500; Tandiserg
3001A muter. ($2400) $850; Camelot Sir Bon power
cord, 5', $160; Bel Canto Orfeo 305, ($4650) $2700.
Serious buyers only. Wanted: MFA preamp, KEF 107,
Levinson No38/385. (310) 798-5671, .1iix (310) 7985681, Gdilornia

CDs/LPs/Tapes
HIGHEST PRIC:
)tor CI), and LP,. No collection too large! Classical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI ASI)), more. 140,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! Princeton Record adwoge, 20 Titian( St.,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881, lutp://www.
prnv.rom.

*Steel

*Glass
•Stone
*Laminated
Veneers
*ability
•Rigidity
Selection
*Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer
and browse through our new 75-page
catalog of audio/video furniture.
And contact us today for copies of our
detailed newsletter.
4I47-A Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
Fat: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@ billybags.com
http://mr.billybags.com
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PRIVATE COLLECTOR SELLING part of his collection. Classical (RCA, Mercury) collectible and jazz,
send for list: RM7; 410 Taggart Are, Massillon, OH
44646.

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/

CLASSIC JAZZ LP COLLECTION —Ellington,
Carter, Cole, Mary Lou Williams. 1930-1955. Mint
condition, 100 never played. (810)739-0580 anytime.

speakers, Sequerra milers, Krell, Cello/Levinson, ARC,
turntables, anos, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and
tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast. Trade

RCA, MERCURY, LONDON, EMI, Melodiya, rarities, jazz, and much more. An astounding selection.

WANTED:

Wither Bohdattiw Box 4711, Silver Spring, MD 20914-4711.
Tel. (301) 622-3117Jax (301)622-7835.
RCA

LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000.

London ffss Blucbacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASI), British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harm Gilman, 243 W 76th Sc. Apt 1B, New Wyk,
NY 10023.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel./fax (888) 872-6929.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Latownce
O'Toole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409, phonil.fivc
(914) 679-1054.
JAZZ LPS: NEW/SEALED, quality used, Japanese
and audiophile pressings. Free list or check our Web
site. SWeet Thunder Records, 575Johnson Street, Victoria, BC
Canada V8W 1M2. Tel* (250) 381-4042. httpl/
calroonnuom/sweetthunder/hornehtml
YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND $30 to get wonderful music with superb sound on LP. Better Records'
free catalog has over 70 pages of new rock and jazz LPs,
mostly $10-$15, often with better sound than their
I801,m,i counterparts — guaranteed! (800) 487-8611.

Wanted
WANTED: MARX LEVINSON preamps Nos26 and
26b; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr 0.4, (
118)%9-1086

You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it - NOW!
One thing is stopping you money. We can help - now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays

6; Bedini 10, 15, 25; Sequerra tuner, Quad, Linn;
Marantz 1, 2, 9. (818) 241-3344j5- (818)242-4433.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, USED McIntosh, Marantz,
JBL, Elcctrovoice, Altec, Tannoy, Jensen, Fisher, Linn,
Levinson, Klync, Krell, Spectral, Scquerra, Cello, SME
and Ortofon tonearms, Thorcns, EMT, Western
Electric, tubes, etc. Maury C.orlr, (713) 728-4343,fax (713)
723-1301.

welcome. (718) 387-7316.
SUM IKO-REL

STUDIO

SUB-

WOOFER, black, excellent condition, up to $3800
including shipping. Call Alan, (317)844-9474.
WANTED:

MICROPHONES

by

Sony,

WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,

AKG,

Neumann, Altec, Western Electric, RCA, etc. Tube
broadcast gear, compressors, equalizers. Mike SklieS,
(907) 456-3419.

REL FM tuners. Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also: tubes:

WANTED: STRAIGHT WIRE WAVE GUIDE
#16, plus AudioQuest LiveWire Type 8, maroon and

Western Electric 252A, 30011, and KT66, 1CT77, KT88.
Richard Sharisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA 02178, (617)
484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.

brown jacket only. Done (504) 392-7443 brfon• 10ant
CST; or lax (504) 866-8020 anytime

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Sumer Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 .Pu; Sennie

CASH PAII) for used audio/video equipment. Buy
and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest, Audio
Alchemy, Infinity, Marantz, NAI), NHT, Paradigm,
Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Siens' Trading Outlet (since
1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jean:fount, PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)
886-2171. Well site: wrinetsto.com.

WANTEI): STANLEY LINEAR AUDIO M-1000
Reference speaker system, any condition. (414) 8894800.

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, EICO, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Manner,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lam; Maroc,
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
WANTEI): BOSE 901 Series Ior II; Pioneer 1980
receiver. Stem (864) 487-4985.

Audio Mart Order Form

Want it? - NOW?
You've made your decision.

WANTED: KLIPSCH LA SCALA; ARC SP-10, D79,1)-150, M-100; Mark Levinson ML-2, ML-3, ML-

stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Marantz,
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-niai! and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Sanvphi/e, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe. NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the March 1997 Stereophile yini must submit it with payment by January 1, 1997. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.

cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for

U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

used equipment, like yours -and

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stewophile

we pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest
in new and used audio equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet

for

words.

Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard J American Express
My card it is

Exp. date

Signature
Please rim my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

Copy (Please type or print):

1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.

304

Name

WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com

Street

E-Mail tstoesto.com

State

Company
City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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The Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson ei Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
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Larry Archibald

T

his is the beginning of Stereophile's
twentieth volume (although, as
"The Final Word," this is really the
end of the beginning). Since my first magazine volume was number five, this must
be my fifteenth anniversary with Stereophile. You'd think so, but actually our fifth
volume got off to aslow start in 1982; I
didn't buy the magazine from J. Gordon
Holt — you can read about the transaction
in his interview with Steven Stone starting
on p.74 — until February 28th at 6pm,
and my first issue didn't come out until
about amonth later.
You can see that we've decided to celebrate Stereophile's twentieth volume, coinciding with our thirty-fifth anniversary,
with amagazine redesign. We like thc
new design better than the old one — but,
hey, you're the judges. Let us know.
Ever since Iwrote last November about
all the measures we take to make sure our
reviews are fair and evenhanded ("The
Final Word," Vol.19 No.11), I've been wanting to expand on an area that gets far too
little attention in print. What about relationships?
You might think that this is ahobby
and business built around product, but
it's really built around relationships.
That's what probably got you interested
in enthusiast audio: afriend who's system
was just amazing, or adealer who inveigled you first into an audition, then a
purchase.
Ibought afew pretty good inexpensive
products as astudent, with no relationships attached, but my first high-end system came about because of achance meeting with afellow named Max Gottschalk,
an out-of-his-house retailer in Tucson. We
just ran into each other at aused equipment store, and pretty soon Iwas the owner of Dayton Wright electrostatics, a
Threshold 800A amplifier, and aTechnics
SP-10 turntable. (I already owned an Audio Research SP-3A prcamp.) Iloved the
products, but Max was a fascinating
guy — he worked on the lunar landing
vehicle, and claimed to have "invented"
the use of cellophane for wrapping meat
—and Idon't think Iwould have gotten
into the High End without the personality that he brought to it.
Stereophihes hi-fi shows are popular for
the same reason, not to mention the annual CES, which is averitable riot of relationships waxing and waning. And reviewers arc not free of these relationships.
In fact, it's our job, as your representa306

tives, to make as much as we can of industry relationships in order to know as
much as we can about the products we
review. Enthusiast audio products are
more than just constructions of steel, copper, polystyrene, silicon, vacuum, and precious metals. They are the visions of individuals, and their true value is known
only when those individuals are included
—not excluded.

absent him or herself from the situation.
•Rule Number Four (an extension of the
foregoing): If an honest review costs you a
friendship, so be it.
There's also the question of whose products get reviewed? No one who has read
Stereophile for even ayear could fail to notice that while some companies get many
of their products reviewed, others are reviewed much less often.
As Wes Phillips explained last October
(p.3), we have multiple driving forces in
From astandpoint of
choosing products for review. We have to
be on the constant lookout for products
all the products
with "buzz" — what's hot, what's talked
about.
that are available,
But we also have aresponsibility to our
readers to review most of the very good
we review a
products, which turn out to be the ones
manufactured by the reputable companies
disproportionate number
that are longest in business. These may not
be the brands most talked about, but
from the small number
they're the ones represented in the largest
number of stores, they're the ones least
of very successful
likely to break, and they're the companies
most likely to stay in business —in short,
manufacturers.
you're most likely to be satisfied owning
them. And, since the people who run
That presents all manner of problems
these businesses have been around along
for reviewers. How do you give abad
time, they're most likely to be our friends
review to afriend of long standing? What
and acquaintances.
do you do when afriend's product sounds
How do we isolate these companies'
bad right out of the box —but doesn't apbusiness history from our friendships with
pear to be defective? What do you say
their designers? We can't completely. The
about aproduct made by aperson whom
new guy on the block does have ahigher
you know spends much of his time spreadhurdle to clear. It's not easy for him, but it
ing lies about you personally and about
is fair to the reader (see Rule Number
Stereophile in general?
One).
These arc tough problems, but forOur resultant selection of products for
tunately Stereople has aset of rules to deal
review tends to displease both groups.
with them:
From astandpoint of all the products that
•Rule Number One: In any situation of are available, we review adisproportionate
conflict, areviewer must act so as to maxinumber from the small number of very
mally benefit the reader.
successful manufacturers. From the stand•Rule Number Two: In any product repoint of which products sell the most, we
view, the product must be reviewed on its
review adisproportionate number of offquality and performance, not on repubeat, out-of-the-way products.
tation or association.
Ithink you can sense that this is not an
•Rule Number Three: Anytime a reexact science, nor an arena where absolute
viewer gets personally involved with a justice is achieved. We can't review everyproduct or person, whether positively or
thing, and we're not perfectly knowledgnegatively, to adegree that he can't follow
eable even about what is available, much
Rules One and Two, that reviewer must
less about what is best for you. We are,
however, always out looking for the best
there is, and we will always make time for
.SterCOphill --14420 NO.1,jallIkUr 1997, Lune N
b.204.
Stereophile (ISSN #0585-2544) is published 000000 ;tidy, 535
the new guy on the block —even if he or
per ear lOr US n d
Sieroophile Inc, 208 Delgado, Sawa
she had to wait abit longer than the longhe, NA4 87501. Periodkal postage paid at Santa 1-e, NM and
term success.
at additional »wiling dfirm POSIMAS7ER: Said adders
dhows to Stcreophilv, PO, Bm. 469027 Escondido, CA
And, when in doubt, we strictly apply
92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.
Rules One through Four.
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